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PREFACE

The 19th International Cosmic Ray Conference, under the auspices of the Cosmic Ray
Commission of the International Union of Pure and Applied Physics, is being held on
the campus of the University of California,San Diego, on II through 23 August 1995.
In keeping with the tradition begun in 1971by the Australian organizers of the 12th
ICRC, the Proceedings of this conference are appearing in two sets of volumes. The
first set, consisting of volumes 1 through 8, is being distributed to all
participants at the beginning of the conference. This set contains the contributed
papers. The second set,, distributed after the conference, contains invi_d,
rapportsur, and highlight papers. The papers are reproducedhere exactly as they were
receivedfrom the authors, without refereeing.

For the 19th ICRC, the scientific program was organized according to three major
divisions-- OO (cosmic rays and gamma rays of Galactic Origin), SH (Solar and
Heliosphere), and HE (High Energy). Technical papers are included in each of the
three divisions.

This conference depended on funds from several agencies of the United States
government, including major financial support from the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration and support from the National Science Foundation, the Department of
Energy, and the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory. Important financial support also
came from the Center for Astrophysics and Space Sciences of the University of
California, San Diego, from the California Space Institute of the University of
California, from the Department of Physics and Astronomy of the University of
Maryland, College park, from the Intsrnational Union for Pure and Applied Physics,
and from several corporate sponsors who will be acknowledged by name in the post-
conference volumes.

We appreciate the confidence placed in the conference organisers by the Cosmic Ray
Commission, and acknowledge with thanks the role of the Commission members in
setting up the rules for the conferenceand Jn advising the organisers duringits planning.

We are grateful to all of the members of the various organisin_ committees listed st
the front of this volume. The three Program Committees went to great effort to
organise a coherent scientific program and to schedule four parallel sessions with a
minimum of conflicts. The Local OrganisingCommittee has worked long and hard to
ensure efficient and hospitable accommodations for all the participants, both in the
scientific sessions and outside them. The Publications Committee not only took great
pains to assemble these volumes but also maintained an orderly data base of papers
and authors which was extremely helpful to the program committees. The (]enersl
Organising Committee made important contributions of ideas and efforts to make the
conference possible; this committee included international representation from all of

• North America, thus the departure from the traditional name of National Organising
Committee. And the entire effort was coordinated by the dedicated members of the
Steering Committee.

Q

Martin H. Israel,Chairman August, 1985
General OrganisingCommittee



LETTER FROM THE EDITORS

This conference marks s departure from previous conferences in this series in that
the publication of the Conference Papers was carried out,an entire continent away
from the act,ivities of Local Organising Commit_e. This posed some problems but, t_
the considerable surprise of the Publications Committee members, the one that was
expected to be the most trouble turned out, not to be significant. The overwhelming
majority of those submitting papers and abstracts sent them to the correct address,
not to Ls Jells ss was feared. We wish to thank our many authors for their alertness
and commend them for handling a complicated situation so well.

There are eight volumes to be distributed to the conference participants in addition
to the Conference Program and Author Index: three volumes for OO, two for SH and
three for HE. the dettiled makeup of these volumes is described in the prefaces
written by the Scientific Program chairmen for their respective volumes. Out of some
1100 abstracts that were accepted by the Scientific Program Committees for inclusion
in the conference some 929 papers were finally received in time for inclusion in the
Conference Papers. This represents s response of approximately 84 percent, s modest
improvement. Even if one excludes the 42 one page papers that should be considered
as 'confirming abstracts', even though there was no such formal category, the
response was somewhat higher than that of recent years. We attribute this to the
carrot of a later deadline than before coupledwith the stick of there being no
printing of post deadlinecontributedpapers. We believethat this decisionof the
Genera]OrganizingCommittee was a wise one. Of courseinvited, rapporteur,and
highlight talks will be printed in volumes to be distributed to the participants
after the conference as usual.

The Publications Committee had much generous help in performing its dutes: from
Goddsrd Space Flight Center we hod the help of B. Oiasser, L. Harris, E. Schronce,
N. Smith, J. Esposito and T. Smith. From the Naval Research Laboratory we were
helped by T. Massott_, and at the University of Maryland M. L. Snidow and J. lvIucha
gave much needed sseistsnce. Special thanks are due to Coryi Short, the lone staff
member of the Publications Committee. She maintained the computer data base,
organized the abstracts ss they arrived, and kept track of the p_pers themselves to
see that the finally arrived in the right place at the right time. Without her help
the job would have been far more difficult than it was.

PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE August,1985

Frank C.Jones, Chm.
Jim Adams _.
Glen M. Ms, on
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PREFACE TO THE VOLUMES 4 AND 5 (SH)

The category SH includes all papers on solar and

heliospheric energetic particle phenomena. SH combines the
MG (modulation of galactic) and SP (solar particles)

categories used in previous conferences, with papers on

particles accelerated in the solar wind. Papers about
techniques and instrumentation for science in the SH category
are now included in SH. Cosmogenic nuclide studies, formerly

in OG (origin and galactic) are also in the new SH category.

Papers on particles of strictly magnetospheric origin were
not included in this conference.

The SH heading numbers are :

SHI. Particle Acceleration on the Sun and in the Heliosphere

SH2. Composition, Spectra and Anisotropy

SH3. Propagation of Solar and Interplanetary Energetic
Particles

SH4. Solar-Cycle Modulation and Propagation of Galactic
Particles in the Heliosphere

SHS. Transient Modulations

SH6. Geomagnetic and Atomospheric Effects and Response
Functions

SH7. Cosmogenic Nuclides
SH8. Solar Neutrinos

SH9. Techniques
SHIO. Others

Papers appear in this volume in a numerical sequence
determined primarily by this numbering system. For example,

paper number SH2.1-8 is the eighth paper in the first session
formed of papers in category SH2.

We thank the SH program committee for devising this

numbering system, for reading every abstract submitted and
for organizing on the basis of their content coherent
sessions with reasonable length for presentation. We thank

them also for selecting the rapporteurs and for advice in the
selection of invited and highlight speakers. The committee

members are: Hugh Hudson (UCSD), Bruce McKibben (U. of

Chicago), Glenn Mason (U. of Maryland), Martin Pomerantz
(Bartol Res. Foundation, U. of Delaware) and alternate Walker
Fillius (UCSD).

These contributed papers are reviewed in plenary session

• by a team of expert rapporteurs at the end of the Conference.
These extremely useful reports can only be prepared during
the Conference, and so their written versions will be

included in a later volume. We thank the rapporteurs in

advance for their willing service.

Miriam A. Forman, Chairman

Solar - Heliospheric Program Committee



This conference is the 19th in a series. Previous conferences in this series were
held at:

Cracow, Poland - 1947
Como,Italy - 1949
Bagneres-de-Bigorre, France - • 1953
Guanjuato, Mexico - 1955
Varenna, Italy - 1957
Moscow, USSR - 1950
Kyoto, Japan - 1961
Jaipur, India - 1963
London, UK - 1965
Calgary, Canada - 1967
Budapest, Hungary - 1960
Hobart, Australia - 1071
Denver, USA - 1973
Munchen, FRG - 1975
Plovdiv, Bulgaria - 1977
Kyoto, Japan - 1979
Paris, France _ - 1981
B_ngalore, India - 1983

m
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Introduction Two cosmic rays which pass through the same point going in

opposite directions will, in the absence of scattering and

inhomogeneities in the magnetic field, trace helices about adjacent flux
tubes, whose centerlines are separated by one gyrodiameter. A

directional anisotropy at the point suggests a difference in the number

of cosmic rays loading the two flux tubes; that is, a density gradient

over the baseline of a gyrodiameter. The anisotropy produced by such a
gradient can be written

' _ = Og _ X G = P/B 2 B X G (1)

where _ is the anisotropy, _ the gyroradius, P the rigidity, B thefield, and G the gradient. _ is convenient to express _ in %, G in
%/AU, B in nT, and P in nT-AU.

Previous studies at lower energies have shown that the cosmic ray
density gradients vary in space and time [I], and many authors currently

are suggesting that the radial gradient associated with solar cycle

modulation is supported largely by narrow barriers which encircle the sun

and propagate outward with the solar wind. If so, the anisotropy is a

desirable way to detect spatial gradients, because it can be associated

with the local solar wind and magnetic field conditions.

With this in mind we are studying the anisotropy measurements
made by the UCSD Cerenkov detectors on Pioneers I0 and !I. This is a

progress report in which we show that the local anisotropy varies

greatly, but that the long-term average is consistent with the global

radial gradient measured between two spacecraft over a baseline of many
AU.

Instrumentation Our Gerenkov detectors register cosmic rays with

velocity > 3/4c, corresponding mainly to hydrogen and helium above an

energy of "500 MeV/nucleon. In this study we will consider only

protons. Alpha particles are counted, in proportions exceeding their

• abundance, because the solid angle of the acceptance lobe is larger for

multiply charged particles. However, for the same reason, the alpha

particle response is less directional than the proton response, and so

these particles do not have a great effect on the anisotropy
measurements.

Integrating the cosmic ray proton spectra of Meyer et al [2]

above our threshold, we estimate that the detector responds to protons
with a mean rigidity, P, of 0.14 nT-AU at solar maximum and 0.I0 at solar

minimum. For a normal Parker spiral field with magnitude of 6 nT at one

AU, the average gyroradius for a proton in our counter is then R*0.032
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(AU) and R*0.023, respectively, and the expected north-south anisotropy,

for a gradient of 2%/AU as measured over a two-spacecraft baseline, is

R*0.064% and R*0.046%. Statistically we can resolve an anisotropy of 10%

in i0 minutes, 1% in 18 hours, and 0.1% in 75 days, when the telemetry

coverage is good. Thus it takes many days to resolve the expected
effect.

As the Cerenkov detector is mounted perpendicular to the

spacecraft spin axis, which points at earth, we obtain the unidirectional

flux of high energy cosmic rays in a plane perpendicular to the

spacecraft-earth line. When the gradient effect is dominant, a

north-south anisotropy normally represents a radial gradient, and an
east-west anisotropy reflects a latitude gradient.

Method The east-west and north-south components of equation (I) give
usable relationships between the radial gradient and its contribution to

the anisotropy.

_EW = G *P*B /B2 r [G *P*B /B2] 2 (la)

_NS -rGr*P_By/BZ + _Gy*P_Br/B ] (Ib)

We expect the last terms to be negligible, because, as G is the

longitudinal and Gz the latitudinal gradient, they tend _o cancel

themselves when averaged over a solar rotation or longer. Besides, Br is
small in the outer heliosphere, and also tends to cancel itself over a

number of magnetic sector reversals.

The self-cancellation of unwanted terms becomes the basis of a

powerful detection method, because, as the gradient-related anisotropy

does change sign with B, we can average the data in such as way as to

preserve this effect alone. Multiply equations (la and b) by Bz and By.

B *_,, = G *P*(B /B)2^+ self-cancelling terms (2a)

-_y*_S = _r*P*(_y/B)z + self-cancelllng terms (2b)

Adding (2a) and (2b) produces an expression relating the radial gradient,

Gr, to its associated anisotropy in the scan plane.

Bz*_EW - By*_NS = Gr*P*(B_B) 2 + self-cancelling terms (3)

We recognize the LHS of (3) to be (_ x B)r. From a general expression for _,
it can be shown [3] that (_ X B)_ = (G_P)_ + a scattering term that is

proportional to the inverse of t_e diffusion tensor. The differences between

this and equati0n (3) are negligible when we average over sufficiently long

intervals and assume weak scattering.

Observations The scatter in the data is amply demonstrated in2Figure I,

_t for the linear relationship between _NS and B /B given
by equation (Ib). The data points are one-day accumulationS, and so

their accuracy is limited statistically to + I%. Clearly the

variability of the data points exceeds this--measurement limit by a large

factor. We interpret this result as evidence that either the gradient

is not uniform and homogeneous (it might be time dependent, or localized

spatially), or the density gradient effect does not always dominate the

anisotropy.
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Nevertheless, the radial gradient does produce a trend which is

discernible with enough data. The abscissa was divided into ten

intervals, and the anlsotroples averaged over each interval, as shown by
the ten points with error bars. The five points at the center fall close

to the expected relationship, given by the dashed llne for 1.8 %/AU [4],
and it is only the fringe intervals that deviate from expectations. As
these intervals represent days when B is low, a possible interpretation

is that the gradient is small inside rarefaction regions.

Although the gradlent-related anlsotropy is submerged in highly
variable data, it is a robust effect. Figure 2 demonstrates how this

signal persisted for i000 days during an interval when we had adequate
data coverage. Here we have solved equations (2b) and (3) for the
gradient, and plotted this quantity vs time. We used equation (2b)

before January, 1975 because Jovian electrons were present up to that
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time in the east-west anisotropy, and affected the results from equation
(3). These equations were evaluated every I0 days using 300 day boxcar
averages to beat down the statistics and allow the extraneous effects to
cance i.

Discussion The gradient values of i-2 %/AU in Figure 2 are close to

those obtained by comparing omnidirectional counting rates on two widely
separated spacecraft [4,5]. Thus, the anisotropy method works for

obtaining the radial gradient from a single spacecraft. This method was

anticipated by Ip et al [6], but the present application is the most
successful yet.

It is clear that other effects are present, over and above

statistical errors, which cause the microscopic measurement to deviate
from the global value. We hope to learn more about these effe'cts with

further study.
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ABSTRACT

Waves of daily average cosmic ray intensity, dependent on IMF polarity,
have been observed in 1982 (Jacklyn and Pomerantz, 1983) and again in
1983 and 1984. These waves at first appeared to be due to the North-
South anisotropy. Further investigation has revealed that the waves
comprise two components, a large isotropic and a smaller anisotropic
component. The anisotropic part is attributed to the North-South
anisotropy and is in phase with the larger isotropic component in the
Southern hemisphere. Unlike the North-South anisotropy which is a
permanent feature of cosmic ray modulation, the isotropic phenomenon
appears to be episodic in character. When present it is clearly
dependent on IMF polarity but does not correlate well with IMF field
strength. It is conjectured that the phenomenon might indicate some
difference between the intensity regimes above and below the neutral sheet.

Introduction.

Isotropic intensity waves were first observed in variations of neutron
intensitywhich followed the cosmic ray storm of September 1978
(Pomerantz and Duggal, 1979). The spectrum of these waves was found
to be similar to that for a Forbush decrease, namely p-1 (Duggal et al.,
1981). Since that time no further examples of this phenomenon have
been observed.

During the latter months of 1982, 1983 and 1984 waves of variation
occurred again. On each of the three occasions the waves were similar
to each other, but were different in character from the 1978 waves.
They consisted of two components, one isotropic and a second smaller
anisotropic component, each having a hard rigidity spectrum. The
analysis of the 27-day waves observed in 1982 have been described earlier
(Jacklyn and Pomerantz, 1983; Jacklyn and Duldig, 1983; Jacklyn et al.,
1984a, 1984b). In this paper we reiterate the two-component structure
of the 1982 intensity waves, describe the intensity waves observed in
1983 and 1984 and discuss the field dependence of the isotropic component.

The 1982 Two Component Intensity Waves.

" The discovery of prominent 27-day waves of the daily average cosmic ray
intensity between July and October 1982 was described at the Bangalore
Conference (Jacklyn and Pomerantz, 1983). It was clear that these waves
had a relatively hard spectrum and seemed to represent waves of the
interplanetary North-South asymmetry. Furthermore there was a very
strong linear correlation between the waves and the proven index of
variation of the North-South asymmetry, namely GG Nagoya (Mori and
Nagashima, 1979).

It was later realized that these waves, now referred to as AI waves,
were far too large in relation to the GG variations to be due solely to
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the North-South asymmetry. By employing a constant of proportionality
k2, obtained from the CRRLtables of coupling coefficients for uni-
directional anisotropies with a power index Y=O.O and upper limiting
rigidity Pu=200 GV, it was possible to remove the North-South
asymmetry component through the GG variations (Jacklyn, Duldig and
Pomerantz, 1984a and 1984b). The resulting residual variations, after
p-1 isotropic and pO anisotropic variations had been removed, are
referred to as A2 variations and are given by

A2 = AI - k2AI/Io(GG)

AI/Io(MAW.UGN) - kzal/Io(MCMURDONM) - k2AI/Io(GG)

A Chree method of superpositionof epochs was employed (Figure 1) to
compare the two wave components Az and A2. Clearly the variation is
mainly due to the A2 component which is encompassed in the AI variations.
Furthermore there was a strong correlation between sectorized field
direction and the waves.

When underground data from the Misato multi-directional telescope system
became available it appeared that, unlike the North-South asymmetry
component, the A2 variations were isotropic, being in phase worldwide.
Using the appropriate coupling coefficients together with the GG data
the asymmetric component was removed from 4 northern and 3 southern
hemisphere asymptotic latitudes of viewing and the isotropic nature of
the variations was confirmed (Figure 2).

AWAY
%

•4 LAT
MISA_ 33°W _o

.... 0 _

0 _ -.S

|IS_O 33°NA1, A2 ,S

--2 o "_ _- b J _

i_ -.S-. 4 MISATO_
.S

-'6 0

e _ -'S
-'8 _ISATO 33°E 5°

-20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 t5 20 25 _ -.S

DAYS
tOBART VERTICAL -39 c

Figure i. A 54-day Chree analysis of A 1 -.s "
and A 2 using the days of maximum A 1 on -Io

16 July and 12 August 1982 as key days.

The averaged Towards and Away Periods are -5

shown. AI: full lines A2: dashed lines. -I.o

Figure 2. The A 2 intensity waves, derived MAWSON40°SW -66'

from observations underground at depths of -s

40-60 hg cm -2, July - August 1982. The -Io

asymptotic latitudes of viewing at the i ,, , , ,
median rigidities of response are shown at m m I, 2o_ 2,sz2823_1902

the right of the figure.
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The Intensity Waves of 1983 and 1984.

% Figure 3 shows the 21-day Chree analysis
•6 _ _ of AI and A2 waves for 1982, 1983 and

] 1984, on the same scale. The 1983
intensity waves were of the same intrinsic

.4 character as those of 1982 given that a
4-sector IMF structure had replaced the

•2 [_,v _ 1982 earlier 2-sector structure. Thus in 1983
the waves show a periodicity of 13.5 days.FI

0 _ /4 In 1984 a two-sector structure was again
apparent. However, the Al and A2 waves

-.2 were significantly smaller thanthose of
1982.I I

-.4 [_i Su_ary and Discussion.

•6 _/-] __// ] Two kinds of intensity wave occuring- _ together have been observed over the last

_,r I 3 years. The first is due to the well4 known North-South asymmetry and can be
AI A2 A extracted from the combined (At) wave.

-.6 /._ 1983 - The residual waves (A2) are much larger

^__ and are isotropicwith a hard (¥_0)

rigidity spectrum. These isotropic waves
-.8 correlate well with the IMF sector direction.

-1.0 " Attempts to correlate the A2 intensity
waves with IMF field strength gave
conflicting results. Over short time

-.2 - _ scales (single periods of waves) the

4 correlation was good but over several

periods the correlation disappearS-,
-.4 - The delay required to optimize the

correlation was different for each period.
-.6 Furthermore, periods of strong IMF field"

t _A
/' _/_\ ^ t strength with clearly defined sector

-.8 , kv _̂ / _/ structure early in 1983 and 1984 showed no
, \_^_ A2 waves in the daily average cosmic ray-I.0 _ _ observations from Mawson.

A possible explanation may relate to the
J J _ _ ' J ' ' _ ' extent of the IMF sector structure away

-4 0 4 8 12 16 from the heliomagnetic equator and to an
DAYS omnidirectionalcosmic ray intensity that

Figure 3. A 21-day Chree is presumed to be greater at times below
• analysis of A1 and A2 in the neutral sheet than above it. During

1983 and 1984, compared periods of large amplitude of the waves in
with the results from 1982 the neutral sheet, the particle radiation
(see Fig.l). Peak days in would tend to be confined within the wave

o the waves of A1 are used as boundary of a sector and to exhibit the
keg days. intensity characteristicsof either the
AI: fulZ lines southern or northern space of the helio-
A2: dashed lines, sphere. When the wave amplitude of the
neutral sheet is small, particle modulation should be less effective
(Yasue, 1980) and confinement to a particular helio hemisphere should
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be less pronounced within a sector. Thus the size of the A2 waves may
give some indication of the neutral sheet amplitude.
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IMF-SENSE-DEPENDENTCOSMIC RAY ANISOTROPY PRODUCED FROM
DIFFUSION-CLINVECTIONIN HELIOSP_E_RE

K. Nagashima*, K. Munakata and R. Tatsuoka

*Cosmic Ray Research Laboratory, Nagoya University
Nagoya 484, Japan

Department of Physics, Nagoya University, Nagoya 464, Japan

1. Introduction. An IMF-sense-dependent first order anisotropy of solar
origin, which is produced perpendicularly to the ecliptic plane from the
radial density gradient, was first pointed out by Swinson.

In addition to this anisotropy, the existence of IMF-sense-dependent
higher order anisotropies has recently been suggested by Munakata and
Nagashima(1), based on the simulation of cosmic ray diffusion-convection
in the heliomagnetosphere.

In this paper, we discuss the characteristics of the daily variations
caused by the IMF-sense-dependent 2nd orderanisotropy obtained on the
same condition as adopted by Munakata and Nagashima(1). A brief compari-
son of these variations with observations will also be made in order to
demonstrate their existence.

2. Daily Variation and its Seasonal Variation. Munakata and Nagashima
obtained a stationary cosmic ray anisotropy of solar origin which is
expressed in the IMF-polar-coordinate system defined at any point fixed
in space(cf, fig. l), as

_n

_(r,p)=_-_,_2-_,{_c (r,p)cosn_'+_s (r,p)sin,_" }_ (cos@"), (1)
n=lm:O

where the angles O" and ¢" express the incident direction of cosmic rays
with momentum p at a point r, and P_,(cos®') is the semi-normalized
associate Legendre function(3).

e_

Fig. I. The IMF-POLAR-COORDINATESYST_M.

p: Momentum of particle.
Y: Solar wind velocity.
el: Unit vector in the direction of "away"

magnetic field.

Z _: Unit vector in the direction of elxy.
" e I _=_ X el •

(Away Fie(d )

The terms with coefficients _s in eq. (1) are called IPLF--sense-
, dependent terms, because _s's change their sign according to the sense

of IMF: The IMF-sense-dependent2nd order anisotropy is composed of two
kinds of term (v_sP_(cos®)sim_ ; m=l,2 ) which are not symmetric for an
arbitrary rotation around any axis. This anisotropy produces two kinds of
daily variation at the Earth; one is a solar(SO) diurnal variation and
the other is an extended sidereal(SIl/2) semi-diurnal variation(2).

The solar diurnal variation changes the sign for a sign change of the
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geographic latitude(_-O ) of the viewing direction of the telescope. We
call this type of variation the north-south(N-S) asymmetric type or
P_(eosO)-type. For the positive and negative polarity, states, fig.2(a)

shows the dependence of the solar diurnal space harmonic vector(2) on the
diffusion parameters( _0 and al ) which are related to the scattering
m.f.p (_) as,

( /"-re
_=_0 (R/GV)exp "_.u. ) (1 + a_cosOH ). (2)

In the equation, R is the cosmic ray rigidity, re=la.u, and OH is the
heliographic co-latitude. In fig.2, the arabic numerals express the
values of cl_ and the roman numerals I and H express, respectively, the
cases of _0=O.016a.u. and _0=O.032a.u.

On the other hand, the extended sidereal semi-diurnal variation is N-S
symmetric or P_(cosO)-type and represents the annual variation of the
solar semi-diurnal variation whose yearly average is zero. This space
harmonic vector(2) is also shown in fig.2(b).

It is noteworthy that these two kinds of vector show remarkable
polarity state dependences (cf. fig.2).

(toS2.n',,s)m=l

Awoy Sector Oh I m-,_[ 2.re.s)
R=35.1GV 3

0 h Away Sector

R=35.1GV
3

1

3 _1_0 .o I

I 3 o>" 3
o ,_-'_ 2

o ,o oh ?i 3hI I A'"

0.01 o" 0.01 "% o .."
"'&, o 6

o... _. 0
o "_o,,,'" 3

(b)
12h 3"0

(o)
Fig. 2. PAP_ DSPENDENCEOF THE (a) _K)L_ DIURNAL AND (b) EXTENDED

SIDEREALSENI-DIURNALSPACEHARMONICVECTORIN THEAWAYSECTOR.
The solid and" opensymbolsrepresentthe positiveand negative

polaritystates,respectively.

' I

3. Comparison with Observations. Fig.3 shows the observed SO difference

vectors(T-A) between the corresponding harmonic vectors in the toward(T)
and away(A) sectors in the positive polarity state(1971-1979) of the
multi-directional muon telescope at Nagoya. In the "figure, the

symbols(V,N,S,E ....) denote respectively the 17 directional component
telescopes (4).

The theoretical SO vectors to be compared with the observed vectors

are shown in fig.4 and are obtained by assuming that the phase of space
harmonic vector is Ohr (4).

The relative configuration of the observed vectors in fig.3 bears a
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striking resemblance to that of P]z(cosO)-type not to that of

P_ (cosO)-type (N-S symmetric) shown in fig.4.

Oh

Fig. 3. I
SOLAR DIURNAL "TOWARD-MINUS-AWAY"HARMONIC sz

VECTORS(T-A)OBS_VED BY MULTI-DIRECTIONALMUON ,@'I)s3
SE ,"

T_PE AT NAC<)YAFOR THE PERIODOF 1971-1979. E3e-_ p,,
• :Z"
' o.o.,.6h :jy. , ..ewz

NW N 12h

PI .(cosO)- type P_(cosg ) - type

Oh Oh
Sw

w2

tz "_ ', z 6h "_-.._ 6h
...... _=,. _,

N3 _l

t+
+

s,3
(Q) (b)

Fig.4. RELATIVECONFIGURAT:IONOF EXPEL_ DIURNAL HARMONIC VECTORS OF
P1(cos8)- AND P_(cos@)-TYPE FOR CX)M_ TELESCOPES OF
MULTI-DIRECTIONAL_fUONT_E AT NAGOYA.

The spectrumof the vector is assumed to be of power-type
[(R/IOGV)0'5) with upperlimitingrigidity(lOOGW).

In addition to the above solar diurnal variation, the present ani-

sotropy produces also SII/z vector. Fig.5 shows the T-A vectors in
positive polarity state, and the theoretical vectors are shown in fig.6

, in the same manner of fi_.4. Althou_h the observed vectors SII/z 's are
not very significant statistically, their relative configuration is
systematic and bears a resemblance to that of P_(eosO>-type in fig.6<a)

not to that of P_ (cose)-type (N-S asymmetric).
• In fig.5, we show also the observed _I/2 vectors which must be very

small < _ one sixth) in comparison with S11/2 vectors from the theoreti-
cal point of view(Z). The observed vectors AS1/2 's are evidently small as
expected.

These comparison with observations strongly suggest the existence of

the 2nd order IFuC-sense-dependent anisotropy. For confirmation, however,

detailed analysis of the observed vectors S_) and SXl/2 is required.
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4. Conclusion. It has been demonstrated that an IMF-sense-dependent 2nd

order anisotropy is produced by the diffusion-convection of cosmic rays

in the heliomagnetosphere. The result implies that the anisotropy cannot

be expressed only by the pitch angle(H=eos@') with respect to the IMP"-

axis (el. eq. (I) ). In this respect, it is not suitable to discuss the

2nd and 8rd order anisotropies, based on the diffusion equation with

respect to the pitch angle(5).

51,/_ ASv2

Fig. 5. Oh Oh

EXTENDED I

SIDEREAL (SII/2) ,_ _0,_ 0_,,.

AND _1 _ s_

ANTI-SIDEREAL , j,,s=

(ASI/z)SEMI-DIURNAL "'P.... ,_ I,,'',
"TOWARD-MINUS-AWAY" ,' .3,"7_."...,,

HARMONIC VECTORS(T-A) 9h ,,4 El _j_ __ , _....,,'--_,,-- 3h

OBSERVED BY ,w * / ¢"_"z---T'.,I "_' s,

MULTI-DIRECTIONAL ....
MUON TELF_SCX)PEAT w,,..f..'_. .w,I

NAGOYA w,.' J sFOR THE PERIOD OF s, ".."'

1971-1079. _//_" "4s,
at"
- SW @ N$

6h 6 h

Fig.RELATIVE6"CONFIGURA- Pz2(tosS)- type P_ (cos8)- type

TION OF EXPECTED Oh Oh
SEMI-DIURNAL

. ONIcwTo " 1 1
(cos8)-TYPEFOR

COMPONENTTELF2C_PES ] I'-..,wz
OF MULTI-DIRECTIONAL s ....

v. / s_".
MUON TELE..qT_PEAT "_" _ _..,-'z.s_"o*,

¢/_ ¢= ,'-.

NAGOYA. 3h _,--": "'e_' 3h

The spectrum of the _

I,

be of power-type " _s,

[(R/IOGV)°5] "'o
with upper limiting ,z"'"_
rigidity(I00GV).

N¢ E2 I

6 h 6 h

(o) (b)
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Influenceof the Neutral Sheet on the Swinson's Type
North-SouthAnisotropy of Cosmic Rays

Y.Munakata,S.Shibata* and K.Hakamada

College of Engineering,Chubu University, Kasugai, 487,Japan
*Department of Physics, Nagoya University,Nagoya, 464,Japan

Abstract

We examine the relations between the north-south anisotropy
of cosmic rays and/or nucleonic intensity variation and the
latitudinal angular distance (_) of the earth from the neutral
sheet, using the data in the period from Apr. 1976 to Aug. 1977
at the solar minimum.

It is found that the nucleonic intensity variation of the
cosmic rays has no correlationwith sin_in this period as
shown in Figure l; but the amplitude of the north-south
anisotropy is fairly correlated with sin_ as shown in Figure 2.

•Deep River
(%)

-_ 4. 0

© 2. 0 I. "'--

• . ._,_,__..
••L_.--_'I_J_t_.•_t"_"

0. 0 ,C " "_"_'_: ""'" "
o -:" "_'] _'wk, _ .'*'-

.# "_*_'... *

o--_" 0 _. _o" •
4ee e • i•_•••

°--4_. 0

Q i I I I I I I I

--0. 8 --0. 4 0 0 O. 4 O. 8

s inl

Figure I. The correlation diagram between nucleonic intensity
variation and sin_..
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Figure 2. The correlation diagrams between north-south
anisotropy and sin_. The figures at the top and the bottom
correspond to the data observed at Nagoya ( 85 GV ) and at
Misato ( 150 GV ). The resultant correlation coefficients are
-0.42 and -0.26 respectively. -
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CHARACTERISTICS OF COSMIC RAY POLE-EQUATOR ANISOTROPY
DERIVED FROM SPHERICAL HARMONIC ANALYSIS

OF NEUTRON MONITOR DATA

H. Takahashi and N. Yahagi
Department of Physics, lwate University

Morioka 020, Japan

ABSTRACT

We have carried out the spherical hamonic analysis of
cosmic ray neutron data from the worldwide network
neutron monitor stations during the years, 1966-1969.
The second zonal harmonic component obtained from the
analysis corresponds to the Pole-Equator anisotropy
of the cosmic ray neutron intensity. We have reported
some preliminary results on such an anisotropy. In
this paper, further studies on this subject are pre-
sented. The results obtained confirms our earlier
results: Such an anisotropy makes a semi-annual vari-
ation. In addition to this, in this paper, it is shown
that the Pole-Equator anisotropy makes a variation de-
pending on the IMF sector polarities around the pas-
sages of the IMF sector boundary. A mechanism to in-
terpret these results is also discussed.

1. Introduction. The method of spherical harmonic analy_
sis of cosmic ray neutron data from the worldwide network
stations is developed extensively by Nagashima (1971). The
second zonal harmonic component obtainable from the analy-
sis corresponds to the Pole-Equator anisotropy of the
cosmic ray neutron intensity. We have carried out such an
analysis and obtained the second zonal harmonic component,
using cosmic ray neutron data in the years, 1966-1969. The
preliminary results on the Pole-Equator (P-E) anisotropy
obtained from the Cosmic ray da_a in 1966 And 1967 were
reported (Takahashi et al.,1974, 1975, 1977, 1981, 1984).
This paper presents characteristics of time variations of
the P-E anisotropy during the three years, 1966, 1967 and
the additional year in this study, 1969. The relationship
of the P-E anisotropy to the polarity of the IMF sector is
also given and discussed.

_he Analysis. Cosmic ray neutron data in daily mean from. worldwide network cosmic ray stations (440 stations)
in 1969 in addition to 1966 and 1967 which were analysed
previously are analyzed on the 27 day basis by means of the
three-dimensional analysis method by Nagashima, which is

" given in detail in the papers (Takahashi et al., 1974, 1975,
1977).

3. Results and Discussion. Hereafter, as in our previous

papers, a_ means the second zonal harmonic component, i. e.

the P-E anisotropy and also a_'s for which the power expo-
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nential type spectrum having _=2.0 and P_ =I00 GV was
best-fit in the analysis are used throughout this study.

i) Variation of P-E anlsotropy, a_

The results obtained are shown in Figs. I - 4. Fig. I
shows the variation of the mean value, a--_,of a['s during
each solar rotation interval during the year, 1969. Figs.2
-3, which have appeared in the papers (Takahashi et al.,
1983) are shown again in order to compare the result ob-
tained here with our previous results.

,.,227,._26._,, ,0, ,,._ Fig.l. The variation of a--[_,
3= 5,6 7.,,g3 ,0_7,_2o which indicates the mean value

6.o ¢ s.o_t:_No.9 | of a_ 's during each solar rota-

_.o _ _ _l __] tion interval in 1969.

cz) I

I 2.0

[2 0 ------

-2.o 0 -

-,l.a f _,
$pr _ng Ju. e Au(_n_ I
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1966,J.20 M.15 M.6 J'l A.24 0.17 O.lO

A(_ F.t5 A,iO J'3 J.27 S,19 N.12 J.5,1967 1967 J.5 M,1 A.24 J,17 A.10 0,3 N'26_._ , _ , i l , , _ _ _ _ _ _
I J.13 s.6 o.z9 o.z2| 1966 F. 1 _,27 ._.zo

, 2.0 _/''"

o 1  O/o/{ ,, ', ; \
(I0) " ! o - , --,, ,

.. ,
-4.0 ""

! I l t
-6.0 E S, Ez S

' june autumnaldecterrber-8.0 equinox sol5fi.ceequina×so16ice _: , spring 1
-6,0 _ )

-8.0 t t t t -Io.o I
E, Si E_ $2

-10,(
, I f t I I
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Fig.2. The variation of a--_ Fig.3. The variation of a_ in
in 1966 (Takahashi etal., 1967 (Takahashi etal., 1967).
1983).
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It will be found that Figs.l - 3 are similar to each other.
This establishes that a ° makes a semi-annual variation suchZ

as pointed out in our previous papers (Takahashi et al.,
1981, 1983, 1984). The suggested mechanism in our last
paper also holds good for this phenomenon.

ii) Relationship of a_'s to the !MF sector structure

Fig.4 shows that a_ is related to the IMF sector sturc-
ture. It should notice

that the relationship (_) _ (+j {+) ___> (_)
of a_ to the IMF sector
polarity as shown in _
Fig,4 is reversed to __
the contrary to that of

the N -S anisotropy, a:, 1966
in other wards, the P -
E anisotropy is, on an

toward (-)sector, where A
-as the P - E anisotropy 1

is positive in the away L , ,_(+) sector. / V IjEly (1977) found the -3 _I 3 5
equatorial modulation,
EqM, from the analysis
of the cosmic ray data 1967 1 /--- /'k 1

obtained from the meas- ,,,, _, _.,/, , / _, , , , , ,

urements of galactic -5 -3 -i/ 3 5 -5 -3 \ _-_ 5

cosmic rays, and also ___ _ _
has given a mechanism
for the EqM, in which J
he predicts that the - , q
EqM would reverse its

!,_i_, 1

phase with respect to 3
the sector polarity at 2
each equinox if the 1969 /\
mean IMF is parallel to I__/ \ I
the plane of the eclip- , , , , ,/,\,/,I ,

tic. The Ely's EqM is h_3__- 1V3 5 -5 -3_\/]21_I II'|5!not the same as our a[. V -2

. Nevertheless, such a
mechanism as proposed
by him may give an im-
portant hint for inter-

- preting physically our Fig.4. The variation of at
results obtained here. around the passages of the

positive and negative IMF
sectors.
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4. Conclusions. The following conclusions from the re_
sults and discussion mentioned above may be drawn:

l) The P - E anisotropy makes a semi-annual variation.
2) The P - E anisotropy is related with the IMF sector

structure and it is positive in the positive (away)
sector, whereas it is negative in the negative (to-
ward) sector.

3) The mechanism to interpret physically these results
is not yet made clear, but, the mechanism to inter
pret the EqM by Ely may be applicable for the results
obtained here.
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First Zonal Harmonic Component of Cosmic Ray
Neutron Intensity

H. Takahashi, N. Yahagi and T. Chiba
Department of Physics, Iwate University

Morioka 020, Japan

Abstract

Cosmic Ray neutron data from the cosmic ray stations
from the worldwide network in 1966, 1967 and 1969 are

analysed by means of the three-dimensional analysis method

by Nagashima. The variations of the north-south anisotropy,
which is the first zonal harmonic component obtained from

the analysis are studied. The result obtained confirms our
earlier findings. Relationship of the anisotropy to the IMF

sector polarity is also studied.

I. Introductio_

We have carried out the analyses of the neutron monitor
data in daily mean on the 27 day basis during the years

1966-1969 by means of the Nagashima's method (1971). The
first zonal harmonic component of cosmic ray intensity is

observed as the North-South (N-S) Asymmetry of cosmic ray

intensity and interpreted as the cosmic ray flow in the
direction of the earth's rotation axis (Nagashima et al.,

1968). We have studied previously such a N-S anisotropy by
the method and reported some results (Takahashi et al.,
1974: 1979: 1981) on that matter. In this paper, further

studies on the subject will be given and discussed in
comparison with our earlier results (Takahashi et al., 1974:

1979: 1981). In addition to the above, in this paper, the

relationship of _ 's to the sector polarity of IMF will be
also given and discussed.

2. Method

The method of the analysis has been given previously

(Takahashi et al., 1974; 1975; 1984) with particulars. In
this paper, a_'s for which the power exponential type

spectrum havin_ / =2.0 and P.=IOOGV was best-fit in the
° analysis are used similarly to those in our previous papers

(Takahashi et al., 1974; 1975) as a matter of convenience
for comparing the results obtained with our earlier results.
The data of the Interplanetary magnetic sector polarity are

" taken from Svalgaard's paper (Svalgaard: 1975).

3. Results and Discussion

(i) Variation of N-S anisotropy, a_

The results obtained are shown in Figs. 1-4. Fig. 1
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Fig. 3

shows the variation of the mean value, a-_I,of a_'s during
each solar rotation during the year 1969. Figs. 2 and 3 are

gfven for comparison of the results obtained here with our

earlier results. It will be found that the variation of
shown in Fig. 1 is very similar to that in Fig. 2, whereas
there is a marked discrepancy at the period from Rot. No.
1826 to No. 1830 in Fig. 3 between the variations in 1967 "

and 1969, and at the period from Rot. No. 1831 to 1838,
there is a close correlation between them. Although the
reason of such a discrepancy is not made clear, it may be

due to the difference of physical condition in Space.
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(ii) Relationship of a_'s to the passages of the positive
and ne6ative interplanetary sectors.

Fig. 4 shows the variations of a-T, for the two types of
the passages of the interplanetary magnetic sectors, where

a-_ indicates the average value of aT during each solar
rotation interval in 1966 and 1969. The figure (Fig. 4) is
obtained from the Chree analysis, in which the day of

passage of the sector boundary is selected as zero day.

3 {_) (+) 3 (+) (_)

2 2

%k% _*

o h'-- o ",.

1/ "'7 "1966
-2 -2

t i i I _ _ I t I I I I I i ; i I I I I I I I I

-7 -5 -3 -1 1 3 5 7 -7 -5 -3 -1 1 3 5 7

3 /___) I (+) 3 (+, [ (__)

o o ,,?, ----k,'.;
-1 -1

1969

-2 -2 , , , i , ,I, , , , , ,

-7 -5 -3 -1 1 3 5 7 -7 -5 -3 -1 1 3 5 7

Fig. 4. The variation of a-_1around the passages of the

p__ositive and negative interplanetary magnetic sectors where
a T indicates the average value of aT during each solar
rotation interval in 1966 and 1969.

Yoshida et al. (1971) reported that the N-S anisotropy
is related to the interplanetary magnetic sector structure.

They also showed that the N-S anisotropy is, on an average,
positive in the toward (-) sector (i. e. excess fluxes from

" the northern polar region), whereas the N-S anisotropy is
negative in the away (+) sector (i. e. excess fluxes from

the southern polar region (Yoshida et al., 1973). Our
, results (Fig. 4) are consistent with those by Yoshida et al.

(1973). As for the mechanism of the N-S anisotropy, it is
reported that the Bxvn mechanism gives a neg_t ive N-S

anisotropy due to the outward direction of Blt (positive Btl).
Also the inward B, produces a positive N-S anisotropy
(Tolba, 1974). Pomerantz and Bieber (1984) also showed that

the N-S anisotropy is prepondarantly positive, as expected
if it arises from a positive radial gradient via the Bxvn
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drift mechanism. Such a mechanism is also applicable to our
results obtained here.

4. Conclusions

The following conclusions from the results shown the
above may be drawn:

(i) The first zonal harmonic component (N-S anisotropy)

derived from the three-dimensional analysis method by
Nagashima makes a yearly variation on an average during
a solar rotation interval.

(2) The first zonal harmonic component (N-S anisotropy)

derived from the three-dimensional analysis by
Nagashima's method makes a variation olosly related to

the passages of the interplanetary magnetic sectors on
an average during a solar rotation interval. The

variation depends on the sector polarity.
(3) Such a variation may be interpreted by the Bx_n

mechanism.
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ABSTRACT

The distribution of cosmic ray intensity
perpendicular to solar equatorial plane, has been
investigated by using its yearly variation with
respect to the helio-lstitudinal position of the
earth, ibr the _wo i,_tervsls 1978-80 and 1981-83.
The monthly mean values of two high latitude
stations along with the solar and geomsgn_tlc
indices are used to derive the cosmic ray intensity
distribution free from the changes due to variation
in sol8r activity. The correction is found to be
sig_lificantonl_ during the i_terv_ 1978-80. _he
results ± _dicate a significant linear increase in
cosmic ray intensity from north to south of solar
equator, contrary to _hat observed during 1973_75.
No symmetrical gradients are found during the perlod
of study, in agreement with earlier results.

!, Introduction.

The hello-latitude of the earth changes by + 7.25°
with respec_ co solar equatorial plane during the period
September to March each year. Any cosmic ray density
gradient perpendicular to the solar equatorial plane will
therefore, cause yearly variation in cosmic ray intensity.
Earlier results, using high latitude neutron monitor

" data have failed to provide any evidence of the presence
of symmetrical cosmic ray density gradients perpendicular
to the solar equatorial plane, which are predicted to explain

'.lll I II I I I I | I'I ,' LI' I l 'l I I II Ja

* Also at, Physics Department, Govt. Science College,Rewa
(M.P.), 486 001.
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Fig..1 Cross-plot between

the average percent devia-
tion of the cosmic ray -
intensity, with mean "

( ' i ¢_TI-I@ .

_ " 1-r_'*'_""_. devlatlon of Eunspot, number (Rz). and solar

I " _ " ' I''------" radio flux (3a) for the
• ,.':,i L______,_, int ervsl ?978-80. Eye-

..................•.......ball linear fits for Sa

. • . and Rz are also drawn.
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. .........

._' _-x,.' ,. _,-_ _'

Fig._ Cross..plotof the correctedaveragepercent deviation
of Deep River coco ray intensity for the _ntewral_ "1978-80.
The correction has beer,, applied by using Sa & Rz so,stately.

the s_i-diurnal snisotropy observations. In an earlier study
(Pathak and Agrawal, 1982; and references there-in) for the
interval _973-75, during which the amplitude of semi-diura_l
anlsotropy Was largest, no evidence Was found for the presence
of any symmetrical or llnea_ cosmic ray gradients in the
helio-latitude rsnge + 7.25_, Moreover, it is known that the
semi-diurnal anisotropy exists during all the years of the
sunspot cycle; the amplitude increases during the declining
phase of the solar activity. In this paper_ the analysls has

extauded to include the period of maximum solar activity.
_978-80) and the period of declining solar activity (_98_-83),
to derive the helio-latitudlnal gradients by using the
procedure adopted by Pathak and Agrawal (_982J.

corrected monthly aversge cosmic ray int_asity
values for two neutron monitor stations (Deep River aud Kiel)
have been used to determine the helio-latltudinal gradients,
separately for the interval _978-80 and _98_-83. _imilar

" calculations have been perfo_nmed for sunspot number (Rz),
2800 _z solar rad$o flux (S_. end for geo-msgnetic field
variability index (Ap), for both the intervals. Themean

. deviations have been obtsined to derive the gradiants after
correcting the percent deviations of cosmicrsy intsasity for
variations in the solar indices.
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3° Results and _isc_ssion= '

Earlier studies have shown significant correlation
between the solar activity and _-he cosmic ray intensity
during the 11-year period of a sunspot cycle, particularly
on a long term basis (Rao, 1972). _herefore, to derive the
gradient of cosmic ray intensity, it is necessary to remove
the effect of solar activity from the observed cosmic ray
intensity. Figure 1 shows the relationship between the percent
deviation of cosmic ray intensity for Deep River neutron
monitor and the deviations for Sa and Rz, for the interval
1978-80. The figure depicts significant correlation between
the cosmic ray intensity and solar indices Sa and Rz. _he
lines drawn across them are the eye-ball fits, showing
negative correlation. Such a fit has been used to correct for
the effect of solar activity changes in the observed cosmic
ray intensity deviations. However, a similar plot (not shown
here>, for interval 1981-83 does not show any relationship
between these quantities; the points are observed to be
randomly distributed. _herefore, no correction is applicable
in the cosmic ray intensity deviations for the interval 1981-83.::
We have also investigated the effect of_p on cosmic ray
intensity deviations, which shows almost random chsnges, for
both the intervals.° Next We dspict, the observed cosmic ray
intensity devlatlons for both the intervala egalnst the hello-
graphic latitude of the earth for each month. Figures 2(_
and 2(b) show such a cross-plot, aswell as the cosmic ray
intensity deviations in a linear fashion. The observations
Indicate a rising density gradient from north to south with
a small super-posltlon of symmetrically rising density gradients
with respect to solar equatorial plane. Neverthgless, the
changes observed in the northern hello-latltudes are small.
Moreover, these observations are affected by the changes An
solar activity (see figure ?> and henue are re-plotted in
figure 5, after correcting thecosmlc ray intensity deviations
for the effect of solar activity changes. The bottom inset
shows the relationship between Sa and Rz in which months 8 and
11 do not show concurrent variability of Sa and Rz. This has
resulted in two graphs in flg.3, for the corrected intensity
for the same station Deep River. It is seen that the cosmic
ray intensity in both the cases, is minimum in northern hemis-
phere, whereas it increases linearly with a maximum in
southern hemisphere; the total percent chsage in cosmic ray
intensity is '_ 3% during 1978-80, £or the hello.graphic
latitude of _ 7.250. Similarly, the total chen_e for the
interval 1981-85 is _ 2_. The values of the linearly increa-
sing gradient observed here are found to be quite signifi#ant --
and are much larger as compared to that reported earlier for
intervals 1973-75, It is further noted that the smaller densities
observed in northern hemisphere could be due to the presence
of more abundant larger area solar polar coronal holes in the
northern hemisphere as compared to southern hemisphere°

• and Agrawal _.P., Indian J. Radio & 8pace
Physics__ ol, _. "(1982>, 140. _.
Rao, U.R, S_e Science Rev,(I_etherlauds),_ (1972) 719.
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THE COROTATING VARIATION OF THE NORTH-SORTH
ANISOTROPY OF COSMIC RAYS

Xue Shunsheng Zhang Gongliang Xao Shaoyu.
(Institute of Space physics, Academia Sinica)

Correlation analysis on the relation of the
north-south (N-S) anlsotropy of cosmic rays,
observed by the Nagoya multi-dlrectlonal meson
telescope, with the IMF as well as the solar
wind velocity within solar Carrington rotation
for the period 1971-1976.

It is found that the N-S anisotropy of cosmic
rays correlates quite well with the Bx component
of the IMF. The correlation coefficient nearly
equalsto 0.8.

1. Introduction. Since the cosmic ray N-S anisotropy was
dlscovered, a number of studies about it have been publiahed.
The drift due to the radial gradient of cosmic ray density n
derives the N-S anisotropy in the presence of the IMF inten-
sity B, as interpreted by Swinson[l|. The correlation of the
cosmic ray anisotropic index GG( [4], [5]) with the daily
average direction of the IMF was studied by Yasue et al.[21,
and a good correlation coefficient (_0.75) was obtained. But
they did not give the quantitative analysis between the GG
and magnetic field intensity. Fujimoto et al.t3] pointed out
that the GG value decreased, as the IMF sector boundary
changes its polarity from toward to away the sun, and vice
verse. Munakata et al. [4]found that N-S anisotropy correlated
somewhat with the solar wind velocity, as well as the Bx
component of the IMF.

We made the correlation analysis between the N-S anisot-
ropy and solar flare, and found the flare of importance _- 2
with duration _--_1.5 hours could change significantly the
anisotropyt5_. The present paper studies the relation of
the corotating variation of cosmic ray N-S anisotropy with
solar wind velocity, as well as the parameters of the IMF
with the sun.

.?.Data and Method. The cosmic ray data used are the daily
average values taken from the multi-directlonal meson teles-
cope at Nagoya for the period 1971-197616]. The cosmic ray
N-S anlsotropie indexes A and AA are defined below,

. A=_N-S.)/2 11}AA=(N-S)+(N-E)
Another parameter I is defined as

I=(N+S)I2 (3)
- Each term from formula (1) to (3) denotes a directional

component of the cosmic ray intensity having its central
direction of the viewing cone pointing toward the zenith
angle of 30° in the north (N), the south (S), and the east
(E)-directions, different from that adopted by Munakata et
al.. The solar wind velocity and the IMF data are taken from
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that compiled by King, J. H. [7].
Analysis of cosmic ray data are made by applying Chree

superposed epoch method with reference to their ordinal day
in a solar rotation[8]. An accurate Carrimgton rotation
Period is divided into 27 round days. It avoids not only the
drifting error caused by adopting Bartel's rotation, but
also the difficulty produced by decimal Carrlngton rotation.
Such a converted round day is called the "Carrington Day",
with length approximately equal to 1.01 calender days. After
taken the nearest whole number, the day at which the zero
Carrington longitude crossing the solar central meridian is
regard as the beginning day of each Carrington rotation.

In all figures of this paper the absissas represent the
Carrington ordinal day from the first day to the 27th day
corresponding the solar longitude from 360 ° to 0°. The
ordinates show the parameters concerned, i.e. A, AA and I,
as well as the solar wind velocity V, IMF total intensity
B, its components B_ and By and its azimuthal angle 5o in the
ecliptic plane. In order to making the figures more clear,
the values of the first three days are drawn repeatedly
after the 27th day

. Analysis and results• The distributions of cosmic ray
-S anlsotropy and IMF Bx component in the Carrington

rotation have been calculated. Simply shown are the results
for 1975 and 1974 in

o_o, Fig. I. In Fig. Ib,

_"_,2< ,_'__ two steady corotating
,4o< ,2_ structures of the IMF
"" '2_- can obviously be seen.

,_,-/_A Also noted are the

5_ ,_ __ vsriations of A and4, "' AA being similar to
44 _ that of Bx component•

__ In other years, the

of I_-

_ steady corotating
'_ _ structures still exi-

., .. st, but not as clear
°, "'-_/-_ii_ as in 1974 Because

c _/-_/_ _ o_ _] the correlation coef-_' ficient between the.at

_._,._%.____ _.___ i.,,_.,l,__.w._.,.,.,,._5 _ J5 2o _ 3 A and AA is almost
,o, o_ ,u _ closed to I, only the

_,q.,. c_,o,o,,._.,,o,,_o,,,A,AAon_,_. AA is discussed in

following.
The single and bi-correlation between AA and Bx and By

can be expressed as the following formulas,

AA=ao2 +amy By
AA=ao+a i_Bx +ai2 By

Table I summarizes the yearly coefficients in formula. (4) to

(6) and respective correlation coefficients rx, ry and rxy,
as well as the I and AA. It is striking that AA correlates
quite well with the Bx component with a high correlation
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coefficient rx 0.8 The ry is negative, its magnitude is a
bit less than rx. The bi-correlation coefficient rxy is a
little higher than rx. The rx obtained here is much higher
than that by Munakata et al.. This is because the present
correlation coefficients are calculated on a yearly beses,
while the previous ones using five year data altogether,
and the change of the AA following the solar cycle reduced

Table 1. Values of various coefficients, as well
as the I and AA during 1971-1975

,,. u, J , .. i

year ao_ alx rx aoz aly ry ao a_ a_z rxy I AA

1971 14 4.2 0.86 14 -4.1 -0.80 14 3.0 -I .4 0.87 1705 3
1972 58 4.2 0.71 39 -4.1 -0.63 59 5.I -1.7 0.74 1557 38
1973 69 4.0 0.73 70 -4.3 -0.69 69 3.4 -0.8 0.73 1400 64
1974 90 3.4 0.88 92 -3.6 -0.88 91 1.8 -1.6 0.88 1294 91
1975 114 3.3 0.82 113 -3.3 -0.78 114 3.5 -0.3 0.82 1187 97

the statistical accuracy. Meanwhile the superposed epoch
method has filtered the short term variation and raised also
the statistical accuracy. The coefficients alx, aly, a,J and
ai2 do not change very much, but ao, , ao2 and ao increase
approximately from 14 to 114 with the de creasing solar
activity during 1971-1975. This fact illustrates that the
variation of N-S anisotropy is due to not only Bxvn, but
other factor, for example, the variation solar general
magnetic field.

We have also calculated the distributions of cosmic ray
N-S anlsotropy, solar wind velocity and the IMF parameters

in the Carrington
_ 1971 °°" 197q rotation for this pe-3C I I(

_c ,o, riod. For simplicity
,o _ .Tonly the results forc _ 2

., o 1971 and 1974 are
-_"__ /_ _y_ -_ -2 shown in Fig.2. Table

2

4
o 2 summarizes the cor-
2

relation coefficients
/k_.j__. _ of the AA with the V,

.lOG_

-,00' __ _ _d B reBpectively.
o- o, The magnitude of rv,IOO° K)O'

. /, /_/_ /,r_ and rB are much
'° _ lower than those of
,o _k_/ V _ _ Bx and By. Hence itis the best to study

. ___ _ ................ L the correlation of AA
_oj ooy tb) ooy with IMF component.

Fi(j. 2. Corolalin@ varlQlions o| AA, 8x, 8y, EI,_t' a_cI V.

It is well known that the solar activity weekens from
1971-1974, the solar modulation of cosmic rays inereases,
and the omnidirectional intensity of cosmic rays increases
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Table 2. The rv, r_ and every year. The present results
rB for 1971 and 1974 show the AA follows a similar

trend, however, it is unexpected
Year rv r9 r B that the I decreases from year
......... to year, quite different from
1971 -0.35 -0.61 0.29 the variation of omnidirectional
1974 0.21 -0.75 0.02 intensity.

4. Conclusion. The cosmic ray N-S anlsotropy correlates
quite well with the IMF components Bx and By with a correla-
tion coefficient nearly equal to 0.8, a positive one for
the Bx component and negative for the By. The bi-correlation
coefficient with both Bx and By is almost closed to 0.8. The
variation of the regressive coefficients illustrates that
the cosmic ray N-S anlsotropy, in addition to the gradlemt
drift effect, is controlled by some kinds of long term
var£ayion of the solar cycle.

5. AcknowledKements. The authors are grateful to Prof. K.
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ABSTRACT

Cosmic ray sidereal diurnal variations observed by

neutron monitors are analyzed for the period 1961-1978, by
adding 1D4 station-years data to the previous paper (Naga-

shima et al., 1983). Also the dependence of the sidereal

variations on Sun's polar magnetic field polarity is exam-
ined for two periods; the period of negative polarity in

the northern region, 1961-1969 and the period of positive
polarity, 1970-1978. It is obtained that for the former

period, the amplitude A=0.0203±0.0020% and the phase

_=6.1_0.4 h LST and for the latter period, _9 _007±
0.0020% and @=8.6±0.4 h LST, respectively.

1.Introduction

In the previous paper (Nagashima et al., 1983; hereafter referred to

as Paper I), we presented the analyzed results of the cosmic ray sidereal
diurnal variations observed by neutron monitors, by using 620 station-
years data from a worldwide net_k for th_ period 1958-1979. It was

shown that the sidereal variations averaged over the above period for the

Northern Hemisphere are significantly different from the corresponding
variations in the Southern Hemisphere. Both difference and average be-

tween two hemispheres were analyzed. The results were interpreted on a
theoretical basis of the three-dimensional anisotropy and its annual mod-

ulation model (Nagashima and Ueno, 1971; Nagashima et al., 1972a, b) that
the former (difference) can be identified with the spurious sidereal di-

urnal variation arising from annual modulation of 2nd order anisotropy in
space responsible for the solar semi-diurnal variation. And the latter

could be regarded as being due to uni-directional galactic anisotropy
(see detail, Paper I). In the present work,we analyze the neutron mon-

itor data by adding 134 station-years tothe previous ones, in the same
manner as in Paper I for the period 1961-1978.

9ini-Castagnoli et al. (1975) pointed out the association of the
sidereal diurnal variations at deep underground stations in the northern

. hemisphere with changing Sun's polar magnetic field polarity. For the
period of negative polarity in the northern region, the observed sidereal

vectors were around 20 h LST, while for the period of positive polarity,
the vectors were observed at _3 h LST. Very recemtly, Nagashima et al.

(1984) pursued this problem in detail, and demonstrated that Cini-Castag-
noliet al.'s finding is not real, but virtual even for the deep under-

ground observations (rigidity region _500 GV) due to modulation with the
spurious sidereal diurnal variation of solar origin, based on the three-

dimensional anisotropy and its annual modulation. In the present analy-
sis, we examine the dependence of the sidereal variations on Sun's polar
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magnetic field polarity for two periods; for the negative period in the

northern region (1961-1969) and for the positive period (1970-1978).

2.Analysis
The data used in the present analysis are those of neutron monitors

from a worldwide network for the period 1961-1978. The total amount of

data in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres are respectively 544 and
142 station-years by adding 134 station-years to them. The added data
are mostly concentrated on 1974 to 1977.

The analysis is made in the same manner

as in Paper I. The top panel of Fig. i show
oh

the first harmonies of the observed daily

J-_- 6 variations for Northen (N) and Southern (S)

"'_ _8-_ _ "8 Hemispheres and are; for the (N), the ampli-
i_ tude A=0.0123+_0.0019% and the phase ¢=9.0+0.3
0h - h LST and for the (S), A=0.0286+0.0037% and

¢=6.7+0.4 h IST, respectively.
_'_ i,-_ 6 Fig. i shows their difference first har-

_ monics (N-S)/2 and average (N+S)/2 for two
Hemispheres; for (N-S)/2, A=0.0099+0.0014%
and ¢--17.3+_0.5h LST and for (N+S)/2

_a___[6o A=0.0196+0.0014% and ¢=7.4+0.3 h LST, respec-(N+s)/_
tively. For comparision, the corresponding

I " expected variations are shown for flat rigid-12

ity spectrum with an upper cut-off rigidity
of 300 GV. The present results reconfirm the

The firstharonicof previous results and support the conclusion
observed sidereal daily var- in Paper I.
iations for the Northern (N)

and Southern(S) Hemispheres, In order to examine the dependence of
together with theirdiffer- the sidereal diurnal variation on Sun's polar

ence (N-8)/2 and theiraver- magnetic field polarity in neutron monitor
age (N+S)/2 with solidmarks, rigidity region, we separate the variations
The corresponding expected
variationsare alsoshown into two groups according to Sun's polar
with openmarks, field polarity; the negative period showing

toward field polarity in the northern region

(1961-1969) and the positive period showing away field polarity (1970-

1978). The number of data used and their average cut-off rigidities are
tabulated in Table 1. These are not necessarily balanced for both hemi-
spheres, but we regard them almost conjugate with respect to the north-

south. The sidereal diurnal variations of all the station-years for N

Table 1 Number of data and average cut-off rigidity.

m

Negative period Positive period
(1961-1969) (1970-1978)

Station-years Cut-off (GV) Station-years Cut-off (GV)

_orthern

_emlsphere 253 2.86 291 3.66

Southern

Hemisphere 78 4.07 6_ 3.68
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and S for two periods are
.0_ Oh

,.g.ti_._i_ T°.L_" io.,_, shown in Fig. 2. In the

(i_z-19@) _ " ' I figure, the distributions

•..[. •

• '" .'}'i'/. ".'' ' _ ferent from those of S for

i.'_., both periods

I:" _''''"" " Fig. 3 shows the mean

i" vectors for N and S for
these two periods, NI and

'" $1 for the negative period

_2. _2_ (1961-1969) and N2 and $2

for the positive period

o_ o_ (19701978)Po,ltl,.perioa .o.,_. o.,_. - , respectively.
(z97o-_978_ The numerical values ; their

averages and each disper-

" .'i.....:' s _ .. sions are tabulated in Ta-
• ,':i " : .[ - .. ble 2. In the vectors with

• . -. ,,,..,, .. a notation (N+S)/2 ex-
• "" ;":_.',:" ' '":" .":': presses the variation com-. .' .,..-.":.,

:..-.:;::, mon to both hemispheres ofi

north-south symmetric type.

This could be regarded as

,2, ,2. being due to uni-direction-

al galactic anisotropy as
has been discussed in

Sidereal diurnal variations of all the Paper I, and is shown Fig.
statlon-years for N and S for two periods; 4. It is obtained that for

negative (1961-1969)and positive (1970-1978) the negative period, the
perlods.

oh oh n: negati,te period
o O:neg_tive period p: positive period
• e:pomltiTeperiod

3.01% 0.01%

NI $1

m , @------_-6 m_- ' ®_-6

® ®,

12 12

Averaged sidereal diurnal

.variations for N and S for two _ Sidereal diurnal variations
periods; oowith figure i for (N+S)/2 for two periods; negative

negative period (1961-1969)and _ (n) and positive (p) period.
e ewith figure 2 for positive

. period (1970-1978).

Negative period Positive period
* (1961-1969 ) (1970-1978 )

. Table 2 Observed sidereal

Amp.(%)xlO -_ Phase(h) Amp.(%)xlO -_ Phase(h) diurnal variations for N
znd S for t_o periods.

N 94 (16) 6.0 (0.6) 182 (19) 10.3 (0._) Also (N+S)/2 is shown.
Figures in the parentheses

S 312 (36) 6.2 (0._) 261 (36) 7._ (0.5) express the dispersions.

(_+s)/_ _03 (20) 6.1 (o._) 2o7 (20) 8.6 (0._)
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amplitude A=0.0203+0.0020% and the phase ¢=6.1+0.4 h LST and for the

positive period, A=0.0207+0.0020% and @=8.6+0.4 h LST. It is noteworthy
that the present averages are exceptionally significant from the statis-
tical point of view.

3.Discussion and Conclusion

The present results of the sidereal diurnal variation, (N+S)/2, com-

mon to both hemispheres are statistically significant for two periods;
the negative (1961-1969) and the positive (1970-1978) period of Sun's
polar magnetic field as shown in Fig. 4. In these variations, the spuri-

ous sidereal variations may be eliminated by taking a long-term average.
And also the spurious sidereal diurnal variation caused by annual modula-

tion of the solar diurnal variation produced from a stationary anisotropy
responsible for the solar semi-diurnal variation (Nagashima, 1984), can
be eliminated due to its north-south asymmetric nature.

Also as shown in Fig. 4, the sidereal diurnal variations for these

two periods are significantly different from each other (several times
larger than the dispersion error). On the other hand, a recent work of
Nagashima et al. (1984) demonstrated that the sidereal diurnal varia-

tions observed at deep underground stations in both hemispheres almost
coincide with each other, after correcting for the annual modulation ef-

fect of the solar diurnal variation for the negative and positive period
mentioned above. And they showed that these resultant variations are

stationary throught the periods 1958-1983, regardless of Sun's polar
magnetic field polarity reversal. The present result rosy somewhat con-

tradict their conclusion, which may be due to rather larger errors in
underground data.

As far as these two periods and the neutron energy regions are con-
cerned, a clear phase difference between two periods ; negative and posi-

tive periods, was obtained. A further analysis is necessary to derive a
definite conclusion.
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Sidereal Anisotropies in the Median Rigidity Range
60-600GV in 1978-1983

H.Ueno, Z.Fujii, S.Mori*, S.Yasue* and K.Nagashima

Cosmic Ray Res. Lab., Nagoya Univ., Nagoya 464, Japan

*Depart. of Physics, Shinshu Univ., Matsumoto 390, Japan

i. Introduction

A great many observation has been made of the sidereal time variations

of cosmic rays with various detectors in a wide range of rigidities from

neutron monitors(effective primary rigidity 101°V), surface and under-

ground muon telescopes to small air shower arrays(1013 _ I014V), and

much data have been accumlated to explore the nature of the galactic

anisotropy, such as its origin and its propagation inside and outside

the heliomagnetosphere.

In low rigidity region, the observed sidereal diurnal variations con-

tain not only those of galactic origin but also those of solar and atmo-

spheric origin. The variations of the latter origin are called the

spurious sidereal variations, and almost all of them can be eliminated

by taking the difference between the variations observed by two component

telescopes pointing different directions (cf. Elliot and Dolbear, 1950).

This elimination method, however, cannot be applied to the variation

arising from the seasonal variation of solar anisotropy. A typical
example for this can be seen in the spurious sidereal diurnal variation

arising from the solar anisotropy of the 2nd order responsible for the

solar semi-diurnal variation(Nagashima and Ueno, 1971).

In the present paper, the observed sidereal variations are corrected

for the influence of this spurious variation by a method using the anti-

sidereal diurnal variations produced from the same 2nd order anisotropy
(Nagashima et al., 1983). It is demonstrated that the corrected varia-

tions are a resultant product of two constituents of galactic origin:

one is north-south(N-S) symmetric and the other is N-S asymmetric.

2. Data Analysis and Discussions

In the present analysis, we use the data from surface(NA__goya) and
underground(Misato and S_akashita) muon telescopes. Hereafter we abbre-

viate these stations to NAMS by picking up the top letter of the name

of the stations. These data cover the rigidity range of 60 to 600GV,

and the present work is concerned with 6-year averages of these data in
the period of 1978-1983.

In Table i, 6-year averages of the observed sidereal diurnal varia-

tions of NAMS are listed, together with those of the anti-sidereal

diurnal variations and are shown in Fig.l and Fig.2. Also listed in

the table are some characteristics of the telescopes(Fujimoto et al.,

1984). Errors of the amplitudes are derived from the dispersion of
. yearly vectors.

The spurious sidereal diurnal variations are produced by various

noises such as the atmospheric effects and also transient cosmic ray

intensity variations. In the present analysis, these noises can be

eliminated statistically by taking 6-year averages and also by intro-

ducing the unknown vector common to all directional components at each

station in the best fit calculation. The spurious sidereal diurnal

variation is also produced from cosmic ray flow perpendicular to the

solar equatorial plane. This variation is sector-structure dependent
and is called Swinson-type(cf. Swinson, 1969). This variation could
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Table i 6-year averages of observed sidereal diurnal variations of NAMS for
1978-1983, together with those of associated anti-sldereal diurnal

variations and also corrected varlat_ons for Nagashlma's component

(see text). Some characteristics of the telescopes are also shown.
Errors of the amplitudes are derived from the dispersion of yearly
vectors.

Zenith & CeoErsphic Hedlsn CountinE Amplitude(%)'& Phsee(hr)of Harm*nice of'
Azimuth Direction RIgldlty Rate 6 Years AveraEee 1978-1983

STATION TELESCOPE Z A A # PNE(GV) xlO4/hr Anti-Sidereal let Sidereal 18t Corrected Sidereel let

NAGOYA V 0 ° - 35"H 137 ° 60 276.0 .0342.008 20.8 .0112.008 16.1 .0212.0U 4.4

Omse N 30* 0 e 65"N " 66 125.0 .0372.008 19.5 .0182.007 14.5 .0182.010 3.3

E ,, 90 °.. 30*N 172" 67 120.0 .0262.008 19.7 .0022.008 3.8 .0262.009 3.2

S - 180 ° 5"N 137" 64 123,O .0142.009 21.3 .0092.008 4.2 .0222.Oll 4.3

W " 270* 30°N 102 ° 63 126,0 .0352.007 22.3 .0162.007 18.7 .0182.011 5.0

HISA_O V 0* 36"N 138" 145 28.0 .0322.007 21.9 .028_.O07 19.0 .0122.008 0.9

34we N 33* 39" $7eH 177 &' 155 10,7 .0332.007 " 19.5 .030±.007 "15.8 .0072.009 21.9

E " 129" 120N 164" 143 14,2 .012±.007 21.7 .018±.008 21.9 .O182.008 0.3

S " 219" 90N 117" 155 10,7 .0252.005 23.6 .0192_O07 23.9 .022_.O08 4.6

W " 309 ° 510E 95 ° 156 9.8 .O372.006 23.3 .0252.006 19.5 .0122.007 5.1

SAKASHITA V O* 36"N 138 ° 331 39.0 .O32i.004 23.0 ,017±.004 22.9 .028±,004 4,2

801we N 41" 346 ° 730N 104 ° 401 6.2 .0232.004 22.6 .0082.004 17.6 .0152.005 6.4

E ,, 76 ° 35"N 188 ° 384 '7.6 ,O21_.004 21.2 .0212.004 22.6 .0292.003 1.5

8 " 166" 5°S 147" 387 6.7 .0182.004 1.3 .054_.004 2.6 .056_.005 3.8

W " 256* 180N 96" 444 5.6 .019i.004 2.2 .040±.OO3 3.8 .O432.OO4 9.4

HN 60 ° 346 e 77"H 26; 595 2.4 .0022.004 6.4 .002i,004 15.2 .0042.006 13.5

SS " 166" 23"51 151* 540 2.7 .015_.OO5 8.1 .086±.005 2.6 .072_.006 2.4

oh 0h

,6h NAG.
18h0_ §

h

h

Hsh
.... 6h MIS. _s

_ h lab • ' ' , , Sh MIS.

SS_ 005%

[

18h_ : - ..... 6h SAK. teha5..:0.05%

,2. f._jss
12h *

Fig. l 6-year averages of observed side-

real diurnal variations of NAMS Fig. 2 6-year averages of observed anti-

telescopes at Nagoya (NAG), sidereal diurnal variations of

Misato (MIS) and Sakashita (SAK) NAMS telescopes for 1978-1983.
for 1978-1983.
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be canceled by taking averages of the all period due to almost equal
appearance of the toward and away sectors.

Spurious sidereal diurnal variation is also produced by a systematic

annual variation of the solar diurnal variation arising from a solar
diurnal variation caused by a stationary anisotropy responsible for the

solar semi-diurnal variation(Nagashima and Ueno, 1971). According to

the recent study(Nagashima et al., 1983), the spurious variation can be

eliminatedby multiplying the observed anti-sidereal diurnal variation

by 0.947, rotating the vector counterclockwise by 68 °, and subtracting
it from the observed sidereal diurnal vector.

The corrected sidereal diurnal variations of NAMS are also listed in

Table 1 and are shown in Fig.3. As is seen in the figure, the corrected

sidereal diurnal variations at Sakashita station are statistically sig-

nificant, while the variations at Misato and Nagoya stations are com-

parable with the corresponding dispersion errors. As the counting

rates at Misato and Nagoya are large, the large errors are supposed to

be caused by the scattering of year-to-year vectors mainly due to the
insufficient correction for transient solar diurnal variations. On the

other hand, the relative configuration of the vectors of each station

seems to be reasonable from the standpoint of geometrical setting of

the component telescopes. This implies that real errors may be smaller

than the dispersion errors, and in this respect it is worthwhile exam-

ining the rigidity dependence of the corrected sidereal diurnal varia-

tions including those of the two stations.

oh Oh

' S

18h .... 6h NAG. 18h*'_-_-_- 6h
1!h 0.05%

I.
t2h

N S
18h ' ' :6 h MIS. 18_ : 6h

O,O5% l( h "

,h Oh

• - - - 3h SAK.//(t_"'_- _i" 6:": : : -: h
.,_. _JN 0.05% "-1--

" 12' 12h
Obs. Cal.

Fig.3 6-year averages of corrected Fig.4 Best fit case of corrected sidereal
sidereal diurnal variations of diurnal variations of NAMS tele-
NAMS telescopes for 1978-1983. scopes for 1978-1983. The cross

marks are the common vector for

each stacion calculated by the
least squares method.
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In order to derive the anisotropy, we assume the following in the
best fit method as

l) two terms of N-S symmetric and N-S asymmetric types are assumed in

the anisotropy for a better fitness between the observed and the

expected variations,

2) from the observed fact that the amplitudes are larger for the deeper

underground stations, we reasonably assume the low cutoff rigidity

PL in the flat rigidity spectrum, and

3) the unknown vectors are introduced to eliminate the spurious noises
as mentioned above.

Tentative results using coupling coefficients given by Fujimoto et al.

(1984) are obtained;

N-S symmetric term (P_-type)

the amplitude 0.079+0.007%, the phase 3.5hr and PL=200GV
N-S asymmetric term (P_-type)

the amplitude 0.035+0.007%, the phase 14.9hr and PL=200GV
In the present calculation, SS-component at Sakashita station is not

included because of larger risidual error probably due to some helio-

spheric effect which occurs in sidereal semi-diurnal variations (Fujii

et al., 1984). The calculated variations in the best fit case are

shown in Fig.4.

3. Summary

i. The correction for the spurious sidereal variation using the anti-

sidereal variation is indispensable to the study of sidereal anisot-

ropy in low rigidity region.

2. Galactic sidereal anisotropy can be explained better with two terms

of N-S symmetric and N-S asymmetric types than the usual uni-direc-

tional anisotropy only.
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SIDEREAL VARIATIONS
DEEP UNDERGROUND IN TASMANIA

J.E.Humble, A.G.Fenton and K.B.Fenton

Physics Department, University of Tasmania

Box 252C, G.P.O., Hobart, Tasmania, Australia, 7001

i. Introduction. Data from the deep underground vertically directed

muon telescopes at Poatina, Tasmania, have been used since 1972 for a

number of investigations, including the daily intensity variations,

atmospheric influences, and checking for possible effects due to the

interplanetary magnetic field (1-3). These telescopes have a total

sensitive area of only 3m 2, wlth the result that the counting rate is

low (about 1680 events per hour) and the statistical errors on the

results are rather large. Consequently, it was decided several years

ago to construct larger detectors for this station. The first of these

telescopes has been in operation for two complete years, and the results

from it are presented here.

2. Site and Equipment. The equipment is located at a vertical material

depth of 139.4m underground in a hydro-electric power station. The mean

density has been estimated as 2.56g cm-2, giving a vertical absorber

of 357hg cm -2. This corresponds to a muon cut-off of about lO0 GV and

median primary rigidity % 1200 GV. The geographic coordinates are

41.8°S, 146.9°E.

When fully operational, there will be three proportional counter

telescopes each having a sensitive area of approximately 4m 2 and semi-

cubical geometry (2mx2mxlm). In each telescope there are four trays of

10cm diameter proportional counters made from thin-walled copper water

pipe, with soldered brass ends and glass-metal seals. These we_e given

a prolonged outgassing at temperatures close to lO0°C before being

filled with standard P-10 gas (90% argon plus 10% methane) at atmos-

pheric pressure. Each counter was tested by pulse-height analysis of"

the background radiation soon after filling and again several months

later as a check for leaks. During the two year period there have been

no counter replacements, and no evidence for loss of detecting

efficiency, a problem frequently experienced with GM counter telescopes.

The four trays of counters are arranged in two crossed pairs at the top

and bottom of the telescope frame so that there is a possibility of

looking for narrow angle effects or grouping the data into broader
directions e.g. east and west of the vertical, and for studying

multiple particle events.

3. Results. The first and second harmonics for each of the years 1983

and 1984 separately, and the totals for the two-year period are shown

in Table i, analysed according to solar, sidereal and anti-sidereal
time. In this Table the Poisson errors are shown; these are somewhat
smaller than the standard errors obtained from the scatter in the

individual values arising during analysis of a year's data.

As may be seen P_om the Table, the first harmonic in solar time is not

convincingly different from zero; nor is there a significant anti-
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sidereal variation. None of the second harmonics are significantly

different from zero. On the other hand, the first harmonic in sidereal

time is significant during both years as well as in the total. On

estimating the errors from the scatter in the values of the components
of the vectors we find the amplitude of the first harmonic for the total

period 1983-1984 to be (0.081±0,045)% with its maximum at 2.43±2.25
hours.

TABLE 1

First Harmonic Second Harmonic

Amplitude(%) Max (hr) Amplitude(%) Max (hr)

Solar

1983 0.053±0.035 3.14± 2.77 0.024±0.035 10.80±6.00

1984 -0.006±0.035 10.59±12.00 0.036±0.035 1.30±2.70

Total 0.026±0.025 3.63± 4.94 0.024±0.025 0.63±6.00

Sidereal

1983 0.111±0.035 4.41± 1.23 0.022±0.035 1.40±6.00

1984 0.058±0.035 1.92± 2.46 0.005±0.035 8.11±6.00

Total 0.081±0.025 2.43± 1.20 0.009±0.025 2.37±6.00

Anti-sidereal

1983 0.032±0.035 7.37±12.00 0.038±0.035 10.20±2.34

1984 0.026±0.035 23.41±12.00 0.023±0.035 5.77±6.00

Total 0.019±0.025 4.41±12.00 0.014±0.025 5.86±6.00

4. Discussion. Results from the new, more stable equipment at Poatina

appear to confirm the existence of a first harmonic in the daily
variation in sidereal time reported earlier, and are consistent with

small or non-existent first harmonics in solar and anti-sidereal time.

All the second harmonics appear to be small, if not zero at these

energies. It will be important to establish the magnitude and phase of

any of the variations (other than the 24-hour sidereal wave) which turn

out to be present, since these will be crucial in testing models of the

anisotropy by comparison with northern hemisphere results. Since these

are evidently of very small amplitude, a long period of observation

will be required using the full 12m z detector system. The higher total

counting rate available with the complete system should assist also in

our investigation of the reasons for the observed standard errors being

appreciably larger than from counting statistics alone. Systematic

influence such as uncorrected atmospheric effects or year to year

variations in the anisotropy itself may be responsible, apart from

instrumental variability which is thought to be very small in the new
designs.
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Poatina. This work is supported in part by the Australian Research
Grants Scheme. -
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THE EFFECT OF THE INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD

ON SIDEREAL VARIATIONS OBSERVED AT MEDIUM

DEPTH UNDERGROUND DETECTORS

J.E.Humble and A.G.Fenton

Physics Department, University of Tasmania
Hobart Tasmania Australia 7001

i. Introduction. It has been known for some years that the intensity
variations in sidereal time observed by muon detectors at moderate

underground depths are sensitive to the polarity of the interplanetary
magnetic field (ipmf) near the earth (1-5). There are differences in

the response to these anisotropies as observed in the northern and

southern hemispheres (6, 7). When fully understood, the nature of the

anisotropy seems likely to provide information on the 3-dimensional

structure of the heliomagnetosphere, its time variations, and its

linking with the local interstellar field - difficult to obtain by other
means.

2. Data. The data were obtained from vertically-pointing wide angle

(semi-cubical) G-M counter muon telescopes at the underground station

near Hobart, located at a depth of 46hg cm -2 below the top of the

atmosphere (geographic coordinates 42.9°S, 147.4°E). The inferred ipmf

data used in the analysis were mainly those published in 1972 by

Svalgaard (8), Wilcox et al in 1975 (9) or from Solar Geographical Data

Bulletins. Unfortunately, in recent years the inferred field directions

have been based only on the southern polar station at Vostok, whereas
previously data from Thule were also included. This has led to a

decrease in the percentage of days for which ipmf data are available.

3. Results. At the time of writing, analysis for the years 1983 and

1984 has not been completed, due to delays in acquiring the ipmf data;

however, the results for the period 1958-1982 are unlikely to be'alter-

ed dramatically by the addition of these two years, or by the re-

analysis of data for the whole period. To date, the main results are
as follows :

(i) The summation harmonic dials for the sidereal diurnal variation

during 1958-1982 show that there is a strong dependence on whether the

ipmf near the earth is directed outwards (away, A) from the sun or
inwards (towards, T) it (see Figure 1).

0.150% .,

18-- _ T .6
F IGURE i
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(ii) There are significant differences in the amplitude of the side-

real daily variation within the two data sets if these are divided into

regimes based on the solar activity cycles (5). For example, before
solar minimum in 1965 and after 1977 the amplitudes were relatively

large, whereas between 1965 and 1977 the amplitudes were small.

(iii) The variation in anti-sidereal tlme is significant, but seems to

be independent of the ipmf direction.

4. Discussion. The results for the whole period do not seem to agree

with those obtained in the northern hemisphere nor are they consistent

with some of the interpretations. For example, Thambyahpillai (i0)

concluded that the shift in position of the viewing cone on the celes-

tial sphere accompanying solar polar field reversals accounts for the
London 60 mwe observations. However, the Hobart results group better

according to solar minimum years than to the times of solar magnetic

field reversals. A more recent explanation of the observations in both

hemispheres by Nagashima et al (ii, 12) seems to be more satisfactory

at the present time. The basis of this model is that the solar semi-

diurnal variation undergoes an annual modulation due to the excursions

in heliolatitude made by the earth; this in turn leads to a diurnal

variation in anti-sidereal time which can be used to correct the

observed sidereal variation. After such correction, the London and

Hobart sidereal variations are more consistent. A more detailed

investigation of the Hobart results is in progress.
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THE SIDEREAL SEMI-DIURNAL VARIATION OBSERVEDAT HIGH ZENITH ANGLESAT
MAWSON,1968-1984, AND THE POLARITY OF THE SOLARMAIN FIELD.

R.M. Jacklyn and M.L. Duldig
Antarctic Division, Department of Science, Australia.

ABSTRACT.

High zenith-angle North/South telescopes viewing equatorially and at mid-
latitudes through 40 MWEof atmosphere have been operating at Mawson
since early 1968. It is evident that a sidereal semi-diurnal component
of galactic origin has been observed, over and above a possible spurious
component proposed by Nagashima, arising from a bi-directional component
of the solar anisotropy. Although a very pronounced reduction in the
semi-diurnal galactic response followed the reversal of polarity of the
solar main field during 1969-1971, so far the observations indicate that
there has been no recurrence of a larger galactic response following the
reversal of polarity around 1981. The possible role of the latitudional
extent _o of the wavy neutral sheet is discussed.

Introduction.

There is now considerable evidence for the existance of a sidereal semi-
diurnal variation of galactic origin at the low end of the high energy
spectrum, from detecting systems whose median rigidities of primary
response, Pm, to the omnidirectional intensity range from -I014v down to
~lOlZv (Jacklyn, 1970; Gombosi et al., 1975; Sakakibara et al., 1976,

1979, 1984; Bergeson, 1979). From the underground vertical detectors
at Hobart (Pm :lOZlv), for instance, the long-term average amplitude,
1958-1963, has the reported value of 0.0084 _0.0014%, far in excess of
the estimated spurious amplitude of 0.0036 _0.0002% that is due to
seasonal modulation of the solar semi-diurnal variation (Nagashima et al.,
1984).

What is at issue in this paper is the role of the alternating +ve and
-ve polarity states of the solar main field in affecting observations of
the sidereal semi-diurnal component through associated changes in the
heliomagnetic modulating regime. The extensive calculations of
Nagashima et al. (1982) have shown that heliomagnetic modulation may
differ considerable between the two polarity states. There are
indications from his work that in the +ve polarity state (field directed
away from the sun in the northern space of the heliosphere) a semi-
diurnal galactic response may be relatively suppressed at the field-
sensitive rigidities. It has seemed that this might explain why it was
that relatively large variations characteristic of a bi-directional
sidereal anisotropy were observed with detectors of the shallow-depth
type, underground and at the surface, between 1958 and 1969, when the
polarity state was -ve, whereas they were very much smaller in the
following years of +ve polarity (Jacklyn and Duldig, 1983). More
than that, in the earlier years the second harmonic observed with
detectors viewing equatorially was significantly larger than that
observed at mid-latitudes (Jacklyn, 1970). This suggests that hello-
magnetic modulation at that time may not have seriously affected the
characteristic latitude dependence of the second harmonic.
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Observations now available from successive -ve, +ve and -ve polarity
states are discussed here. They concern mainly the results from high
zenith-angle telescopes that have been operating at Mawson since 1968.
Observations.

Equatorial and mid-latitude observations have been obtained from Geiger

counter telescopes, one group located underground at Hobart _43°S) and
the other at the surface at high zenith-angles at Mawson (67 S). All
inclined telescopes were aligned in the geographic meridian plane. The
mean absorber depth at Hobart was approximately 50 MWE. At Mawson the
absorber depth of 40 MWEwas entirely atmospheric. Telescope character-
istics and the data periods used in the present comparison are listed
in Table i. Further details have been published elsewhere (Jacklyn,
1970; Jacklyn and Vrana, 1969).

TABLE I.

Telescope Characteristics.

Period Place Site Geometric aperture Inc. Asympt.* Count rate
zenith azimuth Lat. (103/hr)

1958-65 Hobart UG 126o 126° Vert. -39 o 70

1961-62 Hobart UG 90o 90° 30°N -20 o 17

1968-69 Mawson Surface 20° 126° 76°N i0 ° 6

20° 126° 76°S -42 ° 6

1974-84 Mawson Surface 20° 126° 76°N -6 ° 40

20o 126o 76°S -47 ° 40

*Mean asymptotic latitude of viewing at median rigidity Pm.

The size of the surface telescope system at Mawson was increased from
one to three crossed telescopes between 1969 and 1974 and the geometry
modified to improve the counting rate and to allow the North asymtotic
cone to straddle the equator more effectively. In the result there was
an insignificant improvement in the coupling cinstants of response to
a second harmonic. That is, the response characteristics that are of
relevance here were unchanged.

In Figure I, the results of observations of the sidereal second harmonic
are shown in relation to the succession of polarity states of the
heliosphere that occurred between 1958 and 1984, as shown at the foot
of the Figure. Consider first the period, 1958-1968, of -ve polarity.

. Although the counting rate of the single high zenith-angle telescope
at Mawson was very low, there was remarkable similarity between the
equatorial and mid-latitude vectors at Mawson (amplitudes 0.051 ±0.015%
and 0.016 ±0.015%. during 1968-69 and the more significant vectors
(amplitude 0.024 + --^_ _0._O.uzu_ and 0,006 002%) observed at Hobart during
1958-63. At both places the equatorial amplitudes in particular were
each greatly in excess of that of the spurious component of solar origin
(0.005 50.0008% at Hobart and 0.005 ±0.002% at Mawson).
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HUBAR [ MAWSON MAWSON MAWSON
a 1958-63 1966-69 b 19_-80 C 1_1-$4
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Fig. _. Sidereal semi-diurnal vectors observed with the telescope systems
at effective depths of 40-50 MWE.

(a) within the period of -ve polarity, 1958-1970, from Hobart underground

vertical (mid-latitude), Hobart underground 30°N (equatorial), Mawson

surface 76°S (mid-latitude) and Mawson surface 76°N (equatorial).

(b) within the period of +ve polarity, 1971-1980, from Mawson surface
76os and 76°N.

(c) within the period of -ve polarity, 1981-1984, from Mawson surface
76°S and 76°N.

The SD circles are derived from observed fluctuations in the data.

Observations' with a seven-fold increase in counting rate of the high
zenith-angle equipment commenced at Mawson in 1973, after the helio-
magnetic field polarity had reversed. Averaged over the following years
of +ve polarity, 1974-1980, the sidereal second harmonics in the north
and south directions were very small (Fig. Ib). However, the equatorial
amplitude (0.010 _0.004%) was significant and almost twice the amplitude
of the estimated spurious component (0.005 ±0.0004%). The result tended
to support the evidence for a latitude dependence of amplitude found in
the earlier period of -ve polarity.

The most recent results, 1981-1984, relate to the present conditions of
-ve polarity. There are no indications (Fig. Ic) of a return to the
large equatorial amplitudes that seemed to be characteristic of the
earlier period of -ve polarity. In fact, the average amplitudes to date
are not greater than the estimated spurious effect.

Discussion.

Further evidence for the reality of a bi-directional galactic response at
shallow depths during 1958-1970 was presented at the previous Conference
from observations of the characteristic diurnal counterpart of the
second harmonic (Jacklyn and Duldig, 1983). It was suggested there that
suppression of response might have occurred in the epoch of +ve polarity
that followed. This was apparent not only because of the reduction of
the Mawson equatorial semi-diurnal amplitude, but because there was no
associated reduction of the solar semi-diurnal amplitude, thus indicating
that there had been suppression not of the spurious but of a genuine
galactic response.
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It seems now that suppression of semi-diurnal response has continued into
the present epoch of -ve polarity, at least up to the end of 1984. The
possibility is in accord with the evidence given by Bercovitch that the
magnitude of change in sidereal diurnal response of the Ottawa Horizontal
Muon Array that was predicted to follow the latest reversal of polarity
did not occur (Bercovitch, 1984). That this might have been due to
increased scattering in the -ve polarity state was discounted. However,
he has pointed out, on the basis of the heliomagnetic model of
Nagashima et al. (1982), that if the latitudinal amplitude _o of the
wavy neutral sheet was sufficiently large in both polarity states the
expected change in the diurnal response should be small. Thus, as
Nagashima et al. (1984) have noted, characteristic differences between
the two polarity states tend to become lost as _o increases.

It seems, then, that _o might be the critical factor. Perhaps it was
a smaller latitudinal extent of the waviness of the neutral sheet
during 1958-1969 that resulted in the larger galactic semi-diurnal
response evidenced during that period of -ve polarity.
Conclusion.
Although there is persistant evidence in the long term for a semi-diurnal
variation of galactic origin at the shallow depths of observation, it
now appears that there are groups of years when the response is suppressed
and that they are not necessarily associated with a particular polarity
state of the heliosphere. When large amplitudes were observed, during
1958-1969, notably in the equatorial direction, the polarity was -ve,
but some other factor or factors must have favoured the increased
response. It is suggested that a possible factor might have been a
relatively small amplitude _o of the neutral sheet.
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ABSTRACT

Data from underground muon telescopes in New Mexico and
Bolivia are analyzed in sidereal time and anti-sidereal time

in the rigidity range 20 GV to a few 100's of GV. Using both
vertical and north- and south- pointing telescopes in both

hemispheres, a latitude range of 70°N to 50°S is covered. It
is shown that there is an anti-sidereal variation of the P

type, having opposite phase in the northern and souther_
hemispheres, and maximum amplitude at mid latitudes. The
anti-sidereal data are used to correct the sidereal data,

using the Nagashima method (Nagashima, 1984); the resulting
corrected sidereal vectors for northern hemisphere telescopes
have their sidereal maxima close to 3b sidereal time, in

reasonable agreement with sidereal data at higher energies

from small air showers. The Nagashima correction also elimi-
nates effects due to the reversal of the sun's polar magnetic
field which show up in the uncorrected sidereal data.

INTRODUCTION: This paper presents data from the vertical and
north- and south-pointing telescopes of the underground
cosmic ray muon detectors at Embudo Cave (35.2°N, threshold

rigidity 19 GV, median rigidity 132 GV), Socorro (34.04°N,
threshold rigidity 45 GV, median rigidity 305 GV) and Bolivia

(16.31°S, threshold rigidity 16 GV, median rigidity 125 GV).
The asymptotic directions of viewing for these nine tele-

scopes are given by Regener and Swinson (1968); they cover a

range in latitude from 70°N to 50°S. Data from Embudo for
1965 to 1983, Socorro for 1968 to 1983, and Boliva for 1965

to 1976 are used in this analysis. The data are analyzed
both in sidereal time and in anti-sidereal time, and the

nature of the anti-sidereal diurnal variation is examined;

the anti-sidereal data are then used to apply the Nagashima
correction to the observed sidereal data.

Nagashima et al. (1983, 1985) have shown that, owing to
the Earth's orbital motion through the interplanetary mag-

netic field (IMF), the geographical direction of the field at
the earth is subject to a systematic arrival variation; as a
result, the solar diurnal and semi-diurnal cosmic ray inten-

sity variations produced from this effect show an annual

modulation which can be decomposed into sidereal and anti-
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sidereal diurnal and semi-diurnal components. The anti-

sidereal diurnal variation is expected to vary with latitude

according to the relation (Nagashima et al., 1983).

pl (sin k) = V_. Sin k. Cos k (I)2

Where k is the geographic latitude (positive in the northern

hemisphere and negative in the southern hemisphere). This

function has opposite signs in the two hemispheres, so the

expected phases of the anti-sidereal diurnal cosmic ray

variation should differ by 180 ° in the two hemispheres. Note

that, in outer space, these phases show eigen values 23.3 h

(k>0) and 11.3 h (X<0), respectively (Nagashima, 1984).

ANT[-SIDEREAL DATA: Figure 1 presents data from the nine

telescopes listed earlier, displayed as harmonic dials in

anti-sidereal time. Each vector represents an average for

all available data (19 years for Embudo, 16 years for

Socorro, and 12 years for Bolivia). The error circles are
determined on the basis of the scatter of the individual

daily vectors which are used to arrive at the various resul-

tant vectors. Errors calculated on the basis of counting

rate alone are appreciably smaller. The capital letters E, S

and B are for Embudo, Socorro and Bolivia, respectively, and

the subscripts V, N and S represent vertical, north- and

s0uth-pointing telescopes, repectively at each location.

With the exception of the Bolivia north-pointing telescope,

the northern latitude telescopes are clustered near 21h anti-

sidereal time, and the southern latitude telescopes are clus-

tered near 9h anti-sidereal time, thereby showing the ex-

Oh
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Fig. 2: Amplitude data from

Fig. I: Harmonic dial in anti- Fig. 1 plotted against view-

sidereal time for Bolivia, Em- ing latitude k; dashed curve
budo and Socorro North, South is the function A sink Cosk

and Vertical Telescopes. fitted to the data.

Amplitudes are in percent. Amplitudes ale in percent.
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pected 180" phase difference between the two hemispheres; the
deviations from the corresponding eigen values (23.3 h and

11.3 h) are consistent with the cosmic ray orbital deflection
in the geomagnetic field (Fujimoto et al., 1984).

In Figure 2, the data from Figure 1 are displayed in
terms of the anti-sidereal amplitude for each of the nine

telescopes, plotted as a function of its asymptotic latitude.
Superimposed upon the diagram is a graph of the function A
sin_.cosk (dashed line), with the amplitude A adjusted to
provide the best fit to the experimental points. The data

conform very well the theoretical expectation (equation i).

CORRECTED SIDEREAL DATA Nagashima et al [1985] have demon-
strated that the anti-sidereal data can be used to remove the

related spurious sidereal diurnal variation from the observed
diurnal variation in sidereal time. The correction is

achieved by rotating the observed anti-sidereal vector by
4.53 hours counter-clockwise, reducing its amplitude by a
factor of 0.947, and then subtracting it from the observed

sidereal vector. This method has been applied to the data

from the nine telescopes used here, and the resulting cor-
rected sidereal diurnal variation vectors for each telescope,

for all available data, are presented in Figure 3 as harmonic
dials in sidereal time. The vectors for the northern hemi-

sphere telescopes (Embudo and Socorro) all lie in the first
quadrant, in the vicinity of 3h sidereal time. The amplitude
for the Socorro telescope (median regidity 305 GV) is sig-

nificantly greater than that of the Embudo telescope (median
rigidity 132 GV). These results are consistent with the

observations by Bercovitch [1984], using surface telescopes

detecting muons arriving at large zenith angles, in which, as
the median rigidity increased beyond about 100GV, the side-

real amplitude increased with rigidity, with the phase re-
maining consistently near 3h sidereal time. The northern
hemisphere data in Figure 3 are also consistent with the

corrected sidereal data presented by Nagashima et al. [1985],
in which the London telescope had a maximum at about 3h

sidereal time, with the Hobart telescope observing a somewhat
later maximum near 6h sidereal time. The Bolivia (southern

hemisphere) '_ data in Figure 3 show a maximum close to 9h
sidereal time, which is even later than what is seen at

Hobart; at the moment there is no clear explanation for the .

later phase in the southern hemisphere.

When the Nagashima correction is applied to the observed
sidereal data, the correction is relatively effective in "
reducing or removing phase changes which occur in uncorrected
data upon the reversal of the sun's polar magnetic field in
1969-71 and 1980-81 [Swinson, 1976, 1984]. Data from the

Socorro vertical telescope (where the sidereal anisotropy is

greatest) are shown in Figure 4. In the uncorrected data, a
clear phase change can be seen in 1971 and 1981, after the
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Fig. 4. Yearly harmonic dials
in sidereal time for the

o2 Socorro vertical telescope,
uncorrected and with the

12h Nagash ima cot rect ion.

Fig. 3. Harmonic dial in sidereal time for Bolivia, Embudo &
Socorro North, South and Vertical telescopes with the

Nagashima correction. Amplitude scale is in percent.

two most recent solar field reversals. The data corrected by

the Nagashima method, however, show very little change, with
the yearly vectors remaining relatively consistent, regard-

less of the magnetic configuration of the heliosphere. This
gives one more confidence that the data, corrected in this

fashion, are representative of a truly galactic anisotropy.
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ABSTRACT

The data of the ionization cha_aber in Yakutsk
for 1954-1984 are analyzed. A false sidereal
variation caused by the second spherical
harmonic in cosmic ray distribution was found
and it has the amplitude 0.020_+0.002%. The

t 0.005%) was observed
to exist.

In Table I the characteristics of the first ha_nonic of
the solar-diurnal, sidereal and anti-sidereal variations of
cosmic rays on data of the ionization chamber in Yakutsk
from 1954 to 1984 are given. The data are pressure corrected.

From Table I it is evident that all the three variations
significantly change from year to year. The solar-diurnal
variation phase in 1954 and 1955 shifted to very early time
as compared with other years. This tendency manifested in
1976 which evidences the 22-year recurrence of this varia-
tion.

The sidereal variation is "_3 times less than the solar-
diurnal one. Its maxim_ time, on average, is 21 hr of the
sidereal time varying 2-3 hours from it at various years.
Sidereal variation in 1958 was somewhat anomalous with a very
small amplitude (0.00_%) and early maxim_ time (14.7 hr).

The anti-sidereal variation suffers the stronger chang-
es from year to year either on amplitude or on phase. Its
amplitude is _2.5 times less and the maximum time is at
earlier hours (13.8 hr) in comparison with the sidereal va-
riation.

In Table 1 data separately for two periods 1958-1968
and 1972-1981 being characterized by various polarity of the
general magnetic field of the Sun are also shown, it is
evident that phases of sidereal and anti-sidereal variations
at these periods are almost invariable. And the phase of the
solar-diurnal variation in the second period 2,4 hr to the
earlier time is shifted. The amplitudes of all the varia-
tions in 1972-1981 increased by 15-30%.

In Table 2 the characteristics of all the three varia-

tions corrected to pressure, influence of atraospheric tem-

perature and the Earth's magnetic field (JhTN) are presented.

Contribution of the temperature (T) was determined by the
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method described in [I] . Vectors T were substracted from
the average observed vectors of the intensity anisotropy of
of corresponding variations presented by the last three lines
in Table I. Then using receiving vectors [2] for the ioni-
zation chamber the correction to the influence of the geO-
magnetic field was introduced•

Table 2

Characteristics of solar, sidereal and anti-sidereal
vectors of diurnal variation of ground temperature (t),
of the contribution of the whole atmosphere (T) and of
cosmic ray intensity corrected to atmospheric effects and

to geomagnetic field (JhTIVI)
, , : ..

Solar-diurnal Sidereal Anti-sidereal
_ector Period ..................

I Amp. _,h Amp. l_,h _p. l_,h................ ,, , ,|.,

I

•  .i+o.i
T, 7o'10 " I TT
Jh'rN,%"lO'_l Z 40 33 4 7 14 ;1 21 9 11 $1 10 2244 $8 16.8 24 ¥2 21.7 20 $2 20.3
m, °.O _ III 3.8¥0.1 15.1 1.4$0.1 8.1 1.150.1 21.3

T,%'_0"" 1 III 60 $4 4.8 22 $1.5 21.8 17 $1.1 11.0
JhTR,%t0" TTI 265 $8 17.4 15 ¥3 15.9 20 $2.2 21.4
_,oc o TV 3.9¥0.1 15.4 1.350.1 8.1 1.150.1 21.8
T,°,/o,m-° IV 24 $4 4.7 8 $1.3 21.4 7 $1.1 11.3
JhTM,_%,,O- IV 239 _8 15.9 33 -73 23.0 19 _2.3 18.0

i • J u , i

• I - 1954-1983, ll - 1958-1979, Ill - 1958-1968,
IV- 1972-1981

_rom Table 1,2 it is evident that after the corrections

JhT_ were made the solar diurnal variation amplitude at all
the observation periods increased by _3 times and the phase
had shifted 4 hr to later time. As for above two periods the
amplitude of solar diurnal variation at the first period
(1958-1968) in comparison with the second period became
larger and the phase difference remained almost invariable.
The phases of the solar-diurnal variation vectors of ground
temperature (t) and of vectors T do not change on time.
However, the T vector amplitude in the second period is more
than twice larger than in the first one.

The JhT_ vectors of sidereal and anti-sidereal varia-

. tions for 30-year period are equal on the value and differ
significantly on the phase. Such a behaviour of the varia-
tion can be explained as it was shown in [3] by antisy_aet-
ric diurnal variation caused by the second spherical harmo-
nic of the cosmic ray distribution in the interplanetary
magnetic field. Due to this reason a false sidereal varia-
tion with the amplitude 0.020+0.002% and phase 21.7 hr
occurs. After substraction of anti-sidereal variation from
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Amplitudes and phases of solar-diurnal, sidereal and
anti-sidereal variations on data of ASK-1 ionization chamber
in Yakutsk

i | ., ,,

Solar-diurnal Sidereal Anti-sidereal
Years .................

A'I0-3,% _,h A.I0-3,% _,h A.I0-3,% _,h
,= , ..... , .

1954 55+2 5.8 70+2 22.0 29+2 4.1
1955 71- 8.9 48- 21.7 10- 5.6
1956 107 12.2 34 20.8 16 14.3
1957 95 13.6 34 18.0 34 13.3
1958 90 13.6 9 14.7 15 14.2
1959 93 14.7 31 19.3 29 13.3
1960 95 14.9 37 19.7 14 15.3
1961 55 14.8 33 18.9 19 22.9
1962 96 14.8 27 19.4 8 13.3
1963 80 13.8 21 22.3 22 12.3
1964 72 13.3 15 21.9 9 13.8
1965 58 12.2 17 19.5 14 17.3
1966 89 13.7 15 20.5 7 15.8
1967 83 13.3 35 23.8 14 10.3
1968 87 14.3 23 23.9 3 18.2
1969 89 14.3 12 23.0 10 8.4
1970 87 13.5 15 01.4 5 9.8
197! 109 12.3 19 23.2 3 22.8
1972 91 11.4 35 22.2 6 13.0
1973 98 11.3 20 23.7 11 13.1
1974 95 12.6 24 18.5 18 17.6
1975 96 10.4 34 20.7 18 11.1
1976 84 9.9 21 23.0 10 13.2
1977 108 11.0 25 17.5 39 14.1
1978 117 11.0 18 21.7 15 18.1
1979 106 12.9 29 21.2 23 11.4
1980 91 13.1 24 22.6 22 18.2
1981 89 12.7 26 22.3 18 12.0
1982 87 14.7 26 19.4 3 13.9
1983 84 13.7 42 19.0 24 15.8
1984 105 14.7 35 21.7 15 12.5

1954-198.3 78+0.3 12.8 24+0.3 21.0 9+0.3 13.8

1958-1968 80+_0.5 14.0 20+0.5 20.6 10+0.5 14.3 .

1972-1981 93_+0.5 11.6 23+0.5 21.3 13_+0.5 14.2
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sidereal one by means of mirrow reflection of anti-sidereal
variation relative to the 21 hr direction (as in [4] ) the
galactic sidereal variation within the errors is not £ound.

Anti-sidereal variation on amplitude and phase does not
change. This feature can be interpreted by the influence of
the second harmonic in the cosmic ray distribution.

The sidereal variation suffers significant changes
either on amplitude or on phase. Substracting anti-sidereal
variation from sidereal one by the above method we obtain
the galactic sidereal variation for 1958-1968 with an ampli-
tude 0.018+0.002% and a phase 11.0+0.4 hr and for 1972-1981
- 0.015+0._02% and 22.0!0.4 hr. ThE vectors are equal on the
value b_t their phases are almost opposite. It indicates the
significant influence of sign change of the solar magnetic
field upon galactic sidereal variation.

In conclusion it should be noted that on data of the
ionization chamber in Yakutsk it was found: I) the existence
of false sidereal variation with an amplitude 0.020+0.002%
and a phase 21.0+0.4 hr from contribution of the second
spherical harmonic. 2) at periods of various polarities of
the solar magnetic field the similar on the amplitude
(0.005%) sidereal variation but with opposite phase was
observed to exist.
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COSMIC RAY INTENSITY VARIATIONS OBSERVED AT MATSUSHIRO

(220 M.W.E. IN DEPTH)

S. Yasue, S. Mori and S. Sagisaka
Department of Physics, Faculty of Scienc_

Shinshu University, Matsumoto 390, JAPAN

ABSTRACT

Cosmic ray data from Matsushiro underground station have
been analyzed for four years (1981-84). It is found
that a marked semi-annual intensity variation has been

observed in this period. Solar diurnal and semi-diurnal

variations have also been observed. After correcting for
the spurious sidereal diurnal variation arising from the
anisotropy responsible for the solar semi-diurnal varia-
tion (Nagashima et al., 1983), it is found that the
corrected siderial diurnal variation is consistent with

those so far reported.

i. Introduction. Deep underground observation of the cosmic ray
intensity variation provides valuable information as to the nature of

modulation in the heliosphere. Matsushiro underground cosmic raysta-
tion has been in operation since Aug. 1980 at the depth of 220 m.w.e.
(Yasue et al., 1981a). The median primary rigidity of the vertical

telescope is about 700 GV (Fujimoto et al., 1984), and its counting
rate is 2.1xlO4/h. The analyses of the observed intensity variations
of the vertical telescope for four complete years (1981-84) are pre-
sented.

2. Semi-annual intensity variation. At the Paris Conference, we
have reported that the most part of the unexpectedly large barometric

coefficient _-O.05%/mb)observed at deep underground stations (Humble

et al., 1979; Yasue et al., 1981b) can be attributed to the atmospheric
temperature effect (Yasue et al, 1981b). In this report, we present
another phenomenon which also seems to be caused by the atmospheric

temperature effect. Fig. 1 shows the monthly averaged intensity varia

Matsushiro V-Comp

T
I 1%

I
L

1981 1982 1983 1984

Fig.l Monthly averaged intensity variation.
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tion of the vertical telescope (abbreviated as V-Comp) observed at

Matsushiro. In the figure, we can notice a marked semi-annual inten-

sity variation superposed on a gradual intensity decrease. The inten-
sity decrease (about 1% per year) may be due to the decrease in

detector efficiency of the scintillation counters (Ueno, private com-
munication). The semi-annual intensity variation takes the maximum
value both in summer and in winter. Such a variation has not been

observed at the shallower underground stations than Matsushiro (Ueno et

al., 1979). The most part of this variation can be explained quantita-
tively in terms of the variation of the upper atmospheric temperature

(Sagisaka, 1984).

3. Observed daily variations. Fig. 2 shows the daily variations of
V-Comp (top) and atmospheric pressure (bottom) averaged over four years
(1981-84) for solar (SO), sidereal (SI) and anti-sidereal (AS) time.

Cosmic ray data are not corrected for pressure. In the figure, V-Comp

shows not only significant SI daily variation but also SO and AS daily
variations. It is noted, however, that the atmospheric temperature

effect described in the previous section may contaminate also the daily
variations.

Malsushiro (1981-84)

AS SO SI
V-gomp

Pressure

Fig.2 Averaged daily variation of V-Comp and
atmospheric pressure for solar(SO), side-

real(SI) and anti-sidereal(AS) time.

We can find in Fig. 2 that the daily variations of pressure in

SI and AS time are negligibly small (about one-tenth) compared with
that in SO time. This fact implys that we may reasonably assume that

the influence of the atmospheric effects becomes serious only in SO
time and can be neglected in SI and AS time.

4. Solar daily variation. The heavy solid lines in Fig. 3 show the
Ist and 2nd harmonic vectors of the daily variation (SO) of V-Comp
shown in Fig. 2. The error circles are the standard error of each mean

vector estimated from the dispersion of yearly vectors. In the fol-

lowing, we try to estimate SO harmonic vectors caused by the tem-
perature effect. By analyzing observed data from multi-directional
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muon telescopes at N_oya and

Matsushiro V-Comp underground telescopes at
Misato and Sakashita (NAMS) in(1981 - 84) -- --

SO Oh the period of 1978-83, Ueno etal. (1984) and Morishita et

1st o.01_o al. (1984) determined, respec-
tively, the characteristics of

mh C-G_ 6h the anisotropies responsible

_/_./ _ for the solar diurnal andsemi-diurnal variations.

Q_'''-_'_PJ_ obtained by them, and using

Assuming those anisotropies

the coupling coefficients
12h (Fujimoto et al, 1984), we can

estimate the expected solar
diurnal and semi-diurnal

50 Oh variations at Matsushiro in

2nd _0.01"/° this period. The obtained

t
_________ vectors are shown in Fig. 39h, , 3h with the vectors 'NAMS'.

l_s These vectors are free from
the atmospheric effects. The

6h vectors 'P' in the same figure
show SO 1st and 2nd harmonics

produced from the daily varia-

Fig. 3 Solar Ist and 2nd tion of the atmospheric pres-
harmonic vectors, sure shown in Fig. 2. Here,

we assume the genuine baromet-
ric coefficient of -O.Ol%/mb (Sagisaka et al., 1979). The vector 'C-G'
in Fig. 3 shows the Ist harmonic vector originated from the Compton-

Getting effect due to the Earth's revolution around the Sun. Composing
the above vectors on the respective harmonic dials, and comparing the
resultant vectors with the observed ones, we can obtain the residual

vectors (dashed line) shown in Fig. 3. One might expect that these
vectors are produced from the atmospheric temperature effect. (It is

noted that other unknown vectors, one of which may be originated from
the galactic anisotropy (Nagashima et al., 1982), might also be
included in these vectors.)

5. SI and AS daily variations. It is emphasized that the solar
daily variation is observed even at this depth (220 m.w.e.) in this

period. As has been described by Nagashima et al. (1983, 1985), the
second order solar anisotropy responsible for the observed semi-diurnal
variation produces the AS ist harmonic vector with the phase of Oh, due

to the tilt of the spin axis of the Earth to the ecliptic plane. The
present observation seems to support his expectation. Namely, the

observed AS vector in Fig. 4 seems to be interpreted as the side-band
vector produced from the 2nd order anisotropy at 3h-21h. In this case,
another side-band vector (spurious sidereal vector) should be observed
according to his theory. This vector can be derived from the observed

AS vector (Nagashima et al., 1983), and is shown by the dashed line

(amplitude and phase of the vector is 0.014% and 19.4h, respectively)

on the SI harmonic dial (see Fig. 4). If we subtract this spurious SI
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Matsushiro V - Comp
(1981 - 84)

Oh Oh

AS 5[ Fig.4 Sidereal and
1st 1st anti-sidereal

harmonic
vectors.

1oo+o+(o.o+++16h _ I .... 6h lgh "''" _ 6h

of solar
origin

12h 12h

vector from the observed SI vector, we can obtain the true SI vector of

galactic origin. The resultant vector has the amplitude of 0.031% and

the phase of 2.3h. The present result Seems to be consistent with
those so far reported (Nagashima et al., 1985).

Acknowledgements. The authors express harty thanks to Prof. K.

Nagashima for his encouragement and discussions with them. Thanks are
also due to Mr. K. Chino for his help in data processing.
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LONG-TERM MODULATION OF COSMIC RAYS
DURING SOLAR CYCLE 21

A.G.Fenton, K.B.Fenton and J.E.Humble

Physics Department, University of Tasmania
Hobart Tasmania Australia 7001

i. Introduction. In recent years we have reported (i, 2, 3) results

from the Australian chain of neutron monitors relating to Forbush-type

decreases observed during Solar Cycle 21. It was concluded that the

rigidity dependence of the decreases observed in the southern hemi-

sphere during this period is essentially the same now as it was in the

previous cycle. Fitting the data from ten Forbush-type decreases of

amplitude >_ 4% during the period September 1977 to January 1983 to a

modulation function of the form exp(-K/P Y) showed that these events were

consistent with 0.5<y<0.9, with the mean y-value close to 0.7. In this

paper we report a preliminary result concerning the rigidity dependence

of the longer-term solar cycle modulation.

2. Neutron Monitors_ Data and Method s. The neutron monitors chiefly

referred to in this paper are 91_i64-type, located near sea level at

Hobart (42.9°S, 147.3°E, vertical cut-off 1.89 GV), Brisbane (27.4°S,

153.1°E, 7.24 GV) and Darwin (12.4°S, 130.9°E, 14.07 GV). The neutron

monitor at The Springs at an altitude of 725m on the slopes of

Mt.Wellington, overlooking Hobart, is currently a 6NM64, but before

1967 there was a 12-counter IGY-type monitor at this site. By careful

normalisation of data from different neutron monitors operated in the

Hobart area it has been possible to obtain a continuous record of

intensity back to July 1956. Other monitors operated by the Hobart

grou_ include a 12-counter IGY-type at Mawson, Antarctica (67.6°S,
62.9VE, 0.22 GV) and IGY-type monitors operated at Lae, New Guinea

(6.7°S, 147.0°E, 15.52 GV) for some years beginning with the IGY period,
and at Brisbane from 1960 until the 9NM64 was installed. It is hoped

that it will be possible in the near future to coordinate the results

from these stations to determine the solar cycle modulation during

Solar Cycle 20, as observed by these southern recorders.

The ll-year solar cycle modulation was assumed to be of the exponential

form with exponent-K/P Y, as discussed in earlier papers (i, 2, 3). An

attempt was made to find a best-fit y, using monthly mean data selected

to be relatively free from Forbush-type decreases. Figures 1 and 2

show respectively the long term changes observed at Mt.Wellington, and

daily mean intensities over the 4-months period including the major

transient event of July, 1982.

3. Results. The long-term modulation, using monthly mean intensities

selected as above, and referred to November 1977 as a normalising level,

appear to be in accordance with the exponent y = i, provided only
Brisbane and Hobart data are used. Darwin data do not conform to this

pattern except perhaps during the early years of the cycle until about

the end of 1980, since when the Darwin long-term intensity has been

large!y steady, apart from Forbush-type decreases and as yet unidentified
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small changes of the order of i%. Thus these results must be regarded
as preliminary.

MTo WELLINGTON NEUTRON INTENSITY

1956 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84

i _ "

,:;-I ! ,nl O,o

85_ -I-- 85

so _ leo

I

FIGURE 1

Monthly mean neutron intensities relative to May, 1965.

lOO r_ _J_ loo

FIGURE 2

Daily mean pressure- ]j
corrected Mt. Wellington 90 ...... 90
neutron intensities for

May-August 1982, expressed
as percent of mean level es ............... 8s

for May.

_' 80 80

75 75
10 20 31 9 19 30 9 19 31 8 18 31

MAY1982 JUNE1982 JULY1982 AUGUST1982
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4. Discussion. The results seem to confirm the conclusion reached

earlier that the Forbush-type modulation and the ll-year cyclic changes

have a different rigidity response, and thus is probably caused by

different mechanisms under solar influence; however, from our prelimi-

nary analysis it may be that the long-term changes have been limited tO

rigidities below about i0 GV since solar maximum, which occurred in

December 1979. This observation would agree with a report by Lockwood

and Webber (4) that the observed hysteresis effect between the integral

intensity measured by satellite cosmic ray telescopes and Mt.Washington

neutron monitor counting rates can be explained by a change in the

rigidity dependence of the diffusion coefficient during Solar Cycle 20,

1965-1976, and suggests that similar changes in rigidity response are

occurring in the current cycle.

Semi-quantitative evidence against the contention that the long-term

solar cycle modulation is made up from superimposed Forbush-type

decreases may be obtained from data such as displayed in Figure 2.

Here,.it may be seen that the very large transient event in July 1982

completely recovered by late July, and that the intensity changes

during the period May-August may be considered to be composed of long-
lasting possibly stepwise decreases on which the shorter transients are

superimposed. Indeed, if the Forbush-type decreases are considered

separately, the total 'count' removed by them is only about half the
total removed by the longer-term effect.

5. Acknowledsements. We wish to thank the staff of the Bureau of

Meteorology stations at Brisbane and Darwin airports for their valuable

assistance in the operation of these neutron monitors. The neutron

monitor programme at Hobart, Brisbane and Darwin has been supported in
part by grants from the Australian Research Grants Scheme.
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ROLE 0FSOLf_R FLARE IND_IXIN LONG Tr__Pd,iMODULATION
OF COSIIC RAY INTZ_SITY

P.K.Pandey*,A.K.J sin,P.K.Shrivast ava,S.P.Path ak**
and S.P.Agrawal

Physics Department(Vikra_ Space Physics Centre)
A.P.S.University, Rg.w_(M.P.)486003,India.

ABSTRACT

Recently, the importance of the occurrence
of solar flares in the long-term modulation of
cosmic ray intensity has been re-emphasized. For
this purpose, the data of solar flares have been

used from various publications, such as Solar
Geophysical Data book=, U.A.G. reports and
Quarterly Bulletin Of Solar Activity. Our invest-
igation, very clearly reveals that even the periodic
changes in the solar flare observations, obtained
from the four different data sources, for the same
interval, differ significantly from one another;
this is evident even on au average basis. Hence, in
any study using solar fls_es, the importance of
selecting a single compilation of the solar-flare data
for the entire period of investigation is stressed.

I. Introductign. The study of the long term records of cosmic
ray measurements, extending to energies beyond 100 Gev.,

have confirmed the elevaq year solar cycle variation of
cosmic ray intensity. Recent results (Hatton_1980, Hatton
and Bowe, 1981; Hatton aud Bowe ,1983) using the number of
solar fl_res, of importsuce _ 1, and the cosmic ray intensity
deviations, have provided an empirical relation with better
correlations for a time lag of _10 months. Such a time lag
corresponds to a value of _ 70 A.U. for the solar modulating
boundary. The goodness of fit has been shown to be quite
satisfactory. 'lheuse of solar flares for such a correlation
studies, often assumes that the total number and importance
of solar flares would be the same, irrespective of the source
of data of the solar flares. In this paper, we define a more
realistic index for using the solar flare data, and then
derive the monthly solar flare indices (SFI) for an extended
period of time, from 1957-84, to compare it with the monthly

. averages of the co_ic ray intensity. During the course of
investigstlon, we have fo_md very significant dlfzerence in
the solar flare indices, when derived from the tabulation of
solar flares published in different data sources. These

° differences are qUite large, hence need to be emphasized.

_ i , J.,i _ i

* Also at - Govt.Girls Degree College,Rewa(MP.)486001.
** Also at - Govt. Science College, Rewa (iv_.)486001.
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Fig. 1 _hows the percent deviation o£ monthly mean cosmic
ray intensity observed by Deep River Neutron monitoring
station. The 100% level is tak_as the average for the

monthl Sept.-Nov. 1976. The monthly v_ues of sunspotnumber (Rz) aud solar flare index (SFI, see text for
details for computing _I) are also plotted for the year
1976-84.

2. 3_lar f_re index. The occurra_ce of the solar flares
are routinely published in solar Geophysical Data, both in
the prompt r_orts as well as in the comprehensive reports.
The solar flares are alsollsted in the quarterly Bulletin
of solar Activity as well as in a ,slightly modified form in
the U_G reports of world Data Centre-A. From these listing,
various investigators have used the informatio_ of the
occurrence of solar flares for comparison, with other
observations. Usually, for most of the studies the solar
flares of importance _ 1 are selected (as was done by
Hatton, 1980; for Cosmic ray investigations). In these
studies the number of solar flares were added without
giving any weight either to the importance of the flares
or to their brightness. The ?solar flare brightness is "
usually represented by B, N aud F, whereas the flare-
importance is represented by numerical numbers 1, 2, 3
and rarely als0 _. We have therefore, generated a'
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Fig.2 _.ows the solar £1are index for each Fig.3 ,_ows 'r,he
mon__ for the three years o£ high solar normalised values
activity period 1977_.78,79,for four of solar flare
different .datasources, which are index for all
routinely published. The month to the monthly data
month changes are distinguished by sets and the time
Joining the line for the solar flare interval shown
computed from UAG report. The averages in figure 2. In4

are shown in the right most part of the each case the
figure, ye_ly staresare

normalised to _ito
o derive the percent

solar flare index
for each month.
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Solar Flare Index (SFI) for each flare, for the interval for
which the solar flare data from various sources (mentioned
_arlier) are available. In generating the new flare index
(sFi)the reported importance of the solar flare is used as
a numerical Weight i.e. the SFI increases with the importance
of the flare. Moreover, the brightness level, F, N, and B
(Faint, Normal and Bright) are used to additionally weight
the numeric value of the importance of the solar flares, by
adding to it- 0,3, 0 and + 0.3 respectively. _uch a solar
flare index (SFI) has been computed for each solar flare of
importance _ 1. These are then added to form monthly solar
flare indices.

5. Results and Discussion. By the methgd described earlier,
We have computed the solar flare index (S_I) using the data
of solar flares published in the prompt report of the Solar
Geophysical Data (SGD). By using the average of 3 monthly
(Sept.-Nov. ,1976) values of cosmic ray intensity (when the
maximum intensity for the solar cycle occurred), the percent
deviations for each month has been obtained for the period
1976-84. These are plotted in fig. 1, along with Rz and SFI
(obtained from prompt reports) for 1976-84. l_eneral, from
this figure We observe an anti-correlatlon of both Rz and
SFI withpercent deviation of Deep River neutrons. However,
the significant departure during the year 1980, is clearly
evident An the figure.

The solar flare data are also published in the
compr4aenaive reports (C.R.) o£ SGD. Therefore, the value of
SFI calculated from comprahenslve reports have been compared
with the values of SFI computed earlier from the prompt reports
(PR) for the same interval. From this comparison, we notice
very significant differences, both in their absolute magnitude
as well as in the variations observed from one month to another.
_imilar differences are noted when we make use of the solar
flare listings from other two sources, viz. Quarterly Bulletin

of solar Activity and UAG report. Figure 2 shows the monthly
values of SFI derived from fouz different dat_sources. The
annual averages are also marked, to show the _ifference in
their absolute values. It is _pparent from the figure that the
changes from one month to another are not alWays similar. As
mentioned earlier, if one uses different data sources to
compute SFI for different periods, it is necessary to normalise
the indices. This has been done for each year by using the
yearly sums which are each normalised to 100. The percent solar
flare index for each month, has been computed and plotted in
figure 3, by using the absolute values plotted in figure 2.
From th_sfigure, the large differences in M SFI, from one month
to another_ comes out in a very significant manner. We
conclude therefore, that the solar flare indices generated by
either giving weight or otherwise, one should use only one
type of data source.

4 t References: _A 6Agrawal, _.P.; 1983. _ace Sciauce Rev. p. 127.
Hatton, C.J. ;1980 Solar Physics, 66 p. I_.

Hatton, C.J. and Bowe,_G_Ao:1981= Proc. 17thICRC Paris_ _:o_.Hatton, C.J. sad Bowe,u.A. 1983. Proc. 18t_ ICRC BangaAor_
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Galli M.
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i. Introduction. Time variability on a wide range of time scales is the

main characteristic of cosmic rays observed inside the solar cavity.

As the intensity of galactic cosmic rays is assumed to be essentially

constant outside the heliosphere, the temporal changes observed must be

due to the interaction of CR particles with the IMF which is carried by
the solar wind.

The question is then to find out the pattern of the IMF and its flow,

to determine the time and spatial evolution of their configurations and
to relate them to CR variations.

Unfortunately the direct measurements of the IMF and of the solar

wind plasma are insufficient because they are limited to a region close

to the ecliptic plane as compared to the vast 3-dimensional extension of

the heliosphere. On the other hand CR particles provide an indirect

measurement of the global structure of IMF since they sample a large

volume of the solar cavity in their travel from its boundary to the Earth.

Yet one can tentatively try to derive important parameters of the

interplanetary medium by means of the observations of the source itself,
the Sun.

Solar output during the llyr activity cycle has many different

aspects such as the mnspot area and number, the development of polar
coronal holes, the solar flares and the solar wind.

Furthermore among the cyclic variations of the various kinds of

solar activity one has to distinguish the ones having same period but

differing in phase, amplitude and pattern.

It is common practice to use the sunspot number variation as the

standard of the solar cycle and to compare to it all the other relevant

parameters, even though this approach has not a good physical ground.

The same is true for CR intensity since Forbush (1954) discovered an

inverse correlation between this latter and the sunspot number. On the

other hand the changes in the solar wind characteristics are related to

the temperature variations of the corona, which in turn depend on different

solar features such as sunspots, flares, polar coronal holes, plages etc.

" It is then extremely interesting to investigate the possible relationship

between these phenomena and the CR intensity.

The spectral and cross-spectral power analysis is the tool that can

be used to consider over a wide range of frequencies in a global way
correlations on the same time scale between two time series.

We have already analyzed CR variation of ergodic nature (Attolini

et al., 1984) but we cannot exclude variations corresponding to spectral
lines.

From the operational point of view the best way to study line spectrum

is to obtain estimates of the power trough the periodograms and average
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them on a band as narrow as possible.

This has been done by averaging each periodogram to its consecutive

and then repeating this operation six time. in that way we obtain a binomial

smoothing which preserve the frequency information over 7 periodograms

corresponding to the average of 4.43 independent data equivalent. Since

before performing the FFT operation the number of data has been increased

to 1024 via zero padding, each coherency value corresponds to 2.13 independent

data equivalent. The coherency figure (YI2) is the one defined by Jenkins

and Watts (1968). The 95% significance level has been found using simulations
on random data series with the same number of data.

In our analysis we 'have used the monthly data series of the following

relevant parameters: sunspot number (Rz) from 1944 to 1984 (Solar Geophys.

Data); CR intensity (RC) from 1944 to 1984 (Huancayo-Climax pressure crrected

counting rates); aa indexes (aa) from 1944 to 1984 (Mayaud,1973,1975);

major flares from 1955 to 1979 (Dodson et al.,report UAG N.14,19,52,80).

2. Computations and Results.

a) RC vs Rz

The first thing to note in the comparison of the coherency spectra

in Figure la-c computed for three different time intervals, is that we can

identify two regions,the first one with frequencies higher than Ic/yr, the

other one with frequencies lower than Ic/yr. The first one contains few

peaks that exceed the 95% confidence level, which do not shift in frequency

when increasing the length of the series and whose amplitudes remain the
or at least increase with the increase of the number of data. In the other

range the peaks slightly wander in frequency and in amplitude; the long

wave of 22yr appears only in the longer data set and with low significant

level. All the peaks in this region correspond to nearly all possible

harmonics up to iOth order of the llyr cycle in all the series as it can be

better seen in the computation with zero padding of the data up to 2048.

The other significant peaks of the second region are at periodicities
lO.4m, 156.5d, 70.9d.

The correlation is negative (8) in the first two and positive (_) in the

last case. The 156.5 days may be related to the flare occurrence.

b) RC vs aa

Since solar wind plasma drives geomagnetic activity the aa index has

been used to investigate CR intensity variations caused by solar wind

changes. Following the study by Feynman(1982) we have considered the aa and

the aaT (i.e. aa corrected for Rz) monthly indexes. The results are shown
in Figbre 2. One can see that the coherencies between CR and either aa or

aa I do not differ very much. The only difference between the two is the llyr
cycle periodicity. The significant peaks are, however, different from the
RC vs Rz and the correlation is always negative. More meaningful is to

compare the CR intensity deduced after the subtraction of the sunspot

correlation computed according to Nagashima and Morishita (1980). In that

case the coherency (Figure 3) is significant in a greater number of frequencies.

These periodicities are linked to the polarity of the IMF and possibly some

of them represent the aliased peaks of more fundamental periodicities such

as 28.2,27.15 and 26.85 days typical either of sector structure as described

by Svalgaard and Wilcox (1975) or of the recurrent decreases in CR intensity

in correspondence to aaI increases. This last fact can be consistent with
the description of high speed stream effects on CR (lucci et ai.,1979). In

fact the analysis by Feynman (1982) has put in evidence that the property
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of the aa_ is the high recurrence probability.

Itlshould be remarked that a plasma stream that do not engulf the
Earth can nevertheless affect CR that reach us by inducing changes in the
3-dimensional IMF configuration.

c) RC vs Flares

Here the most outstanding periodicity is the one at 66.2 d and the
most interesting is the one at 153.4d which is similar to the one found in

hard solar flares ( Rieger at ai.,1984) and near to the 156.4d of RC vs Rz

(Figure 4). However the Rz vs Flare coherency does not show such a
correlation.

3. Conclusion. We want to stress that our work is aimed to find the

correlation of two data series in narrow freue__bands. The fact that
does not exist a correlation on a 2 periodogram band does not imply that a
very high correlation does not exist on a much wider frequency band (e.g.

CR vs Flares,Rzjaa as a whole). The existence of a narrow band correlation,
on the other hand, means only that a particular type of variation fn _'

series corresponds, with a very high probability, to a variations on t_e
same time scale in the other series.

Among the results here reported we have found the 154d periodicity
in the RC vs Flares, and some other peaks of coherency in the RC vs aa

that when interpreted as aliased values might correspond to recurring I_F
structures and solar wind streams. We cannot exclude however that some of

the correspondence with aa are of terrestrial origin.
This study cannot be considered exhaustive due to the fact that other

solar variables, such as polar hole size, are possibly correlated to CR
intensities,however the number of observations is small so that the

interpretation of the results is very difficult.

4. References. Attolini,M.R.,et al.,Nuovo Cim.,7C,413,1984// Dodson,H.W.

et al.,Report UAG Nos.14,19,52,80// Feynman,J.,J.Geophys.Res.,87,6153,1982//
Forbush,S.E.,J.Geophys.Res.,_9,525,1954// lucci,N, et al.,Nuovo Cim.,26,421,
1979.// Jenkins,G.M. and Watts,D.G.,Spectral Analysis and Its Applications,
Holden-Day,1968// Mayaud,P.N., IAGA Bulletin Nos.33,39// Nagashima,K.,and

Morishita,L.,Planet.Space Sci.,28,177,1980//Rieger,E.,et al.,Nature,312,
623,1984.
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ABSTRACT

The study of the CR power spectrum ( Attolini et al., 18th ICRC,

Conf.Papers, lO,174,Bangalore 1983) has revealed a significant variation

with a period a--round 2 yr that cannot be e_plained as a high order

harmonic of the II yr solar cycle. Comparative study of the correlation

on different time scales between CR intensity and Rz, aa, high speed

streams and polar hole size ( SH 4.4-14, this conference) has put in

evidence that a high degree of coherency exists between each couple of

variables at 1.58-1.64 yr, except between CR and Rz. On the other hand

cyclic variation on a short time scale, around 26 months, has been
claimed (Sakurai, 18th ICRC,Conf. Papers, _,210,Bangalore 1983) to be

present in the neutrino flux ( Davis et al.,AIP Conf. Proceedings,No.96,
1983). Critical tests of this hypothesis are considered and a preliminary

result seems to indicate that the hypothesis of the existence of a 1.6 yr

periodicity in the neutrino data during the measurement time interval_

has a significance _99.9 %.

The posssible origin of this variation as due to a contribution

either of CR interactions in the upper atmosphere or to the solar

dynamics_will be discussed.
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COSMIC RAY POWER SPECTRAL VARIATIONS:

3. SOLAR ROTATION PERIODICITIES
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ABSTRACT

Earlier studies of the periodic changes in cosmic ray

Intensity by power spectral analysis provided some

understanding of the daily variation in terms of ambient

power. The solar rotation periodicities are investigated

here using daily means of Calgary neutron monitor data

during 1965-76. Significant peaks with periods of 27 and

13.5 days with varying magnitudes are observed.

i. Introduction. It is generally accepted that the galactic cosmic

radiation is modulated by the continuously varying solar plasma and

fields of the modulating re_ion within the hellosphere. Most cosmic ray

variational studies (I-I000 Gev), have used 4 decades of ground-based

measurements. These include _ eleven-year solar cycle varlation,

Forbush decreases, 27-day variation and the various harmonics of the

daily variation.

The 27-day variation has direct bearing on the solar features, on
or above the solar surface and remain stable for more than one solar

rotation of average period 27 days. The solar modulation is a

continuous process and any variations in solar output will affect the

interplanetary plasma and field, and in turn upon the flow of cosmic

rays. Thus a study of the 27-day recurrence in cosmic ray intensity can

provide us with information on solar output and its propagation in the

interplanetary medium. Here we derive the 27-day rotation periodicities

by power spectral analysis during the interval 1965-76, using the

procedure adopted by Lanzerotti et el., (1981).

2. Spectral analysis of cosmic ray data. Daily mean values of Calgary

neutron monitor data have been used over the interval 1965-76, for power

spectral analysis, to investigate the 27-day periodicies and its

harmonics. The Calgary neutron monitor is an 18-NM-64 type detector

with statistical fluctuations of 0.02% in daily means. Initially the

computations were carried out using one year's data at a time; however

the peaks under investigation, were not very clear. Hence we combined 2

3 years of data for deriving the power spectra. The choice of 2 years

of data at a time was found optimum to look for individual peaks and to

compare their variations during the solar cycle.

3. Results and Discussion. The results of the power spectral analysis

are shown in Figure i. Over a sunspot cycle, the cosmic ray intensity

changes (at median energies _ 10-15 Gev) by about 15-20%, and any two

successive years combined here generally correspond to similar solar

conditions, with very small changes in cosmic ray intensity. However,

large changes in cosmic ray intensity, which occur over periods of days

(Forbush type decreases), do affect to some extent the overall spectral
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shape, but are not effective in modulating the peaks observed. The

vertical dashed linen indicate frequencies corresponding to peaks at 27

and 13.5 days. Note that the main peaks occur for the 27-days period

and is quite significant for all the years, except for 1973-74.

However, the 13-14 day peak is not very significant for a number of

years, such as 1965-66, 1967-68 and 1975-76. These results were

essentially confirmed by Sulphur Mountain Cosmic ray data. The power

associated with the 27-day peak in 1973-74 is quite low and indicates

the possibility that even the stable periodic features of the solar

surface were not effective in producing any significant changes in the

cosmic ray intensity. Solar coronal holes are quite abundant during

1973-74 and also in 1975-76, and thus an absence of any solar rotation

periodicity in 1973-74 perhaps indicated that some other solar feature

may be responsible. Venkatesan et al., (1982) have shown that only

small changes occur in cosmic rays due to coronal holes. The Chree type

of analysis involving some specific solar features, in future, may

provide the answer for the observations reported here. It is likely
that the solar flares/solar active centres could be the source for the

solar rotati0n periodicity observed. The reason for this is not obvious
at present. /

4. Acknowledgement. The assistance of Messrs. Arun Tiwari and
Vishwarnath Khare in data reduction, etc. is acknowledged. I also wish

to acknowledge the Calgary data kindly provided by D. Venkatesan and T.
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ABSTRACT

The report treats the cosmic ray variations
connected with the changes of atmospheric tem-
perature and solar activity level and the va-
riations which are probably due to zonal cosmic
ray modulation.

A new type of cosmic ray variations, so called zonal
cosmic ray modulation, was found in the lower atmosphere
from the sonde measurement results /1/. The new variations
give rise to anomalies in the latitude distributions of
the cosmic ray charged component and the anomalous north-
south asymmetry. To find the nature of the variations, we
began measuring the cosmic ray general component with the
same detectors as in the sonde measurements (the STS-6)
gas-discharge counters and the counter telescopes with
7-mm A1 filters detecting the electrons of energy above
200 keV and 5 MeV).

In this report the measurement data obtained in An-

tarctica (Mirny) in the years 1978-1983 are presented and
discussed.

Measurement results. Two B-I instruments described in
/2/ are in 0pera_ion at Mi_ny. The measurements are taken
daily for two hours (0800-1000 UT). The data on the time
dependence of the cosmic ray global component are obtained
using six independent units (the unit consists of ten

STS-6 counters with a 16 cm 2 geometric factor each). The
monthly means of charged-particle number per minute cor-

" rected for barometric effect (-0.16%/mb) are shown in
Fig. 1 (curve C), The data on time dependence of the cosmic
ray vertical component are obtained using three indepen-

• dent units. These data corrected for barometric effect
_0.24%/mb) are shovm in Fig. I (curve T).

Considering that radioactive background is in prac-
tice absent at Mirny /3/(the charged particle flux is
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Fig. 1. Time dependences
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about 300 m-2s-I) , the JsT8 80 Is8_
observed variations are _'_ARS
mainly due to cosmic ray variations.

Seasonal cosmic ray variations. As it should be expected,
the_main variatlons of the measured particle number on the
Earth's surface in Antarctica are due to the seasonal tem-
perature variations. The seasonal variation amplitude (3-4%)
is in a good agreement with the calculated values because of
the muon component intensity variations /4/. Curve _ in
Fig. I presents the values of the correction factors calcu-
lated allowing for the atmospheric temperature distribution
inferred from meteorological sounding data and of the parti-
al temperature coefficients for the cosmic ray general com-
ponent at sea level. The correction factoroQ -I/(1+K_t),
where K is a partial temperature coefficient, _t is the
difference between the temperature measured at a given iso-
baric level and the temperature of the standard atmosphere
at the same level; _ K mt _ is the mean of the 10 isobaric

levels in the 10-1000 g/cm 2 interval. Curves C' and T' in
Fig. I show the data corrected for the temperature effect.
It is seen that, apart from the temperature-induced variati-
ons, the general component suffers other types of variations.

The variations due to changes of solar activit,y level.
From 19_8 to 1982, _he mean level of the c_arged-partic_e
number at Mirny has changed by _ 3%. The same change of the
particle number was inferred from the data of the vertical
telescope with the 7-ramA1 filter at Murmansk. The changes
are in a good agreement with the nucleon component variati-
ons inferred from the data of high-latitude neutron monitors
(see Pig. 2).

During the above mentioned period the sunspot number in-
creased markedly, so the observed cosmic ray intensity decre-
ase was mainly due to the rise of solar activity level. From
Fig. 2 it may be seen that the amplitude of these variations
in the nucleon component (NM) is 4 times greater than the
amplitude in the general component (T) of cosmic rays at sea
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level. Once the continuous series of the nucleon component
data from Apatity are available, the cosmic ray variations
due to solar activity changes may be excluded from the data
shown in Fig. I C' and T'. The time dependences of cosmic
rays at Mirny after excluding the temperature variations

and the variations due to solar activity are shown in
Pig. 3 (Curves C'' and T''). The residual variations may
be thought tobe due mainly to the measurement errors and to
the errors in introducing the corrections for the baromet-
ric and temperature effects. It should be noted, however,
that the found variations resemble the variations in the
lower atmosphere inferred from the sonde measurements of
cosmic rays.
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The variations due to the zonal cosmic ray modulation.
During_he studied period, the zonal cosmic ray modulation
was clearly expressed in the lower atmosphere over Mirny,
which can be seen in _ig. 3 where curves C" Z and T" showZ

the time dependence of the cosmic ray charged component
inferred from the gas-discharge counter and telescope mea-

surements at the level x=480 g/cm 2 over _irny after exclu-
ding the variations due to solar activity changes. Here the
cosmic ray intensity variations are significant. The par-
ticle number changes by up to 10%. The changes at sea level_
are I-2%, i.e. 5 times as small as the changes at 500 g#cm _
level. In both cases, however, we can clearly see the vari-

ations of some half-year period with21-1.5% amplitude at sea
level and 2-5% amplitude at 480 g/cm level. At the same t_
me, the variations with characteristic times of 2-3 years
can be seen. The found variations can hardly be accounted
for by incorrect inclusion of the barometric and temperatu-
re effects because such variations are absent both in pres-
sure (curve P in Fig. 3) and temperature (curve_in Fig. I).
In this case the annual variations would have been most
probably found because they show the largest amplitudes in
both pressure and temperature.

Thus, the measurements of the cosmic ray charged com-
ponent at Mirny have shown that the zonal cosmic ray modu-
lation seems to exist also at sea level, but its amplitude

is about an order as low as at _500 g/cm 2 level. The same
conclusion can essentially be drawn from the analysis of
the neutron monitor data made in /5/ for the solar minimum
of 1964-1965.
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ABSTRACT

The absorption curves of the cosmic ray
charged component for solar minima in 1965
and 1975-1977 are analysed on the basis of
daily stratospheric measurements in Murmansk,
Moscow, Alma-Ata and Mirny (Antarctic).

Two distinct features in the energy
spectra of galactic cosmic rays are revealed
during these periods.

1. At the 20th solar activity minimum
there was the additional short range compo-
nent of cosmic rays. Additional fluxes in the
stratosphere at high latitudes (Murmansk,
Mirny) caused by this component are probably
protons and He nuclei with the energy 1OO-
500 MeV/n. The fluxes are estimated as

"_300 m-2s-lsr -1
2. At the m_nimum in 1975-1977 the pro-

ton intensity in the energy range 1-15 GeV
is ]0-15% lower than that in the 1965 solar
activity minimum.

Numerous experimental evidences are indicative of a
significant role of the solar general magnetic field in
the cosmic ray modulation effects /1,2/. The magnetic field
direction in the polar regions of the Sun proves to be of
importance for the formation of the energy spectra of ga-
lactic cosmic rays in the Earth's vicinity.

. The differences in the primary cosmic ray energy spec-
tra in the consecutive solar minima are pointed out in par-
ticular by the short range component detected in the stra-
tosphere /3,4/. Although the nature of the particles of

• this component is not clear yet at middle latitudes (Mos-
cow, Alma-Ata), at the same time the data obtained in /5/
suggest that the short range component at high latitudes
(Murmansk, Mirny) should be associated probably with the
protons and helium nuclei of energies belew 500 MeV/n.
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Information on the variations of the primary cosmic
ray energy spectrum may be derived from the altitude depen-
dence of the relative variations of the cosmic ray intensi-
ty _N/N in the stratosphere. In the case of the 11-year
cosmic ray modulation the variation amplitude decreases
with increasing the primary particle energy, and then the
value of _ N/N decreases with rising the atmospheric pressu-

re X. Over _urmansk, for example, _N/N at X=IO g/cm 2 is

two times as high as that at X=150 g/cm 2 . However the sha-
pe of the dependence AN/N(X) in the years near the 20 so-
lar activity minimum proved to be quite different.

_N/N,%
CT
o _ MURMANSK T • •

Fig. I. _ N/N versus the _0- . • MIRNY [ _Ir---_--I II

atmospheric pressure in _T__1976 for a Geiger counter I.

(C) and counter telescope _T__

(T) at Murmansk and Nirny. s i____
o I

50 t00 t50
X,_.cm-2

Fig. 1 shows the variations of the cosmic ray intensity

N76(X) in 1976 relative to the intensity in 1965,

_N/N=(N65-N76)/N65, over Murmansk and Mirny. In a broad
interval of pressures the cosmic ray intensity in the
stratosphere and hence the primary particle intensity in
1976 was lower than that in 1965. The character of the de-

pendence _N/N at X> 70 g/cm 2 indicates that the primary
spectrum variation in a certain energy range is independent

of the particle energy. The decrease of _ N/N at X< 70 g/cm 2
may be explained by the existence of the cosmic ray short
range component in 1976. The same situation took place also
in 1975 and 1977.

The data presented in Fig. 1 were used to obtain the
absorption curves for the additional short range component
of cosmic rays (see Pig.2). The absorption curves are actu-
ally identical at high latitudes in the nothern and sou-
thern hemispheres. The energy spectrum of the additional
proton flux, which is also shown in Fig.2, was determined
assuming that the additional component consists of protons.
The value of the additional 100-400 MeV proton flux is

_3OO m-2s-lsr -1. Taking into account the fact that He nuc-
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lei make a definite contribu-

tion to the particles detected N'nin'4.. E,MeV
400 200 300

in the stratosphere, the flux

obtained proves to be in a go- _ _ 400
od agreement with the additio- _- _ 3oo_ ,
nal flux of protons and He nuc-
lei in 1977 (compared with 200_

1965) according to /5/. The r__

short range particles at high
latitudes in the stratosphere so- _ mo

appeared in 1972 and disappea- _/ _/\_red practically after 1979 /4/,
that is they existed during
about the same period as the
anomalous He component of cos-
mic rays detected by space

probes /6/. i i[ _i__ -

Another important conclu-
sion can be drawn from the data 0
presented in Fig. l, namely, the 20 _0 60 ]X-_'cm "2
1-12 GV rigidity cosmic ray
fluxes were much lower in 1976 Fig.2. Additional fluxes
than in 1965. The same conclu- of the cosmic ray short
sion may be drawn from the ana- range component in the
lysis of the data of latitude stratosphere over _¢ur-
stratospheric measurements in mansk (c), Mirny (e),
the years 1965, 1969 and 1975 Moscow (A) and Alma-
/7/. Fig.3 shows the energy Ata (o). At the top
spectra of the variations of right-hand corner the
primary cosmic rays in 1969 and energy spectrum of the
1976 relative to 1965 inferred additional proton flux
from the latitude measurements, is shown.
From Fig.3 it seen that the pri-
mary cosmic ray intensity in the 4-12 GV was 10-15% lower
in 1976 than that in 1965. In the examined energy range the
cosmic ray intensity in 1976 was essentially the same as
during the solar activity maximum of 1969. The dashed line
in Fig.3 presents the spectrum of the variations _I/I(R)

Pig.3. The spectra of the
primary cosmic ray varia-

4.0 tions _I/I:(I65-Ii)/I65
" in 1969 and 1976 (the dark

0.5 and light dots respecti-
vely). The dashed line

" shows the variation spec-
trum in 1969 calculated

0 using the values of
A N/N at high latitudes.

-05
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R

t0 - r--

Fig. 4. The distribution 8- ,
of _ N/N for high lati-
tude neutron monitors 6-
(R_2.3 GV) in 1975-

1977. 4 - _F_

-2 0 2 4 6 B t0 12 AN/N%

calculated for 1969 using & N/N at _urmansk and _[irny. The
spectrum presented is in a good agreement with the spectrum
inferred from the latitude measurements.

Fig.4 shows the distribution of _ N/N=(N65-Ni)/N65 for
several neutron monitors located at high latitudes
(R_2.3 GV). The mean value of _ N/N for neutron monitors
is 2.3_0.3 per cent, but A N/N appears to be 5-7 % for some
of them (for example, Mt. Washington, Durham). The conclusi-
on that the cosmic ray intensity was lower in 1976 than in
1965 is generally confirmed by the neutron monitor data.
The broad distribution of A N/N inferred from the neutron
monitor data and the difference in A N/N over Murmansk and
Mirny together with the difference in _ N/N from the data
of a Geiger counter and counter telescope (Fig. l) seems to
indicate that the modulation mechanism in the solar activi-

ty minima is different from the mechanism of the 11-year
cosmic ray modulation.
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COSMIC RAY VARIATIONS WITH THE PERIOD CLOSE TO 27 DAYS
AND THEIR CONNECTION WITH SOLAR ACTIVITY LONGITUDINAL
DISTRIBUTION

G.A.Bazi levskaya

P.N.Lebedev Physical Institute of the Academy of
Sciences of the USSR, Moscow, USSR

MoI.Tyaste, E.S.Verneva

Leningrad Branch of IZMIRAN, Leningrad, USSR

ABSTRACT

The amplitude and phase changes of the 27 day cosmic
ray variation from q958 to q975 were studied. The
comparison between cosmic ray intensity characteris-
tics and longitudinal distribution of solar activity
ones for different stages of the solar cycle were
made.

,qo ,,Introduction

In some cases the longitudinal redistribution of the
solar activity (SA) leads to the changes in 27 day cosmic
ray (CR) variations connected with the solar rotation
period / I /. The purpose of this paper is to analyse in
detail the amplitude and the phase evolution of CR 27 day
variations along with the longitudinal redistribution of
SA. The neutron monitor data I of Thule and the sunspot
group area Sp from 1958 to 1975 (except for 196_) were
processed.

2. Me,thod
As a result of the sunspot group area treatment for

each solar rotation, .the polar vector with the amplitude
#s_and the phase _sA was obtained, which characterized

t_e boa-uniformity of the sunspot longitudinal distribu-
tion / 2 /. Indeed, the existence of a longitudinal inter-
val with increased activity means the increased value of

#sA , and the movement of this interval on the solar
surface causes the changes of _ SA from one rotation to
another. The amplitude #c_ and the phase Jtc_ of the

. first harmonic of the 27 day CR variation was used for
comparison with #SA and I SA of SA / I /. The qq-year
CR variation, which plays a part of the trend for the
present analysis was firstly withdrawn from the primary

" CR data.

3...Resul_s

Fig. "l shows the correlation coefficient values R
( _ SA , _c_ ) between time series of the phases of 27
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day SA variations and CR ones with the zero shift between
these two series. The horizontal bars correspond to the
time intervals, for which these correlation coefficients
were obtained. Fig. 1 shows R( _SA, 3_c_) keep the high
values during the long time intervals; but for two time in-
tervals from 1970 to 1973 correlation coefficient sharply
fell. For these two time intervals (III 1970 - IX 1971.
II 1972 - VIII 1973) R( as^ , _cR ) were computed with'the
time shift between time series of the phases of 27 day SA
variations and CR ones.

Fig. 2 shows the dependence of the R( _ SA , _ ) On
the time shift. It can be seen in Fig. 2 the R( _SA, _c_)
reached the maximum value R _ 0.86 for the time shift equal
to about three months CR variations being prior to the SA
ones. It should be noted that not far from 1970-1973 the
polarity reversal of the Sun's general magnetic field took
place / 3 /, thus we may expect the redistribution of solar
magnetic fields among these the SA longitudinal redistribu-
tion. The corresponding changes of interplanetary magnetic
fields and 27 day CR variations may be expected. To check
this assumption we consider the 27 day variation cyclogram
of sunspot group aweas shown in Fig.3 / _ /o As could be
expected the SA amplitude of variations decreased and the
phase became unstable (region A in the cyclogram). When SA
is high the phase of variations is more stable, except for
time intez_als B and C which concerned with the polarity
reversal of the Sun's general magnetic field. This resul_
is confirmed by Table I where _he parameter of _he phase
conservation is presented which is _he relation
I_P_t/_tfLlin percent / 5 /. This parameter was more tha_
5_% du_ing the years of high SA except for XI 1959 - VIII
1960 and II 1970 - III 1972, when it fell abruptly.

Table 119621_,,8 ¢
Year I_i_i , % Year I

II-V 1958 85 VIII 1961 - IV
II-X 1958 95 VII 1966-V 1967 87
XI 1958-X 1959 65 VI 1967-I1 1968 60
Xl 1959-VIII 1960 58 Ill 1968-1 1970 58
IX 1960-VII 1961 76 II 1970-III 1972 5

_. Conclusion

The strong variability of the longitudinal distribu-
tion of SA took place near the polarity reversal of the
Sun's general magnetic field. The disturbance of 27 day
CR variations may be expected in turn.

Nevertheless from the point of view of current ideas
about the solar modulation of CR intensities it is diffi-
cult to explain a high val_e of R( lSA, lc_ ) between the
time series of the phases o£ 27 day SA variations and CR
ones for 1970-1973 with CR Variations beiag prior to the
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Fig. q. Correlation coef-
ficients between the 27
day variation phases of _.o_
CR intensity and sunspot
area with zero shift =0.8
between time series. _ __
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Fig. 2. Correlation
coefficient R( A SA,
A c_. ) versus the
time shlft between _.o.8 /TQ'-'",
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1958 B /'_'_ _/k

m 0

270 °

Fig. 3. The cyclogram of sunspot area for 1958-1972
(q unit is equal to 20 000millionths of the solar hemi-
sphere).
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SA. At the same time it is unlikely to obtain such a high
value of R( _ sA , _c_ ) by chance because of rather long
time intervals under coasideration (each of them being of
order 1.5 year).
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AZIMUTHAL AND MERIDIONAL ASYMMETRIES 0P THE SOLAR WIND
AND QUASIPERIODIC VARIATIONS OF INTENSITY OF GALACTIC

cosmic AYS(GO )
L;Kh.Sb_tashvill. T.V.Djapiashvili; B.G.Kavlashvill,
B.D.Naskidashvili, 0.G.Rogava, GoV.Shafer

The Institute of Geophysics, Georgian Academy of
Sciences, Z.Rukhadze str. I, 880098, Tbilisi,USSR

ABSTRACT

The results of analysis of 27-day, annual and quasi-
two-year variation of GCR are presented. The dependence of
the periods of 27-day GCR variation on the energy of ini -
tial radiation is discovered, mccording to the data during
1980 of the World network of station in sufficiently wide
range of the observed threshold energy. The dependence Of
the annual variation of GCR is established, according to
the data of the Huancayo station in conformity with the
change of the polarity of the General Magnetic Field of the _
sun(GMFS).

I. 27-da_ variation of GGR intensity -

In paper /i/, the supposition, that the durstionT
27-day oscillation of GCR ought not depend on the stage of
development of the ll-year cycleness was expressed end in
average T =_.I0 Sun's rotation time was addmited. How-
ever, observations on the wider intervals of time show that
these confirmations are true not for all cycles of Solar

activity, in ps_tlcular, it appeared__that for the@eriodof I_2 I_4 _- 22 Sunls rotation time. At present we have
the dsta for 20-21 cycles of Solar sctlvity, which show
that T is changing in a quite wide range of time.

_e have made complex analysis of Solar @ctlvlty da-
ta; g_magnetic activity(Sglar GeophysiCal ds_a) of neutron

component of GCRKieI!FRG). Tokyo(Japan), Ssnse(ant_arctl-_ca) South Africa, the vertical direction of GCR rigid com
ponent of supertelescopes on ground statlon at Nagoya end
the underground station st Ssksshlt8 (80 m.w.e, underground)
Not so often we meet the case, when the duration of 27-
day variations of GCR intensity is very long. Particular

" interest has been attached to the epoch 1980 when T was _
quite big and _ the same time it was possible to corre--
late the GCR data with the ch8nge of Solar wind chsracterl-

. stics, made directly in cosmic space. The results of calcu-
lation by the method of superpOsitiOn analysis for several
stations of CR are presented in Pig.I. The stations ere cho-
sen so that the dlfference in the cut-off of initial radia-
tion could be noticable. The attention must be paid _0 the
extremlyinteresting observed phenomena- thedependence of
the period of the reccurent change of GCR intensity on the
cut-off energy. The period, determined in first rotstions
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of the gun according to the data with les#utoff of OR is
essentialy longer than according to the dEta with the big
cutoff. It is difficult to ascribe the above mentioned de-
pendence to the not considered temperature effects in the
rigid component data at Nagoya and Sakashita stationsjas
the analogic phenomenon is observed in the neutron data at
Tokyo station, where the temperature effect is obsviously
small, at the cutoff energy is essentlaly more than at
Kiel station.

In _ number of,papers the change of _eriods of 27-day
GCR variation was investigated. In paper/4/ it is establi-
shed that the average period of 27-day GCR variation de -
pends on the polarity of GMFS. In the present paper the
dependence of period of 27-day GCR variation on the cycle
phase of Solar activity (SA) is investigated. The investi-
gation was made by the method of Fourier transform /5/
using the Han windows, on the basis of hour data of neut-
ron monitor at Kiel station.

The period of 27-day variation- T_? of GCR intensity
is defined by 2-year data with the subsequent drifts of
number of datum for a year. The value of the period Tz?
was determined by Fourier spectrum function F ( T ) so
that T_7 -corresponded to the maximum of funetionF( T )
in the interval of period T _25.32 days.

In Fig. 2 the change of the period "I"_7 in time is
presented. It is possible, to notice that the period T_7 _
day GCR varlation in the maximum epoch of SA reaches
the synodic period of the Sun's rotation, but in minimum
of SA _F_7 is maximum.

2. Annual variation

In paper /6/ the annual variation of GCR intensity
was investigated, according to the data of 0R neutron com-
ponent in connection with the polarity of GMFS. We've made
the analogical analysis, using the data of ionic chamber
(IC) at stations, Iakytsk and Huancayo for the other epochs.
The averaging of vectors of the annual variation was made
in co_formity with the directionef GMFS (1946-I955 and I960-
I968). The results of harmonic analysis of the average
monthly data of these stations, show that the IC data at
Iakytsk contains the influence of the seasonal temperature
change, It is due to expect that so far as the Huancayo
station is equatorial, the seasonal change is not essen-
tial. Indeed the results of harmonic analysis accordin_
to the data of Huancayo station, show that supposed In_6/£hz

effect observed in the neutron component of hig_atitudl-
nal station, connected with the change of G_S polarity
is as well clearly expressed in the data of IC equatorial
station at Huancayo /Fig.3/.
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3. GCR quasi-two-year variations

In paper /7/ It was noticed, that the observed
quasi-two-year variations of neutron and _ -meson
components of CR are caused not only by the cycle changes

of parameters of solar modulation of CR_ but at the expense
of two-year variations of meteorologicaz parameters of the
Earth atmosphere.

For the present moment we've widened our analysis.
For the more assurance we used the Forbush data too /2/.

Then we obtained that the quasi-two-year variations
of intensity of rigid _ -meson component of CR, correc-
ted on the temperature and barometric effects of IC-I(Iaky-
tsk) for the period 1954-19V6 are synchronous with the
quasi-two-year variations of SA. Quasi-two-year variations
corrected on the meteorological effects, are apparently
caused /7/ rather by the quasi-two-year variations of the
meridional asymmetry of Solar wind velocity /8/.
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DYNAMICS OF TWO-YEAR COSMIC RAY VARIATIONS INFERRED FROM
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AND FROM THE NEUTRON MONITOR DATA IN 1959-1981
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L.S. Okhlopkova, M.V. Teruovskaya
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ABSTRACT

The two-year cosmic ray variations are studied

using the spacecraft measurements of 1967-1976,

the sonde measurements at high latitudes in the

stratosphere (Murmausk, Mirny), end the neutron

monitor data of 1959-1981. The two-year variati-

ons are most pronounced from 1967 to 1975. An

anticorrelstion is observed between the two-year

variations in cosmic rays and in geomagnetic

activity.

In work /I/ the two-year cosmic ray variations were

singled out from the stratospheric sounding data mud were

shown to be of isotropic character. The variation amplitude

end phase are the same in the southern end northern hemi-

spheres, they are also the same for the global and vertical

fluxes of cosmic rays. The nature of the two-year vmriati-

ons is still obscure. Although the energy spectrum of the

variations is close rto the energy spectrum of the 11-year

variations, but their relevance to solar activity parame-

ters is not so obvious as in case of the 11-year variations.

The problem of the stability of the variatiou period and

phase has not been resolved either. Therefore, the informa-

tion derivable from the satellite measurements beyond the

Earth's magnetosphere gets essential in understanding the

nature of the variations.
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lu the present work, the two-year variation was sought

in the low-energy cosmic ray intensity _yond the Earth's

magnetosphere. We processed the _60 MeV proton detection

data (the Explorer satellites data in May,IS67- May 1973/2/

and, the Soviet space probes data in June 1973-March,S976/3/).

The method of mathematical selective filter used in/l,4/

can hardly be used to discriminate the two-year variations

in such a comparatively small series of experimental data

because the information for two years is lost at the ends

of _he series, so but a single period of the two-year varia-

tion may be single4out from the satellite data. Therefore,

the peculiar method based on the difference in the approxi-

mation of the data by the Fourier series was developed /5/

for small data series. If the Fourier series with different

numbers of harmonics are used, they will have different cut

frequencies and the difference of transforms will discrimi-

nate a narrow frequency band. Such a transform is a selecti-

ve filter. The method was used to process the spacecraft

data. Fig. I shows the results of the processing.

Fig. I shows also the two-year cosmic ray variations

inferred from the data of stratospheric sounding st a 20 gJ

/cm 2 layer at Murmamsk and Mirny (Antarctica) and the neut-

ron component data at Deep River and Climax discriminated

using the numerical selective filter /4/.

It is seen that the two-year cosmic ray intensity vari-

ation was in practice abse6t in 1959-1965 and was pronounced

In 1966-1976 when its amplitude was 4-7% on spacecraft,2-4%

in the stratosphere, and I-1.4% in the neutron component.

All the cosmic ray data show a good coincidence of the va-

- rlation phases. The fact that the two-year variation appear-

ed in the spacecraft data is worth noting because it demon-

strates that the variation is actually due to the two-year

variation of the interplanetary medium parameters rather

then to some geophysical effect.

A change should be noted in the variation period

which was 24-25 months in 1966-1972 and 19-20 months in
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tospheric data at 20 g/ore2 level over Murmansk and

Mirny. The neutron component at Deep River and Climax.

The Ap-index. Y is the 10.7 cm radio emission from the "
Sun.
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1973-1977. Since the change is seen in all the data,it is
not accidental and reflects the real changes of the charac-
ter of the variations in the interplanetary medium parame-

ters'Fig. I also shows the two-year variations inferred from
the solar 10.7 cm radio emission (F) and from the Ap-index°
Although the two-year variation was felt iu solar activity,
its dynamics differs much from the two-year cosmic ray va-
riation. The two-year wave in solar ativity was in practice
absent in 1966-1969. Considering that the variations in so-
lar activity and cosmic rays must be of opposite phase,the
phase shift between solar activity and cosmic rays was about
half-year in 1970-1975.This fact should have meant that a
large modulation region is responsible for the cosmic ray
variation,but such a conclusion is at variance with the da-
ta on the two-year geomagnetic activity variations°

From Fig. I it is seen that the pronounced two-year
variation was observed _imultaneously in the Ap-index and
in cosmic rays° It is w0_h noting that the waves in the Ap-
-index and in cosmic rays are clearly of opposite phase.
Both the Ap-index and cosmic rays exhibit the trend in the
variation period to change from 24-25 months to 19-20 months.
All the above memns most probably that the two-year cosmic
ray variation is due to the changes in the properties of
the near region of interplanetary space and is contingent
upon the _ariations of the same parameters which ire rise
to the geomagnetic activity variations (solar win_ velocity
and density,lnterplanetary magnetic field).

The preliminary processing of the data obtaine_efore
1984 has shown that the amplitude of the two-year cosmic
ray variation increased markedly after 1979,so in 1980-1983
it was closer to the variation amplitude in 1968-1974.

Thus, the two-year variation dynamics is characterized
b_ significant changes iu the amplitude,phase,and period

the variation.__ Since the significant decreases of the
variation amp it de occur durin_the erlsolar minima (lq6a-la_ .la_= _ !ods close to the
tothesola periodsclose
"ear vari-ti - .w- _u_s,uu_ uy_amics of t
- a ons aces no_ seem to d he two-t_e 11-year solar . . spend on the hasactlvlty c cle P e of
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ABSTRACT

The results of continious registration of
the cosmic ray muon intensity on the ground
and underground at 7, 20 and 60 m w.e. depths
in Yakutsk for 1957-1983 are presented. In
years of the solar activity r_ximtun in cosmic
ray density were found two minima or two-
stepped decrease. The second intensity minimum
appears to be not the result of the inversion
of the general magnetic field of the Sun but
caused by the increase of the solar wind speed.

In [I] it was shown that the galactic cosmic ray inten-

sity in eVen cycles of the solar activity is associated

mainly with the number of sunspots and in odd ones - with

the solar wind speed.

In _] to describe the galactic cosmic ray density the

index is suggested which is as a function of the n_nber of

sunspot groups and of their average heliolatitude. _n [2]

it was found as well that correlation of the galactic cosmic

ray intensity with the above index is violated during the

periods of the inversion of the general magnetic field of

the Sun. The violation of the close correlation between the

temporal behaviour of high- and low-energy galactic cosmic

rays at this period has been explained by the decrease of

the regular interplanetary magnetic field intensity.

In _3] it is obtained that on the 11-year galactic cos- "

mic ray intensity variation the effect of interaction of the

general magnetic field of the Sun and of the galactic _gne-

tic field is superimposed. The dependence of the galactic

cosmic ray intensity on the solar activity in even and odd
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cycles forms a narrow a_d a wide loops of hysteresis, res-

pectively.

The cosmic ray muon intensity by telescopes at O, 7,

20 and 60 m w.e. depths in Yakutsk beginning from 1957 is

continuously registered. The median values of energy for

coupling coefficients at the above levels are 40, 78, 123

and 260 GeE, respectively. The average monthly statistical

accuracy for vertical telescopes at these levels was 0.014,

0.017, 0.017 and 0.025%, respectively. In 1963-1964 the pit

was reconstructed, i.e. the area at all the three under-

ground levels was significantly enlarged. Because of this

reason the telescopes at 7 and 20 m w.e. operated with

breaks. Beginning from 1970 to 1982 at all the depths two

and more telescopes were in operation. At present the statis-

tical accuracy increased by-v2 times as compared with 1957.

Beginning from June 1953 to present the ionization chamber

of a large volume (the mean monthly statistical accuracy is

0.003%) is continiously operating [4] •

In the Figure the geomagnetic activity (Ap-index), sun-

spot numbers _z' the galactic cosmic ray density smoothed in

an annual interval on measurements by the muon vertical te-

lescopes at O, 7, 20, 60 m w.e. and by the ionization chamber

in Yakutsk for the recent three solar cycles are presented.

During the 19-th solar activity cycle three peaks in

geomagnetic activity were observed. The first increase of Ap

was early in 1958 an_ it coincides with the maximum of _z"

The second peak is when the R z started to decrease, the third

one - near the minimum of the solar activity. The increases

of Ap coincided with decreases of the galactic cosmic ray in-
• tensity at all the depths up to 60 m w.e. (in the Figure

a scale for 60 m w.e. is twice larger in comparison with

other levels).

In the 20-th cycle the two peaks in A9 were observed.
The first peak coincides with the solar activity maximum, the

second one was caused by the occurence of high-speed statio-

nary solar wind streams with regular magnetic field in 1973-
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x,__/_-_ chamber (c)
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1974. In the galactic cosmic ray density the two minima are

observed. The first (deep) minimum was in 1970, the second

one (less deep) - was in 1974.

in the 21-st cycle also two peaks in A were observed.
P

The first peak coincides with the phase of the solar activity

increase, the second one was at the Rz decrease. Ap minimum
coincided with the R z maximum. In the galactic cosmic ray
density the two-stepped decrease is revealed. The first dec-

rease appears to be caused by the solar activity maximum,

the second one - by the A increase in 1982.P
The moments of the galactic cosmic ray density maxima

delay by 9-12 months with respect to the solar activity mi-

nima. The geozm_gnetic activity minima in the 19-20-thcyc-

les coincide with the galactic cosmic ray density maxima.

In the years of the solar activity maxima in the high-energy
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galactic cosmic ray density the two minima or two-stepped

decrease were observed. The second minimum in the galactic

cosmic ray intensity appear to be not the result of the in-

version of the general n_ag_etic field of the Sun. This fact

confirms the results of [I] • The enrgy spectrum of 11-year

variation in the galactic cosmic ray density obtained based

on underground data is of the form _ E-I"0.
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THE FIRST THREE HARMONICS OF SOLAR DALLY VARIATION

CAUSED BY THE DIFFUSIVE PROPAGATION OF

GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS THROUGH THE HELIOSPHERE

K. Munakata and K. Nagashima*

Department of Physics, Faculty of Science,

Nagoya University, Nagoya 464, JAPAN

*Cosmic Ray Research Laboratory, Faculty of Science,

Nagoya University, Nagoya 464, JAPAN

Introduction

Forming a complement to our preceeding paper(1), we present some
results for the first three harmonics derived from the simulation of

diffusion-convection of galactic cosmic rays. We present also some de-

pendences of the results to the modulation parameters. The results are
discussed in comparison with observations and with the former studies of

higher order anisotropy.

In addition to this, we suggest the existence of the:IMF-sense-

dependent anisotropy of higher order which is discussed in detail in a

separate paper(Z).

Theory and Model

The cosmic ray anisotropy _(r, p) can be expressed as
3 ,

_}(r,P)'_l+_,_,{_'.C(r,p)cos(",_')+V'.'(r,p)sin(m_')}PX(cos®'), (i)n-I.:O

where 0' and @' express the incident direction of cosmic rays, defined

as( of. Fig.l )

0"= z{-O, @" = _+(I,,
and

nXc(r,p)= (-i)"FXc(r,p)/F_ c(r,p),

v_'(r,p)=(-l)"/;'_'(r,p)/F8°(r,p).

As shown in our preceeding paper(1),

F_ c and F_ s in Eq. (1) are given by

the cosmic ray dencity U. stream Si.

stress tensor Tij and heat flow
tensor Hij k which are governed by e2

@ !(AwQy "the following equations. Field)

V. (CUV-K(a).VU)= -_p(lpv. VU), (2) Fig.l IMF-COORDINATE SYSTEM
p ; Particle's momentum.

S=CUV-K (t).VU, (3) V ; Solar wind velocity.

(4) el; Unit vector in the direction
T_i=-_(2)_j/9(VS)l_, of B in the 'away' sector.

e3:elxv/lelxv[.
(5) e2= e3 x e I.

!1__k=- _c(3)_ikl_h(VT )Igt,.
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where
o

1 aS_L 0S_ -_(V-S)_/g(VS)lg=_I_xg-_-_xt+Sq(Z4g+z_l) ] _ , (V •S)=_+SqZ_.,,
and

Z _Oei
_,k-_-75•ek=-zki_ (6)

Note that, in the IMF-coordinate system, Zijk'S in Eq.(6) represent the
IMF-curvature and focusing. We first solve Eq.(2) in the model helio-

sphere and, starting from the solution for U, we can calculate succes-

sively Si, Tij and Hijk by Eqs.(3)-(5). In these calculations , the

following scattering m.f.p, is assumed.

( r-re
_=_o(I_/GV)exp"88au )(I+a_cosgll), (7)

where X0 and aX are the parameters, R is the rigidity and 0H is the polar
angle in the heliocentric polar coordinate system. The calculations were

carried out for various values of X0 and a X and, in this paper, the

results in the following two cases will be presented.

case I .... X0 = 0.016 a.u. and 0_a_3,

case II .... X0 = 0.032 a.u. and 0_a X_3.

It is noteworthy that, in Eqs.(3)-(5), Si, Tij, Hijk having sub-
script '3' odd times are IMF-sense-dependent and their associated anisot-ms
ropies symbolized by qn with mark's' change their signs according to

mc

the alteration of the 'away' and 'toward' sectors whereas nn with mark

'c' do not. In this paper, we restrict ourselves only to n_ c, and the
natures of _s mentioned above will be discussed in a separate paper(2).

Results and Discussions

mc , _

The anisotropies qn s in space can be expressed by the surface

harmonics in the equatorial coordinate system and can be observed as

solar daily variations at the Earth(5).

The resultant first space harmonic vectors for cases I and II are

shown in Fig.2, with black characters in the positive state and white

characters in the negative state. It can be clearly seen that the

harmonic vector in the positive state changes its phase toward earlier

hours from that of 18h in the negative state, in accordance with the

observed 22-year variation of the diurnal variation(4,5,6).

'_ Oh 3 ]

g5:(toll.m,c)_, I 0.I_

m=o 9h i 3R=35.1GV o

o%..,, o l
3 ao.O' _ .0 _ " 6h ::_,

- 3 o I
6h '_':_,

• ' _ I "'_"O',

" Fig.2 FIRST SPACE HARMONIC VECTORS ZS_(t012.m,c) ",",
m=0

3

Arabic numerals represent the R = 35.1GV '_3
value of aX in Eq.(7). The black

and white characters represent the

positive and negative polarity Fig.3 SECOND SPACE HARMONIC VECTORS

states, respectively.
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The resultant second space harmonic vectors are sho_ in Fig.3.

These vectors in both polarity states are mainly due to the _C-type
anisotropy which is independent of _ (cf. Eq.(1)). The magnitude

n_c of the anisotropy includes three terms expressing, respectively,
the spatial derivatives of Si, the IMF-curvature effect and the IMF-

focusing effect. On the basis of simulations, it is found that all these

terms have significant contribution to the anisotropy and the IMF-
focusing effect is not always most predominant. A similar _- independent
anisotropy was obtained also by Bieber and Pomerantz(7), on the basis of

the following diffusion equation with respect to the pitch angle cosine
( _=coso).

at Oxl Ov"" Ov + (l-v 2 (v, , t)=O, (8)alt

where DVV is the Fokker-Planck coefficient for pitch angle scattering and
L is the focusing length of IMF(8). They concluded that the anisotropy

is principally a result of the focusing effect of I_ represented by the
last term in Eq.(8). This anisotropy can be regarded as a special case

which is applicable only for one dimensional diffusion along the IMF with
infinite radius of curvature in the equatorial plane. In other words,
this special anisotropy lacks the term expressing the l_-curvature

effect which has a dominant influence on the anisotropy as pointed out
previously.

Turning to the third order anisotropy, we obtained two dominant

terms n_c and _c. The eigen phases of the tri-diurnal variation arising
from these two terms are almost orthogonal to each other, that is,

(lh,5h) from _c and (3h,7h) from n_F It is noteworthy that one of the
eigen phases(3h,7h) arising from n_O coincides with the observed phase
around 7h in local time(9,10). Since the n_C-type distribution is not
symmetrical with respect to the field, this implies that the angular

3_

_-o m,C

R = 35.1 GV o._ ,,,Oh

0.01

i3 _ ' o

"''O.. / /

3rd

6h _o,, 0.001I O'

0.1 o #
#
#

4h , ,' . I
10 100

Fig.4 _IRD SPACE HA_ONIC VECTORS RIGIDITY(GV)

Fig.5 RIGIDI_ SPECT_ OF THE
FIRST _E HARMONICS
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distribution of the third order anisotropy can not expressed generally

in terms of only the pitch angle cosine _. In this respect, it is not

suitable to discuss the third order anisotropy on the basis of the

diffusion equation of Eq.(8). Fig.4 shows the resultant tri-diurnal

variations which are mainly composed of the above mentioned two types of

distribution, i.e., n_c and D_c. It is noted that the tri-diurnal

variations obtained show polarity dependence. This dependence, however,

is sensitive to the modulation parameters and, for instance, in case I

we can get almost a polarity independent variation with increasing a%.

Lastly, Fig.5 shows the rigidity Spectra of the first three harmon-

ics obtained in case I for a%= 0 . The spectrum of the higher harmonic

rises more steeply than that of the lower harmonic, and in the high

rigidity region, the spectra of the second and third harmonic are almost

proportional, respectively, to R and R2. This is due to % linearly

increasing with rigidity R( cf. Eq.(7) ). Such a rigidity dependence is

consistent with the observations(tO,t1).
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FORMULATION OF COSMIC-RAY SOLAR DAILY VARIATION
AND ITS SEASONAL VARIATION, PRODUCED FROM

GENERALIZED STATIONARY ANISOTROPY OF SOLAR ORIGIN

R. Tatsuoka and K. Nagashima*

Department of Physics, Nagoya University, Nagoya 464, Japan
*Cosmic Ray Research Laboratory, Nagoya University

Nagoya 464, Japan

I. Introduction. In the previous papers(l-3), we presented a formulation
of cosmic-ray daily variations produced from solar anisotropies station-
ary through a year_ and also of their annual (or seasonal) modulation
caused by the annual variation of the rotation axis of the Earth relative
to that of the Sun. These anisotropiesare symmetric for an arbitrary
rotation around an axis. On the other hand, from observations of the
tri-diurnal variation(S), it has been suggested that solar anisotropies
also contain some axis-asymmetric term of the third order with respect to
the IMF-axis. This suggestion has recently found support in a theoretical
study by Munakata and Nagashima(4). According to their results, the terms
of axis-asymmetry with respect to IMF-axis appear also in the 2nd order
anisotropy, together with some different kinds of axis-symmetric terms.

The contribution of these anisotropies to the daily variation is
different fromthat of those discussed previously. In the present paper,
we extend the above mentioned formulation to a case of a generalized
anisotropy.

2. Formulation. Following after the formulation by Munakata and
Nagashima(4), we express the stationary anisotropy N(r,p) through a year
in the IMF-polar-coordinatesystem defined in fig. I, as

_n

_(r,p)=E_ ' {N_c(r,p)cosn@'+_s (r,p)sinr_" } P_n(cos@"), (1)
n=l_=O

where V_C(r,p) and _S(r,p) are coefficients, and the angles ®" and ¢"
express the incident direction of cosmic rays with momentum p at a point
r. P_n(COS®') in the equation is the semi-normalized associate Legendre
function(6). It is noted that the terms with coefficients _C(r,p)'s have
a symmetry with respect to the IMF-axis, and have been discussed in the
previous papers(1-3) . In eq.(1), each term with the coefficient V_c or
_s can be expressed in the equatorial coordinate system, as

n

(2)
LV_s (r, p )P_,(cos@")sinm¢" =_.P_, (cosO)S_n (_1 n, m, s ),

k:O

where

_(_1 n,m,o)=O_ ° {a_ (_sl n,m,o)cosk(_-_s+_)+b_(o_ I n,m,o)sink(_-c_s+n)} , (3)

in which the angles _ and 0 are, respectively, the right-ascension and
the co-declination (0=_-8) of the particle's incident direction, c_ in
eq.(3) is the right-ascension of the Sun, and _-c_+_ is related to solar
local time t as _-(_s+_=2_(t/P_Ahr). Using this relation, the incideng
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direction can be expressed in terms of 0 and f instead of 0 and _. The
coefficientsa,_and bhnin eq.(8) vary with as, owing to the seasonal
variation of the relative configuration between the equatorial- and
IMF-coordinatesystems arising from the Earth's revolution around the
Sun. Applying the frequency modulation method(2), _ of eq.(3) can be
transformed as

S_(a[n,_,o)=_S_(tt/k[n,m,o) for o=c or s, and k_O, (4)
_=--oo

where

S_ ( t l/k I n, m,o );xkn ( l I n, m, o )cos (2k_ t t/k/24hr )

+ _kn( [ I n, m,o )sin (P&_t l/k/P-4hr ), (5)
where

'_ ( l I n, m,o )=Tx (k, l I,*,m,o)n;:o(l In,m,o )=T_ (k, ! In,m, (6)

in which T. and Tu are called the transformation coefficients. In
eqs. (4) and (5), ft/k is the time in hours (O_24hr) in a day defined by
lyear/(365+l/k) and therefore l_n(cosO)S_(ti/kln,m,o) expresses the k-th
harmonic of the daily variation in the time frame of tl/k observed by a
vertical telescope pointing toward the O-direction in the outer space of
the Earth.

The terms with l=O are the yearly averaged solar k-th harmonic varia-
tions and are expressed by the symbol "SO", while those for l_O are
called the extended sidereal (l>O) and anti-sidereal (l<O) daily
variations(2) and are expressed by the symbol "SIl/k for />0 and
"ASlll/k for /<0.

Assuming that the anisotropy is stationary through a year; all the
transformation coefficients Tx (k, 11n,m,o) and Tu (k, l I n,m,o) in eq. (6) are
obtained for nN3 and I 11___3 and are shown in Tables I , _ and _ • In
the caleuiations, B, assumed to have Parker's Archimedian spiral struc-
ture, is expressed in the heliographic polar co-ordinate system
(r, Oh, _h) as

B_=Bo(la. u./r) 2 ,

Bob=O, (7)

B_h=-Bo (1a. u./r )sinOh,

where B0 is positive( negative ) for the away ( toward ) sector. The
" inclination of the solar equatorial plane with respect to the ecliptic

plane is also taken into account in the calculations(°).

3. Discussion and Conclusion. The terms with a mark "c _ in tables express
the IMF-sense-independent terms, as the corresponding coefficients _c "s
in eq. (2) are independent of IMF-sense(4). On the contrary, the terms
with a mark °s" express the IMF-sense-dependent terms, as _s's change
their sign with the change of IMF-sense.

The No.1 and No.2 terms in Table I produce the soiar diurnal varia-
tion of north-south symmetric type, whereas the No.3 term produces the
IMF-sense-dependent sidereal diurnal variation of Swinson type(7).
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The most important term in Table _ is that of No.l. It is
noteworthy that the No.4 and No.5 terms are IMF-sense-dependentand will
be discussed in detail in a separate paper(a).

The importance o£ the No.l tern]in Table _ has been well acknowledged
for the explanation of the solar tri-diurnal variation from the theoreti-
cal point of view, whereas the existence of the No.2 term has recently
been pointed out by Munakata and Nagashima(4).

In conclusion, it is emphasized that the transformation
coefficients(T_ and T_j) in these tables enable us to connect solar
anisotropies produced from the diffusion-convection process with the
observed cosmic-ray solar daily variation and its seasonal variation and,
as the result, enable us to obtain the informationof electromagnetic
state in interplanetaryspace from the observation of solar daily varia-
tion o£ cosmic rays.
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Fig, I. The IMF-POLAR-C(]ORDINATE SYSTEM.

p: Momentum o£ particle.
V: Solar wind velocity.

el : Unit vector in the direction o£ "away"
magnetic field.

e2 ca: Unit vector in the direction o£ e1×V .
el e2=e3 x el . ,

( AwW Fi eld )

Table I . The transformation coefficients Tz(k,lln,m,o) and Ty(k,Zln,m,o ) in eq.(6)
for n=l, in units of 10 -3 .

'No. wr_o k l = 3 l = 2 l = 1 l = 0 l = -1 l = -2 l = -3

Tx Ty T× Ty T× Ty Tx Ty T× Ty T× Ty Tx Ty

1 } lOci I -3, 47 698,-668 16,-15

2 llc 1 32, -_6 660, 67I I3, I6

3 lls 1 -4, 9 ) 62, -410 -57, -25 -t, 0
i

I
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Table _ . The transformation coefficients T= (t, l I ram,a) and T, (k, l I n,m,a) in eq. (6)
for n:2, in units of 10-3.

No. nmo k l l : 8 l : a I = I I l = 0 l = -1 l = -2 l = -8

l
Tx Ty T× Ty T× Ty ] T× Ty T× T_ Tx Ty Tx Ty

1 20c I -8, -12 -55, 285 -300, 5.9 -7, I

2 51, BO 34, -804 2, -36
}

2 21c 1 -9, 16 57, t -45,-395 O, -9

2 -41, -25 907, 25 40, 4

3 22c I 23, -8 -80, 579 266, " 6, l

2 134, 17 8, 421 3, 17

4 21s 1 22, 102 5,91,-5.53 28, 6
..... . ............. ................ ........... . ...... . ............ ............ . .........

2 22, !3 -230, -330 -61 , !3 -2, 1

5 22S 1 12I,-I00 531, 522. -12, 28

2 -25, -13 313,-227 -13, -59 -1, -2

Table _ . The transformation coefficients T=(k,llmm,o ) and T_(k,llmm,o ) in eq, (6
for n=8, in units of I0-3.

No. I nn_ k l = 8 l = 2 l = I l = 0 l = -I l = -2 l = -8

I T_ Ty Tx Ty Tx T_ Tx Ty Tx Ty Tx T_ Tx Ty

1 30c l -35,-110 -291, 274 82, 46

2 -30, -7 167, 247 -188, 276 -9, I_

8 103, I0 -466,-532 -31, -36

2 81c 1 i -6l, 40: -I27,-I01 -TO, 122

2 I0, 15 -60, 46 -343,-267 -14, -I3

5 ........ ,7 5, . 36
3 82.c I -42,-132 -342, 293 -I17, -75

2 -38, -15 268, 380 238,-2.28 I2, -9,04.-96 353. _50 ,_, #?5

59,i I

2 52, 53 -410, 306 102, 139 3, 7

3 84, 128 -113, 140 -9, 5

5 Sis 1 -19, -26 -83, 4,4.9 -373, 75 -9, -Z

2 I37, 65 42, -563 28, -22

3 38, -t5 -368, -7?' -4t, 46 -I, 3

6 _2S I -25, 47 75, II -60,-537 12, -12

_, 2 -30, -57 655, 14 23, 38

3 -2!, 28 84,-451 -57, -48 -4, -2

7 S3s 1 63, 0 -83, 639 389, -8 8, !!

2 258, 48 27, 345 -25, 9

3 2, -51 261, 38 27, -34 !, -2
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Department of Physics, Shinshu University, Matsumoto 390, Japan

*Cosmic-Ray Research Lab., Nagoya University, Nagoya 464, Japan

**Department of Physics, Asahi University, Hozumi-cho, Gifu 501-02, Japan

_BSTRACT

Solar tri-diurnal variations of cosmic rays have been

analyzed in a wide range of rigidity, using data from neutron

monitors, and the surface and undergroand muon telescopes for

the period 1978-1983. The rigidity spectrum of the aniso-

tropy in space is assumed to be of power-exponential type as

(P/yP0)Yexp(y-P/P0). By means of the best-fit method between

the observed and the expected variations, it is obtained that

the spectrum has a peak at P (=yP0)_90 GV, where y_3.0 and

P0_30 GV. _he phase in space of the tri-diurnal variation

is also obtained as 7.0 hr (15 hr and 23 hr LT), which is

quite different from that of _i hr, arising from the axis-

symmetric distribution of cosmic rays with respect to the IMF.

i. Introduction

Studies of higher harmonics in the daily variation of cosmic rays

provide valuable infromations as to the nature of the cosmic ray modula-

tion in the heliosphere. So far a great many investigation has been

performed of the solar tri-diurnal variation, and some of its character-

istic natures have been revealed; its extra-terrestrial origin and also

its rising spectrum with rigidity (e.g., Bieber et al., 1983; Mori et al.,

1984; hereafter referred to as Paper I).

These results, however, have not yet been firmly founded because of

the statistical uncertainty of the data used which is largely due to

limited rigidity range. In particular, there is a wide divergence of

opinion as to the direction of the anisotropy; some analyses reported

_i hr direction, while some obtained _7 hr direction. This discrepancy
is crucial for determining the modulation mechanism; 1 hr direction is in

favor of the 'loss-cone' model (Fujii, 1971) or the model of Bieber et al.

(1983), whereas 7 hr direction requires other kind of model such as the

one presented by Munakata and Nagashima (1985; in this issue).

In the present analysis, we try to obtain a definite form of the

anisotropy responsible for the averaged tri-diurnal variations over

6 years (1978-1985), using data in a wide range of rigidity from neutron

monitors to underground muon telescopes, which respond to the effective
rigidity of i0 to 600 GV.

2. Analysis of Data

The present experimental data include 2 to 6-year averages of neutron

monitor data in a worldwide network (36 stations from the polar to the

equatorial regions) and 6-year averages of the surface (NAGOYA) and under-

ground (MISATO and SAKASHITA) muon telescopes for the period 1978-1983.
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Fig. 1 illustrates the summation harmonic dial, showing clearly the

persistency ofyear-to-year changes of the observed tri-diurnal variations

of three much telescopes at NAGOYA (surface) for 1971-1983, at MISATO

(34 m.w.e, in depth underground)
for 1974-1983 and at SAKASHITA

SOLAR TRI-DIURNAL VARIATION (80 m.w.e, in depth underground)

(Vertical component) oh for 1978-1983. In the present
analysis, 6-year averages over

__2_005, -_ 2 1978-'1983 were used; of 13 direc-
tional components at NAGOYA, 9 com-

Oh ponents at MISATO and I0 components

_ 2 at SAKASHITA, and these are listedin Paper I.
74

Mzs_o In order to derive the 3rd

_---_ / order anisotropy, the tri-diurnal

variation produced by the aniso-

8 tropy with a certain form of the

SAKASHITA _ rigidity spectrum G(P), will be
compared with the observed results.

3

NAGOYA In the anaysis, G(P) is assumed to

be of power-exponential type as

Fig. 1 Observed solar tri-
diur-------nalvariations of V- G(P)=(P/yP0)Yexp(y-P/P0) (I)

component at NAGOYA, MISATO
and SAKASHITA in summation Evidently, G(P) becomes maximum at

dial. P=TPD for _>0, and is normalized

to unity.

The expected 3rd harmonic components (Aij, Bij) for j-th components

telescopes of i-th station including neutron monitor station, are related

to the space harmonic components (X, Y) by the following equations with

coupling coefficients c.. and s.. as
13 _3

Aij = (cijX + sijY), Bij = (-sijX + cijY) (2)

The coefficients c.. and s.. were derived from the differential coupling
13 1,3

coefficient s dcij and dsij given: by Fujimoto et el. (1984). The best-fit

parameters satisfying the following equation are determined.

.w.a3.{ (Aij aij)2 2 = 82- + (Bij - bij) }= minimum (3)13

In Eq. (3), the weight w.. is given for the observed a.. and b.. so as to
• 13 13 13

balance the difference in the number of the data used in the rigidity

interval; 6 divisions in all the ranges of i0 to 600 GV to have equal

weight. Also each vector in all the muon components was subtracted from

the reference component to eliminate the atmospheric temperatute effect;

in this analysis, V-component for NAGOYA and MISATO and SE-component for
SAKASHITA were taken as the reference.

3. Results and Discussions

The contour map of equal 62's obtained from the residual sum of the
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observed vectors and the expected vectors computedby Eq. (2), is Shown

against 7 and P0 in Fig, 2. As is seen in the figure, minimal 82 region

locates in relatively narrow

i00 regions of _ and P0-value. It is

Illl _ __ noted that in these regions the

_ _ _2s_ product of _ and P0 keeps almost

80 \ invariant as 7P0_90 GV. The best-

fit parameters were obtained as

i0_ _ _ that y_3.0 and P0_30 GV.

[ _ 2_- The direction (phase) of the

50_ _"_289, _ anisotropy was obatined as 7.0 hr.

It is also noted that this direc-

30_\ ' tion shows almost constant value

for the above minimal region.
20

0 1.0 2.0 2.5 3.0 3_5
The fitness of the reproduced

exponent7 variations computed by Eq. (2) in

Fig. 2 Contour map of equal 82 the best-fit case to the observed

plotted against Y2and P , ones is shown in Fig. 3_ (a) for
showing minimal _ (_8) for NAGOYA, (b) for MISATO and (c) for

Ts3.0 and P0_30 GV. SAKASHITA, respectively. The
observedvectors are shown with

the solid circles (O) and the

reproduced ones with the open circles (O). Also the re_erence component

mentioned above is shown by the symbol (_) and the origin of the diagram

in the best-fit case is given by the cross (M). :A fairly good agreement

can be seen between two patterns drawn by connecting each observed point
(solid line) and each reproduced point (dotted line) for each station.

The present anaysis can obtain a definite parameter set as; T_3.0

and P0_30 GV. As shown in Paper I, where only muon data at the above

three stations (NAGOYA, MISATO and SAKASHITA) were used, parameter set

(7,P0) rather spereads as; T=2_12 and P0=50_8 GV. The present form can be

derived by adding neutron monitor data to Paper I. Note that the observed

vectors of neutron monitors from 36 stations are so divergent even if in

the best-fit case, which may be largely due to inaccurate barometric cor-
rection in the data.

On the other hand, the direction (phase) of the anisotropy in space
was obtained as _7 hr (_15 hr and _23 hr LT). So far there has been a

wide divergence of opinion as to the direction; _i hr direction was

reported by the analyses _f neutron monitor data alone, while _7 hr

direction was reported by using muon data. The former is in favor of the

'loss-cone' model (Fujii, 1971) or the model of Bieber et al. (1983),

arising from the axis-symmetric distribution of cosmic rays with respect
to the IMF. On the other hand, the latter requires other kind of model

such as the one preseneted by Munakata and Nagashima (1985, in this issue).

The present result provides a firm basis for the latter model.

A further analysis would be necessary to derive the detailed form and
its year-to-year variation.



(a) for NAGOYA (b) for MISATO 

Fig. 3 Fitness between the .- 
observed ( 0 ) and the reu 
produced ( 0 ) variations; . 

(a) for NAGOYA, (b) for MISATO 
and (c) fro SAKASHITA for the 

O;tl period 1978-1983. %" 

(c) for SAKASHITA 
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ABSTRACT
At the Eleventh International Conference on

Cosmic Rays held at Budapest in 1969, we discussed the
results of our study of the solar diurnal variations of

cosmic rays observed during the ascending phase of
solar activity cycle twenty (Ahluwalia and Ericksen,
1970). We reported that the diurnal variation, ob-

served underground during 1965-68 period, results from
an extra-terrestrial anisotropy having a continuously

increasing upper cut-off rigidity R . However, thec
coupling functions applicable to underground telescopes
were controversial then. This situation has improved
now. So we have re-examined those results and extended

them to cover the period 1965-78. In this study we
have used the coupling functions given by Murakami et
al. (1979) for underground muons and those given by
Lockwood and Weber (1967) for neutron monitors. We

show that a great deal of care should be exercised in

calculating the value of R c. Although numerical values
of R are a little different, the trend for 1965-68

perio_ remains unchanged. Highest value of R occurs
in 1970 and the lowest value occurs in 197_. Our

results are discussed.

Ahluwalia, H.S., and Ericksen, J.H., 1970, Acta Phys.

Acad. Scient. Hung., 29, Suppl. 2, 139.

Murakami, K., Nagashima, K., Sagisaka, K., Mishima, Y.,

and Inoue, A., 1979, Nuovo Com., 2C,635.

Lockwood, J.A., and Weber, W. R., 1967, J. Geophys. Res.,

72, 3395. 4
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22-YEAR CYCLE OF THE UPPER LIMITING RIGIDITY OF DALY WAVES

| ,

G. Erd_s, J. K_ta and E. Merenyl

Central Research Institute for Physics, Budapest, Hungary

Abstract. The method of calculating energy losses along regular particle

trajectories is applied to obtain the predicted cosmic ray anisotropies
from 200 to 500 GV. The tilt angle of the interplanetary neutral sheet

varies to simulate a 22-year cycle magnetic cycle. The calculated values
of solar diurnal and semidiurnal, and siderial diurnal intensity waves

are compared with observations.

I___.Introduction. Earlier we suggested (Erd_s and K_a 1979, 1980) that the

cosmic ray anisotropies observed at underground energies can be interpre-
ted in terms of regular particle motion in the Interplanetary Magnetic
Field (IMF) incorporating a wavy neutral sheet. At high rigidities, the

effects of small-scale irregularities should be negligible and, being the
dominant large-scale feature of the IMF, the wavy neutral sheet plays the
decisive role.

In this paper we investigate how cosmic ray anisotropies change

during a 22-year magnetic cycle. We consider the 200 - 500 GV range which
represents the high rigidity tail of the modulation spectrum. The state
of the heliosphere changes in a complex way during a solar cycle. From

this complexity, the only feature we consider here is the variation of
the inclination of the tilted heliospheric neutral sheet. The tilt angle
is minimal around solar minimum and increases with increasing solar

activity (Thomas and Smith 1981). As a crude approximation, we simulate
the 22-year cycle by simply changing the tilt angle.

2. The Model. The IMF model and the method of calculation are described

in detail elsewhere (Erd_s and K_a 1979, 1980, 1981). Briefly, a conven-

tional Parker spiral field is applied with a 5 gamma field strength at
the earth. The wavy neutral sheet dividing the opposite polarities is

given by

sin e = sin_- . cos(? + r) (I)

where e and _ are heliographic latitude and longitude, respectively, r
is heliocentric distance in units of AU. The tilt angle, o_, gives the

" maximum latitudinal excursion of the neutral sheet. The configuration of

away polarity above the sheet and toward polarity below the sheet will be
referred to as A > 0.

We note that equation (I) does not exactly correspond to a tilted
plane at the sun. Calculations were also carried out for a tilted plane
of 90° inclination. This case of indefinite A, where the two configura-

tions merge, will be labelled with 90*.
The theoretical results to be presented always give the full free-

space anisotropy that would he observed by an equatorial observer in the
absence of geomagnetic deflection. Calculations do not include the Com-
pton-Getting effect due to the orbital motion of the earth.
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3__._.Results. In this paragraph we briefly report on the daily intensity
waves predicted for 200, 300 and 500 GV at various values of the tilt
angle, eC.

The harmonic dial of the solar daily variation calculated for 200 GV

is shown in Figure 1. For comparision, Figure 2 (taken from Benko eto

al., 1984) shows the year-to-year daily vectors observed by the Budapest
underground telescopes (median energy: 180 GeV) in the period of 1976

(A>0, low solar activity) to 1983 (A<0). We find a remarkable agreement
if correction is made to the 1.5 hr geomagnetic deflection, the Compton-
Getting effect due to the earth's orbital motion, and the cos 47° = 0.68
attenuation factor due to the 47° N geografical latitude of the station.

The amplitudes of the solar daily waves calculated for 200, 300 and
500 GV are shown in Figure 3.

The predicted harmonic dial of the semidiurnal variation of 200 GV

cosmic rays is shown in Figure 4, while the calculated amplitudes are

given in Figure 5. A charge asymmetry can clearly be seen: for A > 0, an
earlier phase and a smaller amplitude is to be expected. These findings

are in general agreement with numerous observations (see, for example,
Morishita et. al., 1984).

As expected, the phase of the sidereal daily wave was always found to
be close to either 6 hr or 8 hr, depending on the polarity of the

magnetic sector. Figure 6 gives the calculated sidereal amplitudes. Our
theoretical results suggest a hard energy spectrum; the spectrum of the
sidereal variation turns out markedly harder than the solar diurnal and

semidiurnal spectra. This finding also suggests that a sidereal variation
of solar origin may still be present at rigidities where solar diurnal

and semidiurnal waves already diminish. Thus, in searching for a genuine

galactic anisotropy of cosmic rays one should be cautious in establishing
the upper rigidity limit of the heliospheric effects.
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ABSTRACT

Recently parameters applicable to the solar wind and the

interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) have become much better
defined (King, 1981). Superior quality of data bases that
are now available, particularly far post-1971 period, make

it possible to believe the long-term trends in the data.
These data are correlated with the secular changes observed

in the diurnal variation parameters obtained from neutron
monitor data at Deep River and underground muon telescope
data at Embudo (30 MWE) and Socorro (82 MWE). The annual

mean amplitudes appear to have large values during the
epochs of high speed solar wind streams. Our results are
d/scussed.

K_ng, J. H., 1981. J. Geophys. Res., 86, 4828.
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DIURNAL ANISOTROPY DURING SOLAR ACTIVITY CYCLE TWENTY
AND DI FFUS [ON-CONVECT ION MODEL

H. S. Ahluwalia and J. F. Riker

Department of Physics and Astronomy, The University of
New Mexico, Albuquerque, N.M., 87131, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT
Underground muon telescope data obtained at

Embudo and Neutron monitor data obtained at Deep
River are divided into two sets; one covers the

ascending phase of the cycle (1965-70) and the
other covers the descending phase (1971-76). The

amplitude of diurnal anisotropy calculated from the

data does not agree with the value predicted by the
simplified version of the Diffusion-Convection

Model (DCM); the discrepancy is worse for neutron
data.

INTRODUCTION. We report here an extension of our earlier

study (Ahluwalia and Er icksen, 1970, 1971). Coupling
functions (W) given by Murakami et al. (1979) and those
given by Lockwood and Weber (1967) are used to calculate the

amplitude of diurnal anisotropy. Median rigidity of

response (Rm)_ 16 GV for Deep River neutrons and _ 134 GV for
Embudo muons. Unlike Subramanian (1971) we are not able to

reconcile our calculations with the predictions of the
simplified version of Diffusion-Convection Model (Forman and
Gleeson, 1975).

DATA. Figure 1 sum-

marizes the available _ o_i i , _ i i _ J I i i _ _ j _ i ,,_,
data on the annual _ .40_ NEUTRONS I - 150m

3s_ '°"""'"') - - I/ -

circles)for the_.,,I:. _ ,_:::<:_:,+++:
period 1965-79 and at _ r :-:.'."-!._:Epoch?llolarolar'f|eldI _' / lii_:;::-.-_],.v.,,o. , ,o.LDeep River (solid - "_

1962-79. The flags • _ _ ¢ \\¢indicate the standard

deviation, computed-,".,oL".. /¢ _+"'L. I -[-J,o_,-
] ,_ I I , , _ 30 "
I- \ ./ <_ ' MUONSIEmbuUo, \\?i/ Nfrom the observed

scatter in the data .051i i_Ol i I l iJll II i*IOJ i I
62 64 66 68 70 72 74 76 78

for a given year.

Zurich sunspot numbers YEARS

(Rz) indicate the _i G Jr..
level of solar activity. Epoch of solar polar field rever-

sal is also shown; after 1970 the solar polar field is
directed out of the sun in the northern hemisphere. In
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general the amplitudes

have the lowest values _ IIII II1111111 IIIIII
dur ing activity minima _ OEmbudo ,Deep River ,Huancayo*Hermanus(muons) (neutrons) (neutrons) (.eutronll

and large values

during act ivity maxi- _ _ I

mum. [n particular, 316 .....,......._,_._.,,._.__ I- '..,.-;_..... ..,
we wish to point out _14- c/,-,J*_,_-?'-..........._...\\-..'X_. *

that the amplitudes at _ ,....,....,-"/_p-'"

E udo have large: L ,
1973, 1974 and 1975 .0.. /"

during which the mean _10_ NO ' --'I'" _ _"
DATA I

level of the solar -4..[ i CH I | L CH., CNGROW

activity is only about _ of_- VSH,,_I _sm_--,Ns,z, ,,
one third of the maxi- O _1 I I I I I I I I I I I i i I I I I I I
mum value in 1968. "62 64 66 68 70 72 74 76 78 80

Bulk velocity (V) of YEARS
solar wind is high

during these years. [Z_[G.

Another important feature of the dependence of the

diurnal variation on the solar activity is shown in Figure
2. [t gives the annual mean time of maximum of the diurnal

vat iat ion observed at Embudo, Deep River, Hermanus (R_'=20

GV) and Huancayo (Rm'=30 GV). The data exhibit a remarkable,
worldwide, systemaEic, rigidity-dependent shift of the time
of maximum of diurnal variation to early hours, during the

period 1971-76. The data for Huancayo and Hermanus are

staggered in time, with respect to Deep River, to minimize

an overlap. The rigidity dependent nature of this effect
was emphasized by us elsewhere (Ahluwalia, 1976). Note that
prior to 1971 the observed time of maximum at Embudo is

nearly steady at about 15 hours (LT) but in 1976 the time of
maximum is at 8.7 hours (LT). The diurnal times of maximum

return to pre-1971 values by about 1979, at all stations.
Agrawal (1983) has reported similar behavior for neutron and
surface-level muon detectors at sites in Canada. Also sum-

marized in Figure 2 is the information about the size of the

coronal holes during solar activity cycle (SAC) 20.

ANALYSIS. We subdivide the data into two sets; one set

covers the period 1965-70 and the other set covers the

, period 1971-76. The reader is reminded that the observed
diurnal variation is rather st eady_on a year to year basis)
during the first period and undergoes a remarkable system-

matic change during the second period. The characteristics
of the annual mean diurnal variation observed at Embudo and

at Deep River for the two periods are displayed in Fig. 3 on
the harmonic dial. The error circles are for 2o. One can

see that the amplitudes for the two periods remain the same

for both Embudo muons and Deep River neutrons. However, the
time of maximum is significantly early for both detectors,

for the second period (1971-76). The fact that the ampli-
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tudes are the same for muons as

well as neutrons, implies that 0 HOURS (LT

upper cut-off rigidity Rc has I \ l /the same average value for both

periods; in fact R _ 70 GV. I HARMONIC DIALAlso the fact that t_e vectors

for the two periods_ for both I PERCENT
detectors _ are well-resolved ,.I 0.2 O.1

""-I l / -6implies that some new effects /I

contr ibute to the observed EMBUDOQ//
/

diurnalperiod, variation during 1971-76 //C_C_//J_ _Diffusion-Convection Model // \

0!(DCM) predicts that if K1 = 0 1965-7
and there is no net radial

streaming (S) and if perpendi- _ DEEPRIVER
cular gradien£ is zero, cosmic
rays undergo corotation. In / 1971-76 --0.3
this case the anisotropy (6) 12
recorded by a detector with a

mean asymptotic latitude k of
viewing is given by _ t G

= 0.6 Cos k, %

So we expect that 6 should be independent of solar wind bulk

velocity (V). An obvious limitation of the model is that it

does not contain the concept of R . Somehow the diffusion
coefficients Kii, K. must depena upon primary rigidity (R)
in such a way && to lend some physical significance to the

concept of R . The theory in its present state is obscure

on this poin£ Let us assume that,

I0.6 cos _ %, if R-_Rc
6theo = 0.0, if R>R c

This form of variational spectrum is consistent with the
results obtained in our analyses earlier, for the first

period (1965-70). Table I gives a summary of results for
the two detectors, for the three periods, assuming R =70 GV.
The direction of anisotropy in free space is calculated

after applying corrections for the "orbital-effect" and for

the "geomagnetic bending" of the primaries. These
corrections are model independent.

RESULTS. (I) Diurnal Anisotropy in free-space is in the
direction of 18 hours (LT) for the first (1965-70) and third "

per iods (1965-76), but the direction is signif icant ly
earlier for the second period (1971-76).

(2) Within errors of observations the amplitudes of
diurnal vat iations for the two detectors, for the three

periods, are the same. The amplitude of the anisotropy,
calculated from the data for the two detectors, is tabulated
in the last column of Table i. The calculated value is

about 33% less for neutrons and about 8% less for muons when

compared to the theoretical value. So our results do not
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TABLE 1

_R R Free Space Directionk WdR of Diurnal Anisotropy _ calc
Station o

deg % hours (LT) °/°
_g&5 -70 _qTi -7_ _q &5-76

Deep River Ii.8 0.78 18.21 ± 16.87 ± 17.54 ± 0.43 ±

0.12 0.12 0.12 0.01

Embudo 19.1 0.28 17.83 + 16.87 ± 17.74 + 0.55 ±

0.ii 0.ii 0.11 0.02

agree with the predictions of the simplified DCM, for SAC

20. However in practice we may not have K = 0. Also K.

may be inversely proportional to the square _f the particl_

rigidity (Jokipii, 1971). If we follow Jokipii's suggestion

and take (KI/KII)_ 0.15 and further note that median primary
rigidity of response for muons is about a factor of

larger than for neutrons, the calculated values agree much
better with the theoretical value. But this does not

explain why the direction of anisotropy is siqnificantly
earlier in the second period (1971-76). Also it is hard to

believe that the ratio KI/KII is invariant in time.

(3) In recent years Jokipii has emphasized very

strongly that drifts should play an important role in the

modulation of cosmic rays (Kota and Jokipii, 1983 and

references therein). It would be interesting to see if one

obtains a better agreement between theory and observations
by invoking charged particle drifts.
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ABSTRACT

Results of measurements of the diurnal wave

of the cosmic ray (CR) intensity in strato-

sphere at the_.latitude with the geomagnetic

cutoff rigidity Rc = 7.6 GV are presented.

Measurements of diurnal variation of the CR intensity

were carried by means of radiosondes - by a detector com-

posed of a gas-discharge counter CTC-6 and a telescope

containing two counters with a 7 mm aluminium filter bet-

ween them. Radiosondes were launched in Yerevan daily

during a month (May 23 to June 23, 1984) at the following

hours: 2,5,8,11,14,17,20,23 LT. The period of time during

which the measurements were carried out is characterized

by a quiet situation: the average three-hourly value Kp<

< 3 [lJ. The CR intensity fluctuations in the absorp-

tion curve maximum in stratoaphere did not exceed _ 2.5%
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at high altitudes (Rc = 0.5 GV) and -,1% at the latitude

with Rc = 2.5 GV.

Experimental data allowed to obtain the altitude de-

pendence of the CR intensit_ on the atmospheric depth, N(x),

for eight different times of LT. To reveal the diurnal wave

of the CR intensity in stratosphere, we have used the fol-

lowing method of processing of altitude dependences for a

vertical CR flux. Three pressure intervals X = 8 . 50,

50 . 100 and 100 . 150 g/cm 2 were analyzed, each of which

was in its turn divided into several subintervals. Then

the mean for the daily CR intensity for each interval,N(x),

was found. After that the value _=4/_'_').-M(_) _/o was
 7(x) ' '

defined, where _ is the time of measurements. To improve

the accuracy, values of _ were averaged for esch inter-

val. Mean values of _ are presented in figs. la,b,c for

the above three pressure intervals. A diurnal wave is ob-

served with the amplitude which decreases from _4% to

N2% with the increase in the atmosphere pressure from
h

N 30 g/cm 2 to N 130 g/cm 2. The time of maximum is 11.14

LT. These results agree with measurements of the diurnal

wave in stratosphere carried out in 1981L2_. The daily

wave of the CR intensity on the neutron monitor in Tbilisi

. (Rc = 7.4 GV) is presented in fig. ld for the same period

of the time (23 _ay _ 23 June 1984).

- The dependence of the diurnalwave amplitude on the

atmospheric depth X is shown in fig.2. A substantial de-

crease in the value of _ is observed with the increase in
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the atmospheric depth.

Certain difficulties arise in trying to give a correct

explanation of a large amplitude of the CR intensity diur-
P

nal amplitude in stratosphere (_ 4%) and of the early time

of maximum (11.14 LT). The presence of such a large aniso-

tropy of CR in stratosphere may be connected to the aniso-

tropic pitch-angular distribution of particles in the in-

terplanetary space and possible to the large contribution

of nuclei of galactic cosmic rays in the diurnal wave. It

is difficult to explain the obtained results by the tempe-

rature effect in cosmic rays or by the drift radiosondes

during the flight and appropriate variations of the value

of Rc. "
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COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE PHASE OF DIURNAL ANISOTROPY ON QUIET
A_ DISTURBED DAYS ON A LONG TERM BASIS UPTO RECENT PERIOD

Santosh Kumar

Rani Durgavati University, Jabalpur.Indla.

ABSTRACT

The data from the world-wide grid of neutron monitoring
stations have been analysed for a comparative study of the phase

of diurnal anisotropy on quiet and disturbed days on a long term
basis upto recent period. It has been observed that the phase
of the diurnal anisotropy on disturbed days where the value of
the Ap-index is higher, is found to shift towards earlier hours

in comparison to the phase of the diurnal anisotropy on quiet
days where the value of Ap-index is lower on all the stations
from 1965 to 71. Such a trend is not observable for the later

period. This affect is found to be more pronounced on equa-
torial stations, in particular, in comparison to high latitude
stations. It has been derived from these observational facts

that the relationship between Ap-index and the phase of the
diurnal anisotropy is not invariant throughout the period of
consideration. Furthermore, the exact cause of such a drastic
change is not known, but it demonstrates very clearly that the
interplanetary conditions which are responsible for both, diur-
nal anisotropy of cosmic ray intensity and the geomagnetic Ap-
index variation, have drastically changed during the period
1971 and onwards.
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STUDY OF SPECTRAL EXPONENT ON QUIET AND DISTURBED DAYS

Santosh Kttmar

Rani Durgavati University, Jabalpur.India.

ABSTRACT

The spectral exponents of the diurnal and semi-
diurnal anisotropies are studied on quiet and distur-
bed days for a period from 1964 to 75. It has been
observed for the diurnal anisotropy that the spectral
exponent for quiet days is 0.O from 1964 to 70, how-
ever during 1971 and onwards its value is found diffe-
rent from zero and is -0.4; for disturbed days the spec-
tral exponent is observed to be 0.0 from 1964 to 75 with
an exception of the year 1966. Further, it has been
observed for the semi-diurnal anisotropy that the best
value for the spectral exponent on quiet days being
+ 0.6 from 1964 to 74; however on disturbed days the
value of spectral exponent is sometimes negative or
positive but different from zero. It has been derived
from the present investigation that superimposed on the
corotational anisotropy, expected from a balance between
outward radial convection and inward field alligned
diffusion, there is an additional component operating
during the period under consideration.

Key words: Spectralexponent, quiet days, diurnal,

semi-diurnal
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DIURNAL VARIATION OF GALACTIC COSMIC RAY INTENSITY ON QUIET DAYS

Santosh Kumar, S.C.Datt
Department of P.G.Studies & Research in Physics,

Rani Durgavati University, Jabalpur. India.

R.S .Yadav
Department of Physics, A.M.U., Aligarh. India.

S .P_%grawal
Vikram Space Physics Centre, A.P.S. University, Rewa. India.

ABSTRACT

A detailed study of the diurnal variation on long term
basis has been performed on geomagnetically quiet days
using the experimental data of the cosmic ray intensity
from the world-wide neutron monitoring stations. During
the period when the polarity of the solar magnetic field
in the northern hemisphere of the sun is negativa the
phase and amplitude of the diurnal anisotropy on quiet
days has been observed to remain almost constant. When
the polarity of solar magnetic field in northern hemis-
phere changes from negative to positive, a shift in the
phase of the diurnal anisotropy on quiet days towards
earlier hours is observed and the shift is found to be
maximum during minimum solar activity periods 1953-54
and 1975-76. Further, when the polarity of solar magne-
tic field changes from positive to negative in the nor-
thern hemisphere of the stun the phase of the diurnal
anisotropy on quiet days recovers to its usual direction
of corotational anisotropy and is observed to remain al-
most constant till the polarity of the solar magnetic
field does not change. Furthermore, during the period
when the polarity of solar magnetic field in the northern
hemisphere of the sun is negative the amplitude of the
diurnal anisotropy on quiet days is observed to remain
almost constant. And when the polarity of the solar
magnetic field in the northern hemisphere of the sun
changes from negative to positive the amplitude of the
diurnal anisotropy on quiet days is observed to decrease
quite significantly. The decrease in the amplitude of
the diurnal ,anisotropy on quiet days is maximum during
1976. Further, when the polarity of the solar magnetic
field changes from positive to negative the amplitude of
the diurnal anisotropy on quiet days recovers to its
usual value and is observed to remain almost constant.

I. Introduction. It has been shown (Kumar et al., 1981, and

references therein) that daily geomagnetic index Ap correlates
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well with both the diffusive as well as the convective compo-
nents of the convection-diffusion theory. Also, this is a
parameter which is least affected on quiet days in particular,
evenwhen the days with abrupt fluctuations in IMF are quite
frequent. This has led for the study of the diurnal variation
of galactic cosmic ray intensity on quiet days on a long as
well as short term basis.

2. Experimental Data and Analysis. The data of the neutron
monitors for the stations, shown in figure-1, are used in the
analysis. The data has been corrected for meteorological eff-
ects. The long term effects have been removed by the method
of trend correction. Thus obtained magnetically most quiet
days cosmic ray intensity data is subjected for the harmonic
analysis and the average values of the amplitude,the phase of
the first harmonic component of neutron intensity for different
stations are obtained. Essentially, whole of the period has

been divided into four parts- (i) befo.z_e1956 including 1953-54,"
(ii) after 1.971 and earlier than 1978, (iii) after 1960 upto
1968 and (.iv) 1981 and onwards. During the periods (i) and (ii)
the polarity of the solar magnetic field in the northern hemis-
phere is positive, where as during the periods (iii) and (iv)
the polarity of the solar magnetic field in the northern hemis-
phere is negative.

3- Results and Discussion. The long term plots of yearly average
values of the geomagnetic disturbance index-A m for the interval
1957-81 for all the days as well as for sixty_most geomagnetic
quiet days and sixty most geomagnetic disturbed days are repre-
sented in figure-2, It is apparent from the figure-2 that there
is a marked variation in the plots for all days and disturbed
days from year to year, particularly, for years of high sunspot
activity. However, we noticed a very smooth and small variations
for the quiet days which proves the importance of selecting
most quiet days and in deriving the daily variations for these
days only, to represent the long term or short term behaviour.

The interstation dispersion for the yearly average
values for the magnetically most quiet days have already been
plotted and shown (Kumar et al.,1981). It has been noted
that the dispersion is small as compared to changes fron one
year to another. This is found to be true even for the most
recent period for which we have limited amount of data.

- In this presentation we have used the data for Deep
River neutron monitoring station for which the pressure correc-
ted hourly cosmic ray intensity is available for an extended
period of time. The average values derived for each year for
the neutron monitoring station Deep River have been shown in

figure-3 without making any Icorrection for the effect of thegeomagnetic field. Earlier the vectors derived for different
stations were corrected to derive the space vectors to faci-
litate comparison between different stations. The intersta-
tion agreement can not be judged by comparing the observed
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amplitude and phase in space because the geomagnetic corrections
are different for different stations. So far, it is not clear
that _ and R are constant during period of 11-year or more,
and h_nce th_a_onstant geomagnetic corrections generally app-
lied on a long term basis is not very effective.

It is quite apparent from the figure-3 that during the
period when the polarity of the solar magnetic field in the
northern hemisphere rof the sun is negative the phase and ampli-
tude of the diurnal_nisotropy on quiet days are almost constant.
When the polarity of solar magnetic field in northern hemisphere
changes from negative to positive, a shift in the phase of the
diurnal anisotropy on quiet days towards earlier hours is obser-
ved and the shift is found to be maximum during minimum solar
activity periods 1953-54 and 1975-76. Further, when the polar-
ity of solar magnetic field changes from positive to negative
in the northern hemisphere of the sun the phase of the diurnal
anisotropy on quiet days recovers to its usual direction of
corotational anisotropy and is observed to remain almost cons-
tant till the polarity of the solar magnetic field does not
chang e.

Earlier results (Yadav and Badruddin, 1983) have indica-
ted that on an average the two solar cycles when the northern
hemisphere of the sun is dominated with negative polarity and
when the northern hemisphere of the sun is dominated with the
positive polarity, show different behaviour of diurnal aniso-
tropy. This was done by considering all the 365 days in the
year. We have considered the average of only magnetically most
quiet days for the same interval (1964-68) and (1972-76) as well
as for (1960-68) and (1972-78) to compare the effect of polarity
reversal on diurnal anisotropy during magnetically most quiet
days. Here again the vectors are drawn for the diurnal ampli-
tude and phase observed at the station Deep River.

The results show that, in general, magnetically most
quiet days are slightly more effective by the polarity rever-
sal as compared to all days. The significance of magnetica-
lly most quiet days comes from the fact that these are least
affected days due to disturbances in the interplanetary medi-
um and hence are best suited for understanding the anisotropy
on long as well as short term basis. It has been visualised
further that if the similar trend exists, one should observe
a steady variation in the diurnal amplitude and phase on mag-
netically most quiet days during 1981 and onwards till the
polarity of the solar magnetic field in the northern hemis-
phere remains negative.
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DIURNAL VARIATIONS FROM MUON DATA

AT TAKEYAMA UNDERGROUND STATION

K.Takahashi, K.Imai, T.Imai, S.Kudo, and M.Wada

The Institute of Physical and Chemical Research

7-13 Kaga-l, Itabashi, Tokyo 173, Japan

ABSTRACT

An underground station, Takeyama, is introduced, and some

results of the solar diurnal and semi-diurnal variations for

the period between 1967 and I_34 are presented. There are clear

tendency of double and single solar cycle variations in the

daily variations which are in good accord with those detected

by other underground and neutron monitor observations.

I. Introduction, Takeyama is the first Japanese underground station

for the study of the time variations of cosmic ray intensity. The depth

is D4 mtue which is equivalent to the median rigidity of primary cosmic

rays around 200 GV. The geographic latitude and longitude are 35._ N

and 139.62 E, respectively. The continuous observation was started in

September 1967. The operation was stopped in September |981. It was

restarted in June 1982. The area of detector has been increased from 0 m2

to 16 m2. The detector consists of 2 layers of 16 plastic scintillators,
1 _Z each.

Since the station is situated a few tens km apart from the main

laboratory, the memorized data are communicated through public telephone

lines. The recording and communication modes are controled through the

terminal computers set at both sites. The computer at the observation.

site can memorize one week data. The data are read out at the laboratory

by the command. Generally the coincidence counts per hour of 2_06 combina-

tions (IG x 16) are communicated. They are rearranged in the laboratory
to get the counts of directional components, i.e., vertical and four

azimuthal directions inclined around 80 ° from zenith. The observed

counting rates are corrected for the pressure effect with the coeffic-

ient, -0.035 %/mb.

2. Daily variations, The yearly average solar diurnal and semi-

diurnal variations are presented here. Figs.la and Ib show the summation

diagrams of the diurnal vectors of the vertical component, without and

with the correction for Compton-Getting effect, respectively, for the

earth's revolution around the sun. The correction values have been given

by Prof. H.Ueno of Nagoya University. He has calculated them using the

listed coupling coefficients (Fujimoto et al. |984) for the variation

spectrum which is £1at upto essentially infinite rigidity. They are
listed in Table I.

It is clearly seen from the figures that the phases are earlier

during the period from 1969 to 1980 compared with those after I_. This

tendency has already been pointed out by Swinson (196_3) from his under-

ground observations. There is a period, 1975-77, when virtually no
diurnal variation is seen if Compton-Getting effect is concerned as

Fig. lb. The phases of diurnal variations detected by neutron monitors are

also relatively earlier in this period as seen in Fig.2. The level of

cosmic ray intensity is highest and the variations are calm in the same

period when the sunspot numbers are minimum.
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Figs.3a and 3b show the vector diagrams of directional components
for three year periods, 1978-80 and 1981-83, respectively. It is clear
that the phases are later for the latter case as expected from those
illustrated in Fig.l. Those results can be added on Ueno and others'
"NAMS" analysis (1984) which utilizes the muon data from Nagoya, Misato,
and Sakashita, and may become "NAMTS".

Fig.4 shows the summation diagram of solar semi-diurnal variation.
The phases are nearly at 1.5 hour. There again some tendency of advancing

the phases during the years in 1970's comparing with the periods before
and after that.

Table I. Correction values for Compton-Gettins effect
in percent. (after H.Ueno)

Axis Vert. North East South West

0 hr 0.0073 0.00_ O. 0227 0.00,_ -0.0093
6 hr 0.0351 0.02,32 0.0316 0.0422 0.0335

3, Summary, The underground observation at Takeyama is presented,
with some information of the restart of observation with somewhat larger
area than before. The solar diurnal and semi-diurnal variations are

analyzed. The double solar cycle variation in the diurnal variation is

seen. The diurnal variations in 1975-77 indicate the character of single
solar cycle variation, for the period corresponds to the sunspot minimum
years. Those double and single solar cycle variations are in good accord .

with those detected by the muon and neutron monitors.
The multi-component or multi-station analysis will give more

information about the anisotropy in space. Further observation, at least
until the next selar minimum with better quality, will result much

complete conclusion of the analysis given above.

___Acknowledgment, The earlier observation was performed by Prof.
K.Murakami and others in the laboratory and the technical team in the
Institute. The revised observation has been operated under the same

members of the laboratory and of the technical workshop, specially
K.Nishi and H.Kato. Prof. H.Ueno has provided us Compton-Gettins values
of Takeyama. We are grateful to them all.
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ABSTRACT

Yearly average solar diurnal variations of cosmic ray

ion chamber data are inspected from a view point of

the eleven and the 22 year solar activity cycle

modulations. The ion chamber data are from Tokyo for

1948-77, Mt. Norikura for 1958-77, and Hong Kong for

1970-83. Those of Carnegie Institution of Washington
are also used. The neutron data from various stations

are further added. From an inspection of observed

data, we propose a simplest approximation that the Ii

year and the 22 year variations of the solar diurnal

variation are along 18-hour and 12-hour axes,

respectively. The 18-hour component of diurnal

variation in the ii year cycle increases toward the

solar active years. The 12-hour component is enhanced

when the solar general magnetic field is parallel to

the rotation vector, and is almost zero for the other

state. The transition occurs when the amplitude of the

18-hour component is greater owing to the transition of

the field during the maximum phase of solar activity.

The 22 year shift is consistent with the drift modula-

tion model in heliosphere. While the ii year variation

along the 18-hour axis is not interpreted yet.

I. Introduction. The present paper follows after the discovery of the 22

year variation in the phase of solar diurnal variation by Thambyahpillai

and Elliot (1953), the invariant 18-hour anisotropy which is agreeable

with the Axford-Parker theory (McCracken and Rao, 1965), and the two com-

ponent analysis of the eleven and the 22 year variation in the diurnal

variation by Forbush (1969).

Continuous observations of cosmic ray intensity by means of iden-

tical ion chambers have been started in 1948 at Tokyo, then Mr. Norikura,

Sapporo (now stopped), Hong Kong, and Kochi. Though the observation

accuracy is not so high as current muon telescopes and the neutron

monitors, the data can be used as tools to inspect the diurnal variations

in yearly basis for long time period.

If the deflection of the cosmic ray particles through the geo-

magnetic field, and the background diurnal variation due to, say, the
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temperature effect are taken into account, the observed diurnal variation

can be converted to the anisotrOpy detectable in space. The greatests

of all the yearly average diurnal variations are the eleven year solar

cycle variation and that related to the reversal of the solar general

magnetic field at nearly the years of maximum activity which makes the

22 year variation.

Though there are fluctuations, from an inspection of the vector

diagrams of diurnal variation, the eleven year and the 22 year variation

can be separated into the amplitude variations along 18-hour and 12-hour

axes, respectively. Such an approximation is given from a very rough

idea, but the shift along 12-hour axis accords with the drift model

of heliospheric modulation.

2. Display of the diurnal variations. Fig. i shows the vector diagram of

the solar diurnal variation observed at Tokyo. Hong Kong data are added

to extend the years. The data have only been corrected for the barometer

effect. The broken lines indicate expected observations if the direction

of anisotropy in space is 18 hour. The variation spectrum is assumed to

be flat upto rigidity given in the figure. The values with % in the

figure is the amplitude observable in space. If the diurnal variation

due to the temperature effect is concerned, the origin of the observed

vectors must be shifted, though the amount of shift can not reasonably be

given, for the temperature diurnal variation is not known accurately. It

can be allowed, however, the origin can be shifted so that the pattern

becomes similar to those observed by the neutron monitors. The diagrams

for other stations including those of the Carnegie Institution (Forbush,

1969) and of some neutron monitors are seen in the following Figs. 2-5.

3. Discussion. The hand writing drawing in Fig. 6 indicates our idea to

interpret approximately the variations during Ii and 22 year periods. It

can be shifted and rotated to fit the observed diagram 0_-the ani-

sotropy. There are appreciable scatter around the proposed simple varia-

tion, but one can see this kind of interpretation is possible. It is

seen that the transition from different 12-hour states occur at around

years of the reversal of the solar general magnetic field. This situa-

tion is understandable if the drift effect of modulation in heliosphere

is concerned (Jokipii and Kopriva, 1979).

Kadokura and Nishida (1984) have simulated the anisotropy of

cosmic rays in heliosphere putting the effect of drift as well as the

diffusion through the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and Compton-
Getting effect in the system of solar wind. They compared the results

for different states of the solar general magnetic field which is

, parallel or anti-parallel to the rotation vector. The difference appears

in the term of diffusion if restricted the position at the earth orbit.

The anisotropy due to the diffusion is enhanced during the anti-parallel

state. Since the diffusion is along IMF, the anisotropy is along 21-hour

axis. That makes the 18-hour component greater than that of the other

state. On the other hand, because of the enhancement of O-hour com-

ponent, the overall effect of the 12-hour component is almost canceled

out, while that in the parallel state remains to be significant. It

appears as the enhancement of the 12-hour component during the parallel

state compared with that of the anti-parallel state.
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As for the eleven year variation of the diurnal variation, though

the observed variation is clearly seen, the model for that has not been

fixed yet. One point which should be examined further is the distribu-

tion of the diurnal vectors in daily basis. While the average amplitude

changes, at least two patterns can exist. The one is 'that the total

distribution shifts without change in shape. The other is that the

shape of distribution is distorted; for example, the frequencies at

greater amplitudes increase compared with those at lower amplitudes.

If the latter is a real case, there are various origins which enhance the

amplitude during the solar active years. For example, the frequencies of

occurrence of solar flares, Forbush decreases and so on are greater

during the active years. Still, why the enhancement occurs along the

18-hour direction during the active years is an open question. We leave

this problem for further studies

Fig. I. Observed yearly average diurnal vectors for ion chambers .in

TokTo and Hong Kong. The broken lines indicate expected observations if
the direction of anisotropy is 18 hour in space The spectr.am is flat
upto GV written inside. The % values correspond to the amplitude in

space.
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variations of the solar diurnal variation. See text
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TltE HOOULATION FEATURES OF THE LONG - PEi,_IOD COSHIC ;-_:_Y
VARZATIOHS itl CON?;ECTI ON _VlTH THE SING CI-_tJGE OF TH,"
GENERAL I,_kGt.IETIC FIELD 0F THE SUN

Iskra I<. Agriculture - Teacher University, Physics and
Biophysics Oep. O8-120 Siedlce, ul. 3 Ha3a 54 POL_/40

In the paper on the basis of the model and experimental
investigations the spatial distribution of cosmic ray ani-
sotropy for the different epochs of solar activity is stu-
died.
A solution is offered to the anizotropie diffusion equa-
tion with regard to the electro-magnetic conditions for the
periods of minimum and maximum solar activity and cosmic
ray particle drift in a regular interplanetary magnetic
field,
it is shown that the long-period changes a_',plitude and pha-
se of the diurnal variations of cosmic rays is liraited not
only by convection and diffusion oY particles but also by
the drift effect before and after the sing change of the
general magnetic field of the sun.
The calculated mode! is compared with the results obtained
on the basis of an analysis of the experimental data fFom
the neutron super-monitor station at Kiel, and it is show_
that for the periods when the lines of magnetic force of
the sun come from the northern hemisphere the phase of the
first harmonic diurnal variation is shifted forwards to an
earler title. ,,,
It can be argued that the 22-year change in the diu'_al
variation of cosmic rays is generally caused by cosmzc_-ray
particle drift in a regular magnetic field. ""- ......
The 22-year change of shift in the first harmonic di'urnal ......
variation is of 2-3 hours and the change of amplitude bet-
ween twenty and thirty percent.
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THE COSMIC RAY OIFFERENTIAL DIURNAL VARIATION DEPENDENCES
ON THE ZENITH ANGLE AND THE GEOMAGNETIC DISTURBANCE

$. Kevlakov and L. Georgiev

INSTITUTE FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCH _ND NUCLEAR ENERGY.
BULGnRIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES. SOFIA 1784. BULGARIA.

1. INTRODUCTION.

Simultaneous and continuous muon measurements in two opposite

azimuthal directions under equal zenith angles Ill demonstrated the
importance of this method for cosmic ray diurnal variation investi-

gations. Lately these measurements were extended by means of im-
proved telescopes I2,3I. The obt_qined cosmic ray diurnal variations

were presented as intensity differential curves.
Theoretical investigations 14I connected the properties of

these curves with some interplanetary space parameters. The harmo-
nics of these curves were interpreted ISI ohysically. Second order
difference curves were introduced I6I.

In our earlier works I7,8,9I
some dependences between the para-

meters charachterizing the first and
the second harmonics of the differen- _m0 _°

tial intensity curves and the geomagne-
tic activity were found. Them all
measurements were carried out under _o

only one zenith angle.

Here we presented the results of
investigations of similar dependences

using data of simultaneous measurements
under three different zenith angles. _0

o

l

2. EXPERIMENT. _ _ so 7o eo___

The measurements were carried out Fig. 1.
on _3. Musala (_= 42°ll'N;_= 23°35'E;

H = 2925 m.a.s.1.) by means of a multi-
directional counter telescooe IlOI.

After the connection of a supplementary
electronic circuit it became possible __

to measure simultaneously in the four

-cardinal azimuthal directions (East(E), /_i!i_Jlest(W), North(N), South(S)) under [ _
three different zenith angles (40°;

. 600; 70 ° ) lllI. _i _
On fig. 1. are shown the zenith \angle sensitivities for the telescopes

inclined under 40°; 600; 70° •
On fig. 2. are plotted in polar

coordinates the azimuth angle sensi-
tivities for all our 12 telescopes

measuring simultaneously. Fig. 2.
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3. ASYMPTOTIC DIRECTIONS.

If the energy is sufficiently grate the particle's primary
direction does not change when it moves through the earth magneto-
sphere. On fig. 3. the small circles present the asymptotic direc-

tions (_E=Qe ,_E=oo ) calculated following Ii2I for our telescopes
and projected on the extended map of the Globe surface. There

p. Musala is shown with e triangle.

The asymptotic directions for the same telescopes com_uted
I13I for different lower energies are shown on the same figure as
separate points. The points are connected with suitable curves for
every one of the telescopes.

Because of the considerable width of the distributions of

R(B) and P(_) for the real telescopes, the points corresoonding to
ell asymptotic direction projections for a certain energy cover a
considerable area on the Globe

surface. Then the curves plotted

on fig. 3. form large strips. _)
It could be accepted that the _ north o

differences of intensity data ob-

tained simultaneously from two in- _

clined telescopes, detecting under
equal zenith angles in different
azimuthal directions eliminate

particles with energy below 18 - 20
GeV. So these differences are in-

dependent not only on meteorologi- e_uator
cal changes, but on the changes in
the low energy part of the cosmic
ray spectrum. Fig. 3.

4..D ATA TREATMENT.

From all the data obtained on p. Musala in the period

June 1,1g81 - April 30,1983 only "complete" data days were used.
For these days all the 24 separate hourly measurements for all the

12 telescopes were available. From the measured hourly intensities
for every separate day, for every separate zenith angle the follow-
ing 8 differences were formed

I ordre: E - W; E - N; E - S; W - N; W - S; N - S;
II ordre: G = (N - S) - (E - N); K = (N - S) - (W- N).
To present the deviations in percentage arround e zero

average the formula

(1) (E -.W)lj 2 Eij " Wij " (g_ " _j)
....... i00 %

+
was used. Here i (i = 1,2...2_) was the index of the i-hour

measurement in the j-day. Ej and Wj are the corresponding dayly
averages. Analogically all other differences were formed.

To every one of the chosen days the indexes m and n were
appropriate. So j = j(m,n). The index m charechterized the degree

of the corresponding day magnetic activity. The values of m were
chosen according 1141. The index n specified the continuity of
the days arround the beginning of the magnetic storm.
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The combinations between m and n are classified on table 1.

Table 1.

quiet weak moderate intense strong! Ai1 for

, , m = 0 m : 1 ,,m = 2 ,m = 3 m = 4 the row,,,,,, , , ,

PRECEDING n = -1 _ 1,-1 2,-1 3,-1 4,-1 N =-i

BEGINNING n = 0 l, 0 2_ 0 3_ 0 4_ 0 N = 0
FOLLOI,JING n = 1 -- l, 1 2, I 3, 1 4, 1 N = 1

,,,, , _

For the column -- M = i M = 2 M = 3 M = 4 MN
, ,,,

For every on3 of the three zenith angles (40°;60°;70°I, for
every one of the 21 index combinations (table 1.) the average

diurnal variation of every one of the 8 differences was investi-
gated. Fourier analysis was applied for every one of these
3 x 21 x 8 = 504 cases to compute the amplitudes A1; A2; A3 (in
percents) and the phases tl_ t2; t3 (in hours Local Solar Time

(LST)) of the first ([), the second (II), and the third (III)
harmonics.

5. RESULTS.

The first (I) and the second (II) harmonics for some of the

computed differences for magnetically quiet days (m = 0), for the
zenith angles 40°,60°,70 ° are presented on fig. 4. as vector-hour-

ly diagrams. The phases of the first harmonics remain grouped ar-
round 6 h.LST and the phases of the second harmonics - arround

9 h.LST. That is valid for all the three zenith angles and prcti-

cally for all other differences (not shown on the figure).

If these vectors are compared with those obtained lO years
ago on the same place, with the same apparatus (measureing then

only under zenith angle of 60 °) it could be assumed thet they are
rather stable in time

The amplitudes AI and A2 increase with the zenith angle. As
an example that is shown for G on fig. 5.

The first harmonic amplitude dependences on the magnetic
disturbance degree are shown for K on fig. 6. for the three zenith
angles. This amplitude, as well as the amplitudes of the other
differences (not shown on the figure) increases ,0ith m. The in-

creese is rather f_ster for greater zenith angles.

An interesting ohenomena- the first harmonic ;:molitude in-
crease in the deys preceding the beginning of the magnetic storm

ob_;erved in our earlier investigation Igl for zenith angle 60O,now

is clearly expressed for all the three zenith angles (40°,60°,70°).
On fig. 7. are presented the changes of the first harmonic ampli-

tude of the difference K in the days arround the beginning of the
. megnetic storm compared with its value during m_gnetic_lly quiet

days. If the statistical accuracy of the separate diurnal measure-

ment is sufficient then after a sudden jump in the amplitude's
value, some short time forcast for a forthcomming magnetic distur-
bance could be done. This dependence is not well expressed for the
second amolitudes.

In our case the third h_rmonics are generally small and their

changes are practically in the limits of the statistical accuracy.
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COSMIC RAY DL_SITY GRADIENT AND ITS DEP_D_CE ON THE

NORTH-SOUTH ASYMMETRY IN SOLAR ACTIVITY

Badruddin, R. S. Yadav and N.R. Yadav
Space Science Group,Dept. of Phys.,A.M.U.,Aligarh (India).

ABSTRACT

An analysis of the diurnal auisotropy on geomanetically quiet
days has been performed using neutron monitor data at Deep
7_ ver(R_ _ T. _ZGV) ,Leeds(R_2.20GV), Rome (R_ 6.32GV) a_d Tokyo
(R_II.61GV),well distributed in latitude and longitude for

the period I964-79.The days have been separated according to
the polarity of IMF on that day. A significant difference in
the _nplitude and phase has been found on towards and away
polarity days particularly during the years of high solar
activity and large north-south asymmetry. These results (part-
icularly time of ma_mum) on geoma_etically quiet days show
some better relationship to the expected results as compared
to the results obtained using all the days in a year.

I.Introduction. The e_zistence of perpendicular gradient has
been studied by separating the cosmic ray diurnal vectors
into groups corresponding to the direction of IMF. This methoa
has been recently applied(Kananen et al. I981;Swinson and
I(ananen,I982)by using the neutron and meson monitor data for
the period 1965-75.These authors have found that the _nplitude
of the diurnal anisotropy on away pola1_lty days exceeds those
of towards polarity days during year I965-68 and that the

reverse is generally the case after the reversal of sun's polar
magnetic field in I969-7I.These data points to a cosmic ray
gradient,perpendicular to the ecliptic plane,pointing ' .
southward prior to 1969 and there was some evidence about

northward pointing gradient after the reversal of sun's polar
magnetic field in lO69-71 except in 1974. However, the phase
does not show the effect expected from the smplitude behaviour.
They found no significant difference,in the _uplitude and

phase both, of the away and towards polarity days in 1969-71,
at neutron monitor energies.

We found in our paper that on day-to -day basis the coher-
ence for the cosmic ray anisotropy is better for days of low
to average solar wind speed,which also is related to geomagn-
etically quiet days,and it would be more mesamingful to use
only these d_ys for determining the annual average of the
cosmic ray daily variation particularly for sunspot maximum
activity period, during which one observed large number of

cases of time varying isotrop%c changes in cosmic ray intens-
. ity.ln this paper we have analysed the neutron monitor data

for 1964-79 period for the stations mentioned above on mag-

netically most quiet days and determined the amplitude and
phase for away and towards polarity days separately. On the

- basis of these results the perpendicular density gradiemt are
c_scussed. Some indirect information about the three dimensional
structure of the heliosphere especially current sheet has been
inferred from these results.
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2.Result. Fig.l shows that the amplitude on away polarity
days is ,in general, higher than on towards polarity days
during I964-68.But the phase on towards polarity days is
higher than the away polarity days during this peri0d. The
difference in amplitude and phase on away & towards polarity
days are more pronounced during the higher solar activity
period I967 and I968.These results are in agreement with the
results of the earlier workers(Hashimand Bercovitch,I972;
Kananen et al.,I98I;Swinson &Kana_en,I982).However the
results of Kananen et al.(198I) for the time of maximum does
not show the right type of effect as expected.We found using
the data from three neutron monitors, fo_ geomanetically
quiet days that the results for the time of maximum are also
generally in agreement to that expected from the amplitude
behaviour during I964-68,especially in I967 and I968.To give
a better representation,we have plotted the average vectors
for the period I964-68,separately on away and towards .....•
polarity days (Fig.2).

Kananen et al.(I98I) and Swinson & Ka_anen(I982) do _ot
found any significant difference in the amplitude and phase
on away and towards polarity days during I969-TI.Their
results imply no density gradient (pointing northward or _
southward)during this period of reversal of sun'spolar mag-
netic field. The solar activity was high and north-south
asymmetry was also quite large(and positve)throughout the
period I966-70(Badruddin et al._I983).We see from Fig.I that
the _nplitude at Deep River and Leeds,which was higher for
away polarity days than for towards polarity days during the
year I964-68,changed to higher value for towards polarity
days than away polarity days in I969 thougl_,at Rome similar
change has been observed in I970.However,as far as phase is
concerned,it has changed to later hours for towards polarity
days than the avJay polarity days in I969 at all the three
stations Deep RiVer,Leeds,& Rome.In I970,the amplitude was
much higher for towards polarity days than away polarity
days and the time of maximum was quite significantly changed
towards later hours for away polarity days than towards
polarity days. These results are also shown on the vector
diagram in Fig. 2.In many earlier studies it has been assumed
that the IMF in northern and southern hemispheres have
reverse configurations in I964-68 and I969-79.The north-
south asymmetry in solar activity in I969-70 was of the same
sign(positive) as it was in I967-68.Thus if the current
sheet was displaced downward due to positive north'south

asymmetry in 1967-68,it will be the same case in 1969-70.But
since the IMF polarity may be different in northern and
southern hemispheres in 1967-68 a_d 1969-70, the reverse
behaviour of diurnal amplitude and phase on away a_d towards
polarity days in I967-68 and I969-70 may be due thins reason.
However_in I97I,when solar activity was lower as compared to
I969 and I970 and north-south asymmetry was also small i_
this year,no significant difference im amplitude arid time of
maximum for towards and away polarity days is observed at
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all the four stations(only the su_iplitudeat Deep River shows
some diffrence).Similar difference at Deep River was also
reported by S_wlnson and _ananen (I982).

During the period I97fii972 and I973 there is some _i f _ _
difference in the amplitude ;at towards and away pola_lty
days only at Deep River. The average vectors for the period
I97I-I973 have also been shown in Fig. 2 for all the four
stations. During these periods there was no marked north-south
asymmetry as evidenced form solar flares. Swinson and Kananen
(I982)did not found a consistent northward gradient at meson
monitor energies during I971-73',though their results point to
a northward gradient in I972 and in I973 for Deep River and
Oulu neutron monitors.

In I974 the _uplitude on away polarity days isl higher
than the towards polarity days. Various arguments have been
adw_nced to explain the observed eJ_plitude and phase behavio-
ur in I974(Swinson _I_ananen,I982;Ahluwalia & Riker, I98I).It
is to be mentioned here that the north-south asymmetry in
solar activity was some-what negative as evidenced from solar
flares and moreover in I973-75 the monster type solar wind
strains were prominently observed.

In the solar activity minimum period I975-76, there is no
appreciable difference in the amplitude and phase values for
towards and away polarity days. The north-south asymmetry was
also very small during these years. However, in 1977,there is
some evidence for a northward pointing gradient as seen from
amplitude at Deep River and the amplitude and phase at Tokyo
for towards and away polarity days. The solar activity in I977
was not high and north-south asymmetry was also small. However
there was an accelerated increase in solar activity after
mi d-I977.

In I978 & I979 the solar activity was very high. However,
the north-south asymmetry was _nall.We see from results for
amplitude and phase on away and towards polarity days that
there is no appreciable difference in amplitude and phase
for the two types of days both at Deep River and Tokyo.

3.Conclusion. From the above results we see that there is an
appreciable difference in the amplitude and/or phase on
towards and away plarity days during years of l_gh solar
activity and large north-south asymmetry. During the years of
lower solar activity and/or small north-south asymmetry this
difference is not appreciable. These results support the view
that at least during the period of kigh solar activity and
appreciable north-south asymmetry,either the density gradient
pointing away from the solar equatorial plane is not symmeh_±c
or the current sheet might ,. _have been displaced fro_ the
ecliptic plane Thus it seems right to suggest(Swinson/E983)
that in order _o detect any _ x_N anisotropy the position
of the current sheet(on average)would have to be displaced
from the ecliptic plane due to asymmetric activity on the sty.
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Fig.I shows average amplitude(A) and phase(P) of away
polarity days(solid line) and towards polarity days(broke_
line)from I964-79.The diagram in the bottom shows the major
solar flares numbers in respective years in northern(circle)
and southern (crosses) hemi spheres.
Fig. 2 shows the average diurnal vectors on away polarity
days(solid line)and towards polarity days(broken line) for
the years and stations indicated.

@
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Anomalous Increase of Solar Anisotropy above 150GV
in 1981-1983
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Abstract

An analysis was carried out of the observed data with Nagoya(surface),

Misato(34mwe) and Sakashita(8Omwe) multi-directional muon telescopes,

for the solar activity maximum period of 1978-1983. These data re-

spond to primaries extending over the median rigidity range 60GV to
600GV.

The observed amplitude at Sakashita station in 1981-1983 increased,

especilly in 1982; the amplitude is twice as large as that in 1978-

1980, when those at Nagoya and Misato stations are nearly the same
as those in 1978-1980.

Uni-directional anisotropy is derived by the best fit method by

assuming the flat rigidity spectrum with the upper cutoff rigidity
Pu. The value of Pu obtained is 270GV in 1981-1983 and 150GV in

1978-1980.

i. Introduction

Earlier analyses (e.g., Rao et al.; 1963, Jacklyn et al.; 1970) have

shown that the steady-state solar diurnal anisotropy of cosmic rays is

rigidity independent up to the upper cutoff rigidity Pu which varies

from 50GV to 100GV according to the characters of solar-controlled

electromagnetic conditions in the heliomagnetosphere. So far, the ob-

tained values of Pu were dependent on the rigidity range of the data

used. To investigate the year-to-year changes of Pu, an analysis over

a wide range of rigidities is most necessary during various levels of

solar activity.

Since 1978, Sakashita underground multi-directional muon telescope has

been in routine operation at the depth of 80mwe and 6-year data have

been accumulated. The following observed fact is obtained that the

amplitude increases for the period of 1981-1983, especially in 1982.

This shows a very remarkable contrast to rather invariant variations

at Nagoya and Misato for these years. On the other hand, the observed

phases are gradually recover to the 18 hr direction from 1978 due to

systematic changes by 22-year modulation.

In the present report, we try to derive the solar diurnal anisotropy

responsible for the observed variations showing the above mentioned
characteristics.

2. Data and Analysis

In the present analysis, the observed data from Nagoya, Misato and

Sakashita stations are exclusively used, then these data are hereafter

abbreviated as NAMS by picking up the top letter of these NAgoya, Misato
and Sakashita stations. The observed variations are corrected for the

Compton-Getting effect due to Earth's orbital motion (.046%,6hr in space),

and the corrected variations are used as the basic data in the present

analysis.

In Table i, 3 year averages of the observed solar diurnal variations

of NAMS are shown, together with some characterlstics of the component
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Table i NAMS solar diurnal variations corrected for Compton-Getting
effect due to earth's orbital motion and the characteristics

of NAMS telescopes. Errors in the amplitudes are determined

by the dispersion of yearly vectors.

Zenith & Geographic Hedtan Counting 3 Years Averages of Amplitude(%) &
Azimuth Direction Rigidity Rate Phase(hr) of Solar 1st Harmonica

S_ATION TELESCOPE Z A X q PHE(GV) xlO4/hr '78-'80 '81-'83

NAGOYA V 0 ° 35°N 137 ° 60 276.0 .2181.035 12.O .207¢,O14 13,3

O_we
N 30 ° 0 ° 65°N " 66 125.0 .204±.063 10.8 .189±.031 12.0

E '" 90 ° 300N 172 ° 67 120.0 .225±.072 10.6 .221±.034 11.9

S " 180 ° 5°N 137 ° 64 123.0 .214±.024 12.7 .212±.O28 14,1

W " 270" 30°N 102 ° 63 126.0 .182±.016 13,3 .170±.030 14.8

HISATO V 0 ° - 36°N 138 ° 145 28.0 .1361.015 13.4 .1_5±,024 14.9

34mwe
N 33 ° 39 ° 57°N 177 ° 155 10.7 .131±.042 11.4 .152±.018 12.8

g " 129 ° 12°N 164 ° 143 14.2 .1511,032 12.3 .175±.018 13.9

8 " 219 ° 9°N 117 ° 155 10.7 .124±.025 15.3 .157t.048 16.9

W " 309 ° 51°N 95 ° 156 9.8 .090±.010 14.5 '.091±,012 15.9

SAKASIUTAI V 00 - 36°N 138 ° 331 39,0 .066±.015 14.2 .O911.013 15.8

80mwe
N 41" 346" 73°N 104 ° 401 6.2 .O30±,026 12.8 .O37±,015 15.6

E " 76 ° 35°N 1880 384 7.6 .064±.027 12.3 .086_.014 13.5

S " 166 ° 5°S 147 ° 387 6.7 .061±.014 14.8 .097±.015 15.7

W " 256 _ 18°N 96 ° 444 5.6 .046±.013 16.4 .068±.008 19.2

NN 60 ° 346 ° 77°N 26 ° 595 2.4 .O17±.O28 12.4 .002±.031 6.9

SS " 166 ° 23°8 151 ° 540 2.7 .O28±.O11 14.O .065±.O29 16.1

1978-1980 oh 1981-1983 oh
.,_Js o" ak ,Ma _

t sh 18h - "t'" 6h

.w.,e_ ,,

". "'. 0.1% MtS_TO _ .1%MZSATO ",

v_',, "",_o._ w _,
"'_ , -" "_'-. _ o

x_' 2. _ _ -. _ N
NAGOYA O E

WoO ""............

............... ,. .... ,o ....
..................... ON "'..,

NAGOYA "- • ObS. ""....
$ '_ ............ ,.......................:% o Cat. "....... ..

O _V OE

12h l_h

Fig.I (a) Fig.i (b) "

Fig.l Solar diurnal variation of NAMS in the period of 1978-1980
(Fig.l a) and of 1981-1983(Fig.l b).
Solid circles represent the vectors observed, and open
circles are those reproduced from the best fit anisotropies.
The three kind of cross are respectively the common vectors

of each station calculated by the least squares method.
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telescopes used and are plotted in Fig.l(a) for 1978-1980 and in l(b) for

1981-1983 with dotted circles(e).

The solar diurnal anisotropy responsible for the observed variations was

determined. Space harmonic vector(X,Y) responsible for the diurnal vari-

ation is related to the observed harmonic vector(aij , bij ) of the j-th
component telescope at the i-th station by the following equation with

coupling coefficients cij and sij.

aij = (cijX + sijY) + aci, bij = (-sijX + cijY) + bci (i)

where (aci , bci) represents the unknown vector cormnon to all the components

for i-th station. By the least squares method with equal weight for

each component, the unknown quantities(X,Y) and (aci , bci) were determined

for the flat rigidity spectrum with the upper cut-off rigidity Pu, which

Table 2 Best-fit quantities of anisotropy

L_ 1978-1980 1981-1983plitude in space 0.377 ± 0.016 % 0.320 ± 0.010 %

Direction of anisotropy 15.8 ± 0.2 hr 17.0 ± 0.i hr

Upper cut-off rigidity 150 ± i0 GV 270 ± _ GV

is taken every 10GV from 50GV to |

200GV and so on. The coupling _ 05% AmpLitude
coefficients were referred to r .]--_---_|---n--- m-- ....0--
the table presented by Fujimoto

et al. (1984). _0,2 "
The best-fit parameters are ob-

tained for two periods; 1978- ' ' ' ' , ,

1980 and 1981-1983 and these are I Phase

shown in Table 2. Also in Figs. _18h ......................

l(a) and l(b), the reproduced 117

vectors for each component in 16

the best fit case computed by Is , , , , , ,
eq.(1) are shown with open cir-

cles(o!, where the cross marks -300Gv Pu("!'",--:-',_--) represent the com-

j'\mort vector (aci , bci ) for each

station. As is shown in Figs. -200 ; /_ \_
l(a) and l(b), a good agreement

between the observed and the _100_"-/
reproduced vectors is clearly
seen, suggesting uni-directional

, I I I I I 2 I. anisotropy having the character- 1978 79 80 81 83

istics given in Table 2, is well Year

consistent with the present ob- Fig.2 Year-to-year variations cf the obtained
servations, amplitude, the phase and the upper cutoff
Year-to-year basis calculation rigidity of the solar diurnal anisotropy.

was also performed by the same Errors in PU are replaced from the errors

method. Best-fit quantities of the amplitudes of the anisotropy ob-
tained by the least squares method.
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of the anisotropy are shown in Fig.2 as a function of time from 1978 to

1983. As seen in the figure, the amplitude of the anisotropy remains

invariant with time for these 6 years. The direction of the anisotropy

gradually recovers to 18 hr level. The upper cutoff rigidity varies

with time from 100GV to 300GV, particularly Pu in 1982 is extremely

higher than those so far reported (Davies et al., 1977, Fenton et al.,
1983).
3. Discussions

The increase of solar diurnal variation around 1982 has been observed

at London(Thambyahpillai; 1983), Socorro(Swinson; 1983) and Takeyama

(Wada et al.; 1985), by the underground muon telescopes at the depth

deeper than 60mwe, where the amplitudes are nearly twice as large as in

1978-1980 similar to that at Sakashita station. The origin of the

increase of Pu from 150GV to 300GV is yet unknown, but it may be con-

sidered to be due to some effect of strong solar activity or the influence

of the field reversal resulted in the transition of the heliomagnetosphere

from positive state to the negative.

Solar activity of the cycle 21 reaches its first maximum at the end of

1979 and increases again with the second maximum at about Sep. 1981.

The cosmic ray intensity minima observed by neutron monitors which cor-

respond to the solar activity maxima are in the middle of 1980 and much

lower in July of 1982. In 22-years ago after the period of the maximum

solar activity since the start of the cosmic ray observation and at the

same phase of the field reversal as in 1981-1983, the cosmic ray neutron

intensity had the double minima in Apr. 1958 and in July 1959. At that

time, the solar diurnal variations did not increase at London(60mwe,

Thambyahpillai et al.; 1965). These facts are very important for the

interpretation of the increase of Pu and also for the study of the

heliomagnetosphere.

4. Summary
I. The solar diurnal variations observed at Sakashita station remarkably

_ increased in 1981-1983, especially 1982.

2. Uni-directional anisotropy is well consistent with the observed

variations, the direction of which gradually recovers to 18 hr level
from 1978 to 1983.

3. The upper cutoff rigidity is obtained as 300GV in 1982.
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DIAGNOSTIC OF ELECTROMAGNETIC CONDITIONS IN SPACE
USING COSMIC RAYS

V.M.Dvornikov, V.E.Sdobnov, A.V.Sergeev

Siberian Institute of Terrestrial Magnetism, Ionosphere
and Radio Wave Propagation, USSR Academy of Sciences,
Irkutsk 33, P.O.Box 4, USSR

Abstract. The method of spectrographic global survey
was used to study the time variations in parameters of cos-
mic ray (CR) pltch-angle anisotropy and their relationship
with the variations of some solar wind characteristics under
different electromagnetic conditions in interplanetary spa-
ce. A classification is made of the conditions that are accom-
panied by the increase in CR anisotropy.

According to the new ideas, under development now, of
the physics of modulational effects of cosmic rays (CR) in
the heliosphere /I, 2/, the crucial influence upon the CR
distribution function in interplanetary space is exerted by
effects that are accumulated during a multiple rotation of
particles in s Larmor circumference: drift motions, varia-
tions in pitch-angle due to an approximate conservation of
the transverse adiabatic invariant end particle energy varia-
tions in regular fields of solar wind (SW).

The development of these ideas has been stimulated by
the obtained phenomena of strong pitch-angle anisotropy of
CR during Porbush-effects /3/ whose explanation in terms of
a convection-diffusion model /4/ renders itself impossible.

In the context of the model under development, strong
pitch-angle CR anisotropy is a reflection of structural fea-
tures of large-scale fields in interplanetary spece due to
d_namical processes in the heliosphere, i.e. it is some
klnd of an indicator of these processes.

The aim of the present work is to study the time varia-
tions in parameters of CR pitch-angle anisotropy end their
relationships with the variations in some SW characteris-
tics under different electromagnetic conditions in interpla-
netary space. The analysis has been carried out using the
method of spectrographic global survey (SGS) that has been
devised using the physics, under development now, of CR mo-
dulational effects in the heliosphere, according to which
the variations in particle flux density in interplanetary
space can be described by a function of the form

= .+

Here _ = _ _ , _ is the pitch-angle of a particle in
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1@2

the i_, R is the magnetic rigidity

_oo_ _ _-__ ----_ of the particles,_(M) and_(sinA)

12_ are polynomials and associated Legen-dre polynomials, _/ and _ are
,IW ___ asymptotic angles that determine the

.__Or --4cv-_ocv...zocv 1 direction of the particles outside
.......v,._,.,.._,_,_....,_..............-............:,.,........the magnetosphere in some selected

__,o['__v'- . . I system of coordinates, V/_ and Aoa
co 2

01JL_._.____,_ are the angles that characterize thedirection of the IN_ vector in this
same system, and _-n._ are the pars-

_L__ meters characterizing the amplitudesq00

.2o0____AP_ and rigidity dependences of the iso-
0__y_,_ ___LJ tropic component, and of the first andgo . L

°o o[m_f,........_k,_._.,._,_,:_,._,__,,_.,.jsecond harmonics of OR pitch-angle
, _ ,o anisotropy. The SGS method makes it

_a_,1_ possible to determine using ground-
based CR observations from the world-

Pig. I wide network of stations, theparame-
ters _ , _o , and

I I ] , I
_600_[ : iii i '' (accurate to within IP ) as well

as the variations of the planetary
' I I ! I I I_ _! II !_I system of geomagnetic cut-off rigidl-

_I i_ii [ ties for each hour of the observa-

_ILI i.JJ i_ The SGS method was used to ana-
,_ , ,.,_r__.._cv__0cv.._ocvlyze the variations of the CR dlstri-

_=:.;._>___.__! Ibution function for the periods I _ay_-_. '_'-""_' , '- "'_'_,_..through 30 June and 1 through 15 Au

_Igust 1972. The analysis results as wellas direct measurements of SW charac-

teristics are presented in Pigs 1-5
_in the following order (from top to

_00 . .

w_o_.__.l_q4t ..__ bottom); V__ SW velocity, B - I_ mo-dulus; _e(_}-amplitudes of the iso-90

•_ o_._-,',_,,,.,,._._-_._ :_':_-'_._._.__w_"-'_"_-._"_,J.tropic,__. component of OR iutensity vari-
,_ _o z_ _o ations for particles of different

_.,s_2 .rigidity; _(8GV) and _(8GV) are
Pig. 2 respectively the amplitudes of the

first and second harmonics of CR
pitch-angle distribution (for R = 8 GV); and _,A,-angles
characterising the I_ direction (heavy lines - direct mea-
surements /5/, thin lines - CR data); in addition, Pig. _4
shows the variations in geomagnetic cut-off rigidity A _c
at Irkutsk, determined from CR variations, and Dst - index).

The comparison between the variations in CR pitch-angle
anisotropy and SW characteristics has led to the following
classification of the events accompanied by the increase in
CR anisotropy of the type considered:

1. Anisotropy increases during powerful SW disturbances
(see Pigs 2, 4, and 5). During the growth phase of the I_
modulus, the amplitude of the first harmonic (&# _ 3%) in-
creases while during the declining phase, the amplitude of
the second harmonic does (_ 3%). A minimum flux density of
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I  ig.4
m_ I_ _

_ j!! 7 r! i_flow is observed for particles with large
.! i!!: i Ifpitch-angles. A likely reason might be the
_:_ :I [i i_ ] I]influence upon the CR angle distribution of

,I+_,.+i+,..i_i' I_li; _Ilarge-scale magnetic traps that form in
°_+.t_v.._,._(_,..°.]+_interplanetary space at propagation of

+_ m++:+_+_+-t+Tqhigh-speed solar wind streams.
'li _-_'I:+_ II. Anisotropy increases at places of
..II (I'_++_I illllocal decreases in IM_ strength ( _4 and

+II ifI#[ !l!iIIll _a+2%). The character of pitch-angle dis-
If!l+: I IIIIII ]Itribution is the same as for type I events.
.IfIIIii iJIIfllll;The likely reason might be trapping and

"L__ deceleration of particles with large pitch-_'0 angles in the traps between the maxima of

III. Anisotropy increases at places

":_k_W__! _+_ of local increases in IMP strength accompa-"tnied by an increase in flux dens_ y by 5-
:-,+i','_+?_"__'_ 15% from some selected direction. In the

Aucu_.n,,+.,+, opposite direction, throughout the entire
hemisphere the intensity remains unaltered

Fig. 5 and is almost independent of the OR direc-
tion. This type of anisotropy was observed during 25 to 30
May 1972 (see Fig. 2), with a maximum of the flux density
from directions 120-150 ° westward of the Earth-Sun line and
50-70 ° southward of the helioequatorial plane. A likely cause
of the observed anisotropy may be IMP structures arising as
the azimuthal and meridional components of the magnetic field
are carried away from the corona. In this case, arrival of CR
along the IMP flux tubes is possible from interplanetary space
regions (for example, from middle heliolatitudesJ where the
CR density exceeds s_gnificantly the observed density in
the helioequatorial region.
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IV. Recurrent double enhancements of pitch-angle aniso-
tropy were found assuming that geoeffective regions on the
Sun have their mappings in the IMF structure corresponding
to their structures. In this connection, an attempt was made
to trace, using CR, from rotation to rotation the d evelop-
ment of processes in the heliosphere prior to some geoeffec-
tive phenomenon with the aim to find distinctive features of

oaysmsoLorroTQno, the active region that is responsible
2_22ZSZq25 2q25 252728 _$tqt5t617, for a given event. As the object of

8 N18_ 8 N18S8

_;_ . , study, we selected one of the events
203.S_,.,000.2,_ 0.6.,._ of most geoeffective interest, the
_ ""_' °[_ ._ solar proton flares.8 N_886 8 1_8_

°_,__._ 0_ _0...,0.,2,3,.,_._ The SGS method was used to analy-8 NI887 8 Ht900

_"_ ;_ o_ the fluctuations of CR pitch-angle
' 02'2829303_,12_,_013 _ 5 878.71 _"r'_,io,,,2,._2ze
_0 _o- , _o- - anisotropy in three solar rotations
_,0_.,0_ 00_ preceding four powerful solar CR en-
_:_01.=0A.s0,_0_,_0_.,_j_.._,_0_i'_8y_ hancements (outbursts) in 1971 and'72.

'}. I\_ % .]_ In order to simplify the an@ly-

_ and MS M . The SH -index defines the

Fig' 6 .... amplitude of pitch-angle anisotropy
at time ti of the observation; it is

calculated in the following way .2

, ,£/.,)]
Rt:

We used as the indicator of t_e recurrent event the multi-

plicatlve index MS# _z) = _ S_ _ + k _),
where _ is the period of so_ar rotation.

The analysis (see Eig. 6) revealed that three or four
rotations before the onset of a solar proton event (SPE),two
comparatively narrow recurrent I_ structures spaced $y 15-
30° in heliolongitude and causing recurrent double outbursts
of CR pitch-angle anisotropy, form in interplanetary space.
The character of pitch-angle distribution of the particles at
these moments is the same as for type III events.

The four SCR outbursts were all observed on the ground
at moments of passage through one of the detected structures.
The fact that these structures are identifiable using CR
pitch-angle anisotropy in solar rotations preceding SPE can
be used for long-term prediction of regions of localization
of radiation-dangerous zones in interplanetary space and of
times when the Eart_ enters these zones.
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CHANGE OF COSIv_C RAY ANISOTROPY WITH SOLAI_ ACTIVITY

N •G •Kravt soy, P.A. Krivo shapkln, A. I.KuznLin,
G.V.Skripin, l.A.Transky, G.V.Shafer

Institute of Cosmophysical Research & Aeronomy
Lenin Ave., 31, 677891 Yakutsk, USSR

ABSTRACT

i_uon telescope data at various depths under-
ground in Yakutsk within energy range 10-
300 GeV for 1957-1984 are analyzed. 22-year
variation of the interplanetary magnetic
field aligned component is found. The varia-

tion is caused by interaction of heliomagne-
tosphere with the local galactic field and
interstellar wind.

In [1,2] was convincingly shown the existence of 22-
year variation of cosmic ray anisotropy aligned with the
interplanetary magnetic field. Unfortunately, there are no
reliable results on data of ground and underground regist-
ration during the end of the 20-th and the beginning of
the 21-st solar activity cycle which confirm th ,_result of
[I,2].

Here we investigate the long-term variations ,_ cos-
mic ray anisotropy for 1937-1984 and define the eneIcy
range at which the variation is observed. Pot the analysis

•were used the Fourier components of mean annual diurnal
variation of muon intensity on data of ionization chambers
at Cheltenham, Huancayo (1937-1972) and at Yakutsk (1954-
1983) and muon telescopes of the Yakutsk underground com-
plex at depths O, 7, 20 and 60 m w.e. (1958-1984). Data
are pressure corrected. To estimate the contribution of
the atmospheric temperature into the observed diurnal va-
riation on data of ionization chan_ers we used the indi-
rect n_thOds. Pirstly, we supposed the mean-annual total
vector of diurnal temperature fluctuations on the whole
depth of atmosphere is practically invariable, at least,
for 22 years. In this case the difference vector of the

cosmic ray diurnal variation Ar_ = _i - -'raver (_i is

- the observed vector of the diurnal variation for i-year,

raver is the average vector for 22 years) is of extra-

atmospheric origin.
The observed vector for 1951-1972 _t Huancayo and

Cheltenham and for 1954-19'75 at Yakutsk as __r-'Averwas taken.

We calculated the receiving vectors of the diurnal varia-

tion for various mechanism of formation of the cosmic ray
anisotropy. In the given case the receiving vectors were
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used: for IIu_Icayo z = 0.80e -i'510, for Cheltenham z =

0 82 e -i'310 ' for Yakutsk z = 0.72 e-_'31° Secondary, one

of the reliable methods of exclusion of the temperature ef-
fect is the crossed telescope method which allows to obtain
the absolute anisotropy value• In the Table are presented
the amplitude and the nm.xim_ time of primary anisotropy for
1958-1980 obtained on difference of telescope readings di-
rected southward and northward at an angle 30 ° relative to
vertical at depths O, 7, 20 and 60 m w.e.

mw. e. 0 7 20 60

J .. | ,. , .,

Amp., % 0.194±0.008 0.149±0.006 0.118±0.005 0.050±0.0 9

tmax, h 16.0±0.1 15.4±0.2 16.1±0.2 14.8±0.7

It is clear from the Table that at all the levels the maxi-

mum time differs significantly from 18n.
Then we consider the problem on the separation of 11-

and 22-year variations of the cosmic ray _lisotropy. Two
versions of decomposition of the primary anisotropy vector
into two components on clock-dial were considered: the
first version - into components along 9-21 h and 6-18 h lines
(in Figures I and 2 the open circles), the second version -

along 9-21 h line and the line of anisotropy maximtu_ time
for 22 years (the Table and closed circles in Figures 1,2).

In F_g.1 and 2 the ionization chamber data for 1937-
1953 age for Huancayo and Cheltenham stations and for 1954-
1983 are for ASK-I Yakutsk. The statistical accuracy of de-
termination of anisotropy components for the first period
is +0.0]%, for the second one is +0.004%.

In Pig.1 the 22-year cos_nic ray anisotropy variation is
shown. As seen from the Fig.1 it is observed at all the re-
gistration levels except 60 m w.e. At the 20 m w.e. depth
where the effective energy of registered patricles is
70 GeV, its amplitude is 0.05_._

Note that in the case of the first version of decompo-
sition the point scattering increases. _ore pronounced va-
riation is observed at a longer set of data of ionization
chambers. The n_gnetic field of the northern solar hemisphe-
re (a dashed line in _ig.1) which was estimated on a number
of polar faculaes [3] evidences the negative correlation
with 22-year anisotropy variation along the 9_21 h line. _len

the interplanetary magnetic field being in the north part
of the ecliptic is directed from the Sun the cosmic ray an-
isotropy is field-aligned to the Sun. If in the same region
the field sign changes to opposite then the anis6tropy v_ll
be directed field-aligned from the Sun. At the moment of
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sign-change of general magnetic field of the Sun the 22-year
wave in Fig. 1 crosses the zero line. It is clear from Pig.2
that the 11-year cosmic ray anisotropy variation is observed
as well at all the depths which is probably caused by the
decrease of regularity degree of the interplanetary magnetic
field at solar activity minima. From the Table it follows
that the maximum time of anisotropy caused by convective-

diffusive process for 23 observation years is 15-16 h. it
means that the inhomogeneous solar wind is of a flattened
form.

The obtained temporal change of the galactic cosmic ray
anisotropy can be caused by the peculiarities of interaction
of the heliomagnetosphere with the local interstellar magne-
tic field. It is knovm that the local galactic magnetic
field (Orion's arm field) is oriented in the direction of

solar apex ( _ = 20 ° , S = 35 ° ) and the speed veOtor of the
interstellar wind ( _ 20 km/s) lies in tile plane of the
ecliptic at the angle 53 ° with respect to the direction of
the field (see references in [4] ).

In [5,6] a model of opened and closed configurations

of the heliosphere was proposed. The opened heliosphere is> _
formed if the solar magnetic field in the northern hemi- l
sphere is detected outward, the closed one - at the opposi-
te field orientation. In the first case the galactic cosmic
rays penetrate into the heliosphere along force lines in
polar regions, in the second case the penetration occurs by _
a diffusion way.

In the given here model it is not taken into account
that the solar wind speed increases while moving away from
the solar equator [7] and the magnetic field in heliosphere
polar regions forms a structure of magnetic cork type.
Therefore even in the case of the "opened" heliosphere the
galactic cosmic rays penetrate mainly by a diffusive way.
Besides, particle transfer within the inner part of the he-
liosphere from high latitudes to low ones is rather slow
due to a small ratio of perpendicular diffusion coeffici-

ent to the parallel one (Dz/DII<< I). On the whole the app-

roach to be solution of considered problem can be retained
if to assume that at the opened configuration the local
galactic field and the heliosphere field under interaction

dissipate in a restricted narrow layer enveloping the part
. of the heliosphere where the interstellar wind blows. The

energy of magnetic fields passes to the plasma of the in-
teraction region and spreads along force lines [8] .

Thus in tile case of the opened heliosphere an additi-
° onal diffusion outflow of particles from the heliosphere

in the plane of ecliptic can be formed which compensates
the v_nd speed increase at high latitudes. Due to the con-

dition DA/DII<< I the additional current for particles, at

least, at 20 m w.e. v_ll be directed along force'lines,
mainly. At the opposite orientation of the magnetic field
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of the heliosphere the supersonic interstellar wind causes
the field increase (beyond the region of a possible helio-
z_gnetosphere,"tail") and therefore some excess of cos1_c
rays. It leads, in its turn, to the increase of the diffu-
sive stream of cosmic rays directed inside the heliosphere.

Fig.1. 22-year variation of Fig.2. 11-year variation
cosmic ray anisotropy, of cosmic ray an-

T o , T7, T20, T60 are much isotropy.

telescope data at the O, 7, R is solar activity
20 and 60 m w.e., I is ioni- (sunspot numbers).
zation chamber data. Dashed I, To, T7, T20 , T60
line - magneric field of the same as in
northern hemisphere of the Sun Fig. 1
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MAGNETICFLUCTUATIONSAND COSMICRAY DIURNALVARIATIONS
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ABSTRACT

A unified theory of cosmic ray diurnal variations
has been proposed in which the first 3 harmonics
of the cosmic ray daily variation all result from
a single anisotropy produced by the combined ef-
fects of adiabatic focusing and anisotropic pitch
angle scattering. The purpose of the present re-
port is twofold: (i) to simplify and improve the
theoretical description of steady-state cosmic
ray anisotropies, and (2) to present and discuss,
in light of the theory, preliminary results of a
study of correlations between cosmic ray diurnal
variations and the fluctuation characteristics of
the interplanetary magnetic field.

1. Theory. Several theoretical investigations of energetic particle
anisotropies (Roelof, 1969; Kunstmann, 1979; Earl, 1981) suggest that
observed anisotropies may appropriately be cast in the form of a simple
analytic solution of the steady-state Boltzmann equation, which,
according to Earl (1981), is given by

f = c° + cIB exp{ (4-q)_ p3 L l_ll-q} " (1)

Here, f is the phase space density, Co and cI are constants, B is
the magnetic field magnitude, q is a parameter characterizing the
anisotropy of pitch angle scattering, x is the scattering mean free
path, L is the focusing length (- 0.94 AU for the nominal Parker field
at Earth), and p is the cosine of the particle pitch angle. The
property of (i) relevant to the present work is that it has a non-
sinusoidal form, and hence will naturally contribute higher order
harmonics to the cosmic ray daily variation observed by ground-based

° instrumentation.

For reasons connected with geomagnetic correction of neutron
, monitor observations (Yasue et al., 1982), it is convenient to express

the free space anisotropy as a Legendre series. Figure i shows the
relationship between the parameters xlL and q and the coefficients ai
of the Legendre expansion of (I). Note that a measurement of the 3
coefficients al, a2, and a3 serves to determine uniquely the
values of both x/L and q. Figure 1 thus allows values of inter-
planetary scattering parameters to be inferred from measurements of
cosmic ray diurnal variations.
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3 - Fig. i. Lines of constant x/L
O.B- (dashed) and constant q (solid)

+0.5 are plotted in a coordinate

I A/_I __i£ i system representing ratios of03 • the coefficients ai of a

_1._//q i/1.4 q Legendre series expansion of the

°T : ,",' exponential anisotropy (1). The
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cosmic ray diurnal variation.
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Bieber and Pomerantz (19831 used essentially this procedure to
infer values for x and q from an analysis of 12 years of neutron
monitor data. However, that earlier analysis expressed the anisotropy
as a first-order focusing eigenfunction,which is closely related to
the exponential (1), but which differs somewhat in the quantitative
prediction of harmonic amplitudes. Because the exponential anisotropy
is derived from the steady-state Boltzmann equation which includes th_
effect of a field-aligned density gradient, as wel] as the effects of
focusing and scattering, it should be the more accurate approximation
to actual cosmic ray anisotropies in most circumstances. If the
observational results of Bieber and Pomerantz are re-interpreted in
terms of the exponential anisotropy, then the long-term average of the
scattering mean free path at 10 GV changes from 0.5 to 0.3 AU, while
the long-term average of q remains unchanged at 1.1.

2. Magnetic Fluctuations and Diurnal Variations. In light of the
theory described above, it might be expected that cosmic ray diurnal
variations would be correlated with the fluctuation characteristics of
the interplanetarymagnetic field. In particular, one might expect the
amplitude of the second harmonic relative to the first to decrease as
the fluctuation level increases, since an increase in fluctuations
should correspond to a decrease in x and, according to Figure 1, a
decrease in a2/a1.

A thorough investigationof this effect would require that the
scattering mean free path be calculated from the observed power
spectrum of the magnetic field (e.g., Jokipii, 1971). However, for
this preliminary study a simpler procedure was chosen in which the
fluctuation level is characterized by the relative variance of the
magnetic field. Relative variance was calculated on a daily basis by "
taking the vector variance of observed hourly field vectors and
dividing this by the mean-square field. For days in which both toward
and away field polarities occurred, the direction of toward vectors was
reversed before the variance was taken. Days with fewer than 12 hours
of data were excluded from the analysis. The remaining days were then
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divided into 7 groups according to relative variance, and the first 3
harmonics of the cosmic ray daily variation observed at Swarthmore over
the period 1965-1978 were averaged separately for each group.

Results of the analysis appear in Figure 2, where the amplitudes
and phases of the first 3 harmonics of the diurnal variation are
displayed as a function of relative variance. The only quantity to
exhibit a strong dependence upon magnetic fluctuation level is the
amplitude of the second harmonic, which decreases significantly at the
higher fluctuation levels.

After correction for geomagnetic effects and for the Compton-Getting
anisotropy (Bieber and Pomerantz, 1983), the data of Figure 2 may be
used to infer values of the interplanetary scattering parameters x/L
and q, as described above. For relative variances in the range 0-0.5,
x/L remains nearly constant at a value ~ 0.35, while for ranges 0.5-0.7
and 0.7-1.0 x/L decreases to 0.27 and 0.19, respectively. For all
values of relative variance the q parameter remains near a value of 1.1.

°Io......... I!;11n_-. 0 .... I .... _- 0 ....

L.

"® 0.08 _t . _ _"0 0
: +_e -r 60.04 ,.., n=2

n=2 _' ®
gJ • • • OlO •E 0 , , , , I .... o 0 ........•< _c:

0.02 4 . '++++ .
n= n=3

0 i ' ' 0 .... i ....
0 0.5 1.0 0 0.5 1.0

Relative Variance of IMF" Relafive Variance of IMF

Fig. 2. The amplitudes and phases of the first (top panels),
- second (middle panels), and third (bottom panels) harmonics

of the cosmic ray daily variation observed at Swarthmore are
plotted as a function of the relative variance of the
interplanetarymagnetic field. Data are not corrected for
geomagnetic effects or for the Compton-Getting anisotropy.
Error bars are • i_.
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3. Discussion. The daily variance calculated from hourly-averaged
magnetic field vectors will naturally be most influenced by fluctuations
with time scales in the range of i to 24 hours. This, it turns out, is
a very suitable range insofar as the scattering of cosmic rays of
neutron monitor energies is concerned, as a cosmic ray of 10 GV
rigidity is resonant with waves that have periods ~ 24 hours in the
spacecraft frame. Thus, it is reasonable to suppose that the relative
variance provides a rough measure of the scattering rate that would be
calculated from the actual power spectrum of fluctuations.

Under this hypothesis, the results described above show general
agreement with theoretical expectation, in that the mean free path
inferred from particle anisotropies decreases at the higher fluctuation
levels. There is also a hint of a possible discrepancy, however, in
that the inferred mean free path seems to be independent of fluctuation
level for relative variances < 0.5.

Further analysis is required to see whether any significance can
be attached to this puzzling result. In particular, the
characterization of fluctuation level by daily relative variance should
be replaced by a careful evaluation of observed magnetic power
spectra. This will allow the relationship between interplanetary
scattering parameters and the fluctuation characteristics of the
magnetic field to be studied quantitatively at a level of detail that
has not heretofore been possible.

4. Acknowledgments. C. H. Tsao contributed significantly to the
extensive computer analysis involved in this work. This research was
supported by the National Science Foundation under grant ATM-8303758.
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Changes in the Energy Spectrum of Anomalous Oxygen and Helium

During 1977-1985

A. C. Cummings and E. C. Stone

CaliforniaInstituteof Technology,Pasadena,CA91125 USA

W. R. Webber

UniversityofNewHampshire,Durham,NH 03824 USA

We have used data from the cosmic-ray experiment on the Voyager spacecraft to
measure the energy spectrum of anomalous O and He during the period 1977 to
1985. We find that these spectra change dramatically after the middle of 1980,
with the peak or plateau region of the differential spectrum shifting to a higher
energy. This change appears to be related to the reversal of the solar magnetic
field and could imply that particledrifts are important to the acceleration or pro-
pagation of these particles.

1. Introduction. The study of the anomalous component of cosmic rays over the solar cycle may
prove to be key to the understanding of the role of drifts in cosmic-ray modulation. Pesses et al.
[1981 ] have suggested that the acceleration site of the anomalous component is most likely in the
polar regions of the solar wind termination shock. In their model the particles drift latitudinally
toward the neutral sheet from the polar regions during the last solar cycle, but drift radially in-
ward along the neutral sheet during the current solar cycle. Consequently, they predict a strong
dependence of the intensity of the anomalous component near the solar equator on solar magnet-
ic field polarity. In this analysis we make use of measurements of the spectra of O and He from
the Cosmic Ray Subsystem (CRS) [Stone et al., 1977] on the Voyager 1 (V1) and 2 (V2) space-
craft to address whether or not these spectra exhibit changes associated with the polarity of the
solar magnetic field.

2. Observations. The general features of the 1l-year cosmic-ray modulation cycle are evident in
the counting rate of the particles which penetrate the high energy telescope on V l, shown in Fig.
1 for 1977-1985. In order to minimize the contamination by solar and interplanetary energetic
particles, quiet times were selected by setting limits to the maximum low-energy He flux, in a
manner similar to that described in Cummings et al. I1984]. The six quiet-time periods that
were selected for analysis for VI are shown as horizontal bars in Fig. 1 and are labeled A through
F. Also shown are the approximate times of the reversal of the solar polar magnetic fields [ Webb
et al., 1984]. Note that the field reversal occurs approximately between periods C and D.

The anomalous O spectrum for the Voyager measurements is derived from the observed
total O spectrum for a particular time interval by subtracting a low-energy solar or interplanetary
component and the high-energy galactic cosmic-ray component. This subtraction procedure is il-
lustrated in Fig. 2 for two extreme examples. The low-energy component is scaled and extrapo-
lated from a power-law fit to the observed He spectrum in the energy range 3-6.1 MeV/nuc using
a ratio He/O-_ 100+ 50 (see Gloeckler et al. [1979]). The galactic cosmic-ray O component is es-

* timated by normalizing the observed carbon spectrum to the O intensity in the 66-125 MeV/nuc
energy interval.

Figure 3 shows the spectra of anomalous O for the six quiet-time intervals A through F
. derived from the V2 observations in the manner just described. The a and b panels show the

spectra for the three intervals before and after the solar magnetic field reversal in 1980, respec-
tively. The spectra for intervals A, B, and C are essentially monotonic with a tendency to flatten
into a peak or plateau at less than _ 6 MeV/nuc. It is clear from Fig. 3b that the energy depen-
dence of the spectra for the intervals after the field reversal (D, E, and F) is significantly different,
having a peak or plateau at _ 10-20 MeV/nuc.

A similar change in the energy spectrum is also apparent in the V1 data. In Fig. 4a we
show the VI observed O spectra for intervals B and F. The galactic cosmic-ray intensity is dom-
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Fig. 1. Three-clay average counting rate of penetrating panicles in the HET l (High-Energy Tele-
scope number 1) of the VI CRS instrument from 1977 to 1986. The rate is dominated by protons
with energy > 75 MeV. The bars and arrows are described in the text.
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Fig. 2. Quiet-time energy spectra of O from Voyager data for two sample time intervals. The ob-
served spectra are shown as the solid circles. Estimated spectra of interplanetary and galactic com-
ponents are shown as solid and dashed lines, respectively. The spectra of anomalous O are indicated
by the open squares which are joined by the dotted lines.
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Fig. 3. Spectra of anomalous O from V2 for the six quiet-time intervals. Panels a and b show the spectra
for periods before and after the solar magnetic field reversal, respectively. The smooth curves are drawn to
aide the eye and are not functional fits tO the data. The dashed line labeled "A" in panel b is copied from
panel a to facilitate comparison. Note the higher energy of the peak (or plateau) intensity of the spectra in
panel b when compared to those of panel a.

inant in the 50-125 MeV/nuc energy range for both time intervals. The intensity in this energy
range is only _ 20°0 higher for interval B than for interval F, indicating that a similar level of
modulation has been reached. Similarly, the anomalous O intensity in the 10-30MeV/nuc ener-
gy range is approximately the same for the two time intervals. However, below 10MeV/nuc
there is a factor of 10 difference in intensity producing a striking difference in the spectrum.

This change in the energy spectrum is also evident in the He data. We show in Fig. 4b the
observed He spectrum for the same two intervals as for Fig. 4a. Below --8MeV/nuc a low-

energy solar or interplanetary component is dominant and causes a sharp upturn in the spec-
trum. For interval B the fiat region of the spectrum from --8to50MeV/nuc indicates that

anomalous He is the primary component, dominating the flux of solar and galactic cosmic rays.
The period F spectrum has a much lower intensity than the period B spectrum below
_30MeV/nuc suggesting that the anomalous He spectrum has shifted to higher energies. If the
particles are singly ionized, the energy dependence of the He spectrum is expected to be obtained
by shifting the anomalous O spectrum by a factor of --4 in energy [Cummings et aL, 1984], so
that the absence of anomalous He below 30MeV/nuc is consistent with the reduced intensity of
anomalous O below 8MeV/nuc.

3. Discussion. If the changes in the energy spectra of the anomalous component are to be ex-
plained by "conventional" modulation theory, in which the effects of diffusion, convection, and
adiabatic deceleration are considered, and the effects of drifts ignored (see Fisk [1980], for a re-
view of solar modulation theory), then it would require either a very prolonged "hysteresis" effect
or a significant change in the rigidity dependence of the diffusion coetficient between halves of
the solar cycle. A hysteresis effect (phase-lag between intensity variations of low-rigidity and
high-rigidity particles) has been reported for the anomalous O component by Klecker et. al
[1980] for the 1974-1975 period. They found a phase lag of 72 days between the intensity of
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Fig. 4. Spectra of observed O (a) and He (b) for time intervals B and F from V 1.

anomalous O with 7.6-24 MeV/nuc and the intensity of galactic cosmic rays with energy

> 10GeV. If the energy spectrum changes in our study are to be ascribed to hysteresis, then a
phase lag of --4 years would be required between particles with only modestly different rigidities
and velocities. If changes in the diffusion coefficient between halves of the solar cycle are to ac-
count for our observations then the spectra of other cosmic-ray species would show pronounced
effects at the corresponding rigidities.

It appears more likely, therefore, that the observed time variation of the energy spectra of
anomalous O and He may be related to changes in the acceleration of particles at the termination
shock due to the 6hange ,in the polarity of the solar magnetic field. Recently, Jokipii [19851 has
used a model of the anomalous component which includes acceleration at the termination shock
and particle drifts and has calculated spectra of anomalous O and He in the two halves of the
solar cycle with different field polarity that resemble the observations reported here.

4. Acknowledgments. We are grateful to R. E. Vogt and other CRS team members at the Cali-
fornia Institute of Technology, the Goddard Space Flight Center, the University of Arizona, and
the University of New Hampshire. This work was supported in part by NASA under contract
NAS 7-918 and grant NGR 05-002-160.
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SOLAR CYC].EYAR]ATIONSOFTHE ANOMALOUSCOSMIC
RAYCOMPONENT

R A, Mew.Jdt and E C.Stone

California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, CaLifornia 91125 USA

The intensityof the "anomalous"cosmic ray component, consisting ,:
ofHe, N.O,and Ne,has longbeen known to be especiallysensitiveto the
effectsof solar modulation. Followingits discoveryin 1972, this
component dominatedthe quiet-timefluxofcosmicray nucleibelow_30
MeV/nucleon during the 1972-1978 solarminimum, but then became
essentiallyunobservableat i AU withthe approach of solarmaximum
conditions. One recent theoreticalmodel predicts substantial
differencesin the intensityof the anomalous fluxesfrom one solar
minimum period to the next because of the reversalof the solar
magnetic field.Usingdata from the Caltechexperimentson IMP-8 and
ICE (ISEE-3),we reporton the intensityofanomalous 0 and He at i AU
during the years 1972 to !985. In particular,we hope to determine
whether the anomalous fluxeswillreturnto their1972-1978levels,as
predictedby sphericallysymmetricmodulationmodels,or whether they
willfailto returnto I AU0 as suggestedby modulationmodels in which
gradientand curvaturedriftsdominate.

Our preliminaryanalysisofdata from 1984 shows thatthe intensity
of 8 to 27 MeV/nucleon 0 isstillmore than an order ofmagnitude below

....its 1972 to 1978levels,whilethe intensityof 25 to 43 MeV/nucleon Heds

i a factor of uS below its maximum level in 1977. Data from 1985 is now
I

! beinganalyzed.
Thiswork was supportedin partby NASA under grantNGR 05-002-

160 and contractsNAS5-_8441and NAS5-28449.
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TEMPORAL VARIATIONS OF THE ANOMALOUS OXYGEN COMPONENT, 1977 - 1984

G.M. Mason I, B. Klecker 2, A.B. Galvin I, D. Hovestadt 2, and F.M. Ipavich 1
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ABSTRACT

We present a survey of the long term temporal variations of

6.6-12 MeV/nucleon anomalous oxygen at 1 AU covering the
period 1977-1984. This time interval included the recent

solar maximum, with the recovery at neutron monitor energies

beginning in 1982. During this time interval, 6.6-12 MeV/

nucleon 0 fluxes decreased by at least a factor of 50, and
indeed remained below our instrumental detection threshold

after 1979. By late 1984, neutron monitors had recovered to

roughly 1979 levels from the 1982 solar maximum, and
anomalous 0 still remained below our detection threshold.

i. Introduction. The 1972 discovery of the anomalous components of He

(4), N, 0 and Ne (1,5,8) added a new particle population to the set

available to probe acceleration and transport processes in the helio-

sphere. Observed over the energy range from a few to a few 10s of

MeV/nucleon during the 1972-77 solar minimum, these components display

an unusual composition resembling neither galactic cosmic rays nor solar

energetic particles. Of the many models suggested to explain the anoma-

lous components, perhaps the most attractive is that by Fisk, Kozlovsky
and Ramaty (3), who proposed that the particles begin as interstellar

neutrals which are ionized and accelerated in the heliosphere, yielding

a particle population in which high ionization potential e_nts are
favored. _

t
A key prediction of his model (3) is that the particle_ are

singly ionized. However, a direct test of this prediction r_ains
beyond the capabilities of any instruments flown to date. Temporal

variations, however, may offer clues pertinent to this question. For

example, a special temporal behavior has been predicted by Pesses,

Jokipii and Eichler (i0) in a model where the anomalous component is

accelerated at the solar wind termination shock over the solar poles,

and the particles subsequently flow down to the ecliptic plane. In this

case, particle drifts yield a 22-year modulation cycle, and thus the

component would not be expected to re-appear during the upcoming solar

minimum. In order to probe these questions we present measurements of

~i0 MeV/nucleon oxygen over the period 1977"1984, thus updating our

previous report for the years 1974-79 (7).

2. Instrumentation. The measurements presented here were carried out

in interplanetary space with the Ultra Low Energy Wide Angle Telescope

(ULEWAT), which is part of the MPI/UMD experiments on the ISEE-I and
ISEE-3 spacecrafts. Figure I shows a cross sectional view of the

ULEWAT, which identifies particle type and energy by the dE/dx versus

residual energy method. For the particles discussed in this paper, the

flow-through proportional counters PI and P2 serve as dE/dx elements,

and the silicon detector DI is the residual energy detector. The
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hodoscope detectors shown in

ULEWAT the Figure permit correction of
the AE signals for particles

SIC entering the telescope at dif-
S_nAxis

Entra_e • ferent angles, thus allowing a
\ Window _ wide opening angle while pre-

it__._Ni.445_icm2 _HODOSCOPE I' serving instrument resolu-

_L // Cou_e_ _ tlon. For the present study,
_-m\qL , I/_I II particles with incident angles

/_ [_ ]']7II Solid State up to ~25 ° were accepted, re-
...... suIting in a geometrical factorI i\X. "l'" lll..c..! i ,,o,.,, -1.3 cm 2 sr. A complete
! Iii7_ I.-H_-D2 20_. SiILi) instrument description has been

i ]_ V'_ ii li|_---AW2030_ Sl(Li) published elsewhere (6).

\ : i!._i! I_y i,__!I In order to remove thepossibility of contamination

F , by, e.g., solar flare parti-

_} cles, a strict criterion wasAE-Propo_nal adopted wherein observation

_-RF-Screen Countesers times were used only if the

counting rate channel for Z > 6
,_Anticoi_idence

Countem AP particles above 300 keV/nucleon

_!! counted less than 30 particles

. /_ " in 24 hours of observingtime. Assuming E-3 spectra,

this criterion extrapolates

roughly to a level of 10-4

_HODOSCOPE--Counters particles/sec-m2-sr-MeV/nuc at
, , i0 MeV/nucleon, a factor of

_cm ~500 below anomalous 0 flux

levels during solar minimum.

Table 1 lists the observing

Figure I time periods and number of

hours observing time for each point. High levels of solar activity
decreased the number of hours of quiet time in some intervals, and,

after ISEE-3 was targeted for comet encounter, spacecraft tracking

coverage was an important factor.

3. Observations. Figure 2 shows the fluxes and upper limits of 6.6-12

MeV/nucleon quiet time O during the survey period. Note that after the

end of 1978, only upper limits are shown. In the figure, upper limit

data points plotted with positive standard deviation bars indicate

finite O measurements where the spectral information was not sufficient

to conclusively identify the particles as part of the anomalous compo-

nent. Points that are shown as upper limits only are 1-count upper

- limits. For comparison with the solar modulation at high energies, the
lower panel shows 3-month averages of the Deep River neutron monitor as

compiled from Solar-Geophysical Data. While the neutron monitor has

been increasing since its 1982 minimum, by late 1984 it has not sur-

passed 1979 levels, and thus it is not surprising that even in 1984
anomalous 0 remained below our detection threshold.
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Table i

OBSERVATION PERIODS AND COLLECTION TIMES

Spacecraft Period Hours Spacecraft Period Hours

ISEE-I 10/26/77 - 12/30/77 343 ISEE-3 7/01/81 - 12/31/81 635

ISEE-I 01/01/78 - 08/08/78 368 ISEE-3 1/01/82 - 06/30/82 734
ISEE-3 08/14/78 - 12/30/78 784 ISEE-3 7/01/82 - 12/31/82 758
ISEE-3 01/01/79 - 06/30/79 709 ISEE-3 1/01/83 - 07/01/83 1299
ISEE-3 07/01/79 - 12/31/79 684 ISEE-3 7/01/83 - 12/31/83 2058
ISEE-3 01/01/80 - 06/30/80 1148 ISEE-3/ICE 1/01/84 - 06/30/84 418
ISEE-3 07/01/80 - 12/31/80 686 ISEE-3/ICE 7/01/84 - 09/28/84 172
ISEE-3 01/01/81 - 07/01/81 586
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4. Discussion. From Figure 2 it is clear that at 1 AU anomalous 0

decreased by at least a factor of 50 between 1977 and solar maximum

levels in 1981-82. This is much larger than the factor of ~I0 observed

for cosmic ray protons near i00 MeV (13), but is comparable to the
factor of ~30 decrease in 10-20 MeV/nucleon anomalous He between 1977

and 1981 (9). The fact that the anomalous components show greater

sensitivity to the solar cycle than galactic cosmic rays may be due to a

combination of source (acceleration) and modulation effects; however,

the unique spectral shapes of the anomalous components may also play an

important role (II).

During the 1977-81 time period the NI0 MeV/nucleon 0 flux

observed on the Voyager spacecrafts decreased also by a factor of ~50

(12), almost the same as the upper limits shown in Figure 2. However,

since the Voyagers were at ~i0 AU in 1981, the measurements cannot be

directly compared with the results presented here. Indeed, since the

anomalous He component has typically shown rather large positive radial

gradients, the Voyager results could imply an anomalous 0 flux level at

i AU a factor of 2 or more below our upper limits--ylelding an overall
modulation factor of >I00 between 1977 and 1981.

Since the neutron monitors have not returned to levels at which

our instrumental sensitivity would allow us to see anomalous 0 based on

an 11-year cycle, we are not yet able to address the predictions of a

22-year cycle as in the model in reference (i0). Recently, the anoma-

lous 0 fluxes have been increasing at large distances from the sun (2),

so it may be soon possible to address this question with measurements at
I AU.
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Radial and Latitudinal Gradients of Anomalous Oxygen
During 1977-1985

W. R. Webber

University of New Hampshire, Durham, Nil 03824 USA

A. C. Cummings and E. C. Stone

California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125 USA

We find that the radial gradient of anomalous O remains constant during 1977-85
at --10-15%/AU although the intensity changes by more than a factor of 100.
These results can be used to deduce that most of the modulation of the intensities
of these particles is occurring beyond 27AU. We also find evidence for a latitudi-
nal gradient of- +3 %/degree at low energies (7.1-10.6MeV/nuc).

1. Introduction. In this analysis we make use of measurements of the spectrum of O nuclei from
the Cosmic Ray Subsystem (CRS) on the Voyager 1 (VI) and 2 (V2) spacecraft [Stone et al.,
1977] and from the Goddard-University of New Hampshire experiment on Pioneer 10
[McDonald et al., 1977] to study the radial and latitudinal gradients and temporal variations of
anomalous O. Quiet-time data from 1977 to 1985 are utilized.

2. Observations. The general features of the 1l-year cosmic-ray modulation cycle may be exam-
ined by using the counting rate of panicles which penetrate the high-energy telescope on V1 as
shown in Fig. l (curve "P", mainly protons > 75 MeV). A change in this rate by a factor _2 is
observed between 1977 and the minimum in 1981-82. This change is mainly due to solar
modulation; however, some gradient effects are present in the data as well since V l is moving
outward from 1 to _22AU during this time period. Figure l also shows a similar plot for 40-
106MeV/nuc C+O nuclei for 24 quiet-time intervals between 1977-85 (curve "C+O"). Here the

change in intensity between 1977 and the minimum in 1981 is a factor _ 5. Finally, in Fig. 1
the temporal variations for 5.6-17.2 MeV/nuc anomalous O are shown for the same 24 quiet-
time intervals (curve "O"). All three components show a similar pattern of variations but for the
anomalous O the overall intensity variation is larger than the others, approaching a factor _ 100.

In order to minimize contamination by solar and interplanetary panicles and to help
separate temporal and radial variations, six quiet-time intervals labeled A-F in Fig. I were select-
ed by setting limits to the maximum low-energy helium flux, in a manner similar to that
described in Cummings et al. [1984 ]. The anomalous O spectrum is derived from the observed
total O spectrum for a particular time interval by subtracting both a low-energy solar or inter-
planetary component and the high-energy galactic cosmic-ray component [Cummings et al.,
1985].

In Fig. 2a, b, c we show the differential intensities of anomalous O nuclei in three separate
energy intervals for each of the six quiet-time intervals at each of the spacecraft as they moved
outward from the sun. The solid lines are least-squares fits to the data points, except for the
lowest energy interval for periods E and F when V1 is at --24 degrees north heliographic lati-
tude. (VI left the ecliptic plane after encounter with Saturn in 1980.) In these two cases the V1
points, connected by the dashed lines, are significantly above the straight lines (representing a
constant radial gradient) connecting the V2 and P10 points. We attribute the deviation to a lati-
tude gradient at low energies having a weighted average value of 3.0 ± 1.0%/degree for the com-
bined two periods E and F.

In Fig. 3 we show the calculated radial gradient (slope of solid lines in Fig. 2) for each of
the three energy intervals. In the lowest energy interval (7.1-10.6MeV/nuc) the spectrum of
anomalous O is changing with time [Cummings et al., 1985], which may contribute to the ob-
served variation in the radial gradient. Above 10.6 MeV/nuc no such energy spectral changes are
found and the resulting gradient is remarkably constant. In the 10.6-17.1 MeV/nuc interval the
average value of the gradient is 10.7 + 0.6%/AU, somewhat lower than the 15 ± 3%/AU found by
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Fig. l. Counting rates of three particle types from Voyager I telescopes. P labels the penetrating
rate from the high-energy telescope (mainly protons > 75MeV), C+O labels the rate of 40-106 C+O,
and O labels the rate of 5.6-17.2MeV/nuc anomalous oxygen. The approximate times of the solar
magnetic field reversal in the northern (N) and southern (S) polar regions are indicated by the vertical
bars [IV'ebb et al., 1984]. The horizontal bars represent quiet-time intervals as discussed in the text.
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Fig. 2. Intensity of anomalous O versus heliocentric radial distance in three energy intervals from
the Vl, V2, and P10 cosmic-ray instruments. The labels A-F refer to the six quiet-time intervals
chosen for analysis. The lines are described in the text.
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Webber et al. [1981] for the period 1972- 79.
It is clear from Figs. 2 and 3 that the radial ........ /
gradient for all three energy intervals has not 15 + ! -+__
changed appreciably with time or radial dis- Io --t-- [ -_-
tance, maintaining a value between _ 10- _ -+-
15%/AU despite the fact that the intensity _ 5 Zl-tO.rMeV/nuc
has varied by more than a factor of 100. " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' J

3. Discussion. We believe that the constancy _ 1,5[i* 10.6-17.1MeWnuct

of the gradient with respect to time both be- Io --_ + + ++
fore and after the solar magnetic field rever- _ 5[

sal in 1980, and during a period when the in- _ , , , i , , , , ,

tensity change was a factor _ 100 is an im- _ __t -_- t- 1--2--+

portant clue and constraint on the solar rr 15 +
modulation process, in conventional modu- I -_
lation theory, if the effects of particle stream-
ing in the interplanetary medium can be 17.1-30.6 MeV/nuc

I I I l I I I I

neglected, then the radial gradient, Gr, and 1977 1979 1981 1985 1985
the radial diffusion coefficient, K:r, are related
by Gr-CV/K r. The average solar wind velo- Time
city, V, and K r change only slightly over a Fig.3. Measuredradial gradients of anomalousO
solar cycle (see Hedgecock [1974] and Feld- versustime for the three energyintervals of Fig.2.
man et al. [1979]). Also the Compton-

Getting coefficient C, which is related to the spectral shape, does not change appreciably since the
spectral shape remains similar above _ 10 MeV/nuc. Thus, if the gradient can be described by
these local parameters, it would be expected to be constant as observed.

In this simple conventional modulation model in which K r is independent of radial dis-
lance r, the particle intensity j at r is given by j--jbexp [CV(r-rb)/Kr], where Jb is the intensity at
the modulation boundary. Since C, V, and 1( r are not changing appreciably with time, and as-
suming Jb is constant, the large modulation at a given position would require a time variation in
the boundary location rb. The magnitude of the required change in the boundary distance can
be .estimated from Fig. 2b. The dotted line is an extrapolation of the intensity in the 10.6-
17.1MeV/nuc energy range during the time of solar minimum to the position of PI0 (27AU)
during the solar maximum period of interval D. The implied intensity change from period A to
D at 27AU is a factor of 136 ± 52, indicating that most of the modulation during period D is oc-
curring beyond 27AU. Using the average radial gradient for this energy interval we find that the
required change in the boundary distance r b is 46 ±4AU. A similar boundary shift has been sug-
gested by Evenson et al. [1979] to explain electron observations.

Such a boundary shift would also produce changes in the intensity of other panicle
species. For example, the penetrating particle rate (P) in Fig. 1 shows a variation from solar
minimum to solar maximum of a factor _2. The median rigidity of the particles dominating
this rate is _ 1.8GV, the same rigidity as 7MeV/nuc anomalous O if O is singly charged (as ex-
pected if they are freshly-ionized neutrals [Fisk et al., 1974]). The spectral shapes of the
anomalous O (above 10MeV/nuc) and high-energy protons are similar (spectral index ---2) im- ..
plying they have similar values of C. Since Kr-'13f(R),where 13is the panicle velocity and R is
the rigidity, the expected gradient for the P rate can be scaled from the gradient of anomalous O
by Gr(P)- Gr(O)(130/13p) -- 10(.12/.89) - 1.5%/AU, a value in approximate agreement with ob-
servations by others (see McKibben et al. [1982] and Lockwood and Webber [1984]). The inten-
sities at two different times are related by j l/j2-exp(Gr(grb) ) Therefore, a boundary change of
46AU and a radial gradient of 1.5-3%/AU would result in j ]/j2-2-4 for the penetrating pani-
cles, similar to what we observe.

An alternative way to accomplish the same modulation without changing the boundary
distance is to decrease Per, and thus increase the gradient, in a localized shell of turbulence in the
outer heliosphere, as suggested by Burlaga et al. [1984]. The observed change in modulation
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would require, for example, an increase in the anomalous O gradient from 11%/AU to 44%/AU
in a shell 15AU thick.

It is also possible that variations in the source of the anomalous O may contribute to the
observed solar cycle variation. We note that Jokipii [1985], using a model of the anomalous
component in which the particles are accelerated at the polar termination shock and drift to the
solar equatorial regions, has calculated spectra of anomalous O that depend on the polarity of the
magnetic field and which are in reasonable agreement with observations of changes in the spectra
associated with the magnetic field reversal (see Cummings et al. [1985]). However, we find no
evidence of a change in the gradient of the anomalous O at the time of the solar magnetic field
reversal as would presumably be expected from such a model.
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scientists and engineers at the California Institute of Technology, the Goddard Space Hight
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OBSERVATIONOFPICK-UPIONSINTHESOLARWIND:
EVIDENCEFORTHESOURCEOFTHEANOMALOUSCOSMICRAYCOMPONENT?

D.HOVESTADT,E.MOBIUS,B.KLECKER,M.SCHOLER,
Max-Planck-Institut fi]r extraterrestrische Physik,8046 _RCHINO,Oermany

O.(3LOECKLERandF.M.IPAVICH
Dept.of PhysicsandAstronomy,University of Maryland, COLLEOEPARK, MD20?42, USA

ABSTRACT.Singly ionizedenergetichelium hasbeenobservedin the solar
wind by usingthe time-of-flight spectrometerSULEICAon theAMPTE/IRM
satellite between September and December, 1984. The energy-density
spectrum shows a sharp cut-off which is strongly correlated with the
four-fold solar wind bulk energy.Theabsoluteflux of the He+ionsof about
lo4ions/cm2-s is present independentof the IPL magneticfield orientation.
Themost likely source is the neutral helium of the interstellar wind which
isionizedbysolarUV-rediation.Itissuggestedthatthesparticlesrepresent
thesourceoftheanomalouscosmicraycomponent.

I.Introduction.In 1972 anomalousfeatureeinthelowenergyquiettimecosmicrayenergy
spectrum havebeendetectedforhelium,oxygen,nitrogen,and neonby GARCIA-MUNOZet
el.(1972),HOVESTADTetel.(1973),andMc DONALDetel.(197,I).Thesefourelementsareknown
tohaveahighfirstionizationpotentialcomparedtootherelementslikecarbon,magnesium,silicon
andiron(e.gALLEN(1973)).ThisfactleadFISKetel.(1974)tosuggestthatthesourceofthe
particlesistheinterstellarneutralwindwhichbecomesionizedintheinnerheliesphereby
interactionoftheatomswithsolarultra-violettradiationand/orsolarwindions.Thenewlycreated
ionsthenarepicked-upbytheinterplanetarymagneticfield.Withtheirgyro-motioninthesolar
windframetheyrepresentadistinguishedpopulationwhichissubsequentlyconvectedintotheouter
heliospherewhilebeingacceleratedwithintheturbulentmagneticfieldsoftheheliosphere(e.g.
FISK1976a,b)orattheterminatingshock(PESSE8etel.(1981)).Theresultingenergyspectrum
isthenreshapedtotheobservedspectrumby modulationandpropagationeffectsininterplanetary
space.Thispaperpresentsfirstdirectobservationsofthedistributionfunctionoffreshlyionized
heliuminthesolarwindwhichlikelyhasitsoriginintheneutralinterstellarwindandprobably
representthesourceoftheanomalousheliumcomponentincosmicrays.

2.ThePick-UpProcess.Freshlyionizedheliumatomsarelocallysubjectedtothecombinedforces
oftheinterplanetaryVswxB fieldofthesalarwindandtheLorentz-forceinthemagneticfield,B,

whereVSW isthesolarwindvelocity;i.e.intheinertial-system(whichnearlycoincideswiththe

spacecraft-system)theparticlesundergoinitiallyacycloidalmotionina planeperpendicularto *
thelocalmagneticfield,B,witha minimumvelocitywhichisequaltothevelocityoftheneutral
wind(assumedtobe < 20 kmls andthereforebeingneglectedin thefollowing).Themaximum
velocitywhichtheseionscanobtaininthepick-upprocessisdeterminedbythesolarwindvelocity o
andtheanglec(betweenitsflowdirectionandthedirectionofthelocalmagneticfield:

v(max,loc)= 2-VSW. sin(x (I) . Thisleadstoanenergyof

E(max,loc)= 4- M/2-VSW2. sin2 _ (2)

Inthe8clapwindframethemotioninitiallyleadstoa conicalpitch-angledistributionwiththe
pitchangleo(.Thevelocitiesparallelandperpendiculartothelocalmagneticfielderegivenby
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v(par) =V6w-COS o_ (3) and

v(perp)= VSW. sin c¢ (4) .
Thereforethe total ion velocity in thesolar wind frame is givenby

v = (Vpar2 + Vperp2)1/2 = IVswl (s)
If the interplanetary mediumwere homogeniouswith parallel magneticfield lines and if there
were noscattering imposedby intrinsic or self-generatedwaves,the distribution function would
remain gyrotropic andring-shaped in the three-dimensionalvelocity space.

In the real world ,however, the motion of the particles is subjected to effects generatedby
temporal and spatial magnetic irregularities in the expandinginterplanetary medium. While
energy-changingwave-particle interactions can be neglected,pitch-angle scattering andadiabatic
deceleration can greatly influence the particle distribution. Within a scattering mean free
path-length X the initially ring-type velocity distribution is expected to be reshaped by
pitch-angle diffusion into a spherical-shell type distribution which is fully canvectedwith the
solar wind. Theorbital velocity Ivl= IVswlremains constantin the solar wind frame as long as
adiabaticdecelerationdoesnot play a significant role. In the inertial systemthe expectedvelocities
rangefrom zero to 2. YSWwith correspondingobservableenergiesbetweenzero andfour times the

solar wind bulk energy (0 < Epick..up< 4- M/2. VSW2).Theenergyspectrumshouldshowa clean
cut-off at that energy value. Thespectrum below cut-off should
reflect the effect of adiabatic deceleration in the expanding AHPTE/IRH SULEICA
interplanetary mediumupstreamof theobserver. 20 20keV/e

S. INSTRUMENTATIONandSATELLITE.Thedatapresentedhere are _-SW
obtainedwith the suprathermal particle spectrometerSULEICAof 1£ He+n '
the Max-Planck-lnstitute/ University of Maryland onboard the j',11
IRM spacecraft of the A_,ctive-Magnetospheric-P_.article-Iracer
Explorer project (AMPTE), launchedon 11. August 1984 into a
highly elliptical orbit with an apogeeof 18.9 earthradii. During _6.skev_eHe+
thetime period from launchuntil December1984 the S/Cspenta z_
large fraction of eachorbit in the solar wind upstream of the 1(
bow-shockof the earth. TheSULEICAspectrometeris basedon the
techniquesof electrostatic deflection followedby a time-of-flight o
and residual energy measurement(for details see MOBIUSet
el. 1985). Theelectrostatic deflectionanalyser, representedby two 0 n, f "1111/*.1keV/e

concentricsegmentsof a sphere,selectsincomingionsaccordingto

their energyper chargein 24 logarithmically spacedvoltagesteps --_r_+- __

correspondingto anenergy rangefrom 5 to 226 keY/charge.After 10
passing through the analyser the ions enter the time-of-flight
sectionwhere the velocity of the ions is measured.The ions are

, stoppedin a Silicon surfacebarrier detectorwhere the residual
energy is_determined.Thegeometrical factor of the instrument is 100 200. 300
4.3.10 -2cm 2srandtheenergyresolutionisAE/E = 0.097. TIME-0F-FLIGHT[NSEC]

. For the investigationpresentedhere theenergyof the pick-up ions _: Typical TOF-histogram!
is too low to create a sufficiently high energy signal in the at three different energy steps,',
solid-state detectors.Thereforewe identify the ion-speciesonly by takenin the solar sector.Dataare
combiningthe electrostaticdeflection( E/Q )and thetime of flight obtainedon Nov.11,I 984 at = 18

signal (TOF). For a given E/Q stepthe TOFhistogramas shownin REin frontofth8bow-.,hock
fiqure 1 therefore represents a mass-per-charge histogram
which is takenin thedirection of the solar wind.
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4. OBSERVATIONS. A limited number(ten) of AMPTE//IRM 84-11-11
observational periods were chosen in the solar wind lo:50:oo - 11;29:.39
between launch of the 8/C and December,15, 1984. AZIMUTH: 0,0- 0.0

During all periodswe observeda peak in the i.o_+o8
TOF-histogramsatMIQ = 4 at EIQ stepswhichare J)E

significantlyhigherthanwe wouldexpectforgenuine I
solarwindparticles.DependingontheEIQstepandthe ,_E+os

solarwindvelocity,we alsoobserveinadditiona broadn,
andvariablepeakatTOFvalueswhichcorrespondtothe

',solarwindvelocity.TheseionswithMIQ valuesabove5 _ ,.oE+o4
correspondtosolarwindheavyions.FiqureI showsa
typicalexampleofTOF histogramsforthreedifferent

, l, I
E/Q steps obtainedon November11, 1984. It should be ½_.oE+o_ I \\noted,that the He+ peak is visible at all orientations of 0
the interplanetary magnetic field no matter wether \ I .* _XL3
bow-shockacceleratedionsare presentor not. -1.oE+o2 "--
Fiqure2 showstheenergy-densityspectrumof theM/Q I -- 7"' t

: 4 peakas measuredduring a sample period of 40 I i
minute duration on Navenber11,1984, whenthere are ;.oE+o; ......... I _
nobow-shockacceleratedparticles present.Thespectra ;.oE+oo ;.oE_ol +o2

are taken from the directional sector which alsocontains ENERGY[ReV/Q]

the solar wind. Except the two neighbouringsectors all Fiqure 2:Exampleof an energy-density
ether sectors do not ahow any counts in the M/Q = 4 spectrum of the M/Q=4 ion channel
bin.There is a sharp cut-off at an energy of about 23 accu- mulatedover 40 minutes. Dashed,
keV/ewhich correspondsto four time thebulk-energy of curved line representsthe 1 count/step
the solar wind. Belowthecut-off energyweobservea level.
more or less flat distribution which endsat a sharp rise of the spectrum at about 8 keY/e. We
attribute the rise to solar wind particles of M/Q = ,t which will benotdiscussedin this paper.

5. Discussion.Following theargumentsin section2 we tried to correlate the experimental cut-off
energies, firstly (_) with the full four-fold solar wind bulk-energy for mass M = 4
(Helium), and secondly(figure 4) with the four-fold componentperpendicular to the local
interplanetary magneticfield (eq.(2)).
There is an excellent correlation with the full energy (correlation coefficient = 0.98) while the
correlation with the perpendicularcomponentis rather poor (correlation coefficient = 0.26). This
result suggeststhat the originally injected ions havelost their directional information in the solar
wind frame due to pitch angle scattering, while maintaining their injection energy. The poor
Correlation with the perpendicular componentshows that the ions have lost their directional
information and,thereforesuggeststhat the sourceregionof the ions extendsbeyondonemeanfree
scattering length upstreamof the observer. Themagneticrigidity of suprathermal singly ionized
heliumofafewkeY/nucleonisintheorderof5 toI0 MY.The meanfreepathisknowntobeofthe o
orderof 0.05AU duringquietinterplanetaryconditions(e.g.compilationinMASON etel.(1983)).
Theapparentlylargeextentofthesourceregionexcludesaterrestrialoriginoftheions.
Theeffectofadiabaticdecelerationisexpectedtobehighduetostrongcouplingoftheparticlesto
thesolarwind.Thissetsanupperlimitforthedistancebetweenpointoforiginandobserver.Ions "
originatingtoofarupstream(ortcoclosetothesun)loosesomuch energythattheybecome
indistinguishablefromthesolarwinditself.

Togeta roughestimateofthesourcestrengthofthepick-upionswe usetheenergyspectrum
(_) andarguethattheenergychannelsbelowthecutoffenergyarepopulatedviaadiabatic
deceleration,therateofwhichisassumedtovaryasIIrwithheliocentricdistance.Themeasured
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quantityE.djldE-d_ineachenergychannelinfigure3 isrelatedtotherelevantsource-quantities

as: E-djldEdR _ E •S(r)•Ar •4-AC2SULEICAI(4mAE-A_) = 5(R).ArlTT-(EIAE)

where S(r)= NHe • _ion isthe sourceCut-0ffEnergy(keV) AMPTE/SULEICA

strengthofsinglyionizedhelium.For a 3o

relativeenergywidthoftheinstrumentof
AE/E = 0.Ithelengthofthesourcecolumn 25 /

oftheSIC translatesintoAr = 20 /'/"upstream
0.2AU = 3-I012cm.Usinganaveragevalue . i...-_'
of 7 .I05 fortheenergydensityofthe _5 _
pick-upions(fromfigure2J we obtaina
sourcestrength8(r=I AU) _ 8 • 10-10 io ,-,"I"I
IcmSs.Foran ionizationrateof8.10-81s

5
(e.g.Holzer1977) we arriveata neutral

interstellarheliumdensityNO=10-2Icm5, o

a valuewhich is fullycompatiblewith s 1o _5 2o 25 3o
resultsfromopticalEUV measurementsof 4-MI2.Vs2w ( key)
He II resonantlyscatteredEUV-linesFiQure3:Correlationbetweenexperimenmtalcut-off
(WELLER andMEIER 1974;DALAUDIERet energiesandthefour-foldsolarwind bulk-energy
ai.1984) in the heliosphere.These(Correlationcoefficient= 0.98).

measurementsrepresentthe firstdi.reCtcut_offEnergy(keY) AMPTE/SULEIC.A
observationof energetichelium ]ons30
picked-upby the solarwind from the
interstellarneutralwindtherebyfilling25 "
onemoregapinthehypothesestoexplain
the anomalouscosmicray component. 20 •
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ON THE ANOMALOUS COMPONENT

M. S. Potgieter, L. A. Fisk and M. A. Lee
Space Science Center, University of New Hampshire

Durham, NH 03824, USA

1. Introduction. The so-called anomalous cosmic ray component, which
occurs at energies of about 10 MeV/nucleon and consists only of He, N, O,
and Ne, has been a subject of interest for more than a decade. The ori-
gin of this component is generally considered to be interstellar neutral
gas that is ionized and accelerated in the solar wind, as was proposed by
Fisk et al. (1974). The mechanism and the location for the acceleration,
however, remains an unsolved problem.

In this paper, we use a model which includes the effects of gradient
and curvature drifts and consider the implicationsof observed spatial
gradients of the anomalous component for the location of the acceleration
region. We conclude that if drifts are important the acceleration region
cannot lie at the solar poles. We also conclude that there is no single
region for the acceleration which can account for both the observed
intensities and gradients in models which include drift effects.

2. Results and Discussion. Pesses et al. (1981) proposed a mechanism
for the acceleration of the anomalous component based on the acceleration
of particles at the solar wind termination shock over the poles. They
argue that once the particles are accelerated, gradient and curvature
drifts will bring the particles downward from the heliospheric polar
regions onto the equatorial plane. After a polarity reversal of the
solar magnetic field, the oppositely directed drifts will restrict the
passage of particles onto the equatorial plane. They therefore predict a
dramatic change in the intensity of the anomalous component from cycle to
cycle.

A complicatingfactor for drift models, however, is the small
radial gradients these models predict for periods when the interplanetary
magnetic field (IMF) is directed outwards in the northern heliosphere, as
in 1970-80 (Potgieter, 1985). During this period the downward drifts of
particles from the polar regions onto the equatorial plane tend to make
the radial gradients in the equatorial plane small. The gradients also
prove to be rather insensitive to changes in modulation parameters, for
instance, the parallel diffusion coefficient. The question therefore
arises whether a polar source for the anomalous component and strong
drift effects can be compatible with the observed radial gradients of
10%-15%/AU for the anomalous component (Webber et al., 1981, 1985).

In this preliminary study we assumed a source spectrum for the
anomalous oxygen which yields approximatelythe observed 1976-77 energy
spectrum at Earth using a drift model for the modulation of cosmic rays
(Potgieter and Moraal, 1985). To obtain a source which can be placed at
various O-(polar angle) values at a radial distance of 50 AU, we used
Gaussian spectra of the form

JT = JT exp {-0.028(0-@ )2} ,O

with a half-width of I0° about 0o and JT the assumed O-independent anoma-
lous oxygen spectrum. We then solved the cosmic-ray Lransport equation,
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Fig. 1: Calculated radial gradients in the equatorial plane as
a function of radial distance with a source at 50 AU and various
polar angles; (a) for a D(+) cycle with drifts downward onto the
equatorial plane at 0 = 90°, and (b) for a D(-) cycle that is
with the polarity of the IMF reversed.

assuming a steady-state and azimuthal symmetry, shifted the source in
10° intervals from the pole to the equator atO=90 °, and calculated the
radial gradients in the equatorial plane for each location of the source.

• We repeated the calculationswith the IMF polarity reversed, but other-
wise unchanged modulation parameters. The diffusion coefficients used
correspond to solar-minimum conditions (Potgieter and Moraal, 1985).

To distinguish between the two configurationsof the IMF, we use
the notation D(+) for _1970-80 and D(-) for the 11 years before and after
this period. Starting with a D(+) period, that is with drifts directed
downward onto the equatorial plane, we show in Fig. la the radial gra-
dients in the equatorial plane for 10 MeV anomalous oxygen as a function
of radial distance with the source at 50 AU and various polar angles.

, The striking feature of this figure is the dramatic decrease of the
radial gradient with increasing radial distance, from %10%/AU at Earth to
a negative gradient,_withthe source placed at 50 AU over the pole. With
the source at the equatorial plane, the radial gradient steadily

- increases from 12%/AU at Earth to about 22%/AU at 50 AU. Fig. lb shows
the situation with the polarity of the IMF reversed, that is with drifts
directed from the equatorial plane toward the polar regions. The radial
gradients, with the source at the pole, again rapidly decrease with
increasing radial distance. With the source at the equator, the radial
gradients compared to Fig. la are smaller for most of the heliosphere out
to 50 AU.
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The results of Fig. 1 indicate the following. The radial gradi-
ents in the equatorial plane, with a source at the pole, are inconsistent
with the observed radial gradients for the anomalous component, indepen-
dent of the polarity of the solar magnetic field. By moving the source
towards the equatorial regions, the calculated radial gradients become
comparable to those observed. The calculated values, however; are sig-
nificantly smaller, except in the inner heliosphere, for the present
cycle as compared to the previous cycle, whereas the observed values seem
to remain constant before and after the polarity change in 1980 (Webber
et at., 1985).

24 i i i i i i i i i

'10 lVieV Anomalous Oxygen , , , --

20 Source at Equator _-...---' ..... 1.0 "'-.. I0 Me'_ Anomalous Oxygen
A ._.. %.
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"'_<......................... " '\ D(+) D(-) //_-
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Fig. 2: The effect of increasing Fig. 3: The normalized intensity
the half-width (W) of the source at Earth of 10 MeV anomalous oxygen
spectrum, from 10° to 50°, on the as a function of various polar
radial gradients in the equatorial angle positions of the source at
plane with a source at the equator 50 AU for periods before and after
at 50 AU. a polarity reversal.

We also investigatedthe effect of increasing the half-width of
the source spectra from 10°, in steps of 10°, to 50° to simulate an
extended, less localized source. For both the D(+) and D(-) cycle of the
magnetic field the radial gradients in the equatorial plane change insig-
nificantly with the extended source over the polar regions. The effect
of an extended source placed at the equator is shown in Fig. 2. For the
D(+) period the radial gradients now seem compatible with those observed.

The intensity for the anomalous oxygen at Earth with a source at
various latitudes should also be taken into consideration. The intensity
of the 10 MeV anomalous oxygen at Earth, normalized to the intensity
during a D(+) period with a source at the pole, is given in Fig. 3 as a
function of the position of the source at 50 AU at various polar angles.
For the D(+) period (downward drifts) the intensity at Earth decreases
rapidly as the source is shifted from the pole to the equator. Comparing
the intensity for the two periods, with the source at the pole, the D(-)
intensity is 3ubstantially lower (a factor of 200) as was suggested by
Pesses et at. (1981). For the D(-) cycle the intensity increases as the
source is shifted toward the equator. It is interesting to compare this
behavior, dependent on the polarity of the IMF, to the no-drift case
shown in Fig. 3.
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Our calculations show that, although the intensity of the anoma-
lous oxygen, with a source at the pole, dramatically decreases after a
change in the IMF polarity, the radial gradients in the equatorial plane
are inconsistent to those observed. Furthermore, although the radial
gradients for a D(-) cycle (the present cycle) with a source at 50 AU at
the equator seem comparable to observations, the calculated intensity
during this cycle exceeds the intensity during a D(+) cycle (the previous
cycle), which is again contrary to what is observed.

3. Concluding Remarks. It should be noted that no attempt has been made
in this preliminary study to include acceleration at the termination
shock in a self-consistent manner. As has been pointed out recently by
Jokipii (1985), drifts along the shock front and in the IMF can affect
the spectrum and the spatial distribution of particles at the termination
shock. When drifts are downward from the poles, they are poleward along
the shock front. Both effects tend to limit the shock acceleration of
particles that are injected near the poles. Conversely, when the drifts
are towards the poles in the IMF, as they are in the current cycle, the
drifts are downward from the poles along the shock front. These effects
will increase the number of times particles interact with the shock,
thereby increasing the energy they can gain, and will spread particles
injected over the poles towards the equatorial region.

The complication of an accelerated spectrum which evolves with
changing field polarity does not affect our conclusion that the injection
and acceleration cannot occur primarily over the solar poles in models in
which drift effects are important. During the last cycle, when drifts
were downward from the poles, drifts along the termination shock front
would concentrate the acceleration at the poles. However, as we demon-
strated above, in this case the radial gradient seen in the equatorial
plane is inconsistent with observations. An evolving spectrum at the
termination shock could, however, affect the intensity seen at_arth.

In conclusion, we argued in this paper that the source for the
acceleration of the anomalous component cannot lie at the solar poles in
models that include gradient and curvature drifts. Such models will not
yield the observed spatial gradients in the equatorial plane. We argued
also that a source near the equatorial plane can yield the correct
gradients, but in drift models will not yield the observed behavior in
the intensity from cycle to cycle.

It would appear, therefore, that drift models may have significant
difficulty in accounting for the observed features of the anomalous
component.
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POSSIBLE ORIGIN OF THE ANOMALOUS COMPONENT OF COSMIC RAYS

Biswas_ S._ Durgaprasad, N._ Singh_ R.K.,
Vahia, M.N., and Yadav_ J.S.

Tata Institute of Fundamental Research

Bombay 400 005, India

ABSTRACT

In this work we have studied the possible origin of
the anomolous cosmic rays (ACR) in terms of stellar

wind injection from O-type stars and their acceleration
in shock fronts of SNR's. This is in continuation of

our earlier work (Biswas_Durgaprasad_ and Trevedi,
Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci. 1981) in which we estimated that

heavy ions of He.=,O.4,etc. of energy 10-100 KeV/N from
the stellar wind will travel a distance of the order of

(1-5) x 10= pc in a hot and thin ISM. We assume that a
fraction of these will encounter interstellar shock
fronts of SNR's and these are accelerated to about 5-

100 MeV/N and give rise to ACR's. Typically these ions

would travel a distance of the order of a few 10= pc.

Therefore we estimate that O-type stars in a volume of
radius of a few Kpc around the solar system are

contributing to the intensity of ACR in the local ISM.
From observational data_ the intensity of ACR in the

local ISM is estimated. It is suggested that these ACR
ions enter the solar system along the solar dipole
field lines connected to the interplanetary magnetic
field lines.
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THE COSMIC RAY INTERPLANETARY RADIAL GRADIENT FROM 1972 - 1985

Webber, W. R. and J. A. Lockwood

Space Science Center, University of New Hampshire

Durham, New Hampshire 03824 USA

I. Introduction It is now established that the solar modulation of the

cosmic-rays is produced by turbulent magnetic fields propagated outward

by the solar wind. Observations show that the modulation effects

themselves propagate outward from the sun with speeds of the order of

the solar wind speed [i, 2, 3, 4]. Therefore, changes in the

cosmic-ray intensity are not simultaneous throughout the modulation

region, thus requiring time-dependent theories for the cosmic-ray

modulation [e.g., 5] Fundamental to an overall understanding of this

observed time-dependent cosmic-ray modulation is the behavior of the

radial intensity gradient with time and heliocentric distance over the

course of a solar modulation cycle.

We have focussed our attention primarily on the period from 1977

to 1985 when data are available from the cosmic-ray telescopes on

Pioneer (P) i0, Voyager (V) 1 and 2, and IMP 8 spacecraft. Additional

data from PI0 and other IMP satellites for 1972 to 1977 can be used to

determine the gradient (GR) at the minimum in the solar modulation
cycle and as a function of heliocentric distance R. All of these

>

telescopes have thresholds for protons and helium nuclei of E - 60

MeV/nucleon.

2. Observations In order to compare the cosmic-ray intensity at

different heliocentric distances over a long time period we have

calculated the 26-day average counting rates of the IMP 8, Vl, V2 and

PI0 cosmic-ray telescopes. The normalized rates of these telescopes

are shown in Fig. 1 along with the heliocentric distances of Vl and

PI0. There are several striking features about these normalized rates.

First, the progressive separation of rates is a clear measure of a

radial gradient. Second, time lags in specific decreases at the

different spacecraft beginning about 1977 indicate an outward radial

propagation speed for the solar modulation comparable to the solar wind

speed [1,2]. Third, there is also an apparent time lag during the

recovery phase seen in specific increases starting in early 1983.

Fourth, the fractional decrease from late 1977 to the end of 1982 at

earth and at PI0 (% 30 AU) are comparable in magnitude.

We can use the data shown in Fig. 1 to obtain the heliocentric

radial gradient, keeping in mind that the gradient must be computed

, including the time delay noted above.

The differential radial gradient gR is defined by:

gR = I/N (_N/_R) (i),

where N, the cosmic-ray intensity, is taken to be a separable function

of R and t. Hence, N can be written:

N(R,t) = n f(R)h(t) (2),
o

where h(t) accounts for this delay time and f (R) represents the radial
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dependence of the quasi-stationary intensity.

Thus, 1 df

gR = f (R) dR (3),

In general, we use spacecraft at different R to determine the gradient,

with one spacecraft remaining near earth (R = 1 AU). Then,

f2 df N (R2)

_ gRdR = _fl-_ = An N--_I)= GR(R 2 - RI) (4),

where G_Tis an integral gradient and N(R 2) is taken at the time t +
(R_-R4), "_W"

z _n F_g. 2 we have plotted G_ for PI0/IMP as a function of R. There
" " a

are several interesting features in thls plot. First, GR reaches
maximum around 5 AU, which is seen in all three panels -of Fig. 2.

Second, G is nearly constant as a function of both R (beyond % 5 AU)R
and t between 1976-1982. During this period the cosmic-ray intensity
at earth decreased in 1982 to 32% of the intensity in 1976 and the

solar magnetic field reversed in 1980 with no apparent change in the

gradient. Third, the decrease in G seen after 1982 indicates a• R
different state in the cosmic-ray modulation in the heliospheric

cavity.

3. Discussion There are several significant implications in the data

shown in Figs. 1 and 2. We shall discuss two of them here.
a) The constancy of Go over extended periods of time and radius as

observed between 1976 an_ 1982 can be related to limits on the inter-

stellar cosmic-ray intensity. Between 1976 and 1982 the normalized

counting rate at earth decreased from 1.0 to 0.32, with a comparable

decrease at PI0 so that GR. remained essentially constant throughout
this period. This behavior is indicated in Fig. 3 for six time periods

of relatively constant intensity (no large transient variations propa-

gating outward) between 1976 and 1984 as indicated by shaded areas in

Fig. i. We can use Fig. 3 to determine the fraction of total modula-

tion beyond a given R. First, we need to estimate the residual modula-

tion at earth at sunspot minimum [6]. We assume that the interstellar

p_o_on spectrumnc_n be parameterized by the form dJ/dT = constant •
T_'_ (T + T )-_'_, where T = kinetic energy and T is a variable

parameter between 0.3 - 0.5 GeV/nuc. This corresponds to a residual

modulation parameter _ = 450 ± i00 MV at sunspot minimum [7]. We have

integrated interstellar spectra for this range of T to determine the

expected rate for T > 60 MeV/nuc as indicated on _ig. 3. Thus, for
1976 the reduction in the intensity between the heliospheric boundary

and earth is calculated to be a factor of 4.3 if T = 0.4 GeV/nuc. Ino
1977 when PI0 is at _ 15 AU about 60% of the modulation must occur

beyond this distance. During 1981-82 about 85% of the modulation must

occur beyond 30 AU. Thus, at solar minimum, and even more so at solar "
maximum, most of the modulation is occurring in the outer heliospere

beyond 15-30 AU!

b] It appears from Fig. 2 that the conditions in the heliospheric

cavity were different after 1982 since G in the inner heliosphere
decreased from % 2.8%/AU to % 1.8%/AU. T_is is shown more clearly in

Fig. 3 where it is evident that this is a temporal effect and the
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gradient remains relatively constant as a function of radius.

From a study of the heliocentric radial dependence of the charac-

teristic recovery time t of 19 transient Forbush-type decreases

occurring from 1980 to 198_ we found that t is about 20 times longer

at 30 AU [8]. We would then expect that at _ _ 30 AU a typical trans-

ient would take _ I00 days to recover to i/e whereas near earth it is

only _ 5 days. In a simple model then the intensity will recover first

at earth as the transient decreases pass outward beyond earth and

become less frequent. This more rapid recovery at earth produces a

lower G . We would expect this situation of a smaller GR to persist
until t_e number and magnitude of the transient decreases are insigni-

ficant. At that time (_ 1988) one might expect the gradient to return

to its sunspot minimum value of _3%/AU. In 1988 when PI0 will be at
45 AU we would estimate that the normalized intensity at 1 AU would

be unity. If at that time G _ 3%/AU, the normalized intensity at PI0

relative to earth would b_ _ 3.5, so PI0 would then possibly be

sampling the interstellar spectrum. However, if the gradient remains

2%/AU, PI0 at 45 AU would still be well within the modulation region.

An important clue as to the origin of the modulation in the distant

heliosphere will be obtained from observations of this gradient between
now and 1988.
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Fig i: Normalized rates of > 60 MeV particles from IMP8, VI, V2 and
Pl0. Heliocentric distances for V1 and PI0 are shown.
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TIME AND ENERGY DEPENDENCE OF THE COSMIC RAY GRADIENT
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ABSTRACT

Pioneers 10 and 11, now 35 and 18 AU from the sun, continue to

extend our knowledge of the spatial dependence of cosmic ray intensities

in the heliosphere. We report radial gradients measured from these

spacecraft by UCSD detectors which have integral energy responses above

thresholds of 80 and 500 MeV/nucleon. An average gradient of ~ 2 %/AU

typifies the data set as a whole, but there are time and energy

dependences that deviate from this value.. With operating lifetimes of 13
and 12 years, respectively, for the two spacecraft, we have followed the

time dependence for over a solar cycle.. The higher energy channel shows

less modulation on all time scales.. At the start of the present cycle,

the gradient is lower than the average value during the last solar cycle.

INSTRUMENTATION

Table I outlines the characteristics of the four UCSD data

channels used in this report..

Table I

CHARACTERISTICS OF FOUR UCSD DATA CHANNELS

Z = I Relative Z > I

Energy Response Energy

Range (Ratio) Range

M3 80<E<300 MeV 50 : 50 >80 MeV/nucl

. M1 >80 MeV 90 : 10 >80 MeV/nucl

C1 >500 MeV 80 : 20 >500 MeV/nucl

C3 >500 MeV 30 : 70 >500 MeV/nucl
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OBSERVATIONS
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Figure 1 shows the positions of the two Pioneer spacecraft up to
mid-1985..
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Figures 2 and 3 show the gradient as a function of time, for each

channel in Table I, calculated from normalized counting rates from the

two spacecraft.. The data have been passed through a gaussian low-pass

filter to smooth the graphs..
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NASA/GSFC, Greenbelt, MD 20770
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PARCde La Villette, Paris, France

ABSTRACT

The network of cosmic-ray observatories reaching across
the heliosphere has given new insight into the process
of solar modulation, establishing that the decreases occur
principally in the outer heliosphere and are produced by
interplanetaryflow systems; that the hysteresis effects
appear to be produced by changes in the rigidity dependence
of the diffusion coefficient and that the predicted effects
on the cosmic ray gradients associated with the reversal of
the solar magnetic field polarity are not observed.

I. Introduction. The study of cosmic ray modulation has traditionally
been of importance in determining the local interstellar spectra of
galactic cosmic rays and their transport in the heliosphere. The
presence of a network of cosmic ray detectors at various heliocentric
distances not only offers new insight into these areas but also offers
a means of studying the dynamics of the interplanetarymedium in the
outer heliosphere. Pioneer lO cosmic ray measurements now cover the
period from 1972 to the present and extend to heliocentric distances
beyond 32 AU (Fig. l). Voyagers l and 2, launched in 1977, provide
observations at intermediate heliocentric distances while Helios l
and ISEE-3 provide "baseline" measurements at l AU. The data from
the Goddard cosmic ray experiments (done in collaboration with the
California Institute of Technology and the University of New Hampshire
on Voyagers l and 2 and with the University of New Hampshire on Pioneers
lO and ll) on these missions give detailed differential energy spectra
for galactic cosmic ray helium nuclei from 3-500 MeV/nuc and for
hydroden nuclei from 3-250 MeV. The detector systems used on these
various missions are similar in their method of operation but differ
in detail and in their relative geometric factors. In this paper
a summary overview is given of these observations along with
differential measurements of the cosmic ray gradient over the last
solar cycle.

2. Observations. Intensitiesof the higher energy He (_185-450MeV/nuc)
and H (_130-240 MeV) along with the integral measurements >70
MeV are shown in Fig. 2 in the form of 26 day averages. Lower energy

" data for 30-56 MeV/nuc H and He and the lO-21 MeV/nuc anomalous He
interval are shown in Fig. 3 for Pioneer lO and Voyager. The l AU
data has not been included in this later plot because of the difficulty
in removing the solar energetic particle contribution at low energies.

As noted previously (McDonald et al., 198l; Lockwood and Webber,
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1984; McKibben et ai.,1982; Van Allen and Randall, 1985) the long
term decrease occurs in a series of three distinct steps between April
1978 and January 1981. These decreases propagate radially outward
with a velocity of 400-500 km/sec. There is a recovery period starting
in early 1981 which is interrupted by the onset of increased solar
activity in 1982 which results in a fourth step decrease. In early
1981 at _24 AU and in late

1982 at 28 AU the galactic 25 5 715 iO12'51517.'5_ 2252_ 2_5_ _2P_!0
cosmic ray intensities at _ ; ; ;V-I
energies less than 500 2.5 5 Z5 I0_,

, ,MeV/nuc were distinctly _0 125 1
lower than their 1 AU

I ............ isolar minimum values - _.

suggesting that the bulk _ r_..._"z_" _".
of the modulation must == |_../.: -,;,._-.o..._ "_. _ p_']
occur in the distant heli- z_ F : " "_@_'._ _ ."_;_.'J i

osphere. _ | "-'k_ :": ." z%_°lo

The recovery is more "' lO-'J-• VOYAGERII "_" .;_.;,."" -
> _ • VOYAGER 2 )IONS,70 MeV _. _#"" C "_ "

complex and will have to _ _ •HELIOSI _ ": ""be examined over a larger -J
"' F " ISEE 3 J

period of time to esta- a= F (26DAYAVG.)
blish a pattern One ....... , , , ' ' '• 75 75 77 79 81 83 85
distinctive feature is a YEAR
hysteresis effect as seen _ 0.6 ............
from the lag in the =t 04 . _,_ _._,L-_ r,_
recovery of I0-21 MeV/nuc ,_ -" .... ..'""- _'J
He and 30-56 MeV H (Fig ,_ 0.3%#';tm._'r.mw_'T_g¢, " j., ,_#_• ' T . _ _ ..i%-_ V t= _l _ _.,.

3) as compared to the sub- _ 0.2 HELIUMFLUX _ _m ., _',-¢m -

stantial recovery of the '__j H_EOEm_R!_ m_2:_W_Vn_UC_'_:_i_ __ ,7i!_ ;7
185-450 MeV/nuc He (Fig. : 0.i •

2). If a clear rigidity = _ISEE_ 187-447 %;
_o.... - -_ (26DAYAVG.)
...... "' ' ' 7'7 ' 79 131 8'.3 ' 85,oi " ' ' ' '

"v.,_.."/ YEAR
/ /'/'_ 5_ ............ /

4 / A / f P-II-- _E I PROTONFLUX W i._ ,, ,% , _'/ v " o,B•PmNEE'E6m%T#M,vtt
=_ '_ _ -"_]{-'- 7=" n_ , VOYAGERI 133-242 r_l,, , _,,,,

_o ,,.,, . VOYAGER2 135-225 .'_'_. a'_]_!2 ° ,,2 a:: 04 • HELLOSI 1_5-252 ,r " i _ ;_r'_ "+
7_'= • ISEE 3 127"220

(26 DAYAVG.)
I .............. I I I

40;
3o. v-,_. YEAR .
2o' ,/ P-,,- Fig. 2. The dashed line in the center panel

- m" _ v-_ is the extrapolationof the Helios/ISEE-3
_-,o...... data to the orbit of Pioneer lO assuming a

y_,, constant 4% AU gradient and a solar wind
velocity of 550 km/sec.

Fig. 1
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dependence can be establ i shed 21 _ 71slbm'5I_fz'5_ 2_.5212_5_ 3'2P_!°
for this effect it may offer a 2_ _ 71s,v-iI0 A.u.
method of determining the _v-2
charge state of the anomalous _ m m_m,.,.
component (McKibben, 1973; >. ' ' ' _,'__ "
Paizis and yon Rosenvinge 1981). _ .m :_,4__ _._+f_.....
It is also seen that the de- . Io-f
creases propagate rapidly out- % _,_,,T._.,,.'i!_+""_'_
ward for the first three steps, _ . _;°_T I_T.i_"'_

this concept breaks down after -_ l°2 _PIONEERlO30-SIMeV/NUCHELIUMFLUXr
1982. This breakdown probably == oVOYAGER_}30.?OMWINUCHEUUMFLUXreflects large heliolongitude E .VOYAGER

(26DAY,AVG.},A , , , , =
asymmetries resulting from a few = 7% ' 7_ 77 79 m B3 95
very strong shocks. YEARI0 ........

Measurements of the differ- >.

ential gradient are shown for =. _.'
the solar minimum period (3/77, = J_"'

12/77) and the plateau regions % """ _' " °°'_f'between the step decreases(Fig4). _ _ 7i ° _'_+ ,
At solar minimum (3/77) the grad- o# _ONEERm_O_mO_FLUX_°Y_o++_I++V_,_.+ _ .oVOYA_R_ __ •.
ients in the inner solar system _ _o_ • _,_,_ ° ..,....
are substantially higher than _, , (,_OAYAVG_), , , ,"_T',',
those in the outer heliosphere. 7_ 7_ 77 79 BI B_ B_YEAR

With the onset of increased >, m
solar activity, they show a com-

plex change. For the high energy _ i- j,_:_"_'_;._
He (150-380 MeV/nuc), the grad- % ..,_v ¢_'v,_
lent approaches a value of _ o.(_+'_'" "; _"_4"°_,"+., , _ _ ,,_

-4%/AU for both sets of measure- _ _=:?H_HLE"°'_,,0_##._.¢_,_f,_;L_'_'?_UXux_#__'_" 'ments.A similarpatternis = oo,
observed for 30-56 MeV/nuc H and __ -VOYA_R_}" II'
He and in the outer heliosphere = (2_DAYAVG.) li '

for the high energy protons. -_ ' 7_s' 7'7' 7_ ' _I ' B'__---B_
However this latter component YEAR
has a very small gradient in the Fig. 3
inner solar system after the on-
set of the first recovery period
in early 1981. The anomalous He interval approaches a value of _IO%/AU
until this same recovery period and then also shows a sharp decrease
in the outer heliosphere - in agreement with the observations of
McKibben, et al., 1985.

3. Discussion. The step decreases have been explained in broad outline
by Burlaga, et al., 1984, in terms of interplanetary flow systems
containing a number of transient shocks and post shock flows. These
systems of transient flows should evolve into expanding pressure waves
such that the systems would merge and the outer heliosphere would
be a region of enhanced turbulance. With such a system there would
not be corresponding "step-increases" and the hysteresis effect would
be explained by changes in the rigidity dependence of the diffussion
coefficient in the outer region. If particle drifts play a major
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role in the transport of galactic _
cosmic rays then an increase in the PIONEER-If
radial gradient is expected in the _ __ -_+__ _PIOflEER-IO _ ; : : t t I ,DISTANCE INAU

inner heliosphere at the time of
_:._: o+ N q:

the reversal of the solar magnetic VOYAGER- : ; _ : : :

field polarity (1980) (Jokipii and mo........
Kopriva, 1979). The gradient o,,o,,,-,o,,,o,,,-,,
observations show either a decrease A _P,o,,,-,,,,E,,os-,

• PIONEER-tO/ VOYAGER-I

or no change. The failure of the o • ® o_y,+Ee-,,tSEE-3
anomalous He to recover has been m ,, 10-21 MeV/NUC He

predl cted by drift model s (Desses t !et al., 1981) but there is no jcorresponding prediction for protons. , , , ,

I0 A

• o n Q 0 _
o o" * +p ¢ zo-_+_u+v.

= +III I J i i ] I I

'+++°+- 1I f 30-_u,v/muc,,
I I I I I I I I

If';; 1I0 -:

• • • • 140-240MtV H

??+
iii I I I I

• _ • g im,-mm,.,.wwuc..
O

I I i l l -- l

Fig. 4
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Solar Modulation and Interplanetary Gradients

of the Galactic Electron Flux 1977 - 1984

S. P. Christon, A. C. Cummings, and E. C. Stone

California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125 USA

W. R. Webber

University of New Hampshire, Durham, Nil 03824 USA

Previously, only one measurement of electrons at a location remote from earth has been
reported [Eraker, 1982]. That measurement was made with a cosmic ray instrument on board
the Pioneer 10 spacecraft during the period from 1972 - 1980, when Pioneer proceeded outward
from 1 to 21.5 AU. Electrons of 1.75 - 25 MeV were observed. This energy range appears to be
dominated by Jovian electrons, and no significant temporal or radial effects due to galactic elec-
trons were observed.

In this paper we report on the flux of electrons with energy from _ l0 - 180 MeV meas-
ured with the electron telescope on the Voyager l and 2 spacecraft [Stone et al., 1977] in the
heliocentric radial range 1 - 22 AU between 1977 and 1984. Jovian electrons were clearly ob-
servable between 1978 and 1983 (radial range 2 - 12 AU) at energies below _ 50 MeV [Christon
et al., 1985]. Above -- 50 MeV the electron intensity exhibited temporal variations generally re-
lated to the 11 year modulation of protons > 75 MeV. The overall magnitude of the electron
intensity changes between the maximum intensity observed in 1977 and the minimum intensity
in 1981 was a factor _ 2, also comparable to that observed for > 75 MeV protons. By early
1985 the electron intensity had apparently recovered to the level observed in 1977 whereas the
proton intensity was still about 20% lower. A detailed interpretation of these electron variations
in all energy channels depends on an accurate subtraction of background induced by energetic
protons of a few 100 MeV. This subtraction is facilitated by calibration results at several ener-
gies. Further results on these temporal variations and limits on possible interplanetary gradients
will be reported.

This work was supported in part by NASA under contract NAS 7-918 and grant NGR 05-002-
160.
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GALACTIC COSMIC RAY RADIAL GRADIENTS AND THE ANOMALOUS He COMPONENT

NEAR MAXIMUM SOLAR MODULATION AND TO RADII BEYOND 34 AU FROM THE SUN

R. B. McKibben, K. R. Pyle, and J. A. Simpson

Enrico Fermi Institute, The University of Chicago
Chicago, Illinois 60637 (U. S. A.)

ABSTRACT: Radial gradients for relativistic galactic cosmic rays

(E > 70 MeV) remained nearly constant at N2.5 %/AU from 1978-84,
which includes the period of maximum solar modulation in 1981-82.

For energies 30-70 MeV/n, gradients decreased at solar maximum to
values of 1%/AU (protons) and 4 %/AU (helium), and appear to be

increasing again in 1983-84 toward the values found for solar
minimum. The anomalous helium component has not reappeared,
either at 1 AU or at Pioneer I0 at R > 34 AU.

I. INTRODUCTION: Our observations of the radial and temporal variations
of the modulated cosmic radiation and anomalous helium to the time of

maximum solar modulation in 1981-82 (McKibben et al., 1983, 1985) showed

that, at solar maximum, radial gradients for low energy (E < I00 MeV/n)
cosmic rays measured between 1 and 31 AU were sharply reduced from their

values at solar minimum. At relativistic energies, however, the radial
gradient was not strongly affected by the level of solar modulation. We

now extend our observations to the end of 1984, by which time the cosmic
ray intensity had begun to recover from maximum modulation both at I AU
and in the outer heliosphere. The Pioneer and IMP instruments used in

this study have been described by Simpson et al. (1980), and by Garcia-
Munoz et al. (1977). By late 1984_ Pioneer i0 had reached a radial

distance of > 34 AU fro_ the sun, as shown in Figure iC.

o.sV_r---_ , , , , --_-T---
I THE UNIVERSITY

I OrCH,CAGO 2. INTEGRAL GRADIENTS (E _ 70
o7'- _nA (^_ _ Figure IA shows simul-

o _ ' " _! taneous 27 day averages of

_ZT //,_,\/__ _/_L_ p_, integral counting rates from
. _°boos o / .J- Pioneer i0 (protons _ 70>~MeV)

i_ _ and IMP 8 (protons 106/ MeV), selected to exclude
o o._ IAo \_ - contributions from solar

__ 27 DAY AVERAGES _" _ /"_ particles These counting
Z P-IO PROTONS> 67 MeV ",,...o-_ _j_

0.1 IMPSPROTONS>tO6MeV N rates are dominated by

s [__ ] relativistic particles with a_ mean energy of the order of 2
• _ (_ GeV. The time variations

C__ 4 " :'* "

_'_2 4 °._.,,. ../'.'.%._Vv._,..'4,_.%,_,i observed at Pioneer I0 remain -
._:..,.. : .] well correlated with varia-o tions at 1 AU after a time

0'_'40[- - _ shift corresponding to out-
_ _ / ward propagation at near the "

_:D 20 / (C) solar wind speed (McKibben et
o_ _ / al. 1982). In late 1984, the
_ o[.-fr-, J , J J l I , , I ,_. flux at Pioneer i0 at 34 AU

1972 1974 1976 1978 1980 1982 t984 was increasing from the
FIGURE 1 maximum modulation observed
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in 1981-82, but was still not significantly greater than that observed at

1 AU at solar minimum in 1972. Therefore, the flux at Pioneer i0

remained heavily modulated in 1984.
Figure IB shows the radial gradient of the integral intensity as a

function of time. As in McKibben et al. (1983), a 400 km/s propagation
delay from 1 AU to Pioneer i0 has been assumed. Although there are

significant variations during the near-solar-minimum period (1972-1978),
since 1978 the gradient has remained nearly constant at -v2.5 %/AU

despite large changes in the intensity at both Pioneer and IMP. The
transient decrease in the gradient in 1982 is an artifact of the high

velocity [ _ 800 km/s (Lockwood and Webber, 1984)] of the shocks which
produced the intensity decrease in 1982.

3. LOW ENERGY (E < 70 MeV/n_ DIFFERENTIAL FLUXES: Figure 2A shows the
low energy (30-70 MeV) cosmic ray proton flux as observed at Pioneer I0,

Pioneer II, and IMP 8 starting in 1977, shortly before the onset of

renewed solar activity, continuing through solar maximum in 1981-82 and
into 1984 when recovery of the cosmic ray flux had begun. After 1979,

measurements in this energy range are not available from Pioneer Ii
because a detector problem has blocked analysis of particles with energy

> 20 HeV/n. As reported earlier (McKibben et al., 1985), at solar maxi-
mum (1981-82) for low energy protons, nearly the same flux was measured
at Pioneer i0 (R > 20 AU) and at i AU. At both Pioneer I0 and IMP 8 the

proton flux remained essentially constant during 1981-82, and
the shocks that produced such strong

effects at higher energies had little ,0.........
oP-lO

effect on the low energy proton flux. As _ .P-11
the recovery began in 1983-84, the flux z o., _._ . ,IMP8
at Pioneer I0 once again increased above _ __ (A)
that at 1 AN. _ _

Figures 2B-D show the 27-day-average _ _'°o -_. o_o_.lO-S

radial gradients measured for 30-70 MeV _ "8.®-_'_

protons, 11-20 MeV/n helium, and 30-70 g HEUNfVERS_Y• _ OFCHICAGO
HeV/n helium. The accuracy of the ,o_
measurements is reflected in the scatter _ ,2 ° ]

° OAYAW
of the points. All three gradients _ '_% (o)
decrease at solar maximum. The largest =>. 4_° %_,_o_. . •
decrease is shown by the gradient of Ii- <= • _." ...+._:I

20 MeV/n helium and corresponds to the _g I
disappearance of the anomalous helium in _ -4 -P-10/IMP8 J

1980-81. The shocks in 1982 appear to _" 20 _ oP-10/P-11

° ohave produced a further decrease, lasting z ,s _mQZ _+_ s+_...... (c)
6 months or more, in the 30-70 MeV/n o>TM ,o _O.o.'_%
helium gradient. No clear corresponding <:_ _ % °' %
effects are observed for lower energy o,
helium. After maximum modulation, the .- o _o_.o_°

-_ _ _°

gradient of 30-70 MeV protons increased <. ;_'_ % +
o 0o o

slightly, and the data also suggest an =z ..._o o (D)
increase in gradients for helium. _<_ , _+o_

The observations are summarized in -= _°#. +_.I_'_o__..._

Figures 3A-C, which contain yearly snap- o +- <,+ ,,_.o.+_..-+_._.,
shots of the convection-corrected _= 0 1977' '1979' '"19811 $119831

intensity of 30-70 MeV protons, and of

11-20 and 30-70 MeV/n helium. Open FIGURE 2
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FIGURE 3

symbols correspond to data obtained since maximum modulation in 1981, and

the heavy dashed lines indicate estimated interstellar galactic cosmic
ray fluxes from the model of Evenson et al. (1983). For all three com-

ponents, the flux measured in 1984 at Pioneer 10 remains below that

measured at 1 AU at solar minimum in 1977. Comparing the observed fluxes
in 1984 to the interstellar fluxes, at least 95% of the modulation takes

place outside R = 34 AU. Linear extrapolation of the gradients observed
in 1984 to the interstellar fluxes suggests modulation boundaries in the

range 100-300 AU. However, modulation models suggest that the radial

gradient may not remain constant to the boundary, so that linear ex-

trapolation provides no rellable estimate of the boundary locatlon.

Furthermore, the radius of the boundary itself may vary with solar

activity. Thus, based on our observations to date, we conclude only that
the current radius of the modulation region is much larger than 35 AU.

IV. ANOMALOUS RELIUM: The anomalous helium component was present from

1972-79 at Earth and at Pioneer I0 and 11. It disappeared at I AU in

1979 and at Pioneer 10 (R > 20 AU) in 1980-81, at roughly the same time

as the reversal of the sun's polar magnetic fields. Alternate models for

the acceleration and modulation of this component predict either that it

will be observed near the ecliptic only when the north pole of the sun is

magnetically positive (Pesses et al., 1981), or that it will be observed

whenever modulation is sufficiently weak (Garcia-Munoz et al., 1983).

The anomalous component helium spectrum is significantly softer than

the spectrum of modulated galactic cosmic rays. Figure 4 displays the

correlation observed at Pioneer i0 between the power law spectral index

(i.e. _' for a spectrum of the form dJ/dEo_ E+_/) for helium between Ii

and 70 MeV/n, which indicates the strength of the anomalous component,
and the flux of 29-67 MeV/n helium, which measures the level of solar

modulation. From 1972-1980, the correlation is well defined, and weaker
modulation corresponds to a larger contribution from the anomalous

component. At solar maximum in 1981-82, the spectral indices cluster

near the value of_+l.0 expected for normally modulated galactic helium.

In 1983-84, as shown by the large unfilled data points, the helium flux

began to recover, and by the end of 1984, the helium flux had reached

levels where in previous years the spectrum had shown clear evidence of

the anomalous component. As of late 1984, however, the spectrum remained
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consistent with the presence only z.o , ._
of galactic cosmic ray helium. PlONeeR_O

presence of the anomalous com- x 1.5
ponent near the ecliptic is not a
function only of the strength of _ 1.0

modulation. Alternatives include

I) existence of a hysteresis _ 05the

effect, in which case _ i ___

anomalous helium should reappear _ +
at Pioneer i0 in the near future, m 00

2) sensitivity of the anomalous ._ 2__7DAYAVERAGES
helium to the sign of the helios- _ _ 1972-1982 +h

I -0.5

pher ic mag n e tic fie Id , as _ 1983-1984 THE UNIVERSITY
suggested by Pesses et al. (1981), oF CHICAGO

or 3) dependence of acceleration -,.o ...... , .......or modulation of the anomalous 1o-6 Io-s -4

helium on some as yet undefined 29-67 MeV/N HELIUMFLUX
characteristic of heliospheric (CM2 S SR MeV/N)-' _
structure. FIGURE 4

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: i. For relativistic cosmic rays, the radial
gradient measured between 1AU and Pioneer 10 at R > 30 AU was nearly
independent of the level of modulation throughout the period 1978-84,

remaining approximately constant at _ 2.5 %/AU.

2. For cosmic rays below i00 MeV/n, the radial gradientwas much smaller
at maximum modulation than at solar minimum. As the flux increased in

1982-84 after solar maximum, the gradient also began to increase.
3. The cosmic ray flux at Pioneer i0 at > 34 AU remains as heavily modu-

lated as it was at 1AU in 1972, so that Pioneer I0 is still far from the
boundary of the modulation region. Based on estimates of the interstel-
lar spectra, for energies < I00 MeV/n more than 95% of the modulation was
occuring beyond 34 AU in 1984.

4. The anomalous helium has yet to reappear at either i AU or Pioneer I0.
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VOYAGER 1 AND 2 _ASUREHENTS OF RADIAL AND LATITUDINAL
COSMIC RAY GRADIENTS DURING 1981-84

D. Venkatesan 1,2, R.B. Decker I and S.M. Krimigis 1

IThe Johns Hopkins University, Applied Physics Laboratory,

Laurel, MD 20707 USA

2The University of Calgary

Calgary, Alberta, T2N IN4 Canada

ABS'rP_CT

We have determined the cosmic ray radial gradient during

1981-84 using data from very similar detectors onboard

spacecraft Voyagers i and 2 (radial separation _ 6 AU,

heliolatitude separation _ 250)and from the earth-orbiting

satellite IMP 8. The principal result is that the radial

gradient over this period decreased at the rate

0.4%/AU/year, reaching by the end of 1984 a value of

2.0%/AU b_tween 1 and 16 AU and ~ 0.6%/AU between
16 and 22 AU.

I. Introduction: Measurements of galactic cosmic ray intensity

gradients, radial as well as heliolatitudinal, play on important role in

guiding theoretical models of cosmic ray propagation in the helio-

sphere. Determinations of integral radial gradients (for a summary, see

Venkatesan et al., 1985) using data from Pioneers I0 and II, Voyagers 1

and 2, and IMP 8 have revealed relatively small values of 2-4% per AU,
thus questioning the concept of a spherically symmetric heliosphere.

Decker et al. (1984) have estimated for the first time the heliolati-

tudinal gradient of galactic cosmic ray intensity during early-1981

through mid-1982, a period coinciding with the initial phase of cosmic

ray recovery following the minimum reached in late-1980 to early-1981.

They found that for all practical purposes, the heliolatitudinal

gradient is 0%/deg over the 16 ° heliolatitudinal separation in the

region 8-13 AU during that period of study. This was based on the

assumption that the radial gradient during the 1981-82 recovery period

remained at the same _ 2-4%/AU level as determined from multi-spacecraft

measurements during the 1977-80 cosmic ray intensity decay period.

2. Experiment: Our study has used the data from the cosmic ray channel
(responding to protons integral above 70 MeV) provided by a heavily

shielded solid state detector in the low-energy charged particle (LECP)

instrument on bot h Voyagers. Total counts over a 26 day interval are
typically _ 2 x i0 ; thus the statistical error is _ 0.7%. We have also
used the data from the charged particle measurement experiment (CPME)

anticoincidence scintillator (Ep _ 35 MeV) on IMP-8. For detector
details and analysis refer to Venkatesan et al. (1985).

3. Observations:

(a) Differential Gradient: Figure i shows at the top a plot of the 26

day means of the cosmic ray intensity registered by both the Voyagers.

Note that the Voyager 1 data has been shifted to the position of

Voyager 2 using an average value of 500 km/sec for the solar wind. The
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convection of cosmic ray features and the appropriateness of such a

solar wind speed has been discussed in detail by Venkatesan et al.

(1984, 1985). The close correspondence in the two intenslty-tlme
profiles is seen.

In the middle of Figure 1 we have plotted the values of the radial

gradient Gr given by Gr = I(£n (R_/R2))/Ar) x 100%, where R 1 and R 2 are
the counting rates of Voyagers I and 2, and Ar is the radial separa-

tion. They are point-by-point computations which assume that the

difference in intensity is entirely due to a radial gradient. The

points are fitte_ with the line of least squares; note that G decreasedr
from _ 2.1%/AD to _ 0.6%/AU over the four year period giving a value

for d of 0.38 (± O.09)%/AU/year.r

In the bottom portion of Figure 1 we have plotted the values of the

heliolatitudinal gradient G, given by G, = I(£n (RI/R2))/A_) x 100%
where A_ is the latitudinal _ difference b4tween the two spacecraft.

Again, they are point-by-point computations based on the assumption that

the difference in intensity is entirely due to a latitudinal gradient.

The points are fitted with a line of least squares; note that G also

decreased from _ 0_42%/deg to _ 0.13%/deg over the four year _erlod

giving a value for G_ of 0.06 (± O.02)%/deg/year.

(b) Integral Gradient: We use the terminology "integral gradient" when

we use a comparison detector located at 1AU, such as IMP-8 and "differ-

ential gradient" when the two Voyagers are compared with each other.

Figure 2 at the top shows the intensity time profiles for IMP-8 and the

two Voyagers; the latter data were shifted to 1 AU to compensate for

convection of cosmic ray features at the speed of 500 km/sec. Note the
similarity among the three profiles.

The middle and lower part of Figure 2 show the integral radial

gradient determined from the two pairs, Voyager I-IMP-8 and Voyager 2-

IMP-8. Again these are polnt-by-point computations and in the case of

Voyager 1 (where only it is relevant) the assumption is made that the

intensity difference arises entirely from the radial gradient. The

values of G decreased from _ 3.5%/AU to _ 1.5%/AU and from _ 3.8%/AU

to _ 2.0%/A_.respectlvely; the decreases in the radial gradient are

given by G = 0.48 (± 0.5)%/AU/year and d = 0.43 (± O.07)%/AU/year
respectively, r r

4. Discussion and Conclusions: The following points can be made.

(I) The choice of 500 km/sec for the average solar wind speed to

, correct the data for convection of cosmic ray features (from Voyager 1

to Voyager 2) in the hellospheric region _ 8 AU to _ 22 AU during

1981-84 is appropriate since the two intenslty-time profiles at the top
of Figure 1 agree fairly well.

(2) The similarity in the long-term trend of G and G_ in Figure 1

is indicative of the fact that the heliosphere, at _east u_ to a radial

distance of _ 22 AU and heliolatitude of 25°_ responds to cosmic ray

modulation rather similarly. This is not surprising since it is clear

from an earlier study (Decker et al., 1984) that no significant
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latitudinal gradient exists. This is still our view, by virtue of the

fact that the radial gradient Gr of _ 2.0%/AU is evident from other
multispacecraft studies as well.

(3) A decrease in the radial gradient as a function of increasing

radial distance is clearly seen. Comparing the middle part of Figure 1

with the bottom portion of Figure 2, we see for example, at the end of

1984, we have IMP-8 (at 1 AU), Voyagers 1 and 2 at radial distances of

16 and 22 AU respectively. We find that the radial gradient G in the

region 1-16 AU (IMP8-Voyager 2 pair) is _ 2%/AU and that in th_ region

16-22 AU (Voyager 2-Voyager I pair) is _ 0.6%/AU, a lower value. This

clearly demonstrates that a comparison of integral radial gradient, over

larger distances and at the same time later periods in the solar cycle

is somewhat questionable. A value of say 2.0%/AU for the radial

gradient over a complete solar cycle and out to a heliocentric distance
of over 32 AU (Van Allen and Randall, 1985) could very well consist of

the mean of the radial gradient G over different regions at different

times including a 0.0%/AU gradien_ in the outermost region at the time

of the approaching solar minimum. It is appropriate to mention that

McKibben et al. (1985) have also observed a similar decrease in the

radial gradient for low energy cosmic rays (I0 < E < 70 MeV).

(4) The trend of G shows that we may be approaching a region of

G = 0.0%/AU either aT greater distances or at the sunspot minimum

(_ 1987-88) at which time Voyager 2 would be at _ 22-25 AU and Voyager 1

at _ 30-31AU. If the trend persists and our interpretation is correct,

we may well be seeing the boundary of cosmic ray modulation at the solar

minimum. We note that Voyager 1 is generally moving in the direction of

the solar apex, while Pioneer 10 although at a greater radial distance,

is moving in the opposite direction. It should be pointed out that this

is the first time gradient measurement is being reported during the

recovery period of the cosmic ray intensity eleven-year cycle at such

large radial distances.

In summary, it seems reasonable to conclude that the region of

cosmic ray modulation shrinks and expands possibly in step with the

solar activity cycle (minimum and maximum). McDonald et al. (1981) have

suggested the dominant source of solar cycle modulation as the "pile up"

of propagating shocks in the outer hellosphere.
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THE RECOVERY OF THE COSMIC RAY FLUX FROM MAXIMUM SOLAR MODULATION

AT IMP-8 (1AU) AND AT PIONEER 10 (R > 30 AU)

R. B. McKibben, K. R. Pyle, and J. A. Simpson

Enrico Fermi Institute, The University of Chicago

Chicago, Illinois 60637 (Uo S. A.)

ABSTRACT: In the period1980-84, observations of relativistic
and low energy (30 < E < 70 MeV/n) cosmic ray nuclei from

Pioneer i0 in the outer heliosphere and from IMP-8 at 1AU show

that increases as well as decreases in intensity propagate

outward at velocities equal to or greater than the average
solar wind velocity.

INTRODUCTION: In the period of increasing and maximum solar modulation

(1977-81), observations of the galactic cosmic ray intensity from Pioneer

i0/ii and Voyager 1/2 have shown that intensity decreases propagate

outward at near the average solar wind velocity (e.g. Lockwood and

Webbers 1984; McDonald et al., 1981; McKibben et al., 1982, 1985a; Van

Allen and Randall, 19851Venkatesan et al., 1985). Since 1981, solar

activity has been decreasing, and following a prolonged depression caused

by a series of large interplanetary shocks in 1982, (Lockwood and Webber,

1984; Pyle and Simpson, 1985), the cosmic ray flux has been increasing

towards solar minimum levels. Therefore, it is now possible to determine

whether intensity increases propagate outward in the same manner as

decreases. In earlier work dealing with relativistic cosmic rays, Van

Allen (1979) has reported that the recovery from an isolated Forbush

decrease was more rapid near 1AU than in the outer heliosphere, and

Fillius and Axford (1985) have reported that recovery from maximum solar

modulation began earlier at 1AU than in the outer heliosphere.

In this paper we use observations from University of Chicago instru-

ments on Pioneer i0 and on IMP 8 (described respectively by Simpson et

al. (1980) and Garcia-Munoz et al. (1977)) to investigate the radial

propagation of the recovery for both relativistic cosmic rays and for low

energy galactic protons and helium in the energy range 30 < E < 70 MeV/n.

In comparing observations at 1AU and at Pioneer I0, we have been

careful to use well matched energy intervals from the two spacecraft.

Under conditions of changing modulation, even at one location significant

delays between changes in intensity for particles of different energies

arise from energy dependent hysteresis effects (e.g. Cooper and Simpson,

1979). Thus, use of poorly matched energy intervals may lead to confu-

sion between phase shifts caused by radial propagation and shifts arising

from the energy dependent hysteresis.

RADIAL DEPENDENCE OF THE RECOVERY: In Figure 1A, we compare simultaneous

27 day gradient-corrected averages of the integral intensity of cosmic
rays above 67 MeV from Pioneer 10 and above 106 MeV from IMP 8 in the

period 1980-84. These counting rates are dominated by relativistic _

cosmic rays with a mean energy of _ 2 GeV. During the period shown,
Pioneer i0 moved outward from _ 20 to _34 AU from the sun. As a

result of this motion, and of the measured radial gradient of 2.5 %/AU

for the relativistic particles (McKibben et al. 1985b), increases in

intensity in uncorrected data from Pioneer 10 are caused partly by

Pioneer 10's outward motion, and partly by the decreasing level of solar
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modulation° To reduce the effects of the radial motion, we have extrapo-

lated tlle intensity measured at Pioneer I0 back to 1 AU assuming a

gradient of 2.5 %/AU. Thus, in Figure IA we have plotted I(I) =

l(R)exp(-0.025(R-l)) where I(R) is the counting rate measured by Pioneer
i0 at radius R AU.

Figure IA shows that during periods of increasing modulation (1980,

1982), intensity changes occur later at Pioneer i0 than at IMP 8. During

the period of decreasing modulation in 1981, there is no clear delay

between the recovery at 1 AU and at Pioneer i0, although the data suggest

that the intensity increase began earlier at IMP 8 than at Pioneer I0.

In 1983-84, on the other hand, the recovery from the effects of the 1982

shocks clearly began first at 1 AU, as reported by Fillius and Axford

(1985) and Pyle and Simpson (1985). In Figure ID, we show the same data,

hut with the IMP measurement shifted in time by an amount _ t = (R-I)/V,

where V is taken to be 400 kin/s, and z_ t is taken to be the nearest

integral multiple of 27 days, Over the period shown, _t increases from

81 to 135 days. Compensating for propagation in this way greatly im-

proves the agreement of the intensity profiles at the two spacecraft.

The main exceptions are I) the period of decreasing modulation in 1981-

82, where agreement is better using simultaneous observations than

shifted observations, and 2) the period in 1982 immediately following

passage of the shocks, which propagated more rapidly than 400 km/s.

Figure I(B, E) shows the same analysis for 30-70 Mev/n helium,

assuming a constant gradient of 4 %/AU. As reported by McKibben et al.

(1985b), the radial gradient was larger before the middle of 1980, so

that the gradient correction is inadequate for the earlier data. After

1980, however, the gradient was nearly constant ate4 %/AU, and agreement

between the intensity profiles for low energy helium at 1 AU and at

Pioneer i0 is improved by assuming that all changes in modulation, both

increases and decreases, propagate outward with a velocity of about 400

km/s. However, in 1982, there is a large increase in the helium flux at

1 AU that ha§ no analogue at Pioneer I0.

Similar analysis for 30-70 MeV protons is shown in Figure I(C, F),

for a gradient of 1%/AU. This value of the radial gradient was observed

only from mid-1980 until late 1983, after which the gradient began a

gradual increase (McKibben et al., 1985b). Therefore, since we have used

a constant gradient of 1%/AU to correct the Pioneer data to 1 AU, com-

parison between the gradient-corrected intensity profiles is meaningful

only from mid-1980 to late 1983. In this period the low energy proton

flux was nearly constant, and no conclusions can be drawn.

DISCUSSION: The observations may be summarized as follows. In the

recovery from the modulation produced by the shocks in 1982, the inten-

sity increase occurred first at I AU and propagated outward with a

velocity near 400 km/s both for relativistic cosmic rays and for low

energy (30-70 MeV/n) helium. In 1981-82, however, when the modulation

was not dominated by any single event, the recovery was more nearly
simultaneous at I AU and at Pioneer I0.

In considering the propagation of changes in modulation in the

heliosphere, Forman and Jones (1985) have pointed out that for models in

which the modulation at any point is produced by numerous scattering
centers convected outward by the solar wind and distributed along the

radial path of a particle inward from a fixed boundary of the modulation

region, the recovery from maximum modulation should begin first in the
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inner heliosphere. Their arguments show that individual features

propagate outward at the solar wind velocity but that the overall pattern
propagates twice as fast. These conclusions are also implicit in the
work of Perko and Fisk (1983). Figure 1(G-I) repeats the analysis of

Figure 1(D-F) using a convection velocity of 800 km/s. In 1981-82, when

modulation was most likely produced by many disturbances between 1AU and
the boundary, assuming a velocity of 800 km/s significantly improves the

agreement between profiles for the relativistic particles at 1AU and at
Pioneer I0. In 1982-84, however, when modulation was dominated by a

single event, the data are better organized by a velocity of 400 km/s.

The accuracy of the measurements does not allow similar conclusions to be
drawn for lower energy particles. For 30-70 MeV protons, agreement is

improved in 1983-84 for a velocity of 800 km/s, but, as noted above,

changes in the gradient after 1983 make such a conclusion questionable.
An alternative model for explaining outward propagation of the

recovery involves 3-dimensional propagation of particles in the helio-

sphere, leading to the filling in of the inner heliosphere from regions
off the ecliptic plane (e.g., Van Allen, 1979). In this model, the

radial gradient in the ecliptic could become negative, whereas a negative
radial gradient would be inconsistent with the model of Forman and Jones.

We find, however, that radial gradients were positive at all times
(McKibben etal., 1985b, cf. also Fillius and Axford, 1985).

Our observations of the outward propagation of the recovery from
maximum solar modulation are consistent with either the model of Forman

and Jones (1985), or with propagation from regions off the ecliptic plane
to the inner heliosphere. A definitive observational test to dis-
criminate between the two models must await further explorations by

spacecraft off the ecliptic plane.
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THE LARGE-SCALE MODULATION OF COSMIC RAYS IN MID-1982:

ITS DEPENDENCE ON HELIOSPHERIC LONGITUDE AND RADIUS.

K. R. Pyle and J. A. Simpson

Enrico Fermi Institute, The University of Chicago,

Chicago, Illinois 60637 (USA)

ABSTRACT. Near solar maximum, a series of large radial

solar wind shocks in June and July 1982 provided a unique oppor-

tunity to study the solar modulation of galactic cosmic rays with

an array of spacecraft widely separated both in heliocentric

radius and longitude. By eliminating hysteresis effects we can

begin to separate radial and azimuthal effects in the outer heli-

osphere. We have been able to show that, on the large scale,

changes in modulation (both the increasing and recovery phases)

propagate outwards at close to the solar wind velocity, except

for the near-term effects of solar wind shocks, which may pro-

pagate at a significantly higher velocity. We show that, in the

outer heliosphere, azimuthal effects are small in comparison with

radial effects for large-scale modulation at solar maximum.

INTRODUCTION. The radially-propagating shock events of mid-1982

provide an exceptional opportunity to examine the dynamic response of the

heliosphere to a large, sudden increase in modulation and to study the

modulation onset and recovery mechanism as a function of magnetic rigi-

dity and heliospheric radius and longitude. This large series of solar

events has been studied intensively over the past several years, both in

its modulation effects (e.g. Lockwood and Webber, 1984) and in the shock

acceleration of energetic charged nucleons and electrons as far as 28 AU

from the sun (Pyle et al. 1984). Observations from a variety of instru-

ments aboard the Pioneer and Voyager spacecraft demonstrate that modula-

tion increases propagate outwards at approximately the solar wind velo-

city (Pyle et al. 1979; Lockwood and Webber, 1984; McDonald et al. 1981).

Fillius and Axford (1985) have reported an outward propagation of

recovery from modulation in the ll-year solar cycle, based on a com-

parison of neutron monitor intensity at 1AU with Pioneer relativistic

cosmic ray measurements. The outward progression of recovery could be

due to off-ecliptic fluxes or, as in the model of Perko and Fisk (1983),

due to the longer intervals between shocks during the declining phase of

solar activitT. In a companion paper at this Conference (McKibben et al.

1985) we also discuss the large-scale propagation of solar modulation,

showing that both modulation increases and decreases propagate outwards.

In this paper we examine the 1982 large-scale modulation event and

its recovery, using a counting rate responding to CNO-Fe nuclei in the

approximate energy range 200-1000 MeV/n, measured by identical instru-
ments on Pioneers I0 and 11. We show that for both the onset and

recovery of this large modulation event the dominant effect is one of

outward propagation at approximately the solar wind velocity, and is

relatively independent of heliospheric longitude.

INSTRUMENTATION AND TRAJECTORY. It is well-established that during

relatively rapid changes in modulation there is a hysteresis effect whose

magnitude is dependent on magnetic rigidity (Simpson 1963; Cooper and
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Simpson 1979). Therefore, to eliminate this rigidity-dependent effect,
we have used the F2 counting rate from the two identical Fission Cells

developed to measure the intense fluxes of protons during the Pioneer i0
and II encounters with

Jupiter, and later, Pio- _

neer II with Saturn. In __/_='--'_-__ _

interplanetary space -I _o_
5OLAR _ _ VOYAGER 2

these counting rates are,pEx ¢ ,o ' 20 ' _o 4'OAU'
sensitive to a variety

of galactic cosmic ray -_____,_
species, (H-He 1%, C-Ne
14%, Na-V 28%, and Cr-Ni PmNECe,o
56%) (see Simpson et Pro46

al., 1974 and especially --- FIGURE I ---
McKibben,1983 for a
detailed discussion of the Fission Cell response). The energy interval

for response is N200-1000 MeV/n (N1-3 GV rigidity). These counting rates

provide relatively good statistics and permit a fairly precise measure of
modulation changes. The overall elemental response is expected to be in-

sensitive to any long-term instrumental drifts.
For comparison we have us@d the Voyager 1 and 2 counting rates for

nucleons >75 MeV (Stone et al., 1977), kindly made available by the

Voyager CRS experimenters.
In Figure 1 we have plotted the trajectories of Pioneers i0/II and

Voyagers 1/2, projected onto the eclip-

tic plane. Pioneer I0, alone among the

4 spacecraft, is moving away from the ..._,{

solar apex, in the direction of the ._I" _ (A)(~28AU)
• L I _ IJ PIONEER10

heliospheric tail The time interval _ _ t_,/L ,l"_tt_ CNO-r,
studied here, 1982-3, is indicated by i . _r,the heavy lines along the trajectories• py _, '3 ~soo,,v/N

F _ L 7(.)(~_4AU)
OBSERVATIONS. In Figure 2 we have ,-LI_I_II_#I_ Jl_I P'ONEER,_

plotted 3-day averages of counting .,_'_ "_'""'_"_'"'_'1 -.0../N
rates, showingthe behavior of the event _L . .,_ _'rf_ _(c)(-,,A0_
at various radii and longitudes in the _[_f_vy i _] VOYAGERt

I/ L" _._V_NUC'EONS
heliosphere. The two large Forbush x 1 V_- _ >75MeV/Ndecreases seen at 1 AU in mid-1982 (Fig.

activityJuly, early in June and early in ' _ (D)V(yIOGEAU_:
patently caused by the large solar wind <LI V[I_I_ "%"I _ V_/_" )'V'_.] NUCLEONS>75MeV/Nt_

- on 3 June, on the back side of the sun z__ _2V , "_ V TM ](E)(__U)
as seen from the earth (Pyle et al. -_r,_: v _ / _P_

1984) • The longitude of this flare fl >_OS_.V/N

placed it almost directly "under"

oeer0eeoeeJuly), originated with a large solar
flare event visible from Earth. In the

Figure we have indicated (filled s

triangles) the outward progression of ............ ,.....
the modulation. The outward propagation 1982 1983 ero_Tc

--- FIGURE 2 ---
of the recovery is indicated by the open
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triangles. At 1 AU the two intensity .......... T ...........
decreases are distinct in time and THEUNWERS_TYOFCHICAGO

superimposed on a general downward ,. 27AU 29 3111,

trend of flux (Fig. IE,F). The two J " I(A) " "_
decreases are similarly resolvable at < ......_;I_ (D)._F'_

10-14 AU (Fig. 1B,C,D). However, at u_
Pioneer i0 (Fig. IA) the modulation &

increased over a ten-day period, and x 1
:) NEER 10

remained more or less constant for a __
six-month period before a relatively . 4' _ _ ,' , I ,

_,' ,' ,' _,' _JJL.J
sharp onset of recovery (open _=. _ _,, _,, _,, _j_,
triangle). At Pioneer 10 the second < _,, _,, ,'
shock has no significant effect on '.' ,' ,'

the °verall intensity level (filled z __E!:,Ii--

triangle with "?"). _j PIONEER11 "

It is clear from Figure 2 that

both the initial Forbush decreases as •
well as the subsequent rise from the , . 12Au 13 !4 15

'9 '8' 2'depressed flux levels (open tri- '1 ' ' 'J ' ' , 98 3'',/o4,'A

angles) propagate outwards. --- FIGURE 3 ---

Calculation of an accurate value for the radial velocity of the increase,

based on this Figure, is difficult owing to the possibility of hysteresis
between many of the counting rates shown. To accurately determine the

outward velocities we have isolated the two identical CNO-Fe 3-day
averaged counting rates from Pioneer I0 and Pioneer ii, between which
there are no significant energy hysteresi_ effects, and plotted them on
an expanded scale in Figure 3. The dashed arrows indicate the time
shifts necessary to best align the four intensity changes labelled A-D.
The triangles show the distance of the two spacecraft from the sun. The

initial modulation increase (event (A)) is nearly azimuthally symmetric:

we find that the modulation increase propagates outward with ap-
proximately the same velocity towards Pioneer ii and Pioneer I0.

However, event (B)'s transit velocity from Earth to Pioneer-ll is ap-
proximately 700 Km/sec, but from Pioneer Ii to Pioneer I0 only 545

Km/sec, indicating either a) a large deceleration or b) a significantly
higher velocity towards Pioneer II (700 Km/sec) than towards Pioneer I0
(600 Km/sec earth-Pioneer i0).

Events (C) and (D) are intensity recoveries where the propagation

velocities are near the solar wind velocity, indicating a very small, if
any, azimuthal dependence. Near each dashed line in Figure 3 we have
indicated the calculated _ 90 ............
propagation velocity for _ (A) UNSHIFTZD (B) SHIFTED(Vsw_SOOKrn/s )

the feature, assumin_ _ _

x D034~060,(84)._

azimuthal symmetry. In _ 75
Figure 4 the Barrels

solar rotation averages zo Dn4250(82)
_ (SHOCK)/of the CNO-Fe counting _ _o75-, ....

©? .
rates for Pioneer I0 and o_ 60 \,,7o,_18,)
ii are plotted against
each other. In panel (A) - _/_/\0,97 n,_)

the data, covering mid- T 4511_. . . . . .O- lt3 lt5 lt7 11 1i3 115 lt7

1982 to mid-1983, are P-IO F2 COUNTING RATE x 10 3 (S -t) PFO44A

plotted with no time-

shifting; in panel (B) --- FIGURE 4 ---
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the Pioneer-ll data have been shifted two solar rotations, equivalent to

a solar wind velocity of_,500 Km/sec. This time-shift has placed all of

the data points on the same regression line except the one corresponding
to the large modulation increase associated with the high-velocity,

radial shock. Thus, the assumptions of a) azimuthal symmetry and b) out-
ward propagation at near the solar wind velocity result in a near-perfect

alignment of the data at the two spacecraft, differing byNl6 AU in
heliospheric radius and by nearly 180 degrees in longitude.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS. In order to determine the outward

velocity of the onset and recovery from modulation of galactic cosmic
rays in the heliosphere it is essential to eliminate all magnetic

rigidity dependent effects so that rigidity-dependent hysteresis in the
heliosphere does not lead to erroneous conclusions.

We have, therefore, selected sets of nucleon-intensity data whose
magnetic rigidity ranges are close to each other. The solar-flare gener-

ated series of radially-propagating shocks which passed outward through
the heliosphere in 1982 provide a unique test of the dynamical processes

resulting in large-scale heliospheric modulation.
We have shown that major increases and decreases in solar modula-

tion are primarily radially dependent and not strongly azimuthally
dependent.

Not only is the increase in solar modulation an outward propagating
effect, as has been shown earlier (e.g. Lockwood and Webber, 1984;
Fillius and Axford, 1985) but the recovery from the 1982-3 enhanced

modulation period also propagates outward at the approximate solar wind
velocity.
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375036, Yerevan, Armenia, USSR

L.I.DOR_N
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ABSTRACT

An automodel equation for the solar wind
velocity is obtained in the self-consistent
model. The solution of the convection-
diffusion equation is obtained for the den-
sity of galactic cosmic rays at a definite
dependence of the diffusion coefficient and
solar wind velocity on the rigidity and
distance.

In studying the propagation of galactic cosmic rays

(GCR) in the interplanetary space, properties of the solar

wind are considered, independent of the CR intensity.

Though it should be noted that the influence of GCR on the

supersonic solar wind is comparable with that of other

factors (galactic magnetic field etc.).

Then, while investigating the GCR modulations by the

solar wind, one should take into account the fact that with

the variation of the GCR intensity in time and space, the

influence of GCR on the solar wind varies, which in its

turn results in the variation of the solar wind velocity.

That is, the self-consistent problem should be solved.

In the spherically symmetrical case nonstationary

equations of hydrodynamics for the solar wind with account
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of the GCR influence have the form

"_U. _U + _ (_c a a__ _ _P_ e u _z T 9_

_a 2a (I)

. u 4 c e

where _, Do are the velocity and the density of the solar

wind, Ca is the sound velocity, _ is the polytropic in-

dex, % is the heliocentric distance, and P is the GCR

pressure equal to P=_fN(q,R,_)pud_ (here A[ is the

concentration of particles with the rigidity R ; P, If are

the momentum and the velocity of GCR particles, respective-

ly) .

The variation of the spectrum N is determined by the

character of GCR modulation in the interplanetary space,

i.e. it is defined in the end by the velocity of solar wind

and diffusion coefficient via nonstationary equation

of diffusion with account of convection and GCR energy va-

riation /1,2/

, Let us introduce as in /3/ new dimensionless dependent
%

variables _ and _ by means of relations _Z = _ -_-,q_
c_: g -_- and dimensionless independent variables _a_ and

_ Z , then the system (I) will have the form

oc+oc _ ' _ [ '+ p'

, (3)
(_,)+ _: (_)'+ _: -_ 3_,,, -_ 0

where, in calculating the last term in the first equation,

it is approximately assumed ('_- _) _ _
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Let us assume that X and _ are the function of

one independent variable E = qt- _' , where _'-co_#

Let us require that Z and i do not enter explicitly

in (2), then the density should have the form Jo_-tQ_(z)

Since 3/@I_rt_).=-o.,_/o((_r_1))_/;)_a_L:C_/der_Z the system
(3) will take the form

)+uP- o
I I

([n._) (X- a.,) + 0..z + X 4.aoc= 0 (4)

where the dash means _/8 _ .

Eliminating d(_ _ ) from the first two equations of

the system, one may rewrite (4) as

d_u
d_ (a,-x) ,:tz (_'-I)

d_c (a_-l) = - e_

(5)

where it is assumed F=dP_Z

As it is seen. the problem of integration of the ini-

tial set of equations in partial derivatives of the first

order is reduced to the integration of a first order ordi-

nary differential equation of the form

d.u F, (:_,.,.a)

and to two quadratures,

To define N one should solve eq.(2) which in the

spherically symmetric case in dimensionless variables has

the form
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_# _# + (_ a_ _ (6)13_3W 2 o_u cLN _ 8A/

here 3°=_'/_o , l_= R/R ° , _=_:/T, Ct=T/T o , _=T/_

where _o is the dimension of the modulating volume, _o

is the minimum rigidity of particles, T is the time

which the solar wind spends to reach the boundary of the

modulating volume.

In order to obtain the analytical solution of eq.(6),

one should choose the dependence of the diffusion coeffici-

ent and the solar wind velocity in the form

= j _L--Uo 9

where c_ and _ are the arbitrary constants.

Let us search for a solution with boundary conditions

_-Y_ and using the separa-Passing to the variable _ =ao

tion of the variables A/(_ t)--_(t)_(_) we have from

(6) __
= -I< _ , _=c_8g

(7)

where K _ is the separation constant.

The solution of eq.(7) is

where _ and _v are the Bessel functions of type I amd 2,

and _)= _- 3__ . After satisfying the boundary conditions we

have _o
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DIMENSIONS OF THE SOIzaR WIND CAVITY AND OF THE REGION OF
INTERPLANETARY COS_IC RAY IWODULATION

Dorma n I.V.
Institute of History of Science and Technology of the USSR
Academy of Sciences. Moscow IO3012, Staropansky per.I/5,
USSR

Abstract. We discuss the problem of determining effec-
tive dimensions of the region of global galactic cosmic ray
modulation from the data on II-year CR variations and the
data on the parameters of the solar activity and the solar
wind.

I. Effects limiting solar wind propagation. CR propa-
gation iS limited to the following effects. I) Pressure of
interstellar medium (according to the estimates /I/ this
gives qw ~ IO00 A.U. for the boundary between helio-magne-
tosphere and solar wind)$ 2) Pressure of the galactic mag-
netic field HG_3 IO'°G (this gives rsw~IOO A.U. in the
direction perpendicular to the field /2/)_ 3) Deceleration
both by CR and due to charge exchange of interstellar neut-
ral hydrogen (according to nonlinear theory of modulation
/3, 4, 5/ this gives raw_ 50-I00 A.U. depending on the CR
energy density in interstellar space and on the interstel-
lar hydrogen concentration in the vicinity of the Sun). We
should emphasize here that we do not know the effects ca-
pable of limiting solar wind to Fo~ IO-20 a.e. Meanwhile,
investigating the correlation between CR intensity varia-
tions and solar activity variations, many researchers con-
cluded earlier that the dimensions of the modulation region
are extremely small (U_=IO-20 A.U. and even r_ 2-3 A.U.)
Moreover, many papers have recently appeared which suggest_
as before, that V_ IO-20 A.U. Let us try to explain the
reason for such a difference and to understand whether the
solar wind dimensions can generally coincide with the ef-
fective solar wind dimensions, i.e. F,w=

2. Estimation of effective dzmensions of the interpla-

netar2 C_r-m0dalation region an_ investigation of the struc-
ture of this region_ time and energy hystereses. This esti-
mate can be obtained from calculation of the delay of the
observed galactic CR modulation with respect to the proces-
ses on the Sun (time hysteresis). Indeed, as shown in /2/,
the hysteresis between the total number W of solar spots on
the solar disk and the intensity variations of the CR neut-
ron component (observed on the stations Ottawa - the geomag-
netic cutoff rigidity R=I.2 GV, Chicago - 1.8 GV, Climax - "
3.2 GV, and Haankayo - I3.5 GV) is explained well by the
convective diffusion model of global galactic OR modulation
with an account of the delay_ t _ r/u (u is the mean velo-
city of the solar wind /2,6/) of the electromagnetic condi-
tions in interplanetary space at a distance r from the Sun
with respect to the corresponding processes on the Sun. From
the comparison between calculations and observations it
follows that I) For particles with a rigidity of several
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GV the radius of the modulation region F_" I00 A.U. :, 2) the
effective free path for scattering _ R, where R is par-
ticle rigidity (in the _gion where R exceeds several GV),
it decreases as _ _o W-±/p with an increase of the solar
activity; 3) For CR with high rigidities (tens of GV) ra
decreases approximately as ?_ _o P,.-_., where Ref is the
effective rigidity of primaty CR regis_ere_ oy a given ae-
vice; _) At very small rigidities the delay in the recovery
of CR intensity exceeds the theoretical value as the solar
wind activity weakens. This indicates the presence, besides
the convective-diffusion modulation region (with _~ IOO
A.U.), also of a '_uffer" layer between solar wind and in-
terstellar medium in which the wind velocity is close to
zero but there exists an interplanetary magnetic field am-
plified due to a permanent pumping by the solar wind. In
this layer there is no convective GR outflow, but the delay
in the recovery of GR intensity inside the modulation regi-
on increases due to a comparatively slow diffusion of low-
_n_rgy particles. The estimation of the thickness of this
diffusion layer gives LD _ IOO A.U. (the influence of this
layer on particles of high rigidities can be neglected due
to relatively small magnetic fields there). It was shown in
/6/ that in the buffer layer particles can be accelerated
to comparatively small energies, which can explain the ap-
pearance of an anomalous CR component. Note that at small
distances GR are scattered by magnetic inhomogeneities of
solar wind, whereas at large distances the main role in OR
scattering and their convective outflow must be played by
large solar wind perturbations of the type of shock waves.

We believe that r_ is close to r_w only for partic-
les of rather small rigidities. At large _ distant regio-
ns of heliosphere will not modulate particles with rigiditi-
es of tens of GV because the azimuthal component of the in-
terplanetary magnetic field decreases with distance (_ r-_)
this fact leads to a decrease of R (corrolary 3).

Corrolaries 3 and 4 discussed above lead to the energy
hysteresis which has been thoroughly investigated in recent
years.

3. The shift of hello-latitude of active regions with-
in a cycle 0f Slo_ar activit_ and the dimension of the m0du-
_ation region. In many papers a_tempts have been made to
_xplain time hystere is by the shift of the effective hello-
latitude of solar activity from higher to lower values in

. the course of an il-year cycle (see, for example, /7-9/).
In this case the hysteresis disappears in a first approxima-
tion, and so the authors have concluded that the modulation
region is very small. In our opinion, such a conclusion is

- to a great extent groundless. A more accurate account of
the helio-latitude shift by means of the HL-index /IO/
shows that hysteresis disappears only for an effective angu-
lar flux width @= 5-IO °. But in this case there is a sharp
contradiction between the observed /II/ and the calculated
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annual variations. The results are in agreement only for
~ 30-5O° , but in this case the time hysteresis does not

disappear and leads to the results discussed in 3.
_. Short-time variations of solar activity and the di-

mension of the effective modulation* reg_i0n.The _%udy of
th'esocalled "Stepwlse" variatid_s in the solar activity
and their manifestations in cosmic ray variations /I2/ has
led to the conclusion that the corresponding delay in CR
with respect to the processes on the Sun makes up I-2 mo-
nths, which gives T_ 7-I0 A.U. But as shown in /I3/,
during short-time varzations of solar activit_ only a small
part of the modulation region nearest to the Sun takes part
in the modulation, and the smaller the characteristic peri-
od of solar activity variations, the smaller part of the
modulation region is involved in the formation of a corres-
ponding OR variation.

5. Anisotropic diffusion model and the dimension of
the modulatibn reg_ion. _lore accdra_e calculations of th_
CR intensity modu_ati6n in the framework of the anisotro-
pic diffusion model with an account of polarity reversal of
the total magnetic field of the Sun also give large dimen-

sions of the modulation region ( ra _ 50-IO0 A.U.) (seee.g. /z4./).
6. _leasurements in space and the dimension of the modu-

lation re_i6n. The recen_ measurements of long-term OR*_ak
riat lons and their radial radiant on a cosmig ( c apparatus
(CA) Pioneer IO and II, and on Foyager I and 2) give at
least t_> 65 A.U. /I5/, and according to /I6/, /I7/, the
calculations which, made use of the same data and took into
account the CA measurements near the Earch as well as the
ground-based neutron monitor measurements (for elimination
of CR time variations) give r_~IO0 a.e.

Conclusions: I. Dimensions of the effective modulation
regzon r_ for low-energy (less than several GeV) partic-
les arB close to the solar wind dimensions T,w , where
?_ _ Vs_ IO0 a.e. 2. As the particle rigidity R increases,
the value of F_ decreases, so that in this case Va can be
much smaller than taw • The value of _ also decreases with
a decrease of the characteristic period of CR variation (it
reaches the maximum value only for long-term variations,

such as II- and 22-year ones). $. The region of effective
modulation and solar wind is surrounded by a buffer layer
which causes the delay in the recovery of CR intensity.
5. The energy hysteresis is caused by two factors: the de-
endence of ra on R and the presence of a buffer layer
the time of diffusion through this layer essentially in-

creases as the particle energy decreases).
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ABSTRACT

Evidence is presented that the drift effect on the
modulation of galactic cosmic rays can be seen on
Forbush decreases observed by the Deep River and
Hermanus neutron monitors.

I. Introduction

Since the description of drift effects on the modulation of galactic cosmic

rays (Jokipii, Levy, and Hubbard, 1977) its significance has been contro-

versial. Lee and Fisk (1981) argued that the topology of, and fluctuations
in the Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) might render drift effects quite
ineffective. Jones (1983) remarked that observable drift effects seem hard

to find. Current drift models (e.g. those of Jokipii and Thomas; 1981, and

Potgieter and Moraal; 1985) however are now in agreement that there should
be a small effect on near-Earth observations. In addition, Potgieter and

Moraal also showed that despite small observable effects, the dynamics of
the modulation' in consecutive solar cycles (IMF directions reversed), may
be drastically different. These authors also summarised a score of

independent observations reflecting drift effects.

Figure I shows that after a blast wav_ has passed Earth, the drift velocity
field in the 1970 to 198D IMF configuration should cause a Forbush decrease

to reset faster than during the 1959 to 1969 configuration. In this pape_

we investigate this hypothesis with data from the Deep River and Hermanus
neutron monitors.

North
Drift direction:

1959-1969-------

Sun _ _'_ 1,71-1980------
E_th

South // / Figure 1
// /

2. Data Analysis and Results

The Table lists the Forbush decreases selected from the Deep River (cutoff
rigidity Pc = 1,0 GV) and Hermanus (Pc = 4,7 GV) neutron monitors. The
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time of onset is given as a two digit number for the year, a three digit num=
ber for the day, and a two digit number for the hour. The selection criteria
for the 109 Hermanus decreases were rather loose. This means that about 15_
of them are contaminated by other decreases in the onset phase, reset phase,
or both. For Deep Rivier even more decreases were included for a total of
131, but the 85 marked with an asterisk are clear, uncontaminated decreases
that reach a clear minimum within 12 hours of onset time.

Figure 2a shows the averages of these decreases for Hermanus. The solid
curve is for the period 1959 to 1969 and the dashed one for the period 1971
to 1980. The drift effect predicted from figure 1 is clearly visible. Note
that the sharp peaks at onset time (hour 48) and diurnal Variations are due
to subjectivity of selection of the hour of onset: One is inclined to Select

a high counting rate at onset time, and this automatically favours the peak
of the diurnal variation. The drift effect is even more clearly visible on
Figure 2b, which shows the five hour running average of the ratio of 1971-
1980 decreases relative to 1959-1969 decreases. Figures 3a and 3b repeat
this analysis for all 131 Deep River decreases, while Figures 4a and 4b are
for the 85 uncontaminated Deep River decreases only.

Hermanus Deep River

5900916 6.6 6905907 6.5 _9C0910 6.5 * 6608212 6.5 * 7720qlF 3.7 *
5902618 6.5 _908312 8.7 5902621 9.1 £615122 _.3 7726420 10._ *
590_516 7._ 6910212 5.3 _90a51C 9.1 6618918 5.1 • 773_70_ _.0 •

• 5909918 5.1 691171C 9.0 ¢909917 5.4 * (62_208 8._ ?ec032C 6.Q
_91132C 5.2 7127823 _.8 891132C 6._ * 6626619 6.1 * 7810017 9.2

5913122 12.2 7135118 7.0 ¢Q13121 16.0 * E£2881_ 5.0 * 781210( 16.5 *

_916212 7.0 720_906 5.5 5916208 6._ £629908 3.9 • 7815311 8.U *
_92312_ 9.0 7215113 5.8 5919813 21.U 6_32117 _,_ • 7823021 5.3 *
592921_ b.O 7217114 3.7 =923203 _.6 * 663_718 5.3 78316n_ 5._ •
5933706 5.7 _230516 8.3 892_621 8.4 * 6701312 5.8 * 96_802 6.7

6009110 7._ T31271q 1.5 ¶C26123 9.5 6T04623 5.2 * 780_52C 20.2 *
E01061_ 5.6 7313q15 5._ ¢_33704 9.2 6_1211_ 6.2 3908712 7.9
£012116 lO.q 7318917 3.5 fOCq11C 12.7 • £71_51_ 5.0 * 7909593 7._
601Q31_ 7.0 7321213 _.3 6810722 #.8 * 67_021E 5.¢ 79_=7_ _.6 *

£01q62C 10.6 7_07516 2.7 £01_12U 1_.3 £_32602 3.8 * 1918722 8.5 *
6022712 6.1 7_06_2_ 3.5 F_1_321 7.2 _802623 q.7 797_106 _C._ *
602_008 5.9 7501513 3,7 f01_92q E,6 6809622 q,8 7q2791_ 5,F *
611061_ _,7 75_8515 3.0 _0179_3 _._ * 681170_ 3.9 * _90_?_F 9._
611_122 5,5 7511012 3,9 ECI_61q 7,9 * 6_1_202 2,9 800379? _,3 *

612"712 5,9 7513916 _,1 602271_ 6,6 * £830221 12,6 PeO_6C# 2,5 *

6127320 _,5 7518909 3,0 £_28005 8,8 * 6901_19 3,F • 80079 IF 5, 7 *

6201018 _,1 7522516 2,9 610_62_ 5,1 690_11_ 3,7 *

620360q 5,6 7529118 2,5 6110_03 6,E * 6908219 13,6 *

621_71U _._ _530817 3,7 811_103 _.8 * f910301 5,t *

6223316 3.8 7532609 3.6 _ 612071q 9.9 * 7110_1q" _._ *
622730_ 6.5 7605121 2.0 £127319 8._ * 71137,6 5.2 *
6228106 6.1 7611802 2.5 6130115 5.5 7127823 q.F *
6306916 _.1 7612_11 3.2 6133517 7.6 * 713511£ 7.2 *

631082C 5,8 7623619 2,_ f20100_ q,5 • 7206619 _,_

631851_ _,I 763390q 2.3 8203520 6,6 7211a01 5,0 *

6323312 3.8 7702911 3.0 f207922 3.q * 7213619 5.8 *

6326506 7.2 7709712 3.3 £2089_ 5.3 * _21511c 5.7 *

6330212 6.6 7890318 5.3 6211_0_ 6.3 * 7216909 5.q *
6q25q1_ 3,5 38C291q _,8 f227303 5. < _221721 22,8 *
65021C2 _.6 780681£ 7,0 f306917 a.O * 7230518 10,3 *

6510911 3.8 7810012 7._ _30812_ 3.5 3235716 3._ *
£516621 3.8 7812105 16._ _310903 2.5 722571_ _.q *

651992_ _.7 7815312 7.5 £312222 5.7 722921_ 4.5
6522721 3.3 7819_09 5,7 631_72C _.1 7301921 _.1 *
6527919 3.7 7831601 _.6 _32_91_ 19.3 * 73212_3 _.5 *

_626608 6,5 7835512 5.1 6_2{513 _,2 * _06qlp 3,1

6625810 8.9 7900613 5,0 63_0214 7.8 9_1270_ 6.1 *

6620913 q,5 7903_12 3,8 833202C 3,_ • 7q28718 _,8 *

6701306 6.5 790630q 3.5 {qO282n 3.? * 7501522 3.a

67e3822 5.5 790_712 8.2 _q25020 2._ * 7511012 _.C
671_515 7,_ 7909501 7,4 _2£52r 3,0 * _51896c 2,6 *

6730218 _.7 791150_ 7.1 f_32023 7._ 750651_ 5.?
680262C 5._ 7915719 6.2 F_"2016 3.0 75C_526 3.g *

6_07016 5.0 7918711 7.7 _61_918 3.2 7522513 2.7 *

6816218 6,1 792130_ _,_ 651_61_ 3,9 * 7f12322 5.2 *

6816823 _.q 7q27916 5. a f61_313 2.P 760_720 3.1 *

6819205 5.8 7931505 5.5 652non_ 2.3 * 77_29_$ 3. ° *
£8321_P 7.7 8003701 6.0 852271_ _,."= * 778q71£ 3._

683_012 6,2 _007912 _,8 f_39912 2,9 * _717013 3,q

6902613 5, _ ff02815 2,P * 7717903 3,q
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In all cases the effect builds up at approximately the same rate towards
maximum at hour 192 (6 days after onset), but on Deep River (Figure 3b) it
starts to disappear at about hour 240 (8 days after onset). The Deep River
effect is also about a factor two smaller than on Hermanus. Figure 4b shows
however that when the contaminated decreases are omitted the effect on Deep
River increases somewhat in magnitude and becomes more persistent.
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3. Interpretation. and Significance

if <Vd>denotes the omnidirectional drift velocity and U the differential
cosmic ray density, then the divergence of the drift flux is

2" (<_d>u) = <_d >.V_U,

because V.<Vd> = 0. Now <Vd> = P (rigidity) and Potgieter (1984) has
shown from his numerical driTt model calculations that <vd>.VU is a
rapidly increasing function of P. This qualitatively explai_s why the

Hermanus effect may be larger than the one on Deep River. Quantitative
comparison with observations requires that the calculations of Potgieter

must be weighted over the response functions of the respective neutron
monitors. Such steady state drift calculations can however not explain

why the Hermanus effect is more persistent than the Deep River one.

To test the significance of these results, the following tests were

performed:

(a) The three largest decreases (5919813, 722172, 7804520 for Deep River and
5913122, 7812105 for Hermanus) were omitted to see whether these had an un=

desirable weighting effect. This caused no change in the results.

(b) The Hermanus calculations were repeated separately for decreases greater
and smaller than the median. Both sets showed the effect, but it was much
more significant on the large decreases.

(c) The chronological order of the Hermanus decr@ases was scrambled randomnly.
In this case the effect completely disappeared.

From these tests we think that the drift effect is real and significant. We

are presently extending the analysis to additional low, mid, and high lati=

rude neutron monitors to confirm this and to establish a rigidity depence of
the effect.
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ANOMALOUS SHORT-TERM INCREASES IN THE GALACTIC COSMIC

RAY INTENSITY: ARE THEY RELATED TO INTERPLANETARY

MAGNETIC CLOUD-LIKE STRUCTURES ?

N. IUCCI, M. PARISI, C.SIGNORINI, M. STORINI and G. VILLORESI

Istituto di Fisica dello Spazio Interplanetario del C. N. R.

Dipartimento di Fisica - Universit_ "La Sapienza"

Piazzale Aldo Moro, 2 - 00185 ROMA, ITALY

Thirty-one short-term increases ( time duration< 24 hours and am-

plitude up to 5% ) in the galactic cosmic ray intensity, occurring inside

Forbush decreases events, have been identified over the period 1966 -

1977. These increases are highly anisotropic and occur after the com-

pression region following the shock; the interplanetary medium /I/ is

characterized by intense ( >i 10 nT) and higly fluctuating magnetic field

, high velocity, low density and temperature ( flare ejecta piston ? )

as it can be seen in the examples given in Figures I, 2, 3 and in the ave-

rage behaviours of Figure 4. These B-fluctuations seem to be ordered

variations /2/ which could be representative of magnetic clouds /3/; this

structure is particularly evident for the 7 cases given in the Table for

which the data were always present and )_34 0. 5 _ and _/ _ )_ 4

4 _. /3 _,_ ( for the definition of _ see /2/ ); the average behaviour of
these events is given in Figure 5. Also the large cosmic ray increase

occurring on 17-18 September 1979, already analyzed by other authors

/4, 5/, belongs to this category of events as it is shown in Figures 6, 7.

In Figure 8 we show the time variations of _ in the plane ( X', Y') of

maximum variance and in the plane ( X', Z' ), Z' being the minimum va
riance direction.

The analysis of these events is still in progress; the study of fur
ther events occurring during i978 - 1979 and analytical refinement are

necessary to understand the o_igin of the cosmic ray increases obser-

ved inside these magnetic clouds.

MAGNETIC ISOTROPIC C. R.

CLOUD INCREASE

Start Duration Start Amplitude

D M-Y H (h) k,_/_l _//\-_ D-M H (%) .

23-09-66 21-22 18 .17 .50 24-09 00-01 1.5

13-12-66 20-21 26 .07 .48 14-12 02-03 2.3

13-01-67 19-20 36 .07 .56 13-01 19-20 1.0

29-07-67 20-21 10 .12 .34 29-07 21-22 1.5

24-03-69 17-18 20 .07 .35 24-03 23-24 1.3

09-11-69 04-05 14 .06 .62 09-11 04-05 2.1

15-05-72 20721 12 .15 .49 16-11 01-02 0.6
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THE FLARE ORIGIN OF FORBUSH DECREASES NOT ASSOCIATED WITH
SOLAR FLARES ON THE VISIBLE HEMISPHERE OF' THE SUN

N,IUCCI, M,PARISI, CoSIGNORINI, MoS'T'ORINI acld GoVILLORESI
Istituto di Fisica dello SPaz:Lo InterF, lanetario del CNR

DiPartimer',to di F'isica - Universita' 'La SaPier'iza'
Piazzale Aldo Moro, 2 - 00.1.85 ROMA, ITALY

i, Introdl..ict:Lon° Previous investi_tions (e°_° /I/) h,_ve sh-.
own-that Forbush decreases (Fds) rare Produced b_._the ProPama-

tion into the interPlanet_r_ sr_ace of m stron_ _',erturbation
ori_inatin._ 'Prom a solar flare (Sf) acconi_mnied b_ ]'::_PeIV
radioe.mission° As the front of the _,erturbation Propagates i....

nto the interF, lanetmr_ s_:,ace, the re_ion in which the _l_ct-

ic cosmic ra_s _re modulated ( F:'d....nlodulmtedre_ion ) rotates
westward with the Sun arid :[s mener_ll_ included between two

bound_._r::_streams /2/; therefore the Fds riot associated with

observed "F_Pe IV Sfs (N°Ass,Fds) rare lik.elu to be Produced b_
T_p,e IV Sfs occurred on the Sun's back.side_ these events car,

be observed when the Earth crosses the corotatine Western bo ....

ur'_d_._r._ of the modulated re:_ior',. The main _,_rPose of this _ ....
_er is to s_._Pr-ortour em_,irical Fd-nlodel b,_ stud_in_ the ori-
i_in of N°Ass.Fds and the corot_tion of the boundar_ streams°

2° Data anal_sis. It is ver_ lik.el_ that the stron_ active
re_ior, s <SAR) _.rod,._cir',_._reat fl_re..-associated Fds d,Jrir,_ th ....
eir _',assa_e on the visible hemisphere of the Sun can flare up

f_Jrther T:._Pe IV S'¢s when theu are located on the SiJn's back ....
side; _, N°A.ss°Fd should be observed when the Western edge o?"
a..modulated re_ion e',rod_._cedb._ the flares fronl one of these

active zorles enco,._rlters the Earth° We thinl,.,that this is the
case for the maJorit:_ of N°Ass°Fds° In order to test this st-
atemer'r_ we Plotted in Fi__._re 1 the distribution of the onset-

times of all (_140) N°Ass°Fds (am_._,].itude:.>1°5% in the _,ole,r
nucleonic intensitu over the Period 1957-1979 /1,3,4/) with
respect to the central meridian Passage (CMP) of 120 SAR /5/

Prod_._c:inr_lar,:4e Fds (aniF,litude :) 3% for T_Pe IV Sfs located
between E?O-W45 and ::21°5% for W45-.wgo /1/)o We notice that,
over a random distribution, lar_3e Peaks come out between .-.4

.and 4.2 dates from 'the 27--dm_ recurrences of' the CMP of' SAR ;
i.e° these N°Ass°Fds are found to bemin some da._s before the
ma._net:i.c field line connected with the BAR crosses the Earth°

The r:,e_k,at .27 daus m_Pears to be the most Pronounced as e'._....
_ected_ while the Peal,..am_,litude at the CMF' of SAR is reduced
b,z the occurrence of lar._e Fds, _,roduced b_ T_ee IV Sfs in

the E_stern c_i._adr_._r'it,which mask the conteni_or_r,_ _resence of °
N.Ass°Fds° Moreover we found that _60% of" the _140 N°Ass°Fds
are related with the CNP of SAR or its .27..-da_ rec_._rrence; on

the other hm"id 58% of the 120 SAR m-_al_zed are related to a
N°Ass°Fd occurr:Lnm near the .27-dm_ CMP recurrence, while for
23% of the_ "the _,ossible N.Ass°Fds are m_._sk.ed b_ the occu_ .....

fence of flare-associated Fds.
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]_r',cor,c.lJ..r.i_ionit seems that the m_Jorit_ of N.Ass.Fds (_:>60%)
are Produced b_ intense T_._PeIV Sf activit_ from long-livin_
SAR; therefore we ma_ expect that most of the remaining N.Ass.
Fds could be Produced b_ energetic T._ee IV Sfs occurring on
the Sun's backside in active re_ions not included in SAR,
Figure 2 shows a Bari:els disela,..._of CMP dates of SAR (e) tog-.
ether with their 2.7..-da_recurrer,ces (o); the arrows indicate
the N,Ass,Fd onset-..times, The time interval between the +27 ....
da_ rec.'urrence of CMF' of SAR and the beginning of N,Ass,Fds
m_._ be explained b_ two effects: the heliolongitude distance
between the _ctive re._.lionand the solar source of the Western
stream _r',dthe speed of the Western stream itself. The Table
shows that, as at, averae_e, the more the N,Ass,Fd or,set-time
(t4) Precedes the CMP oI' its .27-da:_ recurrence (to), the mo-
re •the .solar wind speed at the Fd-onset is found to increase,
This result ma,_;account for about a half of the broadening of
the recurrent r;,e_I<.s;therefore
the solar source of the Weste- t4 - to V Number of
rr',s'tream seems to be located, ( da,_s > (Kmls) Events
from case to c;_se, between _40 °
_r',d_75°in the West of the ac......4 ._..-2 570 13
five re._ior',which is, as exPe .....2 ._. 0 465 17
cted, the half longitudinal e-- 0 .o+2 380 10
xter',s:i.or',of the Fd....modulated
r e._:|:J.on,

The corotatior', with the Sun of the Fd-modulated region is bet-.
ter shown if the boundar._ streams are found to recur, The int-
erPlar,etar_ data /6/ are used to investigate the recurrence of
these Perturbat:i.or,s, Periods of enhanced magnetic field inten-

sit._ (B ::>fOnT), not associ_!_b].eeither with interaction regi-
or,s betweer, h:i.._lh..-seeedstreams ejected from coronal holes and
the ambient solar wind, or with inte.relanetar._ Perturbations
Produc:ed b,._energetic T,.._PeIV Sfs it, the visible hemisphere of
the S,..ir,,have beer',identified, The average behaviour of the i-
r',terr;.)._r,etar_ magnei;ic field intensit,_ B and erotor, densit_ N
for 160 of those eerturbatior, s are shown in Figure 3 together
with the avera_le behaviour of B and N about ± 27 da_s (b) and
•_ 54 da:._s(c). The da:._of the sharp Jr,crease in B was chosen
as ePoch-time, The results show th_._tthere is a high erobabil ....
it;._that i;hese .ir,terF,lanetar,_ structures corot_te with the Su ....
r',,be.ing the lifetime :_ 2 solar rotatior,s,

3_ [:or,clusionso The _:'.arentactive regions of most N.Ass.Fds a-
, re '_"our',dto be the ones showing ar, intense T_Pe IV St activit_

durin_.itheir Passae.(eon 'the visible hemisphere of the Sun, na ....
mel,._those which are most lik.el_ able to Produce T_Pe IV Sfs
also on the Sur,'s backside, T_ee IV Sfs emitted at different
times b_._the same act:i.vere_ion will depress the cosmic ra_ i.-
r',ter',sit_ Jr, the same Portion of the interelanetar_ space coro-
tat:i.n:'Awith "the Sur',_therefore the Fd-..effect will be observed
also in the interPlanetar,_ re_.4ior',swhich were not swept b_ the
•("ror',t of the Perturba't;:Lon, as it should haPPen for the N,Ass.-
Fds_ These results give a further suPPort to the experimental
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F'd....l_,ocie]. developed b_.l our ._lro,.Jl'. (e+_,/2/)o

/1/ N°IUCCI et _ll+l N,Jovo Cimento 2C, 1, 17770

/2/ N°IUCCI et _I_ Nuovo Cimer_to "7C, 4_7, 1984+
/3/ 3°F°STELJES_'Co_m:Lc ra_ NM.-._4 data" AECl..-.Canad_._.1965-1972+
/4/ H_D°WIL.SON i_r'_dH°BERCOVITCi.41 'C;osmic ra,..._NH....64dat_" AECL-...

C_.lI"i_11:J_'l ::L973.- :1.979
151 H°V,DODSON .:'_r',d E:°R01..IEDEbtANI W[ll.]-A([Iol.i].der) RePor'l_s UAG-.14,

1<?'71., LIAI)I.-.,52., :1.'7"7,5ar, d UAI._....80, 1781,
/_.>t ,.I,FI,K[NI:._i "IrrL¢?.r_',lar'_ei;i;_r._l i+ler.liLili, l:i_ta [look.", N,_IS[IC/W[IC'...A-.R

t 0 "7'7.-.04 (1.9"77), 79-.08 (1'779) _r,d 83'.'.01 (1983)+

'°

L I I t -- I

-5'4 -27 O 27 54
OAYS

Figure II Distribution of the onset times of the N.As_.Yds with
respect to the Central Meridian Passage (CMP) of the active re-
_ions Prod,Jcin_ energetic T_Pe IV Sfs and assoc:iated with _reat
Fds ( see the Text )0
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LONGITUDINAL DEPENDENCE OF THE INTERPLANETARY PERTURBATION

PRODUCED BY ENERGETIC TYPE IV SOLAR FLARES AND OF THE
ASSOCIATED COSMIC RAY MODULATION

N.IUCCI, M°PARISI, MoSTORINI, G°VILLORESI ii_ndSoPINTER (*)

Istituto di Fisic<s dello S_'_mzio InteT'ml_net_T'io del CNR
Di_rtimento di Fisic_ ...Univei'sitln" "Li._S_i::.ienz_!_"

Piazzale Aldo Mo_o_2 .- 00185 ROMA._ ITALY

(*) Geomh_sicml Institute .. Slowi_k Ac_._dem:_o$ Sciences

947 01HURBANOVO, CZECHOSLOVAKIA

I° Int1"oduction, One o$ the most si_._ni'(>ic_nt9e_$tu_'es o'f'the
fl_re-_$ssoci_ted Foi'bush dec_'e_{_ses ( Fds ) in the _l_cti<_
cosmic r_ (c°r, ) intensit':_ is the so-(:x_lled Emst-West

_s_mmetr_ /1....5/: the sol_" fl_,'es ( Sgs ) obse_'ved in the

Emstern or centT'_l re_._ion o'__ the solmr, disk exhibit m hi_:_he_"
PT'ob_bilit_ to cmuse l_e Fds th_n the Sfs occu_i'in_._ in the

Western _o_'tion of the disk° In _,__,tic_..ti_!__• IUCCI

et _I_/5,6/ showed thmt the inte_'_l_net_r_:_ i,,e_tu_b_t:i..ons
_ene_ated bu T_.._:,eIV S'f'sde_',ress the c_ro inter.sit::_ in _!_,

w._st sPirml cone-like i'e:_ion ( modul_i_ted re:_Jion ) which ex-

tends mlon_ the inte f'mIc_netm #'::_mm:_net ic field $_'om the
nei__hbou_hood of the _._ctive #e_._ion to the _._d_U_ncin:__,,ei'tui'....

bmtion, mnd th_{_t, immedi_tel._._ i_ftef" the 91mfe-_._ener_ted _:,ei'....
tu#bmtion_ the mmximum e.:_i'° modul_tion is obse#ved between
O°_n_ 40 _w ( see Fi._u_es 4 _nd .17._in IUCCI et _1°/5/ ) of

the me_idimn _:,Imne c._ossin_._ the 91a'_'e site _t time of 91n_'e
( fl_n_'e's me_'idimn _::.Imne )_ This _s,:._mmet_'im m,_',
modul_tion could be due to _ IonSitudir_ii_l _,s:._mmetYu:_in the

inter_,Imnet_T',_ _er.tu,'bmtion Producir',._:._Fds, ms :i:,ue:J._estedb'::_

AKASOF:'blie,_t _ncdi_'sYtOSHIDNAlmnce/_2/in°cont_'_Tdhis ex_:'ecte:_.('_ctior',wit_I'is::_mmet_'t::_he_'esultSseemSob_t..''°

t_ined b_ I"'INTE.F_/7/ on the b_se o'_'multir:,le s_:'u!_cec_'_'I"t
_':,IBsm_i_nd m_._netic "_'ield obse'rvBtions_ which il",dic_te theft
the '_'im_e-Sene_mted shock w_._ves exF,_t",d on _ b_'o_,d _'o__t

which is not sy,he,,ic_l but ne_i_';'l_.._s::_mmet_'ic_!_l with _'esmect

t_°l_re___ener_tetdhe _'im_'e;hocSkmei'w:i/_,ved,i_n dis_._l_!_::c.il;'_l"'e _s_:_mmet_icl"_!_c'_l_::_ i_itllI

res;:,ect to the #'l_re's meridii:._n ;:,l_r,e_is the onl::_i!_._'._ent
_es_onsible fo_ Fds we couId hli_'dI,._ex_.Ii!_in the obse_'ved
E_st"-West _s_mme_t_,, of the moduI_ted _'e_..'._ion0

IUCCI et _1_ /8_6/ showed 'theft i;he fl'oni'< ed<.:.le i',,el'tui'.-
bmtion "stl'enSth' il,Bde ,..il_ b_ the shock _nd ll,_l._.:lnetic bIob ef"-
fects, is well co_el_ted ( co_i,e].mtior',coe'f"f'00°96 ) with

the obse,'ved F'd-mmF,litude. Thei'e'{"oi'ei'f"the shock is _ilmost

s_mmetT'icsl _bout the '_'l_il'elon,._itude_, the i!_s_:immeti'::_o'P the
F'd-modul_ted i'esion is likel::i to be due to the m_i._.:lnetic_:,ei"...'

tu_b_tion "_ollowin£1 the shock which should be disi:,l_i_.:ledi!i_.!i_:l-

mmet_icBll_ in loneitude, ils su_.l_.lestedb._._H_.%UI:TWITZet _#iI/9/0
BARNDEN/IO/ 9our,d that the descendin:._._;:,hi!._seof' some l::'ds

exhibits _ cle_" two-ste_, _._t_ucture which is Ioc_tecl insi<_e
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the _ssoci_._ted interPlmnet_._r._ distu_bmnce0The m_.<:..Inetici"ield
intensit,._ _i_ndsol_r wind _l_sm_ F;,_!_r_._metersir,dic_ite th_t the

i"irst stei:',be.<._inswith the shock i':,_ss_._.<._.leBt the E_rth/lO,6/_

the second ste_ occurs _._er,er_;_ll,.._ne.,_Y- _ discontin,Jit,._ loc_ ..-
ted inside the m_._<._neticblob _._ndfollowed b,.._the '¢l_re edee.'-

t_ or dt'iver ._._s, this second decre_se c._r,be often connect-

ed to the entr._._of' the E_t'th into _ reslion with looe',-like
m_netic 'field cor'_fi_ur_tion (e_.<_./ll/ _._r,dre'f",therein ).

The mmin Purpose of the _',resent _',_i-',eris to verif,.:_ex....

e',eriment_ll,.._theft _in ms,.._mmetric _,et'turb_tion ( m_<_i"_etic blob
c_nd discontinuities ) followin.<_ the shock is indeed res_or,-

sible for the lon_itudin_il e_s<.:immetr<.._of the c0r0 modul_rtion;

this will be done b_i stud,.:<,in_ st_._tisticmll,.:_ the seP_t'_i_te
contributions o?" the shock front _nd the i"ollowin.<._.lm_<.:.Inetic

i',ert,._rb_!,>tionon the _._m_:,litudeo'f the first _ind second stei'-
of Fds _s _ "f'unctior_o'f the _._ssoci_._tedSf lon.<._itude_

20The influence o9 _.i_hockmnd me_.<._netice',erturb_._tion "_ollowir'_._'._
the shock on the Fd-_.)m_,litude _t I AU_ An ex_ml;',leo'f m two..-
ste_, Fd time beh_viour _._ndmssocie.._ted _irmmeters of the ir,....

ter_Imnete.lr;:_ medium is _._iven in Fi._:_ureI.
FiT'st of _II we _nml_._zed,ove_" the period I_64-1982., the

totml Fd-_mPlitudes ms m function of the heliolon.<._itude o'f
the _nssoci_ted Sfs0 Fi_.4,.ire2 shows theft the totml Fd-_mi:,li...
tude de_;,ends on the lor,slitudinml F,osition of the _:._t'ent'f"l_i-

re on the Sun; this result shows in e,mrticule_r th_!_t the mmx-
imum Fd-_,_m_:',lit,..ideis observed when the ?'l_i_reis loc_ted -- '2()_
Emst of the centr_l meridimn o'f the sol_r disk, in other wo-

rds when the E_it'th enters the Fd-modul_ted re_._ion mt _2()°We....

st o'_' the '_'l_re's meridian i'_l_!_ne_
We next _n_._Iwzed the _'el_._tionbetween the mmi'.',litude o'f

the "first stei:',of Fds mnd the loi",_itudin_i_l Position oi" the
F,_rer.t _8fs_ Fi_._u_,e3 shows th_,t, ms _n _ver_me, the hi._'._hest
_mPlitudes _re observed ne_ the $1_re's meridi_n _':,l_ne,in

m._-_reement with the results obtmined b,._ PINTER /'7/,

B,._means of the envelo_e cu_'ves of Fi_ut'e:_ 2 _._nd 3 we c_n
determine the l_._e-sc_le ch_r_.x:;tet'istics of the two-ste_
Fds; the i':,ol_rdi_r_._m .<_iven in Fi.<._ure4 rei,,t'esents the he...

liolon.<'.litudede_:,er,dence, rel_tive to the 'f'l_re lon.<_i'tude, o_
the totml _m_:,litude to.i._ether with the _mi':,litudes of the
f'i_st mr',d second ste_:,_so'(" Fds. The _s,.:_mmetric second stel._,
of" Fds mm,._be due to the lon_._itudin_._l i_s<.:_mmetr,.:_of' the mi_.<._.Ir_-

. etic i'-erturb_itior, i"ollowinsl the shock /9,2/ i the mi!_<._.Inetic

•field com_,_'ession _,',roducedb,.:__ ne_rl,..-'s'_:_mmet¢ic shock, sus-

t_ined b._ the driver .<._i_s_Ind ex_',_r_dir_ into the Archimedei_n
interi':,Imr_eti,_r<._im_.<.._netic'f'ield_ will be more i,,ror_ounced some...

" where in the West o'f the fl_!_'e's meridi_n _',l_!_r'=e,but r'_ottoo
fmr from this _'_l_ne on which the shocq,.,e>'hibits the hi._.:._hest
velocities, This _:_s,._mmetr,.._is shown in Fi._1..._'e5 where the

_.',_rmmeter < B >,/_t of the mm_(netic blob $ollo_,_in._..'._the shock
is _:,lotted _._inst the heliolon._itude o9 the _':,_'rentT_:',eIV
S$, whe_'e _t is the time dur_tion _nd < B > the eivet'_s_e9i....

eld m_._._'Ir',itudedurin_ the blob .
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:._ Rel_;tion between the Fd-._mPlitude _i,nd the _ssoci_.,,ted int-

er_':,l_._net_r:._Pe_'turb_tion_ IUCCI et _._l_/8y(.>/'found th_i_twhen
the observed interPl_,netmr::_ _:,e_"tu_'b_._tior,is PY'oduced b::_ _
T,m'.,eIV S_' the Fd-_:,mF,litude is well corT'el_,ted with _._nemPi-
T,ic r.,eT,t,..iT'batior_e',_.,_'_._meteY'which is the sum of' two _:,_._T'e._mete-

rs_ the shock "st_'en:'._th"i::'s _r',':.lthe m_,_._netic blob "st_,en:..Ith'
Pb, I'¢"we _.,ssume th_,,tthe m_.,_netic blob "stren::._th" is _'e_',_'e-

sent_._tive of' the m_.gnetic Pertu_'bation _"ollowin.,:_ the shock,
the two e',e_'_mete_'swill c(:)rresPond to the two e1"f'ects _"er_,or.-
ted _bove _nd there,'ore the::_ c_n be seP_'_tel::._ co_'_'el_!_ted

with e_:,chot the two ste_':,so'I"Fds_ Or. the other' h_r'_d _, shock
Plus e, m_,_netic blob we_"e recentl._._Proved /I::_/to l"o_'m_, su-
it_ble semi_:,evme_,ble obst_._cle to _:,_'ticle motion in o_"de_" to

Produce the obse_'ved Fds_ We investi._..'_:-,ted"_irst the cor_'e ....
lation between the tot_,,l Fd-amPlitude _.._ndthe tota_l Pe_'t,.._r-

b_!_tion F,_rameter I::_de_ined _s_

....Vo ..4.:,o
Where Vu:i.s the lo(:'_l shock v(.:.:locit,._ ( not cons:i.de_,ed in
IUCCI et a:l. 0 /8_&/ ) in klTI/S computed b._._us:i.n_._ 'the 'f'].u× con-

servi._tion e(._uat;.i.c)n_ V_."..: (V4N _ .... V_N o ) / (N4-No); :i.ndexes
0 and :L _'eter to the P_'e- and Post-shock v_ilues _'esPect:i.ve....
'l.,.j_ The coef"l":Lc:i.ent A = 1./3,_.>00 km,s-_,nT "_ was es't:i.m_,,ted b._._

makin:.:_ <P$ > =,.' A_<Pb> ss indicated bu the similes' _{,,veY'a:..le
amplitudes o1" the two steps of Fds ( see FisSure 3 )_ For' 21
two....steP Fds _n _._ccu#_te estimate o'¢ F_ i._nd Pbwas Possible_
in Figure 6 the cor#e:t_._'tion Plot between I::_ sr',d "the 'to't_l
Fd...._._mP1 i tude con'£i t'ms the results ob't',_ i ned bu IUCCI e'[,
_{_1,/8,6/ ( ccirrelstion coe'l"f'ic'i.ent (),9_> )_ moreover the "¢:i.....
rst step ot" the dect'ei{_se is _'i{rther well co_"_'el_.rted with the

shock P_ramete_ F'_ ( co_rel_:_tion eoef"£_ 0_88) ss shown in Fi....
£_ure 7, this loue_' co_'rel_.rtion maw be i_rl;'t_':i.bu'ted to the :l.o-
wet accur_3c::_ in "the estimste o'£ the "£iY'st.-..steP i{lli_Plit, uc.|es_
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RIGIDITY SPECTRUM OF FORBUSH DECREASE

S. Sakakibara, K. Munakata and K. Nagashima

Cosmic Ray Research Laboratory, Faculty of Science,

Nagoya University, Nagoya 464 Japan

ABSTRACT

Using data from neutron monitors and muon telescopes at

surface and underground stations(Nagoya, 0 m.w.e.; Misato,

34 m.w.e.; Sakashita, 80 m.w.e.), we obtain the average

rigidity spectrum of Forbush decreases(Fds) during the

period of 1978-1982. Thirty eight Fd-events are classified

into two groups "Hard Fd" and "Soft Fd" according to size

of Fd at Sakashita station. It is found that a spectral

form of fractional-power type(P-Y1(P+Pc)-Y2 ) is more suit-

able for the present purpose than that of power-exponential

type or of power type with an upper limiting rigidity.

The best fitted spectrum of fractional-power type is ex-

pressed by yi=0.37, y2=0.89 and Pc=IOGV for Hard Fd and

yi=0.77, y2=i.02 and Pc=I4GV for Soft Fd.

i. Introduction. Rigidity spectrum of Forbush decrease(Fd) has been

studied by many authors, using neutron monitor data(e.g. Lockwood, 1971;

Iucci et al., 1979; Lumme et al., 1983; Fenton et al., 1983), or by

adding a small amount of underground muon data to those in the above(e.g.

Thambyahpillai et al., 1965; Andreis-Sandrucci et al., 1968; Mishima et

al., 1973; Suda et al., 1977; Krymsky et al., 1979; Wada et al., 1979;

Sakakibara et al., 1979; Wada and Suda, 1980). These studies have been

made by assuming apriori a definite form of the spectrum and have tried

to determine parameters involved in the spectral form. In the present

paper, we make a comparative study of the spectral forms of Fd, using

plenty of data in wide range of primary cosmic ray rigidity. For the

muon telescope data, we use the response function given by Murakami

et ai.(1979,1981). For the neutron monitor data, we choose the re-

sponse function given by Nagashima(1980) for the maximum solar activity

out of three functions(Lockwood and Webber,1967; Aleksanyan et ai.,1981;

Mori and Nagashima,1984), based on a comparative study of response func-

tions(S.Sakakibara et ai.,1984; S.Mori and K.Nagashima,1984).

2. Ri$idity spectrum of Forbush decrease. Data used for the present

analysis are those of 8 neutron monitors(median primary rigidity Pm=21

35GV), 17 muon telescopes at Nagoya(Pm=60 _ II9GV), 9 underground muon

telescopes at Misato(Pm=145 _ 209GV) and 3 underground muon telescopes

at Sakashita(Pm=330 _ 567GV) during the period of Feb. 1978 - Feb. 1983.

Fourty five Fds greater than 2% in depression for neutron intensity at
Alert station were selected, but because of missing data of muon compo-

nents, 38 Fds were finally adopted.

Fig.l shows the rigidity dependence of the development of Fd on daily

basis, obtained by superposing those 38 Fds at the epoch which 0-day in-

cludes the occurence time of SC. As can be seen in this figure, the

depression at Sakashita is about 0.15% on the average and statiscally

significant, but individual Fd at the station is not always statiscally

significant and, in some cases, shows some increase. Taking this fact

into account, we classify the Fds into two groups "Hard"(23 events) and

"Soft"(15 events) according to size of Fd of Sakashita vertical component.
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-s -4 -3 -2 -iSC i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8day The magnitude(Al) of each Fd is

......... defined by the difference between

daily mean intensities on +i day

ITI%KIEL ._ and -3 day(cf. Fig.l). The bound-

--_ S ' ary of two groups is set at the

b magnitude(Ale0.05%) of Sakashita_- vertical component, which corre-

NAGOYA(V) spends to the statistical errorforthe component.

iX We made a comparative study
of the rigidity spectrum of Fd,

SA_SHITA(V) using the following three types
of the spectrum.

PW : Power type

_Isee Solar Wind Velocity I P-Y for P < Puso+ 0 for P > Pu

-I__ PE : Power-Exponential type
400

AI= P-Y exp(-P/Po)

Fig.l Averaged daily development of FP : Fractional-Power type

38 Forbush decreases, superposed at

the epoch day including SC, and AI= P-YI(P+Pc)-Y2
that of the corresponding solar

wind velocities. ..... (I)

Corresponding to the parameters involved in Eq.(1), the expected values

Alexp'S for muon components and neutron monitors are calculated, respec-
tively, from the differential coupling coefficients by Fujimoto et al.

(1984) and from those by Mori and Nagashima(1984). By the least squares

method, we found that FP-type spectrum in Eq.(1) can produce the expected
WSvalues Alex p most compatible with the observations To demonstrate

the coincidence betwe4n the observation and Alexp'S , we use a diagram
whose ordinate represents the observed magnitude of Fd and whose abscissa

expresses the corresponding magnitude Alex p calculated by using a rigidity

spectrum of Fd. W_ call this the correlation diagram of Fd. If Alex p
is calculated by using the spectrum determined from the observed data by
the least squares method, we call the diagram the best fitted correlation

diagram of Fd. In this case, all points on the graph must lie on a line

inclined by 45 ° from the abscissa. Such diagrams of Hard and Soft Fd's

are shown in Fig.2, for the FP-type spectrum. It is noted that, in case

of Soft Fd, the least squares method was applied to those data excluding
those of Sakashita station.

The rigidity dependence of Fd's can be expressed more plainly if we

use an effective primary rigidity(PE) for Fd, which is defined as the
median rigidity of a function obtained by multiplying the response func-
tion by the best fitted rigidity spectrum of the Fd. Fig.3 shows the

PE-dependence of Hard and Soft Fd's. The average magnitudes <Al>'s can

line up systematically on this graph.

In Table I, we show the best fitted parameters of three types of the
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]?ig[dii.y ;3[_:_L_L-J__tiLi+

Table i. The best fitted parameters for three types of the
rigidity spectrum.

ctral p-yz(p+pc)y2 i p-Yexp(_p/po ) i p-y, (p _ pu)
e FP

_i Y2 PciGV) PE PWy Po(GV) y Pu(GV)

Hard Fd 0.37 0.89 i0 0.90 471 0.98 400

Soft Fd 0.77 1.02 14 1.17 145 1.26 i00

l +I+.......I ++ I
10%L, ,,,l ...... ,....

(Hard Fd) " IAI _ P-YI (P+Pc)-Y2 " 8 NEUTRONST. NAGOYA

s - ++ MI ATO1 SAKASHITA

ys=0.37

< Pc=IOGV
v I

10% (HARDFD)

(Soft Fd) 5

o s _V

m _2=I.02 _ 1 _

SAKASHITA

° +l]I+0++
M2M

ALE
DEE

KER O,1
KIE

MISATO NAGOYA TOK ROM HER
0.i

I ILl l I i i t iii i t i
O.1 1 10% lO lO0

EFFECTIVEPRIMARYRIGIDITY (P£)GVExpected Magnitude AIexp.

Fig.2 The best fitted correlation Fig.3 PE -dependence of average mag-
diagram of Hard and Soft Fds. nitude <AI> of Hard and Soft Fds.

AIex p is calculated by using The effective primary rigidity PE
the fractional-power type spec- for Fd defined in the text is cal-

trum with parameter shown in culated under the same conditions

the figure, and in case of neu- as in Fig.2. Errors are derived

tron monitors the NAGASHIMA- from the dispersion of individual

response function is selected Fds.
for the calculation.
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3. Conclusion. It is concluded that the FP-type spectrum is more

suitable than PE-type or PW-type to express the observed rigidity depen-

dence of Forbush decrease. However, in case of the Soft Fd, one cannot

select the best spectral form out of the three types, by reason of the

insufficient accuracy of the observed data in the higher rigidity range.
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ABSTRACT

The maximum entropy method has been applied in the

spectral analysis of high-energy cosmic-ray intensity
during the large Forbush event of July 13, 1982. An

oscillation with period of about 2 hours and amplitude
of I -3 % was found to be present during the decrease
phase. This oscillation can be related to a similar

periodicity in the magnetospheric field. However, the
variation was not observed at all neutron monitor
stations.

In the beginning of the recovery phase, the intensity
oscillated with a period of about 10 hours and ampll-
tude of %3 %.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the largest Forbush decreases (FDs) was observed on July 13,

i982. It was caused by a solar flare of type 3B on July 12 at 0916 UT

at position 11 N, 37 E. The arrival of the shock front was Indicated
by a sudden commencement (SSC) at 1618 UT on July ]3. The magnetic dis-

turbance generated the largest geomagnetic storm ever observed in
Finland. At Nurmij_rvi Geomagnetic Observatory (60.5 N, 24.7 E), the

horizontal component of the geomagnetic field reduced 20 % within a few
hours, and returned to Its predecrease level in 12 hours.

The decrease of high-energy cosmic rays began at about 1620 UT on
July 13, and the recovery phase lasted several days. The amplitude of the
decrease was of the order of 20 % as measured by the Turku double neutron

monitor and other high-latitude monitors.
In order to flnd out possible periodicities 111 the cosmlc-ray Inten-

slty durlng t_Is FD, we applled the Maximum Entropy Method(MEM), proposed
by Burg In 1967, In analyzlng data from nlne neutron monltor statlons.
The advantage of MEM Is that It leads to much better resolutlon than the
conventional Blackman-Tukey method. It also gives more realistic power
spectral estllnates, especlally for short data records.

2. DATA AND METHOD OF ANALYSIS
The neutron monitor data used In our analysis are displayed In Figure

I. Before the frequency analysis, long-term trends (period > 12 hours)
were removed by using the moving average method.

The power spectral density, P(f), was estimated from the equatlon
I M

P(f) = At PM+II1.+ Z %k exp(-2=ifkAt)1"2'k=l
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_. Neutron monitor counting rates on July 12-15, 1982, at nime
station_ (see table I for the abbreviations)• The lowest curve shows

the horizontal component of the geomagnetic field as measured at Nurmi-
j_rvi station in Finland•

where f is the frequency, At ls the time interval between the data points,
and M is the length of the prediction error filter. The constant and
the coefficients _Mk were determined from the matrix equation PM+I

(i° I• tee _
n Cn-I'' o / _MM 0

where _ (l-0,...,n) Is the autocorre[atlon with time lag nAt(For details
of the ethod, see e.g. Ulrych and Bishop 1975). The tlme interval at was

5 or 15 min, and M was determined in the standard way (MSN/3, N - number
of data points).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

, 3.1. Decrease phasee The decrease phase started at aSout 1620 UT. However,
at Inuvlk the onset time was about 1430 UT. The explanation is that the
asymptotic directions of Inuvlk rotate with the Earth so that at 1430 UT
Inuvlk receives particles from the direction of the Interplanetary

• magnetic fleld-IIne. But these particles were strongly scattered by the

arriving shock front, and thus their intenslty decreased earlier.
The only significant varlation In the frequency range 3.10 _- 10-3Hz

occurred wlth periods between 112 and 126 min (Table I). The ampllt0de

was largest at the mountain station Jungfraujoch (_3 %, as reported
also by Debrunner et al. 1983). At Finnish stations (Turku and Oulu), the

amplitude was _2 _. Aq analysis of the neutron-multipIiclty data of the
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Table I. The most significant periods in the cosmic-ray intensity at
various neutron monitor stations.

Period (min)

Station Rvert(GV) Decrease phase Recovery phase
C

Jungfraujoch (Ju) 4.5 118 716
Kiel (Ki) 2.3 115 706

Turku (Tu) 1.1 115 706
Oulu (Ou) 0.8 112 788

Hermanus (He) 4.6 - 430

Deep River (De) 1.1 - 640
Goose Bay (Go) 0.6 - 596
Inuvik (In) 0.2 126 540
Alert (_l) 0.0 (119) 702

Turku neutron monitor showed that this vari-

ation was no more present at multiplicities

_h corresponding to median primary rigidities
_35 GV.

a_ The power spectral densities are shown in

i _ Figure 2. It is noteworthy that the 2-hour
• -- periodicity was practically absent at Hermanus

._ _ _ Deep River, and Goose Bay. Further, the period
119 min of Alert is not statistically slgnifi-

i _ cant.

_ _ .. In Figure 3, the power spectral density

is presented in more details around the 2-hour_ A _ peak. The superiority of MEM to the conven-

i tional Blackman-Tukey method is evident.- =° The origin of these oscillations is clear-
_ z. ly in the strong variation of the magneto-

spheric field as can be seen in Figure 4,
^_ where the observations of the satellite GOES-2

are reproduced.

PERIOD (min)

3.2. Recovery phase. In the beginning of the
FI__. Power spectral recovery phase, rather strong oscillations
densities of the cosmic-

were observed at all stations. The only re-

ray intensity observed markable variations occurred with a period of
at various stations about 10 hours and amplitude of 3 % (Table I
during the decreasephase, and Figure 5). A similar periodicity was found
_ by Chirkov et ai. (1983).as they ana-_x. ,-T6r

a.a

This periodicity could be explained .a.a

_ I by the activity of the Sun. Another
_, M could be successive re-

. •,_ -,,-..'_ flections of galactic cosmic rays on

MAXIMUM ENTROPY METHOD_ Fi__. Power spectral density of

_. _ ByCKHAN-TUKEYMETHOD the cosmic-ray intensity observed.

at Jungfraujoch the
during decrease

:. phase. The small figure shows the
_" _'_ _'_ _J ="_,z_'_ -,_ _ "'density around the 2-hour peak.
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"12/30 I_Q 2Q._O 2_0 O_O 0 _s,O0 12.00

_ Zn

_. The total magnetic field as
measured by the satellite GOES-2 ix_

(from Parsignault et al. 19B3).

PERIOD (h)

the shock front. Fig. 5. Power spectral densities

Inspection of Figure I reveals during the recovery phase.
some phase shifts of a few hours in

the 10-hour variation (e.g. Deep River and Goose Bay vs. European sta-
tions). Thls feature Is understood In terms of differences in the

asymptotic directions of the stations.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The unusual periodicity of 2 hours during the decrease phase of

the FD of July 13, 1982, Is a direct consequence of strong oscillations
in the magnetospherlc field. The mechanism of the interactions between

the solar wlnd and the Earth's magnetosphere leading to these oscilla-
tlons requires further studies.
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ABSTRACT

On the basis of worldwide network data of cosmic ray nucleonic

component, the transient cosmic ray increase due to the depres-

sion of cosmic ray cutoff rigidity during a severe geomagnetic

storm has been investigated in terms of the longitudinal

dependence. Multiple correlation analysis among isotropic and
diurnal terms of cosmic ray intensity variations and Dst term

of the geomagnetic field is applied to each of various

station's data. It is shown that the amplitude of the transient

cosmic ray increase associated with Dst depends on the local

time of the station, and that its maximum phase is found in the

evening sector. This fact is consistent with the theoretical

estimation based on the azimuthally asymmetric ring current
model for the magnetic DS field.

| Introduction_ The depression of cosmic ray cutoff rigidities and

the alteration of the asymptotic direction of approach of cosmic rays

during geomagnetic storms have been widely investigated by several

authors throuth analysis of cosmic ray data or using trajectory-tracing

technique (Yoshida et al., |968; Debrunner et al., 1979_ Fl_ckiger et
al., ]981). A particular interest is paid to the longitudinal or local

time asymmetry of the cutoff rigidity depression or the storm-time cosmic

ray increase, in connection with the asymmetric ring current which causes

disturbed daily variation of geomagnetic field (Cummings, 1966; Kudo et
al., 1_4).

In this paper the storm-time cosmic ray increase for mountain

stations is analyzed using _ severe geomagnetic storm events occurred in

]_5-]_-/8. In this way the multiple correlation analysis is applied among

isotropic and diurnal components of cosmic ray intensity and geomagnetic

Dst term, and then the cosmic ray modulation term due to other origins

except the lowering of cutoff rigidity is composed. The amplitude is
obtained as a function of longitude of the stations.

q

Method of Analysis, The first step of the analysis is to separate ,

the store-time increase from other kinds of cosmic ray variations during

geomagnetic storms. In the previous paper (Tanskanen et al. 1983) we

reported that the observed cosmic ray variation during severe geomagnetic

storms, CR(t), is reasonably separated into three components, i.e., the

diurnal and the isotropic components A(t) and Iso(t), an/ the Dst depen-
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dent component, Dst(t).

C_(t)=A(t)+c•Zso(t)+d-Dst(t)
inhere A (t)=a .cose_+5 •sine_ e=2n/RAhr

The isotropic component Iso(t) is an average of neutron monitor data

from Thule and McMurdo to analyze the data from the sea-level stations.

An average of Thule and Alert is used to analyze the data from the

mountain stations since they are all distributed in the northern

hemisphere. The coefficients a,b,c and d are obtained by the multiple
correlation analysis based on one hour values covering three days cent-

ered at the Dst minimum day. The composed cosmic ray intenstiy, CR'(t),

is defined by using some of the coefficients as follows.

CR"(t )=A(t )+c. Iso(t)

The storm-time increase, STI, in unit of _/lOOnT is determined

subtracting CR'(t) from CR(L). Some examples are shown in Figure I.

3 Local 'Time Asymmetry of the Storm-Time Increase, The local time

dependence of STI is analyzed by using the cosmic ray data from a number
of stations distributed over a whole range of longitude on the earth. In

the previous paper (S.Kudo et al., |984), the sea-level stations below

_V cutoff rigidity are used. After excluding the rigidity dependence of

STI we obtained the local time asymmetry of STI from about 30 stations.

The phase and amplitude of the local time asymmetry of the storm

time increase are obtained for six events. The histograms of the frequecy

distribution of phases of the six events show that the asymmetry is

located in the evening sector in the interval of several hours close to

the Dst minimum time. The amplitude of the asymmetry averaged over the

six events is kept almost constant at |_/|OOnT for the same interval of

time.

In Figure 2 the observed storm-time increases of the six events are

il]ustrated together with the theoretical expectations. The black circles

are the average values of observed STI of the stations with 4 GV cutoff

rigidity, and the arrows denote the amplitudes of the asymmetry. The
white circles are the theoretical estimations of the average storm time

increase for Kiel, Jungfraujoch and Rome, which are obtained from %he

theoretical curve for the rigidity dependence of the storm-time increase

(Kondo,|_|). The theoretical values of the amplitude of asymmetry are

estimated by using the result of Fl_ckiger et al.'s work (|_|), in which

they calculated the depression of cutoff regidity based on a partial ring

, current model. It is seen that the observed values of STI are comparable
with the theoretical expectations in magnitude.

4, Analysis on Mountain Stations, The local time dependence of STI
- on mountain stations is analyzed by using _ events which occur in

various UT hours. The method adopted for the sea-level stations is not

applicable for mountain stations because they have various altitudes and
the number of stations are limited. In this paper 28 events listed in

Table | are used.

A typical example is shown in Figure 3, where STI in unit of %/lOOnT

are plotted against UT of the Dst minimum time. Three hour average values
of STI centered at the Dst minimum time are used in the present analysis.
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The conversion of unit from % to %/lOOnT is made by multipling STI(%) by

100/ZiDst, where _Dst is the difference of Dst between its flat level

and the average over three hours around the Dst minimum time. The large

increase near 18h LT(the arrow) show the local time asymmetry of STI. The

other European mountain stations with between 4 and 5 GV cutoff rigidity,

Lomnicky-Stit, Zugspitze, Pic-du-Midi, have the same tendency in the

local time dependence. On the other hand the mountain stations with

higher or lower cutoff rigidities, for example Mt.Norikura(11.4 GV) and

Climax(3.0 GV), do not show such an evident asymmetry of the storm-time

increase. The STI of Rome is also plotted in Figure 3. The phase of the

asymmetry is close to |8h LT.

_5__cussion and Summ_ We have obtained the local time asymmetry
of the storm-time increase from the worldwide neutron monitor data. In

section 2 the method for analyzing the data from a number of sea-level

stations with cutoff rigidity lower than 5 GV has been shown briefly. The

amplitudes of the asymmetry are consistent with the theoretical expecta-

tions, and the phases are located in the evening sector. In section 3

another method has been used to analyze the data from mountain stations

or individual stations. The two methods are mutually connected with an

equation between LT, UT and the longitude of stations,

iT=Ill+ (longi_ude/15degrees). It is evident that the data from European

mountain stations show the local time asymmetry in the storm-time

increase, and that the observed amplitude of asymmetry of Jungfraujoch

and Rome are consistent with the theoretical expectations shown in Figure

2. We are making further analysis of the data from individual stations.
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NOVEMBER 1975
EVENT DATE Ost MINIMUM 8 9 ]0

NUMBER YEAR MONTH DAY UT_our nT..................._-- ' ' '(_st;' _' ' ' '-- " m(nfmum t(me)

1 1966 3 14 6 -132 Dst _ i/._j-..._

2 ]966 5 26 23 -112 OOnT F
3 1966 8 30 24 -]II I -
4 1966 9 4 3 -229

5 ]967 1 14 6 -176

6 1967 2 16 14 -120 ROME _7 1967 5 26 4 -418

8 1967 6 6 3 -172
9 1968 4 5 23 - 95

]0 1969 2 2 24 -175 LOMNICKY-STIT _-....._t_--]1 1969 3 24 2 -240
12 1969 9 30 3 -132

l
13 1970 3 8 23 -268 5%
14 1970 12 14 10 -142

15 1971 12 17 21 -167 ZUGSPITZE

16 1972 6 18 4 -190 _
11 1972 8 9 12 -154
18 1972 9 14 6 -146

]9 1973 4 I 23 -188 JUNGFRAUJOCH20 1974 9 15 20 -I49 _p

21 1974 I0 13 15 -I05 _.u-22 1975 ll 9 19 -114

23 1976 I 10 24 -164
24 1976 3 26 9 -229

25 1976 4 l 9 -221 PIC-DU-MIDI _26 1978 7 4 17 -114
27 1978 8 28 lO -242

28 1978 9 29 II -241

MT.NORIKURA

Table 1 List of severe ,,, ,, ,-
geomagnetic storms 0 12 0 12 0 12 o
from 1966 to 1978. UT (hour)

Fig. 1 The storm time increase
(STI) for some stations
during the geomagnetic storm
in November 9, 1975. The
topmost curve is the time
variation of the geomagnetic

I ' ' ' ' Dst(t) (Sugiura).
1966 8 30 _ :

1968 4 5 _

1972 6 18 ( = ) I I J I I I l I I /_kl I I I
-- LTI8 h

]912 8 9 <--_o--_ JUNGFRAUJOCH --

1913 4 1 <---_-->

1915 11 9 ( : ) _ • •

KIEL (2.3 GV) _ _ -- • _ • l • m • •
JU_GFRAUJOCH

(4.5 GV) <------0-----> v

ROME (6.3 GV) <__ ROME
- LT18 h _

I I J I I
0.o

4.0 • • • O O
1.0 2.0 3.0

STI (%/ ]OOnT ) -- : • O J O• • 9 _0

•T+ •Fi.q 2 The observed storm _ t , _ t i , x _ l t _
time increase of six o 6 12 18 24
events and the the•re- UT (hour)ofDstminimumtime

tical expectations for Fig. 3 The local time dependence of the
Kiel, Jungfraujoch and storm time increase for Jungfraujoch
Rome. and Rome obtained from 28 events

listed in Table l.
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ABSTRACT

Currents of galactic cosmic rays (GCR) obtained
by global survey method are analyzed. The cases
of almost total disappearance of GCR currents
are compared with the results of direct measu-
rements of the solar wind parameters. The con-
clusion is made on a restricted application of
the convective-diffusive mechanism of the GCR
modulation by the solar wind during the occur-

ence of stationary and regular magnetic fields
in the interplanetary medium.

I. Introduction. The cases of almost total disappe-
arance of the GCR"currents in a body of the recurrent high-
speed streams of the solar wind durir_ three rotations of
the Sun for 1974 were indicated in [I] • Here we consider
in detail the above phenomenon using the results of direct
measurements of the solar wind and interplanetary magnetic
field parameters [2] .

2. Results. We used hourly values of the GCR currents
obtained by the global survey method [3] on neutron monitor
world net data.

As it is known [4] 1973-1974 were characterized by the
existence near the Earth of very wide and stable high-speed
streams of the solar wind from polar coronal holes. In Janu-
ary - _arch 1974 the two-sector structure of I_F with noti-
ceably predominance of the negative sector were observed.
At this time there were no significant flare origin disturb-
ances of the wind. The GCR intensity was clGse to the almost
unmodulated level which is characteristic for the solar ac-
tivity minimum in 1976 a_d it then began to decrease probab-
ly due to the solar activity increase.

In the Figure the solar wind speed _/ , strength H and

signs of I_, intensity _ and diurnal values of the GCR
currents _ for one rotation of the Sun for 1974 are shown.
The _ are shown as arrows the direction a_d length of
which coincide with the direction and value of currents in
the solar-earth coordinate system (scale is at the top).
The Earth's position with respect to the neutral _ sheet
during one rotation of ths Sun is schematically shown. The
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The parameters of the solar wind, _ and GCR for
February 10 and March 8, 1974.
I - solar wind speed, 2 - I_L_ strength,
3 - isotropic GCR intensity, 4 - GCR currents in
the solar-earth coordinate system, 5 - a scheme
of a modulation region of GCR in the solar wind
high-speed streams, 6 - the signs of IN_

Earth's heliolatitude corresponds to the analyzed period. The
maximum heliolatitude of the neutral sheet was observed to be
+30 ° [5] and it corresponds to the largest removal of the
Earth's orbit by 0.5 AU in the meridional plane. In the first
narrow high-speed stream the Earth is within the modulation
region and the currents behave themselves usually. Therefore

, we consider here the behaviour of the GCR currents only in the
second, wider streams. The velocity of the solar wind stream
up to values_700 km/s the _ strength increases up to 10
and the GCR intensity insignificantly (r_ I%) decreases.

According to the behaviour of the GCR currents the whole
considered period can be divided into three parts (Figure, A,
B, C). During period A when the Earth enters the high-speed
stream an is in the region of the decreased GCR density, the
currents have the usual azimuthal direction and the value
according to the convective-diffusion mechanism. In 3 days
after the I_ disturbance the GCR currents almost completely
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disappear (their value is within the accuracy of hourly mea-
surements _ 0.1%, direction is unstable) (period B). This
period lasts _6 days to its end the intensity is insignific-
antly re-recovered.

During period C_3 days before the arrival of the next
sector boundary the GCR currents (significant in value) are
eastward from the Earth-Sun line nearly perpendicular to I_
force line (about 5-6 hours LT in terms of the GCR anisotropy).

Similar behaviour of the GCR currents which is charac-
teristic for each A,B,C periods was observed at passage of the
same high-speed stream in two preceding rotations of the Sun
[i].

_. Discussion. In [6] it was established that in the body
of recurrent high£speed streams emitted from the coronal holes
the I_F irregularity degree F = Di /D, is almost zero.
Therefore on such streams the GCR modulation takes place only
in a narrow region located from both sides of the neutral IN__
surface. Based on such conceptions we try to understand the
observed behaviour of GCR currents in recurrent high- speed
streams.

As it is known [3] the GCR current can be presented as
follows _ _ _

: W = Wc+ Wd+ WH ,

where W c is the current caused by convection of particles by

the solar wind, W d is diffusive stream, WH is diffusion

caused by perpendicular density gradient known as the Hall's
current.

In part A, in the region with the decreased density the
GCR currents are due to convection and diffusion according to
the above expression. In region B which is mostly remoted
from the neutral sheet in equatorial and meridional planes
the Earth falls into the regular and stationary IN_ where
there are no any scattering centers. In such a field by _7]
the convection and the diffusion are absent and the Hall's
current r3] appears only when there are density gradients.
In the case of the regular field the GCR density gradients
will exist at the distance of only one Larmor radius from
the boundary of region with decreased density (in our case
_0.04 AU). As it is seen from the Figure in the region B
the GCR density gradient and therefore the Hall's.current
will not be observed.

In region C the approach of the next sector boundary or
of the neutral sheet will be manifested as the Hall's cu- "
rrent occurence on a scheme shown in the bottom of the
Figure. And the current of the aligned diffusion in this re-
gion will be absent while the next sector boundary will
arrive since I_&F force lines connect the Earth with the west
undisturbed hemisphere of the Sun.

_or a totally regular field we can write [3] :

x
If the value of GCR currents in region C is known one can
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estimate the value of the GCR density gradient perpendicular

to ecliptic plane ( _7_I_ 8%/AU).

On the other hand, if the stream is stationary then
a radial density gradient at the next disturbance of GCR in-

tensity estimated on _---/---_ V is _7_I_4%/AU.

Both obtained values of gradients do not contradict each
other if to take into account the flattening of the GCR mo-
dulation region to the neutral sheet.

4. Conclusion. From the above one can conclude the
following: ....

a) In recurrent solar wind high-speed streams from po-
lar coronal holes observed in 1973-1974 the INLFinhomogenei-
ties causing GCR modulation are located only in a relatively
narrow region near the neutral sheet. In some favourable
cases (January - March 1974) when this sheet is located far
encuth, the Earth can get into the region of I_LFwith super-
high regularity degree where the GCR modulation is practic-
ally absent.

b) In such fields the GCR currents (anisotropy) are
absent since neither convection nor diffusion of particles
exist. At approach of the neutral sheet the Hall's current
can occur because of occurence of perpendicular density
gradients.
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ABSTRACT

The high speed solar Wind steams observed
near earth are generally associated with the solar
features, such as solar flares and coronal holes.
Past studies of these streams from the two sources
have revealed distinctly different e_fects o_ cosmic
ray intensity, whereas the effect is similar for
geomagnetic disturbauces. Moreover, the effect of
the magnitude of the high speed streams (V) and its
rate of increase (dv/dt)has also been a subOect of
investigation to understand their relative contribution
in producing geomagnetic disturbances. From the
analysis of some o£ the fast streams presented here,
it is difficult to predict, which one of the two
(V, dv/dt) is more effective in producing geo-magnetic
disturbances. Further, in most of the cases, no
substential decrease in co_nic ray intensity is
observed.

1. Introduction. The high speed solar wind streams are now
known to be associated with energetic solar flares during
the period of high solar activity, and with large area solar
coronal holes during the declining phase of solar activity.
Their distinctly different effects on short-term cosmic ray
intensity decreases has been recently pointed out (Venkatesau
et. al. 1982). Lindblad and Lundsted_ (1981, 1983) have
compiled the list of high speed solar wind streams for the
period 1964-78. Reference is also made in the same reports,
that geo-magnetic activity is more closely associated with
a large positive time derivative (dv/dt) than with large
velocity. Moreover, it has been reported that geo-magnetic
activity maximises earlier than solar wind velocity at the
earth. (Ballif et. al. 1969; Sawyer and Haurwitz, 1976).

However, from a critical review of literature, it is not
possible to make a positive =tat_nent that dv/dt is better
associated _ith geo-magnetic activity than with V. In this
paper, we have cow,sidereal some of those stree_ns x_nich show
a very smooth and sharp rise in velocity, to find out the
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..... -| Fig. 1 Shows the time

I
intensity plot for three
fast rise, high speed

_ solar _ind stream events

selected from the catalogue
published by Lindblad and
Lundstedt (19833 see t_xt

'_ for details) during the

I d interval q975-78; in all
25 events were selected.
The fourth event (Jan. 28-
30, %977) represents a
slo_; V but &moo th ris eiin

solar wind speed with

_-- relatively low value of
B . __ _ _ mayimum velocity. The Bz

• component of the i_nter-

_O plsnetary magnetic field

! as well as the Kp indices,
-5 and the percent deviation

of cosmic ray intensity

6 (Deep River neutron monitor)
are also shown for each

-I AUl N _rAN

191'$ 197£ Ig74 1977

effect of dv/dt and V on geo-magnetic disturbance index Kp,
arld colonic ray intensity.

2_ .Selection Of events. For the selection of events, we
have made use of the catalogue published by Lindblad and
Lundstedt (q983) andthe Interplanetary Medium Data Book,
Supp. I (No.79-08;Dec. 1979). Moreover, the following
conditions were imposed on the solar wind speed profile.

I. The initial velocity of the solar _nd, before the start
of the event, should be below or around 400 kms/sec.

2. 0nly that portion of the strewn is considered for
co_Iculating dv/dt, during which the velocity monotonically
in cre ases.

3__ The peak value of the solar wind stream is taken within
24-hours of the last hour of the dv/dt. For each event we
have selected the maximum value of the 3-hourly Kp-indices
for the duration of dv/dt, as well as the maximum value of
3-hourly Kp-indices during the 6-hours on ei_ller side of
the hour of maximum V. Based on this selection criteria,
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we have i d e n t i f i e d  25 high speed stream events t o  invest-  
i g a t  e the  ef fec t  of dvfdt and maximum-V, on Kp. 

. Andysi s and resu l t s ,  Out of 25 high speed szreans 
<elected, three  representat ive cases of high dv/dt aid 
l a r g e  V a re  depicted i n  figure 7, I n  t h e  same f i c u r e  we 
have also shown an event of low dv/dt and V, but associated 
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with highly negative values of Bz. It may be n_tad ithat all
the three high dr/dr and "V" cases are associated with
different conditions of other psrameters (Bz, Kp 8rid%
deviation of cosmic ray intensity at Alert). From the
first 3 oases depicted in figure I, it can be inferred
that Kp is high only when Bz is negative, and is affected
equally both during dv/dt and V. This statement As further
justified from the plot showing the case of low value of
dv/dt and low V, _here again for highly negative value of
Bz, we find a moderate to high values of Kp. Any significant
change in the cosmic ray intensity during the interval of
high dv/dt and high V is not observed. On the contrary, a
small decrease ks associated with the last case of low V
and dv/dt, which may be due to other causes;

In figure 2 and 3, we have shown all the 25 cases,
correlating the observed maximum value of Kp with the value
of dv/dt and V separately. The difference in the megnltude
of Bz ks also represented in the figure by plotting the
value by different symbols. Moreover, the durationl of dv/dt
is represented by the length of the horlzon_al bars. The
oocurrence of maximum value of Kp at the start, middle or
end of dv/dt is also represented. _Imilarly, in th!e case of
V, the occurrence of maximum Kp, before or after the time of
m axlmum V i s ""also depi cted. -

From both the plots, it is clear that _?e maximum
value of Kp ks usually high for all the events (i.Le. for
maximum V and for average dv/dt), and does not shgW any
significant relationship either with V or dv/dt, lhls ks
seen even when we divide the events for various categories
of Bz. However, An most of the cases, Kp approaches maximum
value either at the end of dr/dr interval, or just. before
V reaches to maximum values. We have also notloed that th8
maximum V _nd dv_dt are loosely correlated with each other,
and that could be the reason why maximum Kp is seen in both
the cases. Therefore, from the analysis presented ihere, we
conclude that the value of Kp is generally high both during
maximum V and high dv/dt and has nc preferrence to occur
during the interval of dv/dt.

4. References.
B_alllf, J.R.; Jones, D.E? and Coleman, P.J., 1969.

J.Geophy. Res. 74 p. 2289.Lindblad, B.A., Lundstedt, H., 1981. Solar Physics

197. ' .
Lindblad, B.A., Lundstedt, H, lS83. Solar Physics

377.Haurwitz, M.; $976, J. Geophy. Res.
81 p.  35.

Venkatesan, D. Saukla, A,K. and _grawal, 3.P. 1982
_olar Physlcs,81, p. 375.
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ABSTRACT
Neutron monitor data has been analysed to study the nature
of galactic cosmic ray transient modulatio_ associated with
three types of interplanetary magnetic clouds -clouds
associated with shocks, stream interfaces and cold magnetic
•enhancements.

I_Introduction, It is well known that i_terplanetary magnetic
field is Of basic importance in the modulatio_ of galactic
cosmic rays.Most of the earlier studies of transientcosmic
ray intensity modulations in relation to IMF are co_fi_ed to
the field Strength,irrespective of the origin of cha_ge in
it and Other associated properties(Barouch & Burlaga,I975;
Duggal et al.,I983).Recently 46 magnetic Clouds were identi-
fied in the interplanetary data obtained near the earth
between I967-78 a_d classified i_to three classes - shock
associated clouds, a stream inlterface and a Gold magnetic
e_hauceme_t.The Max. field strength i_ found to be approxi-
mately the_ same a_d the temperatures are low in all the
three types of clouds. The physical characteristics of the
magnetic clouds and their role of occurrence suggest that
many or all the clouds might be related to aoronal mass
ejections( Klein and Burlaga,I982).

Newkirk et al.(I98I)have suggested that the interplanetary
manifestation of coronal mass transients( ejection)may play
an important role in galactic cosmic ray modulation and
Burlaga(I983) has observed that the detailed studies of the
relations between magnetic clouds a_d cosmic rays have _ot
been made,but they are worth taking.

In view of the known aharacteristics of magnetic clouds
in relation to magnetic and plasma properties for different
classes of clouds and their association with CMEs,it seems
important to i_vestigate,in detail, the cosmic ray intensity _

Va_ati0ns in relation to these clouds of different classes.
2,Analysis. Three types of clouds mentioned above are
observed to be moving kigh magnetic field structures i_ the
interplanetary space.In earlier studies of transient cosmic
ray modulations related to interplanetary magnetic fiel_
i_tensity enhanCements,most of them are confined to their
relationships irrespective of the origin of their e_hancement
a_d their other physical properties.We have performed the _
superposed epoch a_alysis,usi_g Deep River super neutro_
monitor data and the date of the cloud observation at the
earth as the epe_h day,for three classes of clouds seperately.
Some individual _ events hav_ also been studied fer more
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specific investigations, The various interplanetary parameters
associated with these clouds are then used to study the time
profile and other characteristics of large amplitude transient

decreases(Fd-type) in cosmic ray intensity,which are generally
associated with shock associated clouds. •

3.Magnetic clouds and Cosmic r_¥ intensity Variations , In Fig.

l,We have shown the superposed epoch plots of cosmic ray
intensity data from Deep River for three classes of clouds.lt

is found that the decrease in cosmic ray intensity,with the
clouds preceded by a shock,is higher in comparision to the
decreases observed inassociation with other two types of
clouds and the decrease starts earlier than the arrival of

the clouds. The recovery is complete nearly ina week time. The
decraase in cosmic ray intensity associated with the cloud
followed by a stream i_terface is much smaller tha_ the one
mentioned above. The decrease time is also elevated and the

onset of the decrease takes place on the arrival of the cloud.
The decrease observed in association with the clouds associa-
ted with cold magnetic enhancement is still smaller in

amplitude and duration,but the decrease in cosmic ray intensi-_ _

ty starts when the clouds arrives at the earth.

4._Ma_ngtic clouds fo__ shocks and cosmic r_y intensity
variation. We have plotted the cosmic ray intensity data in

relation to some individual shock associated clouds(Fig. 2).
Whenever the shock arrival time is not available we have used

the sudden commencement of geomanetic storms(SSC)data, since
SSC can be regarded as the geomagnetic Signature of the
arrival time of the interplanetary shocks.We can see from
Fig. 2 that ,in general,the Forbush-type decrease starts at

time of arrival of the shock wave at the earth. However, there
are a few cases when no appreciable decrease in cosmic ray

intensity is observed,with the shock associated clouds, sugges-
tions have been made in the past • that the Forbush-type decrease
is caused by the entry of the earth into a loop or tongue of
IMF field lines that 8re fresly ejected from the sun. Cosmic

ray density in such loops was considered to he depressed
because these field lines do not reach boundary regions of the
the heliosphere and also because particles are cooled as the
loop expands. We found(Fig.i&2) that in case of shock associat-

ed clouds decrease in cosmic ray intensity starts,at the ...._i
earth ,not at the arrival of the cloud_but at the arrival of
the shock that precedes the cloud by few hours.It is difficult

to follow the exact time history of the events in detail,
because cosmic ray profiles vary si_ficantly v_th the long-
itude and latitude of the observing stations. However, it is _ '.
likely,that the magnetic regime that contained the lowest J ....
density of galactic cosmic rays was a portion of the magnetic

cloud. These results are in agreement•with the view expressed
. by Palmer et a1.(1978).

5.Physical Properties of shock associated magnetic clouds a_d
associated cosmic ray variations

We have seen that the transient modulation of• •cosmic ray
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intensity is related,ingeneral,to the clouds of all the three
classes.H0wever, the time profile and amplitude of cosmic ray
modulation for t11reetypes of cloudS is different. Forbush-
typ_ transient modulation is related,generally,with the cloud
preceded by a shock.We have thus used the cloud and shock
parameters to further study the various features of associat-
ed m0dulati On.

Fig.3 shows the relation between the duration of the cloud
near the earth aud the total time taken for a _orhush
decrease to recover to pre-decrease level from the start of
the event.It seems that the total duration of the forbush
decrease increases as the cloud duration increases. However,
as shown in Fig. 4,the time taken by the decrease from the
onset time to reach the mi_imum value of intensity does mot
depend on the duration of the aloud.But the recovery time of
these decreases seems dependent on the duration of the clouds
(Fig.5) ,it is larger for larger duratio_ clouds. Though our
results show the above mentioned behaviour, still there is
needto have more data to varify this result conclusively. The
observed duration of the cloud will depend upon the size a_d]
or speed of the cloud. Since the clouds are observed to be _
expanding to distances of at least 4AU,they are more likely
to be important at larger distances as far as the recovery
time is concerned.From the study of cosmic ray intensity at
IAU,6.97AU,& I5.9IAU and the findings that a magnetised H
plasma cloud moved outward and that° the recovery time at i
these distances were,respectively-!6, 22,a_d I50 days,it may
be p6ssible that some of the cloud move to such large dista-
aces;they might also be expanding while moving to such dist-
ances. It has beenme_tioned by Lockwood and Webber(I977)that
the modulation regions associated with Forbush decreases were
propagating several astronomical Ur_its beyond earth.

6,Amplitude of decrease and its rel_tion to the spee._ of
shock associated clquds_ We have also studied the amplitude

of decrease in relation to maximum solar wind velocity
increase observed in association v_lth these shock associated
clouds(Fig. 6).In general the increase in amplitude is larger
when the cloud speed is larger.
References.
Barouch, E.and Burlaga,L. F. (I975) ,J!.Geophys. Res. ,80,449 .......
Burlaga,L.F.,(I983),Proc. I8th IcRc,I2,2I.
Duggal,S.P. ,Pomerantz,M.A. ,Schaef_r,R.K.and Tsao,C.H. (I983),
J°Geophys. Res.,88, 2973 •
Klein,L.W. and Burlaga, L.F., (I982) _J.Geophys. Res. ,87_613.
Lockwood, J.A. and Webber, W.R., (I977), J.Geophys. Res. ,82,I906.
Newkirk, G.Jr., Hundhausen, A.J. and Pizzo, V., (I98I) ,J.Geophys.
Res.,86,5387. .....

Ni shi da,A., (I98_), J.Geophys. Res., 87,6003,
Palmer, I. D.,Allum, F.R. and Singer; S., (I978) ,J.Geophys. Res;
83, 75.
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ABSTRACT

The relation of cosmic ray intensity to solar

wind velocity is investigated, using neutron monitor
data from Kiel and Deep River. The analysis shows

that the regression coefficient of the average in-

tensity for a time interval to the corresponding

average velocity is negative and that the absolute
effect increases monotonously with the interval of

averaging,T, that is, from -0.5% pe r 100km s-I for
•=I day to %-1.1% per 100km sul for T=27 days. For
T>27 days the coefficient becomes almost constant

independently of the value of T. The analysis also
shows that this T-dependence of the regression coef-

ficient is varying withthe solar activity.

I. Introduction

The relation of cosmic ray intensity to solar wind ve-

locity has been studied by several authors. Duggal et al.
(1977) pointed out the effect of high speed wind upon cosmic

ray intensity, using neutron monitor data. Iucci et al.
(1979) showed the coefficient to be -0.5% per 100km s-I ,

applying Chree epoch method to neutron monitor data for the
period from 1964 to 1974. Munakata et al. (1979) showed that
there is a significant correlation between cosmic ray in-

tensity and solar wind velocity. Fujimoto et al. (1983)

pointed outthat the solar wind effect depends on the solar

activity ; its regression coefficient is about -0.8% _er 100
km s-I in the maximum activity and -0.2% per 100km s-- in the

•minimum and the average value over a solar cycle is the same
as the coefficient obtained by Iucci et al. (1979). O

In the above-mentioned analysis, they used daily mean

values for cosmic ray intensity and solar wind velocity. In

the present paper, we tried to confirm whether the regression
coefficient is determlned irrespectively ot the time interval

of averaging,T, or not. Cosmic ray intensity is varying
sometimes in relation with the solar rotation, while the

dominant periodicity in solar wind velocity is of 13.5 days.

Then, the regression coefficient was examined for the aver-

aging time interval from T=I day to 91 days, covering the
wide range around 27 or 13.5 days.
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2. Analysis and Result

Data used for the present analysis are daily mean values

of neutron intensity at Kiel (1965-78) and Deed River (1965-

76). These values (I_) are measured from their one-year
running average level to eliminate the long term variation,

they are divided by a time interval T, and a time series of

T-day averages <I>T, i (i=1,2, .... n) are arranged. Then, the
correlations between cosmic ray intensity <I>T, i and the

corresponding averages <V>T, i of solar wind velocity are
caluculated for various values of T. Fig. I shows the T-

dependence of the regression coefficient (8) of <I> ,i to

<V>T, i. It is clearly seen in the figure t_at the a_solute
value of 8T increases monotonously with T and becomes almost
constant for T>27 days. The numerical values of 8T and of

the correlation coefficient rT are listed in Table I, in
which the error for 8T is of significance level of 67 %.

Next, data at Kiel are/divided into two groups corre-
sponding to the solar activity, that is, a group for the

period of the solar maximum (1966-72) and another for the
period of the minimum/(1973-77). For both the groups the T-

dependence of 8T are/analyzed. Fig. 2 shows the result and
one can see that th% critical time intervalT c beyond which 8T
b_comes constant is different from each other between both

the periods of the solar maximum and the minimum.

• Fig. I
8%/(100km/s) O Deep River The regression

• Kiel coefficients as

I a function of

the time in-

-1.5 terval T

0

-0.5"

Ib

0 I 0

Time interva_ T
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Table I T-dependence of the regression coefficient
(8%/(100km/s)) and of the correlation coefficient

(r) of neutron intensity to solar wind velocity,
for Kiel (1966-1977) and Deep River (1966-June

1976). n expresses the number of independent data.

1 KIEL _ DEEP RIVER
I

(da_s) n St rT n 8T r T

1 3585 -0.45±0.024 -0.29 2687 -0.57±0.031 -0.33

3 1226 -0.49±0.044 -0.30 925 -0.61±0.056 -0.33

7 545 -0.56±0.081 -0.28 406 -0.72±0.10 -0.32
13 301 -0.86±0.13 -0.35 223 -0.98±0.17 -0.35
21 184 -0.88±0.20 -0.3i 136 -1.i0±0.27 -0.33

27 145 -1.07±0.25 -0 33 107 -1.30±0.34 -0.34

41 97 -1.00±0.31 -0 31 73 -1.20±0.45 -0.30
51 78 -1.07±0.38 -0 30 59 -1.21±0.53 -0.29
67 60 -0.95±0.41 -0 29 45 -0.98±0.56 -0.26

91 45 -1.22±0.49 -0 35 34 -1.33±0.68 -0.32

_T

• Maximum Fig. 2
The regression coeffi-

-I .5_ O Minimum cient (B T) as a func-
tion of the time

interval T .

• Solid circle is 8

-1.0- in the maximum pe,{od

• (1966-72) and
O open circle is 8 in

in the minimum ({973-
D-- O 77 ).

-0.5

o

11o ho 4o
Time interval

3. Discussion and Conclusion

As can be seen in Fig. I, the absolute value of the re-
gression coefficient of neutron intensity to solar wind ve u
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locity increases with T and becomes almost constant for T>27
days. As the conclusion, at first, we like to emphasize that

the regression coefficient has the T-dependence; the coef-
ficient _27 is twice as large as 81in magnitude.

The T-dependence of the correlation can be interpreted
when we suppose that the variation of cosmic ray intensity at

the earth is reflecting the integrated effect of electro-
magnetic condition over the interplanetary space within a

distance rc (=V-T c) from the earth. The variations of cosmic
ray intensfty with periods shorter than Tc (=k'T c) give little

contribution to the variation of <I>T, while the variations

with periods longer than Tc contribute to the intensity vari-
ation, where k is a constant close to unity. Therefore the

effect 8 is expected to increase with T up to Tc, and the
effect does not vary so much with T beyond Tc-

Second, as seen in Fig. 2, the T-dependence of the
correlation varies with the solar activity. The critical

time interval T_ is shorter than 27 days in the solar maximum
and is fairly s_orter than the critical interval in the solar
minimum.

Why the regression coefficient depends so much upon the
solar activity has been left as a question which we shall

solve, since we pointed out that dependence in Bangalore
Conference. In the previous paper we showed that the coef-
ficient varies over a wide range from -0.2 % per 100km s-I

at the solar minimum to -0.8 % per 100km s-I at the solar
maximum. Fig. 2 also shows the same dependence. If such a
wide variation of the coefficient could be explained by

particle diffusion coefficient varied with the solar activity,
it would be necessaryto consider the diffusion coefficient

vdrvlng Dy a factor 2 between the solar minimum and maximum.

Such a big change of the diffusion coefficient, however,

can not be accepted in the comprehension of the eleven-year
cosmic ray intensity variation. Therefore, it will be neces-
sary to connect the solar wind effect 8 with the above-

mentioned change of Tc through the solar cycle.
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ABSTRACT

First,we reportan eventof~37rain.periodicityincosmicrayintensity

observedatAkeno(3g'47'N,13g°30_E,900m aboves.l.,cutoff10.4GV)
during 1300~1900l_ITon April25th,1984,justa day beforeForbush

decreaseofApril26th.Thiseventseemedtobe followedby theperiodic
variationsof the geomagneticfieldobservedat Kakioka(36"23'N,
140"181_).The regressioncoefficientbetween them was obtained
~-0.07%/10nT.

Second,we show thatin generalthepowerspectraldensityofcosmic

raysin the frequencyof 10-4~10-31-1zcorrelatespositivelywith the

fluctuationsofgeomagneticfield(Dstfield)around -I.2×10"41-1z.From

the analysisof 47 days data(April14th to June 13th,1984),the

regressioncurvewas obtainedasy=0.275x0"3q3with the correlation
coefficientof0.48,where x and y mean FourercomponentsofDstfield

summed over 104 ~1.39×10-4Hzand cosmicray powerspectraldensity

averagedoverI0-4~I0-3Hzrespectively.

l.lntroduction.Dhanju and Sarabhai(1967,1969)firstdiscussedthe cosmicray
power spectrum.They showed thatthe generalfrequencydependenceofthepower
spectrain thefrequencyrangeof 10-6~10-SHzand alsoseveralperiodicityin 1.87~8

×10"3Hz.But Fujiiet ai(1975)arguedagainsttheirresultobtainedin 10-4~10-31-1z.

Theoretically.Owens and Jokipii(1972,1974),Toptyginand Vasilijev(1977)discussed
thepower spectraintherelationtotherandom magneticfieldin theinterplanetai'y
spaceor in themagnetosheath.However,thevalidityoftheirmodelarelimittedto
thefrequencyrangelessthan~10"5Hz.

On the other hand, the existence of short time variations of cosmic rays(10-4-10-3Hz) "

are reported by several authors by the exhibition of the enhancement in the power
spectra after subtracting the poisson noise level or clear vissible oscillations in
cosmic ray counting rates(Slade,1972; Kodama et ai.,1975; Kozlov et al., 1975; Attolini et
ai.,1979; l)ebrunner et al., 1983). However, no clear relation to some other
interplanetary or geomagnetic field parameters(e.g., Kp, Dst etc.) has been found.

In this paper, at first, we briefly report the periodic variations of cosmic ray
intensity of -37rain. period observed on April 25th, 1984, which seems anticorrelated

well to the geomagnetic field change observed at Kakioka(Sakai et al., 1985).
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The above event may suggest that the cosmic ray power spectral density around
10-4-10"3Hz are affected by the fluctuations of geomagnetic field, especially Dst field

around the same frequency. Thus, we analysed both data of 47daysend found that the
level of cosmic ray power spectral density in the frequency range of I0-4-10-3Itzare
related to the Dst field around lO'41tz with the correlation coefficient of 0.48.

2. Results. Weshow 3 minute data of cosmic rays, together with the H-component of
the geomagnetic field observed at Kakioka from the time of 1200 to 1900 liT on April
25th in Fig.l. In the figure, errors of the cosmic ray are derived from counting rates,

H-Component of Geomagnetic Field

__j I lOnT Pressure CorrectedCosmic Ray,n%

rL I I St.li.tic.,E.or

a b c

I I I I I I

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 UT

April 25th 1984

Figure 1. The cosmic ray data of 3 minute value are plotted

together with the H-component of the geomanetic field

observed at Kakioka from the ttme period of 1200 UT to

1900 UT on April 25th. The clear oscillations of the cosmic

ray counting rates (dotted screen) are seen in anti-

correlation with the H-component.
i

It is clear from the figure that, as shown by a wavy dotted screen, the counting rate
of cosmic rays oscillates in anti., correlation with the change of the H-component,
especially in the intervals indicated with a letter a and c in the figure. During the
time of 1800 -1700 tiT, the oscillating part of the geomagnetic field has an amplitude

of -10nT in p-p(peak-to-peak). At the same time, the counting rates of cosmic rays

change -0.07% in p-p, almost out of phase with the change of the H-component.
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From this, we can estimate changing ratio (hereafter refferd to as geomagnetic
coefficient) of cosmic rays to the H-component at -007%/10nT. More detail discussion
are seen in Ref.10.

Also, we can estimate a value of the geomagnetic coefficient following
Obayashi(1961) by supposing that the cosmic ray counting rates may be changed by
the change of cut off rigidities due to Dst field. The obtained geomagnetic coefficient
was-0.3%/10nT. This may be consistent with the observed value if we consider that
we don't know about Dst field shorter than l-hour data. Thus, it seems reasonable that
the observed oscillations in cosmic ray counting rates with the period of -37 rain, are

mainly due to the change of geomagnetic field.

Further, if we suppose that the above good relationship between cosmic r_a_ intensity
and geomagnetic field (probably Dst field) in the frequency range of 10- -10-3Flz in

general exist for not only special days, but also all days. we come to an idea that the
power spectral density in the frequency of 10-4~10"3Iiz may closely related to the
fluctuation of Dst field around the same frequency range. We analysed the data of 47
days through April 14th to June 13th, 1984. The power spectral density of cosmic rays
are calculated by using l-rain, data on each day. On the other hand, the data of Dst
field, which is available for us, are unfortunately l-hour data only. 24 data points for
a day are too short to get a significant power spectral density around -10"4Hz. Hence

we Fourier analysed l-day Dst field after running average of 5 hours, and computed
the components corresponding to the frequency of 1.04 ~1.39 x10"4Hz. Fig.2 shows a

correlation between the cosmic ray power spectral density averaged

?
c)

_+ I . O , , , , i ,

+,
o • •

o_ • e)
> 0 • /_"'_Q.
o • •

OII • •

> ._ • • .

_ • •

. t- •

0.1
ta. •

5-

._ ) t n I a I t

o O. 1.0 0 ,
SquaredFourier componentsof Dst summedin 1.04_I.39 x lO-4Hz

Figure 2. Cosmicray powerspectral density averagedover
10-410 -3 Hz (=y) v.s. squaredFourier componentsof Dst
summedover 1.04---1.39x 10-4 Hz (=x) are shown.Thedays
of analysis are from April 14th to June13th, 1984. The
regression curve is expressedby y= 0.275 x0"343with the
correlation coefficie+t of 0.48.
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over 10-4 -10-3Hz (=y) and the Fourier components summed in the frequency of 1.04

-1.39 ×104Hz (=x). The relation is expressed by the power law of y=0275x 0.343 with
the correlation coefficient of 0.48.

3._Co___nclusions.

I ) -37 minutes periodical oscilations with amplitude of -0.1% in p-p was observed
during the time of 1300 to 1900 UT on April 25th, 1984. This oscilation seems to
have good correlation with the geomagnetic field change at Kakioka. The
geomagnetic coefficient is --0.07%/10nT, consistent with the theoretically

estimated value. Hence we conclude that the oscilation occured by the change in
cut off rigidities due to Dst field.

2) From the fact of I ), we can expect that the power spectral density of cosmic rays
in the frequency range of I0-4-I0-3Hz is partly caused by the fluctuation of Dst

field. Hence we examined the relation between the power density of cosmic rays
andthefluctuationsofDstfieldaround 10-4~10-3Hzby usingiminutedataand I

hr datarespectivery.The regressioncurveisexpressedby y=0,275x0.343withthe
correlation coefficient of 0,48.

3) From 2), the power spectral density of cosmic rays in the frequency range of
I0"4~I0-3Hz may be one of good indicators of the fluctuations of Dst field at the

same frequency.

4) More reliable conclusion about the correlation will be obtained by increasing
day of analysis and also by using other stations,

4. Acknowlegements. The authors wish to thank to Pro f. Kamata, Prof. Tanahashi
and also their colleagues for facilitating the apparatus at Akeno observatory.
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._'q'OMA,E)iJS LOW LEv'i,L OF C0_vilC _%._ INTenSITY

DECREASES 0BS_VED DURING 1980

A.K.Jaln, P.K.Paudey and S.P.Agrawal

Physics Department(Vikr_ Space Physics Centre)
AeP, SoUniverslty,_ewa (I_.P.) 486003, India

Past studies have revealed solar cycle changes
in the sunspot activity, as Well as in many other
solar parameters, such as, solar flares and solar
coronal holes. These solar l eatures in turn produce
the observed cyclic variations in the i,_terpl_e_ary
plasma and fields. Both the cosmic ray intensity as
well as the intensity of geomagnetic disturbances are
affected by the interplanetary changes and produce
11/22 years periodicity. During the period of high solar
activity, solar flares are more abundent, and are
expected _o produce large i"orbu_ type cosmic ray
decreases as well as intense geomagnetic disturbances.
An anomalous situation has been noticed during _he year
1980 (period of high sunspot activity), _len both the
geomagnetic disturbance index Ap, as well as the
magnitude and number of Forbush decreases are small.
Such an anomaly occurs, inspite of the fact that both
the sunspot numbers and the eneroetic solar £1--oresare
almos_ _suximum during the present solar cycle. Further
investigations reveal that the observed solar flares
in 1980 are also situated in favourable longitudes,
and hence the cause for such an observed anomalous loW
values of Ap and the cosmic ray decreases, is presently
not understood.

I_ Introduction.

The lor_ _erm variation in the solar activity is generally

represented by sunspot numbers, which shows a recurrent tendency
with a period of eleven years. Many other associated solar
parameters, such as solar flares, coronal holes, also show 11/22
year cyclic variations (see e.g. revieW, Rao, 1972). Intense
solar flares generally produce high speed solar wind s%%ams,
which in turn produce geomsgnetic disturbances as well as
significant decreases in cosmic ray intensity (_ee, e.g. review,
Lockwood, 1971; Agrawal and Singh, 1976). It is therefore,
expected that more number of Forbush decreases with larger
magnitudes should be observed during the period of high solar
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_r ' "_ (t_7-. _)
- _ Fig. 1 (top) shows

_e ." _/.__A/( Year±v Avcrajcs/_ the yearly average. _ . ._ _ variation of the
__ _ geomagnetic dis-

turbance index Ap,

O ,i__ ...... l. I - -m for the years 1957-,_,oo " _-.m ........i_o _ .... 84. The values f¢_r
"-------- j_) the year 1980 i s

• _ 3?7. _qcircled in this
" _'_ plot as well as in

,. other plots of this
_ ,40 figure to clearly

f _ .. Q . identify the anamal_

-" "_ .... O (bottom) The yearly
_6o....... 7= - -@,,t""] average values of

_" Ap _he solar flare
_12_ - / _'_ index (see text for

_ / _ details for the
6 _o_- / \ "t computation of SFI),
z _ *.. The sunspot number,

/ _ the Ap index, the

4"°i-- -/ / _ • 20 Forbush decrease
_ - " '",_.._ _. . index (see text

O1- " - / A, ^Pfor details), and
_ " _ the oosmic ray

? - int ausity deviat-

I
"'_ '_" ............... _.',O ion from its max.

D_&P R,v_ , :.__ value observed
-- _. , \ NeU*_& ' during Sept.-Nov.

F "_ *_1976, are also•2 \ :-_ 4 shown in the fig.
.__ .- I _- for the years

. .. . ,..,..... -',, 1976-84. In some
"' ". _cases, the average

_,--. .........:.J "_;_ _, . • ...._ . -- .,_ values for 1984
_ f/ _...... are derived from(...,--.-- :............ _ ...................:,:,,'_ 8-10 months data.

activity (e.g. 1979-81). Moreover, the 8eomagnetlc disturbance
index Ap should also be high during such periods. In this
context, a_ anomalous situation is observed during the year
1980, when both the Ap index, as well as the number and

• magnitude of Forbush decreases are quite low. In this paper,
we investigate this anomaly to understand, why larger number
of energetic solar flares observed in. the year 1980 are
in-effective in producing geomagnetic disturbances as well

" as Forbush decreases.
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_ISTRI_!.2TION

/_o_ 7"_¢_v _v& R_E: _

,_8, ldistribution of,_
o_---_ _q----- _ L__jmon_kl_ averagea

!_o.= 0; _ [_o_._ai_t_l_r_s_ _or-.__i_e_,_ _u_ _L_____

_, ! , 6_ , averages are
o___A_ _, _ _ _I_ s_ownin-figure_.
I I 81 - The anomalous

o o_--Jr_-Ii_-_ _ _t_. _ low value of Fd"s
t . / _. and of Ap index ,

j_r for the year _980,_ O -f[-,--! ----/If]ilL--_-- _ is clearly evident.

0 _._, 20, _0 2_ 0 1oo 2o0 0 loo 200 0 JLO 2,0

2._ ,.Cpm_utationof solar flare end lForbush decrease _ndex.

In another p_per (SH 4.4-12). we have described the
computation of the solar flare index (S.F.I.) £rom the list
of observed energetic solar flares of importance _/1,
published in prompt reports of solar Geophysical Data.
Briefly, SFI has been computed by giving weight to the
importance of the solar flare by its numerical value, end
also by considering weights for the brightness o£ the flare.
_imilarly, the Forbush decrease index has beei computed for
each month, by numerlcally adding the magnitude of all the
Forbush decreases observed in that month. A decrease in
cosmic ray intensity is considered only when its magnitude
is _1.5%, and the decrease is clearly seen in att-1_least
two high latitude neutron monitor stations. The derived Fd=s
index has been denoted as Fd's _magnltude, and has been
used in the diagrams presented later In this paper,

_.. Result s _nd Discussion.

The long-term variation of the geomagnetic dlstur-
b ance index ._ for the years 1957-84 is plotted in figure 1
(top portion of the figure>. We note that the yearly average
value of _ index is quite low during the year 1980. _he plot

\
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also _ov;s the minimt_n v_ue of ..... r 10_s_

Ap observed during 1965, the year r i_u__ i __.... 'J-]of minimum solar activity. Other _O_ _ , _.--,._.l ,' r-',r -'
L_J" - _' "_-] IRz ._o.,_ L_.J | !

solar and. geophysic_l pgremeters j i_6r i^_,_., ]_J
are plotted in the bottom part of _.__ EFo:,os
figure I. _oth, one stu_spoc _m,.L,ers, i ]i
as Well as tLie soiai" _ia_e incdces are _t_6_l

!

at zheir pe_ value during the year <'{- d

1980, whereas th_ Ap index is at its i-, ._j" I___, [-1_._.__uI_ 96-Iminimum vc_ue..Je "also note that the ._ rJ [.....] [-_]
long t er_n co_nic ray inte_zsity ,- :
decrease shows a snooth decline y" _;.o t.....
starting in 1977 with a minimu_n in , - _ i._
1982. However, the Forbush decrease " i" -._o-

index _ows a very low v_ue in 1900 i ' _.;_,_.: I
as compared to the adjac__ v_%lues, i ,......... d.
Thus the low values of Ap and Fd's i&° -." _' ".... :-_.... 1

;_',._ ......,.-., J _..,
are quiet anomalous, particularly I. , , "_
when one observes the large :__c_u, _0 .... "_
of e/aergetic solar flares rep_esented _; _ i c
by SFI. To further analyse the distri-(,' .A.... _i"_ '_,.,_,_,_
bution of the five parameters represe-J_ -_ ;_ .............. _....... -_,o.....................'
nted in figure I on yearly basis, we Fig.3 "_.ows the
have generated a frequeucy histogram frequency distrib-
for each year, and for each parameter, ution with hello-
using their monthly values. Such a longitude of the
distribution is plotted in figure 2, individual solar
for the years 1976-84. Thus, evma on fl_es of importance
a monthly average basis the anomaly of _ 1, for the years
the low values of Ap index, as well as 1979_80 & 81. The
of the Fd's is apparent. To ascertain yearly averse values
that the low values of Ap ind,< and of of Rz,.Ap a_.d Fd
Fd's during 1980, is not due to any index (_Fd) are also
large asymmetry in _he longizuanal mentioned in the fig.
diszribution of Zhe solar flares, we alongwith the Zotal
have plotted in figure 3, the frequ- number of solar flares
ency histrogr_n for all the solar for eaah year.
flares of importauce_ 1. From the
figure, it is seen that there is no
deficiency in the nm_ber of solar

.... -_ _ 30°flares in the longitude region 600 ma_t to :'_estfor the
year 1980, as compared to the years 1979 and 1981. Such an
observations, therefore, rules out the possibility, that the
solar flares during 1980 are unfavourably placed "cobe geo-
effective. From the resists presented here, we _herefore

- note that even-though we have demonstrated the anomaly in
temns of low o_eo-effectiveness of the e_ez_etic solar flares
during 1980, however, we have not been able to identify the
cause fo-c such an anomaly. It is e}_eGted that other

" characteristics of the cosmic ray time variation might be
able to provide some clue _o underst;_d the reported _o_;;.--'._y.
4- R,-_f _'_n a _ _

,<_re_*ai_ _d Singh, &.L., 1976, Ind.Jo Ra_e& gp_hv.5 p. 330.
Loclo_'ood, J.A., 1971, Space Sci. Rev. /i_ p.6_.
Rao, U.'.Q.,I_7_, Space Sci. Rev. _I_ p.719.
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OBSERVATIONS OF COSMIC-RAY MODULATIONS

IN THE FALL 1984

Torsti, J.J., Nieminen, M., Valtonen, E., Arvela, H.,
Lumme, M., Peltonen, J., and Vainikka, E

Wihuri Physical Laboratory, University of Turku,
and Department of Physical Sciences, University
of Turku, SF-20500 Turku, Finland

ABSTRACT

Modulation of cosmic-ray energy spectrum was studied by

using the Turku double neutron monitor. The multiplicity
region of detected neutrons produced by cosmic ray hadrons
in the monitor was divided into seven categories corre-
sponding to mean energies 0.1, 0.3, 1.0, 3.2, 8.6, 21, and

94 GeV of hadrons at sea level. Based on 24-hour frequen-
cies, a statistical analysis showed that modulation of the

intensity in all categories occurred during several peri-
ods in the fall 1984. The magnitude of the variation was
a few per cent.

I. Introduction. The Turku double neutron monitor enables studies of

modulation of energy spectrum of cosmic-ray hadrons. The accuracy of
the modulated spectrum, particularly at high energies, is dependent on
the duration of the disturbance. Measurements at high energies can be
made reliably only in such cases when the disturbance continues for a

few days.

In this work, cosmic-ray modulation in the time scale of several days
is studied. In order to eliminate the daily variation, 24-hour frequen-
cies of neutron multiplicities were used as the basic data. In order

to cover a wide energy range, counting rates of multiplicities from
I to 200 were analysed.

The present preliminary analysis concerns measurements accomplished

during the period from September I, 1984 to January 8, 1985. No dras-
tic variation of cosmic-ray intensity, such as large Forbush decreases
or proton flares, occurred during this period.

2. Cusum plots. The analysis is based on cumulative-sum of observed

freguenci_s in neutron monitor. The entire multiplicity range was di-
vided into seven categories as shown in table I. The average daily
counting rates, fave, are also given in the table. The median hadron
energies represent estimates based on a Monte Carlo model of hadron

cascades in the atmosphere and in the monitor /2/.

The daily counting rates in categories 5-7 are so small that the sta-

tistical error is more than 1%. Therefore, it is quite difficult to J
see from the simple frequency versus time plot whether there exists
systematic variation in the course of time. In purpose to separate the

real modulation from statistical fluctuations, we use cumulative-sum
curves of relative frequencies:
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Table I. Daily counting rates, fave, and median energies of

cosmic-ray hadrons in the Turku double neutron monitor

care- neutron fave median hadron energy (GeV)
gory multipli- (events/day)

cities at sea level in free space

I I 786 700 0.1 16
2 2-4 400 300 0.3 24

3 5-8 88 800 1.0 70
4 9-16 16 900 3.2 160

5 17-24 2 890 8.6 3J0
6 25-48 864 21 540

7 49-200 304 94 1100

FK = _K fk -flave for all days K = I,...,122 ,
k=1 ave

where fk represents the pressure-corrected observed frequency for
day k . The cusum curves for six multiplicity categories are given in
fig. I.

It is seen that the cusum curves show certain similarities. Changes in

the slopes of the curves occur approximately at the same time. The ab-

solute magnitude of the variation tends to increase with increasing
multiplicity. Noteworthy is that the curve of the highest category (49-
200) shows systematic variation.

3. Periods of constant counting rates. The statistical cusum test re-

veales which changes in the cusum plots are significant /I/. The risk
level of 5 % was used. In the case of the September data, the cusum

test showed that multiplicity categories 2, 3, and 4 had two signifi-

cant changes. The first occurred on the 5th and the second on the 12th
of September. In category I, no statistically significiant changes were
found.

Between October 2nd - January 8th, the significance test revealed

4-11 slope changes. The smallest number of changes was obtained in cate-
gory 7. The poor statistics is a more probable explanation for the small
number than physical reasons.

Based on the results obtained from categories 2-4, we conclude that

during the following nine periods the daily frequencies do not show sig-

nificiant changes, i.e., the counting rates cap be considered at least

roughly constant:

I: September I-5 VI: October 13 - November I
II: September 6-12 VII: November 2-22
Ill: September 13-23 VIII: November 23 - December 31
IV: October 2-5 IX: January I-8
V: October 6-12

These intervals are shown in fig. I by dotted lines.
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Fig. I. Cusum curves for various multiplicity categories.

For each interval I-IX we calculated the average intensities. In fig. 2
the deviations of these averages from overall mean intensities are given
as a function of the median sea-level energy corresponding to various mul-
tiplicity categories.

4. Discussion. An interesting result of this analysis is the fact that the
relative intensity deviation does not approach zero as the median energy

increases from 0.1 GeV to 100 GeV. It is a contradiction with the general-
ly accepted form of modulations, Af/f = AE-Y with y > 0.

On the contrary to this general view, e.g. during period I the devia-
tion shows quite a smooth increase up to 3 GeV above which the deviation

remains clearly positive up to the highest energy. During period Ill the •
negative deviation becomes stronger as the energy increases from 0.1 GeV
to 10 GeV. The deviation is -2.4 % at 21 GeV and -6.3 % at 98 GeV. A si-

milar behaviour is seen during the period V.
The deviations from the mean intensity are more or less constant dur- 8

ing VII and IX. They are between -1.5 % and -2.6 % and between 2.4 % and
3.1 %, during period V.

Periods II, IV, VI, and VIII represent cases where the energy spec-

tra do not deviate to any noteworthy degree from the mean spectrum.
According to our estimation, the highest multiplicity category cor-
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Fig. 2. Deviations of the daily counting frequencies from
the mean frequencies during periods I-IX.

responds to primary radiation with median energy of 1100 GeV in free
space. In all cases in which the energy spectrum deviates systematically
from the mean (I, II, V, VII, and IX), the deviations in the highest cate-
gory are towards the same direction as in all other categories correspond-
ing to lower median energies. In addition, the estimated standard devia-
tion of these points is smaller than the deviation of the points from the
mean intensity. Quite unexpected is the result that in the cases where
spectrum modulation is present, no clear indication is seen for decrease
of the modulation amplitude in high-energy region.

J

5. Conclusions. According to the present results the long-term variation
t of cosmic radiation extends at least upto energies of several hundreds of

GeV in free space. There are indications that the relative deviation,

Af/f, is of the order of a few percent in the energy range above 100 GeV.
In some cases, the amplitude of the modulation shows systematic increase

• in the energy range 15-300 GeV in free space.
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FREQUENCY SPECTRA OF SHORT-PERIOD

VARIATIONS OF COSI_IC RAY

Antonova V.P. ,Zusmanovich A.G.

Institute of Ionosphere of AN KazSSR,
480068, Alma-At a, USSR.

ABSTRACT.Frequency spectra for different periods
of solar activity were calculated by 5-minutes
data of neutron super-monitor of the Institute
of Ionosphere of AN KazSSR (altitude 3340 m,cut-
off rigidity is 6,7 GV,counting rate is about
4.5.10 per hour).It was shown that shifting of
the spectrum power from low-frequency range to
high-frequency range takes place from minimum to
maximum of the solar activity.It was reliably
distinguished the peak with 160-minutes period
coincided with the period of the Sun's atmosphe-
re oscillation and some types of geomagnetic
pulsation by the method of accumulation of the
frequency spectra.It was conducted the compari-
son of cosmic ray spectra with spectra of geoma-
gnetic field for the same point of the registra-
tion and at the same period.

The short-period cosmic rays variations origins from
different nonstationary processes in the interplanetary
space,magnetosphere and atmosphere of the Earth and these
variations may be used for the study of the such processes.
The high-altitude neutron monitor of the Institute of Iono-

sphere of AN KazSSR permits to investigate the spectrum ofcosmic ray fluctuations up to 1.7 1o-9Hz.In this paper the
spectral density of cosmic ray fluctuations in the range
of 10-J--5_O -_ Hz was calculated by the method of Blacman
and Tukey /1/,using 15-minute data of this monitor for the
time period from 1974 to 1983.The all data were corrected
for the barometric pressure.The solar activity cycle was

devided to the four periods: 1-197#-1976-the solar activi-
ty minimum,2-1977-f1978-solar activity increase,3-1979-1980
-activity maximum and 4-1981-f1983-activity decrease.The
calculation of the spectral density was carried out on the 0
week-interval data with the filtrating of the low-frequen-
cy band.lt was obtained that at solar activity minima the
main power of the spectral density concentrated in the low-
frequency range.When the solar activity increased,the spec- 6
tral power shifts to the high-frequency range.In Fig.fl are
shown the summ_ry power spectra G_x(f) for the period men-
tioned above; a-lst period,b-2nd period,c-3rd period and
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d-4th period.The unifirm distribution of the spectral den-
sity at the all frequency interval at solar maximum and

the presence of large

__ power at low frequency

range at solar minimum
are observed.

It was shown earlier

d that the peak at frequ-

ency near 10-* Hz (the
..... period of 160 minutes)

is presented in the

6"xx(!) _ r -y/_. frequency spectrum of
. | the cosmic ray intensi-

I ty,but ones was instab-
le and observed irregu-

,_ A_/ o lar.The study of this., peak is rather intres-
_0_ 0510-3w_ ring becouse of the

Figure I stable pulsations of the
" solar atmosphere /3,4/

and geomagnetic pulsations /5/ were observed at the same
frequency.ln this psper we calculated the summary power

spectrum by the data
for 1981-1983 (during

G_(_) the quiet periods) and
this spectrum _z (f) is
shown in Fig.2.It is
seems the peak at 160
minutes predominates in
the summary spectrum.It
should be noted that the
period of this isolate
peak equal to 160 minu-
tes precisely in sttmmary
spectrum while it drif-
ted around this period
in separate frequency

#0-_ 05._O-_H_ spectra.The amplitude of
this peak,standing out

Figure 2 against a background of
" intensity fluctuations,

exceedes the 95-% significance level,which denoted the dot-
ted line in fig.2.

It was compared the frequency spectra of cosmic ray in-
tensity and the spectre of the geomagnetic field (H-compo-
nent),registered in Alma-Ata also.The summary spectra of
geomagnetic data are shown in Fig.3,for the same intervals

4 of the solar activity cycle as in Fig.l.The main power in
these spectra concetrated at low-frequency range and there
no statistically significant peaks which could influenced
on the cosmic ray fluctuations.There are no the statisti-
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cal significant va-
lues of the spect-
ral density in the
coherence spectra of
cosmic ray intensi-
ty and quiet geo-
magnetic data for

d the all investiga-
ted periods from
1974 to 1983.

_j RESULTS. Thefrequency spectra of
the cosmic ray inte-

nsity and H-compo-

nent of the geomag-
netic field were

o studied in the fre-

.... quenc_ range (10-5-
5-10- )Hz for peri-

_'_ _5_03H_ od 197_-1983.We can
draw a following
conclusions from

Figure 3. obtained results:
1.The main power of the spectral density in the cosmic

ray frequency spectra shifted from low-frequency range to
high-frequency range when the solar activity increased.

2.The distinctive peak with the period of 160 minutes
observed in the summary frequency spectrum of the cosmic
ray intensity.

3.There is no relation between the cosmic ray fluctuati-
ons and fluctuations of the geomagnetic field during quiet
periods.
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STUDY OF COS},:ICRAY SCINTILLATIONS FROM 5-MINUTE DATA OF

THE SCINTILLATOR T_ESCOPE "IZMIRAN" AND WORLD-WIDE

NEYWORK STATIONS

O.V.Gulinsky, L.I.Dorman, I.Ya.Libin, R.E.Prilutsky,
K.F.Yudakhin

Institute of Terrestrial }_agnetism_ Ionosphere and Radio
Wave propagation, USSR Academy of Sciences, I_2092 Troitsk
Moscow Region, USSR

During cosmic ray propagation in interplanetary space
there appear characteristic cosmic-ray intensity scientil-
lations 7I/ which are due to charged particle scattering
on random inhomogeneities of the interplanetary magretic
field (IMF). Particles of rather low energies which are
sensitive not only to IMF inhomogeneities, but also to the
fine structure of approaching shock fronts, undergo the lar-
gest scintillations. Nonetheless, the high-energy (more
than several Gev) cosmic ray scintillations, which are regi-
stered in the most sensitive way be ground-based devices
used for recording cosmic radiation, are similarly informa-
tive. From the physical point of view this is also connect-
ed with the fact that a particle with a large Larmor radius
(R = C_/e#>_RC Rc is the correlation radius of a random mag-
netic field) "sses" a wide spectrum of IMF inhomogeneities,
whereas when interacting with the high-frequency part of
the magnetic inhomogeneity spectrum, low-energy particles
bring information about a comparatively narrow region of
the INF turbulence spectrum.

The smallness of scintillation amplitude in the high-
energy range is compensated by the fact that measurements
in this energy range are made by ground-based devices with
a significant statistics and a high accuracy /2/.

The power spectra of cosmic ray scintillations on the
Earth during some intervals from 1977 to I982 (for quiet pe-
riods, for solar flares and Forbush decreases due to power
shock waves, Fig. I) have been calculated from five-minute,
one- and two-hour values of the cosmic-ray intensity measu-
red by the scintillator supertelescope IZMIRAN and in sta-
tions of the world-wide network (Moscow, Utrecht, Kerguelen,
Apatity, Tixie Bay, Norikura). The spectra were estimated
by the methods of spectral analysis and by autoregressive
methods which mutually control each other /3/ and make it
possible not only to analyze scintillation powers at distin-
guished frequencies, but also to determine the behavior of
spectrum slopes in some frequency ranges.

I1 the power-law spectrum of cosmic ray scintillations
is described by the power function P(f)NA f-_, then using
the ratio of the soectrum values in different frequency
ranges f< 8 . IO-_Hz and IO-_ f_ IO-eHz (for neutron moni-
tors and scintillator telescopes of the world-wide net of
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stations), one can evaluate the product HoV (in the assump-
tion that the IMF spectrum remains unchanged in the entire

frequency range) i ]
3oo_.v'-- 2_ n- I ."+td _'" "1./ ''_<" ....

JL£ de
The I_F scintillation spectrum is determined as

-s v,,,x .] m.n(f J rsJ ,2
where Ho is the mean IMF strength, V is the solar wind ve-
locity, n is the index of pitch-angular distribution, W(R)
are coupling coefficients of the devices.

Mean estimations of the indices of the slopes of CR
scintillation power spectra for different devices in the
stations Moscow, Utrecht, Kerguelen, Lomnicky Stir, Vostok,

Baksan, Apatity in quiet _eriods give the following results:
for frequencies f_3 _IO IHz the spectral index _ lies i_
the interval I.@5 _ _ 1.75, for frequencies @"I0-6__
IO-" the index lies wlthin 1.95 _ _'_<3.35 and, finally,
for frequencies f >3 IO _ Hz 1.55 _ _'_ 2.I0 (the latter
is due to the competition between the GR scintillation po-

wer and the noise power P(f)/n_ = 2/no). The calculationsof the power spectra ( _ /-$ ) of IMF fluctuations give
_he :values of $ of the order of 1.8+_O.I, which agrees well
both with the results of field experiments and of ref./%/
(the relation between the spectral indices of IN[F, Q and CR,
_, has the form _ = 9 + 2 in the frequency_ range _-IO g_,r_
IO- and /= _ for frequencles f _ 3 IO-_Hz). Figure 2
presents the power spectra for CR scintillations averaged
over the investigated stations for different periods of the
maximum (cur_e I) and the minimum (curves 2,3) of solar ac-
tivity. For all the frequencies the power values coincide
well with the theoretically calculated values /@/ (for Ho=
5-IO-S_s and v = 5*IO7 cm-s-_) both in the absolute values
(in the high-frequency range they differ by a factor of 1.2-
1.5 and in the low-frequency range by a factor of 1.5-2)
and in the behaviour of the spectra: the values of the indi-
ces coincide with an accuracy to IO %.

There exist also other possibilities for studying the
OR scintillation spectrum: one can not only estimate the po-
wer spectrum of INLFfluctuations, but also establish a one-
to-one correspondence with the level of perturbation in in-
terplanetary medium of both distinguished scintillations at
certain frequencies and the spectrum as a whole - the slope
of the OR scintillation spectrum in the range f_IO-_Hz in-
creases gradually up to the maximum value several hours be-
fore the perturbation of interplanetary medium comes to the
Earth. Figure 3 shows the behaviour of the index of the po-
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wet spectrum of CR scintillations for the events in Septem-
ber I977 from the data of the Utrecht and Kerguelen sta-
tions. It is seen from the figure that at least I8 hour@
beforejperturbation the soectral index in the range IO-_/_

_<IO-_Hz starts increasing whereas .the_ quantity A (if
the spectrum is given in the form A /-6 ) decreases. That
CR go ahead of perturbation can be easily explained:CR feel
inhomogeneities at a di@tance of their free path for scat-
tering (about IO 'z- IO "_ cm) and their velocity is a thou-
sand times larger than the velocity of propagation of per-
turbation. Hence, CR bring information practically instan-
taneously, whereas perturbation travels to the Earth long
hours. Therefore, the distances between perturbations appro-
aching the Earth can be essentially different: recording
particles of different energies, one can observe inhomoge-
neities at distances up to several AU.
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THE THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OP 
COSlVIIC RAY FORBUSH-EFFECTS 

Alania MeV., Bakradze T.S., Bochor i shv i l i  T.V. 
Bochikashvi l i  D.P,, Despotashvi l i  M.A., Nachkebia N , A ,  

The I n s t i t u t e  of Geophysics, Georgian Academs of 
Science,  Z,Rukhadze a t r ,  1, 380093, T b i l i s i  

ABSTRACT 
The t h e o r e t i c a l  r e s u l t s  of a n a l y s i s  o f  t h e  expec- 
t e d  s p a t i a l  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  o f  dens i t y ,  g r a d i e n t s  
and an i so t ropy  of cosmic r a y s ,  obta ined on t h e  
b a s i s  o f  t h e  numerical s o l u t i o n  of a n i s o t r o p i c  
d i f f u s i o n  equat ion i n  t h e  presence o f  t h e  d i s t u r -  
bances o f  shock wave type i n  t he  i n t e r p l a n e t a r y  
space a r e  presented.  The t h e o r e t i c a l  c a l c u l a t i o n s  
on t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  of t h e  energy spectrum and ani-  
aotropy of g a l a c t i c  cosmic r a y s  dur ing Porbush - 
e f f e c t  a r e  compared wi th  t h e  experimental  da ta .  

The t h e o r e t i c a l  modal. Cosmic r ay  Forbuah-effects have 
a complex s t r u c t u r e  ana n a t u r e  /1,2/. They d i f f e r  fr80m each 
o t h e r  both by power and b~  energy spectrum i n d i c e s  e t  a l b  
However, t h e r e  e x i s t  t h e  l n d i c e t i o n s  such a s  t h e  recur rence  
and s p o r a d i c i t y  of Forbuah-effect o r i g i n  t h e  c h a r a c t e r  o f  
shock wave development causing   or bush-ehects, t h e  change 
o f  energy spectrum index i n  t ime e t  a l .  by wi th  t h e  d e f i n i t e  
c l a s s i f i c ~ t i o n  of Forbush-effects  can be c a r r i e d  ou t  /3-4/, 

I n  t h i s  paper  t h e  s tudy  of cosmic r a y  Forbush-effects  
on t h e  b a s i s  of  t h e  processes  occur r ing  i n  t h e  in terpl -aneta-  
r y  space I n  t h e  presence of t h e  d i s tu rbance  passage 11 i t e d  
by t h e  he l i o long i tudes ,  but  having no boundary i n  t h e  hl 
d i r e c t i o n  is c a r r i e d  ou t  i , e ,  the  type of r ecu r r en t  Forbush- 
- e f f ec t  i s  considered,  

The a n i s o t r o p i c  d i f fu s ion  equation/5/ i s  taken  a s  mo- 
d e l i n g  of  t h e  e lect romagnet ic  condi t ions  occur r ing  i n  t h e  
i n t e r p l a n e t a r y  space under t h e  fol lowing assumptions: a )  so- 
l a r  wind v e l o s i t y  U. and t h e  d i f f u s i o n  c o e f f i c i e n t  of  
c o m i c  r a y s  i n  t h e  d i s tu rbed  reg ion  changes n e a r l y  twice i n  
comparison w i t h  t h e  environment b )  t h e  d i s tu rbed  r eg ion  i s  
g iven  i n  a  cone form f o r  which !he he l ioequa tor  is  a aymmet- 

C r y  plane,  i , e .  a long  t h e  t r a j e c t o r y  of t he  Eur th  t h e  he l io -  
l a t i t u d i n a l  g r ad i en t  @n/d@ =0 , c )  i t  i s  considered * t h a t  s i n c e  t h e  d i s tu rbed  r eg ion  ac ros s  t h e  h e l i o l a t i t u d e  i s  
l i m i t e d  i n  t h e  range of  s eve ra l  e.u. and i n  t h e  r a d i a l  d i -  
r e c t i o n  t h e  p rocess  is  S ta t i ona ry ,  t h e  s t a t i o n a r y  approxima- 

E *' t i o n  is q u i t e  t r u e ,  i.e.;ab/at=0 . X-Ience, t h e  a n i s o t r o p i c  
d i f f u s i o n  equa t ion  has t h e  fol lowing form: 

F .a (R3n). vi ui '0 vi (2eiKl&n) -T'i (n- Mi)+ ,,, ,, ( 1  
where wand -the dens i t y  and t h e  r i g i d i t y ' o f  oosmio r a y  

p a r t i c l e s ,  and U ;  t h e  s o l a r  wind ve loc i ty .  Taking i n t o  



account the above assumptions f o r  s o l a r  wind ve loc i ty  U 
and the  d i f fus ion  coe f f i c i en t  % u=uo(!+~, ,T)  (see Big .  
l a )  and ~=%(!-deP) (see ~ i g . i b ) ,  where = 3,4 ; 

4~~ 4175 and T = ~ c & ~ ~ ( ~ - ~ o ) ) - I w ~ : ~ ( ( Q - ? o ) ' ~ ) / ? ) J ~  
The equation (1) i s  solved by ne t  method under the  

following boundary conditions:  , 

. 
during Forbush-ebfect f o r  two r i g i d i t i e s  R =  20 GV end 

)2s 20 hl' i s  presented i n  Fig, 2, It i s  seen , t h a t  the  
change of s o l a r  wind ve loc i ty  LC and the d i f fus ion  coef- 
f i c i e n t  % (see ~ i g , l a , b )  induce a  gradual decrease end 
r e s t o r a t i o n  of c o m i c  ray i n t e n s i t y  t h a t  i s  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  

o f  the  recurrent  Forbush-effeota, 
For the  case when t h e  approximation i s  given by 9 ( R ) -  ra , bhe energy spectrum index of Porbush-ef- 

f e e t  i s  equal f. 1,06 . 
The expec ed change of socmic ray  anisotropy before,  

during and a f t e r  the  cosmic r a y  Forbush-effect durat ion f o r  
the  r i g i d i t y  )?zIOC;L/ i s  presented i n  Fig, 3, It is seen 
t h a t  a f t e r  s t rong disturbances of anisotropy vec tors  near 
the  minimumof Forbush-effect the  monotone rea to ra t ion  t o  
the  i n i t i a l  pos i t ion  i s  observed, 

The change of i n t e n s i t y  of cos- 
covponeQ3 a t  a  l e v e l  0 and 

s t a t i o n  f o r  t h e  period 
i n  Fig,%, The change of 

the  energy spectrum of this Forbush-effect i n  time has been 
s tydied  by two independent methods. The first one i s  a well- 
known spectrographic method /5/ and the  second one - t he  
method of t h e  cou l i n g  c o e f f i c i e n t s  preaented by the  Ja- 
panese authors /6/fl The ens lya i s  by the  spectrographic me- 
thod has been c a r r i e d  out by the  i n t e n s i t y  of cosmic ray  
neutron and hard Jf -meson components a t  T b i l i s i  s t a t i o n  
and by method of the  coupling coe f f i c i en t s  - by the  data 
of T b i l i s i  s t a t i o n  and the  world network, The changes of t h e  
energy spectrum index , obtained by the spectrographic I 
method ( the dashed curve) and by the  coupling c o e f f i c i e n t s  
( the  s o l i d  curve) a r e  presented i n  Fig, 4b, It is seen t h a t  
the r e s u l t s  obtained by both methods ahow t he  same temporal I; 

changes however, the  values of the energy spectrum index 
obtained by the  spectrographic method a re  systematical ly  r( 
higher than the  values obtained by the  method of the  coup - 
l i n g  c o e f f i c i e n t s ,  In  the  P i g . 4 ~  t h e  changes of DSt varia- *. 
t i o n  of  the Earth 's  magnetic f i e l d  (dashed) and ' the  cutof f  ,8 

r i g i d i t y  threshold A Rc ( s o l i d )  a r e  presented, c 
Discusaidn and Conol$aion. The obtained r e s u l t  i s  ex- 

plaineci easily, Tne r a c t  i s  that  the  change of the  cutoff  
r i g i d i t y  threshold b R  i a  not taken i n t o  account i n  the  
process of ca lcu la t ing  the  energy spectrum index by the  me- 
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thod of the coupling coefficients /6/, and is taken into
account in the spectrographic method.

Por the period considered the change of _ is oh -
served, in particular, its decrease and therefore the ampli-
tude absolute value of cosmic ray intensity decrease is
diminished, i.e. the energy spectrum calculated by the coup-
ling coefficients method will be more rigid, that is really
observed.

The rigid energy spectrum before reaching the minimum
of Forbush-effect must be connected with the predominant
cerring out of cosmic ray particles of re&mtively low ener-
ies with the high-velocity flux of the chromospheric flare
8/. In addition, the energy spectrum of magnetic inhomoge-

neity power of the medium frequencies which can induce cos-
mic ray particle modulation predominantly of relatively low
energies can be increased in front of the magnetic cushion
of the shock wave and in the cushion itself. Apparently,the
geometric factor, the size of the compressed cavity in the
front part of the shock wave plays an important role.
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PECULIARITIES OF GALACTIC COSMIC RAY (GCR) ANISOTEOPY
VARIATION IN CONNECTION WITH THE REC_TRRENT AND SPORA-

DIC FORBUSH EP_ECTS

B.D. Naskidashvili, N.A.Nschkebis, G.L.Tsereteli,
L.Kh. Sha tashvili

The Institute of Geophisics, Georgian Academy of
Sciences, Z.Rukhadze str. I, 8800_, Tbilisi,
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ABSTRACT

It has been est_blised, that the beginning of the
change of vector of Solar-diurnal anisotropy of
Galactic Cosmic Rays(GCR) proceeds the beginning
of Forbush-decre@se(FD), which is due to the dis-
turbed region (DR) of Solar wind existing time

of which is_ _ 8 days. The meridionsl gradient
Ve_ of density during the reccurent FD is valued

I. Anisotropy of GCR due to the long lived DR ofsolar
wind

As is known, the sporadic--_rBush decreases (SPD) are
caused by th_owerful solar flares on the day-side of the
solar disc. If the flare occurs near the central meridian

of the Sun, then in this case DR of the Interplanetory me -
dium, at the starting point of SFD _ill have the spatial si-
zes of order of one a.u. Considerable small size of DR of
Solar wind, causing SFD. attaches some definite character on
the behaviour of solar-diurnal anisotropy vector of GCR.

The typical case of behaviour of the anisotropy vec

tot. according to the datm of Kiel(FRG) during the SFD (06.
09.1982) is _%ven (on fig.Is). Before the beginning of SPD,
_eCtor of anisotropy is not changed, while after the SFD the
vector turns to the direction of the Sun. The behaviour of
vector of the _CR anisotropy has essentimly distinctive fea-
ture during such PD-s which aren't necessarily connected
with _he flares on th_ Sun. arising not far from the central
meridian, but are due to the high-velocity flow of Solar

wind existing in_the interplanetory medium in the course of
• timeT_T_ ( _F is the period of Solar rotstion). In such

cases, it is easy to notice, that at the starting point of
" _D the DR of the SW occupies the space area with the sizes

of _ _ a.u. The corresponding model configuration lines
of forces of IMF is presented (in Pig.lb). The passage of
the Earth through the inh_nced regions of _F corresponds
to the _eginning of FD. In front of this region, as it is
seen in (Pig.lb) is the nondisturbed region of the Solar
wind, however access of GCR into this region is complicated
due to the compressing _the lines of forces of IMF at far
distances, where the GCR particles come from, mainly direc-
ted across the I_P lines of forces. The l_tter means, that
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in this region of SW, similar to the charged particles
trap, the diffusional flow of G0R must be greatly decressed.
Hence, the GCR anisotropy in this non-dirturbed region of
SW will be mainly due to the convectional flow of GCR,whlch
is due to cause the turning of the anisotropy vector to the
direction of the Sun. FD on 28.01.1978serves as a good
example of this case. Before the beginning of the 2D in the
course of 20 days, not a single Solar powerful flare with
importance _ was observed. Consequently, FD must be due
to the long-lived DR of SW, As it is seen from Fig. lc. the
anlsotropy vector of GCR . for 8 days earlier before the
beginning of FD. is essentialy turning to the direction of
the Sun, but after the beginning of PD- tends to orientate
to the direction of IMP. The latter is connected with that
fact, that after the front passmge through the DR, the Earth
comes out of the "trap" region and the recovery of GCR in-
tensity occurs due to the diffusional flow across the IMP
lines of forces, which at far distances are spread, contri-
buting to the free penetration of the GCR particles from the
far distances of the Sun, where the GCR density is large.

2. The meridional gradient of GCR during the
recurren_ _'or_u_ decreasesj " _ - -

_ *L , -

In paper/I/ the classification of PDs is presented
and in paper /_/it is shown that the spectrum of the recur-
rent PDs is more rigid, than the one of the sporadic PDs, In
the given paper the meridional gradient of CR during the re-
current _D is valued /3/.

The data of the world network of station of CR neut-

ron component are analysed as well as the data of the SW,of
the IMP, according to Y4/ and of Solar activity(Solar Geo-
physical Data. NOAA). The considering of the PDs with the
amplltude _/ i% is mainly made according to the data of the
high-latltudinal stations of CR. Superposition of effects,
due to flaring and non-flaring flows complicates the view
of recurrent PDs. If the recurrend PD is not preceeded by
the chromosperic flare and PD is not created by interactio-

nal high-velocity flows of SW,then during the PD the IMP
sign must not change. Therefore we've analysed only those
PD-s, during which the IMP sign is not changed. Data for the
period 197I-I97_, when the polarity of the general magnetic
field of the Sun was not changed, have been taken for the
analysis.

After such selection _7 cases of PD were left. 22
cases out of them were arisen at a time, when IMP sign was
negative (towards the Sun). In 25 cases, FDs were arisen st
a time, w_en the IMP sign was positive (from the Sun).Each
of these groups we divided into 2 subgroups, according to
the IMP sign before and during FD, i.e. while dividing into
subgroups, it was taken into account, whether the IMP signs
coincided with each-other or not before and dUring the PD.
Thus, we've obtained 4 groups of cases of PDs.

In DR of the SW the CR density is less than out of

it, therefore the azimuthal gradient 7#_ of CR density
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changes its direction near the minimum of recurrent PDs,i.e.
in the minimum of recurrent PDs it can be admitted that
_ :0. Therefore, the meridional gradient _ will
cause the CR additional flow of the Hall type, directed per-
pendicular to the _F and V_YL /5/.

The observed CR anisotropy _ near the minimum of
the recurrent FDs can be presented as the sum of_ =J_o+_,
when _ -is s general anisotropy connected with the convec-
tional -diffusional transforming in the high-Velocity plas-

ma flow, j_ - is the constituent, due to the appesrance ofVe_ . The value of - o was'cslculated by data ave-
raging after the minimum of PDs.

In _ig.2a,b, where effective regions of CR modulation
are denoted by the circles, the orbit of the Earth-by dashes,
the neutral layer of IMP - by the solid line, the origins -
tion of the anisotropy under the influence of Ve_L, during
those recurrent PDs. when the IMF is directed from the
Sun, is shown schematically. The calculated values__ and

values of I_F are also give n ( in the right part of _ig.2a,

b) in the minimum of FDs. It is seen, that in case of 2a
(I7 cases of FDs are averaged) the vector _ is really di-
rected perpendicular to the IMF. In case 2b( 8 cases of
FDs are averaged) the vector _L is turned relatively towa-
rds _Z corresponding to the case 2a almost by 180 _ ms it was
to be expected

In Fig. 3a,b the same ss in Fig.2 , is presented only
for those recurrent FDs during which IMF is directed to the

Sun. In case 3a-18 cases of FDs are averaged, but in 3b- 4
ones of FDs.

Por the more exact definition of-_l , we've exami-
ned those PD-s, which correspond to the cases presented in

Fzg. 2a,b. The anysotropy din the minimum FD has the form;
In case 2a _z :-_ +_@ , In cass Sb _: _-_.

Hence, A_ =( AA- _& )/_. _(0,12+0,06)_. _ - - "
Accoraing to /5/_i --A[Ve_XK] , where A is

the transport path of CR; _ -unit vector along the li-
nes of force of IMF.

In paper /8/ the following is shown

where jo -is the Larmor radius in a.u. F - degree of

irregularity of IMP. R-rlgidity (in Gv_ B_vslue of IMF
• (in _T& ). Then VB'('L= _Jt_,_ _L-F)" _'_. ,where

- ' _e_ is expressed in _.u. -_ -in %, If F =0, I.0,3then _ith R=I0 G_, from experimental data we obtalned,
that during the recurrent _D-s meridional gradient of CR

density on the Earth orbit is V6_L=(B_) _o /_.cc.
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HIGH-SPEED SOLAR WIND FLUXES
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Abstract. Cosmic ray intensity variations connected with re-

current high-speed fluxes (;{SF) of solar wind are investiga-

ted. The increase of intensity before the Earth gets into a

}TSF, north-south anisotropv and dillrnal variation of cosmic

rays inside a HSF as well as the characteristics of Forbush

decreases are considered.

I. Introduction. Rec_rrent high-speed fluxes of solar wind

connected with coronal holes change essentially the cosmic

ray density distribtltion in interplanetary medium. When such

fluxes cross the Earth, different types of cosmic ray (CR)

variations are observed. The characteristics of these CR va-

riations may essentially differ from those observed when CR

pass sporadic }TSF of flare origin.

Below we consider a number of CR variations connected

with recurrent }_SF observed in I973-I974.

_. Intensity increase before Forbush effect. I2 fluxes of ve-

iocities 0-_6OO-8OO km/s were considered, which were accom-

panied by Forbush effects. The data on the CR neutron compo-
nent obtained on the Deep River station were used. After the

low-frequency trend and the diurnal CR variation were

eliminated by the method of superposition of epochs the CR

variation was found before the Earth got into a HSF. It is

• seen from Fig.I that before Forbush effect CR intensity in-

creases with amplitude by about 0.4 %.

3_ N-S anisotropv of CR. The N-S anisotropy was investigated
" from the CR neutron component data obtained in the stations

. of Thule and Mc Murdo. I8 _SF with a positive IMF direction

and I8 HSF with a negative IMF direction were picked. All of

them were divided into three groups depending on their speed:

I-v ! 600 km/s, TI - v = 600-700 km/s, _TT - v > 700 km/s.

The results of determining N-S anisotropy by the method

of superposition of epochs are presented in Fig.2. The N-S

anisotropy is seen to exist in the back part of a HSF (5%)

and to be absent in the front part of a }TSF. Such a peculiar

behaviour of N-S anisotropy is qualitatively explained by
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a non-radial plasma outflow from the coronal bole - the flux

[s divergent. _l_e sign of N-S anisotropy becomes inverse

as the IMF direction changes. This means that N-S anisotropy
results from the l_all effect. This conclusion is confirmed

by the behaviour of the Bz-component of TMF at different TMF
directions. The amplitude of N-S anisotropy does not depend

on the HSF speed.

4. Diurna! 'CR variation. The behaviour of the diurnal CR va-

riation was investigated from the data on the neutron compo-

nent for 58 nSF. It turned Out that the amplitudes of first

and second _ harmonics are larger inside a HSF than in a

quiet solar wind, that tbe phase of first harmonic shifts to-

wards earlier hours, and the phase of second harmonic towards

later hours (Fig.3_. This difference increases with an incre-

asing HSF speed. The characteristics of diurnal CR variation

do not depend on the field direction in HSF ....

5. Forbush 'effects of recurrent RSF. The analysis of data on
_be CR neutron component for 62 HSF has shown that if the

HSF width dt_. 3 days, a Forbush decrease is practically ab-

sent. Inside each HSF there exists a good correlation (r_-.7)

between plasma velocity and CR intensity decrease. The ampli-

tude of Forbusb effect A Fincreases with an increase of the

_SF velocity (about a 5-% increase for an increase of v by

IOO km/s). The shape of Forbusb decreases and their amplitude

do not depend on the IMF direction. The energy spectra of
Forbl_sb decreases for HSF of different velocities have been

determined. It turned out that as the HSF velocity increases,

the spectral index _ monotonously decreasesz from _ = 0.7

for v ___600 km/s to _ : O.5 for v 2 700 km/s.
All these results, as well as the resuIts of analogous

papers by other authors make it possible to conclude that

the main parameter of recurrent HSF which determines the

characteristics of various CR variations is their velocity.

Fig.I. CR intensity

_#/0 increase before side-
_, i end of SHF calculated ,

0 / __ _./_ _ _"- by superposition of
_ i _ epochs from I2 events. •Curve 2-effect

0
[ l_k._ L -_" particles coming from

{ 3 J[' : _/X__ Curve 3-effect due to
/'----_ ;h,.--_ - , -- .-_. _ particles coming from0

_,._' - "k..../"_...j},,,,.,.j_. other directions. Cur-

"_ -,_ i 0 + _ +_ t d_ ve I-effect averaged- over all directions.
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Fig.2. N-S anisotropy of C]% inside a _F. On the

left - for the positive IMF direction,

on the right - for the negative IMF direc-

tion. I - for HSF with v <__6OO km/s,

IT - for HSF with v = 600-700 kin/s, Ill-

for HSF with v m 700 km/s. At the bottom is

the sum curve for the II-nd and ZII-d

groups of HSF.

Fig.3. Vectors of a diurnal (a) and semidiurnal (b)

CR variations= I - in the front part of HSF,

II - in the middle part of HSF, III - in the

back part of HSF, IV - in a quiet solar wind
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_rARIATTONS OF THE COSMTC RAY GRADIENT
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Part of galactic cosmic rays (CR) observed near the

Earth and on the Earth come from beyond-disk regions of cir-

c_imsolar space. But CR of those energies which undergo sub-

stantial modulation cover too large a path (we mean a

transport free pathr) across the lines of force of the inter-

planetary magnetic field (IMF) in order they co_Id provide

an effective transfer of information about beyond-disk solar

activity. And if it is still possible, the most probable
channel for tranferring such information ml_st be a neutral

layer of beliomagneeosphere in which the transverse CR trans-

port is facilitated by their drift in an inhomogeneous mag-
netic fie]d /1,2/

For charged particles of sufficiently high energy the

thickness of the neutral layer is negligibly small as compa-

red with the gyroradins of particles, _ . In a p]ane neut-

ral layer _he driving centres of suc]_ particles will shift

along the line (which can be called a drift trajectory) de-
termined by the relation

Z_

}_ere _ d are , iocentric radius and heliolongitude,

_ and _8 are coordinates of the observation point, LZ is

solar wind velocity, _ is angular velocity of synodic

rotation of the Sun. _he drift trajectories (Fig. I), contra-

ry to %he field lines to which they are perpendicular, are

almost azimuthal near the Sun and approach the radial direc-

tion beyond the Earth's orbit. If 6g and &'Z do not de_nd on °
the coordinates, it _ollows from (I) that _/Z_=C_+__) -_ .
T_e direction of particle motion along the drift traje_ctories

will be determined by polarity of the total magnetic field of

the Snn. So, in the seventies, in the special region of "one-

way" particle motion near the neutral layer_ protons and other

positively charge_ particles had mostly to shift from the Sun

to overstep the Earth's orbit. At that time the drift trajec-
tories could bring to the Earth the information of Forbnsh

decreases which occurred in the opposite to us side of cir-
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cumsolar space and were caused by powerful beyond-disK fla-
res.

A simple difft_sion model for an expected CR variation

in a nelltral layer near the Earth gives /3/

where x is the d_.s .ance meas,red along t_e trajectory, _ (×)

is variation of CR concentration at different points of the

trajectory, _L is effective _ff.t velocity, c_-is the mean
t_me _ecessary for a _articl_ to shi_t by one gyrora_iL_s

across the field. High values o_ _(2C_% (for e_ample,> T %)
Should hardly be expected even for large beyond-disk decre-
ases. However, since the main effect must be concentrated on

one gyroradil]s from the neutral layer, sufficiently large va-

riations of the CR gradients are possible here. The CR gra-

dient variations and consequent anisotropy var<ations are

just the response to beyond-disk events which one may hope to
discover by observing CR near the Earth.

The CR gradient near the Earth can be obtained by using

the data on the CR concentration and anisotropy along with

the data on the velocity of solar w_nd and IMF /4,5/.

If _ is the CR anisotropy vector, _c is its convective

part, and _ is the gradient of the logarithm of CR concentra-

tion, then in the convective-diffusion anisotropy model /6/.eD

-_c=-A g. In the local right-handed coordinate system in

which the x-axis is diz_.,cted along the solar wind velocity

and the y-axis lies in the plane o_ IMF line, the matrix of

transport free paths is

" !,ere _ is gyroradt_is of particles in the total magnetic

• _.[eld /4/, k is the transverse-to-longitudinal difflls_on co-

efficients ratio, S = sfn_, c = cos_, _ is the angle bet-

ween _ and the TMF strength vector It can be shown that the
, C

Inverse A matrix has the following simple form
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This matrix is convenient in the determination of _ /5/.

The active regions whose appearance from behind the

eastern disk or disappearance behind the western one was ac-

companied by active phenomena were distinguished with the

help of (7). Thus, the periods with a hiqh probability of

powerful _lares in the invisible side of the Sun were chosen.

One of such periods is shown in Fig.2. _ge can see there sub-

stantial variations of the CR gradient and especially its

heliolatitudinal component gz- A considerable part of such
variations is observed in a close vicinity of the neutral

layer. It is of importance that variations of the CR gradient

are not at all always accompanied by considerable variations

of IMF and solar wind velocity at the point of observation.

And although the observed variations of an[sotropy and CR gra-

dient should not necesserily be associated just with beyond-

disk events,the experimental data, along with the above es-

timates and qualitative considerations give grounds for fur-

ther search for the evidence in favour of beyond-d£sk solar

activity in the behaviour of galactic CR near the Earth.

J

Fig. I. The drift trajectory passing near the

Earth. It is calculated by formula (I).

Arrow indicates the proton drift direc-

tion in the seventies.
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Fig.2. Example of the behaviour of the characteristics of
cosmic rays and interplanetary medium in August-Sep-
tember, !q77.

ao - variation of concentration of CR with a rigidity
of IO GV.

Ax,Ay,A z - components of the first harmonic of CR ani-
sotropy. _he position of IMF line is shown along with

AM, Ay.

g,gx,gy,gz - gradient and its components for CR w%th
a rigidity of IO GV. The hypothetic configuration

of the neutral layer of heliomagnetosphere is shown

along with gz"
K is the degree of an[sotropy of CR diffusion (0 k I).

The directly calculated values of T,"are shown by po-

ints, the smoothed ones - by a solid llne.

t_ '1l, solar wind velocity
b

H - IMF strength /8/.
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Abstract. The latitudinal behaviour of intensities and mul-

tiplicities was registered by the neutron monitor 2 NM and

the lead-free neutron monitor 3 SND (slow-neutron detector)

in the equator-Kaliningrad llne in the Atlantic Ocean. Coup-

ling coefficients for 3 SND show the sensitivity of this de-

tector to primary particles of cosmic rays of energies on the

average lower than for 2 NM. As multiplicities increase, the

coupling coefficients shift towards higher energies.

The data of latitudinal expeditions have given informa-

tion on the planetary CR distribution, but malnly from the re-

sults of measurements of the summary intensity registered by
the neutron monitor, e.g./I,2/. But the available results for

measurements of multiplicities are contradictory /3,4/, al-

though it is obvious that large multiplicities must be connec-

ted on the average with high energies of primary particles

with the exception of a first multiplicity, where the Influ-

ence of the muon component can be observed. It is also reaso-

nable to specify the known results /5.6/ for the lead-free

neutron monitor NMD (Neutron maderated detector) and to com-

pare them with the data for the standard neutron monitor NM-
64.

The approximation of the dependence of the recorded in-

tensity I on the geomagnetic cutoff rigidity R has the form "

It appears impossible to determine simultaneously three para-

meters, Io,o_, k in (I) by the method of least squares because

of divergency of the iteration process. Therefore, one usu-

ally determines the parameter Io from expedition measurements

and then calculates and k by solving the system of equati-

ons Inln[Io/(Io-I) ] -Ind--klnR, where I are experimental data.
But this method turns out invalid for multipllcities because

a statistical accuracy of measurements rapidly decreases, as

multiplicity increases, and because in many cases the data of

measurements in polar zones are absent. Besides, we cannot
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use part of the data, for which I _ Io because of statistl-

cal difference.

The aim of this papaer is the development of the method

of simultaneous calculation of all the parameters in (1) and

practical application of this method.

The planetary distribution of CR was measured by the de-

tectors on the research ship "Academician Kurchatov" from 6

to 22 of April, I982 in the Atlantic Ocean in the northern

hemisphere. The standard two-counter neutron monitor R NM and

the three-counter lead-free neutron monitor 3 NMD were used

for measurements. Correction due to atmospheric pressure va-

riation was made similarly to /7/. The correction due to va-

riations of extraterrestrial origin was introduced according

to the Kiel statlon) the dependence of the amplitude of vari-

ations on the geomagnetic cutoff rigidity was also determined

by analogy with /7/. The geomagnetic cutoff rigidities were

calculated according to /8/. The results of latitudinal mea-

surements are shown in Fig. I.

The successive approximation method /9/ is proposed for

finding the parameters of the approximation (1). T_le expan-

sion of (I) in a Taylor aeries with an accuracy to first-

order terms at the point of the initial approximation of pa-

ramaters has the form

where the expressions in brack_t_ are taken at the point of
the initial approximation Io-T_°'c_ =d_ (°),k-k (O) , Then one

minimizes the sum of the squares of the differences of the

calculated values of I according to (2) and experimental va-
lues of I

g= g (alo+ZoZ4O -ZoOL  z K-Zo,-l)=mi/ (3)

where The condition of the
, minimum" (3) _3/_Zo=O, _S/_=O, _S/_K=O gives the system of

equations

" [oEq,'z+/o_ z _-Io_ _ ?z__z;_=_ _ (I-Io¢}

the solution of which AIo,_o_, Ak determines the following ap-
-- CO -(o) -r

proximation of the parameters "_o =1o -_a_o ,_('_oC(°_do L, K(_KC°;+aK •
This cycle of operations is repeated for subsequent approxi-

mations until stable value_of the parameters Io. _. k are

obtained. The results of the calculations are shown in Fig.I

{solid curve) for all the recording channela_ total intensity

of the neutron monitor 2 NM, multiplicities m_I-5,_ 6 and a

earl-free monltor.T_e successive approximation me_hod prove_
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convergent only for multiplicities m _ 6, which is explained

by a low statistical accuracy of measurement of higher mul-

tiplicities. For comparison the calculated curves in Fig.2
are normalized for R_O. The polar coupling coefficients cal-

culated in line with /I 3/ as W(R)- _R -'exp(-_E -K) are

shown in Fig.3. The table presents the parameters Io, _ , k,
as well as the maximal values of the coupling coefficients

Wma x and the corresponding values of the rigidities Rmax

Io ...... _ 'k Rmax,GV ' Wmax, '%/GV
,NM 42930 8:'3Z8' 0_866 ....4.76 ' 4.55
3NMD 59076 .. 6.550 O,800 3.80 4.99

m_I 28592 '7.I55 0.808 4.2I 4.58

m-2 4481.8 IO.255 O.9SI 5.43 5.99

m_ IO55.5 I3.483 0.978 6.96 3.76

m=4 325.63 20.298 I.O60 9.15 3.23

m_5 63.56 42.83 Io29I Iio77 3.30

ii The measurements give the form of multipiieity distri-
bution :'

• I,,, =C (s)
where Im is the number of cases of recording of multiplicity

m i C,_,_ are the distribution parameters. In a particu-

lar case of the use of multlplieities 1,2,4 it is easy to ob-

tain expllclt expressions for determining the parameters

(6)
From Fig.4 it follows that these parameters are functionally

connected wlth one another, in this case _=_87±_0/)_

C=(5,7T±_o_-tO4P.xp(0,8t_O/).,_ . This means that a change in the
cutoff rigidity leads to an interdependent change in the mul-
tiplicity distribution parameters. The dependence of these pa-

rameters on the geomagnetic cutoff rigidity is shown in Fig.
5. If _ (R) is represented by a straigt line according to Fig.

4, R_ (R) and C(R) are represented according to (6), then it

is easily verified that the expression is not transformed in-

to (I), i.e. _ (R) has a more complicated form. It can be ob-

tained if (I) is substituted into (6) and then (6) into (5)o

The _(R)*thus obtained is illustrated in Fig.5 by a dashed

line.
The main results: _. Coupling coefficients shift towards hi-

gher rigidities as multiplicity increases! 2. The lead-free

monitor NMD is sensitive to lower energies than NM-64. 3. The

multiplicity distribution parameters are functionally connec-

ted. 4. All the parameters of (I) are determined by the sue-

cessive approximation method.
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ABSTRACT

Evaluation of barometer coefficients of neutron monitors located

at high latitudes has been performed by using the results of the
spherical harmonic analysis based on the records from around

twenty stations for twelve years from January 1966 to December
1977. The average of data at eight stations, where continuous

records are available for twelve years, show that the absolute
value of barometer coefficient is in positive correlation with

the cosmic ray neutron intensity. The variation rate of the

barometer coefficient to the cosmic ray neutron intensity is
influenced by the changes in the cutoff rigidity and in the
primary spectrum.

I. Introduction

Many authors I) have indicated an eleven year change of the barometer
coefficients of the cosmic ray neutron monitors. Since there was no

unique technique for determing the coefficient, the results obtained by
different authors may be different. We developed a systematic method to

examine the barometer coefficient 2-4) and clarified the solar cycle
variation of the barometer coefficient more precisely.

To evaluate the barometer coefficient of neutron monitor, it is

necessary to separate strictly the cosmic ray intensity variation induced
by the primary cosmic ray variation from the one caused by the

atmospheric pressure variation. For this purpose, we used the results

obtained by the spherical harmonic analysis 5) which is performed on the
basis of the neutron monitor records from around twenty stations at high
latitudes where the cutoff rigidities Rc's are below 2.3 GV.

2. Residual barometer coefficient

The difference 3Ip between the pressure corrected neutron monitor
data [p (percentage value) and the estimated neutron intensity
calculated from the spherical harmonic analysis is expressed as

JIp =._p - y.

This subtraction enables to eliminate the effect of the. intensity
variation of the primary cosmic rays outside the magnetosphere. The

19th Int. Cosmic Ray Conf., ta Jolla, 1985, SH6.1-2
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residual barometer coefficient d_ is obtained as a linear regression

coefficient by the statistical analysis of correlation be tween the

pressure p and the diffrednce 3Ip . Results of J_ for the period, from
1966 to 1977 are presented in the reference(4). The corrected pressure

coefficient _cor is derived according to the equation

_oor :_o + _,

where Go is the reported barometer coefficient from each station.

3. Solar cycle variation of the barometer coefficient

Figure I shows the year-to-year variation of cosmic ray intensity I
and barometer coefficient _. where I and _ are the averages of yearly
mean data of eight stations (Alert, Deep River, Goose Bay, Inuvik,

Kerguelen, Kiel, Oulu and Sanae) where the continuous data are available

through twelve years from 1966 to 1977. Mean intensity of neutron
component I is normalized to 100 percent at the point of the year 1966.

Co is the yearly mean value of the isotropic component of spherical
harmonic coefficients and normalized to the value of 1966, but plotted 4Z

higher level, and Rz, the sunspot number which is an index of solar
activity is plotted inversely.

In order to investigate the solar modulation of barometer

coefficient, we analyzed the relation between the barometer coefficient
and the cosmic ray intensity. Figure 2 shows the relation between the

barometer coefficient _ and the cosmic ray intensity [. The linear

regression coefficient throughout the whole period is

_:(1.83±0.24)x10 -3mmHg with a correlation coefficient, r:0.92.

- ' .......... 'I
fo_ Co\ I E

= Ioo-T
l:=

E: 96" _ _/ T I T / [ "[ ".990 :_

- -.985 _)

92-# - 980(3
" t ;o

. o R Sunspot L .975

o L L 8o:97ooa

I I i I I , I I I , I I I I I_0'
1966 67 68 69 70 71 72 "/':3 74 7/'5 "/'6 77

YeGr

Fig. !. The yearly variation of Co: the. isotropic component of the
spherical harmonic coefficients. [: cosmic ray neutron intensity and

barometer coefficient, they all are averages of eight stations and
error bars indicate the scatter of individual station, and Rz: the

sunspot number.
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Fiq.2. Relation between the barometer coefficient and cosmic ray

intensity variations. Lines A! and A2 represent the linear regression
line between the barometer coefficient and the cosmic ray intensity
in the solar active and the solar quiet period respectively.

4. Relation between the barometer coefficient and the cosmic ray primary
spectrum variation

In a previous paper, 4) it was reported that the variation rate of

the barometer coefficient to the cosmic ray intensity is larger in the
solar quiet period than in the solar active period. About the
quantitative relation between the barometer coefficient variation and

primary cosmic ray rigidity spectrum, an analysis is performed. The

present report is concerned with the numerical calculation to clarify the

relation between the barometer coefficient and the cosmic ray primary
spectrum variation.

We calculated the variation rate of the barometer coefficent _ .
which is defined as _=6_/61. The ratio 8J/Jo represents the variation of
the primary cosmic radiation. For a primary variational spectrum, we
assumed as

Jo (R ) ],0 ,for R>Ru

The calculations 6,8) were performed for several different values of
power 7, where A:constant' and Ru = 40GV are assumed. The curve in Fig.3

represents the distribution of _, where 7 = 1.7 is assumed. It is
, clearly illustrated by the changes in the cutoff rigidity and in the

primary spectrum. As for the computation of _ when the solar activity is
high, it is necessary to estimate the rigidity dependence of barometer
coefficient.
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"T" I [ 1 I
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F_q.3. Distributionof _y is plottedin absolutevalue.The abscissa is
the cutoff rigidity, where the neutron monitor is located, or the

mean rigidity at several stations. Curve represents the distribution

of a_, which is the result of numerical calculationS), where 7=1.7 is

assumed. A I and A2 (Averages o£ eight high latitude stations)4); ii
and 12 (Inuvik)7); BI' B9 and B_ (Averagesof severalstations)9);
C(Deep River)lO). _ v
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ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS ON THE UNDERGROUND MUON INTENSITY

A.G.Fenton, K.B.Fenton, J.E.Humble and G.B.Hyland
Physics Department, University of Tasmania

Box 252C, G.P.O., Hobart, Tasmania, Australia, 7001

i. Introduction. We have previously reported that the barometric press-

ure coefficient observed for muons at Poatina (vertical absorber depth

357 hg cm-2) appears to be appreciably higher than would be expected from

atmospheric absorption alone, e.g., Lyons et al. (1981). We have explored

the possibility that the effect is due to an upper atmospheric temperature

effect arising from an inverse correlation of surface pressure with

stratospheric temperature, but we have been unable wholly to account for

the observations by this means. In paper SH 4.4-4 presented to this Con-

ference we refer to a new proportional telescope which has been operating

at Poatina since about the beginning of 1983 and which has a long term

stability suitable for studying variations of atmospheric origin.

2. New Results. Data from the proportional counter telescope for Febru-

ary to December 1983 have been analysed to obtain the total barometric

coefficient, the result being -0.042±0.004 % mb -I. This is in agreement
with the value obtained for the years 1972-76 with the smaller GM counter

telescopes, namely -0.047±0.002 % mb -I (Lyons et al., 1981). These values

are to be compared with the coefficient to be expected on the basis of
atmospheric absorption, -0.007 % mb -I.

We plan to carry out a more detailed investigation using upper atmospheric

data in conjunction with the muon data obtained with the new telescope,

taking advantage of its long term stability to compare directly the

results obtained in winter and summer, as well as from year to year.

3. Acknowledgements. We wish to thank the Hydro-Electric Commission of

Tasmania and its staff for the excellent facilities provided at Poatina.

This work is supported in part by the Australian Research Grants Scheme.
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ALTITUDE VARIATIONS OF COSMIC-RAYSOFT AND HARDCOMPONENTS
OBSERVEDBY AIRBORNEDETECTORS

K.Takahashi, A.Inoue, M.Wada, K.Nishi
The Institute Of Physical and Chemical Research

7-13 Kaga-l, Itabashi, Tokyo 173, Japan

K.Murakami
Cosmic Ray Reseach Laboratory, Nagoya University

Furo-cho, Chikusa-ku, Nagoya 464, Japan

ABSTRACT
The altitude variations of cosmic-ray total and hard components were

measured upto 12,000 m on voard a jet liner over Japan island on December
,1981. Observed results together with soft component arepresented conpa-
ring with the model calculations through the atmosphere by applying the
hardronic cascade.

I. Introduction

Since last two air-borne experiments(1979,1981), the altitude and lat-
itude variation of various components of cosmic rays have been analyzed
from various points of view (I),(2). In the analyses, we showed that our
results did not contradict with Rossi's (3). And the model calculations
through the atmosphere by applying the hadronic cascades were compared
with the observed results (4),(5).

We used telescopes composed of two plastic scintillators of thickness
of 3 cm ,of which geometric factor was 96 cm2sr(6).

2. Altitude variation of vertical intesity of hard component

IO-I

"T
_ Fig. i. The observed and

_'_ /f-_ Observation: Vertical calculated integral growth

q' / _ 10 cm Pb curves of hard components._ The calculated curve shows

" ._- _ the total of intensities of
cL Ca]cu]ati0n:MPKN _ muons, pions, kaons, ando

cJ Vertical \_ protons. The observation

Cutoff = 12 GV _ curve is obtained by means

" Wp 1_272 Mev
_< i0-2 of the weighted best fit of

_ _ the data in 1981.

oo
7__

I-

.... 1 ______ I l I I I

0 500 1000

ATMOSPHER{C DEPTH IN glcm2

In Fig. l are included the altitude variations of hard component for
vertical. The obserbation curve is obtained by means of the weighted
best fit of the 41 data points with re_ard to 4 level flights at the
depths of 221, 243, 560, and I038 g/cmZ_ including the ascending and the
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descending.
The calculation curve represents the total of intensities of muons,

pions, kaons, and protons with threshold energies of 273, 315, 751, and
1260 MeV respectively, at cutoff rigidity of 12 GV.

At the smaller atmospheric depth, it seems that the slight discrepancy
exists between the observed and the calculated curve because the observa--
tion curve contains some components with high energy other than the calc-
lated four components.

3. Analysis of the total, hard and soft components
In Fig. 2, curve(T) represents the total component measured without

lead absorber. The observed total component contains the electronic com-
ponent of electrons and photons other than the calculated total(H') of
muons, pions, kaons,and protons without lead absorber. Curve(H) is the
obserbed hard component capable of penetrating I0 cm lead absorber.
Curve(S) represents the soft component which are stopped by I0 cm lead,
that is to say (S) is the difference between (T) and (H).

I0- I0-I
Observation : Vertical

Observation : Vertical 0 cm Pl)
0 on rb _T

%

Eu Observation : Vertical _\ _ EU :ulation : MPKNVertical

10 cm Pb "_ _._ ,zz 6utoff : 12 G,

. _,,,_ __ W. > 107 Mev T

_ _ e

10-3 , , , , I , , , , I , I0 -3
0 500 . 1000 0 500 1000

ATMOSPHERIC DEPTH IN glcm 2 ATMOSPHERIC DEPTH IN glcm 2

Fig. 2. The vertical intensities of the observed total

component(T), of the observed hardcomponent(H), of the soft
component(S), of the calculated total like in Fig. i (H'),
of the (T)-(H') component(e) as a function of atmospheric depth.

We obtained the attenuation curves against the thickness of lead ab-
sorber at different altitudes for the vertical component (1979) (I). It
is shown in the report that the curves are steeper for smaller thickness
than I0 cm of lead and flatter for large thickness. It seems that this
is due to the existance of electrons which are easily absorbable.

From what descrived above, we may say that the difference between
(T) and (H'), namely (e) represents the electronic component. The
energy of electrons are greater than nearly I0 MeV.
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Fig. 3. Analysis of the

soft component by B.Rossi.

I°-i The curves represent vertical
intensities as a function of

atmospheric depth for slow

mesons with momenta smaller

than 3-108 eV/c (sm), proton

(or other charged N-rays)

with momenta between 4-108z

eV/c and 109 eV/c (p), electrons
i02 s of practically all energies

e above 107 eV (e)

)0-3
0 500 1000

ATMOSPHERICDEPTH IN g/cm2

Fig. 3 shows analysis of the soft component by B.Rossi (3). At small
depth, there are enhancements of (s) and (e) by Rossi compared with ours.
It may be caused by a enhancement of low energy electron at high latitu-
de greater than 45°.

At atmospheric depth of 600 g/cm2, the attenustion meanfree pathes
for (s) and (e) by Rossi and us are;nearly equal to 140 g/cm2.

As mentioned above, it seems that the total,hard,soft,andelectronic
components are able to be explained by means of combining the observed
result with the calculated one.
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ADDITIONAL FLUX OF PARTICLES AND ALBEDO-ELECTRONS

IN UPPER ATMOSPHERE

Aitbaev F.B., Dyulsem_aev B.M., Kolomeets E,V.

Kazakh State University, Tlmlryazeva St. 46,

Alma-Ata 480121,USSR

The paper presents the results of Monte Carlo simulation

of albedo flux from the dense layers of the Earth"s

atmosphere and the dependence o£ angular distribution on the

rigidity of geomagnetic cut off and additional flux of

particles at the depth in the atmosphere 15-20 g/am_

Figure 1 shows the results of Monte Carlo simulation of

albedo-electron fluxes from the dense layers of atmosphere,

Influence of geomagnetic field on the propagation of charged

particles was not taken into account. One can see that the

albedo-electrons at energies more than 10 MeV show

anisotropic angular distribution: fluxes of albedo-electrons

at zenith angles close to horizon is _6 times greater than

that directed vertically up, The ratio for the

albedo-electrons at energies >100 MeV is _10, Integral

energy spectrum within the range 10-100 MeV can not be

described by power law function. It results from the fact

that electrons produced by products of decay of pions

directly contributes importantly to upward albedo. Averaged

over zenith angle flux of albedo-electrons at geomagnetic

equator at energies more than 10 MeV equals to

s_
J

120 ster_ at energies more than 30 MeV -

g2 7 2S-I80 ste_, at energies > I00 MeV - 40 ster..,

Analysis of absorption curves of total ionising

component obtained during balloon flights at latitude Rc =6,7 *

GV showed deformation of the depth dependence of cosmic ray

intensity in the upper atmosphere (< 90 g/sm 2 ) after

inversion of total solar magnetic field. Deformation of the

form of the absorption curves ( Table 1 ) one can explain by

appearance additional flux of low e.ergy particles.
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Excluding variations produced by solar activity we reveal

expected fluxes of above_entioned particles. Figure 2 shows

dependence of additional flux on the depth for 1975. One can

see that the curve of absorption has maximum at the depth

19-20 g/sm 2 and then drops sharply and at the depth 70 g/sm 2

its value is close to zero. Maximum of additional flux was

observed in 1975-1978 at solar activity rainimum. Effect was

maximal at 15 g/am _ depth and was equal to 13%. Effect takes

place in 1982-1983 that is after inversion of total solar

magnetic field in 1979,1980 ( Aitbaev et al., 1983 ) but its

value is 2,3 times smaller than that in 1975.

Let's consider possible nature of the observed flux of

low energy particles. First, it can be produced by

meteorological effects. Analysis of the variations of

barometrical pressure at the various depths in the atmosphere

showed that the observed deformation of the form of the

absorption curve was not produced by the variation of

barometrical pressure.

Analysis of tel,perature variations at various depthes

showed no anomalons change of temperature in the upper

atmosphere and as a result no corresponding redistribution of

air mass, Secondly, it can be produced by geomagnetic

effects. Calculation of the variation of the rigidity cut

off due to draft of balloon in the atmosphere over Alma-Ata

revealed that maximal variation of counting rate produced by

the factor did not exceed 0°3%. Analysis of the data on the

variation of rigidity during magnetic storms in Alma-Ata

- region did not show possibility to attribute the observed

flux of particles to the variation of cut off rigidity during

magnetic storms. Third it can be produced by arrival to

Alma-Ata of singly ionized atoms of < CNO > group.

Calculations showed that the flux of the atoms allowed to

explain additional flux of singly ionized atoms above 20

particles/ m-Z_I ster_ In order to discover the flux it is

necessary to perform experiment,but experiment of the kind
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Figure 2. Absorption curve of additional flux of low energy
particles ( The data on of single counters obtained over
Alma-Ate in 1975).
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Figure 1. Dependence of electron albedo intensity at energies o_
10, 30, 100 HeY ( histograms 1, 2, 3, correspondingly ) at
various geomagnetic latitudes on zenith angle. Io_
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has not been made at the boundary of atmosphere.

Table 1. Annual means of counting rate of slngle counter
callbrated to the maximum of absorption curve

Year Depth in the atmosphere (g/sm 2)

10 15 21_5 30 50
1966 0,5487 0.6234 0.6890 0.7911 0.9309
1967 0.5586 0.6143 0.6920 0,7949 0.9282
1969 0.5420 0.6166 0.6799 0.7877 0.9271
1975 0.6200 0.6936 0.7730 0.8436 0,9497
1976 0.6182 0.6850 0,7655 0.8371 0.9465
1977 0.6191 0,6935 0,7725 0,8430 0.9442
1978 0.6098 0.6844 0.7593 0.8344 0.9460
1979 0.5831 0.6498 0.7324 0.8159 0.9355
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OBSERVATION OF ENERGY SPECTRUM OF ELECTRON ALBEDO IN LOW LATI-

TUDE REGION AT HYDERABAD, INDIA.

Verma S.D. and Bhatnagar S.P.

Department of Physics, Gujarat University

Ahmedabad 380 009, INDIA

ABSTRACT

We pre_ent the preliminary re_ult_ o_ the measurement o

the energy spectrum of low energy [5-24 MeV) albedo electrons,

moving upward as well as downwards, at about S7 km (-4 mb]

altitude, over Hyderabad, India, in low latitude region. The

flax and energy speatram was observed by a hi-directional,

multideteator charged particle telescope which was flown in a

high altitude balloon on 8th Deaember 1984. Re_ts ba_ed on

a qu_ak look data aaquisition and analysis system are presen-
ted here.

I. Introduction: The pioneer work of measurement of the flu_x and energy

spectrum of electron and proton albedo was done at high altitude region

over Palestine, Texas (Verma 1957) at high energies (20-1000 MeV). In

low latitude region the flux of these albedo is expected to be somewhat

less (Bhatnagar and Verma, 1985; Kothari and Verma; 1983) but larger at

lower energies (5-40 MeV). In the present experiment measurements of low

energy (5-24 MeV) Splash and Re-entrant albedo electron spectrum over

Hyderabad at 4 mb altitude are reported. Details of the experimental set "

up and balloon flight are given by Verma et al (1985), for completeness

a brief description is given in the next section.

2. Experimental Set-up: A multi detector charged particle telescope

(Verma et al 1985) capable of observing simultaneously upward and down-

ward moving singly charge particle (e,_,p) was used. This telescope is

shown in Fig. 1. All particles incident on the telescope from above as

well as below, and stopping in the central NaI (T1) total energy dete-

ctor C were selected for the present work. The arrival direction of

the stopping particles was broadly known with the help of two sets of
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GUJARAIUNIVERSITYIELESCOPE plastic scintillator detectors A B
\ I
[__ _A't_\,x,,,,,,,y A and D E in a combination such as

, AB C DE for downward and AB C DE
\ • /
\ /

] / for upward arriving particles.\

' Cerenkov detectors A' and E' were/

';_', used to identify relativistic ele-

' F particles. Pulses from total ener-

I'_'_'_: gy detector C and dE/dX detectors

I I B and D were pulse height analysed
D

• event by event.

F-q PLASTIC SCINT

l" 2" _6ERENKOVE 3, Energy Calibration: Various
• rr_ Na I(TL )

SCARE thin plastic detectors were tested

E using cosmic ray muonspresent at
_\\k \\\\\\ \_

t. I *£' • ground level. The total energy

detector C was calibrated with
Fig. 1

• Y-ray sources (e.g. Cs 137 and

Co50} and mono-energetic electron beam of .... 8 MeV of M£crotron of the

Department of Physics, Poona University, Poona, India. Cosmic Ray muons

and gamma ray sources were also used to test, calibrate and for constant

monitoring and preflight check out of various detectors of charged parti-

cle telescope. A linear pulse generator was used to test linearity and

stability of B, C, D detectors, its electronics and corresponding A/D

convertors. Thus all the three P.H.A.'s were calibrated as well as che-

cked for continuous operation for several weeks•

" Whole system of CPT and flight electronics was taken through a

temperature cycle in completely operating condition and it was found to

. have practically no drift of muon peak between 15°C and 25°C. Various

data matrices were recorded and printed out time to time by quick look
_t

system. During these tests and long duration tests singles and coinci-

dence rates, as well as peaks of muon P.H. distributions were monitored

which were observed to be quite stable.

4. Data An,alTsis and Results: A typical two-dimensional pulse height

distribution for downw_:d incident is shown in Fig.2. In this the
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channel number proportion-

al to the energy deposited

in thin detector B _ is

plotted vs channel number

corresponding to energy
30 , , ,.

o" observed in total energy
z 1

_ 1 detector C . Lines intJ

20 the figure indicates expe-
z 1 1 cted track for stopping
t--
z 1 1 1 _ electrons. Histogram

1 1 111= lo lz 1 z 1 _] shows a clear peak for

,,, 1 11 I --I HISTOGRAM OF electrons. Energy obser-
m, 1 "- 11- "-- 11 _l_ FLECTRONS

i11, 'I1 , , in c is convenedto
0 ' , .... the incident energy o£ the

0 10 20 30 EVENTS
electrons. The events

PULSE HEIGHT IN "C"-CH. N0.
shown in the figure are

Fig. 2 part of sample of data

recorded by quick look display and analysis system (Verma et al 1985).

Using the event rate recorded, the geometrical factor (- 13 cm2 ster.)

of the charged particle telescope and the two-dimensional matrix of

stopping electrons shown

in Fig.2 the flux and the
100 ...... '"1 ........ I ' '' ....

_ energy spectrum of down
W

> + RE'ENTRANT, HYDERABAD moving low energy elect-
= \_ " (tps4)

"_ \_. SPLASH, HYDERABAD 1_Dnswere obtained. In
d ( 1984 )

_-w 10 \ the Fig.3 circles repre-

u \ PALESTII4E sent the flux and the spe-w \o_

N_ ._I. \_ ctrum of re-entrant albedo .
-- T_ \ electronS at balloon alti-

., \ tude of 4 mb in low lati-

\ tude region, over Hydera-z
o \
= \ bad, India, observed on

,, 0,1 . .... ...! ..... ._._?........ 8th December 1984. Simi-
_J
,. 1 0 100

E N ERGY(MeV) larly squares represents

the energy spectrum of

Fig.3 splash albedo electron_.
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Lines shown in the figure are spectra observed over Palestine, Texas

(Versa 1967).
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PROTON ALBEDO SPECTRUM OBSERVATION IN LOW LATITUDE REGION,

AT HYDERABAD, INDIA

Verma S.D. and Kothari S.K.

Department of Physics, Gujarat University

Ahmedabad 380 009, INDIA

Abstract

rh_ f_u_ and the en_gy specOum of low energy [30-I00MzV) p_oton

olbedos, have been obsexvzd for the (_t Z_mz in a lo_ lo2itud_ azgion,

over Hydzrabad, India. TEe. preIi,_ rz6aZt_, b_zd on thz quick £oo_

data acq_Ltion and dX_pla9 systam axz p_ed. A cha_zd paAticlz

t_£e_copz, capablz of di_g_hing singly c_zd pm_ti_z_ _u_ _6

_e_t_, _o_, p_ 2a 2rowenergg _e_n, _¢_r& _e _ of both
_ w_ _ __ mouingp_t6_, r[m_ spe_ of _p_h and

/.az-z_ oibedo proto_ have been azemrdzd s,b.u,E,tanzou_lg _ a h/gh

alt_u.d_ BMloon Fligh2 _ed out on 8th Dece.mbeJL,I985, over Hfjde._..

bad, India. Balloon floated at. an altitudz of = 37 fzm[4 rob],

1. Introduction: The presence of low energy charged particles (albedo)

among cosmic rays below the geomagnetic cut-off rigidity, have been pre-

dicted by Treiman (1953). However, systematic measurement of the flux

and the energy spectrum of the albedos has been made by Verma (1967) at

high altitudes, over Palestine, Texas. Large number of these are ele-

ctrons, while protons are less in intensity. These measurements of

proton albedos have been extended to high energies over same location

upto thousands of Me¥ by Pennypacker et al (19731. It is expected that

the spectrum of these albedo protons has a negative exponent. It is

also expected, as shown by Kothari and Verma (1983] that the spectrum of

albedos will be similar in low latitude regions such as Hyderabad,

India. The flux however is higher at low energies. Next section descri-

bes briefly an experiment in which low energy proton albedo spectrum has

been measured in low latitude region over Hyderabad, India.

2. _xperiment: The flux and energy spectrum of upward moving splash

albedo and downward moving re-entrant albedo protons have been first!i time
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6UJARAIUNIVERSIYYIELESCOPE observed in 30-100 MeV energy in-
\_ J A'

_'''''''''_A terval in low latitude region at

, I / an altitude _ 57 km (=4 rob), above
\ /

\\ I / Hyderabad, India. A bi-directional
% /t

, •/ charged particle telescope, descri-

_+_ bed in detail by Verma et.al.

i (1985), consisting Of a total

,I _'X

• c F energy NaI(TI) crystal detector,

__'__'::::::':::::| plastic scintillator and Lucite

[ I Cerenkov counters, was used for
o

these observations. This tele-

scope is shown in Fig.l. It has

PLA5 TiC SCINT cm2_ J__2" _-T_ERENKOVE geometric factor = 13 Ster.
SCALE • _-_ Na I(T()

It is capable of separating relati-

_\_\\\\ x \ \ e vistic electrons from slow moving
, [ 'E"

protons and muons, stopping in

Fig.1 NaI(TI) crystal detector 'C'. All

charged particles, incident from ttpward and downward directions on the

telescope and stopping in the NaI(TI] total energy detector 'C', were

selected for the present work. Pot the downward incident particles pla-

stic scintillator 'B' was used as energy loss detector and D, F were

used as anticoincidence counters. Similarly for upward moving particles

scintillator 'D.,was used as energy loss detector and B, F were used as

anti-coincidence counters.

. S. Calibration: Pulse amplitudes of B, C and D detectors are digitised

by A/D convertors and recorded event by event CVerma et.al. 1985). The

energy calibration of these detectors is done using ground level cosmic
b

ray muons, These muons pass through the telescope and are registered as

penetrating events. Their energy loss in B, C and D is well known from

standard particle data book (Berger and Seltzer, 1966).

4. Data Analysis and Results: The proton flux measurement has been done

for the energy range approximately 30 MeV to 105 MeV, both for upward and

downward _oving protons, "A two-dimensional pulse height distribution for

particles stopping in energy detector 'C' is shown in Fig.2, for upward
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moving particles. The events

shown in the Figures are taken

during float altitude from quick

zd _ "\,. i look data analysis system. The

• ' ' histogram' obtained by integra-o I 1__ . "-- 1 12_'- 2 _ 1

"=- I"I iI_'21'I ' _ ting along the track clearly
i,,\"4 _._,_,"q_._'\ I C

_ , I . •11II_ _\ i" _ gives protons and muons peaks

= I' 11 i, 2 12 .,\,h_ I\.. both for upward and downward

11,,hl |.11z,i,,i,_ ,_ , moving particles
o to zo 30 _/

PULSE .EIOHT I"'C'-CH NO-_ _Y > MUON The flux observed for 4

Fig.2 different energy intervals is
plotted in Fig.S for upward moving particles. Triangles represent the

flux for present observation of the re-entrant and splash albedo pro-

tons at balloon altitude of 4 mb in low latitude region over Hyderabad,

India. The squares show the spectrum observed for Palestine, Texas,

USA. The flux at Hyderabad, India, is lower for both re-entrant and

splash albedo protons than at Palestine, Texas, as expected. The spe-

ctrum has a negative slope on a log-log graph, similar to that observed

over Texas. The spectra of re-entrant albedo protons [Fig.Sa) agree

well with calculated spectrum. However, the flux and spectrum of

splash albedo protons is somewhat higher than the calculated spectrum

_Fig.ib). Data analysis with improved statistics to see if this trend

persists, is under way.

Fig. 5
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THE IN_LUENS OF QUIET ASY_IETRIC _AAGNETOSPHERE ON

THE CUTOFF RIGIDITIES OF THE MAIN CONE

i

Tyasto M.I., O.A.Danilova

LOIZMIRAN, 2 line, Leningrad 199053

U S S R

I. Introduction. Some earlier studies (I-4) show that

cutoff rigidities of cosmic-ray particles in the model mag-

netospheric fields of internal and external sources have

daily variations caused by asymmetry of the m_gnetic field

due to the currents induced at the magnetopause and tail

currents.

The purpose of this paper is to examine cutoff rigidi-

ties of the charged particles coming down at the middle

latitudes. The mathematical model that is used to specify

the geomagnetic field for this investigation is due to

Tsygan_nko and Usmanov (5). This model of the magnetosphe-

ric field is based on the merged IMP-HEOS experimental

data set and includes all known at the present time current

systems of the magnetosphere: magnetopause, ring, magneto-

tail currents. Being based upon experimental data, this

model implicitly takes into account the magnetic effect of

field-aligned currents. Moreover this model includes the

effects of changes in the tilt angle of the geodipole to

the Sun-Earth line (_) within the limits from -35 ° up to

+35 ° according to annual and daily variations. A separate

account of the contribution from different magnetospheric •

current systems has made it possible to track the Kp -
r

dependence of their main physical parameters.

2. Nethods. The suitable methods of trajectory calcula-

tions are to be described by Shea and Smart in (6). The

trajectory-tracing of cosmic-ray particles is performed by

the Gill modification (7) of the Runge-Kutta iteration

method applied to the equation for charged particle motion
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in a magnetic field:

•- : e_
C

The trajectory calculations has been performed for the

particles with rigidities ranging from 750 Gv to the first

forbidden trajectory with the step size of 0.01Gv at the

cosmic-ray stations I_oscow, Irkutsk and Noricura in the

superquiet conditions (Kp=O). A trajectory has been consi-

dered as forbidden if either 30 000 steps were not enough

for a particle to pass beyond the sphere of the radius

equal to 25 Earths radii or it returned to the Earth. The

last allowed trajectory corresponding to main cone cutoff

(I-2) was taken as the threshold rigidity.

3. Results and discussion. Cutoff rigidities were obtained

for three Earths orbital positions ( summer and winter sol-

stice and equinox ). Displaying the results of calculations

one can see ( Fig. I ) that the duirnal variation of the

cutoff rigidities at the stations Irkutsk and Noricura

have rather regular character with the maxim_n corresponding

to the morning hours (9h-12 h) and minimum in the evening

(20h-22h). The time of the maxumum and minimum don't change

appreciably throughout the year but the curve for the

station Noricura has an additional maximum at the 18h on

the 22 of december. Diurnal variations for the station

_oscow do not have such regular character. As the Fig. I
Q

shows the cutoff rigidity daily oscillation amplitude is

greater for stations with lower cutoff rigidities. For

• example, the amplitude is 0.15 Gv and 0.02 Gv at the station

_ Moscow and Noricura respectively. One can observe a certain

variation of the differences between the maximum and minimum

values of cutoff rigidities when the angle _ Changes. These

differences are maximal in summer and amount to 5%, 1.5%,

0.25% of the mean cutoff rigidity value for the stations

Moscow, Irkutsk and Noricura respectively. The amplitude of

the cutoff rigidity decreases by almost one half of that
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quantity at the equinox. The latter result agrees with the

Fig.4 of (8) showing that the cutoff rigidity daily varia-

tion ( which is defind in (8) in the same manner as in the

present study according to the last allowed trajectory )

observed at the high-latitude station College ( Alaska )

is greater in summer than in winter or at the equinox.

4- Conclusions. Thus even in the superquiet periods (Kp=

O) the magnetosphere asymmetry causes the daily variations

of cutoff rigidities at the middle-latitude stations which

are expected to bring the greatest contribution to the

observed daily variation of the cosmic- rayneutron inten-

sity about 0.25% at the sea level station Irkutsk and 0._%

at the mount station Noricura. _
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RE-EVALUATION OF COSMIC RAY CUTOFF TERMINOLOGY

D. J. Cooke I, J. E. Humble 2, M. A. Shea 3, D. F. Smart 3,

N. Lund 4, I. L. Rasmussen 4, B. Byrnak 4, P. Goret 5, N. Petrou 5

ABSTRACT

The study of cosmic ray access to locations inside the geomag-

netic field has evolved in a manner that has led to some mis-

understanding and misapplication of the terminology originally

developed to describe particle access. This paper presents what

is believed to be a useful set of definitions for cosmic ray cut-

off terminology for use in theoretical and experimental cosmic
ray studies.

I. Introduction. Early work on cosmic ray motion in axially symmetric

representations of the field (Stormer, 1930; Lemaitre and Vallarta (1936a,

b) was limited to analytic considerations. More recent studies, which

rely on digital computer calculations of charged particle trajectories in

high order mathematical representations of the field (Shea et al., 1965)

emphasize the study of access to locations within the geomagnetic field as

a function of particle rigidity, in contrast to the earlier studies which

examined the broader directional access picture. The terms used in the

early work to refer to the access regions were carried over into the nu-

merical computations, although often in an imprecise way. Whereas the

early theoretical workers viewed access conditions in what may be called

a "direction picture", describing the directions from which particles of

a specified rigidity could or could not arrive, the later computer calcu-

lations have usually used a "rigidity picture" in which accessibility is

considered as a function of particle rigidity in a single arrival direc-

tion. The use of the old geometrical terms, appropriate to the direction

picture, has caused considerable confusion in rigidity picture studies.

A re-examination of the characteristics of the access regions dis-

tinguished by Stormer and by Lemaitre and Vallarta, together with a com-

parison between the properties of these analytically distinguished regions
and those detected by the digital computer method has resulted in defini-

tions which, it is hoped, will meet present needs.

2. Definitions. The definitions required may conveniently be subdivided

by viewpoint, as indicated in Table I. The list is not exhaustive, but
seeks to portray the most useful quantities in each situation.

1. Physics Dept., University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah 84112, USA

2. Physics Dept., University of Tasmania, Hobart, Tasmania, Australia 7001

3. Air Force Geophysics Laboratory, Hanscom AFB, Bedford, MA 01731, USA

4. Danish Space Research Inst., Lundtoftevej 7, DK-2800, Lyngby, Denmark

5. Sect. d'Astrophys., Centre d'Etudes Nucl. de Saclay, Saclay, France
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TABLE I.

Summary of terms used in cutoff calculations. Quantities describing phe-

nomena which are equivalent in both pictures are listed on the same line.

Direction Picture Ri_idit[ Picture

Cutoff Rigidity

Allowed Cone

Main Cone Main Cutoff Rigidity

First Discontinuity Rigidity

Shadow Cone Shadow Cutoff Rigidity

Penumbra Penumbra

Penumbral Band Penumbral Band

Primary Band

Stormer Cone Stormer Cutoff Rigidity

Forbidden Cone

Upper Cutoff Rigidity

Lower Cutoff Rigidity

Horizon Limited Rigidity

Effective Cutoff Rigidity

Estilnated Cutoff Rigidity

2.1. Directional Definitions. The following definitions appear to be ap-

propriate for use with the directional picture. Each definition is for

charged particles of a single specified rigidity value arriving at a par-

ticular point in the geomagnetic field.

Allowed Cone: The solid angle containing the directions of arrival

of all trajectories which do not intersect the earth and which cannot

possess sections asymptotic to bound periodic orbits (because the rigidity

is too high to permit such sections to exist in the directions of arrival

concerned).

Main Cone: The boundary of the allowed cone. The main cone is

constituted in part by trajectories which are asymptotic to the simplest

bound periodic orbits and in part by trajectories which graze the surface

of the earth. (For this purpose the surface of the earth is generally

taken to be at the top of the effective atmosphere.)

Forbidden Cone: The solid angle region within which all directions

of arrival correspond to trajectories which, in the absence of the solid

earth, would be permanently bound in the geomagnetic field. Access in

- these directions from outside the field is, therefore, impossible.

Stormer Cone: The boundary of the forbidden cone. In an axially

symmetric field the surface forms a right circular cone.

Shadow Cone: The solid angle containing all directions of particle

arrival which are excluded due to short range earth intersections of the

approaching trajectories while loops within the local field line bundle

are being traversed.

Penumbra: The solid angle region contained between the main cone

and the Stormer cone. In general the penumbra contains a complex struc-
ture of allowed and forbidden bands of arrival directions.

Penumbral Band: A contiguous set of directions of arrival within

the penumbra, the members of which are either all allowed or all forbidden.
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2o2. Ri_idit_ Picture Definitions. The following definitions are proposed

as being applicable to the rigidity picture. Each definition refers to

particles arriving at a particular site within the geomagnetic field from

a specified direction.

Cutoff Rigidity: The location of a transition, in rigidity space,

from allowed to forbidden trajectories, as rigidity is decreased. Unless

otherwise defined, the value normally quoted in representing the results

of computer calculations is, for practical reasons, the rigidity of the

allowed member of the appropriate juxtaposed allowed/forbidden pair of

trajectories computed as part of a spaced series of traces. Sometimes the

term is employed to refer to the location of a notional transition from

one region to another, for example at the Stormer cone, where an allowed

trajectory may not perhaps exist at all.

Main Cutoff Rigidity, RM: The rigidity value at which the direction

concerned is a generator of the main cone as defined in the "direction

picture". The associated trajectory is either one which is asymptotic to

the simplest bound periodic orbit, or (owing to the presence of the solid

Earth) is one which is tangential to the earth's surface.

First discontinuity ri@idit_, RI: The rigidity associated with the

first discontinuity in asymptotic longitude as the trajectory calculations

are performed for successively lower rigidities, starting with some value

within the allowed cone. The value of R I is approximately equal to the
main cutoff as defined above.

Shadow Cutoff Rigidity, RSH: The rigidity value at which the edge
of the shadow cone lies in the direction concerned.

Penumbra: The rigidity range lying between the main and the Stormer

cutoff rigidities.

Penumbral band: A continuous set of rigidity values within the

penumbra, all members of which have the same general access characteris-

tics, either all allowed or all forbidden.

Primary Band: The stable forbidden penumbral band which is associ-

ated with the earth intersection of a low point in the loop which lies at

the last equatorial crossing before the trajectory (or its virtual exten-

sion in the assumed absence of the earth) takes on the characteristic

guiding centre motion down the local field line bundle.

Stormer Cutoff Rigidity, RS: The rigidity value for which the

Stormer cone lies in the given direction. In a dipole field (and perhaps

also in the real geomagnetic field) access for particles of all rigidity

yalues lower than the Stormer cutoff rigidity is forbidden from outside

the field. In a dipole approximation to the geomagnetic field, one form

of the Stormer Equation gives the Stormer cutoff rigidity, in GV, as:

as : M / { r2[, + (, - cos3cosAsinz) 1212}
where M is the dipole moment and has a normalized value of 59.6 when r is

expressed in units of earth radii, I is the magnetic latitude, r is t_e

distance from the dipole in earth radii, A is the azimuthal angle measured

clockwise from the geomagnetic east direction (for positive particles),

and Z is the angle from the local magnetic zenith direction.

Upper Cutoff Rigidity, RU: The rigidity value of the highest detect-

ed allowed/forbidden transition among a set of computed trajectories.

The upper cutoff rigidity can correspond to the main cutoff if and only

if no trajectories asymptotic to bound periodic orbits lie at rigidities

higher than this value. This can be identified from the nature of the

trajectory associated with the main cutoff.
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Lower Cutoff Rigidity, RL: The lowest detected cutoff value (i.e.,

the rigidity value of the lowest allowed/forbidden transition observed in

a set of computer calculations). If no penumbra exists, R L will equal R U.

Horizon Limited Rigidity, RH: The rigidity value of the most rigid

allowed trajectory found in a set of computer calculations performed for
a below horizon direction at a location above the surface of the earth.

Effective Cutoff Rigidity, RC: The total effect of the penumbral

structure in a given direction may be represented usefully, for many pur-

poses, by the "effective cutoff rigidity" - a single numeric value which

specifies the equivalent total accessible cosmic radiation within the pen-

umbra in a specific direction. "Effective cutoffs" may be either linear

averages of the allowed rigidity intervals in the penumbra or functions

weighted for the cosmic ray spectrum and/or detector response.

Estimated Cutoff Rigidity, Rest: A value obtained by using an empir-

ically normalized equation to approximate the cosmic ray cutoff variation

in the location of a particular point within a magnetic field in order to

estimate a cutoff value pertaining to the point. This value can be found

by use of a variety of interpolation techniques, one of which is applica-

tion of the Stormer equation given above. Because the Stormer equation

characterises the spatial variation of the cutoff rigidity, with appropri-

ate normalization it may be used to obtain useful estimates of the various

cosmic ray cutoff rigidities over intervals of latitude, longitude, zenith

and azimuth, for example. In practice, estimates of the value of any cut-

off can be obtained from adjacent calculated values to a reasonable accu-

racy by employing this method.

3. Discussion and Conclusion. Not all the cutoffs defined in the previous

section exist for every location and direction. It should be borne in

mind that, because the definitions have deliberately been kept usefully

general, the application of the terms may require more detailed qualifica-

tion in sorae individual circumstances. In addition, there is no doubt

that other physically meaningful quantities exist. It is believed, how-

ever, that the cutoff concepts described in this paper presently have the

greatest significance, and that the use of these definitions should alle-

viate most of the existing confusion and satisfy the current requirements

of investigators involved in cosmic ray access studies.

4. Acknowledgements. DJC acknowledges support from the U.S. Air Force

Geophysics Laboratory, under contract # F 19628-81-K0020.
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ABSTRACT

A useful relationship employing the Mcllwain L-parameter to
estimate vertical cutoff rigidities has been derived for the
twenty-five year period 1955-1980.

1. Introduction. It is intuitively pleasing to utilize the dipolar
geometry inherent in the Mcllwain L-parameter to order cosmic ray cutoff
rigidities. However, in some areas of the world, secular changes in the
geomagnetic field between 1955 and 1980 have been large enough to produce
significant differences in both the vertical cutoff rigidities and in
the L-value for a specified position. In this paper we show that these
changes are complimentary, and it is possible to derive a relationship
between the L-value and vertical cutoff rigidity that can be used for the
twenty-five year period, 1955-1980.

2. Background. The trajectory-tracing process is generally recognized
as the most accurate method for calculating cosmic ray cutoff rigidities.
Since cutoff rigidities are a function of latitude, longitude, altitude,
zenith angle, azimuthal angle, and field model, using the trajectory-
tracing method for a large number of positions and directions is imprac-
tical. For this reason, cosmic radiation data from many experiments are
often ordered by the cutoff rigidity values in the vertical direction.

One method of estimating vertical cutoff rigitities was suggested by
Smart and Shea (1967) who derived three equations for the relationship be-
tween the Mcllwain L-parameter (Mcllwain, 1961) and (I) the upper calcu-
lated cutoff, (2) the lower calculated cutoff and (3) the effective cutoff
rigidities.* These three equations were derived using cutoff rigidities
calculated for the Finch and Leaton (1957) field for Epoch 1955.0 and the
Jensen and Cain (1962) field for Epoch 1960. The equations thus derived
for the upper calculated cutoff, the lower calculated cutoff and the ef-
fective cutoff rigidities were essentially the same for both field models.

At the time of this original work, cosmic ray physicists did not rec-
ognize that the secular changes in the geomagnetic field were sufficiently
large over a relatively small time period (on the order of 25 years) to
significantly affect the detection, at the surface of the earth, of galac-
tic cosmic radiation above 1GV. It was not until Shea (1971) suggested

* In the paper of Smart and Shea (1967), these rigidity values were called
main cone cutoff, Stormer cone cutoff and effective cutoff, respectively.
Since new terminology for cosmic ray cutoffs has been agreed upon by
scientists working in this area (Cooke et al., 1985) we will use these
newer terms throughout this paper.
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that the decrease in vertical cutoff rigidity at Huancayo over a 20-year
period might possibly be observed as an increase in the background radi-
ation measured by a stable neutron monitor at this location (since veri-
fied by Cooper and Simpson, 1979), that it became apparent that the secu-
lar changes in the geomagnetic field might be sufficiently large in some
areas of the world that changes in cutoff rigidities, and consequently
measured changes in cosmic radiation, would occur.

In view of the changes in the main geomagnetic field and the rela-
ted changes in the calculated cutoff rigidities, we feel it is necessary
to re-examine the use of the Mcllwain L-parameter to estimate cosmic
ray vertical cutoff rigidities for the 25-year period 1955-1980.

3. Method. The world grid of vertical cutoff rigidities calculated
each 5 ° in latitude and 15° in longitude for Epochs 1955, 1965 and 1980
(Shea et al., 1968; Shea and Sunart, 1975, 1983) and the Mcllwain
L-values (Mcllwain, 1961) calculated for these same locations comprised
the basic data sets used for this analysis. All calculations were made
for an altitude of 20 km above the surface of the earth as defined by the
international reference ellipsoid. Both the vertical cutoff rigidities
and the Mcllwain L-values were calculated using the geomagnetic field
coefficients for the appropriate Epoch (i.e., 1955, 1965 and 1980).

Expressing the cosmic ray cutoffs by an equation of the form R=KLY
where R is the cutoff rigidity, L is the Mcllwain L-value, K is a con-
stant and _ is an exponent, K and y were evaluated by a least-squares
fit of the (I) upper calculated cutoff rigidity, (2) effective cutoff
rigidity and (3) lower calculated cutoff rigidity. Each of the equations
derived for each Epoch, together with the RMSerror for each set of cal-
culations, is given in Table I. It is important to note that vertical
cutoff rigidities < 0.20 GV were omitted from these calculations. Since
the cosmic ray equator and the equator defined by the minimum L-value do
not coincide, all grid points within a band ±5 degrees of either equa-
tor (or between the two equators) were also omitted. Figure 1 illus-
trates the locations of each of these equators for Epoch 1980.

Table I. Equations to estimate cutoff rigidities for various Epochs
m

Epoch RU = RC = RE =

1955 16.727 L-2-°°54 16.192 L-2-°z77 14.992 L-z-99B6
RMS= 6.28 % RMS= 5.48 % RMS= 6.61%

1965 16.727 L-2,°212 16.222 L-2.041B 14.942 L-2.°296
RMS= 6.70 % RMS= 5.52 % RMS= 6.98 %

1980 16.717 L-2,°2o6 16.222 L-2,0441 14.823 L-2.o3zz
RMS= 7.06 % RMS= 5.74 % RMS= 7.27 %

Composite 16.762 L-e-°z74 16.237 L-2.°3s3 14.912 L-2,°18s
1955-1980 RMS= 6.67 % RMS= 5.64 % RMS= 7.19 %
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4. Discussion• From an inspection

of the equations in Table 1 it is _
evident that the constants K and y
for each of the three vertical cut- _ 1980
off rigidities are essentia]ly inde- _'_"._._ ,_
pendent of Epoch The root mean _'_• :"

• mm aM •

square values are also similar, with _ _ _ ..
the slightly larger RMS values for _ ""

1980 attributed to the evolution of _ o. , ___,__
the magnetic field and an increasing E
divergence between the cosmic ray J 9

x mequator and the minimum L equator. _
The area between these two equators _ • CC%SMICI_ClYEQUATOR "_"
has increased approximately 10 per- _ " L-VALUEEQIJflIOR
cent between 1955 and 1980.

Since these equations were al- o 4b B_ 120 ISOZ00 24O 2BO 320 36O
most identical we combined the data
for all three Epochs in an effort LONGITUDE
to determine a suitable equation for Figure 1. Geographic location
the upper calculated cutoff, the ef- of the cosmic ray equator and
fective cutoff and the lower calcu- the minimum L equator for 1980.
lated cutoff for the entire 25-year
period from 1955 to 1980. Again all locations with cutoffs less than
0.20 GV were omitted from the analysis. Since the location of the
cosmic ray equator changed between 1955 and 1980 (Shea et al., 1983),
and different equatorial grid locations had been removed for each
Epoch, we removed all locations within ±5° of any of the three equa-
tors (i.e., if a particular location had been removed for the analysis
for one Epoch, it was removed from all three data sets for the composite
analysis)• Again the constants K and y were determined by the method
of least squares. The results for this composite set of over 1875 data

>-_b

Ru Rc RL

tL
tl_
0
I--

-.1

U

h-

>- .......i'e..............i'e.....................i'o,
L VALUE

Figure 2. The upper calculated vertical cutoff rigidity (Rv), effective
vertical cutoff rigidity (Rc), and lower calculated vertical cutoff
rigidity (RL), plotted as a function of the McIlwain L-value. The data
set is a composite of the world grid locations for 1955, 1965 and 1980•
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points are graphically illus- _,_.,_
trated in Figure 2; the equations
are given in the bottom line of
Table 1 From these results we

feel that it is possible to use _
these three equations to estimate _,
the upper, effective and lower _ I _ _ _

cutoff rigidities for the entire _ _ __ !

period 1955 to 1980 provided the
L-values are calculated using the
field model for the same time pe-
riod that the cutoffs are needed.

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 _ II _ _ 14 _ _6 _ _ 9

Figure 3 illustrates the ac- R,GmJTY(GV_
curacy that can be expected for
an estimate of the effective ver- Figure 3: Accuracy of
tical cutoff rigidity as a function estimated vertical
of rigidity. These data were ob- cutoff rigidity.
tained by calculating for each lo-
cation the percentage difference (in rigidity) between the cutoff
rigidity value determined by the trajectory-tracing procedure and the
value estimated by using the L-value approximation equation. These
individual percentages were then averaged as a function of intervals of
estimated cutoff rigidity.

5. Conclusion. From this analysis we conclude that the Mcllwain
L-parameter can be used to estimate upper calculated, effective, and
lower calculated vertical cutoff rigidities for the period 1955 to 1980.
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ABSTRACT

The concept of geomagnetic optics, as described by the asymptotic

directions of approach, is extremely useful in the analysis of

cosmic radiation data. However, when changes in cutoff occur

as a result of evolution in the geomagnetic field, there are

corresponding changes in the asymptotic cones of acceptance. We

introduce here a method of estimating the change in the asymptotic

direction of approach for vertically incident cosmic ray particles

from a reference set of directions at a specific epoch by consider-

ing the change in the geomagnetic cutoff.

I. Introduction. Cosmic ray particles must travel along specific allowed

trajectories through the geomagnetic field to reach a location on or near

the earth. In order to relate cosmic ray intensity variations observed

at different cosmic ray stations to the cosmic ray flux in space the

concept of asymptotic directions of approach was developed (see McCracken

et al., 1968, for a review). By application of the asymptotic directions

of approach the user need nut be concerned about the specific details of

the allowed cosmic ray trajectories and can relate any specific cosmic

ray particle with a unique direction in space. For a cosmic ray particle

with rigidity R, arriving at a specific location (characterized by the

geographic latitude A and the geographic longitude _) from a direction of

incidence (described by the zenith angle 0 and the azimuthal angle _) the

asymptotic direction of approach is given by the unit vector A(R,A,_,e,_)
pointing fn the reverse direction to the particle's velocity vector prior

to the particle's entry into the geomagnetic field. For the purposes of °

this paper and for a specific location the vector A is specified for ver-
tical incidence in terms of the geocentric coordinate system as asymptotic

latitude, l(R) = I(R,RI(A,_), e = 0 °) and asymptotic longitude, _(R) =

_(R,RI(A,_), 0 = 0 °) where RI is the rigidity corresponding to the first
discontinuity in asymptotic longitude as defined below.

The allowed rigidity spectrum of cosmic ray particles arriving from

a specific direction at any location in the geomagnetic field contains

distinct fiducial marks: RI, the rigidity associated with the first dis-

continuity in asymptotic longitude occurring as the trajectory calcula-

tions are progressing down through the rigidity spectrum, and RU, the

rigidity at and above which the trajectory calculations yield allowed
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orbits. The rigidity value R I is always greater than or equal to RU
if both are determined by employing the s_ne uniform discrete (usually

0.01GV) rigidity intervals in the trajectory calculations. RI is, in

general, a value extremely close to the main cone cutoff rigidity as

defined by Lemaitre and Vallarta (1936). A change in the geomagnetic
field has an almost equivalent effect on both the rigidity corresponding

to the first discontinuity and the vertical upper cutoff, and results in
a similar effect on the vertical effective cutoff rigidity (Fluckiger et

al., 1983a, 1983b).

Flucklger et al., (1983b) have shown that geomagnetic disturbances

reduce the cutoff rigidity in a predictable manner dependent on the

strength and longitudinal structure of the magnetic perturbation and

the longitudinal difference between the magnetic perturbation and the

observing location. Furthermore, the change in asymptotic longitude

(down to the first discontinuity) also behaves in a similarly predictable

manner. Therefore the asymptotic directions of approach during perturbed

geomagnetic conditions can be deduced with considerable accuracy from

the asymptotic directions computed using the quiescent geomagnetic field

it the associated change in cutoff rigidity is known. In this paper we

extend these concepts to include the time evolution of the geomagnetic

field on the asymptotic direction of approach for cosmic ray particles

arriving at a particular location.

2. Method. We will define the terms _(R) and _(R) as _k_(R) = _'(R)

- _(R-_RI) , and _(R) = _'(R) - _(R-6RI), where _RI = RI' - RI, and
the primed values indicate the evolved geomagnetic field and the unprimed
values indicate the reference geomagnetic field. When these values are

plotted as a function of rigidity, it has been found that there are prac-

tically no changes for _%* down to the rigidity value of RI'. Therefore,

we may set _* = 0° (Fluckiger et al., 1983b). For 6_* only small resid-

ual changes on the order of several degrees are found down to rigidities

approaching the value of RI. For any particular location and for rigid-

ities up to several GV above the main cutoff the following expressions
can be used to describe the correlation between the asymptotic directions

in an evolved geomagnetic field and the asymptotic directions in a

reference geomagnetic field:

_'(R) _ _(R - _RI) , and _'(R) _ _(R,- _RI) + C " _RI,
" where C is a measure of the residual change _ • This procedure is

valid only for rigidities larger than RI or RI' , respectively.

. At rigidities below RI no similar relation has been found, although

coherent clusters of trajectories may be distorted uniformly by magnetic

changes. It has been shown that the main features of allowed and forbid-

den regions in the penumbra are conserved to a certain extent in a per-

turbed geomagnetic field (Fluckiger et al., 1979, 1982). However, the

asymptotic longitudes of the allowed trajectories of the fine detailed
structure in the cosmic ray penumbra continue to be quasl-random.

3. Application. We have applied this procedure by comparing the asymp-
totic directions calculated for the International Geomagnetic Reference

Field Epoch 1965.0 with those calculated for epoch 1980.0 for cosmic ray

stations and world grid locations. To illustrate this application, we
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the evolved values. We would expect a close comparison between the

asym_totlc dlre_tlon_ above the first discontinuity (RI) such that

_(RI -) + AR _ _ (RI _ )'_ AR where AR represents an arbitrary rigidity
value above R I and RI . Here _ denotes the asymptotic longitude in
the reference field and _' the asymptotic longitude in the evolved

field. R* and R*' are approximations to the rigidity value of the

first discontinuity obtained by examining the gradient in the change of

the asymptotic direction with rigidity as the first discontinuity is

approached from rigidity values above the main cutoff. The values

selected _ approximate the first discontinuity in asymptotic direction,

R I and RI were the rigidity values where the gradient in asymptotic
direction was greater than i000 ° per GV and increased by more than 1.5
times in the next 0.01GV increment. Examination of these results and

comparison with other calculations have shown that this approximation

is close to and slightly greater than the rigidity of the first discon-

tinuity calculated using very small rigidity intervals.

For the examples given in the following tables, the increment of

rigidity added to the approximation of the first discontinuity value was

the change in rigidity of the first discontinuity between the reference
field and the evolved field. This value was used because it was sure to

be in the set of continuous asymptotic directions above the main cutoff
in both data sets. In Table i we illustrate the results for cosmic ray

stations at locations where the geomagnetic cutoff is decreasing with

time. In Table 2 we show results for cosmic ray stations at locations

where the cosmic ray cutoff is increasing with time. An inspection of

the asymptotic longitudes given in the second and third columns from

the right in these tables indicates that the asymptotic longitudes for

the specified rigidity values are quite similar.

4. Conclusions. We have illustrated that the asymptotic directions for

an evolved geomagnetic field for rigidity values above the R I value

(the first discontinuity in asymptotic direction progressing down

through the rigidity scale) can be obtained from a "known" reference

set of asymptotic directions if the change in cutoff is known.

5. Acknowledgments. A. A. Bathurst and L. C. Gentile acknowledge

support from the U. S. Air Force Geophysics Laboratory under Contract
No. FI9628-82-K-O039.
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TABLE I.

Changesof AsymptoticLongitudefor CosmicRay StationsWhere the Cutoff is Decreasing.

,I t

for 1980 at R1 +INll - _for 1965 at RI* +IN1 I, where N = (RI* for 1980) - (RI* for 1965)

STATIONNAME EPOCH 1965 EPOCH 1980 1965 1980
GEOGRAPHIC

LAT LONG RU RI* _ RU R1 _ aR1 RIG ¢ RIG

Ahmedabad 23.01 72.61 15.90 15.92 46 15.77 15.79 51 -0.13 16.05 329 327 15.92
Alma Ata 43.20 76.94 6.92 6.93 36 6.87 6.90 30 -0.03 6.96 358 355 6.93
Brisbane -27.50153.01 7.39 7.42 121 7.22 7.26 116 -0.16 7.58 31 30 7.42
Buenos Aires -34.58301.50 10.59 10.61 266 10.12 10.15 246 -0.46 11.07 130 124 10.61
Chacaltaya -16.31291.85 12.85 12.87 257 12.53 12.54 263 -0.33 13.20 144 144 12.87
Climax 39.37 253.82 3.14 3.24 146 3.12 3.22 153 -0.02 3.26 124 128 3.24
Gulmarg 34.07 74.42 12.33 12.35 44 12.24 12.26 45 -0.09 12.44336 337 12.35
Hermanus -34.42 19.22 5.02 5.06 307 4.83 4.86 311 -0.20 5.26 215 214 5.06
Hobart -42.90 147.33 2.10 2.12 44 2.06 2.08 43 -0.04 2.16 13 11 2.12
Huancayo -12.05284.67 13.24 13.25 266 12.91 12.93 253 -0.32 13.57 142 140 13.25
MexicoCity 19.33260.82 9.57 10.24 257 9.27 9.94 250 -0.30 10.54 121 123 10.24
Mildura -34.23 142.22 4.56 4.59 97 4.43 4.46 87 -0.13 4.72 11 11 4.59
Mt. Wellington -42.92147.24 2.03 2.11 49 1.99 2.07 49 -0.04 2.15 14 12 2.11
Palestine 31.75 264.35 4.74 4.90 185 4.69 4.86 194 -0.04 4.94 145 147 4.90
Potchefstroom -26.70 27.10 7.68 7.72 346 7.49 7.53 337 -0.19 7.91 247 245 7.72
Sydney -33.60 151.10 5.16 5.19 86 5.06 5.09 84 -0.10 5.29 21 21 5.19
Tbilisi 41.72 44.80 6.96 7.00 357 6.95 6.97 14 -0.03 7.03 322 321 7.00

TABLE2.
Changesof AsymptoticLongitudefor CosmicRay StationsWhere the Cutoff is Increasing.

for 1980 at R1 + IARI _ _for 1965 at RI* + fARI,where aR = (RI for 1980) - "(RI*for 1965)

STATIONNAME EPOCH 1965 EPOCH 1980 1965 1980

GEOGRAPHIC . , ., , . ,
LAT LONG RU R1 _ RU R1 _ aR1 RIG _ _ RIG

Athens 37.97 23.72 8.98 8.99 355 9.06 9.08 340 0.09 9.08 280 275 9.17
Bologna 44.50 11.33 5,41 5,44 297 5.52 5.55 295 0.ii 5,55 231 231 5,66
Budapest 47.50 18.90 4.74 4.77 309 4.82 4.83 309 0.06 4.83 254 253 4.89
Calgary 51.08 245.91 1.16 1.22 123 1.17 1.24 125 0.02 1.24 95 94 1.26
Deep River 46,10 282.50 1.13 1.19 170 1.25 1.32 150 0.13 1.32 80 85 1,45
Dourbes 50.10 4.60 3.42 3.44 298 3,57 3.60 294 0.16 3.60 208 215 3.76
Durham 43.10 289.16 1.67 1.69 197 1.84 1.86 179 0.17 1,86 93 103 2.03

* Fukushima 37.75 140.48 11.36 11.38 104 11.45 11.47 i00 0.09 11.47 40 38 11.56
Irkutsk 52.47 I04.03 3.92 3.95 34 3.95 3.98 42 0.03 3.98 359 4 4.01
Jungfraujoch 46.55 7.98 4.81 4.82 300 4.91 4.94 289 0.12 4.94 222 220 5.06
KerguelenIs. -49.35 70.22 1.24 1.31 299 1.15 1.31 315 0;00 1.31 299 315 1.31
Kiel 54.33 lO.13 2.39 2.50 298 2.59 2.61 307 0.11 2.61 224 226 2.72

" Kiev 50.72 30.30 3.74 3.77 335 3.79 3.80 332 0.03 3.80 290 289 3.83
Leeds 53.82 358.45 2.26 2.35 265 2.41 2.48 267 0.13 2.48 191 204 2.61
LomnickyStit 49.20 20.22 4.21 4.24 314 4.28 4.31 329 0.07 4.31 256 257 4.38
Magadan 60.1l 151.Ol 2.22 2.33 52 2.34 2.36 45 0.03 2.36 9 6 2.39
Morioka 39.70 141.13 10.47 10.51 122 I0.61 10.63 109 0.12 10.63 35 32 10.75
Moscow 55.47 37.32 2.60 2.61 320 2.50 2.62 313 0.01 2.62 302 297 2.63
Mt. Norikura 36.12 137.56 12.02 12.04 09 12.09 12.11 107 0.07 12.11 45 46 12.18
Mt. Washington 44.30 288.70 1.41 1.50 165 1.55 1.66 214 0.16 1.66 89 96 1.82
Mussala 42.18 25.58 6,50 6,51 346 6.56 6.57 343 0,06 6.57 281 280 6,63
Pic du Midi 42.93 0,25 5.58 5.61 294 5.80 5.81 306 0.20 5,81 204 209 6,01
Predigtstuhl 47.70 12.88 4.59 4.60 309 4.68 4.70 299 0.10 4.70 235 232 4.80
Rome 41.90 12.52 6.35 6.37 318 6.50 6.54 324 0.17 6.54 235 236 6.71
Tokyo-ltabashi 35.75 139.72 12.12 12.13 115 12.19 12.21 99 0.08 12.21 45 41 12.29
Yakutsk 62.02 129.72 1.74 1.85 22 1.78 1.87 32 0.02 1.87 352 356 1.89
Zugspitze 47.42 I0.98 4.62 4.64 314 4.72 _.75 298 0.11 4.75 230 227 4.86
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ABSTRACT
It is possible to construct a unit sphere of access that de-
scribes the cosmic radiation allowed to an earth-orbiting
spacecraft. In the upper hemisphere of the allowed portion
of the cosmic ray sphere of access, the cosmic ray cutoffs
can be ordered by application of Stormer theory in offset
dipole coordinates. In the downward hemisphere, in westerly
directions, the cosmic radiation is allowed at large zenith
angles well below the spacecraft-earth horizon, with particles
being able to reach satellites at 400 km altitude from large
zenith angles of _40 ° at azimuthal directions equatorward
of west in both the northern and southern hemispheres. We
have found it is possible to model the occluded portion of the
cosmic ray sphere of access as a circular projection having a
diameter bounded by the satellite-earth horizon. Maintaining
tangency at the eastern edge of the spacecraft-earth horizon,
this optically occluded area is projected downward (toward the
earth) by an angle _ which is a function of the magnetic field
inclination and cosmic ray arrival direction. This projected
plane, corresponding to the forbidden area of cosmic ray access,
is bounded by the spacecraft-earth horizon in easterly direct-
ions, and is rotated around the vertical axis by an angle
from the eastern direction, where the angle _ is a function of
the offset dipole latitude of the spacecraft.

1. Introduction. It is of considerable interest to evaluate the primary
cosmic ray flux which is able to reach a satellite in earth orbit from
any specified direction of arrival. The evaluation requires a knowledge
of the geomagnetic cutoffs for all four pi steradins of possible arrival °
directions at all points along the spacecraft orbit. In practice, in
order to keep the computational problem within manageable (and economic)
bounds, cutoffs are generally calculated for a selected set of directions
at each of a chosen set of representative directions along the orbit
(Humble et al., 1979). It is then necessary to interpolate cutoffs for
directions intermediate to those for which explicit calculations have
been performed for a specific location, and for locations intermediate
to those for which calculations have been undertaken for particular
directions of particle arrival. For the upper hemisphere of arrival
directions Smart and Shea (1977) showed that the cutoffs are reasonably
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well ordered, for some locations, by Stormer theory. Humble et al.
(1979) pointed out that at least some of the exceptions were due to the
intervention of the 'shadow cone'.

Recent interest has focussed on particles arriving at the spacecraft
from the lower, earthward facing, hemisphere. We have previously report-
ed finding that primary cosmic rays are able to reach a satellite orbit-
ing at quite low altitudes from zenith angles considerably larger than
that of the local earth horizon. For a spacecraft at 400 km these angles
are at least 140° at all latitudes we have investigated, and reach 150°
at one location (Humble et al., 1983; Humble, 1983). We report here
results from some further calculations of this type, and then describe a
possible method for modelling the bounds of that portion of the unit
sphere of access to which primary particles of any energy are unable to
gain access because of the presence of the solid earth.

2. Method. A trajectory tracing technique has been devised to search
rigidity/zenith-angle space for accessible arrival directions (Humble et
al., 1983). The search proceeds, for a given location and azimuth, in
the directions of increasing zenith angle and decreasing rigidity, until
no further accessible directions of arrival can be found. A number of
searches has been performed using this technique. Each was started at
a zenith angle of I00 ° which is above the local satellite-earth horizon
at all altitudes considered (Humble, 1984). It was found that, for ze-
nith angles greater than that of the satellite-earth horizon, primary
particles are only able to reach the satellite from generally westerly
directions. Such particles experience a V x B force having a positive
radial component in the final stages of t_eir-approach to the satellite.
Their trajectories consequently have positive upwards curvature, and the
local zenith angle of arrival can be greater than that of the satellite-
earth horizon. The range of accessible azimuths increases with altitude,
as would be expected.

3. Results at 400 km. A considerable number of trajectories have been
_alculated for the 400 km altitude. In analyzing these results we have
found that it is possible to construct a unit sphere of access which de-

, scribes the access of primary cosmic ray particles to any given detector.
In the relatively simple case of a ground-level location the upper half
of this sphere is totally allowed and the lower hemisphere is totally
forbidden, due to the presence of tlre earth. For a satellite in earth

" orbit the situation is more complicated. All of the upper hemisphere is
allowed to cosmic rays of some energy, as is part of the downward hemi-
sphere. The latter may be divided into two parts. One is essentially a
continuation of the allowed upper hemisphere - an annulus of allowed di-
rections at zenith angles ze such that 90° _ ze < Zh, where zh is the
zenith angle of the horizon seen by the spacecraft. The second region
lies at ze > zh, opens to the west, and is due to the V x B effect dis-
cussed in tile previous section. The remainder of the _phc_e of access
represents forbidden directions of arrival. We have found that it is
possible to model the forbidden, or occluded, portion of the unit sphere
of access, in an empirical manner and to varying degrees of accuracy, by
the following technique.
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Consider the equatorial plane of the unit sphere surrounding the
spacecraft. Project the sphere onto a plane calibrated as a polar plot
in zenith (as radius) and azimuth. Rotate the disc corresponding to the
equatorial plane of the sphere through an angle _ about a magnetic north
south axis, until its projection, now an ellipse, on the polar plot has
a minor axis which matches the distance between the largest and smallest
values of zenith indicated. The rotated plane is then relocated, and sub-
sequently rotated about a vertical axis, such that it is tangent to the
satellite-earth horizon at the inner surface of the unit sphere at an ang-
le _ from the easterly direction. In our present model _ is equal to the
offset dipole latitude of the spacecraft. Figure 1 shows examples of the
fit between the model curve and the points calculated for particular dir-
ections of arrival. The rms difference is about 3°; however, the great-
est differences occur at positions where there is the largest deviation
between the invariant latitude and the offset dipole latitude contours.

4. Results for Higher Altitudes. In general, it has been found that
the largest accessible zenith angle for a given latitude, longitude, and
azimuth, would also increase with increasing altitude. More detailed re-
sults are given by Humble et al. (1983) and Humble (1983). We have not
yet applied the empirical model described in this paper to altitudes of
1000 km and above. Preliminary calculations have, however, been made.
As the altitude increases above 1250 km a range of large zenith angles
in generally easterly directions begins to become accessible, while smal-
ler (but still below-horizon) zenith angles in the same azimuthal direct-
ions remain inaccessible. The higher altitude permits particles approach-
ing the general region of the sate!lite at low altitudes from the west to
pass above the top of the atmospher_ more than one gyro-radius beneath
the satellite. Such particles will arrive at the satellite from easterly
directions at large zenith angles. The following table summarizes the
results which have been obtained.

Altitude km Maximum Zenith Angle
400 150°
600 156°
800 166°

1000 172°
1250 180°

Note that a zenith of 180° for an altitude of 1250 km means that primary
cosmic ray nuclei are able to reach a satellite at that altitude from the *
nadir direction, directly underneath it, for at least one location some-
where on the orbit. This does not, however, mean that all possible di-
rections of arrival are accessible at such a location. Easterly arrival ,
directions at below-horizon zeniths are still forbidden.
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Figure 1. Polar projections of the downward hemisphere beneath an orbit-
ing satellite. The occluded area beneath a satellite to which access is

- completely forbidden to galactic cosmic radiation of a_ ener_ is the
area enclosed _ the large dots in each projection. In this projection
the observer is at the center of the spacecraft. This projection is
looking downward from the center of the spacecraft; concentric rings
represent 15 degree projections from the spacecraft equator to the nadi,-.
Zero degrees is upward from the top of the spacecraft, 90 degrees is the
spacecraft equator, and 180 degrees is in the nadir direction. At the
400 km altitude the local satellite-earth horizon is 109.8 ° from the
zenith. The large open dots in each panel indicate where the maximum
accessible zenith directions were determined _ the cosmic r_ trajecto_-
tracing method. The line connected with small solid squares indicates
the result of applying the model described in this paper.
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PENETRATION OF SOLAR PROTONS INTO THE EARTH'S NAGNETOSPHERE
ON NOVEMBER 22,1977

E.V.Gorchakov,V.G.Afanasyev,K.G.Afanasyev,P.P.Ignatyev,
V.A.Iozenas,_.V.Ternovskaya,G.G.Zenchev

Institute of Nuclear Physics, _oscow State University,
Moscow 119899, USSR

ABSTRACT

The low polar-orbiting Cosmos-90_ satellite carried
a large geometric factor (~0.9 m sr) Cerenkov counter
which may be used to study the particle anisotropy and
spectrum near the proton increase peak in solar cosmic
rays. The data obtained supplement the information
from the ground-based cosmic ray stations and help _n-
derstand different temporal behaviour of the increases
detected at the stations because the whole set of data
has shown that the angular distribution of solar cos-
mic ray particles in interplanetary space was narrow
throughout the observation time, thereby resulting,
particularly, in a rapid variation of particle inten-
sity near the poles. The power-law index of the solar
cosmic ray integral spectrum varied from -2.4 to -5.2
in the I-4 GV rigidity range from 10.31 to 11.25 UT on
November 22, 1977. The flare-time data from all orbits
are indicative of an increased radiation intensity on
L=3.5-4.0.

I. Introduction. The solar flare responsible for the Nov.22,
....I_I[ event began at 9.45 UT and reached a maximum at 10.07
UT. The cosmic ray intensity enhancement was detected by
the neutron monitors with the cut-off rigidity less than 5
GV and also by the satellite instruments /I-3/. The onset
of the cosmic ray intensity enhancement was detected by
the neutron monitors at 10.10-10.15 UT and the maximum in-
tensity of the enhancement at 10.35-10.50 UT.
2. Results. The data from three channels of the Cerenkov
detector on Cosmos-900 for the interval 8.45-11.50 UT, 22.
11, 1977 are presented in fig.1. Up to 10.30 UT the coun-
ting rate corresponds to the lati±ude behaviour of the co-
smic-ray intensity during the quiet period. During the in-
terval 10.30-11.50 UT, while Cosmoc-900 was outside the .
equatorial region, the intensity enhancement associated
with the p_n_tration of cosmic ray into the Earth's magne-
tosphere was observed. (The peak at 9.35 and 11.12 UT is
detected during the passage of the satellite through the
Brazil magnetic anomaly). The intensity e_hancement was,
mainly, due to protons of the solar cosmic rays since the
electron contribution for our instrument according to ref.
/4/, could not be> 4%. According to the 11th channel dete-
cted only particles with Z_ 2, the intensity of these pa-
rticles during the flare was smaller, at least, by a fact-
or of 200 than the proton intensity. The maximum intensity
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of >400 MeV protons was higher by 60_ % _he_ th_ pre-flare
level, being equal to (2.3 + 0.5) 10_ m-_s--sr --.

_,73,6 _.6 _,5 _,_ _.6 _,6_,8u _ The cosmic rayi i i f ! r I i
_ _ i count rates for three

4.,o_ _ 0.oo _._o_ _o.oo u_ channels :

I_I', | a) in the quiet timeH,^lI
O '_,'L,

2 [ ,/,', J (_rior to the flare),,, _/ l_, ,'-_-_- _ I

.,',)_.,,,, _' ',_./,:_<',,, | b) during the flare.
0 ....._--'-,;,_ ..... " The broken curves refer

. I Ep>4OOMeV;ge>tS_leV
I_ = Ep>6OObleV;E,>_MeV to the satellit passage

_04 I'I V Ep>t2OOMeV;Ee>5ObleV_ through the region of

j b _i _'_ action of geomagnetic8fo3 _ \ I - cut-off.
t_ t

o 6 _ r, j_,, -

i k f I -

,,t./ v,, ,, ,,
'_. _ _ _ ,'""-__ ___

,o.o ,,.oo oT

t7 3,_ ,5,6'l,_i t_) _,6 3.61,8 t

The intensity distributions are characterized by the
peaks and irregularities in the count rates marked by ar-
rows in fig.lb. Note that all these cases were detected on
L = 3.6 which proves the spatial behaviour of these varia-
tions. Accord to the neutron monitors the latitude distri-
bution is also characterised by irregularities /5/.

It must be noted that this phenomenon is observed on
the mag_etic shells where the energy of the geomagnetic
cut-off is compared with the energy threshold of the in-
strument.

3.Discussion, The peaks and irregularities in the count
rates cannot be attributed to the radiation belts and to

• the particle precipitation from them /2/. Hence, the peaks
on L = 3.6 are connected with the propagation of cosmic
rays into the magnetosphere and, possibly, with the albedo
particles and, also the quasi-trapping effects.

o In our case the flux anisotropy and the longitudinal
distribution of the receipt cones are, seemingly, the sim-
plest explanation of the count-rate peculiarities.

On L = 3.6 the receipt cones have a wide longitude dis-
tribution and the instrument detects an averaged intensity.
In the region adjoining L = 3.6 from the side of high la-
titudes the longitude distribution of the cones is always
narrow and in the case of peaks the sunward particles /6/
are, mainly, detected whose intensity is known to he less
then the mean intensity.

l_rom our data it is possible to determine the flux ani-
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sotropy during the flare. The angles 0 between the axis of
the solar proton flux in the interplanetary space a_d the
axis of the asymptotic receipt cone for two points of the
satellite trajectory (fig.2) in the high-latitude region
of the Northen hemisphere, have been determined from the
calculations /6/ including the outer magnetosphere cur-
rents. The difference in the intensities detected in these
regions can be accounted for by the presence of a positive
Cosmic-ray flux anisotropy. If the time behaviour of the
intensity in the interval 10.38-10.51UT is neglected (ac-
cording to the high-latitude neutron monitors the changes
In intensity were small in the interval) the antisun-to-
sunward ratio of particle fluxes for the above pitch-ang-
les is estimated from our data to be ~6. During the inter-
val 10.15-10.35 UT this ratio is close to 4 according to
the neutron-monitor data /7/.

Fi_. 2a. Counting
I06 _ 3 Z L I06 _ 3 _ rate of the first

""' ' J ' _ _ _ _ ' I channel versus the

_I03 _55+55 ° a _ __ vertical rigidity

10- of the geom. cut-

i_ EVEN_N_ _-__NG__ - Off in the flight

8 through the Nor-
thern hemisphere
during the flare.

_6 The arrows markthe time flow. The
_ thin and thick li-O

nee correspond to

o 2-8:_5fl__,_NING the satellite fli-ght in the evening
MORNING _ and morning sidesI I I I I I I I

O0 I _ 3 _ 0, I 2 3 of the Earth.
PI,GV _Fi_.2b. the same

In the Southern
hemisphere.

t Assuming that in the South hemisphere _iZ the high-la- .
itude region the outer magnetosphere currents exert the

same influence upon the asymptotic directions as they do
in the Northern hemisphere, we may conclude that the solar
cosmic-ray anisotropy decreases with time and maintains a °
positive sign (at least for high-latitude regions).

The spectra of observed particles within the rigidities
1-4 GV were obtained using the movement of the satellite
in space. The calculations shown that in the interval 10.
31-10.35 UT the index of the integral spectrum_ was 2.4
and in the intervals (10.54-10.58, 11.21-11.25, 11.40-

11.44 UT)_ was on the average 4.1, 4.3 and 4.2, respecti-
vely. The slope of the spectra was not always the same,the
index _ increased with rigidity, reaching the value 5.2.
It follows that at 10.35 UT bulk of 400 MeV protons did
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not reach the observing point, and during the next interval
the spectrum was equilibrium.

In conclusion we note one more feature of the intensity
distribution of the solar cosmic rays, namely the regular
small peaks of intensity observed in the first channel
every 2 minits throughout the flare observation period. We
have failed to connect these variations with the peculiari-
ties of the instrument operation and tentatively attribute
them either to the solar or magnetospheric pulsations or to
the propagation of particles in the interplanetary space.
In the latter case these variations may be connected with
the value of free path of particles.
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DYNAMICS OF THE PENETRATION BOUNDARIES OF SOLAR PROTONS
DURING A STRONG MAGNETIC STORM

G.A. Glukhov, Yu.Po Kratenko
The Tashkent State University, 700095, Tashkent, USSR

Yu.V. _ineev
Institute of Nuclear Physics, Moscow State University,

Moscow II9899, USSR

Abstract. On the basis of the Intercosmos-I9 data, the va-
riations in the equatorial penetration boundary of solar
protons witf_Ep = 0.9-8°0 2_eV during a strong magnetic
storm of April 3-5, I979 are studied. The dynamics of this
boundary is compared with the dynamics of the outer trap-
ping boundary of electrons with Ee = 0.3-0.6 _ieV. Along-
side with the solar-proton penetration we study the struc-
ture of the real magnetic field. The tmiqe data on the
thin structure of development of a magnetospheric substorm
have been obtained for the first time.

In our previous paper /I/ we have analyzed the features
of the latitudinal profiles of the SCR protons with En =
= 0.9-8.0 MeV in the polar regions during a strong magnetic
storm of April 3-5, I979 on the basis of the Intercosmos-I9
data (a perigee of _ 500 km, an apogee of_ IOOO _m, a peri-
od of _- IO0 rain, an inclination of_ 7_°). The present pa-

pem_ is a study of the dynamics of the equatorial penetra-
tion boundary (#i_) of the SCR protons for this magnetic
storm (Dst-variation and the AE-index are presented in the
lower par_ of fig.I). The variations in 21_are studied
alongside with the dynamics of the outer trapping bounda-
ries of electrons with E¢ = 0.3-0.6 MeV and Ee = 0.9-I.2
MeV which enables us to investigate the thin structure of
development of magnetospheric substorms. Observations of
electrons and protons were made by a semiconductor telesco-
pe aboard Intercosmos-I9 (IC-I9)/2/.

The outer trapping boundary of electrons was ment to be
the threshold sensitivity of the instrument to the partic-
les with a given energy. This definition of the boundary is •
justified because near the trapping boundary_ there was a
rapid decrease in the particle intensity, liM_was determi-
ned from the onset of a rapid decrease in intensity.

The dynamics of _/i_during the event in question is °
shown in the upper haIf'of fig.I. Data I refer to the day
(open circles) and morning (solid circles) sectors _LT and
data II, to the evening (open circles) and night (solid
circles) sectors. Here is also given the averaged location
of A_ for protons with E_>I I MeV in the day (broken lines
I), morning (solid lines _), evening (broken lines II) and
night (solid lines II) sectors _[ST according to the Cosmos-
900 (C-9OO) and Cosmos-I067) data.

The comparison between the results of observations made
on various satellites shows that at the day and night hours
NLLT the C-900 and C-I067 data, is available, are in good
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agreement with the 10-19 data. At _he morning hours N_T on
tee main phase of the April, 3 magnetic storm at 20-23 UT
the IC-I9 data are I-2 ° hlgher than the C-900 and C-I067
data, at the maximum Dst the IC-I9 data coincide with the
C-900 and C-I067 data and at the end of the recovery phase
the IC-I9 data coincide or are I° lower than the C-900 and
C-IO67 data at the pre-noon hours (9.5-II.5) _T. A strong
shift of the evening boundary to lower latitudes down to
55° was observed nearly an hour earlier on the IC-I9 as
compared with 0-900 and C-I067. According to the IC-I9 data,
the evening boundary there shifted to larger latitudes, in
conformity with the Ds$-variation, and again to lower lati-
tudes and the second mlnimum in the position of this boun-
dary was observed at the maximum of the main phase of the
storm. The complex analysis of the maia parameters of the
magnetosphere disturbance (Dst , AE) and the parameters of
the interplanetary space (the magnitude and di_ction of
the I_, the solar wind velocity and density) shown that
the strong shift of the evening boundary to lower latitudes
is caused by the development of the magnetospheric substorm.

So, the IC-I9 data confirm the conclusion made in ref.
/3/ about the prior and leading decrease in A_in the eve-
DAng sector, that is connected with the asymmetric intru-
sion of particles of the stomn ring current and the magne-
tic field decrease, yet, this effect is observed on the
phase of development of an individual substorm and not of
the storm as in ref./3/.

The evening boundary of penetration of solar protons
coincides with the night boundary on the recovery phase of
the storm.

The IC-data are obtained at later morning and later
evening hours NLLT which accounts for the differences in the
location of the morning and evening boundaries determined
from the IC-19, C-900 and C-I067 data.

The dynamics of the outer trapping boundary of elec-
trons is shown in the middle part of fig.I. A set of curves
I is for electrons with Ee = 0.3-0.6 _eV and a set of cur-
ves II, for electrons with Ee = 0.9-1.2 MeV. The open cir-

. cles correspond to the data obtained on the dayside and
the solid circles, on the nightside. The position of the
trapping boundaries of electrons is seen to be asymmetric
in the midday-midnight plane and the asymmetry value depends

" on energy: the asymmetry decreases with increasing electron
energy.

On the dayside the position of the trapping boundaries
of electrons depends on rigidity. On the nightside this
dependence is much weaker. As the magnetic field increases
and decreases during the magnetic storms and substorms, the
trapping boundaries shift to higher and lower in variant
latitudes, respectively, in which case the trapping boun-
daries of electrons with different energies come close to
each other as the magnetic field decreases and move away
from each other as the field increases.
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The comparison between the dynamics of the equatorial
region of penetration of the SCR protons and the outer
trapping boundaries of electrons with E s = 0.3-0.6 _eV and
Ee = 0.9-I.2 MeV shown that on the dayside these boundaries
behave in a similar manner. On the nighside _pe_coincides
to within I° with the trapping boundary o_ electrons with
E_ = 0.3-0.6 MeV except for the time moments within several
mlnutes before the onset of magnetospheric substorms when
the SOR protons are injected into deep L-shells; in this
case the proton intensity peaks near the injection bounda-
ry and then falls down abruptly towards low latitudes. The
intensity maximum can, apparently, be explainedby the p_o-
ton acceleration under the action of the enhanced electric
field. Following the injection the SCR protons with E_ =
= 0.9-8.0 _eV penetrate deep into the trapping regionPof
electrons with Ee = 0.3-0.6 MeV and during strong magneto-
spheric substorms, into the trapping region of prptons with

Ep = 0.9-8.0 MeV.Because of the violation of the adiabatic conditions
of motion, a rapid precipitation of the SCR protons takes
place following the injection in the trapping region of
electrons with Ee = 0.3-0.6 MeV and also in the quasitrap-
ping region on the dayside. The strong p_ecipitation can
also result from the parasitic scattering of the SCR pro-
tons on the electromagnetic radiation of the _ing current
protons.
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SHORT PERTURBATIONS OP COSMIC RAY INTENSITY AND
ELECTRIC FIELD IN ATMOSPHERE

Alexe_enko V.V., Chudakov A.E., Sbershikov V.G.
and Tizengauzen V.A.

Institute for Nuclear Research of the Academ_
of Sciences of the USSR, Moscow

Starting from 1975 an experiment was carried out using
Baksan E.A°S. array (S = 200 m2 of scintillators, h =
= 1700 m, R = 6,5 GV) /I/ to look at short perturbations
in cosmicray intensity. More than 140 events were recor-
ded up to now, nearly 100 % of them can not be explained
by pressure or temperature variations (at the level of
observation). The characteristic amplitude of the recor-
ded intensity variations is about I%, the specific time
scale 10 . 20 min and duration up to 5 h. The mentioned
"time scale" can be affected b_ the 4 min read out period
in this experiment.

The meteorological nature of observed intensit_ per-
turbations was found as most probable f_om strong associa-
tion of the phenomenon with precipitations out of cumulo-
nimbus clouds also out of nimbo-stratus clouds. Similar
effects were observed by Attolini et all /2/, authors
suggested temperature variations as most probable to ex-
plain the phenomenon.

In our experiment we installed an electric field meter
(from 1982) and included in the read out system (19B4) the

countin K rate of the 6 outside detector_. The latter have
6 x 9 mE total area, counting rate 4.10 counts/4 min.
Though this is only 1/3 of the counti_ rate of the cent-
ral part it is useful for speculation concerning energy
spectrum of variations because of the difference in the
thickness of the roofs, the muon energJ threshold or cent-
ral part being 90 MeV and outside detectors onl_ 20 MeV.
43 events with complete information have been recorded

in 1984. In all intensity perturbation _ases, if electri_
field meter was In operation ( 80 total), a strong elect
tic field "--'20 kv/m was recorded. The fig.3 shows the

correlation of durations of electric field (tE ) and in-

tensity (tI) disturbances. The t_pical examples of re-
cords (corrected for pressure) is shown on fig.1 and
fig.2. There is no visible correlation between intensity
perturbation and pressure or temperature. To explain
fig.2 by temperature effect the increase of all the at-

mospheric temperature should exceed 15oC,_which S_:Smost unlikely. The difference of A20 an_ lqn reap es
(fig°l) is quite contrary to the temperature effect h_po T

thesis (soft component contributes 40_ to 120 and onl_ 7_
to Iqo and temperature coefficient for soft component is
smaller than for hard component /3/).
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Fig.1. A t_pical event correlated with rain (13 Jul3 1984)
E - electric field. P - atmospheric pressure. T - tempera-
ture.

Pig.2. The biggest decrease during a thunderstorm (19-
-20 June 1983_

Fig.3. The correlation between t I and t E
The difficulties in explanation b3 temperature effect

and the obvious connection of short intensit3 perturba-
tions with electric phenomena (see fi8.1,2,3,4,5) make us
_o examine h_pothesis of the influence of electric field on
intensity of cosmic ra3s. The question is not quite new.

" Men_ _ears ago C.T.R.Wilson /8/ suggested the acceleration
of electrons b3 electric field in thunderstorm clouds. The
atmospheric electricit_ effects have been investigated ex-

. perimentall3 vet3 lonK ago /4/, /5/ also /6/ but so far
the evidence has been scarce and contradictor2.

The main feature of electric field-intensit3 correlation
consists in unambiguous strong connection between both phe-
nomena and, on the other hand in absence of a strong cor-
relation between E(t) and I(tl. More than that, fig.4
and flg.5 show, that there happened to exist events with
correlation coefficients R of different sign. There is
thought an obvious excess of events with negative R. As a
positive direction of electric field was chosen down, so
negative R c?rresponds t? the negative charge excess of
accelerated (decelarated) particles. Fig.6 shows the
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Fig.4, The distribution of correlation coefficients

R(I90,E)
Fig.5. The distribution of correlation coefficients

R(I20,E)

Pig.6. The seasonal distribution of short perturbations of
cosmic ray intensity.

absence of events in winZer, which is not controversal
wlth the electric field h_pothesis.

In principle the electric fields in atmosphere can
affect all 3 important c.r.components: electrons, muons

and Iprimary protons.• ) e-mechanism due to the excess of negative electrons
is presumabl_ a local one because of the short range of
electrons, therefore a strong E _-_ I correlation is expec-

ted, especially for I20. But experimentally this is not
the case - see fig.5 also fig.4. One can think of only

small contribution of this mechanism to I20 and negligibleto

2_O.]W - mechanism due to the positive excess of muons
in the %_ddle atmosphere. Because there is no + excess
for low energ_ muons at the level of observation /7/ this
mechanism is not local, so the electric field of all atmos-

pheric does affect the 120 and I_ 0. This can explain the .

,small and of different signs corgrelation coefficients R.• " 3) p mechanism is located especially high in the at-
mosphere where the interactions of primary protons with
air nuclei _ive a contribution to the observed rouen flux.
The change of electric potential at these levels relative
to the earth or ionosphere (we believe them to be zero)
will change energy of intemactions and accordingly the
intensity of mUCh flux. To explain 1% variation in muon
intensity the potential at 7 • 15 km should reach I GeV
Or more.
Conclusions. Short perturbations of c.r. intensit_ were
found' to" be quite common phenomenon. Its meteorological
origin and correlation with electric field is establi-
shed without doubt. The phenomenon probabl_ can be explai-
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ned by t_e electric field if the strength of this field
at high altitudes is much bigger tha_ the measured one st
surface.
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LONG-PERIOD COSMIC RAY VARIATIONS AND THEIR ALTITUDE

DEPENDENCE

Belov A.V., Gushchina R.T., Dorman L.I., Sirotina I.V.
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Wave Propagation, USSR Academy of Sciences, I@2092 Troitsk,

Moscow Region, USSR

I. The study of long-period variations from the data
of ground-based cosmic ray (CR) observations encounters gro-
at difficulties. In spite of a large value of an II-year
variation, it is more difficult to obtain its spectrum than,
say, the spectrum of a solar diurnal variation. Serious ob-
stacles are caused by changes in individual detectors and
in the whole world-wide network of CR detectors, by the ab-
sence of continuity and uniformity of data series, by vario-
us apparatus variations, etc. Therefore, in discrimination
and investigation of long-period variations an important
and determining point is preparation and preliminary analy-
sis of data.

We have used average monthly data from 28 neutron mo-
nitors for the period from IO to 26 years. All the data
were preliminarily verified. We made some corrections con-
nected with the change in the efficiency of CR detector and
with an incompleteness of some data series. Corrections due
to temperature effect w_re made. We have assumed that the
long-period variation _. of an individual monitor is caus-
ed by an isotropic variation and by first two zonal compo-
nents of primary CR anisotropy, i.e.

where an, aT, a_ and _,_, _z are amplitudes (for a rigi-
dity R=-vIO GV) _and indzces of power-law spectrum of the
isotropic part and of the zonal components of the primary

variation. We have used the acceptance coefficients Cn,CIo ,
Co_ calculated in refs. /I,2/ and in the present paper.
l_average annual data processing the amplitudes aI and ao
did not have a statistically szgnificant difference from _
zero and variation in each station were determined only by
the acceptance coefficient

(r)=io
where g is a cutoff rigidity, h is hight, W(R.g,h) are the
coupling coefficients of a given station.

In /3/ it is shown that if one uses the coupling coef-
ficients of the neutron component calculated in _@/ and the
approximation

(R, _, A): o/,._f e,x.p (- _/IE'-_e)R-_e-V(L- eXp(-ozg-_e)) ,the cool "cients o& and _ will be linearly connected with
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the depth h in the atmosphere (ad=_o.OG_ andae--_o+ge_
for h > _00 mb. For the minimal solar activity _Co =6.25 +
0.0_, _ = 0.70 + 0.04, _o: I._0 + 0.02, _ez = -0.56 +--
0.02. - -- -

Figure I presents the behaviour of the isotropic com-
ponent ao of the primary variation of CR (for a rigidity of
5, IO and 20 GV) and the change in the intensity I_ of
the green coronal line during I957-I982. Note that the ri-
gidity spectrum of the long-period CR variation is apparent-
ly "softer" in the years closest to the maxima of solar ac-
tivity and "harder" near the minima. The OR modulation
depth in a 20-th cycle is much smaller than in a I9-th or
a 21-st cycle. This difference is especially large for hard
particles. The Table presents the indices _ averaged for
years of high solar activity. In the CR spect-_um variations

a 22-year repeatability is ob-
cycle years _ served. It can possibly be ex-

19 58-61 O.6 + 0.I plained by the difference in
20 68-71 1.2 _ 0.I the level of solar activity
21 79-82 0.7 _ 0.I in the maxima of three last

- cycles.

2. The use of acceptance coefficients is not the only
way for obtaining the energy spectrum of CR variations from
the data of ground-based recorders. The other methods
require the knowledge of the altitude dependence of the va-
riation 0 of the studied component of secondary CR. It is
convenient to characterize the altitude dependence by the

quantity _S= _ m_--_; it is natural to call this quanti-
ty a variational barometric coefficient. The quantity_8
for the neutron component can be calculated with the use
made of the above-mentioned data on the altitude dependence
of coupling coefficients and the expression

of the primary spectrum of OR. The'dependence of _8 on the
. cutoff rigidity g and on the variational spectral index

is shown in Fig.2. The value of the coefficient ft, can be
an indication of the slope of the rigidity spectrum of se-
condary OR variation. Besides, the calculation of _ can

" be used for reduction of the variations observed at diffe-
rent altitudes to one barometric level and for calculation
of variations of the total barometric coefficient for diffe-
rent neutron monitors. With the help of the same data on
one can calculate also the partial barometric coefficient

_m=_ _ (m = m(R,h) is the integral multiplicity of
neutron component generation) since _=flw +_ where#
is the total barometric coefficient. The dependence of
on rigidity for h = 600 mb and IOO0 mb is shown in Fig _.
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DIURNAL VARIATIONS OF COSMIC RAY GEOMAGNETIC CUT-OFF
THRESHOLD RIGIDITIES

V.M.Dvornikov, V.E.Sdobnov, A.V.Sergeev (SibIZMIR,
Irkutsk 33, P.O.Box 4, USSR)

O.A.Danilova, M.I.Tyasto (LO IZMLRAN, Lenlngrad,V-53)

Abstract. For the period I Msy-30 June 1972, using the method
of spectrographic global survey we investigated the rigidity
variations Rc of geomagnetic cut-off as a function of local
time and the level of geomagnetic distmrbance for a number of
stations of the world-wide network.
It is shown thst geomagnetic cut-off threshold rigidities un-
dergo diurnal variations. The diurnal wave amplitude decrea-
ses with increasing threshold rigidity Rc, and the wave maxi-
mum occurs at 2-4 hr LT. The amplitude of diurnal variations
increases with increasing geomagnetic activity.
The results obtained agree with those from trajectory calcu-
lations made for an asymmetric model of the magnetosphere
during different geomagnetic fdisturbance conditions.

The study of cosmic ray (CR) intensity variations of
magnetospherlc origin observable on the ground is of interest
for two reasons: first, we cannot study CR variations of in-
terplanetary origin without making adequstely allowing for
the variations arising in the sphere of action of the magne-
tic field of the Eart_ and, second, the variations of magneto-
spheric origin themselves can be used as an additional source
of information on processes occurring inside the magnetosphe-
re at different distances from the Earth.

However. the study of the variations of this class beco-
mes difficult because _hey are observed simultaneously with
CR variations of a significantly larger amplitude which are
associated With processes in interplanetary space. In order
to separate these two types of variations, a method of spec-
trographic global survey (SGS) has been developed that makes

it possible, using ground-based CR observations at the worl_-
wide network of stations, to obtain information regarding t_e
energy and pltch-angle distribution of primary CR in the inter-
planetary magnetic field (IMF), on the IMF orientation and on

. variations of the planetary system of geqmagnetic cut-off rigi-
dities (GCR). This method was used in /I/ to obtain informa-
tion on GCR variations ( _ Rc) for a number of points of the
world-wide network during the June 1972 geomagnetic storm;

" the latitude dependence of the amplitudes of these variations
is studied and a quantitative estimation of parameters of cur-
rent systems of disturbances made. The results obtained are
consistent with current views of dynamical processes in the
magnetosphere and agree with satellite measurements /2/.

This paper investigates GCR diurnal variations, their de-
pendence on latitude and level of geomagnetic disturbance for
the period I May - 30 June 1972.

The analysis employed data from 34 world network stations.
In order to determine GCR variations at middle and lower-lati-
tude stations it is necessary to have at least two detectors
sensitive to these variations, with different coupling coef-
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ficients st threshold rigidity. Since many middle and lower-
latitude stations lack complexes of detectors required to de-
termine Rc, near-by stations were combined into such complexes
and were ascribed equal (aversged) threshold GCR (R c). The
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analysis used obsery_tlons from five such groups of statlons:
1.Kiel and Utrecht (Rc=2.5GV);2.Dourbe@ and Lindau (Rc=3.1
GV);3.the Sayan spectrograph complex (Ro=3.gGV);4.Hafelekar.
Zugs_itze, Jungfraujoch (Rc=4.3GV);5.Rome and Pic-du-Midi
(Hc=5.aGV). For each group of stations, we determined varia-
tions of threshold GCR using data sversged over a two-hour
interval.

Figs I and 2 show the variations Rc as obtained by the
SGS method, of threshold GCR for two mouths for each of the
above groups of CR stations. The period of study includes
intervals with both relatively weak geomagnetic activity
(Kp N I) and high geomagnetic activity (Kp m 3+). The mean
Kp-index that defines the geomagnetic activity for the whole
period considered is about 2+.

In order to separate the periodic part of the thresh-
old GCR variation, we employed s numerical mathematical fil-
ter /3/ which was used to separate oscillations with s period
T -_ 24 hr and the filtered-out data were then averaged by
the superposed epoch method. The results of the analysis made
are presented in Fig. 3 showing the variations of threshold
GCR during 24 hr as a function of LT (solid curve). The upper
snel of the plots represents the variations of threshold
CR during 24 hr for a period with Kp _- 2 while the lower

panel shows those for the period with Kp ._ 5.
As follows from the plots, the variations of threshold

GCR involve a diurnal variation with its maximum occurring
at 2-4 hr LT. 9or the group of stations with _c=2.5GV, the
amplitude of variations in threshold GCR during 24 hr is
,v 0.12GV for a period with Kp --2 and -_ 0.3 GV for a

period with Kp _ 5; for the group of stations with _c=3.1

GV, these_variations are _. 0.12GV and .v 0.2GV, xespective-ly, with Rc=3.9GV, -_ 0.1GV and N 0.16GV, with Rc=4.3GV
O.06GV and _- 0.1GV,with _c=5.8GV, _ O.05GV and
O.08GV.
Thus, the amplitude of the diurnal variation in thresh-

old GCR depends on threshold GCR, decreases with increasing

J-0_ , , , _ , , ,' _, t, ,., _L,, _ _ J , , , , _ ,

_0._2 _r 5 . _c • _c'3.gGV Rc'q.3GV _c'5.aGU
_ 0._ ° e

0.0_ - -

-0. \ , •
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Rc snd incresses with an enhsncement of geomsgnetic activity.
This diurnal vmristlon in threshold GCR csn be due to

seversl ressons, in psrticulsr to sn ssymmetry of the msgne-
tosphere ss s consequence of its being compressed by the SW.

Since the diurnal wave in the threshold GCR variations
was obt ined from CR observations covering s rsther long
period, this indicates that the asymmetry source for thresh-
old GCR in the magnetosphere is quasi-statlonary.

In order to confirm this, we made numericsl trajectory
cslculstions of the motion of charged particles in a real
eomsgnetic field. The real geomagnetic field was specified
n the cslculstions in terms of a model reported by Tsygs-

nenko N.A. et sl. /4/, in which a separate description is
made of magnetic fields f_om each current system of the mag-
netosphere saowlng m suDs_sntielly different spatial struc-
ture. The psrsmeters of the model depend on the level of geo-
msgnetic sctivity thst is chsrscterized by the Kp-index°

A dotted line in Fig. 3 shows the results from the nume-
ricsl cslculstions of the dependence of threshold GCR on LT.
The upper psnel refers to s quiet period (Kp _ O) snd the
lower panel corresponds to the period with Kp > 3+. The nume-
ricsl cslculstion results confirm the presence of s diurnsl
wsve obtained from experimentsl dsta, the dependence of its
smplitude on threshold GCR st the observation point and on
the level of geomagnetic sctivity.

Conclusions. It is demonstrsted both experimentslly and
theore_Icslly thmt diurnal vsristions of CR threshold GCR
do exist st middle snd lower lstitudes. The diurnsl wave sm-
litude of threshold GCR decreases with increasing threshold
CR snd increases with increasing geomagnetic sctivity. Diur-

nsl wsve maximum occurs st 2-4 hr LT. The trsjectory cslcula-
tions of the motion of chsrged particles in the geomsgnetic
field showed thmt the experimentslly found diurnsl wave in
threshold GCR is due to the asymmetry of the magnetosphere
becsuse of its being compressed by the SW.
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Abstract

The North-South asymmetry in the fluxes of solar
protons with the energy_70-200 MeV in stratosphe-
re at the invariant latitudes 62%76 _ is discussed.

1.Introduction. In the earth'S polar regions the intensity
Of the solar protons with the energy above the critical en-
ergy of geomagnetic cutoff is, according to the Liouville
theorem, the same as in the interplanetary space. The pen-
umbra in the polar regions is small and the East-West effect
is also small /I/. However the geomagnetic cutoff rigidity
R c in polar regions is difficult to calculate because it is
not sufficient to include only the internal sources of the
geomagnetic field. According to /2/, during the magneto-qu-
iescent periods the real value of Rn can be less by 0.1GV
than the calculated value because of the external sources.

During the geomagnetic storms the real value of Rc is still
lower.

2.Observations. The stratospheric exploration of the cosmic
rays (CR) initiated in the USSR in IGY provides information
on the energy spectrum and absolute flux of the solar pro-
tons intruding into the earth's atmosphere. The detector co-
nsists of two Geiger counters forming the telescope inter-
laid with the 7 mm thick aluminium filter /3/. The data on

. the stations of the stratospheric CR observations are listed
in the Table. Although the calculated values of Rc are O.5GV
and 0.6 GV at Olenya and Apatity respectively, the lower

Table. Polar stratospheric stations

_ati6n Geograp_.coordinates Invariant R_,GV ....E , Me_
Latitude Longitude Latitude 72/

Olenya, 68.95 N 33.05 E 65.7 0.5 125
(Murm.r_)
Apatity, 67.55 N 33.33 E 62.5 0.6 175
(Nut, reg.)
Mirny 66.57 S 92.92 E 76.4 0.03 0.48

energy limit of the observed solar protons at these locati-
ons is nevertheless always determined by the ionization ab-
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sorption in the residual atmosphere and is sometimes as low
as 50 MeV. This means that even in the magneto-quiet peri-
ods the rigidity of geomagnetic cutoff at Olenya and Apati-
ty is not higher than 0.3 GV.

Since the asymptotic directions of CR arrival in the
Murmansk region (Olenya, Apatity) and at Mirny are diffe-
rent /2/, the N-S anisotropy in the stratospheric observa-
tions can be expected in case of the pitch-angular anisot-
ropy of the solar cosmic ray (SCR)fluxes in the interplane-
tary space. This effect is usually observed only near the
onset of a proton event. If the SCR intensity at the atmo-
spheric boundary is not isotropic this leads to the discre-
pancy between the flux values of solar protons obtained with
a single counter and a telescope. This effect sometimes hap-
pens /4/, but the present paper will deal with the N-S ani-
sotropy which appears after the maximum of a proton event.
In such cases the data of a single counter and a telescope
coincide as a rule, so the pitch-angular isotropy at the at-
mospheric boundary takes place.

3.Comparison of the results for the Northern and the Sou-
thern hemispheres. During the period of combined measure-
ments in the Southern and the Northern hemispheres, star-
ting from 1963, about 60 solar proton measurements simulta-
neously within _I hour have been performed. From these data
we excluded the balloon flights during which the temporal
dynamic of intensity was observed and also the data obtai-
ned at the onset of events when according to the neutron
monitor data the SCR angular anisotropy was observed. In 31
of the remainder 43 flights the results agree within 10%
accuracy. In 10 flights the SCR flux was higher in the Nor-
thern hemisphere, among them 6 flights manifested discre-
pancy more than 30%; 2 measurements showed the excess SCR
flux at Mirny.

The most remarkable case of the N-S anisotropy is the
SCR event of 12.10.81 reported in /5/. During this event 10
flights in the Southern hemisphere and 39 flights in the Mu-
rmansk region were carried out. Some energetic spectra me-
asured during this event are presented in Fig. 1 together
with the Meteor /6/ and I_P-8 /7/ data. The IMP-8 differen- °
tial spectrum is recalculated by us to the integral spectrum
taking into account the intensity of protons with E_90 MeV
according to the Meteor data. The features of the event in o
question are: I/ the anisotropy is not persistent; 2/ when
the N-S anisotropy is observed the satellite data agree with
the Mirny data, and thus in the Northern hemisphere there is
an excess flux of particles. According to Meteor observati-
ons in the polar caps there was no any noticeable anisotro-
py at E _90 MeV during this period /6/. We may infer that an
excess flux of particles in the Murmansk region has a magne-
tospheric origin . The surplus flux causes the steepening of
proton spectrum at E _200 MeV which can be seen in Murmansk
data even without any comparison with simultaneous Mirny da-
ta /5/. This excess cannot be accounted for by the bremsst-
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rahlung of the auro-
ral electrons because
these are not regis- ax13.10.81 lq.lO.gl 15.10.81
tered with a telesco- 100o \I6-1_uT 15-16uT 07-0BUT
pe. A certain contri- \

bution of the brems- _+ L

strahlung can be ad- \
mitted only at 03-04 100 +\.
UT and 15-16 UT obser-

vations on 13.10.81.
The time beha-

viour of the auisot-
ropy is shown in Fig_2 1o
It is seen, that the : . "
value of the excess

flux (if occurs) gra- _ k

dually decreases with _ 1 __ _,

time. The spectrum .jz _ M_T_o_

index of the excess _o.1_[ ,-:MP-_

flux,D_ is equal to _ s'r_A'rosP_E_:
3-5 and it increases o-MO_s_
up to _ 14 during • M:aNY
the last flight on
15.10.81. The aniso-

tropy calculated as I_ i_o _ 1°°EMev _o0
oc= s)
also becomes stronger
to the end of the
event. In the bottom
of Fig. 2 we give the Fig. I Examples of energy spectra

of E_- of solar protons according tovalue s index
/8/. We failed to re- stratospheric and satellite data
veal any correlation
between the N-S anisotropy and geomagnetic disturbances.

4oDiscussion. The N-S asymmetry in the fluxes of solar pro-
t0ns wit_ E-_70-200 MeV is occasionally observed in the

. stratosphere. The 700-1000 km height satellite observations
in the polar caps /6/ have not confirmed the presence of
the anisotropy. The SCR fluxes in the polar caps agree with
the Mirny data. The surplus flux of particles in the Mur-

" mansk region is not persistent, has a steep energetic spec-
trum and the maximal energy does not exceed _ 200 MeV.
There is no correlation with the geomagnetic disturbances,
but an especially strong anisotropy was observed during the
latest phase of the event more than a day after the sudden
commencement of the geomagnetic storm marked by a triangle
in Fig. 2. Similar effects against a background of the ge-
omagnetic storms were observed in the stratosphere during
powerful proton events of the 19-th solar cycle /3/. The
spectrum steepening was supposed to be associated with the
particles accelerated or localized near the front of the
interplanetary shock of flare origin. However the direct
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measurements in the interpla-
netary space have shown that 7 $
the energy of storm particles 5 . +

@

is not higher than 30 MeV /9/. 3 + *
Unfortunately no measurements
in the Southern hemisphere _ _ o
were made at that time. a_ o a

The difference between _ a a
Murmansk and Mirny is that

Murmansk is situated on the _I0
closed magnetic shell and Mir-

¥
@

ny on the open one. An impor- _ o o

tant fact is that the effect _I ois limited in the energy ran-
@ oge of particles which penetra-

te mainly through the tail of _ o

the magnetosphere /10/, The a1_ ?_ ?
nonadiabatic processes leading K
to an additional flux of high- 6_ _ I _
-energy protons should play a 3hrole here /11/.

12 13 lq 13
OCTOBER, 1981

Fig. 2. Time behaviour of
an excess flux of partic-
les in Murmansk region.
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COSMIC RAY Be BIENNIAL DATA AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP

TO AURORAE AND SUNSPOTS.
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G.Cini Castagnoli, Istituto di Fisica Generale, UniversitA di Torino
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l. Introduction. Studies of Galactic Cosmic Ray (C.R.) variations

should give information on three dimensional aspects of the helios-

pheric magnetic fields and on the Solar wind, which modulate their

influx into the Solar System. But in order to decode the information

from the C.R. series it is necessary to know the mechanisms through

which _e modulation is produced; and this problem is not yet
solved ( , although it is clear that a balance of effects with

sources at different heliospheric latitudes results in the modulated

C.R. intensity.

The investigation of the structure of various time series of

data, characterized by the imprint of the Solar variability and its

comparison with the structure of the C.R. time series may contribute

to the phenomenological individuation of the different sources of

modulation.

The C.R. data are of two types: a)the direct measurements of the

C.R. intensity at ground since their discovery fn the last four dec-

ades or b)the record of earlier C.R. flux that has been left as cos-

moges_c isotopes in different reservoirs. In this paper we examine

the _J(2_e series in polar ice from 1900 to 1976 A.D. measured by J.-
Beer et ai.(1983) in core Dye3, Greenland.

The other time series that we t_e into consideration are those

of the Sunspot(41S.S.)j number (Rz)'V/m_)_ of the global geomagnetic
activity <aa> and of the Aurorae .

The R time series is related to the contribution to the C.R.
Z

modulation resulting from the solar conditions in the equatorial

region; its anticorrelation to the C.R. series is well known (see

• Figure i). The Auroral activity is the result of energy transfer from

the solar wind to the magnetosphere, when interplanetary shocks and

recurrent wind streams with origin at different heliospheric latitu-

° des pass by the Earth. The comparison of the <aa> index and of the
lO

aurorae series with the _ series may lead us to the determination
of a contribution to the Be production due to effects with origin

at the higher heliospheric latitudes: the effects of the stable

polar high speed wind recurrent streams occuring much more frequently

during the declining and minimum phases of solar activity and associa-

ted with coronal holes. The size of the polar coronal holes and the

C.R. intensity from 1965 to_g_976 were already found positively corre-

lated by Hundhausen et al. from 1965 to 1976. This correlation is

an evidence for the importance of the drift effects or of the
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large-scale structure of the magnetic field effects on the C.R.

modulation _7). Therefore we expect an increased C.R. flux associated

to an auroral activity independent from R . The identification of two
z

types of geomagnetic activity (the transient or Sunspot shaped activi-

ty and the stablewind stream activity) has been pointed out by

Legrand and Simon (8)

2.The series of Aurorae, <aa> index and Sunspot number R . One of the
z--

most important historical series belonging to the study of the

Solar-Terrestrial relationships is the millennial series of the Auro-

rae. It is therefore very important to compare the behaviour and

structure of this series during recent times with that of the

geomagnetic activity <aa> series available from 1868 and with the R
z

series available from 1701. The annual average of _aa> is in fact a

terrestrial parameter objectivelY2measured, related (9) to the annual
average solar wind parameter lB I V . In Figure 2 the time series are

z

shown. The Aurorae from 1721 to 1780 _q%)those collected by Rubenson

and reported by Feynman and Silverman(5 ) (note that they may be not
homogenous to those starting in 1780 ). On the whole the Aurorae

appear in phase with R except for the intervals before the most
z

important maxima of R in which they appear to be also abundant a
z

little before the R minima.
z

In Figure 3 the phase cyclograms of the three series are reported at_

=lOy. We notice how similar the topology (i.e. loops, bendings and

stretchings) of the three series looks like. Moreover a phase shift

between the cyclograms of the Aurorae (or of <aa> ) and R can be

observed. This phase shift is confirmed by the cross-cyclogra_ perfor-

med on the Aurorae and R series in the band around _=lly (Figurez
4), which is not stretched along the real axis. The two facts leed to

the conclusion that there is a part of the Auroral activity which is

not related to R and ,ithough with similar periodicity is substan-

tially phase sh_fted. We have therefore computed the series of

Aurorae linear-regression-corrected-for R , after the second order

detrending. The phase cyclogram for z_=ll,l_ of these residual

aurorae, obviously independent from R , is given in Figure 5, where .
z ,

we have also given how to find the time of maxima of the series. This

cyclogram is very straight, showing that the periodicity is constant

in time and equal to ll,ly. This is confirmed by the power spectral

density (p.s.d.) analysis of the residual Aurorae, given in Figure 6

(lower graph) in which we give also for comparison the p.s.d, of the

series of the total Aurorae (upper graph). Two interesting points

must be noticed: a)the psd of total Aurorae shows two lines one at

lO.Oy and one at ll.ly; after correcting for the equatorial activity

the residual Aurorae show only the second line; b)the psd of the

residuals shows the peak at 21.6y with its third harmonic at 7y

reinforced. The maxima starting from 1877 of the residual aurorae (see

Figure 5) happen at about the same time of the recurrent geomagnetic
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activity, which has been shown by Legrand and Simon (1981) in Fig.l

of their paper to be mostly due to the polar high speed wind streams.

i0 i0
8.The series of Be. The biennial experimental Be data were

smoothed by the running mean of two data, giving a series of 39 data

starting from 1900-1901. The global geomagnetic activity (or the

Aurorae see Figure 7a) has been splitted into the two aforementioned

series: the stable-wind-stream and the transient-R-related activity
z

(Figure 7b) covering the same interval and with the same averaging
i0

time of Be shifted by 3 years according to the cross cyclogram of
i0 i0

Be and R . The Be series has been corrl_ated in a threefoldz
to the statistical model: Be=k<a@> + h <aa_correlation, according _rans ___b

The threefold correlation shows a negative coefficient
i0

k=-0,0047 Be units/ <aa> units, ave[<aa_r-_ n ] =32.06 and a positive
coefficient h=0,0057_ ave_aa>_ .]=14.79. W_t_ these coefficients thes_aD_ i0
curve of the expected values of Be was calculated and it is shown

in Figure 7c together with the experimental data. The two curves

agree rather well if one takes into account the measurement experi-

mental errors. The errors account for about 20% of the total variance

of the series so that only 80% of the variance should be explained

from the correlation with <aa > traBs and <aa> stab" In our case the
total correlation is 62%, covering almost the entire possibility.

4.Conclusions. We have found by statistical analysis that the
i0

modulation of Be in polar ice may be due to at least two main

contributions: one is negative and in phase with the Solar flare

activity modulating the cosmic ray flux in Forbush-type decreases and

one is positive in phase with the appearence of large wind streams

situated at both polar coronal holes. Furthermore from the analysis

of Aurorae we have found that the high heliolatitude activity is

related to a stable periodicity of ll.ly whereas the low heliolatitu-

de activity contributes to the wondering of the solar cycles.
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SOLAR MODULATION OF COSMIC RAY INTENSITY AND SOLAR FLARE
EVENTS INFERRED FROM l"C CONTENTS IN DATED TREE RINGS

C. Y. Fan
Department of Physics, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721, USA

T. M. Chen and S. X. Yun
Archaeological Section, History Department, Peking University

Beijing, China

K. M. Dai

Department of Physics, Nanjing University, Nanjing, China

We have measured the AI"C values in 42 rings (from 1824 to 1865
AD) of a white spruce grown in Mackenzie Delta (68°N, 130°W) as
our continuing effort of tracing the history of solar modulation of
cosmic ray intensity. We also measured the AI_C values in 6 rings
(from 1940 to 1945 AD), searching for a 1"C increase due to two
large solar flares that occurred in 1942 and were detected by
Forbush. The results will be presented and discussed.

1. Introduction. Carbon-14 nuclei in the atmosphere are produced by cosmic-
ray-generated neutrons in l_N(n,p)l_C reaction. After the production, these
nuclei react rapidly with ambient atmosphere to become 1"CO 2 molecules. The
concentration of the 1_C 2 molecules is mainly determined by the rate of
production and the rate of transfer, first to the troposphere from the stratosphere
where most of them are produced, and then from the troposphere to the deep-sea
sink reservoir. Since cosmic ray intensity is modulated by interplanetary
magnetic fields whose strength depends on the solar activity, it is expected that
the concentration is anti-correlated with sunspot numbers. While the long-term
change in AI_C in tree rings samples, which reflects the variation of the
atmospheric 1_C concentration, has been studied by many investigators and the
correlation established beyond any doubt (e.g., Stuiver and Quay, 1980, and
references therein), the question remains as to whether the amplitude of the
expected ll-year variation is large enough to be measurable.

There was some indication that Al_C values in grains and trees grown at high
lattitudes show 1&-year periodicity (Baxter and Farmer, 1973). To study the

" possible latitudinal effect, we searched and_ fortunately, obtained two sections of
dated white spruce grown near Campbell River in Mackenzie Delta, Canada (68°N,
130°W) from Dr. M. L. Parker of the University of British Columbia; one of the

o sections contains rings from 1510 to 1972 AO. Initial measurements of 27
samples, covering the period from 1866 to 1925 AD, indicated that the AI_C
values do exhibit a 10% o fluctuation, anticorrelated with sunspot numbers. The
results were reported at the 18th International Cosmic Ray Conference (Fan et
al., 1983a, 1983b). In this paper we shall report AI_C in the ring samples from
182/4 to 1865 AD. We also measured the AI_C in 1940 to 19b,5 rings, looking for
the signature of 1_C increase, due to two large solar flares that occurred in 1942
and were reported by Forbush (1946). The results will be discussed.

2. Experiment. The task of the measurements was divided between two
institutions; the 1824 to 1865 rings were measured at the Department of History
of Peking University, whereas the 1940 to 1945 rings were measured at the
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Department of Physics of Nanjing University. The equipment used was similar; a
liquid scintillator-photom ultiplier tube device, which were carefully
intercalibrated. Both systems used two photomuitipiier tubes in coincidence to
count 1_C decay electrons and a pulse height discrimination to reduce cross-talks
between the two tubes. There was, however, a slight difference between the two
systems. At Peking University, 5-10 cm of lead was used to reduce cosmic-ray-
induced background, whereas at Nanjing University, in addition to a lead shield, a
plastic scintillator-photomultiplier tube system was used as an anti-coincidence

shield. The result of the addition was a reduction of the baekground from 6 epm
to 2 cpm. An overall precision of both systems was about 4% o, including a pure
statistical uncertainty of -3'% o.

For each measurement, about l0 g of wood is needed. Because of the
narrowness of the rings, except the 1928 ring, we had to combine two, and
sometimes three, rings to obtain a sufficient specimen for one measurement.
After being treated with the routine HCP_-NaOH-HC)_ procedure to remove resin,
the samples were converted to CO 2 and then to benzene. For one measurement,
5 cc of synthesized benzene was used. The net count rate for a modern sample
was 39 cpm. For each sample, we measured 13C/lzC for fractionation correction.

3. Results on Modulation of Cosmic Ray Intensity. The experimental results are
expressed as A'_C values which are the relative deviations of the measured 1"C

activities from the standard oxilic aeid activity of the U.S. National Bureau of

Standards, corrected for ages and isotope fractionations. For the sample prior to
1885, the correction for the Suess effect was not needed.

The data points, including 11 previously published values, are plotted in the
bottom panel of Fig. 1, along with other published AI_C values for comparison. To
show the correlation with solar activity, we plotted in the upper panel the sunspot
numbers with ordinates inverted. It is seen that, except for the 1922 cycle, with
a delay of about five years, the &i_c values are anti-correlated with sunspot
numbers; the cross-correlation coefficient is ~0.6. At present, we are baffled by
the reverse correlation in the 1822 cycle. Also, we feel uneasy about the five-
year delay, which is longer than what we had expected., We do not rule out a
possible error in the tree ring count.

/4. Results on l_C Produced by Solar Protons. Damon et al (1973), in their study
of the magnitude of the 11-year radiocarbon cycle, found that the 1"C content in
the 19/43 ring of their Arizona tree sample (32°N, 112°W) is exceptionally high.
They attributed this high activity to the 1_C production by two large solar flares,
on February 28 and March 7 of 1942, detected by Forbush (1946). A similar
increase was also observed by Burchuladze et al. (1980). Since our tree section

was from Mackenzie Delta, only about 10° from the geomagnetic pole, we expect o
to observe a larger 1_C activity in the tree rings than in the samples of Damon et
al.

In Fig. 2 we plotted the six AI_c values, together with the measurements by
Damon et al. (1973) and that by Stuver and Quay (1980), in the period from 1940
to 1954 AD. The high AI_C values in the Mackenzie wood, as compared with that
in the Washington wood of Stuiver and Quay and that in the Arizona wood of
Damon et al., can be explained by the fact that inthe near arctic circle, the air
is less contaminated by fossil fuel burning. Disregarding the difference in the
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Ligenfelter and Ramaty (1970) calculated the 14C production rates during
the 1953-1954 solar mnimum and the 1957-1958 solar maximum period as 5.0 and

° 3.5 1_C nuelei/cm 2 see, respectively, in the 700-90 ° geomagnetic latitude range.
A 42% increase in the production rate from solar activity maximum to solar
activity minimum period. The eorresponding periods in the 19th century are 1866
to 1867 and 1870 to 1871. In these two periods, we found that there is a 20% o
increase in the AI_C value. That is, a a0% increase in the production rate in the
high latitude region results in a 20% o increase in the AI_C value. The A14C
increase in the 1943 ring of the Mackenzie wood is about 20%o. Therefore, the
1_C increase due to the two flares is equivalent to a 40% increase in the 1_C
production, or, 1.5 1_C nuciei/cm _ see. According to Lingenfelter and Ramaty
(1970), the number of 1_C nuclei produced by the 1956 solar flare is equivalent to
the one-year production by cosmic ray particles. Therefore, the combined effect
of the two flares in 1942 is about one-half of that of the 1956 flare. We are
continuing our search for larger events.

5. Acknowledqment. Dr. M. L. Parker of the University of British Columbia
supplied us with the two sections of dendrochronolgocally calibrated white spruce
that made this study possible. This project is partially supported by the
subcontract R 277664 from the University of Maryland.
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COSMIC RAY SECULAR VARIATIONS IN TERRESTRIAL RECORDS AND AURORAE
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l.Introduction. The rediscovery that the Sun and .the Solar wind can
(I,2,3}

undergo important changes on historical time scales has brought

into question the stability of the cyclic behaviour of past time series

an

of Sol_r 5,6_k_ J Solar-terrestrial origin. In preceding papers we have

found by Vector Fourier as_lysis that the solar eleven year
cycle is present in the series of Be, _180, in ice cores and of TL

(thermoluminescence) in sea sediments during the last Millennia with a

frequency modulation, that we could relate to the Sun (_haviour, as
tested by comparison with the Sunspot number R series , in recent

Z

times. In a companion paper of this Conference (SH 7.1-1) we have

shown that the cyclogram of the series of yearly Aurorae from 1721 to

1979 linear-regression-corrected-for-R is straight for the periodicityz
•r=ll,ly, indicating that such periodicity is constant in time corres-

ponding to the only line present in the fly band. The maxima of _his

component appear at the same time together with the high speed solar

wind streams taking place in coronal holes situated at high heliolatitu-

des. This connection with a regular solar rithm induced us to search

for the possibility that this frequency would be dominant also in the

long running (2300 years) scanty record of historical Aurorae recorded

at mid and low latitudes in European and oriental countries.

(8,9)
2.Historical Aurorae. The record of Aurorae from 686BC to 1731AD

is here analysed: unfortunately the Sunspot record is not available

before 1700 so we cannot undertake the aforementioned procedure adopted

° for the yearly Aurorae. However similarities can be tested on the total

series: the power spectral density (p.s.d.) of the Hystorical Aurorae

has been computed for two subseries one from 687 BC to i000 AD and the

other from I000 AD to 1731 AD; and compared to the p.s.d, of the

Aurorae from 1721 to 1979 (see Figure i). We may notice that all three

p.s.d, show in the lly band two peaks respectively around il,ly and

lO.Oy: before i000 AD at lO.8y and 9.5y whereas after i000 AD at ll.4y

and lO.Sy, the recent p.s.d, at ll.ly and lO.Oy. The phase cyclogram

(see Figure 2) at _ =lly and T=IO0, infact shows frequency oscillations

of duration of about 2 centuries around two main frequencies one of a

little less than lly (right bending) before i000 AD and the other a

little greater than lly (left bending) after i000 AD. The values of the

periodicities (ll.ly and 9.9y) in the recent Aurorae record could

represent a transition similar to the one observable in Figure 2 around
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the XI century ( 1016 AD) and perhaps to another one which could have

occurred around the beginning of the Christian era.

3.Comparison of Solar-terrestrial records. The frequency modulation of

the eleven year cycle on a 2 century time scale could be associated

with the presence in the series of oscillations of the same period.

Therefore we have performed the phase cyclogram of the historical

Aurorae (Au) series at _ =200y together with those of three other

series of data in which the Solar-Terrestrial relationships could be
• (I0) 14 . (11)

involved: D/H in a South Pole zce cor_12) , C in tree rlngs ,
Thermoluminescence (TL) in a sea sediment , from 500 A.D. up to the

present time. They are shown in Figure 3. All of these cyclograms are

fairly stretched, indicating that this recurrency is present during

this interval in all the four series. However the phases of the four
14

cyclograms are different. The phase shift between Au and C is about

180 °. This can be interpreted as a consequence of the known fact that

increasing Solar activity corresponds to decreasing C.R. intensity and
14

therefore cosmogenic C production.

The cyclograms of Au and TL are approximately in phase, this favours

the hypotesis that the TL signal is in direct correlation with the

Solar activity.

The cyclograms of Au and D/H are out of phase of about 90 °. This

corresponds to the fact that the global temperature index D/H has its

maximum during the ascending phase of the 200y cycle of the Aurorae.

These considerations however are not sufficient to assess that the

origin of the 200y cycles is definitely of solar and not of terrestrial

origin, in particular because the series which shows the strongest

amplitude of 200y wave and its constancy in phase is indeed the series

of D/H. 14
Moreover the phase-cyclogram for C over the entire la Jolla series

for 8400y (see Figure 4) shows that a regular bisecular wave is not

always present: trains appear from time to time, the last one starting

at about the third century B.C. For comparison the cyclogram at _=178y

is shown in the same . __±j)
Figure The long per'pd_cities "Suess wiggles" .

have been extensively discussed by Sonett and the presence of
14

coTT_ long periodicities in C and TL were previously pointed out by
us .

4.Conclusions. This analysis shows that a cyclicity of about 200y is

(14 Cpresent in terrestrial natural phenomena in tree rings, TL series

in marine sediment, D/H global temperature index and Aurorae), which

could have a common control processbased on Solar-Terrestrial relation-

ships.

If one assumes that the Aurorae record can be used as proxy data of

Solar activity then:
14

a) its anticorrelation with C can be interpreted as a consequence of
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the well known fact that increasing Solar activity corresponds t;o

decreasing C.R. intensity;

b) its direct correlation with TL favours the hypothesis that Solar

activity is responsible for this effect;

c) the global temperature index D/H bas its maximum during the ascen-

ding phase of the Solar activity.

The analysis of the eleven years cyclicity of the Solar activity

through the structure of the Aurorae records seems to suggest that in

modern time we are having a transition similar to the one observable in

the XI century AD. Moreover there _s strong evidence that the eleven

year cycle has undergone frequency oscillations on a time scale of two

centuries, although it is very difficult to determine the periodicities

with high accuracy.
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WHEN DID THE AVERAGE COSMIC RAY FLUX INCREASE?
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La Jolla, CA 92093 (U. S. A.)

Abstract

We developed a new 1291-129Xe method to obtain cosmic ray

exl_osu_e ages and to study the average cosmic ray flux on a
10"-10 year time-scale. The method is based on secondary
neutron reactions on Te in troilite and the subsequent decay
of 129I, the reaction product to stable 129Xe. We report the
first measurements of 129I and 129Xe in aliquot samples of a
Cape York troilite sample.

Int ro duct ion

Several investigations were carried out regarding possible varia-
tions of cosmic ray intensity in the past. Cosmic ray produced 14C in
trees provides one of the most reliable records for the cosmic ray
intensity in the past 104 years in spite of some uncertainties in the
carbon cycle and/or past geomagnetic field variation [eg. 1]. For

longer periods 10Be (tl/2 = 1.61106 years) and/or 36C1 (3.0x105 years)
concentrations in ice cores or deep sea sediment cores may provide addi-
tional infox_mation on the cosmic ray flux in the past. However, there
are many uncertainties in past climates, in precipitation and sedimenta-
tion rates, in geomagnetic fields, because the terrestrial environment
is rather complex. On the other hand, the study of cosmogenic radionu-
clides in extraterrestrial matter provides key information for the his-
tory of cosmic rays. Kohl et al (1978) found that the average solar
cosmic ray (SCR) flux changed relatively little over the last 1-10 mil-

lion years, based on a study of cosmogenic 53Mn (tl/_ = 3.7x106 years)
and 26A1 (7.05x105 years) in several lunar rocks I2] The average SCR
flux during the last few million years was similar to that measured dur-

ing the last few decades by detectors on satellites. However, 14C (tl/2
" = 5740 years) [3] and 81Kr (2.1x105 years) [4] activities in lunar sam-

ples indicate that the average SCR flux during the last 104 - 105 years
was somewhat higher than the recent average flux. Very useful records
on the galactic cosmic ray (GCR) flux were observed in meteoritic detec-
tors. Nishfizmni et al (1980) carried out systematic studies on cosmo-

gonic nuclides of various half-llves such as 22Na (tl/2 = 2.6 years),
Kr, 26A1, and 53Mu in chondrites as a test for possibI_ variation of

the GCR flux during the last ~10 million years [5]. All sets of
nuclides, with the possible exception of 26A1 indicate that the averaged
GCR flux was constant within ~15%, at least during the last 5 million

_ars. More recently, Monlot et al (1983) confirmed this result using
Be as the monitor [6]. On the other hand, the records of spallation K

and Ar observed in iron meteorites reflect ~33% smaller average GCR
fluxes on the 108-109 year timescale [7, 8]. This suggests a cosmic ray
flux increase (__21108 years ago.
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129 I_:_-129Xe Method:

An investigation for possible intensity changes of GCR flux between
107 and 108 years is required. The half-life of 129I (1.57x107 years)
makes this an appropriate nuclide for such a study. The 129I in extra-
terrestrial materials is produced by cosmic ray secondary neutron reac-
tions on Te, 130Te (n,2n,_) 129I and 128Te (n,¥ _)129I, and by high
energy spallation reactions on Ba and the Rare Earth elements. Troilite
inclusions in iron meteorites are ideal monitors among extraterrestrial
materials because of their long cosmic ray exposure ages (108 to 109
years) their relatively high Te contents (~ p_n) and their low abun-

dances of Ba and Rare Earth elements. The I29I decays to stable 129Xe.
Xe is not directly produced by cosmic ray secondary neutrons, yield-

ing a fractional isobaric production ratio P (129I)/p(129I + 129Xe) ~1
[9]. The simultaneous determination of cosmogenic 129I and 129Xe in the
same troilite phase is the basic concept of the new method of determin-
ing 1291-129Xe exposure ages. This exposure age can be obtained without
any shielding and target element corrections for a constant exposure
geometry. The exposure age T can be calculated from the equation:

-_129 T 129

129 T - 1 + e XeTe

-_129 T 129

1 - e ITe

where Z129 is decay constant of 129I, 129I_ is 129I content
1 xe

(atom/sample), and 29Xe.. is cosmoeenic 129Xe content (atom/sample)
produced from Te after sub_eaction of o_her components. The comparison

_ 1291-129Xe exposure ages and with those obtained by methods such as
K-41K [7], 26A1-21Ne, and 36C1-36Ar could indicate either a complex

exposure history of the meteorite or a change in cosmic ray flux inten-
sity. We developed the experimental techniques and measured both 129I
and 129Xe in the same troilite sample of the large Cape York iron
meteorite. The 129I measurement was carried out by accelerator mass

spectrometry using the Universit_ of Rochester MP tandem van de Graaff
accelerator [see 10J, while the 29Xe measurement was performed by
static mass spectrometry.

Discussion:

The Cape York iron meteorite contains (8.3+__1.3)x106 atoms 129I/8

troilite and (2.6_+0.3)x107 atoms 129XeTe/g troilite. The 1291-129Xe
exposure age of Cape York is calculated from the above equation as T =
93 +18 million years. This is the first determination of a cosmic ray
exposure age of Cape York. The inferred Ar production rate P (3BAr) ~
200 atoms/g Fe x year [11] is one order of magnitude smaller than that
corresponding to the most shielded location for which p(38Ar) data are
available. This result documents (a) the extremely heavily shielded
location of our sample and (b) that secondary cosmic ray neutrons are
very useful in unravelling exposure histories and geometries. The Cape
York results, however, do not allow an evaluation of the average cosmic
ray flux over the 93 million year exposure period, since no other
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information on the exposure age is available. Therefore, we are now

applying the 1291-129Xe dating method to meteorites for which indepen-
dent exposure age information is either available, or can be obtained.

Acknowledgements: We thank D. Elmore for his collaboration on the 129I
accelerator mass spectrometry. This work was supported by NASA Grants
NAG 9-33 and NAG 9-41.
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COSMOGENIC-NUCLIDE PRODUCTION BY PRIMARY COSMIC-RAY PROTONS
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ABSTRACT

The production rates of cosmogenic nuclides were calculated for

the primary protons in the galactic and solar cosmic rays. At

1AU, the long-term average fluxes of solar protons usually

produce many more atoms of a cosmogenic nuclide than the

primary protons in the GCR, the exceptions being nuclides made

only by high-energy reactions (like Be-10). Because the

particle fluxes inside meteorites and other large objects in

space include many secondary neutrons, the production rates and

ratios inside large objects are often very different from those

by just the primary GCR protons. Thus it is possible to deter-

mine, by examining its cosmogenic nuclides, if a small object,

such as found among deep-sea spherules, was small in space or

broken from a meteorite. Because heliospherical modulation and

other interactions change the GCR particle spectrum, the pro-

duction of cosmogenic nuclides by the GCR particles outside the

heliosphere will be different from that by modulated GCR

primaries. Production rates and ratios for cosmogenic nuclides

would be able to identify small particles, possibly interstel-

lar in origin, that were exposed to an unmodulated spectrum of

GCR particles and to characterize the spectrum of particles to
which they were exposed.

1. Introduction. The energetic particles in the cosmic rays are about

90% protons and induce a wide variety of nuclear reactions in extra-

terrestrial matter (i). Relatively low energy (~10- to 100-MeV)

particles are emitted occasionally from the sun--the so-called solar

cosmic rays (SCR). The SCR particles are rapidly stopped in matter

(within a few centimeters) and produce a high density of product nuclei

very near the surface. The high-energy (~I-GeV) galactic cosmic-ray

(GCR) particles produce a large cascade of secondary particles,
especially neutrons, that penetrate meters into solid matter. The flux

D

of GCR particles in the solar system varies with solar activity and is

lowest at periods of maximum solar activity. Most studies of cosmogenic

nuclSdes have been for large objects (the Earth, moon, and meteorites)

and for long periods of time (averaged over many solar cycles).

Recently, there has been more interest in cosmogenic nuclide production

in very small objects (2) and also in the production variations over a

solar cycle (3), outside the solar system (4), or for periods of unusual

solar activity (5).

2. Primary Cosmic-Rays. The spectrum of solar protons is well approxi-

mated by an exponential function in rigidity (6); it has an average

spectral shape over the last million years (I) of R = I00 MV.
O

Castagnoli and Lal (5) give an equation for the spectral shape of the GCR

as a function of a solar modulation parameter (M). For the GCR protons,

spectra like those for the last two solar minima (M = 375 MeV) and maxima
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(M = 950 MeV) (1,5) were used, as well as one that is similar to the

average over a solar cycle (M = 550 MeV). A fourth GCR spectrum was the

expression of (5) for no modulation (M = 0), possibly like that of the

GCR particles outside the solar system in the local interstellar space

(IS). The shape for the expression with M = 0 is very similar to (E +

1050) to the -2.87 po_er, with E in MeV. Such an unmodulated spectrum

could be approached in the solar system during the long periods of

essentially no solar activity that occur about every few hundred years

(1,5). One estimate of the proton spectrum at the source of GCR

particles is a power law in rigidity. At high energies, this rigidity

power law was assumed to have the same intensity and shape as that

observed in the solar system. As any source GCR-particle spectrum is

modified by passage through N5 g/cm 2 of matter, this pure rigidity

power-law spectrum overestimates the proton fluxes at lower energies,

especially below NI00 MeV (6). Production rates for seven cosmogenic

nuclides were calculated with these proton spectra and with cross

sections for proton-induced reactions (see Table I). The production

rates of these nuclides observed in meteorites (with typical radii of i0
to 30 cm) are also shown in Table I.

3. Cosmo_enic-Nuclide Production Rates. Production by solar protons

usually dominates that by primary GCR protons. Only nuclides made mainly

by high-energy protons, such as Be-10 and CI-36, have very low production

rates by the low-energy solar protons. These high rates by solar protons

only occur very near the surface, and solar-proton production rates

become relatively unimportant below depths of a few centimeters (1,6).

Only the GCR source spectrum exceeds the solar-proto_ production rates,

mainly because of its high fluxes at lower energies. In most meteorites,

production by solar protons is usually not observable because the surface

layers are removed by ablation during the meteorite's passage through the

Earth's atmosphere. The ratio of the amount of a nuclide readily made by

solar protons (for example, AI-26) to that of a high-energy product (such

as Be-10) is a good indicator of the object's size when it was irradiated

in space. Activities of AI-26 and Be-IO were measured in several groups

of small (0.3- to 0.5-mm) spherules collected from sediments on the ocean

floor (2). The AI-26/Be-IO ratio and the AI-26 activity were quite high

in several of them, which indicate that those spherules probably came

from parent bodies less than a few Centimeters in diameter. Studies of

such small objects would be interesting because they may be different

" from the forms of solar system matter found in most meteorites.

The production rates of nuclides by GCR protons in interstellar

° space are high, similar to the rates produced by both primary and second-

ary GCR particles in meteorites. The relatively low-energy protons

normally removed by solar modulation in the inner solar system have

produced about the same number of nuclides as are made by secondary

neutrons in meteorites. These high production rates, plus the relatively

low loss of product nuclides by recoil in small grains (4), mean that one

should be able to identify grains that were irradiated in interstellar

space. Such grains may have been incorporated in meteorites or could

enter the Earth's atmosphere as cosmic dust. The cross sections as a

function of energy for making secondary neutrons are similar in shape to

those for producing He-3. The He-3 production rate in interstellar space

is 4 times that for the average over a solar cycle, and the flux of
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protons above I GeV in interstellar space is 2.4 times that for the

solar-cycle average. Thus, the production rates of cosmogenic nuclides

by GCR particles that have not been modulated are higher (by factors up

to 3 to 4) than those observed near the Earth during long periods of

typical solar activity.

During periods of normal solar variations, the extremes in the

activity of the sun and its subsequent modulation of the GCR particles

are represented by the solar minimum and maximum used in Table I. The

ratio of 2.4 for the He-3 production rates between these extremes is

about the variation that would be expected for the production of second-

ary neutrons. When Evans et al. (3) measured the activities of short-
lived radionuclides in a number of meteorites that fell from 1967 to

1978, the activities varied by about a factor of 3. Some of these

variations probably were caused by differences in the meteorites' sizes

or shapes or in the sample location. However, the calculations reported

here show that most of these radioactivity variations are caused by the

solar modulation of the GCR-particle flux. The observed radioactivity

variations correlated well with other indicators of solar activity (3).

Larger variations in nuclide production rates would be expected if the

solar activity exceeded one or both of the average extremes used here.

In Table I, the ratio of the GCR production rates typically observed

in meteorites to the solar-cycle-averaged rates for primary GCR protons

ranged from 2.3 to 8.0. Because the flux of primary protons inside a

meteorite is attenuated by nuclear interactions, the ratios of observed

activities to those made only by the primary GCR protons should be even

larger. These relatively low contributions by the primary particles

illustrate the importance of secondary particles in nuclide production in

large objects like meteorites. This big difference between nuclide

production by primaries only and by the fully developed secondary cascade

present in most meteorites indicates that small meteorites without a

fully developed cascade could have some unusual production rates or

ratios. Studies of such small meteorites also would help us understand

the production and transport of secondary particles in meteorites.

4. Conclusions. The calculations and results in Table I show that the

production of cosmogenic nuclides can vary considerably with both the

size of the extraterrestrial object and the amount of the solar modula-

tion of the primary GCR particles. Very small objects have high produc-

tion rates by solar protons. Typical meteorites are large enough that

the cascade of secondary particles dominates nuclide production.

Intermediate-size objects could have some unusual production rates and °

ratios. Temporal and spatial variations in nuclide production can also

result from differing GCR-particle modulation. Variations by factors of

2 to 3 can occur during a normal solar cycle, and even larger deviations

can occur when solar modulation is much stronger or weaker than usual.

5. Acknowledgements. This research was supported by NASA work order

W-14,084 and done under the auspices of the US DOE, Discussions with

J. Evans, H. V_ik, R. Jokipii, and M. Forman helped in planning this
work.
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TABLE I. Nuclide Production Rates by Primary Cosmic-Ray Protons,

Assuming C2-Chondritic Chemistry.

106 years Solar Solar Solar Local GCR Xypical
Av SCR Fax. GCR Av GCR Min. GCR IS GCR Source Meteorite

Parameter R =100 M=950 M=550 M=375 M = 0 R-2"65
O

Integral

Flux a 70 1.21 1.80 2.39 4.33 4.33

Nuclide (atoms/minute/kg)

He-3 66. 190. 318. 459. 1258. 4095. 900.

Be-lO 4.1 5.0 8.1 11.5 28.6 60.8 22.

Ne-21 395. 11.6 20.8 31.7 117. 1603. 150.

AI-26 344. 3.9 7.5 11.9 56. 1344. 60.

CI-36 0.9 1.8 3.1 4.5 11.2 20.1 7.

Ar-38 72. 3.3 5.5 8.0 24.4 260. 20.

Mn-53 590. 7.6 13.6 20.8 90. 2177. 105.

a In protons/cm2/s: solar protons for E > I0 MeV, GCR for E > 1 GeV.
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COSMIC-RAY EXPOSURE RECORDS AND ORIGINS OF METEORITES
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ABSTRACT

The cosmic-ray records of meteorites can be used to infer much

about their origins and recent histories. Some meteorites had

simple cosmic-ray exposure histories, while others had complex

exposure histories with their cosmogenic products made both

before and after a collision in space. The methods used to

interpret meteorites' cosmic-ray records, especially identi-

fying simple or complex exposure histories, often are inade-

quate. Besides spallogenic radionuclides and stable nuclides,

measurements of products that have location-sensitive produc-

tion rates, such as the tracks of heavy cosmic-ray nuclei or

neutron-capture nuclides, are very useful in accurately deter-

mining a meteorite's history. Samples from different, known

locations of a meteorite help in studying the cosmic-ray

record. Such extensive sets of meteorite measurements, plus

theoretical modeling of complex histories, will improve our

ability to predict the production of cosmogenic nuclides in

meteorites, to distinguish simple and complex exposure

histories, and to better determine exposure ages.

1. Introduction. Meteorites are fragments from a variety of objects in

the solar system and can provide important information about these

bodies. Well-determined cosmic-ray exposure histories are needed to

help to establish the origins of meteorites: where they came from and

how they were produced (1,2). In principle, the exposure history of a
meteorite should be well determined if sufficient measurements are made

of its cosmic-ray record and if the production rates and profiles of the

cosmogenic products used to interpret the measurements are known well

enough. It is unlikely that many meteorites have had their cosmic-ray

exposure histories properly determined. Wetherill (3) noted that complex

histories should be common for most likely meteorite-origin scenarios.

However, complex histories for meteorites are seldom reported, especially

_for stony meteorites. Is this discrepancy between the predicted and
reported frequencies of meteorite complex histories a problem with the

approaches pres@nt]y used to study the exposure records of meteorites?
Inadequacies in the interpretation of the cosmic-ray records of °

meteorites could mean that exposure ages and other results of meteorite

studies, such as cosmic-ray variations, also might not be correct.

Systematic experimental and theoretical studies are needed to study how
well we have been determining the recent histories of meteorites and to

develop better methods for unfolding the cosmic-ray records of
meteorites.

2. Cosmic-Ray Exposure Records. Among the ages of a meteorite, the

youngest are those determined from the activities or concentrations of

cosmogenic products. Exposure ages, the lengths of time that meteorites
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have been exposed to cosmic rays, are typically orders of magnitude

shorter than their radiometric formation ages and, for some meteorites,

their brecciation ages and collisional shock ages (4). The cosmogenic

products used to study exposure records of meteorites include stable and

radioactive nuclides and tracks of heavy cosmic-ray nuclei. If a

meteorite had a simple exposure record, then the concentration of a

cosm_genic product and its production rate can be used to determine an

exposure age. However, the production rates vary considerably with

meteoroid size and shape and with sample location (5), so corrections for

the effects of the sample's shielding geometry must be applied. Most

methods for estimating shielding corrections, such as the Ne-22/Ne-21 or

He-3/Ne-21 ratios, do not yield unique production rates but only narrow

the range of possible values (5).

Many meteorites had simple exposure ages. Detailed investigations

of the cosmic-ray records of several meteorites, such as the tracks,

radionuclides, and spallogenic noble gases in St. Severin (6), show that

the cosmogenic products were made only during one exposure geometry.

However, most meteorites have not had their exposure records shown to

h_ve been simple by such systematic studies. Another clue that a

meteorite probably had a simple history is that its exposure age is the

same as a number of other meteorites of the same type. However, there

are only a few clusters for the exposure ages of meteorites; the exposure

ages for most meteorites form a continuous distribution.

The clusters of exposure ages for a given class of meteorites, such

as the ~675 Ma (675 million years) cluster for IIIAB irons (7) or the _6

Ma peak for H-chondrites (8), suggest that these meteorites were all

produced by single, major collisional events. If these two clusters

really represent individual events, the widths of the peaks, about 15-20%

of the age, indicate that the sums of the uncertainties in determining

cosmic-ray exposure ages are fairly large. As the measurement uncertain-

ties are much smaller than 15-20%, the spread in the exposure ages for

these clusters probably results from interpreting the measurements

(although pre-irradiation or gas losses could account for some of the

spread). One likely source of this width in the exposure-age peaks is

the significant correction for shielding.

Several meteorites clearly had their cosmogenic products made both

before and after a major collisional event in space that changed the

meteoroid's geometry. The Jilin chondrite was irradiated by a signifi-

cant flux of cosmic-ray particles for ~i0 Ma near the surface of a very

" large object prior to its ejection _0.4 Ma ago as an 85-cm-radius sphere

(9). Several other meteorites have had complex histories, such as

several inferred from the disagreements among exposure ages determined

with different radionuclides or stable cosmogenic products. In very

large meteorites, such as the Canyon Diablo iron meteorite (10), one part

could have been removed by a minor collision without seriously affecting

the formation of cosmogenic products in other parts of the meteoroid.

The distinction between simple and complex exposure histories can be

difficult in some cases. Some meteorites probably have small amounts of

cosmogenic products made prior to the event that produced the object that

eventually hit the Earth. In most cases, the amounts of cosmogenic
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products made during the meteorite's final exposure geometry overwhelm

any previous production. However, if this last exposure stage was short,

then possibly the products made during the previous exposure could be

detected. As suggested by (9), the high production rates inferred for

Ne-21 from meteorites that have undersaturated AI-26 activities (that is,

exposure ages of N1Ma) could be a consequence of pre-irradlatlon. A

very special case of a complex history is when a foreign clast in a

brecciated meteorite has had a previous exposure to the solar wlnd or

cosmic rays prlor to incorporation in the meteorite (11).

3_ Systematic Experimental Studies. To properly calibrate the

predlcted production rates and profiles of cosmogenic products in
meteorites, extensive sets of measurements are needed. The measurements

should be made for samples from different, known locations and also of

products with a wide range of production-rate-versus-depth proflles

(tracks, high- and low-energy spallation, and neutron capture) and a

variety of half-lives (including stable isotopes). For example, the

Na-22 and Co-60 actlvities measured in Jilin (9) serve as a calibration

points for cosmogenic nuclides in a meteoroid with a radius of 85 cm.

The measurements of cosmogenic products in meteorite cores, such as those

from St. Severin (6) and Keyes, also are valuable reference data.

However, few such well-characterized data sets for cosmogenic

nuclides in meteorites exist (5). Most meteorites that have been

investigated in detail have radii of ~10-40 cm, which are typical of most

meteorites. There have not been many extensive studies of smaller

meteorites. Laboratory irradiations of small spherical targets are

helping to understand the production of cosmogenic nuclides in small

meteoroids (12). While Jllin had a radlus of 85 cm for its last 0.4 Ma,

its initial exposure limits studles of cosmogenic nuclldes in large

spherical meteoroids mainly to short-lived radionuclides, such as Na-22
and Co-60. More detalled measurements are needed to calibrate the models

used to predict the production rates and profiles of cosmogenic nuclides,

especially for meteorites that had unusual preatmospheric sizes or

shapes.

4. Theoretical Modellng. Calculated size- and depth-dependent produc-

tion rates can be used to illustrate the use of a meteorite's cosmic-ray

record to accurately unfold its exposure history. Most models do a

fairly good job of reproduclng the profiles of cosmogenic products in

typical-sized meteorites, such as St. Severin (6). However, some models

have trouble with very large meteorolds, like Jilin (9). Very small

meteoroids are hard to model because the cascade of secondary particles,

especially neutrons, is not fully developed (5,12) and solar-proton

production is important. Improved models are needed for all sizes,

shapes, and types (irons and stones) of meteorites.

Some of these model results have been used to study criteria for

identifying complex histories. For example, the calculated track produc-
tion rates and the Ne-22/Ne-21 ratios for meteorites with simple histor-

ies cover a small region of all possible values (13). Meteoritic samples

with tracks and neon ratios that are outslde this reglon have complex

histories. The activities of cosmogenic radlonuclides are often used in

looking for complex histories, and often these activities versus track
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production rates or Ne-22/Ne-21 ratios are used to search for unusual

exposure histories. Artificial exposure records derived from calculated

production rates and profiles can be used to test the methods used to

infer the exposure histories of meteorites. These theoretically con-

structed records for complex histories will especially help to show which
features of a meteorite's cosmic-ray record are best suited for distin-

guishing complex from simple histories and which types of complex

histories are most easily detected. Such theoretical studies would help

to find the areas where meteorite measurements or more laboratory simula-
tions or cross sections would be most useful.

5. Conclusions. Many experimental and theoretical studies are needed

to improve our ability to unfold the cosmic-ray exposure records of

meteorites. More extensive measurements of cosmogenic products in
meteorites, especially shielding-sensitive ones like tracks and neutron-

capture-produced nuclides, will help to identify meteorites that had

complex histories and to yield better exposure ages. Such improved

recent histories could aid in identifying the parent bodies for certain

meteorites, such as primitive carbonaceous chondrites (possibly from

cometary surfaces) or the SNC meteorites (the Shergottites, Nakhlites,

and Chassigny, which were possibly ejected from the martian surface).
Detailed measurements of cosmogenic products in meteorites could be used

to improve the models for predicting the production rates of these

products. Theoretical studies of the production systematics of cosmogenic
products in meteorites will help to identify areas where additional
laboratory or meteorite measurements are needed.
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I. Introduction. Through the interaction of galactic cosmic

particle radiation (GCR) a wide variety of cosmogenic nuclides
is produced in meteorites. They provide valuable historical
information about both the cosmic radiation and the bombarded

meteorites. An important way to understand the production

mechanisms of cosmogenic nuclides in meteorites is to gather
information about the depth and size dependence of the build-
up of GCR-secondary particles within meteorites of different

sizes and chemical compositions. This can be obtained by ana-
lyzing cosmogenic nuclide depth profiles in meteorites [e.g.

I]. However, suitable meteorites are rare and the especially
significant short-lived radioactive specie s have not been
measured extensively. Simulation experiments with meteorite

models offer an alternative to direct observation providing a
data basis to describe the development and action of the sec-

ondary cascade induced by the GCR in meteorites.

2. Methods. A series of thick target irradiations of spher-
ical meteorite models with radii (R) of 5, 15 and 25cm with

600 MeV protons, the maximum of the differential GCR proton

fluxes, was performed at the CERN-synchrocyclotron [2]. The
materials used to simulate the meteorite body were diorite

(R=5cm) and gabbro (R=15,25cm), both having a density of _3g
cm -3 and an extremely low water content of _10-Sg/g. Pure

elemental foils and simple chemical compounds were exposed to
the particle fieldS along cores drilled perpendicular to each
other through the center of the models. A homogeneous 4_ iso-

tropic irradiation was achieved combining four independent
movements (two translational and two rotational) of the me-

teorite models in the fixed particle beam. The irradiation

parameters for the three simulation experiments are given in
table I.

Table I: Irradiation parameters of the 600 MeV proton
simulation experiments

Model-radius Irrad.time p-Dose "Exposure age"

[cm] [min] [cm -2 ] [IO6y]

5 489.5 4.82xi015 76.0

15 750.0 2.17xi014 3.4

25 763.0 5.99xi014 9.3

3. Results and discussion. The depth-dependent production

rates of radionuclides and stable isotopes from the target
elements were determined by gamma spectroscopy, low-level
counting techniques, accelerator- and conventional mass
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spectrometry. The symbols in Figures la-e show the experimen-

tal production rates of five short-lived radioactive products
in units of [10 -% atoms s-lg -I] as a function of depth within
the meteorite models, assuming a primary proton flux of [Icm -2

s-l]. Product nuclides and targets are given in the Figures.

The limits of uncertainty do not exceed the size of the sym-

bols unless indicated by error bars. Figures la-e show only
a small fraction of over 90 target-product-pairs obtained or

in the process of reduction for each of the meteorite models.
This selection especially emphasizes low energy secondary re-

actions. The extreme examples are the 27Al(n,_)2%Na-reaction
and the (n,p)-reaction on 54Fe, mainly responsible for the
5%Mn production from iron. The other reactions occur at

slightly higher threshold energies such as the 59Co(n,2n) SSco
reaction, the mainly proton induced 27Al(p,3p4n) 22Na reaction

and the exclusively proton induced reaction 56Fe(p,n) 56Co.

Focussing on the measured data points in Figure I,_ it is

obvious that the depth profiles of all these low energy pro-
ducts increase from the surface to the center by 20%-30% in-

dependent of the radius of the meteorite model. This behav-

ior was expected for the R=15cm and the R=25cm spherical mod-
el, but was striking for the R=5cm model, demonstrating that
the contribution of GCR-secondaries cannot be neglected in
small meteorites.

It is also remarkable that for all of the mainly neutron-

produced species, the absolute production rakes at the centers
of the model meteorites increase with increasing model-radius,

as predicted for low-energy secondary products in meteorites

by various model calculations [3,4].For the exclusively pro-
ton produced 56Co(Fe), the center activities for the two large

meteorite models are indistinguishable within the limits of
uncertainty. Moreover, for the 22Na-production from AI, the

highest center activity is found in the R=15cm model, whereas
the center activity of the largest sphere is only slightly
higher than that of the smallest. Taking into consideration

that the production rates of the 56Fe(p,n) 56Co-reaction are
more than an orde_ of magnitude lower than those of the others

the reversal of the sequence for 22Na may then only be attrib-
uted to lower fluxes of charged Secondaries above the thresh-

old energy at the center of the largest model.

More precise information about the action of low energy

secondary hadrons within the meteorite models can be obtained
by calculating the contributions of primary protons to the

production of the nuclides. The solid lines in Figure I show

the calculated primary proton-induced contributions. The cal-
culations consider stopping and absorption of the primaries,
their fluxes for given energies and given positions [5] and
excitation functions of the individual nuclear reactions[6].

The general tendency for cosmogenic nuclide production by
primary protons is a decrease in production rate from the sur-

face to the center. For the small R=5cm sphere the absolute
contribution of secondary neutrons increases with increasing
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threshold and charge (Z) of the target from the 27Al(n,_) over

the 54Fe(n,p) to the 58Co(n,2n) reaction, i.e. the primary
contribution becomes less important. For other nuclear reac-

tions in all models a systematic description of the primary
and secondary contribution as a simple function of Z of target,
threshold energy and model radius cannot be observed. It is

necessary to study the nuclear parameters of each individual

target-product pair in detail. Nevertheless, the depth profiles
presented provide an excellent basis for a quantitative des-

cription of primary and secondary particle fields in extended
spherical targets under proton bombardment.

A more general point of interest is the question as to
whether the 600 MeV simulation experiments performed are suit-
able to interpret observations in meteorites. There are several

obstacles that prevent a direct comparison of the depth pro-
files in Figure I with meteorite data. Short-lived radionu-

clides have been measured only in a limited number of meteorite

falls. Depth profiles of short-lived isotopes in meteorites
have not been determined. Table 2 lists a number of meteorites

of different preatmospheric sizes for which a few short-lived

isotopes were measured [7]. Their production rates are given
in the same units as in Figure I. In view of these limitations

the following conclusions can be made: 5_Mn and 22Na-produc-
tion rates follow directly the tendency given in Figure I:

they increase from the smallest to the largest meteorites. As-

suming an average Fe-concentration of 25%, the respective pro-
duction rates in table 2 will have to be multiplied by a fac-
tor of 4 to be directly comparable. In case of the 54Mn-pro-
duction in meteorites, Fe is the major target and the meteor-
ite production rate thus exceeds the one found in the models

by a factor of 3-4. The same is valid to a larger extent for
the 22Na-production, but here the largest contribution in a
meteorite comes from Mg. The slight differences between actual

meteorite data and the results of the simulation series pre-
sented may be caused by the use of diorite and gabbro to de-

velop the secondary cascade, the density and average Z of
which is somewhat lower than that of most meteorite classes;

another reason may be found in using 600 MeV protons only. "

Though the results of the 600 MeV proton irradiation series

look very promising in modeling GCR primary and secondary

fluxes in meteorites, further experiments using higher ener-

gies and different particles are necessary to more accurately
simulate realistic conditions in space.

4. Acknowledgement. This work was partially funded by the DFG.
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TaBle 2: Short-lived radionucl±cles in meteorites of different
" preatmospheric sizes [7]

Meteorite Class Preatm. [8] Production rates
mass [IO-_ato ms s-lg -I ]

[kg ] 22Na 5_Mn

Denver L6 I. 35 5.74+0.1 6 6.5O+I .70
Murchison CM2 >I 5 6.75_O. 25 6.40_O. 33

Lost City H5 <2OO[9] 5.67_O.16 5.33_O 25
St. Severin LL6 372+14 8.41+O.66110] 6.75_O.16 [IO] "
Innisfree L 350_IOO 7.92+--O.41 6.92+--0.33

Dhajala H3 850_I 35 9.O_O. 16 13.16_0.50
Jilin H >3OOO 9.50_O. 41 11.30_I. 50
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DEPTH AND SIZE EFFECTS ON

COSMOGENIC NUCLIDE PRODUCTION IN METEORITES

P. Englert

Department of Nuclear Chemistry, University of K_in,
D-5OOO K_In I, FRG

I. Introduction. The galactic cosmic particle radiation

(GCR) can cause changes in condensed extraterrestrial matter
in different ways. It can lose energy via ionization pro-
cesses or induce nuclear reactions which lead to a wide vari-

ety of stable and radioactive cosmogenic nuclides. Which

process dominates depends on the charge and the energy of the
particle radiation and on the nature of the extraterrestrial

object exposed to this radiation, i.e. its size, chemical
and mineralogical composition. Heavy particles (Z _ 20)

incur radiation damage in minerals such as olivine and pyro-

xene. Light particles predominantly tend to induce nuclear
reactions, causing the development of a secondary particle
cascade of neutrons, protons, pions and y-rays and the pro-

duction of cosmogenic nuclides. Such processes are described

in detail by various models [1,2], which predict the depth
and size dependent production of cosmogenic nuclides.

The two principal approaches to the study of these effects

are simulation experiments and direct observations of meteo-
rites. While the simulation experiments may have advantages

with respect to a better understanding of the production pro-
cesses and the development of secondary hadron cascades in
extended matter [3], measurements of depth profiles of cos-

mogenic nuclides in meteorites fulfill two functions: They
are the criterion for the validity of the model calculations
and simulation experiment results and they establish an

empirical network of cosmogenic nuclide relations, which may

help to answer questions about the history of both the GCR
and the meteorites. This study focusses on the long-lived

cosmogenic nuclides 53Mn, 26AI and 10Be, the light noble

gases and cosmic ray tracks (CRT), keeping in mind that many
other nuclides determined also bear valuable information.

2. Methods. In order to systematically study depth and
size effects of cosmogenic nuclides in meteorites, one has

to find objects of known preatmospheric size which survived
entry into the earth's atmosphere with only a few cm of
ablation losses. In addition, well-documented samples from

a core drilled through the meteorite or from otherwise acces-

sible parts must be available for a successful study. Table
I lists a number of meteorites which fulfill these criteria

and of which cosmogenic nuclides and CRT's have been measured
extensively. In addition, several other meteorites are re-

ported in the literature, for which a part of these measure-
ments have been done [4,5]. The meteorites are listed in

order of increasing preatmospheric radius ranging from 5 cm
(77003) to approx. Im (Jilin) [6]. The coverage of the full

range of shielding depths is not always complete, as in
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Table i: Cosmogenic nuclide depth profiles in meteorites

Meteorite Preatm. light cosmic

radius rare ray

[cm] 53Mn 26AI 10Be gases tracks

ALHA77003 6 [TI] IT2] .... [TI] P

_HA78084 14 [T3,4] [T3,4] ITS] IT4] IT4]

Lost City 18 [T6] [T7] .... [T8] [T9]

St. Severin 25 [TIO,II] .... [T12] [TI3] [TI4]

Keyes 25 IT15] IT16] P IT17] [TI8]

Dhurmsala >30 [T3,19] [T3,19] P [TI9] [T19]

Jilin 85 [T20] [T20] [T20] [T20] [T20]

Footnotes: P - in preparation. [TI] P.Englert et el. (1982), Lun. Planet.

Sci. XIII, 201. [T2] J.C. Evans etal. (1979), Proc. Lun. Planet. Sci.

Conf. lOth, [O61. [T3] P.Englert et el. (1982), Fifth Int. Conf.

Geochron., Nikko, Japan, 89. [T4] R.Sarafin et. al (1985), Earth

Planet. Sci. Lett., to be published. [T5] R.K. Moniot et el. (1982),

Nucl. Instr. Meth. 203, 495. [T6] P.Englert (1985), Lun. Planet. Sci.
XVI, 215. [T7] P.J. Cressy (1971), J. Geophys. Res. 76, 4072. [T8] D.D.

Bogard et el. (1971), J. Geophys. Res. 76, 4076. [T9]----J.C. Lorin and

P.Pellas (1975), Meteoritics iO, 445. _I0] P.Englert and W.Herr (1980)

Earth Planet. Sci. Lett. 47, 361. [TII] S.K. Bhattacharya et el. (1980)
Earth Planet. Sci. Lett. 51, 45. [TI2] C.Tuniz et el. (1984), Geochim.

Cosmochim. Acta 48, 1867.--[T13] L.Schultz and P.Signer (1976), Earth

Planet. Sci. Lett. 30, 191. [TI4] Y.Cantelaube et al. (1969), In:
Meteorite Research, (P.Millman, ed.), 705. [TI5] P.Englert (1984), Lun.

Planet. Sci. XV, 248. [TI6] P.J. Cressy (1975), J.Geophys. Res. 80,

1551. [TI7] R.J. Wright et el. (1973), J. Geophys. Res. 78, 1308.

[TI8] J.C. Lorin and G.Poupeau (1978), Meteoritics 13, 410. [TI9] J.T.

Padia et el. (1984), Meteoritics 19, 288. [T20] Jilin Consortium Study

I (1985), Earth Planet. Sci. Lett. 72, 246.

Dhurmsala and Lost City. In the case of 77003, possible con-
tributions of the solar cosmic radiation to the _6AI- and

53Mn production are discussed [7]. Jilin, which underwent a

two stage irradiation, provides a model for different irrad-

. iation geometries in space, depending on the half life of

the cosmogenic nuclide considered [6].

Figure I is an example of the kind of multiple two dimen-

- sional relations which have been established for depth and

size studies of the cosmogenic nuclide production in meteo-

rites. The solid lines compare the semiempirical models for

the 53Mn production [I] and the CRT-production [8] in meteo-

rites. The symbols represent same sample measurements of

the _Mn and CRTs in core AIII of St. Severin [9,10]. If

several cosmogenic nuclides are determined in one or two

samples, this and other relations can be used to derive

shielding depths in and preatmospheric sizes of meteorites.

3. Results and Discussion. Table 2 combines results of

_Mn and other cosmogenic nuclides measured predominantly in

meteorite falls with high exposure ages (exception: Leedy and
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New Concord). All of these meteorites are saturated with

respect to the long-lived cosmogenic nuclides. Thus, only
depth and size effects or complex irradiation histories can

be responsible for the GCR-product signatures.

In general, 22Ne/21Ne-ratios on the order of 1.1±O.3 indi-

cate well-shielded locations within a meteorite. Thus the
majority of the meteorite samples in Table 2 come from shiel-

ding depths as they can be found in Dhurmsala [11] and Jilin

[10]. This conclusion is in agreement with most of the 53Mn,
26AI and I°Be data.

Preatmospheric mass determinations via CRTs are given for

Aztec (18kg) and Hainhotz (260 kg) and were tried for Rangala "_
and Leedy without conclusive results [12]. In the case of

Hainhotz, the 53Mn activity of 352±21 dpm/kg Fe confirms the

CRT result. Aztec, however, must have been a larger object
in space than indicated by the CRT measurements, because of
its low 22Ne/21Ne ratio and a 53Mn production rate of 339±28

dpm/kg Fe, exceeding that of small bodies if compared with

ALHA 77003 and ALHA 78084 [13,14]. Discrepancies between the
53Mn production rates and 22Ne/21Ne ratios exist for some me-

teorites with very long exposure ages, such as H-Ausson,

Charsonville, Breitscheid and Yocemento and are probably best
explained by complex irradiation histories. [15].



Table 2:

Meteorite Class Recov.(a) (22Ne/21Ne) c 21Ne(b) T21(c) 53Mn(d) 26AI 10Be(h) (i)
mass

[kg] [lO-8cm3STPg -I] [106y] [dpm/kg Fe] [dpm/kg] [dpm/kg]

Alfianello L6 228S 1.103 8.40 26.2 490±25 55.5±3.5(f) -- NNNN

Aztec L6 2.83 1.103 11.20 35.0 339±28(e) .... YYOO

Breitscheid H5 1.0 1.O75 9.25 27.0 297±18(e) .... YYO0

Charsonville H6 >27 1.066 22.00 61.2 333±23(e) .... YYOO

Ergheo L5 20 1.O89 7.31 16.3 415±20 57.0±2.5(f) -- YYNO

Kuyahinya L5 500S 1.098 11.20 34.2 403±32 57.O±2.5(g) -- NNNO

MerzS-Madras L3 27.7S 1.O85 9.77 28.0 447±23 55.0±2.3(g) -- YYNO

Rangala L6 3.2 1.O78 9.14 25.2 485±25 54.2±2.2(d) -- YYYO

Rose City H5 >ii 1.O42 9.42 22.7 464±25 56.0±3.5(f) -- YYNO

Khairpur E6 >15 ...... 401±24 .... 0000

Leedy L6 50 1.O85 2.34 6.1 410±34 .... NNO0
New Concord L6 226 -- 0.90 3.0 174±11 .... NN00

H-Ausson (H) (50) i. IO1 21.70 72.2 302±20(e) .... YYO0

Ausson L6 50 1.094 20.20 60.5 356±21 62±5(h) -- NNNO

Menow H4 10.5 1.16 4.90 17.5 382±32(k) 60±6(h) 19.6±2.0 YYYY

Selden LL5 1.56 -- 15.50(h) _50 359±28(k) -- 19.2±2.8 OYOY

Yocemento L5 5.92 -- 20.10(h) _65 256±26(k) -- 17.6±2.2 OYOY

Hainholtz MES 16.5 -- 5.80 19.5 352±21 .... ONNO

Footnotes: (a) M.H.Hey (1966), Catalogue of Meteorites. (b) L.Schultz and H.Kruse (1978), Nucl.Track Det.

_, 65. (c) K.Nishiizumi et al. (1980), EarthPlanet.Sci.Lett. 5__O, 156. (d) this work. (e) W.Herr et al.

(1981), Meteoritics 16, 324. (f) I.R.Cameron and Z.Top (1975), Geochim.Cosmochim.Acta 39, 1705. (g) D.

Heymann and E.Anders (1967), Geochim.Cosmochim.Acta 33, 653. (h) R.K.Moniot et al. (1983), Geochim. Cos-

mochim.Acta 47, 1887. (i) Two Y confirm that aliquots of the same sample were analyzed for cosmogenic

nuclides. (k) preliminary results.

References: _[i] T.P.Kohmann and M.L.Bender (1969), in: B.S.P.Shen (ed.), High Energy Nuclear Reactions

in Astrophysics, Benjamin, N.Y., 169. [2] R.C.Reedy (1985), J.Geophys. Res. 90, C722° [3] P.Dragovitsch

et al. (1985) SH 7.1-8, this conference. [4] TII [5] P.Englert and R.Sarafin (1984) Meteoritics 19,

223. [6] T20. [7] P.Dragovitsch et al. (1985), Proc.Nucl.Data.Conf. Santa Fe. [8] S°K.Bhattacharya et al.

(1973), J.Geophys.Res. 78, 8356. [9] TIO. [IO] TI4. [11] T3,TI9. [12] N.Bhandari et al. (1980), Nucl.

Tracks 4, 213. [13] TI.-_I4] T3, T4. [15] TI5.
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1. Introduction

The study of the cosmic ray fluxes propagation inside meteorites
is a way to improve our knowledge both on these objects (exposure
ages, size of irradiated parent bodies, location of samples within

these bodies...) and on these fluxes (spectral index, total
intensity, time variation...).

In this communication, we present some preliminary results
obtained from a model built to evaluate the different interactions

between cosmic rays and meteorites. With this model, we are able to
compute fluxes as a function of depth inside the meteorite, taking
into account energy losses by ionization and spallation reactions
which induce both particle destruction and production. This

procedure, in which particle fluxes and cross sections are treated

...independently from each other, differs significantly from the thick
t.arget approach (see Kohman & Bender-1967, Trivedi & Goal-1975) based
on the measurement of spallation products generated in accelerator
experiments.

2. Cosmic rays]qropagation inside meteorites

The basic equation describing the independent of time variation

with depth of the flux _i (cm-2 s-I May-I) can be written as :

_(_i ¢i)
_V _i + _ n _i = Qi + ...... (I)
'_ _E

where . a is the total destruction cross section of nuclear species i

• n is the number of target nuclei per unit volume,

• Qi is the production term of secondary particles,
• wi is the energy loss of nucleus i due to excitation and
ionization of the target medium (_i= -dE/dx)

• The streaming factor QV depends on the geometry of the
meteorite :

If 0 is the propagation angle,
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• _ V = cos e __5 in plane parallel geometry
5x

x being the depth in§ide the meteorite
sin'e b

• _ V = cos e__+ .... in spherical geometry,
_r r _(cos e)

r being the distance from the center.

_%Asymptotical behaviour of the transport equation.at hig h .energy
Above 1 GeV N-t, energy losses and secondary particles

production become negligible, Therefore, equation (1) reduces to :

Q ? _i + q n _i = O, (2)
The boundary conditions are :

(0, cos e) = _i,o (O<e_) in slab geometry

-- <e<_) in spherical geometry
(R, cos e) = _i,o (- 2

(we assume here that the incoming cosmic ray flux _i,o is
isotropic).
With such conditions, the solutions of equations (2) are :

_slab (x,cose) = @o exp(- _nx )

_spherical (r,cose)= @o exp[- _ n(r cos e + /R2-r2sin2e ']

In figure 1, we compare the integrated flux _ over all directions
calculated as a function of depth inside a meteorite in the case (i)

of a plane parallel
1 _ ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' I ' ' '' I ' ' ' ' shape and (ii) of a

spherical shape with
0.5 R= 40 cm. It can be

seen that the flux is

always lower if cal-
culated in the plane
parallel assumption

x than in spherical

0.1 l geometry. The error
" _ _)made in treating a

spherical 40 cm
radius meteorite as
an infinite slab
would only be of a
factor 1.2 at the
surface but it would

L I I I I I I I I I * l , J I , , , , Iz_ec°me as high as a
°'°0 10 20 30 40 factor 8 in the

DI ST AN CE cent er.

Figure 1
Comparison of depth depend_n_ inteqrated fluxes (1)

• in spherical geometry' end (2) in slab geoeetry, Note
that the surface flux (1) is higher than (2) because
of outgoing particles,
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4. Solulzon oF the complete e_uation inc]udinq secondary particles
production and energy lesses

Ne have adopted the Following procedure and assumptions:
(i) the ionization energy loss dE/dx was calculated from the
Gloeckler formula (1970),
(ii) the secondary particles production can be written as :

Q(E,cose,r) = fE o(E') P(E'+E) Q(E',cose,r)dE'

where P(E'+E) is the probability to produce a secondary particle or
energy E From a primary particle.of energy E'.

In this preliminary approach, we used P(E'.E)= P
E'

where P, the average number o£ outgoing secondaries per spallation
reaction is an ajustable parameter o£ our calculation, and the
secondary spectrum is assumed to be Flat.

The presence oF an integral term in the second member oF (1)
requires the use o£ iterative computations.
This can be described as Follows :

_i ¢(n-1 )
- P ..... dE'.v+ ¢(n) = fE E'

Details o£ the Flux computations will be described in Zanda (1£85).

The spallation cross-sections used to deduce nuclei production
are derived From Silberberg and Tsao. (1972a, 1972b, 1977, 1979).

The energetic particles may have two origins :
(i) the galactic cosmic rays which are modulated by the solar
activity (we derived our modulated spectrum out o£ Proteroe, Ormes
and Comstock -1£81),
(ii) the solar cosmic ays. Since this solar source consists in
particles with E_IO0 MeV, it only afifiects the First Few centimeters
oF the meteorite and will not be considered here.

5. P#eliminary results

Because oF the existing experimental data, we chose to first
test our model on the iron meteorite Grant. Computations were made
for a meteorite having the same chemical composition and various
radius (40 cm, 35 cm and 30 cm) admiring a secondary particle yield
per interaction p=0.75. Figure 2 shows a comparison o£ our results
with measurements by Signer and Nier (1£60) for Ne21. It can be seen
that there is a good agreement between calculation results and
experimental datas For a radius o£ 35 cm which is a little less than
the pre-atmospheric radius that these authors derived o£ their
calculation.
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6. Conclusion
The results obtained with the model presented here are sufficiently
encouraging to pursue and improve that type of studies, in particular
by finding a proper treatment for the outstanding problem of
secondary particles production. Unfortunately, taking into account
the actual geometry of a meteoritical sample at the time it suffers
the bulk of the cosmic ray irradiation will still remind a

difficulty.
We wish to thank G. Malinie for helpful discussions throughout the

preparation of this paper.
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CLUSTERS AND CYCLES IN THE COSMIC RAY AGE

DISTRIBUTIONS OF METEORITES

Martin Fo Woodard* and K. Marti

University of California, San Diego

La Jolla, California 92093

ABSTRACT

Statistically significant clusters in the cosmic ray exposure

age distributions of some groups of iron and stone meteorites

are observed, suggesting epochs of enhanced collisions and

breakups. Fourier analyses of the age distributions of chon-

drites reveal no significant periods, nor does the same analy-

sis when applied to iron meteorite clusters.

*Present address: Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, Mail Stop 16, 60

Garden Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138°

Introduction. Cosmic ray interactions in meteorites produce a variety of spal-

lation products which depend on the target element abundances, the size and

location within a meteorite. Radioactive and stable cosmogenic nuclide pairs

with half-lives ranging from a few years to 109 years can be used to determine

the cosmic ray exposure history of an object. The radioactive nuclides with

half-lives short, compared with the time interval of exposure to cosmic rays,

are in secular equilibrium and define the production rates. For a constant

exposure geometry measured amounts of the stable integrating nuclides coupled

with radionuclide measurements are used to obtain the integral time of exposure

to cosmic rays. The advantage of this approach is that reliable exposure age
information can be obtained in samples reflecting variable degrees of cosmic

ray shielding as in large meteorites or in cases of incomplete development of

the secondary cascade typically observed in small meteorites. A number of

methods were developed for the calculation of production rates and of cosmic

ray exposure ages (e.g. Voshage, 1962; Nishiizumi et al., 1980; Marti, 1984;

Lavielle et alo, 1984). Exposure ages for iron met_eo_tes based on 40K-41K

and 38Ar data indicate some cl_stering of exposure ages for several groups of

irons (e.g. Voshage and Feldmann, 1979; Lavielle et al., 1984). Exposure age
distributions for chondrites were studied several times (e.g. WUnke, 1966;

Crabb and Schultz, 1981) o Noble gas data were recently compiled by Schultz

and Kruse (1983)o

Methods of Analysis. To test the significance of a cluster of M samples with-

in a given group of N (>M) meteorites, we first assign an age span, T, to the

group as a whole, Based on the rough appearance of the age distribution of the

group. We then select a value, W, much shorter than T, similar to the age

spread of the candidate cluster. Under the assumption that the N group mem-

5ers are uniformly and randomly distributed over the age interval [O,T], we

calculate the probability of finding at least M samples within some subinter-
val of duration W.

The cluster probabilities were computed by performing Monte Carlo

simulations on a vax 11/780 computer° For each trial of the simulation, N

pseudo-random numbers were generated on the interval [O,T]o A set of overlap-

ping subintervals, each of duration W, were defined so that their starting
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points form a uniform grid in which successive subintervals overlap by 90% so

as to cover the interval [O,T]. If at least M of the N random numbers is

found in one or more of the subintervals, a "success" is recorded. The esti-

mated occurrence probability for a cluster of M meteorites is the number of

successes divided by the total number of trials°

Various tests of the Pseudo-random number generator have been made,

including a comparison with a direct calculation of the cluster probability in

a limiting case where a simple analytic expression applies.

We have also searched for periodicity in the age distributions of

both individual meteorite groups and in the age distributions of clusters. A

discrete time series is formed by assigning to each of a set of uniformly-

spaced time bins, the number of samples lying within the bino A Fourier spec-

trum is then computed for these time series and is examined for outstanding

peaks, the significance of a peak in the power spectrum is evaluated by com-

puting the probability of finding a peak at least as high as the real one in

the spectrum of a randomly generated age distribution (using a Monte Carlo

procedure quite analogous to the above method of establishing cluster proba-
bilitieso

Results. A cluster is designated "probable" if its probability of occurrence,

by the previously described test, is less than 10% and "very probable" if the

probability is less than 1%o Groups of probable and very probable clusters
are listed in the table below.

Table List of SignificantExposure Age Clusters and CalculatedProbabilities.

Average
Group N T Age of M W Probabillty

(Myr) Cluster
(Myr)

£

H Chondrites 95 20 2 45 3 0/105

Enstatlte
Achondrltes 9 115 60 5 8 94/104

Irons IA 13 i03 440 5 50 207103

Irons IIA 7 103 25 4 50 111/104

Irons IID 3 ' 103 360 3 50 60/104

IronsIlia 19 103 650 7 50 2/103

IronsIIIE 6 103 475 3 50 104/103

Irons IVA 13 103 375 i0 150 17104

400 6 75 60/104

400 4 40 198/2000

Irons IVB 5 . 103 875 3 50 50/103
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Column 1 gives the group containing the cluster, columns 2 and 3 give the size

of the group, N, and its age span, T. Column 4 gives the estimated age and

column 5 the number of samples in the cluster. Columns 6 and 7 give, respec-

tively, the age span, W, of the cluster and the probability of random occur-
rence (the latter expression displays explicitly both the number of successes

and the total number of trials from which the successes were derived). The

table does not list all clusters found because some of these overlap in time.

A Fourier analysis of the H chondrite group, using only meteorites

with exposure ages between i0 and 40 Myr (i.e., ignoring the big peak at 7Myr)

yielded no significant periods° Similarly, no significant peaks were found in

the fourier spectrum of the L chondrites between 0 and 40 Myr. A power spec-

trum of the age distribution of the iron meteorites (see table) also yielded
no significant periods.

Discussion. We regard the clustering as real since probable or very probable

clusters occur in most of the major subgroups. The statistical significance
assigned to the clusters depended on the assumed test model of a uniform dis-

tribution over the stated ranges, T. For instance, for each of the iron

groups T = i000 Myr is roughly the cutoff age for the irons as a whole. A more

realistic hypotheses against _lich to test cluster significance might be to

distribute the samples exponentially, to simulate the gradual decrease in the
number samples of increasing age.

To obtain some idea of the sensitivity of the results to our assump-

tions, we have also computed the cluster probabilities by choosing a width W

in excess of the apparent age range of the cluster, thereby overestimating the

probability, for example, for the iron IIIE subgroup, changing W/T from 5%

(corresponding to the result in the table) to 7% increases the probability from

"10% to ~20%, therefore, this cluster must be considered marginal. On the

other hand, the probability of the cluster in the IA iron group increases from

~2% to ~9% when the assumed width of the cluster changes from 5% to 8%o The

IA cluster and most of the clusters listed in the table are at least probable

even when their age ranges are overestimated.

One interpretation of the clusters is that they represent epochs of
increased meteorite formation resulting from individual collisions of asteroids

or comets. In this case, one would expect to see a cluster of width corres-

ponding to uncertainties in the age values° However, secondary breakups of

the original collision products, complex exposure histories, and spatial

variations in the cosmic ray flux, can all degrade the sharpness of the clus-

terso Thus it is important to know whether the actual spread in the ages of

samples from a given cluster can be accounted for by any of the above factors.

Multiple collisions with asteroids might produce meteorites over an

extended period° One possible example of such an enhancement is the iron IVA

cluster at 400 Myr, extending over an age interval W = 150 Myr. The fact that

this interval, containing i0 samples is exceptionally long leads us to sus-

pect that two or more clusters are present° Belonging to the aforementioned

i0 are 6 samples of average age 400 Myr, which themselves constitute a very

probable cluster listed in the table. The remaining four samples do not

constitute a cluster by our criterion, however a more sophisticated test might
reveal a second cluster.
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Conclusions. The record of cosmic ray effects in iron and stone meteorites

was studied° Statistically significant clusters in the exposure age distribu-

tions of these objects were found, suggesting epochs of enhanced meteorite

formation, possibly as the result of collisions and breakups° Significant ex-

posure age clusters are found or confirmed for the following groups of meteo-

rites: H-Chondrites at 7 Myr, enstatite achondrites at 60 Myr, iron group IA

at 450 Myr, IIA < 50 Myr, IID at 350 Myr, IIIA at 650 Myr, IIIE at 475 Myr, IVA

at 400 Myr and IVB at 875 Myro A Fourier analysis of the age distributions of

both H and L chondrites reveals no significant periods, nor does the same

analysis when applied to the age distributions of iron meteorite clusters
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FLARE PARTICLES AND THE PRIMORDIAL SOLAR NEBULA
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ABSTRACT

Except for the proton component, it is well

known that the chemical abundances of solar flare

particles are similar to those of galactic cosmic

_ays at their sources. In order to infer the
He/IH ratio in the solar atmosphere, this ratio

as observed in the interstellar gases has been
taken into account in addition to those which

have been obtained Of galactic cosmic rays and the

stars classified as the early types. Since it is
clear that the most of these ratios ever deduced

for both of the sun and solar flare particles

are lower than those for the interstellar gases,

this ratio thus obtained seems to suggest that

hydrogens are relatively overabundant in the chemi-

cal abundances of the sun and the primordial

solar nebula as compared to those of the inter-

stellar gases being currently observed.

I. Introduction

As well known, the relative abundance of the helium

atoms in the sun has never been exactly determinedspectro-

....sc_pically because the temperature of the solar photosphere

is too low for these atoms to be excited(l). Using the
observed data on the chemical composition of solar flare

particles and the solar chromosphere, the4rat_o of heliums
to hydrogens in numbe_r, being denoted as He/ H in this

paper, has thus been estimated so far. This ratio, however,

gives a value about equal to 0.0625, which is not coincident

with those which have been estimated as 0.091 - 0.ii from

the spectroscopic observations of the early type sta_s. 1
Even now, it can, therefore, be said that the ratio He/ H

for the sun has not been determined as yet. For this reason,
many people still use the values as estimated for these

stars in investigating some problems on solar physics, though

they do not seem to be confident of their usage of those
values for this ratio.

Recently, the spectroscopic data on the ratio 4He/IH

have been accumulated from the investigations on the chemical

compositions of the interstellar gases and the planetary
nebulae(2). In this paper, this ratio in the sun will be

reexamined by taking into account these data.
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2. The Relative Abundance of Helium Atoms in the Solar Atmo-

sphere and Solar Flare Particles

It is thought that the chemical composition of solar

flare particles may give us an important clue to understand

the acceleration mechanism of these particles in solar

flares. This composition has, therefore, been repeatedly

observed by means of balloons, rockets and satellites since

the late 1950's. At present, it is known that this composi-

tion tends to become systematica&ly overabundant for the

heavy nuclei with the increase of their charge numbers(3, 4).

It has, however, been shown that the relative abun_anc_ of
hydrogen atoms is somehow variable, but the ratio He/ H is

given to be 0.063 + 0.015 (i).

Since it is known that the ratio of helium to the

medium nuclei (C,N,O) in number is almost constant from o_e
observation to another, the variability on the ratio -He/ H

seems to have been caused by that of the hydrogen ahoms in

solar flare particle events. However, it should be noted

that this ratio as given above is much less than that which

is currently applied to the study of the solar interiour and

atmosphere. Furthermore, this ratio is not coincident with

those which have been determined from the spectroscopic

observations on the interstellar gases and the planetary

nebulae(2). Really speaking, the former is also much less
than the latters.

In order to compare these ratios from'_ach other, they

are shown in Fig. 1 as a function of the logarythmic value

I l I _ I ! !

• QO"

- . Q21o 0 o • .

-- . o o o A __=0 _6
-d5 ,=2

i I
Arm _ •

I I I , i I I I

0.04 0.08 _12 0.16 G20
4?H

Fig. 1 Relation between the ratios C/O and 4He/IH for

the interstellar gases, the solar atmosphere, solar

flare particles and galactic cosmic rays(see text
for the detail).
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of the ratio C/O(2). In this figure, black circles(l) show

the spectroscopic data on the interstellar gases and the
planetary nebulae. White circles with and without dot inside

(5, 6), black squares(7) and triangle(8) all indicate the

data from the spectroscopic observations on the solar atmo-

sphere by different authors. Two diamonds have been obtained

from the chemical composition of galactic cosmic rays(9) .

The left-end one indicates the value for the high-energy
galactic cosmic rays, which is still less than that for solar

flare particles which is indicated by white square.

It is clear from Fig. 1 that the ratio C/O remains

almost constant for all the values of the sol_r atmosphere
and solar flare particles, whereas the ratio He/-H widely

ranges from 0.06 to 0.095. In this figure, there are _wo 1
curves for the relation between the ratios of C/O and He/ H
which are given as a function of the stellar masses. Black

and dashed curves, respectively, correspond to different

values of the mixing length, _, in the convective layers of
the stars of different masses, where H denote_ the scale

height of these layers. The numbers on these curves give the

masses of the stars i_ th_ unit of the solar mass.
Since the ratio He/ H for the sun is highly deviated

from these two curves, the relative abundance of hydrogen

atoms may be overabundant to the sun as compared with other

Sunlike stars. If this is to be the case, the accretion of

hydrogen gases may have happened very effectively during the
early phase of the formation of the primordial solar nebula.

Thus the excess of hydrogens seems to have resulted in the

relative abundances of the present solar atmosphere.

3. Conclusion

4 1
The He/ H ratios in the chemical compositions of solar

flar•e particles and the solar photosphere have been shown to
be always less than those which are observed on the inter-

stellar gases and the planetary nebulae. This tendency is

also found on the chemical composition of the primordial

solar nebula. These results suggest that the primordial

solar nebula mighthave already been overabundant of hydrogen
atoms in the initial stage of its evolution.

It is noted that this overabundance of hydrogen atoms

in the chemical composition of the present solar atmosphere

seems favorable to fix the case for the missing solar neu-

trinos, which is now thought as the one of the most difficult

problems in astrophysical research(10) .
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ABUNDANCE BY COMPLEX OF SCINTILLATIO_ _:QUIPME_TS
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The main characteristics of scintillation equipments

which enable the measurements of radiocarbon content

with high accuracy of 0.2-0.3_ have been considered.

The complex of scintillation devices has been operat-

ing very well for the last 15 years and has allowed

to investigate the temporal variation of solar acti-

vity and intensity of cosmic rays for the last 300

years.

Studies of various astrophysical, geophysical and eco-

logical phenomena by way of investlga_ion of radiocarbon

activity in dendrocronologically dated samples have been

under way since 1965 [I].

Two types of detectors are used at present for the mea-

surement of the 14C concentration in denarochronologically

dated tree-rings: proportional and liquid scintillation

counters. We preZer the liquid scintillation counter because

it allows to use tens of gram of carbon in relatively small

volume, which is important for high precise measurements of

astrophysical samples. Pirstly single-channel equipment

with a stabilization of the photomnltipller and amplifiers

was developed and used [2-3] • Per stabilization the special

light impulse generator with stable amplituGe was developeG.

Counting rate of onefold standard was 48.33 imp.per min. a_

a background b. 5 imp.per min. Precision oi radiocarbon measu-

rements was oi 0.3-0.4%.But use of an electron lamp 6G-14 B

as a light impulse generator had several defects: a necessity

of stabilization of light impulse amplituGe, short life time
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of the electron lamp,increased background of the scintilla-

tion equipments and so on.That is why light impulse genera-

tor using light diode KL I02B has been developed,which is

smaller,more simple and has longer llfe in comparison with

device with electron lamp.

Block-diagram of developed two-channel scintillation
equipments is shown in Fig. I.

Fig. 1. Block-diagram of two-channel scintillation equipment.

C-cuvette with investigated sample,R-reflector,PM-photo-

m_ltiplier,MCA-main channel amplifier,CCA-coincidence chan-

nel amplifier,LTG-light impulse generator,SlF-synchronous

impulse former,RV-reference voltage,K-key,IC-intermediate

cascade,DD-differential discrlminator,LTCC-lower threshold

of coincidence channel,DCC-discriminator of coincidence

channel,DUT-discriminator of upper threshold,DLT-discrlmi-

nator of lower threshold,UTF-upper threshold former,LTF-

-lower threshold former,COP-coincidence channel former,

CA-coincidence assembly, DL-delay line,INV-invertor,

ACA-anticoincidence assembly.

Stabilization is made by light impulses of the diode

KL I02B which is triggered by signals of electric impulses

generator with a stable amplitide and definite frequency

1700 Hz. Generator operates the key which forbids a passing

of the stabilization impulses.
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Light impulses passing through photomultiplier and

main amplifier form a voltage in the scheme of reference

voltage which is proportional to the value of stabiliza-

tion impulse and operate the thresholds of differential

discriminators.With the variation of amplification coeffi-

cient of PM and amplifier the thresholds of discriminators

are a_tomatically changed into necessary direction and

prevent the system from destabilization.

To study temporal variation of radiocarbon abundance

in the samples with high precision it is necessary to make

longcontin_ed measurements.To increase the number of measu-

red samples five two-channel scintillation equipments were
made (Table).

Table.
i i u

Volume Counting rate Counting rate Nst Detection
ml of the back- of the standard efficiency

ground N_ imp/rain
imp./min " Nst _, %

i .i i ii in

6 4.77 39.42 18 58

10 5.48 55.98 24 53

13 7.75 82.42 30 58

15 9.59 92.48 30 58

21 9.25 146.90 48 64
I I I ,, i i i.. I _ lu i li

Different values of cuvettes allow to use the samples with

different masses of carbon without dilution.

To investigate time variation of 140 abundance in the

Earth's atmosphere dendrochronologically dated annual

rings of the trees of different species and from different

regions of the Earth were used.Dated samples were trans-

formed to a benzene in a chemical way.

Activity of investigated sample relative to the

standard is calculated by the following formulae :

(7'4c = -iv t •/00o.
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where Ns and Nst - are counting rates of the sample and
standard accordingly.

Por fractionation correction we measured 130/120 in

the samples.

513C_ FRs - Rs_t[ . ooo
R s and Rst are the ratios of 130/120 in the sample and
standard accordii_ly.

Radiocarbon activity with taking into account frac-

tionation correction is calculated by the formulae :

,,'+c = I'_6 - (,2I"e +soJ(t+ i-_ ) _o.
Obtained results on time variation of cosmic rays are

discussed in paperSM2H5presented at this conference.
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RADIOCARBON CONTENT IN THE ANNUAL TREE RINGS DURING LAST

150 YEARS AND TIME VARIATION OF COSMIC RAYS
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The results of high accuracy measurements of radiocar-

bon abundance in precisely dated tree rings in the in-

terval 1800-1950 yrs have been discussed. Radiocarbon

content caused by solar activity is established.Using

obtained data the temporal dependence of cosmic rays
is constructed.

Using the complex of scintillation equipments _] tempo-

ral variations of radiocarbon content in the Earth's atmos-

phere have been obtained for the time interval 1800 to 1950

year, Accuracy of radiocarbon measurements in tree rings was

0,2-0,3%. For fractionation correction we measured 13C/120

by mass-spectrometer MI-1201 with the accuracy 0.03%.

To reveal the cyclic components in the radiocarbon abun-

dance temporal dependence we used two possibilities: method

of spectral analysis and Burg's method. Spectral analysis me-

thod can be used both for long and short temporal rows and

allow to treat experimental data row with the gaps. Burg's

method is used for short rows and allows to reveal a periodi- "

city which is comparative with a length of the row.

Now we consider the concrete results for the period j

1850-1940 years. Both using methods allow to establish iuthe

radiocarbon row 11-years periodicity which can be connected

with the well-known solar cycle. To reveal the nature of con-

nection between the solar activity and the radiocarbon abun-

dance we use correlative analysis: between A_and Wolf num-

bers W(t) not only for all the interval (1850-1940 yrs) but

for single solar cycles too. Analysis shows negative correla-

tion with a time shift about 4-5 yrs.
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Negative correlation means that the main source of

radiocarbon abundance variation is solar modulation of cos-

mic ray intensity. Based on this fact the tlme-variatlon of

cosmic ray intensity in the past has been obtained.

The scheme is the followlng. One adopts a model for the

carbon-exchange reservoir and establishes its dynamic para-

meters. Then one converts the radiocarbon content of _ree-

rings into the rate Q(t) of radiocarbon formation in the

Earth's atmosphere in the time-interval of in_erest.An_ fi-,

nally one transforms Q(t) into the galactic cosmic-ray flux.

We used the five-reservoir model, incorporating the

atmosphere A,the biosphere B, hum_s H, the ocean surface

layer S and the deep ocean 0 (for details see [2,3] ).

Within the rigidity range 0.5 _R_50 G¥, which contri-

0utes about 95_ to Q(t),the variations of the primary spec-

trum D(R,t) caused by solar modulation are described by an

exponential function of the type [3] :

-_C_j/R (I)
.=Q(_e) =_(e O)o

where D_,U) represents the interstellar cosmic-ray specrum

and K(t) is a modulation parameter. Dorman [4] has obtained

an expression rela_ing the atmosphere 14C formation rate

to the variations in the primary cosmic-ray spectrum:

u_ --_ - j _-h-3 "'"" (2)
" where W(R) serves as the planetary coupling factor for the

rate of radiocarbon formation by cosmic rays.

" In view of the normalization condition

W(RJdR : t
and the relation o

J

one may put Eq, (2) in the form

IO(_J
-_ e-'<i'_wUej'''"d,G-d

f.
O)

.3
0
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Using Dorman's values [4] of W(R) one readily obtains the

expression [5] I I f.2_

K(t)= O..O,2E I 5C2(_)1 (4)o0
Normalization is taken here at minimum solar activity

(maximum radiocarbon formation rate).

If the primary cosmic-ray spectrum confirms to a power

law with respect to total energy the intensity variation in

the rigidity range (RI,R 2) at the Earth's orbit will be:

/

_2.6 is the spectral index, E(R)= eT_ e+
where

e

is the total energy of a proton ( _o, e are the proton

mass and charge; c is the speed of light).

Pigure I shols the cosmic-ray intensity variation we

have obtained in this way within the rigidity interval

1.5

o9 L0.2

0. l i I I I I I I I =
t850 /8?0 fSgO YPfO lgJO y

Fig. 1. Intensity variations of galactic cosmic rays within
the rigidity ra_e O. 5 _<R _<50 _V"
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0.5_ R 450 GV. 11-year periodicity is clear seen in all

considered tlme-interval. Amplitude of variation is in

good agreement with the direct experimental data obtained

during two last cycles of solar activity.
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COSMOGENIC Mn-53 IN _ETEORITES

Alexeev, V.A. and Lavrukhina, A.K.

V I.Vernadskv Institute of Geochemistry and
Analytical Chemistry, USSE Academy of Scien-
ces, Moscow, U_SR

The distributions of the Mn-53 contents
in 106 nonantarctic and 112 antarctic chond-
rites were analysed. A correlation analysis
of these distributions showed that the corre-

lation coefficient is a maximum (rmax=0.75+
0.03) when the histogram for antarctic chord-

rites is displaced by 4D+_8 dpm kg-IFe towards
lower Mn-53 contents.

The distribution of Mn-53 saturated con-
tents in nonantarctic ordinary chondrites was
investigated as a function of their radiation
age (T). It is found that the Mn-53 average
content is higher b (21+9)% in H-chondrites
with radiation age _g 12-Myr than in those
with T ; 12 Myr. This effect can be attributed
to the fact that a considerable proportion of
H-chondrites with T _ 12 Myr originates from a
comet or from the objects of Chiron like,with
the orbits more inclined to the ecliptic pla-
ne and/or more extended, which caused their
irradiatlonby cosmic rays of higher intensi-
ty. The greater proportion of such chondrites
in the antarctic meteorites might cause the
aforementioned higher Mn-53 content in the me-
teorites from Antarctica.

Studies of lon6-1ived cosmogenic radionuclide
Mn-53 (ti/2=3.7 Myr) in meteorites can supply evidence
on both the ,cosmic-ray intensity variation and the ra-
diation history of these cosmic bodies. The direct co-
unting of Mn-53 presents difficulties because of the
soft K-radiation; also rather large amounts of precio-

"us material would be needed. Millard /I/ pointed out
the possibility of converting Mn-53 into the _-emit-
ring Mn-54 by a neutron capture. The large cross- sec-
tion affords much greater sensitivity for the determi-
nation of Mn-53.

We studied the different procedures on the Mn iso-
lation from the meteoritic metal, found the optimal
conditions of the irradiation, and determined the
Mn-53 content in the iron meteorites and in the metal
of chondrites. About I g of meteoritic metal along

with the Mn carrier (5 mg) were dissolved in HNO 3.Pre-
and post-irradiation chemical procedures were mainly
similar to those reported by Imamura et al. /2/. The
manganese was isolated by ion exchange procedures and
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then in the form Nn02 was irradiated 1156 hours in the _
researh reactor. Results of our measurements were pub-
lished in /3,4/. This paper presents an analysis of da-
ta reported in the literature and authorss data on the
_n-53 content in ordinary chondrites.

The distributions of the Mn-53 contents in 106
nonantarctic and 112 antarctic chondrites were analysed
(see Fig.l). A correlation analysis of these distribu-
tions showed that the correlation coefficient is a ma-

ximum (rmax=0.75+0.03), when the histogram f_or antarc-
tic chondrites i_ displaced by 40+_8 dpm kg-I_e towards
±ower Mn-53 contents (Fig.2). That is, the Mn-53 con-
tent in antarctic chondrites is higher, on the average,
than in nonantarctic chondrites, in spite of higher
earth age of the antarctic meteorites.

This fact can be explaned by several reasons: (a)
antarctic meteorites have higher radiation ages; (b)an-
tarctic meteorites were irradiated in space by cosmic
rays of higher intensity due to, possibly, a higher ex-
t_nt or a larger inclination to the ecliptic plane of
the orbits of these meteorites /5/.

The distribution of Mn-53 saturated contents in
nonantarctic ordinary chondrites was investigated as a
•function of their radiation age. The equation:

Asat=Ameas/( 1-e -T'ln2/t) ,

was used to calculate the saturated content of _n-53

(Asat). Here A m is measured content of Mn-53, t ishalf-life of e_, and T is radiation age of meteorite.
The radiation age of chondrites was determined from the

cosmogenic 21Ne content and its production rate (P21).
The P21 values were calculated according to relation
proposed by Nishiizumi et al. /6/. The noble gas data
are from the compilation by Schultz and Kruse /7/. When
more than one analysis was available for a given meteo-
rite, the average of the exposure ages was used. Ne-21
and Ne-22 concentrations were corrected for a trapped

. component, using a solar isotopic composition for the
solar-gas bearing meteorites and atmospheric ratios for
the rest of the analyses /8,9/.

The results for 56 E-chondrite are shown in Pig.3.
- It is found that the _n-53 average content is higher by

(21+9)% in H-chondrites with radiation age T_ 12 _lyr
yea_s than in those with T _ 12 Myr. A similar excess,
though less pronounced, we observed for L- and L_-chon-
drites too. The analysis showed that this excess takes
place both for the falls and for the finds, and is not
due to the difference in meteorite mass distribution
in different age groups. A similar, but less pronoun-
ced effect is noticed also for A1-26. The higher Mn-53
and A1-26 saturated contenbs in chondrites of low ra-
diation age, especially in H-chondrites, can be attri-
buted to the fact that a considerable proportion of
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meteorites with T4 12 Myr originates from a comet or
from the objects of Chiron like, with the orbits more
inclined to the ecliptic plane and/oT more extended
/10,11/, which caused their irradiation by cosmic rays
of higher intensity. The greater proportion of such
chondrites in the antarctic meteorites might cause the
aforementioned higher Zn-53 content in the meteorites
from Antarctica.

These dat_ can supply the additional information
for study of variations of galactic cosmic-rays inten-
sity during the last _IO _iyr.
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Figure captions
Fig.1. Distributions of _n-53 content in 112 antarctic

(dashed line, the histrogram is hatched) and
106 nonantarctic (solid line) ordinary chondri-
tes.

Fig.2. Correlation coefficient (r) of the distributions
of _n-53 contents in antarctic and nonantarctic
chondrites as function of the histogram displa-
cement (_). Displacement of the antarctic chon-
drites histogram towards lower _n-53 c_ntents
corresponds to the positive values of d . The
equation of the parabola was derived by the le-
ast sguares method and is of the form:

r=(71'_4) .10-2+( 22__3).10 -4._ -( 27_+3).10 -6._ 2

Analy@is of this eguation showed that the maxi-
mum of the r (rmax:O.75) corresponds to the c9 :
40_+Sdpm kg -I Fe.
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_ig.3. Distributions of Mn-53 saturated contents as a
function of radiation age in 56 nonantarctic H-
chondrites. Hatched areas correspond to the ave-
rage _n-53 contents (N +0_ ) for T L- 12 an8 T_
12 _yr. The open circle_ stand for the finds,
and the full for the falls.
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RESULTSOF ULTRA-LOWLEVEL 71Ge COUNTING

FORAPPLICATION IN THE "GALLEX"-SOLARNEUTRINOEXPERIMENT

AT THE GRANSASSOUNDERGROUNDPHYSICSLABORATORY

Hampel, W., Heusser, G., HUbner, M., Kiko, J.

Kirsten, T., Schneider, K. and Schlotz, R.

Max-Planck-lnstitut fur Kernphysik, Postfach 103980

D-6900 Heidelberg, Federal Republic of Germany

ABSTRACT

It has been experimentally verified that the
Ultra-Low-Level Counting System for the "Gallex"-
solar neutrino experiment is capable to measure
the expected solar v-flux to +12% during two
years of operation.

I. Introduction. More than a decade after Davis implemented his

Chlorine detector, experimental solar neutrino spectroscopy is still in

a state of infancy and lacks behind existing technical possibilities.

The only available experimental result, a deficit of solar 8B-neutrinos

as nmasured with the Cl-detector, has caused serious doubts on the ap-

propriateness of our understanding of stellar structure and evolution.

Urgently required is the detection of the pp-neutrinos from the princi-

pal fusion reaction p+p . d+e++_e.Their flux is largely model indepen-

dent and directly related to the solar luminosity. The extremely low

energy of pp-neutrinos (maximum 420 keV) limits the choice of potential

radiochemical detector materials. The Gallium detector, based on

71Ga(ve,e-)71Ge is by far the most promising pp-neutrino detector. The

newly for_ed "Gallex-collaboration" (I) intends to perform a solar neu-

trino experiment based on this reaction at the Gran Sasso Underground

Physics Laboratory (Italy) (2), The major goals of this experiment are:

- to provide the first experimental proof that the sun is producing

its energy by nuclear fusion.

- to limit or identify neutrino mass differences through eventual _e-

disappearance between sun and detector via neutrino oscillations.

The parameter range accessible in this way is many orders of magni-



tude below t h a t  f o r  o ther  v-osci 1 l a t i o n  experiments. 

- t o  i d e n t i f y  the cause of the "so la r  neu t r ino  puzzle" posed by the 

Ch lo r ine  so la r  neu t r ino  experiment (3) .  

2. Out l ine  o f  experiment components 

( 1 ) Underground labora to ry  

Cosmic ray-induced (p  ,n) react ions produce 7 1 ~ e  from 7 1 ~ a  j u s t  

as so la r  neu t r ino  capture, The overburden requ i red  t o  suppress 
- . the cosmic ray-induced 7 1 ~ e  product ion r a t e  t o  <2% o f  the  expect- 
,' - 

-' ed neu t r i no  induced product ion r a t e  i s  3100 m.w.e. (correspond- 
- 2  -1 i n g  t o  a muon f l u x  o f  Ip=21 m d ). The generous space a v a i l a b l e  

i n  the Gran Sasso underground labora to ry  i s  sh ie lded by 3200- 

3500 m.w.e., hence s u f f i c i e n t  f o r  the experiment. Background re -  
69 ac t i ons  w i l l  a l s o  be monitored by 6 9 ~ a  (p,n) Ge. This r eac t i on  

7 1 has an even l a r g e r  y i e l d  than 71~a(p ,n )  Ge, whereas pp-neutrinos 

d o h o t  $duce 6 9 ~ e .  

( 2 )  Target 

The h igh  costs  o f  Gal 1 ium fo r ce  us t o  choosg t he  small e s t  t a r g e t  

s i z e  which i s  s t i l l  s u f f i c i e n t  t o  produce a - +lo% r e s u l t  w i t h i n  

4 years o f  measurements ( t h i s ,  assumes the standard so la r  model 

neu t r ino  f l u x ) .  Given the achieved condi t ions (see below), t h i s  

corresponds t o  30 t o f  Ga (converted i n t o  8m GaC1 so lu t ion) .  

The requ i red  radiochemical p u r i t y  o f  t h i s  s o l u t i o n  has been de- 

monstrated t o  be achievable even i n  the m u l t i t o n  scale. Ga ac- 

qu i  s i  t i o n  i's pending. 

(3 )  Ge e x t r a c t i o n  system 

The q u a n t i t a t i v e  and reproducib le  ex t rac t i on  o f  Ge (as v o l a t i  1 e 

GeC14) from GaClg s o l u t i o n  and i t s  conversion i n t o  GeH4 (Germane) 

t o  be used as count ing gas has been developed and tes ted  i n  t he  

e a r l i e r  BNL MPI 1.3 t Ga p i l o t  experiment (4).  

(4)  Counting system 

" ~ e  1.43 d) decays by K (88%) L (10.3%), and M(1.7%) 

e l ec t ron  capture. Auger-electrons and stopped 'x-rays a re  counted 

i n  GeH4/Xe gas mix tures i n  m in ia tu r i zed  p ropor t iona l  counters 

made o f  u l t r apu re  mater ia ls .  Up t o  8 counters can be accommodat- 

ed i n  the  we l l  o f  a we l l  type NaI p a i r  spectrometer. Apar t  from 

i t s  ant ico inc idence mode, i t  serves i n  the  coincidence mode t o  
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identify 69Ge decays (TI/2=I.6 d; EC; EC+y; and e+ _" 2_). The Nal
crystal is surrounded by plastic scintillator anticoincidence

shields and passive Fe/Pb shields. The data from all active compo-

nents (proportional counters, Nal halves, plastic scintillators)are

fed into the PDP/LSI computer both for on line evaluation and for

storage on magnetic tape ("Mulia" system) (4).

3. Results of Ultra-Low Level Background Reduction

In the proposed configuration of the Gallex experiment one expects per

run an average of 7 71Ge decays during the first month afteY extraction

according to the standard solar model. From this it follows that back- 1

ground rates of order _ I c/I0 days must be achieved. Apart from the meas-
ures described above, this goal is in particular approached by a complete

pulse shape analysis using a transient digitizer to reject background,

mainly from Compton electrons and from electronic noise.

The energy deposition from Auger electrons and X-rays emitted in the

71Ge electron caoture decay results in a spectrum with 2 peaks: the_

peak at _I.2 keV and the K peak at _I0.4 keV, Counting efficiencies c are

determined using active 71Ge in prototype counters. Thus, the _cceptance

fields of 95% are defined in an energy-pulse form parameter plot for K-

and L peak (Fig.1).lThe pulse form is most efficiently parameterized as

I _PS(t)dt/S(tma x) where S(t) is the pulse heightG.l= S(T)/S(tmax). T

at time t after pulse °v onset, tmax is the time at which S(t) is maximal,

and T is an empirically selected parameter, here T=160 nanoseconds. In

this way, background pulses simulated by Compton electrons from a 60Co

source are rejected with an efficiency of 96.3% (L peak) and 99.9% (K

peak).

The values previously achieved with many counters (CL=25%, b=O.2 cpd;

CK=38%, b=O.08 cpd) would allow to determine a solar neutrino rate of
90 SNU with a standard error of 14% in a two year experiment (50 extrac-

tions). 90 SNU is the rate compatible with the Cl detector result inter-

preted in terms of astrophysical causes ("consistent" model). Meanwhile,

improvements have been made and background rates measured with some coun-

ters are about a factor of two lower than the values listed above. Fig.2

displays the results of a 51.5 day background measurement obtained with

one of the best counters. Here bK=O.04 cpd, bL=O.08 cpd. This would allow
to measure 90 SNU with a 30 t Ga detector during two years of operation
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to _ 12%, as compared to +I0% if the background were zero. Additional ad-

vances have been recently made with an improved counter design. Its dead

volume is reduced to 5% by directly evaporating the Al-cathode onto the

quartz tube and directly sealing the tungsten anode wire into the quartz

ends. With this counter type we obtain an overall efficiency of 74%

(_K=46%' _L=28%)"

E.ergy [keV] El_crgy [kcV]

0 2 l 6 8 R) 12 I.t 0 2 /- 6 8 R) 12 ! I.

,s)_.._. '.... ,w)........_unt_ t39 Backsround

I v- _or calibration "" _unt_ _3

751 '_l Count_ ¢t43 75 "_-'-I $1. S da_ds

I U

._()i " . . . • .- .. ., .. . . • ,. .• _ :m ,.;..¢.., . .._... ,:,.",• .l •

0 |(NI _(N) _Nt ICN) ."dN) (
ItW) 2IN| ;$4N) |iX) FWN)

(:ha.:Icl - N.ml|lN.r (:ha|_ncl - Numl_r

/

Fig.l: 71Ge spectrum and 95% accept- Fig.2: Result of 51.5 days of
ance fields for genuine 71Ge background counting of coun-

yz< decays, The pulse shape para- ter #43 applying pulse
meter G.I is defined in the shape analysis with the

j t_xt. MULIA system. Acceptance
J windows for K and L peak

are indicated.
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CORRELATION BETWEEN SOLAR"NEUTRINO FLUX"

AND OTHER SOLAR PHENOMENA

SIDDHESHWAR LAL,
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UNIVERSITY OF INDORE,

INDORE - 452001.

A.SUBRAMANIAN,

TATA INSTITUTE OF FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH,

BOMBAY-400005.

l. Introduction.

We have made a study of the solar neutrino

data obtained by Davis et al (i) with a tank of CCI 4
located 4800 mwe underground and shown in Fig.l for the

period 1970-83.These observations are on the production

rates of Ar37atoms via the reaction 9e+C137.Ar37+e - in
the tank caused presumably by a flux of neutrino's from
the Sun.

It is now well known that the combined

average rate of production of Ar37obtained as 0.47±.04

atoms/day and depicted in Fig.l is too low by a factor

=3 from that expected from thermonuclear chain reaction_

in the Sun (2) .Added to this difficulty in understanding

the source of discrepancy between the expected and observed

reaction rates are the numerous suggestions that the

obtained data exhibit temporal variations (3,4) .Recently

we have carried out a statistical analysis (5) of the data

shown in Fig.l. While one cannot make a strong claim for

time variations based on a simple X 2 test,we have shown

that the data represented by run numbers marked 27,71 and

the sequence of low values following run no.60 and some

others are significantly deviated.ln fact there seems to be

a correlation of adjacent data points exhibiting a pattern

of variation shown in Fig.2 for which the X2 test of

constancy hypothesis yields a probability of only 0.03%
_(_-=37.5/13d.f.)

/ in this paper we pursue the idea of possible

time variations in the data shown in Fig.l and attempt to

correlate the variations to two other phenomena of solar

origin-the sunspot number and the geomagnetic Ap index.

2. CORRELATION STUDIES WITH SUNSPOTS AND GEOMAGNETIC INDICES

Following the early suggestions(4) , Basu (6)

has found a positive correlation between the solar neutrino

data of Davis of et al and monthly average of geomagnetic

Ap indices. Sakurai (3) suggested the correlation with
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biennial variations in the sunspots.

We have noted a correlation between the geomagnetic

index and IRzl ,the derivative of smoothed sunspot number
Ap

(7) ,which is shown in Fig,3,This correlation could merely

suggest a common link of solar wind between IRzl and

monthly mean Ap index. We also fiDd a fairly good correlation

between the production rate of Ar 37atOms and IRzl (Fig.4).The

significance of this correlation is at a level of 4_ effect.

IRzl appears to be a better correlation _arameter than the
biennial periodicity of the sunspot number as orignially

suggested by Sakurai (3) .The correlation of Ar 37 with Ap

index is somewhat less significant (3.3_ effect) than with

IR'iz

3.Conculsions.

A statistical analysis of the data obtained by Davis

et al on the solar neutrino flux suggests fluctuations with

time within a period of 12 years or so for which the data is

currently available. These variations appear to have positive

correlation with IRzI_bsolute_ rate of variation of smoothed
sunspot number) which in turn has a positive correlation

with the geomagnetic Ap index. Thus the solar neutrino flux

recorded in the Davis et al experiment seems to have a

connection with even a low energy phenomenon occurring on the

such as the generation of solar wind. We admit the possibility

of isolated large fluctuations like run nos.27 and 71(Fig.l

and 2 ) being correlated to large solar flares occurring on

the visible disc of the sun as has been suggested by

Bazilevskaya et al (3) .

We would like to thank Dr.S.P.Agrawal for discussions.
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VARIABILITY ON THE SOLAR NEUTRINO FLUX
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Rokkakubashi, Yokohama 221, Japan

ABSTRACT

It is suggested that the quasi-biennial change
in the observed flux of the solar neutrinos is

causally related to some non-linear process at

the central core of the sun, being associated

with the change in the central temperature.

This process seems to be responsible for the

physical adjustment of the internal structure

of the sun. Numerical simulation on this pro-

cess is able to reproduce the quasi-biennial
change in the flux of these neutrinos.

i. Introduction In order to see the rate of the energy pro-

duction at the central core of the sun, Davis and his asso-

ciates have been measuring the flux of the solar neutrinos

which are mainly produced from the PP III process (1) .

According to their results, the mean observed flux of these

neutrinos for more than ten years is by a factor three or

more less than the flux theoretcially expected from the

standard model of the sun. At present, this discrepancy

between observed and theoretical fluxes is thought as a

serious problem in the research fields of astrophysics, being
known as the "missing solar neutrinos,"because this has seem-

ing! y suggested that the proton-proton chain reactions have

been prevented from working well effectively in a manner as
predicted from the theoretical treatment for the internal

structure of the sun on the basis of the standard model(2).

The observed results by Davis et al. certainly indicate

that the proton-proton chain reactions are only ineffectively

taking place in the interiour of the sun, but it has recently
been suggested that these results further indicate that the

rate of thesereactions has been varying quasi-biennially

with_ a period of about 26 months(3). Although the sun itself

should be considered to be a self-regulating feedback system

with respect to the energy generation, such periodic varia- *

tion just mentioned may have been caused by some non-linear

process taking place in association with the proton-proton
chain reactions.

2. Quasi-Biennial Chan_e in the Observed Flux of the Solar

Neutrinos Davis and his associates have been making the
measurement of the neutrino flux from the sun for more than

ten years(l). Since the results obtained by them are now

available to investigate the efficiency of the proton-proton

chain reactions at the cnetral core of the sun and its long-

term change if any. Using these results, an analysis has
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been done to find out possible periodic change in the observ-

ed fluxes of these neutrinos during the last ten years or

so(3,4,5) .

Since the intervals between two successive measurements

of these neutrinos are not equally distributed, but scattered

at random, the observed fluxes have been averaged over for

four monthly intervals without taking the number of the mea-

surements in each interval into account(3) . The analysed

- , 6s
1.5 , , , , ...... , NU

0

E
° 1.0

4

_0.5 , F "" ,, 2

_ i p /j /j •

_l.I/ / I / '

a o.o1970 1972 19% 1976 1978 1950
YEAR

Fig. l A "periodic" variation of the..four-monthly

mean flux of the solar neutrinos produced mainly

from the PP III reaction(3) .

result is shown in Fig. i, in which error ranges have been

estimated using the error bars appeared in the original data

given by Davis and hisassociates.

The result shown in Fig. 1 clearly indicates that the

observed flux of the solar neutrinos had been varying quasi-

biennially with a period of about 26 months during the years

up to 1981. This seems to mean that the efficiency of the

PP III process _ad been changing quasi-biennially because

these neutrinos had been mostly released within three seconds

" into outer space after produced at the eentral core of the

sun. According to Fig. i, it seems that the observed back-

ground flux of the neutrinos has a tendency to vary through-

, out the solar activity cycle, since this flux seems to have

been highest during the solar maximum. However, this ten-

dency is not so clearly seen when compared with the quasi-

biennial change as considered above.

3. Possible Mechanism of the Quasi-Biennial Change In order

to explain the quasi-biennial periodicfty On the time vari-

ation of the neutrino production at the central core of the

sun, a non-linear process has been considered as a candidate

to control the proton-pr0ton chain reactions, in particular,

PP III reaction. Since the efficiency of this reaction is

shown to be strongly dependent on the temperature at the

central core of the sun, this process seems to be controlled
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by this temperature (6). Thus it seems appropriate to assume

that this temperature, being denoted by T, is controlled by

a non-linear process as following the equation described as

dT(t)
= [ a - bT(t-_) IT(t) ,

dt -- --

where a and b are both constant. Time T(t-_) is the one

which _s earlier than t by_ . The above equation, therefore,

expresses that the temperature T(t) is regulated by the time

T(t-_) as dtermined by the time (t-F). This has first been

considered to apply to biological population and chemical

reactions(7).

From the physical point of view, this process indicates

that the temperature varies as being controlled by the time

being earlier by?. By taking some numerical values for

and b, the above equation has been numerically simulated to

reproduce the periodic change as shown in Fig. i. One of

these numerical simulations is shown in Fig, 2 as an exam-

ple and this seems to be applicable to explain the quasi-

biennial periodicity in the temperature variation at the

central core of the sun. Thus, the quasi-biennial periodi-

city in the neutrino flux from the sun can be well reproduced

.

° lJ// I "
_.00 0.09 4-S0 8.00 12.00 S.O0 20.00 24.00 2B. O0 82.00 88.00 40.00 44.00

!
Fig. 2 An example of the numerical simulation for

the efficiency of the PP III reaction.

from the non-linear process conSidered above.

As inferred from from Fig. 2, the occurrence of the

periodicity as seen in this figure does not depend seriously

on the initial condition which is related to the numerical

values of _, a and b. For this reason, the quasi-biennial

change in the efficiency of the PP III reaction as shown in

Fig. 1 seems to be almost always excited easily whenever

some instability is induced at the central core of the sun,

which is associated with the change in the temperature there.
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4. Concluding Remarks The quasi-biennial change as seen
on the observed flux of the solar neutrinos has been numeri-

cally simulated by taking into account the non-linear pro-

cess as described in this paper, which is associated with the

change in the temperature at the central core of the sun.

As theoretically deduced earlier, the sun is thought as a

self-regulating feedback system with respect to the main-

tenance of the internal physical processes as related to the

proton-proton chain reactions. It should be noted, further-

more, that the temperature and its radial gradient plays

the most important role in adjusting the internal structure

of the sun (2) .

Thus it may be said that, as described in this paper,

the non-linear process associated with the change in the

central temperature is responsible for the quasi-biennial

variation on the efficiency of the PP III reaction.
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I. Introduction.

The Most challenging problem in neutrino astronomy in
the past two decades has been the solar neutrino problem,
i.e., the discrepancy between the predicted rate of detec-
tion of neutrinos in the standard solar model of 6...8 SNU
and the averaged value 2.1_ 0.3 SNU actually observed
(ISNU_ 10"3_captures/sec _C1 atom; cf. 1,2).

In this paper we shortly review the results of our
Fourier transformation of the unequally-spaced time series
of the recorded 31Ar production rate of the solar neutrino
experiment (runs 18-80, 1970-1983). We will determine sig-
nificance criteria for every period discovered by the
harmonic analysis (3,4). We will also perform a Fourier
synthesis of certain discovered harmonics and it seems
that the solar neutrino flux increases shock like with a
period of approximately 8.3 years and after that breacks
down. We point to possible connections between the periods
found by the harmonic analysis and several observed pheno-
mena on the solar surface.

2. Fourier Analysis of the _Ar Production Rate Measurements
For the harmonlc analysis of the time series of 59 mea-

surements of the *_Ar production rate {_) (runs 18-80, cf.
I) we consider it as a stochastic process which we can
split phenomenologically into two components :{(_@)_
where _denotes a non-stochastic function of time - the
systematically varying component in {_ -, and _(_ denotes _-_
the stationary stochastic process - the remainder in _
The systematically varying component _ can be split als_
into the trend _ which we consider as time independent
identified with the mean value over all n = 59 measurements
(_, o_3 _Ar atoms p_r day). and the non-stochastic periodic
function_ _.__). Further we make the ansatz ford(t)k .... k
composed of slnusolaal and coslnusoidal terms : vk(_
_v_k_)_ _,[_)_,,_ . From the harmonic analysis of
$(_)by means of the finite Fourier transformation of un-
@qually-spaced data described in (2,4) we obtain the power
spectrum N__,(_ shown in Fig.1 by multiplying the
Fourier transform W_)with its conjugate complex form_'_) .
For a detailed discussion of the connection between the
power spectrum_,_ and the related spectral window see (4,
5). In Fig.1 are clearly recognizable the periods_ = 8.33,
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5.26, 2.13, 1.56, 0.83, 0.64, 0.54, and 0.50 (all _'s in
years, i = I,...,8). We consider the complementary power
quotient,_-Q_(_-_(_v_))l_ , shown in Fig.1 as a function
of v , as the significance cmiterion for every discovered
harmonics of frequency v_ ( _ is the variance of the respec-
tive measurement). The higher the complementary power
quotient the higher the significance of the considered
harmonics. If we compare the power spectrum in Fig.1 ob-
tained for runs 18-80 with earlier results of the Fourier
analysis for runs 18-69 (2) and 18-74 (5) we find full
consistency.

_. Fourier Synthesis of Certain Harmonics Discovered in
the _r _roductlon Rate
All Vitiations in _he power spectrum _,_ shown in Fig.1

with power quotients a-Q = 0.9500...I.0000 we consider as

belonging to the stationary stochastic process _[_)which
has by definition no significant meaning for the search for
periodics in _(_ . The periods T, . _ in Fig.1 are
characterized by nearly equidistant frequencies and could
be attributed to a series of harmonic waves. Taking every
frequency of those six periods into consideration we can
synthesize it to sinusoidal oscillations of the _Ar pro-
duction rate belonging to a fundamental wave with_-_
years. For the purpose of smoothing the stochasticly
caused function _ in _(_)we perform a folding of _) with
Gauss" normal distribution function. If we multiply the
Fourier transform of _ by the Gauss function the high
frequencies will be smoothed out symmetrically to the
frequency zero. In the process of the reconstruction
(Fourier synthesis) of the time series _) all harmonics
with low frequencies will have the main contribution and
determine the smoothed form of _) . This procedure applied
to the _Ar production rate _) with the fundamental wave
T, = 8.33 years as shown in Fig.l, and a smoothing constant

= 3 years -_ led to Fig.2. In Fig.2 we see that there
occur three shock like rising waves _ithin the fundamental
period Y_ = 8.33 y_ars up to a maximum _Ar production rate
and after that a _reack down of the WArproduction rate
can be observed. To prove the influence of a curve shown
in Fig.2 on the power spectrum given in Fig.1 we performed

, the Fourier analysis of ×(_ in Fig.2 and obtained the
power spectrum N_ (see Fig.3). The power spectrum _) in
Fig.3 reproduces nearly completely a_l periods found in the
harmonic analysis of the _r production rate measured in
the solar neutrino experiment (I),_= 4.5,_= 2.34,_ =
2.17, _= 1.73, _ = 1.49 (all T's in years), and fits into _
the fundamental period_ = 8.33 years the new period_ =
11.1 years. Ue believe that the value of the period _o =
11.1 years is connected with the total running period of
the experiment of Davis and associates (I).
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4, Remarks
- One of the eight periods discovered by harmonic analy-

sis, T_ = 2.13 years, is identical with the quasi-biennial
period obtained by Sakurai (6)•

- It is interesting to note that Rieger et al. (7)
recently published results concerning a 154 day periodicity
in the occurence of hard x-ray flares of the Sun. Approxi-
mately the s_ne periodicity observed Wolff (8) which he
attributes to g-mode oscillations of the Sun. Both periods
are rather close to our periods T_and_.

- In the present understanding of the solar interior
only very few is known about physical processes which
could lead to variations of the solar neutrino flux with
periods in the order of years• However, non standard
solar models are still under consideration where gravity
mode oscillations are excited (9) and specific stratifica-
tion of the solar interior exists (10). Such non standard
solar models can explain, in principle, short time varia-
tions of the solar neutrino flux.
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sOLAR _UTRIN0:TL_GOSMIC BAYS A_D THE 11YEAR SOLAR CYCLE

_ohbas Raychaudhuri

Department of Applied Mathematics

Calcutta University, Calcutta-700009, INDIA

It is shown that the results of maximum likelihood treatment of Monte

Carlo simulation with c_stant production rate of 7.6 SNU and 1-8 SNU

are consistent wi%h the constant production rate when the tests of hypo-.
theses(e._g, %-testp3tm-test_ilco_Dn-Mamn-_itaey test_run test etc.)has
been applied to the two groups of data formed from sunspot _Lnimu_ range

and sunspot maximum range whereas the real data pulsates with the solar

activity cycletIt is shown that SN flux-change is in opposite phase to
the solar activi_ cycle and lags behind the latter by about one year.A

correlation between SN flux and the cosmic rays has also been suggested.

Ra_chaudhuri(1,2,3,4,5,6_d Gavrin et al(7)sho,ed that the solar neu-

tri_e(SN)flux data is _ with the solar activity cycle.Fmychaudhuri
(3,_5,6)showed that the fluxes will be higher in the sunspot minimmm

range than in the s_%tmaximum range. _kis is supported by the data
presented by Rowley et al(8)at the solar neutrino and neutrino astronu%y

conference held at Lead, South Dakota.Apart from the abo_ variation Ray-
chaudhuri(5,6)showed that there is also a quasiblemliel _ariation from
19_3-1975 and 1979-1981.This type of variation is already observed by

Gne_Ishe_9)and Filisetti(lO)in the cosmic ray intensity(proton flare),

In thispaper an estimste of the moving a_erage(5 successive run numbe$
data is considered to find the statistical significant variation of SN

flux with the solar activity cycle of 11 years by t-testj_L_-test,Wilcoxon
=Manm_k_itney test and run test-To search variation in a convincing man-
her the above tests of _potheses have been applied te the data that had

beem generated by Monte Carlo simulation and background parameters are

typical of those in the actual experiment-
SOIAR ACTIVITY C__ AND(a)MOVING A_2_AC_ DATA_blMONTE C_Q SIMULATED

DATA, _ITH CONSTA_ pRODUCT!ON RA_(i)%6 _ A_n _ _.__.SNUAND(ii)!.8 8_J..iHere we apply the _ proceedure as in Raychaudhuri(5,6)

l)8tudent t-re st:-a(i)Movin_, average data
We form the two groups,the first group o_mprises sunspot m/_mtm range

(about 4"6 years)and the second group i.e.,the rest c_mprises sunspot
maximum range.Let us now collect the data from the run number 36 to 58
from August 1974 to February 1979(about _.6 years)for the first group.If

we now set up the null hypothesis H : m, = m_against the alternati_s m,>

mA o_he statistics t is given by(here the difference of variance _s not

+ _ •

where4_ = Nt_N_-_In the above case N,--_3,N_=_7_9=48 which gives t-_.5_
Thus we can conclude that 99.9% of the data pulsates with the solar acti

vity cycle._e standard error of the difference of means is _ 51(.Hence
the data are __nt with the ass_m_ that the two means are

(_ Y___ average of the movingaverage data:-Here one group c_mprises

the yearly average data from 1975 to 1978 an_ the other gr_up c_mprises
•rest of the moving a%_rage data. _ get for 9 d.f. t--2.76.The stamdard

error of the difference of the means is 3.1g which suggests that the
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• '(_------------__o _,_.1.3_- _oductionrates"

i Ipbserved in the Chlorine SNL I , _ . I -_*-o_ experiment 1970-1982 and the
"_ I | ,| , I $ _i:i_o',d._ a_era6e data(dashed

constant production rate of

! i_ • _ ....

_o means of the two samples are
!not equal.

"_ : :_S; , . _, ...,,, b)Fonte G_rlo simulated data

_0 _verage data. In the case of
- 7.6 SNU the difference of

'. variance is s_nificant. W_
• j . , | '_, ,o have to use the formula for"

_or d.f. 47,t=1.19 The stand.
error of the difference

two means is 1.1 E .H_nce

• i_he tw_ means are equal i.e,,

__ Ithe stead_ flux is accepta-

'hlrm,,. _ '.Im,,_-_,_'._-_,li,...,_, : _ 'b_e. In the case of 1.8 SNUi- :the difference of _Aanee__o_--._:::-:_-:....--_.__._.__.--,,._ . ..............
/ 1- ' ..................... ]"°'° l!S not _cant. Hence %= "

!_ / / , / t:_.Sk,d-_. $_._e _'._.ia___r,
I_ " i / / , I " _iHence the data are consist-

i__ / _ I I /_/!t111_ /d $,/ /,o _e._xt we_e the _'_kY
i_ ' . .: [ I a_rage of the Monte (_z'lo

O in t-test.Nere in both cases' ..t ' 3_ f_ thetwo group, as1

S_,t_A9 d-f ._9.In,case
i_: :%_i-l_l_._ ............... .. !il.8 l_14U,t=l.01 d-f. 9.H_e
the standard e_or is _'o_I to be (i)0-_3 e _(dl) i e _ospoct_::1_.F_n-
ce the data are consistent with the assumption that the stea_ fl_

acce] t _ble_ " : .._
II)_-_st:- k)We form the group as in the t-test_Jb_ movAng average

data 6"_=0.02 _ for d.f..49,_S--.73.19.'Zbus the _esis of s%_2
flux is not acceptable-For the case of 7-6 S_, 6" _0,291. _=47.84 d.f.4?,
again for 1.8 SNU_ _m=O, 10, _6.83 d.f. 4_.Heacethe d_fere'_ce "oft%D_"
samples are not significant for the case of 7.6 _NU and 1.8 SN_
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(ii)if we take the yearly averageof the moving average data and F_nte
Carlo simulated data.Ne form the groups as in t-test.We get G_01_ _=

18s55,d.f.10formo data.£,thiscasesteady fAux£s aot
acceptable_Again (i) G _09,o_'=9;39,d.f • 9 for 7-6 SNU and (ii)6._05,
_=10%_S,d.f- 9 for 1-8 S_Hence the steady SN flux is acceptable iI
Monte Carlo simulated data.

(III)MLlcoxon-_um-_bitney test:-_re we take the yearly average data of
moving average data and Honte Carlo simulated data 7.6 S_U and 1.8 SNU
and form the two groups as in t-test and _-test. If we set up the null__'-
pothesis H o :the distribution of x and y are identicalolf a two sided te_%
at 5% is desired for m=_pn=7 we use 3_U_25 as the accepted region,For
this test _ =P,o (V d 3 er U _2.5)=.0/-,2..,
e)_oving average data..-we write the two sets of data as y:.3552,-4740#
-3546,-_07,.3089,.2469,-4707 and x:.5305p.$¢37_.7_82,-5_21.Putting these
numbers in order and keep track of which numbers came from x and which
from y:yy/yjxy_x_x:_here are _2 inversions of the y's and the rank of ySs
is I_.3_$.5_ 7_8 _30 =2._ Since the number of inversion of the y's is
not within 3 and _ _we reje_ct'thenull _pothesispi-e. the constant SN
flux is not acceptable.
b)(i)7.6 S_U :-y:I._08,0.993,I-Z_qO,1.286,1.277,I"928 and x:1600,1.396,
It320_1.098.Puttingthese numbers in order and keep track of which n_m-
bets came from x and which cams from y: y_yyx_yy_.There are 16 inversi-

ons of the y's a_d the rank of y's is 1+3+4+7+8+I0+11=44,
(ii)I_8 SNUI-y:1,545_*_001_.165_.805_.537,*_07_.378 and xl.3755_.4900,K_
._18#%581.A_nereare 8 inversion of the y's and the rank of y's is 36.
Since the number of inversion of the y is within 3 and 25_we accept the
null hypothesis i.e.#steady SN flux is acceptable in both the Monte Carlo

(IV)Run test:-In the case of run up and down the total n_ber of runs is
approximately normally distributed u_der the assure.prioriof.ra_,omness _ .
with mean and variance is given by E(r) =V3(2n-1) and V(r)=_/(90)(C_-_9).

Fgr move, average data:- n=50,_E_33,V(r)=8-57"In this case there are
2i runs either p0sitive or negat_%e.lfwe take the critical region to be

=0%20 would yield a K of 33-0'84_7 =30,_3,Thus we cannot accept
the randumness since 21 _30,5_3.Thus we can suggest that the _ns_ SN
flux is not acceptable.For case 7.6 Sl_Up_$9_E(r)=32*33and V(r)=8.389._
this case there are 31 runs either positive or negative.For the case 1-8

SNU#n--47_E(r)=O*31and V(r)=8.O3.,Inthis caee there are 29 runs is either
positive or negative.If ew take the oritical re_re_i_onto h_ r_K_a choice
of _ =0.20 would yield a K of (i)32.33-O.85_8.389 =29.9|(ii)31-O.85_803 "
=28.62._Thuswe accept the randu_ness in both the case since(i)31>29,9

and (ii)_28_62.So we can conclude that the F_nte Carlo simulated data
d@ not pulsate with the solar activity cycle.
_unsDot cycle and '_N flux:- We have taken the yearly average smooth suns-
pot from solar geophysical data#yearly averq_e of the moving average data
from fight.and yearly average of the cosmic ray data I with E =O.I-_8
Gev(11)._Ne ha_ displayed the data in Table I.
The correlation coefficient betwee_ sunspot cycle and3_ Ar production

data are r(S_Q_ )= -O._61_when_T=-I_r(S_Q_)---0.49when_T=O_r(S_ _ )=_-

whe,. ,,. the
rate anticorrelates with the sunspot cycle.The correlation coefficl nt
between the galactic cosmic r_y intensity a_ Y_Ar production data r(lu_

QM )=O.r_8when_T=O_r(l s ,QM )=O.31 when_ T=-I_r(_Q_)=0.39 when/
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Table 1-Year3y averages of smooth sunspot n_jber(S), Ar prcduction data

(Q_),yearly average of commic r_y data iowith E=O. I-5.8 Gev.
1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 19_7 1978 1979 1980 1981

Yearly average 66.6 68.9 38*5 3_4 15.5 12.6 27.5 92.7 155.3 155 140Sunspot n_ber
(s)

Moving &verage *36 "44 */_) *,/I_,
of the yearly .35 .53 ,75 ,5/+ .31 .25 "47

Ar production

data(QM)

 (1 m'2s"st-'0 2.01 2.S02.7 3.,,11 1.891.241.13Falactic cosmic ..........

ray intensity

between the SN flttxin Davis, data and galactic cosmic rays. Ibis shows

that the galactic cosmic rays and SN flux undergo the essential changes
in the solar acivity cycle from 1970-1982.

From the SN flux data we see that SN flux is higher during the ascend.

ing phase(about P_3 years)and descending phase(about 2-3 years)of the

solar cycle avoiding the sunspot maximtm time.We call the time 2-3 years
before the sunspot maximum as the second minim_ time. Thus SN flux is _

higher in both second miuim_ time and second maxim_ time and SN flux is

lower in both first minim_nand first sunspot maximtm stage. Zu addition to

two prominent maximum in the year 1957 and 1960 they(9_lO)h_ve found thi-
rd maximum of smaller amplitude in the com_i_ r_ iutemsi_ but veru clear
in 1963 .From fig-1 we see that run nt_ber 37 is connected with third max-

imum.IT_is m_y have some connection with the quasibien_iel _riation of SN
flux found from 1970-1975 and 1979-198_,Frcm the moving average data in

fig. I it appears that SN flux varies with a period of about 2.4 to 2.5
years from 19_-1975-

In conclusion it may be rsmarked that the present SN data exhibits a
high level of statistically significant variation of SN flux with the

solar activity cycle.The above results strong3/f suggests that the s@lar
activity cycle i@ due to the pulsating character of the nuclear ener_
generation inside the core of the s_utWe suggest that the chlorine SN

experiment should be continued to get the data like the sunspot data etc.

and this data could be of great imp_Mmace _o our understamdim_ o_ the
" sun and cosmic r_st

• Acknowledgement:-The author would like to thank Professor R%Davis, Jr. for
s_d_ug the SN data prior to publication.
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ABSTRACT

It is shown that there may be a correlation between the galactic cosm-

ic rays and the solar neutrino data but it appears that the neutrino flux

which may be generated during the large solar cosmic ray events cannot in

a,_ way effect the solar neutrino data in Davis experiment. Only initial
stage of mixing between the solar core and solar outer layers after the

sunspot maximun in the solar activity cycle can explain the higher(run
number 27 and 71)of solar neutrino data in Davis experiment. But solar
flare induced atmospheric neutrino flux may have effect in the nucleon
decs_ detector on the undergrolmd.The neutrino flux from solar cosmic

rs_s ms_ be a _seful guide to understand the background of nucleon decay,
magnetic monopole search,and the detection of neutrino flux in sea water
experiment-

Sheldon( 1)indicated that the solar flares and solar active regions are

energetic disturbances in the sun and may be associated with the produc-
tion of neutrinos.The emission of particles from flares and active regi-
ons is well known phenomena. Thus any such relation between solar neutri-

no data and solar cosnic rays is important and may serve as an accurate

long range predictor of solar cosmic ray activ'±ty properly._ecently Lan-
zerotti and Raghavan(2) and Raychaudhuri(3)suggested that the productign
of solar neutrinos by energetic particles involved in solar actvity is
not a significant contributor to the solar neutrino flux recorded in the

SN experiment(%) .Again Raychaudhuri(5)_ointed out that the neutrino flux
which appears in the SN experiment canS_n no way connected with the sol_

ar surface nuclear reactions as the temperature and density are not sui-
table for such a rate of neutrino flux observed in the run numbers 27

and 71._ know that the energy release in solar particle fle_es where

relativistic _otons can be accelerated are seen typically in the energy

o'-1o 5o 0 C_ proJ ct d on to tb solar surface $ubramanian(6)and Bazilev
skaya et al(7)sug_ested that the neutrino emission process underlying
the flare mechanism may contribute to the hi_her SN flux as obser_d in

Davis experiment.Recently _zilevskaya et al(8) and _asu(9) have found
_hat there is a significant relationship between SN data and solar par-

ticles-lt is true that the ge_agnetic index A_ is t_e index of solar
particles but x_tmay not have any connection with the SN flux.As menti-

oned earlier(3) that the surface nuclear reaction which may occur during
large solar flare cannot account the flux obser_d in SN experiment.It '
is believed that the measurable fluxes of neutrinos could not be produ-

cmd by solar flare particles interactin_ in the earth's atmosphere(10).
A_nepossible mechanism that may explain incresed _WAr production from

•flares and cosmic raF_ intensity ie that the particles wi_h energy most-

elYreleSsthan 1 (_v) produ_e_ s_&tion products in the earth atmosph-
('s0 ,i_N _B etc ).The expected yield from _-0 ,i3N , SB

(wh_chadecays into neutrino with ener_v.__reater than I Mev_are, less than--- --A --| . ° °

10 c_ sec -Although $ B decays into high energy neutrlno upto 14 F_v
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but it cannot contribute an appreciable fraction in the SN data of Davis

et al.(4).Thus the question remains whether the cosmic ray mumus,pions
and kaons at the time of large solar flare san produce detectable flux
of neutrinos in the Davis experiment.Weknow that (11)in the biggest
solar flare which occurs in August 1972 produced proton flux 5.5x _'_
above .100 Mev in about 5 minutes and thus we cannot expect to have neu-
trino flux as high as 5xi06 _ar'2-se¢"1 frcml pionspkaons and muons produ-
ced hy relativistic protons through cascades in the earthls atmos_eree
Thus frum our present knowledge_we cannot expect that the solar flare
can effect the production of _Ar in the Davis experiment..Wepresent
below the solar cosmic ray event(12,13)which produces intense X-ray,_-
ray etc.)with the correspondingrun in Davis experiment in Table I to
see whether solar flare can contribute a_ detectable perturbation in
the recorded _ flux.

TableI

in SN experi ray event eonno in S_ experi event connected
ment cte_ with flare aent with flare etc.

.......... ere)
19 2J_ 1.71 " 67 25. 11"80
21 1.9"71 24.12-80

/+.8.72_ 1.4-811

z7 7.8.721 68 414.8q,30 29.4.?3 10 4.81_
32 7.7.74 27.4"81 "_
36 23.9.74 3o.4.81_
42 30.4.76 69 10.5.81[

e'9. 6.5.81
 9"7zJ 7. .81 [

52 22.11"77 '71 12.10.81J
53 29.4.78
55 23,9.78 75 12.7.8226-11,82

60 21.8 7c)J 18 12 82,)
6_ 7.6.80 16elSe 84

66 6-11•80 25.%.8/+
,,,, i .. ., , ., i J

" It is interesting to analyze the possible temporal fluctuation of SN
flux with solar commic ray variation.If we see the data of fig.l(14)
we see that the run n_bers 21,27,29,31,36,39,_2,47,49,51,52,54,56,58,
6$_71 gives the highergFAr production than the aver_Ar prod_io_
rate.The run numbers 36-_ belong to the sunspot minimum range(5).
According to Bazilevskaya et al (15)only solar cosmic ray events conr_
ected with the run numbers 21,27_51_71 can increase the production
rate o_Ar in the SN experiment.But2 solar cosmic ray e_nts(comn-
acted with run numbers 21 and 51) took place on invisible side of the
sun and therefore the increases of3}Ar production will be absent.Ray-

chaudhuri(16_17,5)showedthat the 8N data _aries with 11 year solar
cycle.He also explained why the SN flux is increased frum 1975 to
1978.1t is clear from the data(8,15) that th_ce is a correlation
between the galactic cosmic rays and the SN data and all of them vary
with the _ year solar cycle.Raychaudhuri(5,16_lrmadE explained the
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incrase of SN data(in run n_bers 27 and 71) due to large amount of3 He

is mixed periodically in the core after the sunspot maxim_n,Thus the Ear-
gest solar flare and highest SN flux occurs _nchronousl_ and the solar
flare has no direct connection with the SN flux._m If the solar cosmic

r_y event has some effect on the SN flux we could have observed it from

other solar flare event_.g, run number 55_since the proton fluence grea-

ter than 10 _ev and 30 Mev in run numbers 55,71 are almost the same(18)_
but it did not happen. The solar flare event cannot explain the higher
counts in run numbers 27 and 71 in Davis experiment but it may have

effect in the nucleon deca_ detector and also on the neutrino experimen%
in the accelerator etc-Thus the solar flare has no direct connection with

theS_flux(5).
Protein deck:- Accurate calculation of low energy neutrino fluxes (_-
I Gev )is meeeesary for the evaluation of the nucleon decay backgrotmd.

Gaisser et al(19 )calculated the atmospheric neutrino flux by taking into
account the effects of solar modulation that they did not consider the
atmospheric neutrino flux from solar cosmic ray events.They consider only
that the cosmic ray _lux is higher at solar minimum and lower at solar

maxima. But it was indicated by Kodama(20)that the unusual increases in

cosmic rays and fast type PGA events occur only during the ascending(for
about 2 years before sunspot maxim_ year) and descendi_ phases(for

about 2-4 yearei_fter sunspot maximum year_f the solar _ycle avoiding _
the sunspot maximum year-The neutrinos are generated in the earth atmo-

sphere by solar protons but because of the diffusion mechanism of protons
moving between the sun and earth the whole process is very prolonged in

time and difficult to identify against the background of an ordinary atmo-

spheric flttx.'_khave gathered from table I of King(t1) that in August 1972
biggest solar flare events produces fl_x of protons above 200 _v consti-

tute 83% of the fluxes obtained by integrating over the entire solar cycle.
The biggest solar flare which occured in October 1981 is almost the same

as powerful as the August 19_72flare.The fluence of proton of 100 _v--1
Cev constitute above 6.6xi0 ¥ um_z •We know fluxes of neutrinos around 1

Gev are 3.93x 10_ am-_ sec"I sterad-' in vertical direction and 6._0x
10"mom -_ sec -L sterad-I in horizontal direction at ground level from

galactic cosmic rays.Again we know that _he fluxes of protons around I
Cev are 10-I cm -_- sec "-f sterad-m from the best estimates of galactic

co_ic rays as we have taken the fluxes pf protons at the time of low

solar activity.Thus we ca_ expect the ratio between the neutrino fltLx
a_ proton flux is within _5 and 3/5 aruund 1 Ge_FXom October 1981 to

July3982 the average fluence of proton greater than 100 F_v constitutes
5xi0 cm (roughly) Let us take that the solar flares lasted in such a
way which produces significant fluxes of neutrinos.We get the neutrino
flux is about 1.8 c_ -_ sec-I sterad-_ and which is about 30 to 3_ times

higher than the cosmic ray neutrino flux around 300_ _V to 500 Mev. _ais

supports also that the 100 F_v to 1 O_v solar proton flux is atleast an
order of magnitude higher than the galactic proton fluxe_._re although
neutrino energy is lower than I Gev but the fluences are higher so it is

possible that the atmospheric neutrinos frem solar cosmic ray affect the

underground experiment on nucleon deck. Similarly rouen fluxes from solar
cosmic rays _ also be an order higher than the rouenfluxes from galact-
ic cosmic rays in the region from 100 Mev to 1 _ev.As the experiments of

_GF_Mant H[anc,l_Kamiokande_Soudan I were operated within the range of
bigger eolar cosmic ray event we suspect that all the nucleon decay events
observed _j them are due to atmospheric neutrinos from solar cosmic ray

J
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in t_e large scale experiments conducted at great depths _nderground
since 1965 KGF group(21)recorded several ancaalous events some of which

are suggestive of decay of new particles or sc_e of nucleon decay.From
the above _ analTsis we suggest that previous events was also
perhaps due to theat_ospherie neutrinos produced from solar cosmic r_
eve_ts.So to decide about the nucleon deck7 properly we need better esti-
mate of neutrino flux frum solar cosmic ray events,At present we do not
have better estimate o_ solar cosmic ray proton flux from the 21st solar
c_cle.So it is necessary to know the better knowledge ef solar proton
fluxes aroumd Gev.We hope to calculate the neutrino flux from solar cos-
mic raOr event when the full data of solar proton fluxes will be available
upto 1985 for the 21st solar cycle from space missions.The solar cosmic
ray neutrino flux will be an important step a_d guide(i)to understand the
baekgrow_d for nucleon decay research from a_mospheric neutrinos and also
(ii)_o the neutrino experiment which is operated on the undersroundmsea
water and acceleratoz_
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ABSTRACT

When the high energy primary cosmic rays enter near the
solar surface, they pass through a thick matter but having a
low density. If the density and path length satisfy an
appropriate condition, the primaries collide with the
constituents near the solar sphere (almost protons) and

produce pions and kaons, most of which decay into _+_ without
successive hadron collisions. Muons also decay inter ands_
before reaching the earth. The neutrzno flux of w_zch the

producer is matter near the solar surface is computed by
solving cascade diffusion equations. The calculated
differential flux of muon neutrino at 1 TeV is i_I0 -Is
(GeV.cm_.s.ster) -I which is rather difficult to be observed in

the present apparatuses or DUMAND.

i, .... Introduction. Recently, the production mechanisms of cosmic ray

neutrino with high energies are considered other than conventional ones
which are decay products of pions and kaons in the primary - air nucleus
collisions. One is the neutrino emission from the matter surrounding a
source of very high energy cosmic ray protons (1, 2). The other is the

neutrinos produced by the collisions of the primary and 3K background
r_diation (3) and so on. Besides these the following mechanism is
treated here. As the high energy primary cosmic rays collide with nulei

in terrestrial atmosphere and produce pions and kaons which decay into
neutrinos (conventional neutrino), we expect that the primaries can

produce high energy neutrinos from the solar atmosphere (we call this
neutrino the solar neutrino, hereafter). Though the solar atmosphere

takes a part of producer, the solar neutrinos at high energies (nearly
equal to or more than 1 TeV) originate from the Sun. In this paper, the
flux of the solar neutrino is estimated and its observation is

discussed. The flux is so sensitive to the densities near the solar

• surface that the observation, if possible, gives informations the "
density which will be helpful for searching the solar models.

2. _ Cri_ica! densi_yand-the density near the-solar-surface_
Firstly, let us introduce a critical density with which produced pions
(or kaons) decay into _ or trigger a succesive collision with same

probability. The critical density can be written by

Pcr(i) = miBriC/NAEi_i_ i , (i)

where NA is Avogadro's number, the suffix i means _ orX and m, Br, E,
_, _ are the mass, the branching ratio to _, the energy, the mean life

and the inelastic cross section, respectively. For _ = 30 mb and

_K = 20 mb, we have
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Pcr(_) = (2.11/E_) 10-6 g/cm 3 , (2)

pcr(K) = (2.23/Ee) 10 -5 glcm 3 , (3)

where the relation of E. and the neutrino energy E_on the average is

used and Ev in the unit of TeV. When the target matter is the
terrestial atmosphere, the relation of z/p(z) = H (constant), where z is

a hight in g/um 2, holds in the upper part and decay constants defined by
m.H/cT, make the diffusion equations for pions and kaons simple1 1 "
However the present problem is not the case.

Up to now, the density p near the solar surface is seemed not to be

well confirmed. But referring to (4, 5), we express p for the quiet Sun
as an approximate analytical form as follows:

p = 1.05/10 -11 (300-h) 1-7s g/cm s for h<100 , (4)

p = 3.29_i0 -_ exp (-h/107) g/cm s for h>100 , (5)

where h in km is a height measured from the surface of the phOtosphere,
which is R = 6.96_10 s km distant from the center of the Sun. For

h = 0, p = 2.7_I0 -7 g/cm 2 which nearly corresponds to P^r (_) with
E_ = i0 TeV. so the region of h<0, i.e. the inside of the p_otosphere,

as well as h>O, i.e. the solar atmosphere, should be taken into account.

3. Derivation -of the-solar nentrino-flux, We consider the production

of the solar neutrinos at energies 1 _100 TeV. The contribution of

produced charmed particles is neglisible. The source of muon neutrinos

is _ (or K) ----> B_ and B --_ e_.. On the 5ther hand, electron

neutrinos originate _only from muon _ _ecays. After the diffusion

equations for _, K, _, _ andre are written down, fluxes of _ andre
are solved and can be _xpressed by some multi-integral forms. These
forms contain the variable represented by

dz = p(b,x) dx , (6)

where z and x are path lengths in units of g/cm 2 and of cm, respectively
and b means an impact parameter related to the center of the Sun. When

b is fixed, the partial flux fv(E_,z(b)) can be obtained by
multi-integration with respect to other variables including dx. In this

procedure, the primary cosmic ray spectrum
&

Io(E)dE = 1.SE-2"7dE (7)

(E in GeV, Io(E) in _m2.s .sr -.GeV)-' ) is used. The energy moments of
and k are taken as (6)

F = 0.0724 , Fk = 0.00959 , (8)

and the average mass number is taken as 1.25 by considering the
exsistence of He, C and 0 nuclei.

The partial flux fv(Eo,z(b)) depends on the integrated path length
given by

zCb) = fa p(h)dx .g/cm z with h = (bZ+xZ)X/Z-R , (9)-a

where as the origin of co-ordinate x is taken the closest point from the
center of the Sun, namely h = b-R at the origin. In eq.(9), since p(h)
is a steep decreasing function of h, a ---->_0 may be allowed.
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The observed differential flux of the solar neutrino on the earth
can be expressed by

b

1 / maxdb d(Sfl(b)) fv(E V z(b)) (10)
fv(E_) = (Sfl) E bmi n db ' "

where (Sfl) E = 2_ZR E, RE is the radius of the earth and Sfl(b) is Sfl
having a _ixed b with respect to the center of the earth. In eq.(10),

bma x and bmi n are determined as follows: bmi n is given by the condition

P(bmin-R) _15Pcr(E ) • (11)

when a primary cosmic ray passes with impact parameter less than bmi n
most produced n and K give rise to a successive collision before decay.
As far b , inserting eq.(5) into eq.(9), one has

z(b_ a_ p(b-R)(2_ 1.07_107R)1/2 g/cm 2 (12)

Then b = R+1000km where z(b ) is about 0.1 g/cm 2. In casex
E = 10m_ev, h corresponding to map _10 TeV) is about zero, i.e. just the
surface of photosphere, z(R) =c_10 g/cm 2 and h . = b - R is about

n min
-400km. These numerical values may give us some 1_eas.

_. ..... Re_t_-and-di_cussion_ The derivation of the flux concerned with

is necessary to carry out complex multi-integrations. In the present
report, since the precision of numerical integrations is low, the
following numerical values might more or less be modified. However err

result say that f_(Ev) (GeV. cm2.s.sr) -1 of (v + _ ) are 1.1 ×10 -1_,

3.8X 10 -14 and 2.7_ 10 -is for E_= 1, 10 andPl00 _eV, respectively.
These values are compared with the conventional fluxes through
terrestial atmosphere: 2.3 x lO -11, 7.2x 10 -is and 1.6x 10 -is at the

vertical direction (7). On the flux of v + _ , we have 5.4 _10 -13e
1.1_ 10 -_4 and 6.5_ 10-19, corresponding _o conventional ones at the

vertical direction: 1.1_ 10 -12, 3.3x 10 -16 and 7.4_ 10 "2° (7) for

E = 1, 10 and 100 TeV, respectively.
In our case, because most of muons decay into e v v , the flux of

v is enhanced compared with the conventional one. Ar_un_ Ev = 10 TeV,e
our flux is enhanced. The reason is that at these energies the main
contribution come from the pass near the solar surface which has an
appropriate low density and long passiength. We have the ratio of the
solar flux to the conventional ones is from several tens % to "

comparable order. But the angular resolution of apparatus should be
taken into consideration in order to detect the solar neutrino flux.

Since DUMAND's minimum detectable flux, as an example, is 10 -1°
(cmZ.s) -1, the solar neutrino treated here is hard to be measured.

The flux of the solar neutrino is so sensitive to its density that

the measurement of the flux in future may make clear the density or its
change, say due to a violent solar flare, around the surface of the Sun.
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Abstract

The neutrino flux detected in the C1-Ar experi-
ment /I/ seems to respond to the powerful solar
cosmic ray bursts. The ground-based detectors, the
balloons and the satellites detect about 5o% of
the bursts of solar cosmic ray generated on the
Sun's visible side. As a rule, such bursts origi-
nate from the Western side of the visible solar
disk. Since the solar cosmic ray bursts are in
opposite phase with the 11-year galactic cosmic
ray cycle which also seems to be reflected by neu-
trino experiment, the neutrino generation in the
bursts will_latten the possible 11-year behavi-
our of the _'Ar production rate, Q, in the C1-Ar
experiment. The detection of solar-flare-genera-
ted gamma-quanta with energies above tens of Mev
is indicative of the generation of high-energy
particles which in turn may produce neutrinos.
Thus, the increased Q during the runs, when the
flare-generated high energy gamma-quanta have
been registered, may be regarded as additional
evidence for neutrino generation in the solar fla-
re processes.

m

Definite evidence for neutrino generation in powerful

solar cosmi_ ray bursts has been obtained by now /2-4/.

During the period from 1970 up to ihe present the mean 37At

production rate in the C1-Ar experiment /1/ was Q=0.47_0.04

3_r atoms/day. The highest value of Q were observed during

the periods when powerful solar cosmic ray bursts have been

registered, namely, the run No 27, Q=1.23_0.41 37At atoms/

day (the bursts of August 4 and 7, 1972) and the run No 71,

Q=1.21_0.37 37At atoms/day (the burst of October 12,1981)

/5,6/. A powerful solar cosmic ray burst can hardly be ex-
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pected in 1985-1987 because the solar activity will appro-

ach its minimum whereas the solar flare events are usually

observed near solar maximum.

It should be noted that the solar-flare-generated neu-

trinos will flatten the 11-year cycle of Q which, according

to /2-4/ is in the opposite phase with the solar activity.

The fluctuations of the Q-value from one run to another

may be due to the cosmicray bursts, which have not been

detected at the Earth. Pig. I a, b shows the heliolongitu-

dinal distribution of the parent flares of solar cosmic ray

bursts detected at sea-level since 1942 (35 events) /7/,

and in the stratosphere since 1958 (68 events). The strong

heliolongitudinal dependence of detection probability of

solar cosmic ray bursts gives a _ 50% probability of the

detection such events with the charged-particle detectors

installed on the Earth'surface, on balloons and satellites.

It may be assumed that the detection of high-energy

_-quanta (E _is more than several tens of MeV) from _-me-
son decays in solar flares will significantly increase the

detection probability of the events occurring on the Eas-

tern side of the visible so-

N _ lar disk. Such events must
d _0 generate_+--mesons whose de-L

_ ] cays will produce _ e" Inl their turn the fluxes of such

" _ i neutrinos may raise the CI-Ar

g0_ 0 _W detector counting rate.
-_z-

b

Fig. 1. Heliolongitudinal
_0 - distribution of the parent

___-- flares of solar cosmic ray

l bursts detected at sea.level (a), and in the
stratosphere (b).
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The Table presents the solar flare events in which the

I-quanta with E _50 MeV were detected /8/. Solar neut.

tons were also detected in these events. It may be asserted

quite safely that nuclear reactions, in which _-mesons are

produced and then decay, occure in the solar flares presen-

ted. The rate of 37At production in the C1-Ar detector du-

ring the flare runs proved to be increased (Qo) compared

with the previous (Q-2' Q-I ) and subsequent (Q+I' Q+2 )
runs. The run numbers which are indicated in the brackets

and Q-values are taken from /5/. The bottom of the Table

presents the mean values of Q for two events.

Table
mmo_I w

No Date of

K-burst Q-2 Q-I Qo Q+I Q+2

I 21.06.80 (62) (63) (64) (65) (66)
0.023+ 0.000+ 0.488+ 0.224+ 0.361+
0.231- 0.325- 0.266- 0.425- 1.253-

2 03.06.82 (73) (74) (75) (76) (77)
0.077+ 0.478+ 0.503+ 0.475+ O.461+

0.151-o.242-
the mean 0.050+ 0.239+ 0.496+ 0.350+ 0.411+
value 0.138-- 0.203-- 0.211-- 0.242-- 0.636--

The increased values of Q were registered durihg the

runs when the high-energy _-quanta and solar neutrons were

observed. The results obtained agree with the conclusion

/2-4/ concerning the possible generation of neutrinos in

solar cosmic ray bursts.
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THREE DIMENSIONAL CALCULATION OF FLUX OF
LOW ENERGY ATMOSPHERIC NEUTRINOS

H. Lee and S.A. Bludman

Department of Physics, Universityof Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia,PA 19104

Abstract; Results of three-dimensional Monte Carlo calculation of low

energy flux of atmospheric neutrinos are presented and compared with earlier
one-dimensional calculations [1,2] valid at higher neutrino energies. These low
energy neutrinos are the atmospheric background in searching for neutrinos from
astrophysical sources. Primary cosmic rays produce the neutrino flux peaking at
near Eu=40 MeV and neutrino intensity peaking near E_=100 MeV. Because
such neutrinos typically deviate by 20o~ 30o from the primary cosmic ray direc-
tion, three-dimensional effects are important for the search of atmospheric neutri-
nos. Nevertheless, the background of these atmospheric neutrinos is negligible for
the detection of solar and supernova neutrinos.

1. Introduction

Recently one-demensional Monte Carlo calculations of cosmic ray produc-
tion of neutrinos in the Earth's atmosphere, including geomagnetic and solar
modulation effects, were reported [1,2]. These calculations agree well with the
flux-_nd angular distribution of neutrinos of energy Ev> 200 MeV observed in
underground detectors. But these earlier one-dimensional cascade calculations are

inapplicable to neutrinos of lower energy E_< 50 MeV important in neutrino

astronomy. In fact, we shall see (Fig. 3) that the mean angular deviation
between the primary cosmic rays and neutrinos is appreciable even for neutrinos
of several hundred MeV. The flux of low-energy atmospheric neutrinos we obtain
(Fig. 2) in the present three-dimensional calculation is negligible compared with
the known flux of Solar or supernova neutrinos, but maybe significant in the case
of other sources of astrophysical neutrinos.

The three-dimensional atmospheric neutrino flux is

where _u(Eu, Ou, _u, Ep, Op) is the yield of neutrinos of energy Eu, zenith angle
0u and azimuth angle _u by primary cosmic rays of energy Ep and zenith angle
_p. dNp/dEp is the primary cosmic ray spectrum, and n (Ep,0p,_p) is the
geomagnetic cut-off. This geomagnetic cut-off depends on geomagnetic latitude A

and magnetic rigidity R =pc/e where p is the primary cosmic ray'_momentum.
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2. Caleulational details

We modified the Gaisser-Protheroe-Stanev one-dimensional hadron interac-

tion model [5] by assigning to secondary particles the transverse momentum dis-
tribution.

W (a, xt)= (a +l)(a +2)_ (1+_)".

Here a=2p/<pp>-3 for p>l.5<Pt >, a=0forp<l.5<pt>, xt=Pt/P andp
is the incident hadron's momentum. At high p, W~ ptexp(-apt). The angular
deviation of secondary hadrons from the incident hadron direction produced by
the above formula affects our results insignificantly.

In our computer program analytic formulae are used for the energy distribu-
tion of decay particles. For those energies, a microcanonical ensemble average is
taken; total energy is conserved in each individual decay. The secondary direc-
tions are, however, assigned according to a canonical ensemble; the total momen-
tum is conserved on average but not in individual decays. Interaction cases are
treated similarly. We use energy-independent energy loss rates for charged parti-
cles by air ionization in a simple isothermal atmosphere to determine the decay
height and energy, and energy-dependent formulae to determine the interaction
height and energy. Our results are insensitive to these parameters.

For the comparison with the earlier one-dimensional calculation we calcu-
lated the yield function

Y (E,EP,Op)=f Or,
integrated over appropriate neutrino directions.

3. Results and Conclusions

Fig.1 shows the yield Yv of vertically incident protons of several energies

Ep, integrated over the downward 2_" solid angle of neutrino's directions.
Because low-energy neutrinos are made mainly from low-enrgy pions and muons

at rest, for all primary cosmic ray energies the peak flux occurs near 40 MeV and
the peak intensity near 100 MeV. Because most muons decay at rest and

• < Ev> =0.3E_, < Ev> =0.35E_, the atmospheric neutrino flux peaks near 40
MeV.

]?ig.2'shows the downward neutrino flux produced by vertically incident prl-
4

maries at high geomagnetic latitude, where

dNv/dEv _ f run(dNp/dEp )dEp.

While this expression is not exact for a three-dimensional cascade, it compares
simply with the one-dimensional calculations. The near-vertical neutrino flux is
also insensitive to zenith angle. Because, if not supressed by geomagnetic cut-off,
the primary cosmic rays have a steep power-law spectrum, the main contribution
to the low-energy neutrino flux is from primary cosmic rays just above the pion-
production threshold energy. The total flux is therefore very sensitive to geomag-
netic cut-off [6].
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For neutrinos above Eu=200 MeV, this three-dimensional calculation agrees

with earlier one-dimensional calculations [1,2]. At lower energies (EL,< 50 MeV),
however, we now obtain neutrino fluxes significantly lower than those one-
dimensional calculations would give.

This atmospheric neutrino background is totally negligible compared to the

solar neutrino flux and the flux of neutrinos expected from supernova at any rea-
sonable distance (< 103 Mpc).

Fig.3 shows the average angular deviation of down-going ve s of energy E u

produced by vertically incident protons of energy Ep =2, 10, 50 GeV. Other neu-
trino types have similar spectra. While average angular deviation is 20°,,_ 30°,
neutrino direction at neutrino energy below 50 MeV is near isotropic and a long

tail of more energetic neutrinos deviating by 50~ 10° is produced at Eu> 200

MeV. _ _ '
09 o

la{)
_D

2o
O

it

00000 Of

'o.o 0.2 J.3
E_ (GeV)

Fig. 3. Ve angular deviation from primary proton.

2 GeV (O), 10 GeV (A), 50 GeV (+) cases.
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DETECTOR CALIBRATION OF THE INDIAN COSMIC RAY
EXPERIMENT (IONS) IN SPACE-SHUTTLE SPACELAB-3

3.S.Yadav, S.Biswas and N.Durgaprasad
Tara Institute of Fundamental Research

Bombay 400005, India.

AB STRAC T

In IONS experiment in Spacelab-3 we intend to
study nuclei upto iron in low energy cosmic
rays, using CR-39 IDOp) detectors. We have

exposed _-39 (DOP) to He 4, C 12, O16, Ne20,
Si 8 Ar , Cr 52 and Fe56 accelerated beams
from various accelerator facilities available
around the world. We have used different
beam energies and exposure angles. From these
exposures, we have studied the charge resolu-
tion and energy resolution for our detector
in the region of our interest. We have also
studied the effect of pre-annealing and depth
on the response of our detector. For isotopic
resolution, we have exRRsed the detector
samples to Ne20 and Ne =z accelerated beams.
We have also kept samples of CR-39 (DOP)
exposed to different accelerated heavy ions
in our detector module to take into account
the effect of ambient conditions on detector
response during the flight.

I, Intrqduction. The passive track detectors provide
the advantage of high geometrical factor to study low
intensity cosmic rays. CR-39 plastic detectors are the
most sensitive among passive detectors._$_owever, CR-39
has following disadvantages: (1) Its surface becomes
frosty after etching for long time, and (2) It shows
track response variation along the depth of detector
samples. The first problem makes the multlsheet measure-
ments difficult while second problem affects directly
track identification and hence the resolution of the
detector. Both these problems are very important for
cosmic ray_studles. These problems are overcome by using .
long curing cycle and adding I_ dioctyl phthalate in
CR-39 monomer (CR-39 [DOP]).

We are using CR-39 (DOP) detectors in our cosmic ray
experiment in Space Shuttle Spacelab-3.[_lhis plastic (of
thickness _250_m) is prepared by Pershore Moulding Ltd.,
UK, using 32 hours of curing cycle. We have studied the
response of this plastic detector using different heavy
ion exposures. In this paper, the results of this study
are presented.
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2, Experimental Details and Results. Indian cosmic ray
experiment in Space _huttle Spacelab-3 has been designed
to perform the measurements of the ionization states, flux
and energy spectra of elements from alpha particles to
iron ions in the low energy region below lO0 MeV/N. We
have exposed CR-39 (DOP) samples to different heavy ions
in this charge region. The exposure details are given
in Table I.

Table I : Exposure Details
- ,,,, , m,, , i i,

_on Beams £_Deruies MeV/N Anqle of Exposure

He 1.0, 2.1, 7.5 and 10.5 90 °

C 1.75, 3.5, 4.5, 7.0& 8.8 300 and 60°

N 3.2 and I0.4 -do-

0 1.1, 4.2, 5.4 and 8.8 -do-

Ne20 1.4, 7.3, 8.0 and 9.1 30° , 60 ° and 900

Ne 22 2.65, 4.6 and 7.5 -do-

Si 6.5 30 °

Cr 6.5 10 ° ,20 °, 300 ,45 ° ,

60 ° and 90 °

NI 6.0 300

Fe _ 300 60 °

The exposures to alphas are obtained from Variable Energy
Cyclotron (VEC), Calcutta, India. The exposures to iron
beam (all energies below 300 MeV/N) are obtained from
Berkeley, USA. All other exposures are obtained from
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, USSR.

All the exposed samples are etched in 6.25 N NaOH at
70°C simultaneously for different etchin_ times. Different
track parameters are measured to obtain the etch rate
ratio for different particles of different energies.
Different sets of four parameters are used to calculate
the actual track length in order to cross check the values

. so obtained_3]lhis method also gives the parameters with
the least percentage errors in different etch rate ratio
regions. The measured values of etch rate ratio are
plotted as a function of dE/dX as well as (Z .... /_)2
calculated using different relations for ene_ ecrlve
loss and range_%_%g. I shows log-log plot betwuen etch
rate ratio and_H/dX (from MukherJee and Nayak relations),[&_.
The experimental data from other studies for relativistic
ions are also included. It is clear from the figure that
in low energy loss region)etch rate ratio is_linear
function of energy loss. Howeve_ in high energy loss
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103 [ CR-39(DOP)
Experimental dole for

low energy a,C,N,O, Ne20

Ne22. Si. Cr and Ni
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of Fe _ Mn +

_ 102l - +
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>" +

I01
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Fig. 1 Track response of CH-39 (DOP)

region, etch rate ratio is a power function of energy
loss. A polynomial of the form

vt/v b = A + b (dE/dX) + C (dH/dX) d

is fitted to data points (not shown in the figure).
From response curvep we have generated curves be%ween
Vt/Vb versus residual range for different ions. From
these curves, we have studied the charge resolution of
CR-39 (POP) in terms of standard deviation in measure-
ments. The accuracy of the charge resolution turns out
to be about 0.2 charge unit.

Isotopic resolution is studied from Ne 20 and Ne22
exposures. The depth dependence of detector response
of this plastic is studied from 6.5 MeV/N Cr exposures
(range _/95 _m). The track length measurements for
different exposure angles, on both sides, do not show
any difference beyond experimental error. We also do
not find any significant effect of annealing on track
response of this plastic.
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A SILICON SURFACE BARRIER TELESCOPE FOR
SOLAR PARTICLES IDENTIFICATION

J. Sequeiros +, J. Medina

Grupos CientIficos CONIE
INTA. Torrej6n de Ardoz. (MADRID). SPAIN.

+ and Physics Dpt. Universidad de Alcal_ de Henares.

ABSTRACT

The calibration results of a laboratory model of
a three silicon surface barrier detector telescope

developed to identify energetic solar particles

produced in solar flares and low energy cosmic rays
in interplanetary space, by the _E-E method, are
presented.

i. Introduction• During this last decade a number of exper!
ment on board spacecrafts have been gathering information on
the composition and energy of solar energetic particles and

low energy cosmic rays• The most striking features to be

extracted form the data are: a) Charge range 1 _ Z x 28 b)
Energy range _ ixE _50 MeV/n c) Composition highly variable
from event to event, with energy and even with time during a

particular event. A detailed review has recently been publis
hed by J.P.Meyer (1985).

A International Solar-Terrestrial Physics programme
is being studied by NASA, ESA and ISAS for the 90's, in which

the European Space Agency is contributing with a multidisci
plinary Solar-heliospheric observatory (e.g. SOHO) whose aims

include the measurement of energetic particles in Interplan£
tary Space• The laboratory model of a detector telescope pre

sented here is being realized as a
first step towards our eventual

participation in such programme, i--,_,--_r
4O

2. Detector characteristics• _' _i-_-_]-

The laboratory model of the ! /y_

heavy ion telescope has been -

designed to separate elements
from 2He to 26Fe in the ener-

gy range of interest for so- _-----w7__//i_../..._ °

lar energetic particles and

C.R. anomalous component
• I / / t / /, ,(Fig. i) The telescope con " ' _ , ,/"I

sists of three silicon solid /

state surface barrier detec- O vzZ.........
tors (DI, D2 and D3, Fig. 2) 10 20 z

housed in a modular aluminium Fig. I Energy and c_rge ranges
structure of cilindral symme of t_ tele _ope.
try which can easily be modi
fled to hold different detector size and opening angles. The

third detector (D3) is set in anticoincidence to reject part!
cles which are not stopped in D2. TABLE I shows the main cha
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TABLE !

D I Oetector character;slice

01 02 03

Surface Area (¢m :_) 3 4,5 4.5

Thickness (_m) 31 , 1014 470

D2 Resistivity (Kf_cm) ,408 t2.5 6.7
0cad Layers (_gJcm 2) 40,0 Au 40.1 Au 40.3 Au

D3 4o.iA_ ,_0.0A_ _21.0At
I __ Alpha ResolJtion

(FWHM in KeY} 383 203 18.8

Fig. 2 Schematic cross
section of the

•tele scope.
racteristics of the
detector chosen. All
detectors a're ORTEC0! .... .................. ",'......

I

',0t_C silicon surface be

i rrier totally dep[ei

r:_: ted. Alpha resolu
C"...- , tions have been mea
L', .L

!....-. sured with an 241Am
i"[:J.: '. source and include
(......: _r the contribution ofi %, .,.". '

;_::....... ' noise from our elec

'.::.<.-.... tr@nic system. The--

=_ ..... geometrical factor_4,_:'.."..""
of the model telesco

!Z-_'?;'_- _ De has been G=0.4sr--

i:S i? : cm .
;"/:" ";_-__".... ".... _ l_';'_._h,"'..::.: 3. Accelerator cali-
L L._-." _,_. • • , '....• .;-',,.-_ .. bration Absolute
i C'_;_,'.'_;':...".:',:." ...
,.,:,',.,_.=:,'.,.,,,'_.: . .. . calibration of the

i'_.:::_:.:-;.._:_.:.....:.... telescope was perfor
L,.' '_ .?._;.'.".:<_.;:_.. '" 1
_..,.._,_,.::_,_.:_...,,,.,.. med in the VICKSI
r_..?,,::.:_,..'::__._ .".: _". I " (Van-de-Graaff-Iso
L" _':_,"_:..: "-;:._ . chron-Cvclotron-K_mL..? ' ..?,_'_, ,_._. .,,:.,..:_,.... . . 1

• L":,j_._,-'_%_!":_:_°""".. : ." " bination fur Schwe_e

i:!:"_--_:!_ i_!'%_/i::i:"<:":;':':" '"'""" ' I Ionen) accelerator of
F:'..,_:.-_J_ :__-_ ."'"'_:,..i_,_/?_,__ '_,.:_,:.-_ ._ :.:..._:.......,.,,:_._?_._,,;;-_ _,, the Hahn-Meitner-Ins
r:,._'_ _._._?_;c. 7.::'..'_"':._:- _._-" _'. ..... _.L_-., titut (Berlin,F.R.G._.L._.L,_._-_ _.,_.LT"_-_-'_..t. _¢,-.".... •
_.__"_"-_--_., _>.- ......... ! TWO shifts, with
"__ ........" ' _ beams of 2°Ne of 230

_ (3_ _,I_v)• a. (6_..c_"z) D2960 and 376 MeV, and

197Au targets of
Fig. 3 D I v.s. D2 matrix of raw data. 210 _g.cm -2 and 6 mg.

cm -2 and 12C target of 50 _g-cm -2, were used. The scattered
and fragmented ions were detected by the telescope placed at
20 cm from the targets and at @ = 25 ° (gold targets) and G =

15 ° (carbon target) with respect to the beam direction. The
angular acceptance of the telescope was about 0.3 °. The data

were split by a data distributer and collected simultaneously
by our ADC's interfaced to a HP 9825 minicomputer and the da
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ta adquisition system of the Institute, in order to check

the reliability of our system.

4. Results. The resolution of D1 and D2 detectors for 2°Ne

of 230 MeV elast_cally scattered in a 210 _g-cm -2 197Au tar

get were measured to be 1.7 MeV and 1.9 MeV FWHM which co

rrespond to 7.6% and 0.9% respectivily. Fig. 3 shows a D1

v.s. D2 energy-loss matrix of raw data from 20Ne (E=376MeV)

+ 197Au (6mg-cm -2) which gives and idea of the charge resolu

tion of the detector system in low gain mode.

The charge spectra, over the whole charge and

energy ranges produced (.shade area in Fig. i), have been ob

tained using a particle identifier algorithm described by

Seamster et al. (2). This algorithm is based on integrating

Bragg curves using the Bethe-Bloch equation and assuming

200 100

i 4He 6_Ji 7Li
4

l

I
' 7_

100 50 9_

o o " •
2 5 10 Z Z

Fig. 4 C_rge _ectrum from de Fig. 5 _rge _ectrum of 20Ne

data of Fig. 3. (376MeV)+12C(5_g cm -2)

in high gain mode.

M(amu)=2Z. For each event, by an iterative calculation, a pal
ticle identification parameter PI=(_2 MZ2)_ has been obtai

ned. Fig. 4 shows the charge spectrum obtained from the dad

of Fig. 3. In Fig. 5 the low charge spectrum of the reaction

products of 2°Ne (1376 MeV) + 12C(50 _g'cm -2) in high gain mo

de, is shown. No corrections have been performed on the dat_

The bias voltages were in creased 25% for detectors D1 and

D3 and 50% for detector D2 above the depletion voltages, in

order to reduce the contribution of plasma recombination to

pulse hight defect.

5. Conclusions. From the results shown in Fig. 4 and 5 thee

conclusions can be made: a) The detector system described

and tested is capable of good charge resolution from He to _
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although beyond Ne the statistic is very poor b) In the high

gain mode, isotopic resolution has been acheived for 6Li/TLi
and 7Be/9Be c) The much higher yield of 4He over 3He and of

9Be over 10Be in this type of nuclear reactions prevent from
obtaining experimental evidence of those isotopes, although
we believe that, at least 3He/4He, can be resolved under
other more favorable conditions (i.e. solar 3He-rich events).
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A BI-DIRECTIONAL CHARGEDPARTICLETELESCOPETO OBSERVEFLUX, ENER6Y SPE-
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I. INTRODUCTION

A Charged Particle Telescope I (CPT) was designed, fabricated and

calibrated to make the following observations2'3:

(i) Discriminationbetween various singly charged particles e.g.

electrons, muons and protons, in about 5-100 MeV energy range.

(ii) Measurement of the flux and the energy of the charged parti-

cles incident on telescope from two opposite directions and sto-

pping in the Telescope, thus obtaining flux and energy spectrum of

downward and upward moving charged particles.

(iii)Measurementof broad angular distribution of selected parti-

cles as a function of azimuthal angle.

This telescope can be used to study low energy electron, muon and

proton energy spectra. The experiment was flown in a high altitude

balloon from Hyderabad, ILJia, in December 1984. This same equipment £s

also useful £n ground level electron, muon spectrum study.

2. EXPERIMENT

The Charged Particle Telescope contains a stack of Plastic Scinti-

llators, inorKanic scintillator and Cerenkov detectors. The telescope is
described below.

The total energy detector consisted of a 1" thick NaI(T1) crystal

of 3" diameter. The total energy of particles was observed for those

stopping in the crystal. Pulse height analysis was done for stopping as

well as for penetrating particles. To distinguish various singly charged

particles, dE/dX vs E technique has been used, aided by a Lucite (plasti_

_erenkov detector. The capability of charged particleseparation by
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telescope is demonstrated by

dE/dx vs. E graph with quick

30 look data shown in Fig. i.

d _ _ I I From Fig. 1, it is clear thatz

•,: "_ 1",'-. 1 1.11 ....
o _ i_ i"\I 1;_121 I ,1 various charged particles

1 1'_. 1 1 1,11 1 ",'1 _./%

__ i _. \ 1\. ,__ __ will produce different energy

_ _ "_. _I_'i\ "_\ l"\ _ losses in a thin dE/dx detect-
10 1 1 2_._ 1"_ 1_"1_ ._

= _ , _ 11 1 2t2_1 _h_ ", or for a given residual energy
_._ _1. 111 1 2 . 11"_I_,_I "_- _
. , , _ 1 , z ..... ,_, E, measured by Total energy

0 t I . I .... I . _ I". I , '. _

_0 2o 30 detector. Those electrons
PULSE HEIGHT IN'C*-CH NO--Y '_./ MUON

_ which stop in total energy

detector 4 are all relativistic
Fla.1

while the stopping muons and protons are non-relativistic. Therefore,

velocity threshold Cerenkov detector will produce output for a stopping

electrons only and other stopping particles will thus be separated.

Combination of these two techniques results in an effective separation

of electrons, muons and protons in selected energy interval of 5-50 HeY.

The up and down moving particles

are distinguished using upper and lower
GUJARAT UNIVERSITY TELESCOPE

dE/dx counters as anticoincidence dete- \r I

ctors for upward and downward particles '\ I /"
respectively. ', •x /

' I /
\ /

5. ENERGY CALIBRATION _," '
,$

The energy calibration of various //!_, .

I: "°'*"l Flevel Cosmic Ray Muons and radioactive 1".1:::"..'.
Gamma Ray sources (Cs 137, Co60). These

" t I
sources were used for NaI(T1) detector o

energy calibration. Beta particle

source Sr 90 was used for dH/dx dete- c_P_sT,c _,s_^
,, " E_ CERENKOV£

ctor testing, energy calibration and _ • IEE]NaI(W.)SCALE

monitoring. A 8 MeV monoenergetic ele-
E

ctron beam from microtron was used for _\\\\\\\\\\_
I .... IE"

various detector calibrations and for

determining efficiency of Cerenkov _ _ 2
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detector.

4. TELESCOPEHARD-

WARE

The Schematics oErEcmRsA.P

of CPT is shown in

Fig.2. The geome- _uLsE ,
STRECHER I

+lit I

try of the telesco- ii:,: TIFR jFACILITYl
pe is defined by e

J

1/8" thick plastic ....... , _ I

scintillatoz A' _ BLUCK DIAGRAM OF FLIGHT ELECTRONICS _........... ]

and 1" thick NaI(T1) detector C. Geometrical factor of the telescope is

13 cm2 Ster. Detector A is a Lucite Cerenkov detector, used as velo-

city threshold discriminator for various stopping particles. The dete-

ctor B is 1/2" thick plastic scintillator, working as energy loss [dE/dx)

detector. Lower detector D is another 1/2" thick plastic scintillator

working as anticoincidence detector for downward moving particles. Dete-

ctors E and E' are complementary to A and A', creating another telescope

for upward particles, with B acting

as the anticoincidence detector, D

as dE/dx detector. Fig.5 is a block

diagram of the Electronic Support sub-

is shown in Fig.4. It consists of

a microcomputer and a teletype unit.

The microcomputer receives clock and _.ICRO _ .
_PUTE_: AUDIO

data from Bit-synchroniser and ana- _ _lyses the incoming data in real time. .EY-_ARO -

The desired information from quick

look system can be printed out on
GROUND SUPPORT EOUIPMENT

teletype on getting a command from

keyboard. Telescope assembly can be

rotated around its horizontal axis to

study angular distribution.
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The experiment was tested for several weeks before the flight for

various detector characteristics, gain shifts, singles and coincidence

count rates, high voltages, discriminator levels etc.

5. BALLOONFLIGHT

On 8th December 1984, this experiment was flown in a high altitude

balloon in early morning hours (5.23 a.m. IST) from Hyderabad, India.

Balloon ascended to an altitude of 57 km (4 rob) and floated for four

hours. Experiment was cut down by telecommand at 12.00 noon and was

picked up in a reasonably good shape. Post flight checkout runs indicate

experimental condition to be good. Data analysis and results are presen-
• 5,6ted in SH session .
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ABSTRACT

We describe a program, currently in progress at UCB and
collaborating institutions, UCSD and CESR Toulouse to

conduct extended duration spectroscopic and photometric

observations of solar X-rayphenomena from balloons. High

photometric sensitivit_ to weak hard X-ray bursts is
attained using a 600 cm array of phoswich scintillators.

High spectral resolution for stronger bursts is available

from an array of planar germanium detectors. These

instruments are carried in a novel balloon gondola designed

for the 15 to 20 day float durations available through using
conventional zero-pressure balloons in the radiation

controlled (RACOON) mode.

I. Introduction Important new results concerning energetic flare

processes have been obtained using a unique instrumental complement

combining high spectral resolution and photometric sensitivity in a

conventional balloon flight. The excellent spectral resolution available

through the use of germanium solid state detectors pezmitted the discovery
of a superhot (3.5 x 10 K) flare emission component (1) and the high

photometric sensitivity of a large area phoswich scin%ill_tion counter
permitted detection of -25 "_-flares" with fluxes i0 -i0 lower than

conventionally associated with major flare activity (2). The existance of

superhot emission components has since been indirectly confirmed through

PeXXVI measurements (3) and continuum measurements below 30 keY (4). The

optical counterpart of _-flare events were subsequently discovered

through analysis of co-ordinated H observations (5). The _-flares have a

non-thermal spectral distribution and show evidence for temporal "
structure faster than "I s.

2. Scientific Objectives The general significance of these phenomena is

not clear since the superhot component has been directly observed in only

one flare and the observed _-flares were probably the product of a single

active region. It is interesting to note; however, that the size/frequency

distribution for the _-flares suggests that their underlying particle
population could be significant for heating of the active corona. Thus, it

is of great interest to determine how general the acceleration of >20 keV
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electrons is for transient processes on the sun. Other interesting

questions include: How does the superhot component vary from flare to

flare? Indeed, how hot do flare regions get? How are the heating and
acceleration mechanisms related?

In order to clarify the role of these hard x-ray processes in

overall solar energetic phenomena it is necessary to extend the

observations to span a variety of solar activity conditions. The primary

requirement for these follow-on studies is to attain a relatively long

observing period (comparable to solar rotation period ) using

instrumentation having high photometric and spectroscopic sensitivity.

For this purpose we have modified our original balloon instrument to

provide additional sensitivity and to function within the constraints of a

long duration balloon flight.

3. Flight Apparatus To attain the above objectives we have enlarged the
collecting area of the original payload and adapted it to a unique balloon

gondola designed to capitalize on the long float duration available using

standard zero-pressure balloons in the radiation controlled (RACOON)

mode. A block diagram for the detector system is shown in Figure i.

Our detector complement

consists of an array of four

actively shielded high purity
PHOSWICH Ge DETECTORS

cooled planar germaniu_ SC,NT,LL=0RS_

detectors totaling -50 cm

active area plus three large
area NaI(TI )/CsI(Na) phoswich
scintillation counters

ca00oooothe germanium detector array PHApS

iS provided by a 160 1 dewar of

liquid nitrogen. The aperture _ _i A_c__ _ i] _

of the germanium array is

oriented vertically with an

acceptance angle of 40 degrees _ _

( full width, zero response).
This permits sensitivity to
solar transient events for

roughly two hours of each day GOESTELEMETRY

at >33% response. _ne phoswich UPL,,K• VHF
" scintillation counters have 3 GROUNO /_

LINK •

mm thick primary detector

elements and are optimized to Figure I - The _-processor based datasystem accommodates a wide dynamic range
• respond in the 15 to 150 keV of detector event rates and prioritizes

energy range. Each phoswich the data for storage or telemetered
has a crossed slat collimator output (see text).

which defines a pyrimidal

angular response with FWHM of

15 degrees.

The phoswich array is carried in an alt-azimuth gimbal which is

slaved to an external aspect sensor platform. The aspect sensor platform

is programmed during the day to track the sun in azimuth and elevation with

a precision of " 1 degree. During night operation or periods when the sun

is too low in the sky to permit useful x-ray observations the aspect sensor

platform may be reprogrammed to track the local magnetic field. This
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operating mode permits observation of non-solar sources via a pre-

programmed tracking routine with an accuracy of "2 degrees. The aspect

sensor platform also incorporates a sunrise/sunset sensor to provide daily

navigation updates to the tracking routines.

The data generated by these detector systems are processed by an on-

board computor and prioritized for output via one or more of three

channels as shown in Figure i. Discrete x-ray event words in which pulse

height and timing information are encoded are read directly into a large

dynamic random access memory via direct memory access c_ntrol. This memory
is sized to hold the transient events totaling up to i0 discrete detected

photons. The raw event rates are monitored in parallel with memory storage

of the detector data streams by the on-board processor to detect the

presence of solar burst events, Data segments which contain such burst

events are then tagged for preferential storage and output. When "50% of

the main buffer RAM is filled ('2 hours under background rate conditions)

the data are transferred to the on-board tape storage system. This system

includes two 3M model ND-75 digital recorders having a total capacity of

136Mbytes which is sufficient to hold all of the data generated during the

nominal 20 day balloon flight. Burst event data from the previous day are

read out of the burst memory section each night and transmitted via the

Geostationary Orbiting Environmental Satellite (GOES) network at an

effective rate of 60 bps. During the day this data channel is used in real

time to transmit the integral rates in three broad energy windows as

monitored by the the phoswich array. This channel provides a rudimentary

data base for studying _-flare characteristics should the tape recorder

data not be recovered. An additional data transmission channel is provided

via line-of-sight VHF telemetry to permit high rate monitoring of the

payload during the initial float checkout phase of the balloon flight
before the payload is committed to a circumnavigation. This channel will

also be used to dump the data stored in the on-board tape recorders as a

precautionary measure before cutdown and recovery of the payload.

Additional features are provided in the balloon gondola system t_
support a nominal 15-20 day float duration. Power is provided by an 8 m

solar panel array which is deployed after launch and operates in

conjuction with a lead acid battery stogage system. The power system is

scaled to support an average energy usage of 2500 watt-hours per day. The

balloon/gondola system incorporates an auto-ballast system which

functions in three stages. Nominal sunset cooling and settling of the

balloon will trigger a minimal ballast drop of "5% of the payload weight.

An anomalous altitude change, as might occur over a cold cloud layer, will

trigger an additional ballast drop of 10%. In the event of a very large

altitude excursion (which might result in the payload descending below the

tropopause) a ballast destruct occurs to provide some possibility of

restoring the payload to a functional altitude. The primary payload is

fully enclosed within an insulation blanket which includes additional

thermal ballast to maintain tempertures above 0 ° C. Additional thermal

isolation and heating is provided for the phoswich scintillator array

which needs a 20-30 °C operating environment.

4. Long Duration Balloon Operation The RAdiation COtrolled balloON

(RACOON) concept offers near ideal conditions for the study of solar

phenomena (6, 7). Since essentially continuous exposure is possible for

periods within ± 4 hours hours of local noon, one is not limited by the "40
minutes of earth occulation which occur for a spacecraft instrument in
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each 90 minute low earth orbit. The RACOON mode involves the use of a

standard zero pressure polyethelyne balloon for multi- day flights without

the use of extensive ballasting to maintain float altitude through sunset.
The initial float altitude must be chosen such as to ensure that the sunset

altitude change does not bring the balloon below the tropopause where the

negative temperature gradient would result in loss of the flig_. For the
present system we require a daytime float altitude of "3 gm/cm residual

depth to conduct x-ray observations. This is adequate to keep the balloon

safely above the tropopause at night. Allowing 1 to 2 hours to reattain

daytime float altitude we expect "250 hours of total float duration at 3
gm/cm . This should be compared with the nominal maximum float durations

of 25-40 hours which are occasionally attained under normal balloon flight
conditions.

The balloon is to be launched in January, 1986 from Alice Springs,

Australia, where the strong prevailing stratospheric winds will keep the

system within "2 degrees of a constant latitude for the 15-20 day duration

of the global circumnavigation, Cutdown is planned for the Eastern coastal

region of Australia.

5. Summary. We have developed a sophisticated balloon gondola which will
provide the first astronomical observations of solar and cosmic phenomena

from long duration balloons. We will use the RACOON long duration mode

which is ideally suited for observations of the sun. We expect one 20 day

balloon flight to yield "150 hours of solar and "I00 hours of cosmic source

observations. We estimate that "20 flare events strong enough for

spectroscopic analysis should be observed in a January, 1986 flight.
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1. Introduction. The Gamma Ray Spectrometer 11/ on the Solar Maximum
Mission spacecraft was primarily designed and calibrated for nuclear gamma
ray line measurements, but also has a high energy mode which allows the
detection of gamma rays at energies above 10 MeV and solar neutrons above
20 MeV. The GRS response has been extrapolated until now for high energy
gamma rays from an early design study /2/ employing Monte Carlo
calculations. The response to 50-600 MeV solar neutrons was estimated from a
simple model which did not consider secondary charged particles escaping into
the veto shields /3/. In view of numerous detections by the GRS of solar
flares emitting high energy gamma rays /_/, including at least two emitting
directly detectable neutrons /3,5,6/, the calibration of the high energy mode
in the flight model has been recalculated by the use of more sophisticated
Monte Carlo computer codes described in Section 2. New results presented in
Section 3 show that the GRS response to gamma rays above 20 MeV and to
neutrons above 100 MeV is significantly lower than the earlier estimates.

2. Monte Carlo Simulation of the GRS. The simulation of GRS response in
the high energy mode has required several stages of software development: (1)
representation of the principal materials and structures, both active and
passive, by combinatorial geometry routines, (2) propagation of primary
photons, and their secondary interaction products, through the GRS with the
Electron-Gamma Shower Code (EGS) /7/, (3) propagation of neutrons and their
secondary products with the High Energy Transport Code (HETC) /8/ and with
EGS, (4) calculation of charged particle scintillation efficiencies /9/, and (5)
the final selection of events satisfying pulse height logic criteria.

The combinatorial geometry routines give an accurate representation of the
GRS flight model /1/, consisting of seven (7.6-cm x 7.6-cm) Nal detectors in
an upper array and a large (24.2-cm x 7.6-cm) Csl detector, located 18 cm
below the upper array. These detectors are surrounded by an array of plastic
and CsI veto shields to reject charged particle events.

In the calculations the flight model is represented by fifty active "
scintillator or passive structure elements. These volume elements are
defined in terms of intersections or unions of solid cylinders, cylindrical shells,
hemispherical shells, and planar boundaries, in order to represent the upper
NaI and lower Csl detector crystals, photomultiplier tube assemblies between
the upper and lower detectors, the plastic and CsI shields, and the principal
supporting structures, including the metal housings for the active detectors
and shields. A significant improvement over the previous study [2[ is in the
treatment of empty interstitial spaces between the material volumes. Tracking
of Monte Carlo particles through all of these volumes and boundaries is
accomplished with common geometry routines in EGS and HETC.
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The compatibility of the tracking routines is particularly useful for the
simulation of neutron interactions, which produce secondary products requiring
two-stage tracking, first by HETC for nucleons and pions, and then by EG5
for secondary gamma rays from pion decay or the de-excitation of nuclei
excited by collisions. Interactions of nucleons and pions with target nuclei, and
the residual excitation energy emitted as gamma rays, are simulated with the
two-stage intranuclear-cascade and nuclear evaporation routines in HETC. A
low energy cutoff of 15 MeV is used for the propagation of nucleons and
pions in HETC, although the intranuclear cascade model, decomposing
interactions with nuclei into individual collisions with the constituent nucleons,
is not valid for collision energies below 100 MeV. EG5 uses cross sections
derived from analytical formulae or experimental data to simulate the
interactions of gamma rays above 100 KeV and electrons above _00 KeV.
Cumulative errors due to Monte Carlo statistics and the accuracy of the
interaction cross sections used in both HETC and EGS are about 10-20
percent.

The present calculations use only a rough approximation procedure for
energy deposition in the detectors by secondary neutrons produced at energies
below 15 MeV. The neutron response calculations have been run for two cases=
(1) the low energy neutrons produced below 1_ MeV deposit their full energy
locally via nuclear recoil or inelastic interactions, or (2) these neutrons escape
from the GRS without any further interaction. The final neutron responses are
the average of the results from these two cases, significantly different for

• _0-I00 MeV neutrons but much less so for higher energies.
The pulse height logic criteria for gamma ray or neutron events in the

high energy mode are the following: (l) 10-100 MeV electron-equivalent energy
deposited in either the upper Nal detector assembly or the lower Csl
detector, or in both, (2) no deposits greater than about 3 MeV in the annular
CsI side shields, and (3) no deposits greater than about 500 KeV in either the
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Figure 1: (A) 10-140 MeV gamma ray response. (B) 50-1000 MeV neutron
response. Nominal high energy matrix response with (solid curves) and without
(dashed curves) shield veto. Gamma ray response from /2/ with corrections for
the GRS flight model (boxes). Neutron response without shield veto and 100-
MeV cutoff from present work (diamonds) and /31 (circles).
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front or back plastic shields. Energy deposits in the upper and lower detector
arrays are pulse-height analysed separately with four channels below 100 MeV,
while deposits above 100 MeV in either array are not recorded due to preset
electronics limitations. The four channels correspond to electron-equivalent
energy deposits of 10-25, 25-40, _0-65, and 65-100 MeV. The GRS event logic
also records a two-dimensional high energy matrix which includes "mixed"
events triggering both the upper and lower detectors, as the result of
secondary charged particle and photon showers, and depositing total energies
up to 1_0 MeV. The total energy deposited in the matrix gives at least a
minimum measure of the incident particle's energy, while the fraction of
mixed events allows some discrimination between gamma rays and neutrons.

3. High Energy Gamma Ray and Neutron Response. Calculated results for the
total GRS responses to gamma rays and neutrons as functions of incidence
energy are shown respectively in Figures I(A) and I(B). The incident photons
or neutrons are perpendicularly incident onto the front surface of the GRS, as
would be the case for radiation of solar origin. The GRS response to high
energy gamma rays from off-axis sources has also been calculated and used
for in-orbit calibration and cosmic burst studies, the response being nearly
constant up to 30 degrees off-axis at all energies and falling off by up to a
factor of three at 90 degrees and 20 MeV.

The high energy matrix response for solar .gamma rays, shown by the solid
curve in Figure I(A), is heavily attenuated above 15 MeV by the vetoing of
events which produce shower electrons escaping through the active shields,
where these electrons trigger the side and bottom shields at about the same
rates. The new responses are ten percent below the earlier ones /2/ at 20
MeV, but the differences increase to thirty percent at higher energies. These
differences arise from the use of different instrument models and shield veto
criteria which produce increasingly divergent results above 20 MeV.

The strong forward showering of secondary photons and electrons preduces a
characteristic response in the GR5 to solar gamma rays above 20 MeV, where
these events contribute mixed events to the high energy matrix. At increasing
energies the mixed events increase in significance but are also associated with
high veto rates and low total response. The calculated ratios of mixed and
total matrix events are 0.01, 0.2, 0.6, and 0.4 at 30, 70_ lt_0_ and 200 MeV
respectively, decreasing above 140 MeV due to matrix energy limits.

In Figure I(B) the solid curve shows the large cumulative effect on the
neutron response from shield vetoes and the 100-MeV cutoff_ without which
the present and earlier /3/ calculations converge above 500 MeV. The relative
significance of shield vetoing alone is illustrated by the increasing difference
between the solid and dashed curves at higher energy. The large error bars
for the response to neutrons at 50-100 MeV arise from the low energy neutron
approximation discussed in Section 2. The neutron response is characterized by +
a relatively negligible fraction (less than 0.03) of mixed events, arising from
the physical separation of the upper and lower GRS detectors, and from the
relatively isotropic scattering of neutron interaction products.

4. Discussion. The new Monte Carlo calibration gives a significant
improvement of the earlier results /2/ for higher energy gamma rays
producing mixed events, the difference between the two calculations at 20
MeV being relatively negligible. Since average gamma ray energies in the high
energy GRS flares /4/ were less than 25 MeV in the impulsive phase_ the
integral fluences for those flares do not require revision. Analyses of flares
emitting higher energy gamma rays from pion decay /lO/ are highly dependent
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on the measured Iraction of mixed matrix events and require the new
calibration.

Aside from residual uncertainties regarding the newly calculated GRS
response to solar neutrons below a few hundred MeV, the important effects of
shield vetoing, the 100-MeV high energy mode cutoff, and details of the
secondary interaction product distributions, have otherwise been accurately
modeled for the first time. The earlier estimates /3J of GRS response to
neutrons, derived from simple cross section arguments without consideration
of these effects, greatly exceed the new ones at neutron energies above I00
MeV. At 20-100 MeY the earlier estimates should be used, since neutron cross
sections in the new HETC calculations have probably been overestimated at
those energies. The total matrix responses of the GRS with shield vetoing to
neutrons at 50, I00, 200, 300, 400, 500, and I000 MeV are then II, 40, 59,
50, 47, 44, and 24 cm2 respectively, and the corresponding ratios of the new
and old responses are 1.0, 1.0, 0.57, 0.36, 0.31, and 0.28 up to 500 MeV.

The in-flight GRS data provide some confirmation that the current
calibration of the high energy mode is reasonably accurate. In-flight
calibration data have confirmed the stability of energy deposit thresholds for
the shields, although thresholds at I0 MeV and above for the high energy
matrix are still uncertain by a few MeY. The gamma ray calibration has been
checked at 30-200 MeV by measurements of atmospheric gamma rays, as the
GRS points toward the earth's horizon during the night portion of its orbit,
which agree within 20-30 percent with comparable SAS-2 data /II/. For a
check of the neutron response, delayed neutrons from the 3une 21, 1980 solar
flare [3[ provide a relatively "clean" neutron source, uncontaminated by high
energy gamma rays emitted only in the initial impulsive phase. These neutrons
produced a very small fraction of mixed events in the high energy matrix
after background subtraction ]6J, thereby confirming the predicted response
from these calculations.
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FROM WORLDWIDE NETWORK OF NEUTRON MONITORS
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ABSTRACT

In order to examine the stability of neutron monitor observation, each

of the monthly average counting rates of a neutron monitors is correlated

to those of Kiel neutron monitor. The regression coefficients thus ob-

tained are compared with the coupling coefficients of isotropic intensity

variation. The results of the comparisons for five year periods during

1963 to 1982, and for whole period are given. The variation spectrum with
a single power law with an exponent of -0.75 upto 50 GV is not so unsatis-

factory one. More than one half of the stations show correlations with

the coefficient greater than 0.9. Some stations have shifted the level

of mean counting rates by changing the instrumental characteristics which

can be adjusted.

INTRODUCTION

The relation between the long lived Forbush decreases and the ii year

variation has long been interested (see for example, Lockwood and Webber,

1984; Burlaga et al. 1984). In order to examine whether the neutron

monitor counting rates are satisfactorily stable for periods of months to

tens of months to be used to inspect the variations mentioned above, the

present paper is given (Ryu and Wada, 1983). After some trials, Kiel has

been.-selected as the main key station of neutron monitor data. Correla-

tions of monthly averages between each of 65 stations and Kiel for 5 year

periods during 1963 and 1982 are studied statistically. The years 1963-67

and 1973-77 are of the sunspot minimum periods, and those of 1968-72 and

1978-82 are nearly during the sunspot maximum years. All of the stations

have more than five years continual data which are refered to WDC-C2.

w

ANALYSIS ANDRESULTS

The correlation diagrams are prepared for any pairs of stations. Form

inspections of these diagrams, we can classify them into three groups as °
a, b, and c. Group a shows close correlation of which the coefficients are

greater than 0.9. There are 37 stations in the group a out of 65. For ex-

ample, the diagrams between Thule and Kiel are given in Fig.i, and for

Kerguellen and Kiel &n Fig.2. The scales of both axes are 6f natural log-

arithms, so that the variational amounts are approximated in the values

relative to the counting rates of each point. As seen in the figures, the

standard deviation of the scatter about the regression line is extimated

to be around 0.5 percent at the best condition.

Using the results of correlation, the regression coefficients are plotted
in Fig.3 against the coupling coefficients of isotropic varistion normaliz-

ed to that of Kiel, The coupling coefficients are derived from the varia-

tion spectrum of primary cosmic rays of a single power law with_an exponent
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-0.75 upto 50 GV (Yasue et al. 1982). From Fig.3, it can be seen the cor-

relations are rather well, though there are some scatters in points, Most

remarkable scatter is seen for the figure of 1968-72, the sunspot maximum

period. There seems some tendency of downward shift of southern stations•

The spread of decreases seen in plot of whole period in Fig.2 (left hand

side) is also noticable aspect. We have examined whether this trend is

statistically significant or not. After variaous test, we found no clear

conclusion to prove the situation given above• That means the existence

of limitation of the data stability.

Group b contains stations which have rather low correlation coefficients.

Those stations are mostly situated in lower latitudes, and the amounts of

variation are relatively small, which result lower coefficients• There

are continuities from the stations whose coefficients are higher than 0.9.

Some stations reveal hysteresis, but there is no systematic trend of hys-
teresis.

Group c diagrams in Fig.4 show significant level changes of the mean

counting rates, They may mostly arise from artificial instrumental chang-

es such as the number of counters. There are 15 stations in this group.

We are trying to get the amounts of level changes for those stations by

using reasonable method.

CONCLUSION

The monthly average counting rates of most of the existing neutron moni-

tors are examined from a point of view of the stability of operation. More

than a half of the stations treated show satisfactory operations. If the

artificial level changes are adjusted, we can use practically all of the

stations, except small number of stations whose data_are significantly
deviate with time. The standard deviation of the residual variation is

around 0.5 percent in the best condition, which makes some limitation of

the analysis. It can be improved if one uses multiple number of stations

for such variations spanning months to tens of months period.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Flg.l. Correlation diagrams of monthly average neutron monitor counting

rates between Thule and Kiel for 5 year periods and for all the period
(left hand side).

Fig.2. The same as Fig.l, but for Kerguellen and Kiel.

Fig.3. The correlation diagrams of the regression coefficient against

the coupling coefficient normalized to that of Kiel.

Fig.4. The same as Fig.l, but for the stations whlch show level changes

due to artificial change in the operational condition.
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ABSTRACT

In order to monitor the solar neutron events, a new recording
system will be installed at Mr. Norikura Cosmic Ray Observatory.
The recording system is composed of a pulse counter with clock
and a microcomputer with minifloppy disk. The counter and the
microcomputer are connected through the General Purpose
Interface Bus line. The one-minute totai count of neutron

monitor is recorded on the minifIoppy disk.

1. Introduction

Direct observations of the solar neutrons associated with solar

flares were made at the earth, on June 21, 1980 and June 3, 1982 by the
Gamma-Ray Spectrometer (GRS) on board the Solar Maximum Mission satellite

(SMM).1,2) It was reported that, on June 3, 1982, the solar neutrons were
also detected by the ground-based neutron monitors at Jungfraujoch, 2,3)

Lomnicky Stit, 4) and Rome. 5,6) From the analysis of the Rome NM-64 data,
lucci e_ al. 8) analyzed that the solar energetic neutron events could be
detected by ground-based stations particularly when they were located at
mountain altitudes and low latitudes.

Here, we present a plan to record the output of neutron monitor at
Mt.Norikura (4-NM-64, altitude=2770m, cutoff=ll.36GV) and, if possible,

simultaneously at Tokyo (36-NM-64, altitude=2Om, cutoff=ll.61GV).

:_.2_ Recording hardware system

This system is contrived to record the total counts from the neutron ,
monitor in every minute. Figure 1 shows the arrangement for recordings of
the neutron monitor counts. The counter/clock is operated through the
IEEE-488 standard digital interface bus for programabie instrumentation
(or General Purpose Interface Bus, OPIB). The controi of GPIB and the

data acquisition is operated by an ordinary microcomputer. 7)
The interface between microcomputer and GPIB is made by using an LSI

(T_iS9914, Texas Instruments), and 4 MHz clock pulse is supplied from the
microcomputer. The control of the counter/ciock is operated through an
interface LSI (SM8530B, Nippon Precision Circuits).

19th Int. Cosmic Roy Conf., ha Jolla, 1985, SH9.1-8
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1 [

Fig. !. Blockdiagram of the recording system for the solar neutron
monitoring.

3. Recording software system

The microcomputer is operated under the operating system of CP/M
_Control Program for Microprocessors, Digital Research). The LSI TMS9914
that we used contains all of the logic necessary to interface TALK,

LISTEN and CONTROL in accordance with GPIB. For the microcomputer, the

control of GPIB means the read-and-write process to the various registers
in the TMS9914. All programs which

control the TMS9914, the floppy
disk and the printer, are written
in C language (C compiler by BD
Software).

Figure 2 shows the flow chart

of the operating program of the )
recording system. The counting
rates of the neutron monitor in

every one minute is transfered
from the counter/clock to the

memory of microcomputer, and
written on the minifloppy disk in I I

every ten minutes.. Year, month, I R E A D I
, day, hour and minute are written

l

at the beginning of the hour. The
exchange of floppy disk can be
operated between the ten minute

° recording. One block of data is
composed of an hour data, which

requires 128 bytes each. A sheet

be operated for three months. The

records on the floppy disk are I
transfered to a magnetic tape, and I
the data will be analyzed by using
electronic computers.

Fig.2. Flowchart of operating program.
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?hble I. Distribution of neutron monitors.

Station Jungfraujoch Rome Mt. Norikura Tokyo

Monitor IGY 12-NM-64 4-NM-64 36-NM-64

Latitude 46.55 ° N 41.91° N 36.11° N 35.75 ° N

Longitude 7.98° E 12.50° E 137.55° E 139.75" E

Altitude 3550 m 60 m 2770 m 20 m

Cutoff rigidity 4.48 GV 6.32 GV II.36 GV 11.61GV

Counting rates
(Nov. 1977) 6.0×105 /hr 3.0x105 /hr 5.5x105 /hr 9.4x105 /hr

4. Discussion and Summary

As is seen in Table I, Mr. Norikura station is located at an

advantageous place, namely, mountain altitude, relatively low latitude,
and different longitude from European stations. It is preferable that one

minute record at Tokyo neutron monitor should be operated simultaneously
to study the response and yield function for the solar neutron.

The features of the the recording system for the solar neutron
monitoring are summarized as follows:

I) Using of the general purpose interface bus (GPIB) to facilitate
the automatic data handling and also the alteration of the recording

system.
2) By the adoptation of an ordinary microcomputer and the control

and operation software in C language, it is easy to change operation

system afterwards.
3) One minute count data from the neutron monitor are recorded on

the minifloppy disk, which can endure for a long time record (in this
case, three months).
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ABSTRACT

A practical and simple method for burst rejection was applied to
the digitized data of cosmic ray ion chambers at Mt. Norikura,

Tokyo and Kochi. As a result of burst rejection, the burst
size-frequency distributions in the digitized data at mountain
altitude and sea-level ion chambers were obtained. The results

show that there are no significant differences between the

digital and analog data processing in the burst rejection.

1. Introduction

COsmic ray ion chambers have been used for the continuous

observation since the early days of cosmic ray studies. Five sets of
Nishina-type ion chambers were built during the period from 1935 to
1941. 1,2) COntinuous recording by those Nishina-type ion chambers had

been started at Tokyo in 1948, Mr. Norikura in 1955, Hong Kong in 1970
and Kochi in 1979. At present, the digital recording systems for cosmic

ray-ion chambers 3,4) are in operation (see Table I).
The burst distribution in ion chamber records is recognized from an

abrupt change in charge up voltage. It is generated from a bremsstrahlung
of muon or some nuclear interaction in lead absorber which covers the

chamber to avoid undesirable radiation around the apparatus. Since the

size of a burst sometimes exceeds total voltage variation in an hour, it
should be rejected to reduce fluctuations. In this paper, we discuss on

the burst rejection and the burst size distribution in the digitized data
at Mt. Norikura, Tokyo and Kochi.

Table 1. List of Nishina type ion chambers in Japan

Station Mr. Norikura Tokyo Kochi

Cutoff rigidity (GV) 11.38 11.50 12.88
Altitude (m) 2770 20 30
Atmospheric depth (g/cm 2 ) 740 I030 I030
Nishina type ion chamber No.I No.5 No.4
Argon gas pressure (kg/cmZ ) 39 30 39
Electrometer output range (V) 30 10 10
Thickness of roof (g/cm_) 20 10 120
Thickness of lead shield (cm) 10 10 10

19th Int. Cosmic Roy Conf., ka Jolla, 1985, SH9.1-9
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2. Method of burst rejection

There is no a priori way of rejecting the burst data, since smaller

bursts can not be distinguished from ordinary statistical fluctuations.
As a method of burst rejection, Wada et al. _) proposed to chose the

threshold from the distribution, so that the average is not change.
Kusunose eta/. 5) presented a practical method to separate bursts

from the ordinary cosmic ray data on the assumption that the frequency of

burst number per hour follows the Poisson distribution. We reduced the
procedure of burst rejection, where the principle is the same as the

previous method. The threshold of burst rejection is taken as knon

(a=l,2 ....), where on are standard deviations and k, are constants, which
are determined so that the frequency of burst obeys the Poisson

distribution. In the previous report, R was taken up to 10, now we reduce
it to 3.

z2-test of the Poisson distribution was applied to the distribution
of the burst frequency per hour. The results show fairly good fitness to

the Poisson distribution except for a few cases. The distributions of one
minute values as differences from averages of respective hours are shown

in Fig. l. Curves A's are the distribution of one minute values due to
ionization current of cosmic rays detected in the chamber, and B's are
the distribution of the rejected burst values. As shown in the figures,

both curves are separated each other reasonably.

05 i I I I I I I I I I" f" I I I !

Mt. Norikura Tokyo Kochi

_ A
m 104

-" I
,, I
o i0a B

/ ?

m

_- 102

(a) (b)

I01 i , , , ,I , , , ,. , , i , ,
-40 0 -40 0 40 -40 0 40

ONE MINUTE VALUE (bit)

Fig. I. Distribution of one minute values as deviation from the averages
of respective hours at the period from May 24, t980 to May 9, 1981.
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Fig. 2. Burst size-frequency distribution.

3. Burst size distribution

The integral size-frequency distributions of bursts thus obtained
are shown in Fig. 2, where (a), (b) and (e) are those of Mr. Norikura,

Tokyo and Kochi ion chamber respectively. In the figure, the burst size
is represented in unit of particle that means the number of incident

charged particles in a ion chamber. The frequencies of the bursts are
indicated in the number of bursts divided by the time of total duration
and by the horizontal cross-sectional area of the chamber.

The frequencies of the bursts at a point where the burst size is 200
particles, are shown as, 6.0x10 -8 cm-Zsec-I at Mt. Norikura, 1.83xi0 -8

at Tokyo, and i 35×10 -8 at Kochi. The burst frequency at Mt. Norikura is
3.3 times that of Tokyo. According to Kameda and Wada8), it means that

considerable parts of the total bursts at sea level are t_ose induced by
N-components. The ratio of Tokyo to Kochi is found as _1.3. It will be
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explained by the difference in the cutoff rigidities and the thickness of
roof materials.

The burst frequency spectrum can be expressed partly by the form of

power function ass -_ , where S is the burst size in unit of particle. We
calculated the power 7 in the range of burst size from 150 to 220

particles by the least square method. The results are 7=2.07±0.01 at Mt.

Norikura, 7=2.09±0.01 at Tokyo, and 7=2.09±0.01 at Kochi. There is no
significant difference among them.

4. Summary

In summary, we separated one minute data of cosmic ray ion chamber
into the ordinary cosmic ray data and the burst data by the statistical

way under the assumption that the number of bursts in one hour follow the
Poisson distribution. The merit of this method is capable of testing the

appropriateness of burst rejection by application of z2-test on the
Poisson distribution.

As a result of the burst rejection, the distributions of burst

size-frequencies were obtained. The differences of burst size spectrum
bwteen Mr. Norikura and sea level ion chambers are generally in
coincidence with the results of Kameda and Wada.
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In 1981-1985 the neutron component of cosmic rays was

recorded, the effect of cosmic ray multiplication in lead be-

ing disregarded /I-2/. The recording device consisted of ne-

utron counters placed in a polyethylene retarder (polyethy-

lene tubes with wall thickness of 2 cm). The device regis-

tered neutrons formed directly on the surface or not deep

underground; the intensity of neutrons depended on the che-

mical composition of the substance.

The neutron component was measured by a lead-free moni-

tor in an expedition in the Moscow Canal, Belomor-Baltic Ca-

nal and in the Atlantic Ocean. Figure I presents the time va-

riation of 5-minute data of the intensity obtained in the Be-

lomor-Baltic Carnal and in the Atlantic Ocean relative to the

mean value in the open sea (in %, Fig. I b). The intensity is

seen to increase considerably when cosmic rays pass through

locks and ports. In different locks the amplitude/of the ef-

fect are different which is due to the difference in the depth,

in the geometry of the locks,and in the chemical compo-
sition of the shore substance.

The observed intensity increases due to recording of ad-
d£tional neutrons formed in nuclear interactions in the shore

substance. These neutrons leave the nxlcle_s at the evapora-

tion stage, and the larger the mass number of the nucleus,
w

the more the amount of evaporating neutrons for a given ener-

gy of an incident particle. Thus, it seems possible to use

the method_of record(nq multiplicities for the determination

of substance composition since the_e neutrons can be c_nsi-

dered as multiple. The possibility of their recording is

much smaller than in local-generation detectors because of a

large distance from the place of their formation to the place

of recording. For this reason the counting level for multi-

plicity k = 2 is not high relative to the total count and is

negligibly small for higher multiplicities. Nonetheless, since

the increase in the count is just due to m111tiple neutrons,

it is reasonable to record multiplicities.

Besides the total intensity, the multiplicit{es were al-
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so recorded in the Belomor-Baltic Canal. Along with inten-

sity variations _T , F_g.l demonstrates the Z]_>Ztime depen-

dence of _-r , which is the multiple neutron intensity va-

riation for multiplicity k = 2 and the mean mtlltiplicity k

for the time of passing through the Canal (from S-minute data)•

The results of these measurements show a synchronous variati-

on in the level of count of I and I _z • But if the incre-

ase of the intensity I in locks makms up on the average 20-
30 %, for multiplicities k >_2 the increase reaches 2000-9000

%. This difference confirms the fact that the intensity in-

crease in locks is due to recording of ne_Jtrons formed in in-

teractions between cosmic rays and lock-wall or shore subs-

tance m_clei. (In the open see this effect is relatively

small - the rate of counting of I >_ is about 3 pulses per 5

minutes). Thus, the data on the multiplicities are many times
more sensitive to the influence of the envirorment than the

data on the total intensity, the rate of counting multiple

neutrons formed in CR - air interactions being negligibly

small. Standard deviations in locks for %T I and _'122 make
up 2 and 3OO %, which in the relative units make up about 8

and II %, respectively. _nerefore, in spite of the small rate

Of I >2 count, the accuracy _m _ determining the variation

I> 2 is comparable with the accuracy of determining the
intensity variations. Thus, the information on the surroun-

ding medium is more complete if neutrons are recorded by both

methods. Because of its smallness, the mean multiplicity does

not react to the surrounding medium since statistic fluctu-

ations overlap possible variations.

The infl,lence of the chemical composition of the surro-

unding medium on m_lltiplicity distribution is of considerable

interest. Within the statistical error of measurements the

multiplicity distributfon for a lead-free neutron monitor is

exponential, _:_ exp(_#_) (Fig.2), the parameter _ depen-

ding on the position of the neutron monitor; in locks with

rocky shores (Fig.2, curve I) ,_= 3.70 0.08; in locks with

ordinary ground (curve 2) _/v = 4.00 O. IO; between locks with

a distance to the shores of 4-8 m,_ = 4.11 O.II (curve:3);

in the open see _ : 7.0 0•6 (curve 4) In locks with rocky% •

shores (Fig.l, locks N 6-9) _ decreases, in locks with or-

dinary groung such a decrease is not observed. In the open

see the intensity I >2 makes up only O.I % of the total in-

tensity which is responsible for a corresponding maxirum value

of _ . (Zt should be noted that the riverside effect on

the intensity makes up IO-20 % if the distance to the banks

is 10-15 m. As the distance increases to IOO m, the riverside

egfect vanishes and the data on the intensity correspond to
those obtained in the open see).
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PLASTIC SCINTILLATORS IN COINCIDENCE FOR THE STUDY OF MULTI-PARTICLE

PRODUCTION OF SEA LEVEL COSMIC RAYS IN DENSE MEDIUM

L.S. Chuang and K.W. Chan

Department of Physics, The Chinese University of Hong Kong

Hong Kong

M. Wada

Cosmic Ray Laboratory, The Institute of Physical and Chemical Research

Tokyo, Japan

i. Introduction. Cosmic-ray particles at sea level penetrate a thick

layer of dense medium without appreciable interaction. These penetrating

particles are identified with muons(1). The only appreciable interaction

of muons are by knock-on processes(2). A muon may have single, double or

any number of knock-on with atoms of the material so that one, two, three
or more particles will come out from the medium in which the knock-on

processes occur. The probability of multi-particle production is expec-

ted to decrease with the increase of multiplicity.

The present report presents measurements of the single, double, and

triple particles generated in a dense medium (Fe and AI) by the sea level

cosmic rays at 22.42 N. Lat. and 114.20 E. Long. (Hong Kong) using a

detector composed of two plastic scintillators connected in coincidence.

2. Experimental. The detector consists of two units, each of which

comprises a plastic scintillator, I m2 x 5 cm, and an RCA-8055 (0 = 12.7

cm) photomultiplier tube installed in a light-tight iron case as shown

in Fig. i. A block diagram of the counting system is also shown in Fig.

i. The whole system is installed in a room where the room temperature
is kept within 20 ± IOC.

By adjusting the high voltages and the amplifier-gains, differential

pulse height spectra for each of the detector systems, as shown by curve

(A)-in Fig. 2, were brought to nearly matching. Then, setting the high

voltages and the amplifier-gains at the optimum values and the SCA dis-

criminator of the upper detector fully open, coincidence measurements of

the signals from the upper and the lower detectors were made by varying
the SCA discriminator level of the lower detector with the channel width

0.i V. A suitable resolving time of the coincidence unit was chosen

to be 0.5 Us so that the accidental coincidence counts were always negli-
gibly small (i.e. less than 0.01 cpm against a counting rate of about

i000 cpm in each of the two detectors.

Keeping the two detector surfaces 11.7 cm apart and having the dense

medium, Fe or A1 slabs, of varying thicknesses placed between the detec-

tors, the coincidence pulse height spectra were measured for each of

the varying conditions (Fig. 2; curves (B)).

With Fe-absorber, the peak positions for triple-particle spectra

are clearly appearing in the multi-particle spectra, e.g. at discrimina-

tor level 2.48 in Fig. 3(B). The corresponding peak area, however, can

hardly be determinable due to poor counting statistics. Existence of

triple-particle is further confirmed by the nearly equidistances of the

triple-particle peak position from that of the double-particle ( A L =

0.76) and the double-particle peak position from that of the single-

particle ( AL = 0.72). (Fig. 2(B) and 3(B))
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Fig. 1 The detector and the counting system.

The same procedures as above were applied in the measurements using
Al-absorber of thicknesses 1.28 - 5.29 cm. None of the four absorption

curves obtained gave good linearity to be able to obtain the absorption

coefficient. Inspection by superpositions of the spectra for the four
different absorber thicknesses with the single-particle spectrum reveals

the poor absorption power of Al-absorber - little evidence of absorption

or with irregularities, if any, in the multi-particle free portion and

also in the portion where multi-particle contribute. This is thought

to be due to very poor absorptivity and thus poor productivity for multi-

particle of Al-absorber in the present experimental conditions.

3. Data analysis and Results. Each of the five pulse height spectra

resulting from coincidence measurements, Fig. 2(B), is expected to be a

result of superpositions of the multi-particle pulse height spectra over

the single-particle spectrum.
t - -

To obtain the multi-particle spectra, the single particle spectrum

(This spectrum too is superposed with multi-particle spectra due to the

0.4 cm thick Fe medium making up the surfaces of the detector housings)

which has been corrected for absorption in the absorber is used for sub-

traction from the experimental spectrum which is placed with an absorber.

An exponential form of absorption is adopted with reference to the nature

of absorption of charged particles in passing through matter. In the

lower pulse heights region, i.e. where the discriminator levels are

smaller than that for the peak point of the spectrum, effect of multi-

particle is absent. In this region, we have in(lo(L)/l(L) _ = p(L - Lo)

(where lo(L) and I(L) are the coincidence counting rates of the single-
particle, with pulse height L, before and after passing through the ab-

sorber, and p is a linear absorption coefficient of the absorber for the

sea level cosmic-ray particles. Lo is a threshold discriminator level

which is a constant of the system). From the plots of in(lo(L)/l(L))

versus (L - L o) for the various absorber thicknesses, e.g. Fig. 3(A), the
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slopes _s are obtained with an average value 0.15 ± 0.06. Once _ is

known, the multi-particle spectra can be determined from I(L) - Ioex p

(-_(L-Lo)) = I2(L) + I3(L) + ... (where I2(L), I3(L) .... are the double-

triple-, and the successive higher order multi-particle spectrum,

respectively.)

Defining the peak area (K) as a product of the peak value and the

FWHM of the peak, we obtain an average value of (Kd/K s) as 0.07 ± O.01

for Fe-absorber (where the subscripts d and s denote for double-particle

and single-particle, respectively) which is identical to say that the

probability of double-particle production in Fe-absorber of thicknesses

ranging 0.65 - 4.97 cm is 0.07 ± O.O1.

To the single-particle spectrum, a Gaussian curve is fit to the

single-particle portion. The difference between the experimental curve

and this hypothetical curve is considered as due to the multi-particle

spectra. A remarkable double-particle peak with a value 0.07 for Kd/K s
is also obtained.

(B)

(A) • Single detector 200

O

3000 (B) 2 Detectors in coincidence:

O No Absorber

• 1-Absorber

5-Absorber

(A) O 6-Absorber

• 7-Absorber 150

SCA Dis. Level (Volt)

Fig. 2 Pulse height spectra: (A) taken with single detector

(B) taken with upper and lower detector in coincidence

(Dis. levels: upper fully open; lower varied from

0.5 to 3.25 with channel width 0.i V).
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Fig. 3 (A) Absorption curve for single-particle in Fe.

(B) Double-particle peak and triple-particle

component seen at Dis. level 2.3 - 3.0.

4. Discussion. The average value 0_O7 ± 0.01 for the probability of

double-particle production per muon (i.e. one knock-on process)in Fe-
absorber of thicknesses 0.4 to 4.97 cm, which is negligibly small as com-

pared to the range of sea level muons in Fe-absorber (e.g. 71 cm of Fe
for muon with momentum i000 MeV/c(3)) seems reasonable from the following

comparisons with theoretical information: Taking the value 0.07 per

g cm-2 to be the probability of double-particle production (one knock-on

process) in Fe medium the agreement with the theoretical calculation

of 0.14 per gcm -2 in Fe medium(4) for muons with the average momentum

of sea level muons, 3500 MeV/c(5), is rather good. Present result for

the average value of energy transfer per knock-on is estimated to be

about 29 MeV with the rate of energy loss in Fe medium by 3500 MeV/c

muons taken as 2 MeV per g cm-2(3). While, the calculated maximum trans-

ferable energy per knock-on is 545 MeV.
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SONTRAC: A  So lar  Neutron Track Chamber Detector  

Glenn M. Frye, J r .  , Thomas L. Jenkins, A1 an Owens 
Physics Dept., Case Western Reserve U n i v e r s i t y  

Cleveland, Ohio 441 06, U.S.A. 

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n .  The recen t  d e t e c t i o n  on the  SMM s a t e l l i t e  o f  h i g h  en- 
e rgy  neutrons emi t ted  d u r i n g  l a r g e  s o l a r  f l a r e s  (1) has prov ided renewed 
i n c e n t i v e  t o  design a  neut ron d e t e c t o r  which has t h e  s e n s i t i v i t y ,  energy 
r e s o l u t i o n ,  and t ime  r e s o l u t i o n  t o  measure the  neut ron t ime and energy 
spec t ra  w i t h  s u f f i c i e n t  p r e c i s i o n  t o  improve ou r  understanding o f  t h e  
b a s i c  f l a r e  prdcesses. Over t h e  pas t  two decades a  v a r i e t y  o f  neut ron 
d e t e c t o r s  has been f l own  on s a t e l l i t e s  and h i g h  a l t i t u d e  ba l l oons  t o  
measure t h e  atmospheric neut ron i n t e n s i t y  above 10 MeV and t o  search f o r  
s o l a r  neutrons. Most of  these d e t e c t o r s  have r e l i e d  on n-p s c a t t e r i n g  
as t h e  bas ic  d e t e c t i o n  process. I n  t h i s  paper we desc r ibe  t h e  SONTRAC 
(So la r  Neutron Track Chamber) d e t e c t o r ,  a  new type o f  neut ron d e t e c t o r  
which u t i l i z e s  n-p s c a t t e r i n g  and has a  s e n s i t i v i t y  1-3 o rde rs  o f  magni- 
tude g rea te r  than prev ious ins t ruments  i n  the  20-200 MeV range. The 
energy r e s o l u t i o n  i s  1% f o r  neut ron k i n e t i c  energy, Tn > 5U MeV. When 
used w i t h  a  coded aper tu re  mask a t  50 m  (as would be p o s s i b l e  on t h e  
space s t a t i o n )  an angu lar  r e s o l u t i o n  o f  % 4  a r c  sec cou ld  be achieved, 
thereby l o c a t i n g  t h e  s i t e s  o f  h i g h  energy nuc lear  i n t e r a c t i o n s  w i t h  an 
angu lar  p r e c i s i o n  comparable t o  t h e  e x i s t i n g  x - ray  experiments on SMM. 

The s c i n t i l l a t i o n  chamber has been i n v e s t i g a t e d  as a  t r a c k  chamber 
f o r  h i g h  energy physics,  e i t h e r  by us ing  a r rays  o f  s c i n t i l l a t i n g  o p t i c a l  
f i b e r s  o r  by o p t i c a l  imaging of  p a r t i c l e  t r a j e c t o r i e s  i n  a  b lock  o f  
s c i n t i l l a t o r .  Recent ly  square p l a s t i c  s c i n t i l l a t i o n  f i b e r s  0.2 and 0.1 
mm i n  s i z e  have been developed (2 ) ,  which makes i t  poss ib le  t o  c o n s t r u c t  
a  b lock  o f  p l a s t i c  s c i n t i l l a t o r  composed o f  a l t e r n a t e  l a y e r s  o f  x and y 
o r i e n t e d  f i b e r s  i n  which t h e  range and d i r e c t i o n  o f  p ro ton  r e c o i l s  from 
n-p s c a t t e r i n g  can be determined w i t h  a  s p a t i a l  r e s o l u t i o n  o f  approxim- 
a t e l y  0.1 mm. The 4 ~ r  geometry and h i g h  s p a t i a l  r e s o l u t i o n  make p o s s i b l e  
the  enhanced d e t e c t i o n  e f f i c i e n c y  and energy r e s o l  u t i o n  over e x i s t i n g  
techniques.  

N-P KINEMATICS 

2. De tec t ion  E f f i c i e n c y  and Energy Reso lu t ion.  9 - Neutrons i n t e r a c t  i n  p l a s t i c  s c i n t i l l  a t o r  : N 
\ 

e i t h e r  by e l a s t i c a l l y  s c a t t e r i n g  f rom hydrogen \ 
\ 

o r  by  i n t e r a c t i n g  w i t h  carbon (n-C). The n-p P' e; \\N# 
events (F ig .  1 )  a r e  t h e  most u s e f u l .  I f  t h e  
source i s  a p o i n t  source and i t s  d i r e c t i o n  i s  

4\w 
known, measurement o f  t h e  energy and d i r e c t i o n  Ntf, I \ 
o f  t h e  r e c o i l  p ro ton  i n  a  s i n g l e  s c a t t e r i n g  
i s  s u f f i c i e n t  t o  determine t h e  i n c i d e n t  SINGLE SCATTER: 

neut ron energy. For a  double s c a t t e r i n g  TN = T,' / c o s ~ ~ ; =  T; I sin284 

event where the  energies and d i r e c t i o n s  o f  ep'+ e1; = =12 

both  r e c o i  1 protons a re  measured, the  energy DOUBLE SCATTER: 

and d i r e c t i o n  o f  the  i n c i d e n t  neut ron a r e  ~d = ~6 I C O S * ~ ~  
un ique ly  determined. Thus double s c a t t e r -  

TN= T;+T; 
i n g  events can be used t o  measure t h e  neut ron 
i n t e n s i t y  from an extended source such as t h e  F',, = F; + F; 
secondary neutrons produced i n  t h e  atmosphere Fig. The scattering. k'nematics for  n-p 
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by the primary cosmic \12c:n,INELASTIC
radiation. When a 6o!
localized source such m 4o /_

as the Sun is observed, _ 2o ' _-
the background is great-_o 200 I _N/-PSCATTERING -"" _• f-
ly reduced by restrict- ,o,8o /\ _ 12c (n,p)+42c (n,d) ......... R.....LDI \ I _ f,.-_ _ ___.u M_v._ =o,-,,..,
ing the accepted events m 60 __ __.__-----15 MEV THRESHOLD

CO 40 /

to a cone about the
o

solar direction. The _ 2o
interpretation of w 1oo

> 8O

single and double tracks_ 6o- THRESHOLD
in plastic scintillator _ i //

is complicated by wu" 40 I /// "15 MEV THRESHOLD(n,p) and (n,d) reactions 2o- ,. , .........
in carbon. Fig. 2 shows ;0 2o 4o 6o 8o too 2o 4o 6o 8o 2oo
the effective cross Tn(MEV)
sections for Z2C(n,p) + Fig.2. Effectivecross sectionsfor(hydrogenandcarbon).

Z2C(n,d) for proton kinetic energies T >i0 and 15 MeV. Above 90 MeV the
inelastic carbon cross section is an upper bound. The effective n-p
scattering cross sections for the same threshold were calculated using
the angular distribution parameterization of Rindi et al (3). Below 50
MeV n-p scattering predominates and single scattering can be used. Above
50 MeV, where the sum of the effective carbon cross section is larger
than the effective n-p cross section, the kinematic criterion that

@_ + @_ = 90° identifies the double scattering events in which the first
proton is from an n-p scatter. Above about 200 MeV most of the inter-
actions will result in the emission of several particles from carbon
which can be used to infer the neutron energy. SONTRAC'sperformance
therefore is characterized by three interaction modes. The energy ranges
over which these modes are applicable overlap, thereby providing a check
of internal consistency.
Ao Single Scattering Mode. The detection efficiency in the single scat-
t ering mode is shown in Fig. 3 for an infinite slab of CH of various
thicknesses where the neutron direction is normal to the slab and the
proton track stops within the /_
slab. The curv,es reflect the o.3.
initial rise above the thresh-
hold energy, the decrease
in the n-p cross section oZ
with energy, and an '"

"' _ 0.2 - 10 MEV THRESHOLDincrease in slope above ,7
I,

I00 MeV as tracks are "'
increasingly lost out the _o
bottom. The corrections

LU
for loss of tracks out the
sides of a finite size _ o.1- _ _t_ocM _
detector are small. For a

cube 60 cm on a side, the _t=2OCM

efficiency is reduced by 2.7%
at I00 MeV and 9.5% at 200 I _ I _ i _ i i , i
MeV. The high efficiency in 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

the 15-40 MeV region where Tn(MEV)
n-C contamination is low Fig. 3. Calculated detection efficiency as a function of neutron

makes the single _nergy for an infinite slab of CH in the single scattering mode.
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scattering mode particularly useful in determining the low energy portion
of the solar neutron spectrum. This is especially important for small
flares as the flux is reduced by neutron decay; e.g. 93% of the 20 MeV
neutrons decay over the 1AU flight path. Above 50 MeV the effective
cross section for 12C(n,p) + Z2C(n,d) is greater than for n-p scattering.
For a given neutron kinetic energy the protons observed at a particular
angle have a distribution in energy extending from the maximum permitted
by the reaction kinematics down to the threshold energy. In practice the
deconvolution of the carbon protons will be less precise than that of the
proton recoils where the width of the energy point spread function is due
primarily to the instrumental energy resolution.
B. Double Scattering Mode. The detection efficiency for the double n-p
scatters can be found by folding the single scattering results with the
n-p angular distribution. The efficiency for a 60 cm thick infinite slab
is 2% or greater over most of the 25-100 MeV range and > 1% for

< 200 MeV. This is two orders of magnitude greater than previous double
scattering detectors where the energy and direction of both recoils were
determined. Of comparable importance is the use of the 90o criterion to
identify the first scatterinq as n-p. The neutron enerqy.'s given by
T_ = T_/sin201 and the uncertainty by A Tn/T n = [(AT_/T_) _ +, , _ _
(_cot 8nABn) ] . The second term Is small because A 0 _ 10-3 . For

Tn > 50 MeV, the predominate contribution to A T_ comes from the strag-
gling in the proton range; therefore A_/Tp < I%. The second proton may
result from n-C rather than n-p without affecting the above analysis for
solar neutrons. However if the source direction is unknown, the contam-
ination of n-C protons will introduce an additional contribution to ATn.
The energy and directional resolution can be determined by a Monte Carlo
simulation or by an accelerator calibration of the instrument.
C. Calorimeter Mode. At I00 MeV the n-C inelastic cross section is a
factor of three greater than the n-p cross section, increasing to a
factor of six at 300 MeV. Although some of this energy escapes in second-
ary neutrons or y's and the various possible reactions have different Q
values, a measurement of the ionization of the secondaries and/or their
ranges can yield the incident solar neutron spectrum.

3. Response to Solar Flare Neutrons. The energy spectrum of the solar
flare of June 3, 1982 has been determined over the range 20-1000 MeV in
three separate observations (4,5,6). The neutron fluence for 20-200 MeV
was 500 cm-2. A 60 cm cubic SONTRACdetector would detect 5xlO" events
spread over half an hour. During the same interval the atmospheric back-
ground could contribute _ 102 events within 5o of the sun. Thus a flare
with neutron emission lO -_ of the June 3, 1982 event would be detectable
at the5o level. Also of interest in the study of solar flares is the
time correlation between neutron emission and the time structure of flare
emitted electromagnetic radiation. The timing uncertainty is given by
At = (ATn/T n) m -z 7 .(y+l) (¥2-1)'3, where ¥ Is the Lorentz factor and
T = 500S is the light transit time over I AU. For TD = I00 Me_ At = 3s.
This resolution is sufficient to resolve the i min tlme structure seen
on some flares (4).

4. Location of Emission Region. The coded aperture mask technique has
recently been applied to the imaging of high energy electromagnetic
radiation. The complications introduced by a finite mask thickness and
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only partial absorption in the mask have been considered in a similar
context for high energy y-ray astronomy (7), Because SONTRAC locates the
neutron in the detector to an accuracy of O.l mm, the method is also
applicable to the imaging of neutrons with an angular resolution deter-
mined by the pinhole geometry, as long as the mask cell size is large
compared to the spatial resolution of the detector. For a cell size of
l mm and a mask-detector separation of 50 m, the angular resolution is
4". At 50 MeV lO cm of Fe gives 90% absorption. The mask vignecting
angle of 0.60 is greater than the angular width of the Sun; thus the
entire solar disk can be imaged with comparable resolution.

5. Discussion. SONTRAC has the sensitivity and energy resolution to
measure the temporal neutron energy spectrum from solar flares over a
dynamic range of 10_. This capability will make possible precision neu-
tron measurements on a large number of flares during the next solar max-
imum. Determination of the neutron spectra for many flares will provide
information on the statistics of ion acceleration, the acceleration time,
the ion energy, the He content of the ions, the time dependence of the
ion spectra, and possible beaming of the accelerated ions.

Observations of solar neutrons are best done from a satellite, since
the long observing time makes it possible to detect a large number of
flares in a low background environment. SONTRAC meets the criteria re-
commended for the neutron detector in the High Energy Cluster on the Ad-
vanced Solar Observatory (8). In the past it has not been practical to
observe large flares from balloons because the flight times were at most
of a few days duration and predictions of the flare time of occurrence
were not reliable enough to give a reasonable probability of observation.
Recently the RACOON technique has made it possible to obtain flights of
several weeks duration (9). It has been found during the present solar
cycle that large flares exhibit a 154 day periodicity (10) The combina-
tion of longer flight duration and cyclic flare occurrence make balloon
observations of solar flare neutrons feasible. Flare observations from

balloons have an advantage over satellites in that the 12 hr/day observa-
tion window is long compared to the flare duration. Therefore most flares
will be observed in their entirety even though the neutrons are delayed
in their arrival at the earth relative to the E-M radiation.
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ABSTRACT

Over the past years several reports have appeared on modulation
studies with the neutron monitor without lead. Some of these

studies cast doubt on the reliability of this detector. We
report here on the stability of the neutron moderated detector

(NMD) at Sanae, Antarctic. The barometric coefficient of the

4NMD for epoch 1976 appears not to differ statistically from the
0.73%/mb of the 3NM64. The monthly averaged hourly counting rate

of our 4NM D and 3NM64 correlates very well (correlation coefficient:

98%) over the years from 1974-1984, with the 4NMD showing a 8%

larger 1ongterm modulation effect than the 3NM64, indicating a
difference in sensitivities of the two detectors. From this

difference in sensitivities spectra of ground level solar proton
events and modulation functions of Forbush decreases were deduced.

I. IntroductiOn. A neutron counter surrounded by a low Z moderator

records at ground level secondaries produced by primary cosmic rays with

primary energie_ down to ~ I GeV. The counting rate may be increased

significantly when high Z materials are also part of the neutron monitor

geometry because of the much larger rate of neutron production by cosmic
rays in the hea_ier materials (Simpson and Uretz, 1953).

It was shown by Mischke et al. (1973) that the neutron moderated detector

(NMD), consistin_ of BP28 Chalk River neutron counters surrounded by
paraffin wax but _ithout lead, is more sensitive to low rigidity (~ I GV)

primary cosmic rays than the NM64 super neutron monitor. They reported on

differential response functions deduced from aircraft latitude surveys at
30 000 feet pressure altitude for both the NMD and NM64 and on the altitude

dependence of the counting rates of these two detectors at different cutoff

rigidities. They have also shown that the fractional variations in counting
rates of these two detectors are different during ground level solar proton
events and that the hardness of the relativistic solar protons as described

by the spectral rigidity function may be deduced from the relative increases

in counting rates above the cosmic ray background.

In this paper we report on the performance of the 4NMD in comparison with
the 3NM64 at Sanae, Antarctica (72°S 02°W) Zhu and Kawasaki (1983) occa-

sionally observed fluctuations in the counting rate of a neutron monitor

without lead in comparison with the counting rate of the Tokyo super neutron
monitor. When raining the counting rate of the neutron monitor without lead

was decreased, while the cause of many other fluctuations in counting rate

could not be traced. Similar problems were experienced by other investiga-
tors. We found on the contrary that changes in counting rates of the 4NMD

and 3NM64 correlate well with each other and that the relative changes in

counting rates of the two detectors may be related to temporal variations in

the low rigidity portion (~ I GV) of the primary cosmic ray spectrum (Stoker
et al., 1979). Simpson (1951) reported that local production in materials
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of high atomic weight and slowing down of neutrons in hydrogenous materials

were the principle sources of erroneous results with the neutron moderate
detector. At Sanae the local environment is hydrogenous throughout the

year and the snow fall amounting to 2 meters annually does not effect the
counting rate. The station is situated on a ice shelf.

Z 10t '1 I I I /2. Experimental details. In Figure

II curves a, b and c are representing
the sensitivity of neutron counters

surrounded by paraffin wax of thick- _ 10° ax

nesses 1.25 cm, 7.5 cm and 12.5 cm o

respectively as a function of neu- i__
tron energy (Hess et al., 1959).

Also shown is the sensitivity as a _

function of neutron energy (curve d) _ I_
for a NM64 neutron monitor (Hatton,

1971). It appears that the contri-

bution to the counting rate by en- I I d/ I I

vironmental ly produced low energy I_ 10_ ' I_ I_ 102 I_"

neutrons may be reduced by surroun- NEUTRONENERGY.MeV
ding a neutron counter with a rela-

tively thick layer of paraffin wax. Figure I

The 4NMD at Sanae consists of 4 BP28 Chalk River neutron counters, each of

which is, together with its polyethylene cylinder, inside a paraffin wax

cylinder with a wall thickness of 7.5 cm. These 4 paraffin wax cylinders
with their neutron counters are enclosed in a rectangular aluminium con-
tainer, having cavity walls filled up with paraffin'wax of 5 cm thickness.
This container is temperature controlled. The 3NM64 neutron monitor is

enclosed in a similar temperature controlled container. Each container is

inside a small wooden hut with heat insulated walls, about 3 meters above
snow level and some 100 meters away from the station and its invironment.

3. Intercomparison of changes in counting rates. Since the fractional
changes in pressure corrected counting rates of the two detectors differ

during temporal variations of cosmic rays, 1976 was selected for intercom-
paring barometric pressure dependent changes in counting rates. During

this period of mini'mum solar activity, temporal variations in counting rates
- due to cosmic rays may be neglected comparing to barometric pressure

effects. Daily averaged hourly counting rates and barometric pressures
were considered.

A linear regression fitting between the pressure uncorrected counting rates

of the 4NMD and the 3NM64 yielded a gradient m = (9.68 ± 0.035) x 10-2 with
a correlation coefficient of 0.999. With the average ratio of the counting
rates = 0.09670 it follows that the ratio of the barometric coefficients of
the 4NMD to the 3NM64 is

_(4NMD)
B(3NM64 = 1.0008 ± 0.0035

This implies an identical pressure dependence for both detectors. In order
to confirm this result, a linear regression analysis was also carried out on

the ratio of the counting rates of the 4NMD and the 3NM64 as a function of
the barometric pressure.
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With

_n N(NNMD) [N(NNMD) ] + AB(p_po)N(3NM64) = _n N(3NM64) o

we found A_ = -(3 ±2).10-S/mb. with a correlation coefficient of r = -0.33.
Since AB = B(4NMD) - _(3NM64), it means that the ratio of the barometric
coefficients

_(4NMD)
= O.997 ± O.OO3

B(3NM64)

if one accepts that _(3NM64) = O.O073/mb.

When the linear regression method for successive differences of Lapointe
and Rose (1962) was used, the same value for the ratio of the barometric

coefficients was obtained, but the correlation coefficient, r, was as small

as - 0.05. The small correlation coefficients obtained by both linear
regression methods confirm that the barometric coefficients of both detec-
tors are the same.

IIIIIii,i,,ii 11 1

In Figure 2 are shown the

monthly averaged pressure oS" °"
corrected counting rates of _
the 4NMD and of the 3NM64 _L,4

for the period from March _o

1974 through to December

1984. Different symbols _ _^7
have been used in the plot
for different years. A _ 13 _ •

linear regression analysis o _ _"
gives for the longterm u
variation of the 4NMD _ _

relative to the 3NM64 a _ _/o_° o

ratio of 0.108 ± 0.002, x,2

with a correlation coeffi- _o 8
cent of 0.985.

4. Discussion and

conclusions. The results

ighly ' .... ' ......... Jshow a h correlated 11 ' ,_ ,3 _ le

variation of the counting 3NM64 x 104 counts per hour
rates of the 4NMD and-the
3NM64, both due to pressure Figure 2

variations and to temporal

variations in the primary

cosmic ray intensity. No statistically significant difference in the pres- °
sure dependence of the two detectors could be established.

The 4NMD shows an 8% larger variation in counting rate than the 3NM64 on
long term modulation. This relative larger variation in fractional coun-
ting rate of the 4NMD was expected from the larger latitude dependence of

the INMD compared to the INM64 (Mischke et al., 1973). Also the larger
variations of the counting rate of the 4NMD relative to the 3NM64 for For-

bush decreases and ground level solar proton events (Stoker et al., 1979)
show a larger sensitivity of the 4NMD relative to the 3NM64 for primary
cosmic rays of rigidity _ I GV.
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Mischke et al. (1973) reported a barometric coefficient of (0.76±0.02)%/mb

for the INMD, which was then in operation at Sanae, with the same nominal

shielding by paraffin wax than the present 4NMD. This coefficient may be
compared with the barometric coefficient of the 3NM64, which is 0.73%/mb.
The pressure dependence of the 4NMD may be different from the INMD, because
the inner tubes of the 4NMD are shielded from the environment by the outer

tubes, since environmentally produced neutrons do contribute significantly
to the counting rate of a neutron moderated detector (Simpson, 1951).

Zhu and Kawasaki (1983) reported a barometric coefficient of (0.593 ±

0.013)%/mb for their 6 BP28 neutron counters with only the 2 cm polyethy-

lene cylinder, comparedwith 0.667%/mb for the Tokyo super neutron monitor.
This difference in pressure dependence reported by Zhu and Kawasaki may
also be due to environmental effects.

The scattering of the points in Figure 2 should be due to variations in
the rigidity spectrum of primary cosmic rays. Variation in the rigidity

dependence of the modulation function for galactic cosmic rays may be
deduced from the relative variation in the counting rates of the two detec-

tors, provided that the specific yield function of each detector at ground
level is known.
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NEW MATSUSHIRO UNDERGROUND COSMIC RAY STATION

(220 M.W.E. IN DEPTH)

Mori, S., S. Yasue, S. Sagisaka, K. Chino, S. Akahane, T. Higuchi,

M. Ozaki and M. Ichinose*

Department of Physics, Faculty of Science and Faculty of Liberal

Arts*, Shinshu University, Matsumoto 390, Japan

ABSTRACT

A new underground cosmic ray station has been opened

at Matsushiro, Japan and multi-directional (17 directional

channels) muon telescope has been installed at an effec-

tive vertical depth of 220 m.w.e. The counting-rates are;

8.7x104/hr for the wide-vertical component and 2.0×104/hr

for the vertical component. The continuous observation

has been performed since March 22, 1984. Some details of

the telescope and preliminary analyzed results of the data

are presented.

I. Introduction

More than a dozen of the underground cosmic ray stations have been

actively operated, and invaluable data have been accumulated. Based on

those data, a great deal of investigation has been performed on the

cosmic ray modulation in the heliosphere, cooperated with small air

shower measurements (e.g., Nagashima and Mori, 1976). Complete pictures

of the modulation have not yet been established in the rigidity range of

i011_i014 eV, therefore more accumulation of the data of high counting-

rates with multi-directional channels would be mostly acknowledged.

2. Underground Site and Muon Telescope

Matsushiro is located in Nagano-city, Nagano Pref., Japan and _40 km

northeast of our Cosmic-Ray Lab. of Shinshu University in Matsumoto-city.

A new station is very close to our elder one (_4 km in distance) (Yasue

et al., 1981; also in this issue). Locality of the present station is;

36.53°N and 138.02°E in geographic coordinate and 360 m in altitude.

Fig. l(a) shows the contour map of the underground site and Fig. l(b)

illustrates one of the cross-sections along the line AB in Fig. l(a).
NATSUSHIRO UNDERGROUND COSMIC BAY OBSERVATORY

//k/>///((t_9__ q-_.-.../ ,/,'< :_._4o.t_ _ -

(a) (b)

Fig. 1 (a) Contour map of tunnel area and (b) Cross-section along AB
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The vertical rock depth is 92.8 m, and the rocks overburden are

mostly andesite (Ad) and shale (Sh), its average density _2.65 g/c m3,

therefore _240 m.w.e. The depth is somewhat different in each direction,

and the effective vertical depth is estimated at _220 m.w.e.

The temperature inside the tunnel is 14%15°C, almost constant

throughout the year (precise temperature variations on the daily and

seasonal bases have not yet been measured). Both observation room

(10xl0 m 2 in area) and recording room have been heated up to _19°C, and

the humidity has been kept as <50%.

ASYMPTOTICLATITUDEAND LONGITUDE(MTSUSHIRO:37,53"N,138,02°E) Fig, 2 shows the aS-

LATITUE(°) ymptotic directions for 17

9o _,2 ,3 component telescopes calcu-
N /Tsoov lated for the rigidities of

607s°_ 750, 450, 350 and 250 GV

75oov \,_ (Inoue, personal communica-

w v tion).

,so s9 s _E \B3 The median primary.- ...... , rigidity is estimated at

6o 120 ,8o 24o 3oo _600 GV, using the response
_2 LONGITUDE (°)

_ function given by Murakami
75[

-30 et al. (1981). The corre-

sponding Lamore radius for

6 nT of the IMF strength is
Fig. 2 Asymptotic orbit for 13 comp. Js. _2 AU.

The muon telescope consists of 50 plastic scintillation detectors

in all, as shown in Fig. 3, arranged in two layers spaced by 150 cm.

AR_NDE_NTOFCOSMIC_Y DETECTORS The detectors are exactly the same
ANDTEEIRNU_ERINO

as those of our elder Matsushiro

.........._' ...._- station (Yasue et al., 1981); each

iiii iii[ii _I having i×i m 2 in area, 4 plastic

.... ....... _' scintillators (50×50xi0 cm3), and

"_- ......... _] viewed with double photomultipliers
......... (5" in diameter) as shown in Fig. 4

i...._....l...._....:.._.___-_..................
! to obtain good S/N ratio and high

; ! detection efficiency.i . I -- CONST_UCTEO
i

_ _ _icos.xc _, ..... P_z"Q 1°6 WV-coMp,

--_-,I''_LLI
s _ -_ -COMP.

Fig. 3 Arrangement of detectors _os

MAIN _P, _ _ _

104 _itag _ "
PHOTO-MULTIPLIER _ rae

i i I , I _ I , I j__
L 10500 600 700 800 900 looo

H,V. SUPPLIED (VOLTS)

Fig. 4 Cosmic ray detector Fig _ 5 High-voltage characteristic
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Based on this arrangement, 17 component telescopes are constructed

by taking an appropriate 2-fold coincidence between the detectors in

upper and lower trays. In Fig. 5, high-voltage characteristics of some

telescopes are plotted of real counts vs. high-voltage supplied for the

upper (US) and the lower (LS) trays, the wide-vertical component (WT; 2-

fold coincidence between US and LS) and the vertical component (V). The

continuous observation has been performed since March 22, 1984 and the

hourly counts have been recorded. In the followings, some preliminary

analyzed results of the data are presented.

3. Data and Their Analysis

3.1 Atmospheric effect

Barometric pressure effect was examined; one for a short time-period

of 6 days when transient large atmospheric pressure change was observed

in a range of _30 mb and the other for a long time-period of about 6

months (Mar.,_Oct., 1984). Single correlation between the pressure and

the counting-rate was taken. Barometric coefficients were obtained as;

8_-0.01%/mb for the former short-period and _-0.04%/mb for the latter

long-period. These are in good agreement with our previous results and

can be well explained by taking accounts of the upper atmospheric tempera-

ture effect (Sagisaka et al., 1983).

3.2 Cosmic ray north-south asymmetry (N-S asymmetry)

Among 17 component telescopes, some telescopes (e.g., N, N2, ...)

view rather northern latitude, while some (e.g., S, S2, ...) view rather

Ns_ ....._Tsus,_....,_,0 southern latitude or equatorial plane,

as shown in Fig. 2. Using the daily

_ • mean values of these directional

intensities (%60×10_/day), N-S asym-

/ ./ _ metry was evaluated daily as

: /5_. _=(N+N2+N3+NE+NW)'(S+S2S3+SE+SW)*

_':"" " where * indicates the normalized

0_3 t
M

... counts between these two groups (Mori

and Nagashima, 1979). Also IMF-sense

dependence of this N-S asymmetry was

examined by referring to Toward (T)-

and Away (A)-sense given by Stanford

Fig. 6 Correlation between group (Solar-Geophysical Data, NOAA,

Matsushiro and Misato. 1985). Fig. 6 shows the correlation

between derived N-S asymmetries of the present station and Misato (34

m.w.e, in depth). Table 1 gives the numerical values on T and A of

these two stations for the period
Station T(%) A(%)

Mar.22_Oct. 31, 1984. From this

Matsushiro 0.02 -0.05 result, some indication may be noted

Misato 0.066 -0.060 that even such high rigidity parti-

cles (_600 GV) observed at 220 m.w.e.
Table 1 N-S asymmetries on T and A

underground station, are influenced

by the IMF-sense.

3.3 Daily intensity variation

The hourly data (without corrected for barometric effect) were har-

monically analyzed in solar (SO), sidereal (SI) and anti-sidereal (AS)
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time for full one-year (Apr. 1984 Mar. 1985). Fig. 7 shows one of month-

to-month variations of SO(ist) for V-comp. The monthly vectors move

counterclockwise systematically, indicating the at deep undergrouns sta-

tion SI(ist) may be more significant in the ist harmonics. Fig. 8 illust-

rates some of the harmonics for 13 component telescopes (V, N, S, E, W,

NE, NW, SE, SW, N2, S2, E2 and W2); si(ist) in (a), AS(Ist) in (b) and

SO(2nd) in (c). In the figure, errors are derived from counting-rates.

We may note that from their directional dependence, almost of them are

significant.
0H

0H

sl(lstl ...... 9 s2 _sl]st)

0,05

oH _TSUS.XRO _'_:': ._V W /"\ S

I V-C_p. ".'. \ S i _2

, _ _ i _, , _
18H _0105 I'.. _#s. I , "'O's2 _ ' %6H

Q.O5

0.O5.

i 6H (a) % (b)
18_ o.1_ 12H o_1o

OH E2Q......
'... " .......... ..

SO{2nd) _ CORRECTED ",
• Sl(iscl ".,

_J_._ s 0.05 % 18H /" ""'_ n,n, 6H

c ) _o._5

Fig. 7 Monthly movement 6" 12"

of SO(ist) for V-comp.

Fig. 8 Harmonics of; (a) SI(ist), (b) AS(Ist),

(c) SO(2nd) and (d) corrected SI(Ist)

In a case, where SO(2nd) is observed significantly, as developed by

Nagashima et al. (1983), space anisotropy of 2nd order responsible for

the observed SO(2nd) produces the spurious SI(ist) and AS(Ist) having

equal amplitude and due phase. As in Fig. 8 (b), AS(lst) may be signifi-

cant. Based on Nagashima correction (1983), the observed SI(ist) should

be, at least, corrected for the above spurious SI(Ist) by utilizing the

observed AS(ist). Fig. 8 (d) shows the corrected SI(ist) thus derived.

We may summarize that i) these results are consistent with those so far

, reported; almost of them lie in the direction 3-5 hr LST. And 2) some of

SI(ist)'s, e.g., S2-comp. is rather larger (_0.13% in ampltude) than

others, which is consistent with that of Ueno et al. (1984) at Sakashita.
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ABSTRACT

A standardized format is suggested for the archival and

exchange of neutron monitor data obtained during solar-

flare-lnitlated ground-level cosmic ray events. Using

the data for the 7 May 1978 ground-level event, we have

developed a format that incorporates hourly data preceding

and following the event and small-tlme interval data

immediately before and during the event. Provision has
been made for the inclusion of uncorrected and corrected

data as well as the atmospheric pressure. The cosmic

ray intensity data are then reduced to a standard counting

rate of counts per second facilitating the graphing and

comparison of these data for various analyses.

i. Introduction. Thirty-four relativistic solar proton events have been

detected by ground-based neutron monitors since 1955. These events are

intensely studied not only for the physics of the flare process, but

also for information on relativistic solar particle propagation in the

interp_enetary medium and entry into the magnetosphere. The first
ground-level cosmic ray event detected by neutron monitors on February

23, 1956, was so unexPeCted and unique that many scientific papers were

written on the measurements at just one station. However, the events Of

May and November 1960 illustrated the necessity of utilizing data from

the world-wlde neutron monitor network to study interplanetary and

magnetospheric propagation characteristics.

Unfortunately one of the most tlme-consumlng tasks in the analysis o
of multl-station ground-level event data is the collection and assembly

of these data into a common useable format since most cosmic ray stations

use their own unique data collection system regarding time intervals,

scaling factors, and normalization factors. Since the rapid and efficient

exchange of data relating to solar-flare-initiated ground-level events

would be practical and beneficial to the community, we have developed a

format that includes the parameters that cosmic ray scientists use in the

analysis of these relatively unusual events, and suggest that thls format

be adopted as a standard for the archival and exchange of these data.

2. Method. To develop a useful format we first identified the data we

felt were essential for the analysis of any ground-level cosmic ray event
that utilizes the data from the world-wide neutron monitor network.

These included sufficient data to establish a pre-event level, small

time increments during the rising and maximum portion of the event, and

both uncorrected and corrected data to permit use of the two-attenuatlon
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method of correcting the solar flare particle spectrum for atmospheric

effects (McCracken, 1962). Using neutron monitor data from 32 stations

for the ground-level cosmic ray event of 7 May 1978, we proceeded to
identify the data we felt should be included as follows:

6 May 1978: 0000-2400 UT } Hourly data (uncorrected data)

7 May 1978: 0000-0200 UT I (corrected data)

(barometric pressures)

7 May 1978: 0200-0700 UT } Small time interval data

(uncorrected data)

(corrected data)

(barometric pressures)

7 May 1978: 0700-2400 UT } Hourly data (same as above)

The hourly data for the day preceding the event would permit consideration
of any unusual daily variations that might be present for some stations.

The small time interval data, which are station specific, would give in-

formation on the rate of rise and maximum intensity, as well as a portion

of the decay of the event. The hourly data for the remainder of 7 May

would cover the complete decay of the event for all stations. In order

to be able to compare cosmic ray intensities both throughout the event

and between stations_ we adopted a standard counting rate in units of

counts per second. This necessitated utilizing multiplication factors

and/or normalization factors for each individual station. However, the

advantange of this procedure is that odd time intervals_ such as changes

from hourly to flve-minute or one-mlnute data, can b_ easily compared.

The following format was adopted:

Columns I - i0: Station identification (alphanumeric)

Columns Ii - 19: Year, month and day (313)

Columns 20 - 23: Number of minutes in this time interval (14)

Columns 24 - 33: Time interval included (15, IH-, 14)

Columns 34 - 50: Uncorrected counting rate; counts per second

(6X,FII.2)

Columns 51 - 57: Barometric pressure (F7.1)

Columns 58 - 68: Corrected counting rate; counts per second (FII.2)
Columns 69 - 75: Percentage Increase (FT.I) normalized to some pre-

event level.

Table i illustrates a portion of the data for Leeds, UK. The intensity

for the hour immediately preceding the increase (i.e., 0200-0300 UT) was

selected as the pre-event level. Figure i illustrates the co§mic ray

intensity increase for this same station. Notice that this method allows
inclusion of "odd" time intervals such as the 3-minute value obtained

prior to the activation of the flare alarm rapid time recorder.

3. Discussion. In compiling these data into a standard format it became
evident that much of the data we wanted to include was not available

from the data that had been exchanged among various investigators. The

following data were most commonly found to be missing: all data for the

day prior to the event, uncorrected data throughout the event, and data

multiplication and/or normalization factors. Data given for different

time intervals without any notatlon as to changes in multiplication

and/or normalization factors were extremely difficult to include. In

the case of Hermanus, hourly data were given for four sections of the
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Table i. An example of the ground-level event data, in the proposed

standard format, for 0000-0500 UT for the event on 7 May 1978. Only
a portion of the complete data set for the Leeds neutron monitor is

shown. The time interval of 0200-0300 UT was selected as the pre-
event level.

STATION YY MM DD MIN TIME SPAN UNCOR. PRES. COR. % INC.

LEEDS 78 05 07 60 0000-0100 167.97 751 7 170.42 1
LEEDS 78 05 07 60 0100-0200 178.19 751 6 70.50 - 1
LEEDS 78 05 07 5 0200-0205 178.67 751 5 70.67 0
LEEDS 78 05 07 5 0205-0210 175.67 751 5 68.00 -1 5
LEEDS 78 05 07 5 0210-0215 178.33 751 6 70.67 0
LEEDS 78 05 07 5 0215-0220 178.00 751 6 70,33 - 2
LEEDS 78 05 07 5 0220-0225 178.67 751 6 71 O0 2
LEEDS 78 05 07 5 0225-0230 180.33 751 6 72 67 1 2
LEEDS 78 05 07 5 0230-0235 178.67 751 6 71 00 2
LEEDS 78 05 07 5 0235-0240 177.67 751 5 70 00 - 4
LEEDS 78 05 07 5 0240-0245 180.00 751 5 72 00 8
LEEDS 78 05 07 5 0245-0250 179.33 751 5 71 33 4
LEEDS 78 05 07 5 0250-0255 177.33 751 5 69 67 - 6
LEEDS 78 05 07 5 0255-0300 178.00 751 5 70 33 - 2
LEEDS 78 05 07 5 0300-0305 178.67 751 5 70 67 0

LEEDS 78 05 07 5 0305-0310 177.67 751 5 70 O0 -.4
LEEDS 78 05 07 5 0310-0315 179 67 751 6 72 O0 .8
LEEDS 78 05 07 5 0315-0320 176 O0 751 6 68 33 -1.4

LEEDS 78 05 07 5 0320-0325 179 O0 751 6 71 33 .4
LEEDS 78 05 07 5 0325-0330 179 67 751 6 72 O0 .8
LEEDS 78 05 07 5 0330-0335 179 O0 751 6 71 33 .4
LEEDS 78 05 07 3 0335-0338 217 22 751 6 207 78 21.8
LEEDS 78 05 07 0338-0339 301 67 751 6 288 33 69.0
LEEDS 78 05 07 0339-0340 316 67 751 6 303 33 77.8
LEEDS 78 05 07 0340-0341 331 67 751.6 316 67 85.6
LEEDS 78 05 07 0341-0342 328 33 751.6 315 O0 84.6
LEEDS 78 05 07 0342-0343 315 O0 751.6 301 67 76.8
LEEDS 78 05 07 0343-0344 308 33 751.6 295.00 72.9
LEEDS 78 05 07 0344-0345 300 O0 751.6 286.67 68.0
LEEDS 78 05 07 0345-0346 293 33 751.6 280.00 64.1
LEEDS 78 05 07 0346-0347 288 33 751.6 276.67 62.1
LEEDS 78 05 07 0347-0348 280 O0 751,6 268,33 57.2
LEEDS 78 05 07 0348-0349 266 67 751.6 255.00 49.4
LEEDS 78 05 07 0349-0350 271 67 751.5 260.00 52.4
LEEDS 78 05 07 0350-0351 260 O0 751.5 248.33 45.5
LEEDS 78 05 07 0351-0352 258 33 751.5 246.67 44.6
LEEDS 78 05 07 0352-0353 240 O0 751.5 230.00 34.8
LEEDS 78 05 07 0353-0354 245 O0 751.5 235.00 37.7
LEEDS 78 05 07 0354-0355 240 O0 751.5 230.00 34.8
LEEDS 78 05 07 0355-0356 238 33 751.5 228.33 33.8
LEEDS 78 05 07 0356-0357 235 O0 751.5 225.00 31.9
LEEDS 78 05 07 0357-0358 228 33 751.5 218.33 27.9
LEEDS 78 05 07 0358-0359 220 O0 751.5 210.00 23.1
LEEDS 78 05 07 0359-0400 226 67 751.5 216.67 27.0
LEEDS 78 05 07 0400-0401 220 O0 751.5 210.00 23.1
LEEDS 78 05 07 0401-0402 211 67 751.5 201.67 18.2
LEEDS 78 05 07 0402-0403 211 67 751.5 201.67 18.2
LEEDS 78 05 07 0403-0404 215.00 751.5 205.00 20.1

LEEDS 78 05 07 0404-0405 213.33 751.5 203.33 19.2
LEEDS 78 05 07 5 0405-0410 205.67 751.5 196.67 15.3

LEEDS 78 05 07 5 0410-0415 199.00 751.5 190.33 ,11.5
LEEDS 78 05 07 5 0415-0420 194.33 751.5 186.00 9.0
LEEDS 78 05 07 5 0420-0425 192.67 751.6 184.33 8.0
LEEDS 78 05 07 5 0425-0430 189.00 751.6 181.00 6.1
LEEDS 78 05 07 5 0430-0435 186.33 751.6 178.33 4.5
LEEDS 78 05 07 5 0435-0440 184.00 751.6 176.00 3.1
LEEDS 78 05 07 5 0440-0445 186.00 751.6 178.00 4.3
LEEDS 78 05 07 5 0445-0450 184.33 751.6 176.33 3.3
LEEDS 78 05 07 5 0450-0455 185.33 751.6 177.33 3.9
LEEDS 78 05 07 5 0455-0500 183.00 751.6 175.00 2.6
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5_3

monitor, but the flare data only
included three sections. When the

proper normalization factors are _

obtained, we will be able to in-
clude these data in the standard

format. Another problpm was en-

countered with small-time interval __

data corrected for small-time in- _

crements, which, when summed over
2

the hour, were not in agreement _
with the listed hourly data. The
use of local time instead of Uni-

versal Time without any notation
as to the difference between these

times also caused some difficulty.
Some stations in the Soviet Union

listed hourly data in Universal o_o _ o_o' _ uT
Time and small-time interval data 7_

in local time; some also listed Figure I. Relative increase

hourly time for the hour ending recorded by the Leeds, UK

with the indicated time, but small- neutron monitor for the 7 May
time interval data were listed at 1978 ground-level event.
the start of the interval. Con- i

sequently we utilized information available from the World Data Center

records and from previously published tables to complete, as much as

possible, a uniform set of tables for the 32 neutron monitors.

4. Future Plans. We plan to complete and publish the uniform set of

tables for tile 7 May 1978 ground-level event, at the same time work is

progressing on similar tables for the following events: 21 August 1979,

12 October 1981, 8 December 1982, and 16 February 1984. To complete some

of these tables it will be necessary to contact the principal investiga-

tor; we would appreciate cooperation in supplying the data requested.

We also anticipate compiling similar records for as many of the 34

ground-level events as time (and patience) permits. We are afraid that

many of the records for the earlier events, particularly those prior to

this solar cycle, may be difficult to obtain. Therefore, we request all

cosmic ray physicists who have ground-level event data for either their

own or other cosmic ray stations to send the data to any of the authors

of this paper and to the World Data Centers for archival in an effort to

preserve this historical data set.

_ Acknowledgments. The computational assistance of M. Nichol and L.C.
Gentile are gratefully acknowledged.
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THE READ-OUT SYSTEM OF SPATIAL DISTRIBUTIONOF THERMOLUMINESCENCE

IN METEORITES
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Okayama University of Science, Okayama Japan

Tomonori Wada and Yoshihiko Yamashita
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Nobuo Takaoka
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1. Introduction The thermoluminescence[TL] technique used for dating the

terrestrial age of the meteoritesI was based on the TL fading of interior

samples. The depth dependence of the TL for Antarctic meteorites with

fusion crust was measured2. Usually, meteorites were powdered and their TL

were measured under a photomultiplier. In this time, we have measured a TL

spatial distribution of a cross section of antarctic meteorites by using a

read-out system of spatial distribution of TL3, because a meteorite is

inhomogeneous material. Antarctic meteorites MET-78028 [L6], ALH-77278 ILL3]
are used.

2. Methods The system is shown in Fig. 2 of this conference HE 7.1-7. TL

data are recorded by video cassette tapes. TL data are able to be anal, s-

ed repeatedly via .image processor. For the case of taking emission spectra

of TL, we have changed a camera lens with a filter for a spectroscope. One

example of emission spectra is shown in Fig. 1. The sample is powdered

Fig. i.

Emission spectra

of TL of MET-78028
at various temper-
ature. For cali-

lamp and a fluo- --
,,rescent lamp are 400

Z2
- _ ,,_j- ,_. , - v _--J2oo,,_"

" " No/V"Z,
" - _ _ ' CALl BRATION

,_o too t._o _oo _o _oG LIGHT

Wave length (nm)
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meteorite MET-78028 irradiatedwith X-rays ( _i05 R). The meteorite TL has

a wide spectral band with a maximum at about 450 nm. So in the TL measure-

ment of MET-78028, we have used the band pass filter, Coming 4-96 (blue-

green), cut

3. The spatial distribution of TL t__ ";

for MET-78028 [L6]. _-_Samples of slices of the meteorite are _ _.;
shown in Fig. 2. One slice of a pair was ,o,u,oi.lk,_,,_* _t_

artificially exposed to 6°Co 1 kR w-rays /__ _/

in addition to natural exposure. Using heater

1Y-camera system (Ref. 3), a pair of Fig. 2. Cutting and setting.

slices and an interior piece of the meteorite were heated (risingrate:2.3

°C/sec) and TL spatial distributions of these sample were recorded onto

video cassette tape for about 160 sec ( _5300 frames). Two examples of

read out are shown in Fig. 3a, 3b. The Fig. 3a is TL spatial distribution

O 1 2mm (a) Fig. 3a. TL spatial

1 slices in pair and

2 ...:....... . [NET- 78028 ]rnm :::: :: :::" :..:

I ........... t '

O, 1. 2 mm ! b _ Fig. 3b. Time varia-" k J tion (corresponding
-100 I to temperature) of

I _,_. .__ TL for the area from• - I >_. _, _ line L.a to L.b in

- I __,_'......*_,i/_'__ .........:_
......... "'.... _ Fig. 3a.

u '" , _ :[ " _%: [MF.T-78028]
•- o ..... 200 _ __. _;,

!,-_ . ..... !_.' _;...
' "":" " _"'_ .... _ I'...... I Y ..'.2

," '.:__,!I ..... i
• ."" - • , 'i_:.. "i:_ . • ?'
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0 I. 2. S,mm

1

2ram _

Fig. 4. Spatial distribution of TL sensitivity for antarctic meteorite,
MET-78028 (L6). The meteorites were irradiated with i05 R X-rays.

Fig. S. Spatial distributionof TL sensitivity for antarctic meteorite,
chondrite ALH-77278 (LL3).The meteorite was irradiatedwith 20 kR y-ray.
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of samples. The TL yeild of both slices was not detectable at near fusion

crust. The fig. 3b shows the TL variation vs. heating temperature at the

area from line L.a to L.b. The TL on the fusion crust side was obtained

at higher temperature region.

4. Spatial distributionsof TL sensitivity

( A ) MET-78028 (L6):After reading out of natural TL, samples corre-

sponding to Fig. 3a were irradiatedwith X-rays (10s R) and were heated.

TL spatial distributions of these samples are shown in Fig. 4, which shows

spatial distributions of TL sensitivity of these samples. Slices in pair

of MET-78028 have low TL sensitivitynear fusion crust. Here, the TL sensi-

tivity is represented with logarithmic intensity.

( B ) Chondrite, ALH-77278 (LL3):After reading out of natural TL, the

sample was irradiatedwith _°Co y-rays (20 kR) and was heated. TL spatial

distribution is shown in Fig. 5, which shows spatial distribution of TL

sensitivity of the sample.Some chondrules have high TL sensitivity and

other chondrules have low TL sensitivityor no sensitivity.

5.Conclusions.As shown in Fig. 4 and 5, the TL spatial sensitivity is not

uniform, it may occur since meteorites are inhomogeneousmaterial. So,

when one searches the terrestrialage of antarctic meteorites or classifi-

es the petrologic type of chondrites by using TL technique, one must inves-

tigate thoroughly TL spatial sensitivities. It is not only meteorites but

also natural materials on the occation to measure natural TL.

6. Acknowledgements. The authors are greatly indebted to Prof. T.Nagata
and Dr. K.Yanai, National Institute of Polar Research for the meteorite
samples. They also thank Dr. Y.Ikeda, Ibaragi University for the chonrule
classification.
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METHODS AND SOFTWARE FOR COSMIC RAY SOINTIL_TIGN
STUDIES

O.V.Gulinsky, L.I. Dorman, R.E.Prilutsky
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Wawe Propagation, USSR Academy of Sciences, 1@2092
Troitsk, Moscow Region, U_SR

Methods and programs for statistical processing of
cosmic ray intensity measured in the world-wide network
are proposed.

The main instrument in scintillation studies is the
cosmic _ay spectrum constructed from the intensity onser-
vation /I/. The problem of psctrum estimation from measur-
ed time series has a long-standing history, but the speci-
ficities of the phenomenon of interest do not permit the
direct use of the classical methods. One of such specifi-
cities is that besides the appearance of regular trends,
which can in principle be eliminated by different filtra-
tion methods, in the periods most interesting from the
viewpoint of the physics of processes (for instance,
Forbush decreases, solar flares) the statistical characte-
ristics of the process undergo essential reconstruction,
i.e. the process besomes nonstationary. In this case the
concept of spectrum is not defined, and the methods based

on Fourier transform, Blackman-Tusky.method) give wrong
results. The technique usual in this sltuation, i.e. discri-
mination of quasistationary regions, encounters the follow-
ing difficulties. Such regions, if any, can be very short.
When _ased on a small amount of data_ the methods using
Fourier transform are known to give inaccurate results,
in particular, they do not allow us to separate close fre-
quencies, whereas the secomd specific feature is just the
necessity to separate close frequencies, some of which can
be associated with a certain process in solar space. For a
better separation of near frequencies in short regions, the so-
called autoregressive methods have lately been used for spec-
trum estimation /2/. These methods suggest introduction of an
a_ditional possibility to describe the process by an auto-
regressive model p

_--o (1)
where _ is the sequence of independent random quantities
of a certain unkhowu order p. This assumption is based on
the fact that a wide class of stationary processes can be
described by such a model. The coefficients of regression
are in this or that way estimated under this assumption for
a certai chosen order p, and then the single-valued ana-
lytical estimate of the spectrum is found from these coeffi-
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cients. Such an approach, using different algorithms for
estimating the coefficients (of the type of Berg, Levinson-
Durbin, Pisarenko, and other methods), is also realized in
our methods. In some cases it gives satisfactory results.
But it cannot be applied to essentially/nonstationary pro-
cesses either.

To eliminate these difficulties we have proposed the
following two approaches. One of them suggests the descrip-
tion of a process by an autoregressive model in which the
coefficients vary in time

P •-

Each coefficient is represented as a series in a given

complete set fo functions _£%_

c)¢b= (3)

with the unknowu coefficients{¢_. As a set of functio:s
one can choose, in particuler, a_power series_,_,_, }
Then, using the method of least squares, one cad calculate
the coefficients for the chosen order p of the
model and for the number N in the expansion (3). The order
p of the model and the number of terms N in the expansion
ca be chosen, so to say, in the best possible way.

Such an _pproach makes it possible to introduce the
concept of an instantaneous spectrum for a nonstationary
process. At each time moment (estimated from the time
series of lenght T) the parameters correspond to ann
autoregressive model with known constant coefficient o_T_-__Ci_

....-- Oe+,..,_ t :o _: q'

Such a process will be thought of as sfioppedat a time mo-
ment t (starting at some initial point 3Co , it passes

" through a stationary sequence). This process corresponds
to a psectrum which can be calculated analytically from
the moment t will be called a t -instantaneous speetmum

. of the nonstationary process (2).

Arranging the sequence of instantaneous spectra with
respect to t , one obtains a dynamical picture of re-
construction of a nonstationary process.

The other approach to investigation of a nonstationa-
ry process is based on the on-line method for estimating
the parameters of the model (2), i.e. on the stoqbastic
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approximation for estimating _a,_ for a chosen order p
of the model has the form (_ is the vector of parameter

estimation, _a = ( x_, ..., x ) is the measured time se-
ries):

A P #_

- - - ) (4)
Under certain conditions, if the sequence _ tends to zero
with an appropriate velocity, one can show (see, for ins-
tance, /3/) that as t-_ _, the estimates of _ converge
to the vector of the coefficients a of model (I). It is a
disadvantage of the method that it needs a large sample,
which is hardly to be provided under the described conditi-
ons° At the same time, this difficulty can be eliminated if
we reject the requirement concerning constancy of the coef-
ficients and pass over to the model (2) without expanding
a in the series (3).

In this case, to estimate the coefficients of the model

(2), we use the algorithm /_/, in which the sequence _@
is chosen differently. One cam show that under certain con-
ditions on the growth of the coefficients a i (t) and for a
corresponding rate of convergency _ to a certain constant
the algorithm (_) will trace the trend of the parameter_:(t_.
Under these assumptions one can provide a large sample of
data since the series need not necesserily be stationary,
and the algorithm works well. The way of constructing a_ in-
stantaneous spectrum is the same as described above.

The software considered includes all the approaches
described above, namely, direct Fourier transform and its
modifications, autoregressive and instantaneous spectrum me-
thods. Being used in various combinations, they prove help-
ful in handling the time series. The methods have been veri-
fied in special tests. Some results of investigation of scin-
tillations using these methods are presented in /4/.
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THE INFLUENCES OF THE GALAOTIC COSMIC RAY
ON THE ATMOSPHERIC OZONE

Ye Zonghal Xue Shunsheng
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P.O.Box 5112, 1_ljlng, China)
Wang Lian ying
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I. Introduction. Warneck [I_ and Nicolet et al. [21 first
put forward that cosmic ray is a suurce of NO production in
the atmosphere. The Nicolet et al. [3,4,5] proved that each
ion pair producted by cosmic ray forms about I-1.5 NO molecul-
es becsuse of the ionization and the dissociation processes.
Because of the reaction between NO and 0 in the atmosphere
NO will dlspapear in part, so the change of _NO_ will direct-
lly influence [0_] in the atmosphere. The observational res-
ults proved that the solar cosmic ray events will cause the
large decrease of[O_] in the polar stratosphere [61 • Ruderman
et al.[7] proved thatLO_] has the law of 11 years variation.

This paper has analysed the relationship between yearly
variation of cosmic ray intensity and [0_], and[05] disturbance
initiated by Forbush decrease for 1965-1976. The data of cos-
mic ray intensity were selected from the records of the sup-
erneutron monitor at Deep River station and the ionization
chamber at Beljlng statlon;_O3]data were selected from Reso-

lute (74.4ON, 94.6ow), Canada. Bismarck (46 4ON, IOO.5ow), I°Amerlcs, Kagoshima (31.4oN, 130.4°E), Japan_ Kodaikanal (10.
N, 77.3°E), India. The statistical results show that [0_]
prominently is modulated and disturbed by 11 years variation
and Forbush decrease of the galactic cosmic ray.

II. The modulation of 11 years variation of cosmic raE inten-
_it.y on the ozone. Fig. Ic is the curves of yearly variation
of cosmic ray intensity. The solid line is the data of the
superneutron monitor at Deep River. The dashed line indlcats

meson component recorded by the ionization chamber at
Beljing. It can be seen that there is the maximum of cosmic

" ray intensity during the solar activity minimum (1964-1965),
there is the minimum of cosmic ray intensity during the solar
activity maximum (1969-1970). Fig. I _,b are the correspond-

. ing content of O3 at four variant latitudes. Used [O3]data
is selected from "Ozone data for the world" published by
Canada,8] . The analysis results show that except Resolute
Station at high latitude 11 years variation of [03] is very
evident. The ozone content decreases when cosmic ray inten-
sity increases, The ozone content increases whe cosmic ray
intensity decreases. This means the relationship between the
ozone variation and cosmic ray intensity variation is the na-
getive correlation.

It is seen from fig. 1 that 11 years variation of [O3]has
evident latitude effect. From maximum year of cosmic ray in-
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_,oCo%_, tensity to minimum year[O_] increased

by 7.8% and 5.8% at Kodaikanal and

49 Kagoshima respectively. The increase
47 of [0_] decreasedWlth the increase of

the latitudes, [03] only increased by
45 o 4.8% at Bismarck.But 11 years varia-
43 _/_marck tion of [03] become indistinct at Re-
_, ' solute in the polar region.Co3_ _e'6547 e'e z, T3 75 7_

_,oo36 _ III. The disturbance of Forbush decr-
35 AJ Ko0o. ease on [033• I. Data analysis. In
34 order to study the disturbance stage
33 _0_=_.o, b of Forbush decrease for variant ampli-

32 / __ tudes on [03], Forbush decrease ev-
ents are divided >1%, >2/0, >3% and

3 >5% four importances based on their
1965 67 69 ?1 73 7_5 77

n , amplitudes. The disturbance analysis
x 105 "40

"\_\' fk// of the solar flare and Forbush decr-
ZSZ ',_°ijing .,8o ease on vorticity arear index (VAI)

" -,2o showed that the disturbances of VAI
24o _ /\ / ° have evident seasonal property [9].

Z34 _ / O,,p RiAzer 440
,^ ,--., So the time occurred Forbush decrease

zz, ,v,LX-''_'" -8o is also divided hhe winter (10-3 mon-
zz_,_ _7 69 7 73 _ _ 24o ths) and the summer (4-9 months).

Fig.1 _Is modulation of According to the seasons and impor-
11 years variation of tances occurred Forbush decrease, th-

eir variant combination is analysed.
cosmic ray intensity There were 234 Forbush decrease ev-
on the ozone ents during 1965-1976. The distri-
bution of various Forbush decrease events as table I shown.

Table I The distribution of Forbush decrease events

_j_rtanee I" -'_ ...... >2% >3% >5%

winter I 119 ...... 49 22 4
summer ] 115 48 28 4

total I.234 97 50 8

The method of the statistical study has used the super-
pose d epoch method. The day of the minimum of Forbush dec-
rease Is considered as the zero day. The abscissa denotes
the time in>:days for all of the figures in this section. The
ordinate represents the ozone content. The horizontal llne
refers to the average value of the total absembly of [0_].
The dashed llne represents confidence level with probability
0.05 or the degree of confidence 95%. n is the number of
Forbush decrease events.
2. Analysis results. The stqtistical study for all Forbush
decrease events shows that the disturbance of Forbush decr-
ease on [05] is of statistical sLgnificance, and the amplitude
of [0_] disturbance increases with the increase of Forbush
decrease amplitude. The disturbance of Forbush decrease on
[03] Increases with the increase of the latitudes. But at
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high latitudes, the effect of the solar cosmic r_v and preci-
pitating particles on IOn]will be over Forbush decrease, so
that the ozone disturbance produced by Forbush decrease all
is covered.

The disturbance of Forbush decrease occurred in the win-
ter on [0_] is larger and more evident. Usually on the day
started Forbush decrease, i.e. about at-I day, [Os] begins
increase, and there is a larger increase after the fourth day.
The amplitudes of [03] disturbance increase with the increase
of the latitudes of the observational stations. Fig. 2 shows
the disturbance of [03]for variant latitude regions in the
winter. I_cause the data of [O3_ observed in the winter at
Resolute is a few numbers, the change of [09]can not be given.

_o_ The disturbance Forbush decrease

3_o w,,,.,> O_o,.,,_/_/ occurred in the wltner on [O_]at same
latitude increases with the increase

/ of Forbush decrease amplitudes. If
3_o the average value of [03] from the third

_,...._ ° day to the fifth day before the zero
day is considered as the undlsturbance

3% 3 o 3 5 7 , value of [0_], that the largest distur-
doy

%_ bance of >1% Forbush decrease on 0

2_o_.,.,o._.,O_o..,,, was about 5.3%. The largest distur-
_._--_-=-_c_/_-____-__.... bance of >2%, >3% and >5% Forbush de-
__w crease events were 5.9%, 6.2% and280

Kago=nimo ° IO. 3% respectively.
275/r , , ' , , • , , ,5 _ o 3 5 _ 9 The disturbance of Forbush decrease

°0' occurred in the summer on [09] in low
latitudes can also be seen, but its

[%]I- disturbance is very less than in the
26o_*...,_,O_o ,:,, o winter. The disturbance of Forbush
z5__-----_=-_'_c____- _----_-
25o_ _°"°"J - decrease on [03]all is covered at highlatitudes. It always is the decrease-5 -3 _ 0 _ 3 5 7 9

,o, tendency after the solar flare, and it

Fig. 2 The disturban- lasts_ several days (see Fig.3).

ce of Forbush decrease [%1|.......'°/°.o,,5 36c_/k'_' .2o/. .:,ein the winter on [033 35 35.,
IV. Conclusions and dis- 5_ ...._ _

cussion. According to 35o[-_ ___........ 3so

the results dlscribed _i_I......... _ _45, • , 340above, we obtain the 5 3 4o 3 5 _ _ _ _ _ o, _ _ _
following conclusions: _o_ _o_

, [O_] is modulated by _%1
I1 years variation •of __'°/° n=28 [03] ....... 5% n= 4

cosmic
ray intensity. 3_o____

34O

The relationship bet- _ v ___/_ _o_/

ween the ozone variation_ ........ _,,o
and cosmic ray intensity
variation is the negati -3_ _,o
ve correlation. The 11 _ _oo

doy doy

years vibration of [03] Fig.3 The change of COs]duringis most evident at the
Forbush decrease in the summer at

middle and the low la- Bismarck.
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titudes. The law of thls variation is more indistinct at
the high latitudes. Because the influences of the solar
cosmic ray and precipitating particles on [03] are so large
that the effect caused by the long period variation of cosmic
ray intensity is covered.

The disturbance of Forbush decrease occurred in the winter

on [03] is very remarkable. The disturbance of [03] evidently
increases with the rising of the latitudes. Usually [03]
increases after Forbush decrease started, and lasts several
days. The disturbance occurs the maximum after the fourth
or the fifth day. The amplitude of [03J disturbance also
increases with the increase of Forbush decrease amplitude.

The disturbance of Forbush decrease occurred in the
summer on [03] is very interesting. The effect of Forbush
decrease on [09] is also evident at the low latitudes, but
the disturbance of [03] is Just opposite to the effect caused
by Forbush decrease at the high latitudes. Evidently, this
is not produced by Forbush decrease. It is produced by the
solar cosmic ray and precipitating particle events. As was
shown by Shah [I0] , the disturbance of the solar cosmic ray
events occurred in the summer on VAI is the most remarkable.
We discover that the larger solar cosmic ray events occur in
the summer. So the disturbance of the solar cosmic ray events=

occurred in the summer on [03] can also be the most remarkable.
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Abstract

Why does influenza become worldwide pandemic at times? This paper suggests some new obser-

vations. First, there is a remarkable relationship between influenza pandemics and cosmic ray

environment. Second, there is an excellent correlation between influenza pandemics and bright

novae and Nova _ Car. In addition, we propose four indexes to predict future influenza pande-

mics, Using one of these indexes we successfully predicted the influenza epidemic in 1984.

A. Introduction

Influenza has caused the greatest visitation and the severest natural calamity in this cen-

tury. Unimaginably about twenty million people died in the influenza pandemic of 1918-i919. Why

does influenza become worldwide pandemic at times? For exploring its basic cause, in 1978 R.Ing

suggested that except for the pandemic of 1889, the beginning dates of historical influenza pa-

ndemic in the 18th and [9th centuries, as well as pandemics and viral antigenic shifts in this

(l) We have different views on
century, appear to have occurred in years of high sunspot number.

this. At the time of suggesting his viewpoint, R.Ing cited seven influenza paddemics in the

[eth and [9th centuries, based on the researches by J.R.Mote. But from complete data published

by J.R.Mote, there were fifteen main influenza epidemics in the [eth and Igth centuries. (2) Al-

though he employs different terms of "epidemic" and "pandemic", however, this distinction is

purely for convenionce as Mote indicated. Because different historical records had different

criteria and different detailed extent, it is very difficult to compare epidemical scale one

another exactly. The distribution of the beginning dates of fifteen main influenza epidemics in

the sunspot cycle is shown in figure I.

From figure [ we can see that there are four times in years ok high sunspot number(over 80)

and five times in years of low sunspot number(below 25). In addition, from researches by W.I.8.

Beveridge in [977, there were seven considerable worldwide influenza pandemics in the [eth and

[gth centuries. (3) The beginning dates Of these pandemics are also shown in figure [. We note

that there are one time in year of high sunspot nungmer and four tim_s in years of low sunspot

number. Therefore, according to the studies by J.R.Mote and researches by W.I.B.Se_aeridge, we

can conclude that in sunspot cycle the phase that correlated to a certain extent with epidemics

and pandemics of influenza should be the years of low sttnspot nun%bet, it was more than the oc-

curred nu_oer in high sunspot year.

I I I I I I f

I T T T I
a l J

m o researches by J.R.Mote

_ A researches by W, [.B.Beveridge

Ioo x loo

§ so so

1700 1750 1800 1850 1900 Year

F_g,_ The dlatrlbutio¢% of the beginning dates of main influenza

epidemics in the sunspot cycle in the 18th and 19th centuries
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For explaining the ,_=_hanisms on how the high sunspot activity can affect influenza pande-

mics,Ing indicates that people conjecture that the amount of ultraviolet light(UV) incident on

the surface of the earth is increased by enhanced solar activity, which might conceivably acce-

lerate the mutation rate of the influenza virus. This speculation cannot, however, explain in-

fluenza pandemics occurred in years of low sunspot number. In this paper we try to offer an ex-

pIanation for this based on cosmic ray researches.

But why have influenza pandemics occurred in some times and why have they not occurred in

the others around the periods of low and high sunspot number? Actually, the perlod8 of low and

high sunspot number ire merely a favorable conditions and a minor causing factor of influenza

pandemlc,and the dominant causing factor might be earth's cosmic ray environment.

B. Influenza and the cosmic ray environment

Since the start of systematic and continuous observations of cosmic ray in [g36,the number

of ground level enhancement event had been rare in more than forty years. Among them large en-

hancement events happened only five times. (4) These large Ground Level Solar Cosmic Ray Events

(GLEs) occurred on Feb.28,19421Mar.7,1942! July 25,1g46l Nov.lg,1949 and Feb.23,1956.According

to the researches by V.M_hdsnovet al.(5)there were five influenza pandemics in the first half

of this century. Among them the beginnlnq dates of two pandemics were in 1943 and in 1947. They

occurred just after the first three large GLES respectively. After the large GLE on Nov.lg,L949,

in 1950-1951 there also occurred a severe infl_enza epidemic spreading to Europe,Africa, North

America, Japan and other places. In Liverpool. the death rate even surpassed that of the pan_e-

talc of, 1918. (5) So V.M.Zhdanovet al. held that the epidemic time of the fifth influenza pande-

mic in this century was I947-Feb.1952. Even more, in 1957, the next year of large GLE on Feb.23,

1956, there occurred a worldwide influenza pandemic too. Among seven influenza pandemics occur-

red hitherto in this century, it was the second severest pandem/c. We note that after five large

GLEs occurred in the past fort T years or so influenza pandemic invariabl T broke out in each case.

Therefore, very remarkable is the corresponding relationship between influenza pandemic and the

large variation in the cosmic ra T environment.

These extraordinary events of cosmic ray environment all occurred before influenza pandemics

one Fear or so. To start a new influenza pandemic this interval is reasonable, since it takes

time for influenza viruses to mutate or to recombine genes and then for selection of human im-

munit T to form new pandemic strains.

An_ong three pande,*ics the se%-mrest one was that of 1957. A2_d the GLE on Feb.13,1956 was the

largest GLE among all recorded GLEs. It seems as if the sc_le and harmfulness of influenza epi-

demic were related to the enhanced amplitude of ground level cosmic rays. But this relationship

mlgh_ not be simply understood as a direct proportion relationship.

THe mechanisms on how the cosmic ray environment can affect influenza pandemics cannot be

discussed here in detail. We presume it has these main aspects. First, the sudden enhancement

of cosmic ray environment could deplete the atmospheric ozone layer and therefore bring the in-

crease of the amount of ultraviolet light incident upon the surface of the earth. Second, the

abrupt e.h*_ame.t of ground level cosmic rays seems to give living things an X-ray. The ionizing

radiation resulted from cosmic rays in human and animal body and the enhanced ultraviolet rays

could lead to mutation of influenza viruses or gene recombination among different human and ani-

mal influenza viruses and therefore bring viral antigenic shifts and form new subtypes of influ-

enza virus. Third, the large variation of cosmic ra T environment could lead to corresponding va-

riation of other natural environment elements and therefore bring a more favourable ecologlca_

environment for infection and transmission of new subtype of Influenza virus,

From these mechanisms, we can understand the reasons that influenza pandemics sometimes oc-

curred in the years of Low sunspot number. Because the years of low sunspot number were Just •

the years of high cosmic ra M intensity on the earth (6) , so the years of low sunspot number were

just the years of high ultraviolet intensity incident on the surface of the earth.

C. Influenza and novae

The researches on the relationship between cosmic ray environment and influenza pandemic

provide a new vat for exploring causes of other influenza pandemics. We might envisage that in-

fluenza pandemic can also be aroused b T other astronomical phenomena not just the sun. if these

phenomena can cause large enhanced effect of cosmic ra M environment of life on the earth.

Here we want to raise a new issue i.e. the relationship between the novae6[_nd influenza

pandemics. From table I we notice that there is a very good corresponding relationship between

bright novae and the front four influenza pandemics occurred in this century. In this century

there have hitherto occurred only eight novae with maximum apparent magnitude(MAH_ brighter
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than 2.2. And table [ listed as many as _iv_ bright novae_ ?he three others are GK Per with MA24

0.2 in Feb.1901, V476 Cyg with MAM 2.0 in Aug.1920, and V[5OO Cyg with _ 2.2 in Aug.1975.

After the occurrence Of Nova V[500 Cyg, we hav_ noted that swine influenza viruS(Hew[N1 ) reap-

peared in 1976 and the HiN[ subtype resurfaced in 1977 and spread to wide regions of the world.

After the Occurrence of Nova V476 Cyg, we ha%._ also noted that influenza epidemic occurred in

many countries, such as L_, ireland. Belgitum, Norway etc.,, the influenza mortality reached a

peak in i922. (5) As regards the Nova GK Per, we hav_ not had detailed epidemiological data of

influenza in [902, so we donot know whether an influenza epidemic occurred or not in that year.

We note that after seven bright novae out of those eight all occurred epidemics or pandemics of

influenza, therefore, the corresponding relation between bright novae and influenza pandemics

is also very remarkable.

About the great pandemiC of [918-[919 we thinM that its beginning was caused by other fac-

tor but the Nova V603 Aql took a decisiv_ role for that why the second wave of this pandemic

became w_ry different than the first wasne in harmfulness and turned to the _ost spectacular

outbrea_ of any disease for hundreds of years.

Table 1. The o0ntrast between bright novae and the first

four influenza pandemles in the 20th century

The beginning date8
(7)

of influenza panda- Bright novae

mice(5)

1918 Nova V603 Aql, maximum apparent megnltude -1.1

on June 10,1918

1926 Nova P_ Pic, maximum _pparent magnitude 1.2 on

June 8.1925

1936 Nova DQ liar. maximum apparent magnitude 1.4 on

Dec.22.19_$

Nova CP Lac. maxim_ apparent magnitude 2.1 on

' June 20, 1936

194_ Nova CP Pup, maximum opparent magnitude 0,2 On

N0v.11,19&2

Table 2. The contraa_ between the years of maximum of brightness

of Nova _ Car and the years of influenza pandemics in

the 18th and [gth centuries

The years of epide- All the years of The years of influenza

mlcs and pandemics maximum of bright- pandemics

of In'fluenza hems of Nova 9 C a_7-) by W.I.B.Beveridge (_)

b_ J.R.Mote (2)

* 1709-1712

1729-1733 1729 17_2-!733

17_7-1762 1752

1767

• 1772

177_-1776

1780-1782 1781-1782

1788-1790

1798-I_O5 1801 1800-1802

18]Q-18_ 1827 1830-18_3

183&-1837

18_7-1850 1843 _8a7-1848

1857-1858 1856 1857-1858

1873-1875 1871

1809 1889 1889-1890
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regards the influenza pandemics of 18th and 19th centttries, we found that there existed

an interesting relationship between them and Nova _ Car. The brightness of _ Car was variable.

It was Sometimes bright and sometimes dark. According to the researches by C.Payne-Gaposchki_ )

in 18th and lgth centuries its maximum occurred only eight times. Table 2 showes that after

every maximum of brightness of Nova_ Car there was almost always the influenza pandemic. Espe-

cially in the 19th century, their relation was bordering on one to one corresponding relation.

it is hardly conceivable for such good correlation. Is it possible that the Nova _ Car could

bring a very large amount of UY,X- and r-rays incident on the earth when it turned up outburst?

Nova is a violent phenomenon of star explosion. People belie(_ it is one of the sources of

cosmic rays. If the no_ra can really bring the influenza pandemic, then the transmitter of nova

information should be its high energy X-,r-rays ( nova's X-,r-rays--_ the depletion of the atmo-

spheric ozone layer--* the strong increase in the solar [;V incident on the sturface of the earth

--_ influenza pandemic ). Nevertheless, bright nova is a rare astronomical phenomenon. In the

past forty years or so there occurred only one bright nova with M]tM 2.2. The

modern data of cosmic ray intensity variation effect of nova are v_ry few. so it is difficult

now to make sound comments on affection extent of bright nova on earth's cosmic ray environment.

However, the excellent correlation between influenza pandemics and novae implies strongly that

the cosmic ray envirorunent variation of earth should be seriottsly investigated after the occur-

rence of nova. Therefore, we suggest that the intensity variation of X-,r-rays arid [/V will hav_

to be investigeted by various observation m_ans from ground le%nel to satellite altitude when

turning up outburst for _ Car or when occurring of bright nova in the fut,_tre.

D. ?o predict influenza epidemic

According to the excellent correlation in the past, we propose four indexes to predict

future influenza pandemicsl first, the occurring of the large GLE! second, the occttrring of the

bright nova; third, the turning up outburst again for _ Car! fourth, the large enbance_nt of

life's cosmic ray environment caused by other astronomical phenomena. (8)(9)(10) When one of

these isdexes takes place, it would not at all be stlrprising if a new influenza pandemic should

emerge soon after.

We are glad to report that according to the first index we successfully predicted the

influenza epidemic in 1984. On Dec.8,1982 there occurred a middle GLE. (II) So the author wTote

a report to the China Influenza Centre to predict that influenza epidemic would so_ e_xerge in

the world in 1984. As expected, the influenza epidemic has emerged. In the U_SR in two months

from the second half of January to the first half of March the ntumber of cases of influenza ill-

ness reached se_-_ral milIio¢Is, at)out 3-5_ of the population were affected during the week Of

highest activity, (12) in big cities and i, the capitals of fifteen Soviet Socialist Republics

the incidence reached about I_ Of the population. In the saa_e time, widespread influenza ill-

ness has been reported also in the USA, many european countries, Japan, Pakistan, Algeria,

Morocco, Tonga etc.. ([3) therefore, or_ o_ the view_ints of this paper has got a SUCCeSSfLLL

verlficat[on.
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Strong Earthquakes, Novae and Cosmic Ray Environment

YU Zhen-dong
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Abstract

This paper suggests some new observations about the relationship between seismic activity and

astronomical phenomena. First, after investigating the seismic data ( magnitude 7.0 and over ) with

the method of superposed epochs we find that the world selsmicity evidently increased after the OC-

curring of novae with maximum apparent magnitude brighter than 2.2. Second. a great many earthqua-

kes of magnitude 7.0 and over concentrated to occur in the 13th m_nth after the occurring of two

largest Ground Level Solar Cosmic Ray Events ( GLEe ). From these, we put forward explanations of

the ca%tees about th/ee high level phenomena of global seismic activity in 1918-1965 and suggest

that according to the information of large GiJ_ or bright nova we shall be able to predict the c.z-

currlng time of global intense seismic activity.

Is seismic activity affected by astronomical phenomena? This paper tries to offer some notice-

able results.

A. Seismic data used in this paper(i )
Gutenberg and Richter ( 1954 ) edited the catalog of worldwide large earthquakes in 1904-1952.

But the number Of earthquakes is incomplete for magnitude below 7.9 in 1904-1917. Duda( 1965 (_ _nd

Rothe ( 1969(_)continued Gutenberg-Richter'e classical work. They extended the catalog to _965.

Therefore, this paper discusses world seismicity of magnitude 7.0 and ovi_r in 1918-1965.

B. The effect of bright novae on world seismicity of magnitude 7.0 and over

During this period of IgiS-lg65 there appeared six novae with maximum apparent magnitude bri-

ghter than 2._?)For investigating the effect of novae on seismic activity, the method of superposed

epochs requires to define the "zero day". This date ought to be the date when nova started explo-

sion. But this date was often uncertain. Because brightness rose very fast for most novae, from

starting explosion to maximum brightness the duration was only a few days, we unify to use the date

of maximtun brightness as the "zero day". It is available to those six except No_ra RR Plc.The cha-

racter for Nova RR Plc was that its risen period sustained for • Io_ time ( Payne-Gaposchkin,1957_ )

Its maxlmlLm apparent magnitude was 1.2 on June 8.1925 and before two _nths, however, it had alrea-

dy reached apparent 0%agnitude ],O, It probably took a long time ,from starting explosion ( apparent

magnitude 12.7 ),to apparent raagnitude 3.0. So for the present we _v_ the date up 3 months from

its maximum brightness date, namely March 8,1925, as the "zero day".

From the next day of the "zero day" on,we take every two months as one time-interval and inve-

stigate the numbers Of worldwide earthquakes in every time-interval.For six novae we obtain the

mean Value oE earthquake nu_er _n each time-inter_ral.They are shown in flguu_e I.

From fig. I we note that after the occurrence of bright novae the curv_ of seismic activity

was evidently higher than horizontal line. The increased effect showed successive two wav__s. In the

forty raonths after the occurrence of bright novae the mumber of worldwide earthquakes of magnitude

7.0 and o_,8r increased eleven or so on average than the _ean lev_l before the occ_urrenc_e of novae.

Because there is no third party which can affect the nova and the seismic activity simultaneously,

the obvious relationship of them has to be understood as the causation. Therefore, statistical ana-

lysis show_ that there is an effect that bright novae caused enhanced seismic activity of _%agnitude

7.0 and ov1_r.

Although it is still unclear now about the variation of cosmic-ray environment around Earth

after the OCCUrrence Of bright novaep yet we can presume that the enhanced selsmicactivity was

caused by nora's X-, r-rayslncident upon the earth.

C. The effect of large GLE on world selsmicity of magnitude 7.0 and over

Since the start of systematic and continuoua observation of cosmic rays,the number of GLE was

rare in past forty years or taste ( Duggal,1979 _?)A_ongthem large GLE happened only five times and

they are shown in table I ( Dorman,1957 _9)Zn table I in the years of the Occurrence Of front three

GLEe there also occurred bright novae, their seismic effects were o_rlapped. The s[ngle seismic

effect of large GL_ cannot be shown. So we discuss the last two events, i.e.two largest GL_s.

From the next day of those two QLE's dates on, we investigate the numbers of worldwide _arth-

quakes Of magnitude 7.0 and over in every month and obtain fig.2. From flg.2 we note that in the
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six bright novae,V603Aql,V476Cyg,RePic. DOHer,CPLac,CPPup. _ 0

solld llnel curve Of the aversge Of earthquake numbers

dashed llne,curve of three time-intervals running average 0 5 10 15 20 25 30
Month after the date of GLE

The horizontal llne of 2.97 la tWo-monthly awgrage of Fig.2 The effect of large GLE on world
the number Of worldwide earthquakes of magnitude 7.0 and
over in six tWomyears before the "zero days- of six brl- seismicity of magnitude 7.0 and over

ght novae (before the "zero day" of each bright nova all The horizontal lines of 2.17 for upper part and
tame two years). It represents the _ean level of seismic _.46 for under part represent respectively the

activity when the seismic effect of bright novae did not monthly mean level of global seismic activity be-
occur yet. fore the occurrence of two GLEe. they are the

averages of the numbers of worldwide earthquakes
of magnitude 7.0 and over in two years prior to
the GLE date.

Table I The large GL£ data

lmax o 40
NO. Date _ % RemarKs

I _ 30

o

_" Feb. ZS.1942 15.5 average on {5 minutes _ _ 20

2 Mar. 7,1942 15

3Jul.25,194622 i_lO
4 .Nov.19,1949 57 Z

5 Feb.23,1956 200 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 Year

* The sea-level enhanced magnitude of cosmic ray hard Fig.3 The annual number of worldwide earthquakes

C_poneot at high latltt_es ( Dorman.1957 ). of magnitude 7.0 and over in 1918-1965

13th month after the occurrence of the GLS there occurred unusual groups of worldwide large earth-

quakes. Earthquake number increased extremely obviously. Both of two events were Just the same. the

risen amplltedes are so high and the peak times are so uniform, thereby flg.2 clearly shows the ef-

fect of large GLE on seismic activity of magnitude 7.0 and over. About large GLE in 1949, in incre-

ased period ( 7th-[3th month afte the GLE's date ) the number of worldwide earthquakes of magnitu-

de 7.0 and OVer increased eleven than that of mean level prior to the occurring of the GLE. About

large GLE in 1956, in increased period ( 11th-18th month after the GLE's date ) the number of wor-

Idwlde earthquakes of magnitude 7.0 and over increased seventeen than that of mean level prior to

the occurring Of the GLE.

It can be questioned that whether the enhanced seismic activity would be able to cause by oth-

er emission component of those two solar flares on Nov.19,1949 and on Feb.23,1956.Among solar flare

- emissions, besides solar cosmic rays (SCR) there were also plasma cloud, vissible light,UV, X-rays

and radio emission. At the time of the OCcurring of other large solar flares, except for the large

GLE the sodden.fig increase of these components had been observed many times. But after them the

enhanced seismic activity has not been observed. The enhanced seismic activity was only after the
b

large GLE. Therefore we could Judge that the enhanced seismic activity was Just caused by enhanced

high-energy SCR.

D. About causes Of three high level phenomena of global seismic activity of magnitude 7.0 and over

1. About the decade of the most earthquake number

From fig.3 we note that the forties were the decade of the most earthquake number. Why was

this? It turned out to be that the Earth's cosmic ray environment occurred quite a few enhanced

events. In the forties there occurred four times out of five large GLEs described abo%_e.At the same

time, in 1942 there occurred the Nova CP Pup which is the brightest nova in the last sixty years.

Besides, in L946 there also occurred the recurrent Nova T Cre ( Pazne-Gapoechkin,1957 )(_ _hese ae-

tronomlcal phenomena all gave rise to enhanced effects of seismic activity. So the forties became

the decade o_ the most earthquake number.
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2. About the year of the most earthquake number and about the years in which earthquake number

strikingly increased

From fig.3 we note that in L943 there occurred the meet earthquake number and it unexpectedly

was fort[. Why was this? It turned out to he that in Ig42 there simultaneously occLtrred two large

GLEs and the br£ght Nova CP Pup. The enhanced periods of seismic activity caused by them were in

19q 3. So the nund_er of large earthquakes was so high in that year. From fig.3 we note that in some

years the earthquake number suddenly increased over ten than their last year. These years wereLgSi.

1943 and 1957. Why was this? The reason for 1943 has explained above. For 1957 it was _ue to the

occurrence of large GLE on Feb.23.1956 which was the largest GLE since the start of systematic and

continuoU_ observation of cosmic rays. The enhanced period of seismic activity caused by it was in

1957. so the nu_er of large earthquakes unusually increased than 1956. _ reqards 1931.because at

that time it had not the data of cosmic ray obser_ratlon, we cannot explain it now.

3. About Unusually concentrated periods oF earthquakes Of magnitude 7.0 and OVer

• The yearly average of the number of worldwide earthquakes of magnitude 7.0 and over was [9.5

in [918-1965. It corresponded to 3.25 per two wnnths. Nevertheless, in the some periods the seismic

activity was unusually high. The number of earthquakes reached over ten in two months and was three

times or more of the average. Why was this? In table 2 we listed all Of these data in [918-[965 and

put forward exp[anations of their causes.

The concentrated phenomenon Of large earthquakes was more projecting for one month. The month-

ly average of the number of worldwide earthquakes of magnitude 7.0 and over was 1.6 in 1918-[965.

Nevertheless, in the some periods the earthquake nundser reached unexpectedly 8 or 9 in a month and

was five times Of the average. In table 3 we listed all of these data in 1918-L965 and put forward

explanations Of their causes.

Above explanations could already illustrate that the occurring Of high level phenomena Of

global seismic activity Of magnitude 7.0 and over was neither accidental nor at random.

T_le 2 T_oB azK_ll0_atio_of caume, on all of the data which the earthquake nu_.ber Of

m_gnltude 7.0 and over Eaa¢zhad OVq_ _e. i. two _.thi(_L dayl) in 1918-1965

Earth-

quake _planatio¢* 01% CauJBel
No. Dat. nUmber

M_7.O

I Jan. 27,19_1-Mar. 28,19_I 11 ?

2 0et.lO,19_8-Oee. 6,1958 11 The Nova CP Lac in 19)6: Possible la_e GLE in 0o% 1957?

) Feb. 16, I943-Ap_. 9,194_ II Large GLEe on Feb.20, iga2 and On Mar.7,1942; Also exls-

tln6 the e[foet Of the Mort CF Pup in 1942

4 Oct.21,ig&)-Deo, 1,1945 12 The Nova CP Pup In 1942; Also oxlstln_ _ho offect of two

lar6e GI_S on Feb.28,|942 and on Har.7,1942

Au_, 2,t946-Sapt._O,1946 11 The Nova T CrB in I_46: Lar_t GL£ on July 25,1946

6 Jan. 4,1945-Ma_. _,1948 II The Nova T OrB In 1_&6; La_ee GLE on July 25,$946

7 Oct;2_,19_O-Deo.14,1950 12 Large Otg on Nov.19,1949

B Mar, 9,1957-Xpr.25,1957 15 Large 8LE on Feb. 2_,Jg_6

Table 3 The e_plluaaC/on Of cau_., on all of the data which the earthquake number

Of mm@ItedeT.O and o,,_mr reached eight in 31 days in 19[S-1965

quake Kxplanatic._ Om causes _nterva_"
NO. Date number

M)7,O

I NOV. 5,1958-Nov._O,1958 8 PossibLe l_r_e _L£ in 0ct.$9)7_

2 Mar. 9,_94_-Apr. 9,194_'" 8 Largo GLEe on Feb.28.194Z a.d on Mar. 12 _Onths or more

7,1942: Also exlstln_ the effect of

4 _he Nova CP Pup I. 1942

) Nov, 2,1943-Deo. 1,194) 9 The Nova CP Pup Ln Wov.1942; ALSo 12 meal,s or ao

exlstln_ the effect of _o lares OLEs

In ;942

Dec. 1,1950-Deo. 14,1950 9 Large G L7. on Nov.19,19&@ 12 months or mora

5 Mar. 9,i957-Mar.2},1957 9 LarKs 8L£ on Feb.2},|956 12 months or _o_e

• The Interv_1 between the be_innln_ dote of aelsmlc aetlvlty increased period and th_

ooeurri_ date of its major cause.

_ The interVal waa _O day0 2_ hours between the large earthquakes on Mar.9 and on Apr.9.
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E. Discussion

i. We discuss some tentative ideas on n_achanisma that cosmic rays affect seismic activity. The

cosmic ray particles incident in lithosphere were rare. It was still limited when occurring large

GLE. So the effect of the direct action probably is V_ry sz_all for the mechanisms.

Cos(_ic rays gav_ rise to atmospheric ionization when they p@ssed though the atmosphere. The

ionicity had difference at different atmospheric altitude and at different geomagnetic latitude.

From the atmospheric ionization there for_ an atmospheric electric-field,we call it cosmic ray

atmospheric electric-field. Its mklximuum intensity was at the top of troposphere or at the bottom

of stratosphere. When c)ccurring the large GLS the cosmic-ray atm_spheric electric-field would in-

tensi/y, the sodden intensifying of atmospheric electric-field probably was just the factor which

led to the occurrence of enhanced seismic activity. Through affecting the telluric electric-field

and atmospheric circulation'which affscted the rate variation of the Earth's rotation it finally

led to the OCCurrence o6 large earthquakes. The possible m_chanism_ are as 6ollowsl

solar cosmic rays or nova'e x-,r-rays----_ cosmic ray atmospheric electric-_ield_

__._atn_spheric circulation----_ Earth's rotat[on-_

"_tellttric electric-field ____earthquakes

2. About the groups of largeesrthquakee in Mar.i943,Dec.1950 and Mar.1957(see table 3),we think

they were caused bythe corresponding large GLE one year ago.lt seems to show that at least _or

some earthquakes of magnitude 7.0 and over their brewing ti_ was not long,only One year or so.

3. Fig,l shows the seismic effect of bright novae had successive two waves. We think that it pro,

bably was caused by two batches of nora's radiation which reached Earth in different tim_.The first

batch reached Earth in the time which was soon after or simultaneous with the visible light. From

fig.i we estimate that th_ n%ain current of the second batch reached Earth in the 17th month or so

on average after nova started explosion. Aikin et al.(198_)7_uggested that a_ng supernova radia-

tion caused Earth effects the first batch was prior to the second batch to reach Earth for several

months, biaybe nova is similar to supernova.

4. The explosion scale of supernova is more violent than that of nova. If occurring the bright su-

pernova visible to the named eyes, we could infer that the global seismic activity will soon incre-

ase obviously.

5. Since aforesaid change of cosmic ray environment could lead to the increase Of world seismicity,

we could infer that the bac_rottnd and other variations of cosmic rays should also be able to aff-

ect the world seismicity.

6. The occurring of the groups of large earthquakes is not a mystery to us now.Moreover,as a means

it could help us to research the changes Of Cosmic ray environln_nt. That is,it is an "indicator",

according to this indicator we can know the enhanced event Of cosmic ray environment had already

occurred before it. For example, about the groups Of worldwide large earthquakes(M ) 7.0) in 1931

j1)and in Nov.193 we could infer that in 1930 there probably had occurred the enhanced event of cos-

mic ray environ_nt and in Oct.1937 there probably had occurred a large GLE.

7. When o<:curring the large GLE or bright nova in future, according to fig.l,fig.2, and table 3 we

shall be able to predict the occurring time of global intense seismic activity.

I. Gutenberg,B.,and C.F.Richter(1954). Seismicity of the earth and associated phenomena,

Princeton University Press, Princeton, 133-160.

2. Duda,S.J.(ig65). Secular seismic energy release in the Circum-Pacific Belt, TeCtonophysics w

2, 409-452.

3. Rothe,d.p.(1969). The seiemicity of the earth 1953-1965, _ESCO, 29-307.

4. Payne-Gaposchkin,C.(1957). The galactic novae, North-Holland, Amsterdam, 2-L46.

5. Duggal,S.P.(1979). Relativistic solar cosmic rays, Rev. C,_ophys. Space Phys. 17, 1021-1058.

6. AOP_L_H(Dorman),a.M.(Ig57). BapsaK-S Kocmeqec_ex _yae_, ZOCTEXH3AAT, MOCKBA, 353-_95.

7. Aikin,A.C.,S.Chandra,and T.P.Stecher(1980). Supernovae effe_zts on the terrestrial atmosphere,

Planet. Space Sci. 28, 639-644.
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0BSE_ATION OF NUCLEI WITH ENERGIES 8-30NeV PER lqUC_

IN THE EA_H's _IAGN_OSPHEHNAT THE ALTITUDES350 KN

BobrovsMayaV .V.,GrlgorovN.L., Gordeev Yu2., Zhuravlev D.A.,

Nymmlk R.A.,PodgurskayaA .V.,SzolenskyL.G., Tretya_a Ch.A.,

Gordeev I.V., I_agushinV .I.,and _sviev A .V.

Instituteof NuclearPhysics, _seow State ihlversity

_oscow,DSSR

ABSTRACT

Observationsof the flux of nuclei with an energyof

IO N[eVper nucleonon the Salyut-7 Station in September

I984 are presented.The observed flux is smallerby a

factor of 50 than the flux detected in _y, I9BI.

I. Introduction. We contluue investigationsof the fluxes of nuc-

lei with energiesof 8-30_eV per nucleon in the erbits of scier_i-

fic stations(inclination_ 50°, height _350 kn).The noted nuclei

cannot get into these orbits from the interplanetaryspace because

of the Insuf_ient magnetic rigidity.In ref. /I/ the nuclei ob-

served in I973/7_year were interpretedas the particlesof the

anomalous cosmic:ray componentwhich, accordlngto ref. /2/,are

the slngly-chargedatoms. Our preceding experimentperformed in_iay,

I98I /3/ spes/_ein favour of the magnetosphericorlg_ of the ob-

served particles,_hich was first suggestedin ref. /4/.

This paper reportsthe preliminaryresultsof a new experiment

made with the improvedtechniqueenablesone both to measure the

flux of nuclei and te fix the registrationpoint in the orbit.

0 2. Experiment. We used an instr_nentwith 3 stacks of 3.7xi2.5cm2

dielectrictrack detectors.Each stack contained]D sheets CN-85 of

I00 m_n thick and was protectedsgalnstthe ultravioletsolar radia-

tlon by tv_ layers ef altmttuiEed]_vsau film 1.4 mg/_ 2 in tot_

thic_ess. During the experimentthe 3 mm thick A1 scree_ was dis-

placed above two stacks(No.I and No.2) to cover one of them depen-

ding on the value of proton flux incidentupon the iustrtm_it.In

the region of the Brasil magnetic:anomalywhen the proton flux _x-
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c,.eec_e_ID2 -2 -Icm see the s_reen covered the stack No.I an_ the nuc-

lei were deteeZed with the stack No .2. Outside the Brasil magnetic

anomaly the screen co_ered the stack No .2 and the nuclei were de-

tected with No.I. The stack No.3 was open throt_ the exposure

time. _he overall weight of the instzt_ent with the self-contalned

power supply and detectors was. ,.-,2 I_.

The instrument was delivered i_to the orbit on August I5,1984,

On Septembem I9 the InstrtEent was installed in the Salyut-7 lock-

-chsmber and was exposed to space, The e_pos_re time was I32 hours.

On Oatober 2, _ the detectors were returnedto the E_rth.

3. _al.ysis. The detectors were etched and the developed tracks

weme analysed. In each stack we revealed about a ht_xlredof nuclei

most of which got iuto the stacks during the 43-day storage within

the statIsn. _hese so-ca/led "bacFground" tracks are produced by

the nuclei with an energy of several hundreds of NieVsper nucleon

in outer space. B_ing decelerated in the walls and matter of the

station elements, some nuclei possessing an energy < 25 _leVper

nucleon, arrived at the deteetors and came to rest in the cellu-

lose nitrate film. The density of backErotmd nuclei is the same

throt_ut the depth of relatively thin stacks. Owing to this fact

w_ succeeded in identifying the nuclei detect64 in o_ter space as

excess tracks fixed in the upper sheets of the stacks.

_. Pre_ results. _ the nt_nberof tracks detected with the

stack N_,3 the flux of nuclei with Z _6 at an energy of 12 _eV per

nucleon is estimated to be 2.I0"3 (m2s.st _leV/nucleon)"I. In this

case the energy was estimated from the range-energy dependence for

oxygen nuclei and the detection time was associated with the expo-

sure time, 132 hours. The data from the stack No.l and No.2 ab_w

that the significant part of nuclei were Gbserved in the region of

an increased proton flux, i.e. in the BrasS/ magnetic anomaly, but

the statistical errors of these data are high.

5. _Iscussion. Comparing the present experimental data and the

results /3/we conclude thatthe flux of nuclei in Segtemher, I98_
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is by a factor of about 50 less than that of in Nay, I9_. This dif-

ference under identical experimental conditions ludlcates the large

time fluctuations of the flux intensity observed in the orblt. _ha-

se fluctuations can explain the result /5/ that the flux of oxyge_

nuclei with an energy _IO MeV per nucleon in the same orbit in

Ig78/79 yeazs _a,sIO-20m 2 s. st. MeV/nucleon)-I which is 20 times

as small as the_va3me we obtsdned in May, 1981 at the same so_az

activity.
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MEASUREMENT OF LOW ENERGY CosMIC RAYS ABOARD SPACELAB-I

R.Beaujean, K.Oschlies,and W.Enge

Institut fur Reine und Angewandte Kernphysik

der Universit_t Kiel, 23 Kiel, W.-Germany

/,

Abstract

In December 1983 the first Spacelab mission was launched for a

duration of 10 days. Aboard was the Kiel experiment "Isotopic Stack"

designed for measurement of heavy cosmic ray nuclei with nuclear

charge equal to or greater than 3 and energies up to some lOOMeV/nuc.

One part of the stack was rotated in well defined steps registered

by an angle encoder to receive information on impact times of the

nuclei. Using this time resolving system "geomagneticallyforbidden"

particles can be detected.

In this work the chemical composition and energy spectra of mainly

CNO particles are examined using a rotated 300_m thick CR-39 foil

beneath a fixed lOOpm thick Kodak-CelluloseNitrate foil. About

600cm2 have been scanned yielding nearly 100 nuclear tracks within.

an energy range of approximately8 to 30 MeV/nuc.

The calibration is done by means of a postflight irradiationwith

410 MeV/nuc 56Fe at Berkeley Laboratory, California, USA.

Relative abundances and energy spectra will be presented.

Keywords : Spacelab-1, heavy cosmic rays, plastic track detectors
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HEAVYCOSMICRAY MEASUREMENTABOARDSPACELAB-1

R.Beaujean,J.Krause, E.Fischer, and W.Enge

Institut fur Reine und Angewandte Kernphysik

der Universit_t Kiel, 23 Kiel, W.-Germany

Abstract

A stack of CR-39 plastic track detectors was exposed to the

cosmic radiation during the 10 days mission aboard Spacelab-l.

A part of the stack was rotated one revolution within 7days.

The impact time of most of the particles was correlated with

the orbit position of the shuttle and thus with geomagnetic

field parameters. In this work we report on the analysis of

heavy particles with charge Z _6 in the energy range 50-150 MeV

per nucleon with special emphasis on "geomagnetically forbidden"

particles.

Keywords: Spacelab 1, heavy cosmic rays, geomagnetic field effects,

plastic track detectors
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SPORADIC RADIO EMISSION CONN_O_]_ WI_ A D_TINI_

_b_NI_ESTATION OF SOLAR ACTIVITY IN THI_ NEAR NAR_I

SPACE

Dudnic A.V., Zaljubovsky I.I., Kartashev V._.,

Shmatko E.S.

Kharkov State University, UBSR.

Sporadic radio emission of near earth space at the fre-

quency of 38 MHz is shown to appear in case of fast develop-

ment of instabilities in ionospheric plasma. The instabilities

are generated due to primary ionospheric disturbances occuring

under the influence of solar chromospheric flares.

During the period close to 21st cycle maximum of solar ac-

tivity the investigation of sporadic radio emission in the ne-

ar earth space [4] was carried out at the frequency of 38 _z

using the experimental installation of Kharkov State Universi-

F2]. The results of the experiment confirmed the existancety

of sporadic radio emission in the meter radio wave range [31,

in its long wave range in particular. All the types of noise

radio emission mentioned in F1 1 were observed. Fig. I presents

some examples_ of the short-time events (0,5 $ 7m) detected at

the frequency of 38 _z. Attention was focused on existance of

short-time cosmic noise absorptions with sudden onset and end

(5,6) • There phenomena are not observed at the dm and cm ran-

ges and can't be identified as ionospheric disturbances of

SCNA type_[41 . Bursts andabsorptions with fine oscillatory

structure can also be attributed to the type of events unobser-
P
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'vable in [I_.

3 '

5 6

Fig. I. Characteristic examples of radio emission bursts of

near earth space and sudden short-time cosmic noise absorp-

tion (SCNA) detected at the frequency of 38 MHz. 1,2 = Spo-

radic bursts of overage power. 3 - Sporadic bursts with os-

cillating fine structure. 4 - Sporadic bursts with short-

time cosmic noise absorptions. 5,6_7-Short-time sporadic of

cesmic noise with oscillating fine structure. 8 - Series of

sporadic absorptions of cosmic noise with oscillating fine

' structure.

Vertical intercepts show radio emission flow equal to

The data about sporadic radio emission in near earth

space at the frequency of 38 _z obtained in spring and Sum-

met of 1981 were compared with solar data F 53 in order to
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find correlation with specific manifestations of solar acti-

vity. Figure 2 shows some eamples of the comparison.
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I

Fig. 2. Time run of solar activity and near earth space spo-
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radio bursts and sporadic absorptions during a sinle day and
i

night period at the frequency of 38 MHz. UT - universal time.

I - Chromosperic flares on the sun I _ 3 balls. Small flares

- 0.5 div. [51. 2 - Solar radio emission bursts in cm wave

range with intensity more than 1.10-20W/m_z _5_. 3 - Dis-

tinctive events on the sun in meter radio wave range [5IT

# - Sporadic radio emission bursts (at the top) and absorp-

tions (at the bottom) at the frequency of 38 MHz. Short ver-

tical intercepts at the top part corresponds to radio emis-

sion bursts with signal/noise ratio less than 2o Long inter-

cepts corresponds to radio emission bursts with signal/noise

ratio _ 2. Horisontal black rectangle corresponds to noise

storms. 5- X-Ray solar emission intensity is in the spect-

ral interval of O.5 • _.0 _ E5_.

The main peculiarities of the events observed at the

frequency of 38 M_z are the following:

I) the member of events in increased with the growth of solar

activivity as is shown in [_]; 2) the rise of chromospheric

flares and X-ray bursts at the Sun but there was no full co-

insidence in all details_ 3) there is no detailed coinsiden-

ce with distinctive solar events in radio frequency range;

4) probability of short-time sporadic absorption occurences

in winter is lower than in summer; 5) series of quasiperiodic

cosmic noise absorptions and quasiperiodic b_ts with small

signal/noise ratio are observed; 6) at day-time the probabi-

lity of event occurences is higher than at night.

A detailed analysis of all peculiarities of the phenome-
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NEAR EARTH SPACE SPORADIC RADIO ENLISBION

BUBTS 0CCURING DURING SUNRISE

Dudnik A.V., Zaljubovb_ i.l., Kartashev V.M.,

Lasarev A.Vo, Shmatko EoSo

Kharkov State University, USSR

During the period of low solar activiQ-v sunrise effect

of sporadic high frequency near earth space radio emission

was experimentally discovered at middle lattitudes. The

possible mechanism of its origin in discussed.

Since September 1984 during the period of low solar ac-

tivity the stud_ of sporadic near earth space radio emission

at middle lattitudes [I_ has been carried out at the e_e-

rimental installation of Kharkov Universit_ E 2_. The radio

te1_scope with operating frequency of 38 MHz described in

[2_ was in addition with mirror anten-
provided a parabolic

na having an effective area N16 m2 radiation pattern width

12° and receiving radio emission independentl.v at the fre-

quenc.wof 325 _z with East - West and North - South polari-

zation; dual - channel radio frequency tract having the tra-

nsmission band af_ _ _z regulation sensitivity threshold

being 2-10"21 w/m2 Hz for each chan_el. Tracimg of signals

was carried out with minimizing rate of 0.2 mm/s and integ-

ration time was not more than I s.

The analisis of experimental results proves that in
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the vicinity of themoment of morning shadow- light bounds-
)

r7 passage through the local meridium:series of radio high

frequency emission burrs arise diurnally at the frequec7 of

325 MHz (_Is.I).

I- 4'10"z'wlm'.z . -.......... !

, .... t.. _ I- _.tO'a'W/m'Hz 2

j " ( I- ,.m-_w/.',z 3• 2 t i j
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a) b)

Fig. I. Charac_teristic examples of high freque_y radio emis-

sion bursts series emerg_g during sunrise. _T - Moscow Time.

Arrows show the moment of sunrise at a definite place of ob-

servation. I- Operating frequency of 325 MHz, East - West po-

larization. 2 - Operating frequency of 325 _z, North - South

polarization. 3 - Operating frequency of 38 _Hz, East - West •

polarization, a) Mornlng recordig part September 28, 198#.
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b) Morning recording part December 13, 1984.

The most probable duration of bursts is in the interval of

0.5 . # m. The bursts growth and fall times are usually less

than 5 s. Morning radio bursts tend to aries quasiperiodi-

cally. The quasiperiod of each bursts series is equal to 5 .

20 m with mean value for full observation time being _ 10 m.

The character of sporadic radio emission polarization does

not often remain unchanged even within a single series of

bursts. Fine structure of bursts is irregular in most details

has a period oleO.01 _ 0.02 s with characteristic time of

irregular modulations0.15 $ 0.5 s. The radio emission bursts

coinsiding in time at the frequency of 38 and 325 _z appea-

red to have similar minimal scale of fine structure details

but they do not coinside in all the details of modulation.

Average diurnal course of sporadic radio emission bursts

density (a number of bursts per an hour) at a frequency of

325 MHz during the autumnal equinox (I) and the winter sol-

stice (2) is shown in fig. 2, where the sunrise and sunset

are considered to take place at 6 and 18 _'clock of local ti-

me independently on the season respectively. The presence of

strongly pronounced bursts density maximum during sunrise and

its seasonal shift are worth emphasizing,

The observed morning effect is suggested to be connected

with an excitation of internal gravity waves (IGW) by the so-

E3] moving in neutral atmosphere. Oscillations
lar terminator

of IGW in neutral atmosphere draw in the ionospheric plasma

and initiate its primary density disturbancesv.At some phase

of primary disturbance in magnetized ionospheric plasma in-
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I __

0 6 12 18hLT

Fig. 2. Average diurnal run of near earth spsce sporadic ra-

dio emission reduced to equinox; N is a number of radio bursts

per hour; the arrow shows the moment of sunrise; operating

frequency is 325 MHz; LT is a local time. I) September, Octo-

ber 1984; mean withrespect to 25 days period of observations.

2) December 198@, January 1985; mean with respect to 20 days
I

of observations.

swing quickly E4'], for instanoe, gradi-
stabilities begin to

ent - cyclotron ion instabilities reach saturation and in

this state remain unchanged during the time cortes pondimg to

the sporadic radio emission burst duration. The instability

can generate radio emission either of braking or dipole matu-
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